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Preface 

I attempt in the Introduction to set forth my critical goals 
and presuppositions. It may be helpful, however, if I indicate briefly 
here some of my more mundane operating assumptions. 

Although I have extensively revised the parts of the text originally 
presented separately, I have retained a certain amount of repetition of 
critical issues and even of historical data from chapter to chapter in or
der to make each chapter internally coherent. I have tried to limit this 
repetition to those critical concepts and data that seem to me essential 
to the argument of the individual chapters. 

Except where otherwise noted, all translations of Greek cited in the 
text are my own,  and it may help the reader if I explain my procedures. 
Although I have made no effort to retain the original meter or some 
modern approximation, in translating poetry I have been at pains to 
retain as much as possible of the content and emphases of the original 
line units , occasionally using italics to suggest the force of an emphatic 
particle in the Greek or an emphatic initial position in a line or colon. 
Nowhere am I more painfully aware of the truth of the old cliche 
traduttore traditore than in dealing with the language of Aeschylus, in 
which the deliberate exploitation of the inherent ambiguities of lan
guage reaches some sort of ne plus ultra. Although at times I have en
vied the complexity that a text like Goldhill's book-length study of the 
Oresteia can achieve by not translating-in many cases not even para
phrasing-Greek that is notoriously difficult even for a trained classi
cist, I feel strongly that the advantage of accessibility to the Greekless 
reader is well worth the risks of distortion. The field of classical liter-
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ature and thought daily demonstrates its capacity to engage the lively 
intelligences of an extraordinary range of intellectuals who happen not 
to know Greek but are conscientious in their efforts to benefit from the 
works of those who do. I have accordingly transliterated all the Greek 
terms I cite, but I have not been completely consistent. In the case of 
proper names, I have transliterated all but those that struck me as most 
familiar in their Latinate form. Even with these I have usually pre
ferred the more Greek k to c in names such as Herakles or Kimon, but 
here too I have not been completely consistent. On this matter we are 
still in a transitional phase in which what looks too Latinate or too gra
tuitously pedantic to one reader looks normal to another. My subjective 
criterion has been how I find myself pronouncing the name in my 
classes. Thus, though I have taught Lattimore's translation of the Iliad 
for many years, I still cannot bring myself to say "Achilleus" rather 
than "Achilles"-much less write "Akhilleus." 

In transliterating Greek I have indicated long e's and o's but have ig
nored long a's, i's and u's. This practice is arbitrary, but it corresponds 
to the Greeks' own use of different symbols only for the long e and long 
o. It has, moreover, the advantage of indicating to the Greekless reader 
that such important value terms as time, dike, and arete do not end in a 
silent e .  

Preliminary efforts that culminated in this text were made possible 
by an NEH Fellowship in 1 979-80. Subsequent released time from Mi
ami University is also gratefully acknowledged. In the course of so long 
a project I have incurred many debts from those who read and offered 
comments on various drafts of various chapters. If I omit any names 
here through oversight, I beg these persons not to perceive the omis
sions as ingratitude: judith deLuce, Walter Donlan, Michael Gagarin , 
Peter Green, Mitchell Greenberg, judith Hallett, Britton Harwood, Al
bert Henrichs, Susan jarratt, Frank Knobloch, W. Thomas MacCary, 
Steven A. Nimis, Douglass Parker, Charles Segal, Linda Singer, 
Georges Van Den Abeele, Nat Wing, Betsy Wing, R. P. Winnington
Ingram, Froma Zeitlin. If at times I have too sharply differentiated my 
views from those of these scholars', I can only hope that this too is not 
perceived as ingratitude-only as proof of how far they are from any 
share in my own errors. 

Quite apart from his kindnesses as a reader, Steven Nimis has been 
a guide of saintly patience through the Hell of Gutenberg into the Pur
gatory of Microsoft Word. 

A special sense of indebtedness and sadness invades me at the 
thought that I shall never know the responses, some doubtlessly scath
ing, of three friends now dead who were in varying degrees also men
tors and with whom I so enjoyed discussing and arguing over the Greek 
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texts that are the subject of this volume: Cedric Whitman, Eric Have
lock, and Adam Parry. 

My debt to Fredric Jameson is of a quite different order. Encounter
ing his work in the mid- 1 970s fundamentally changed my conception 
of the relation between my political commitments and my pedagogical 
and scholarly activities. Some eight years of attending the summer In
stitutes on Culture and Society, of which Fred was a founder and has 
remained a crucial component, have confirmed and developed my 
sense that there is a broader audience for the issues raised here than 
the "community" of classical scholars who previously tended to define 
my horizons of the possible. I feel indebted to all the participants at 
these institutes but must single out, in addition to Fred Jameson, Paul 
Smith , whose special contributions have been instrumental in organiz
ing some of the best institutes and whose rather different critical con
cerns have repeatedly challenged and informed my own. The 
friendship of both has been sustaining. 

Though it may seem perverse, I thank all the comrades in various 
struggles, local, national, and international , whose exhortations and 
inspiration over the years have guaranteed that this book was so long 
in coming: from New Haven I recall especially Liz Farrell ,  Bob Cook, 
Karin Cook, Dave Dickson, George Johnson, Liz Henderson, Alice 
Mick, Henry Tamarin , and Rick Wolff; from Austin, Julianne Burton, 
Martin Wiggington, Bobby Nelson, Cam Cunningham, Chris Cun
ningham, Terri Allbright, and Mike Rush ; from Santa Cruz, Gill 
Greensight, Mike Rotkin, Candace Falk, and Lowell Finley ; from Ox
ford, Ohio, Susan Eacker, Joe Napora, Linda Kimball ,  and Rick Mom
eyer. I believe that even books such as this one ultimately derive 
whatever value they may have from lived experience. All these people 
and so many more I cannot name have immeasurably enriched mine. 

I also express my deep appreciation for the sustained interest and 
patient cajoling of Bernhard Kendler. No small part of his help con
sisted in finding such perceptive, challenging, and helpful readers. 
Where I have not followed all their many fine suggestions, it has been 
with grave qualms. I am well aware how much they have improved this 
text. Whoever you are, many thanks ! Finally, many thanks to John 
Thomas for intelligent and sensitive copyediting. 

Some of the following chapters include material adapted from texts 
that have previously appeared in print: Chapter 1 ,  "How Conservative 
Is the Iliad?" Pacific Coast Philology 1 3 (October 1 978) ;  Chapter 2, "Class 
Ambivalence in the Odyssey, " Historia 24/2 ( 1 975) ; Chapter 3, "The 
Myth of Pindar's First Nemean : Sportsmen,  Poetry, and Paideia," Har
vard Studies in Classical Philology 78 ( 1 974) , and "Towards a Dialectical 
Hermeneutic of Pindar's Pythian X," Helios , n.s. 9 ( 1 982 ) ;  Chapter 5 ,  
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"Sophocles' Philoctetes and the Teachings of the Sophists ," Harvard 
Studies in Classical Philology 80 ( 1 976) . I gratefully acknowledge the per
mission to use these texts granted by the Philological Association of the 
Pacific Coast, Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, Helios, and Historia . 

PETER W. ROSE 
Oxford, Ohio 
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The world has long dreamed of possessing something of which it 
has only to be conscious in order to possess it in reality. 

-Karl Marx 

The task to be �ccomplished is not the conservation of the past, but 
the redemption of the hopes of the past. 

-Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno 

Every image of the past that is not recognized by the present as one 
of its own concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably. 

-Walter Benjamin 



Introduction: 

Marxism and the Classics 

In this book I propose to apply what I characterize as a 
Marxist approach to several ancient Greek texts. For me, such an ap
proach implies a simultaneous concern with the politics of artistic form 
and with a central ideological theme. That theme, which has largely 
determined my choice of texts , is inherited excellence-the ways in which 
ideas about descent from gods or heroes and about aristocratic origins 
play a central role and undergo significant transformations in texts 
that both reflect and constitute the Greek cultural heritage. 

There is of course no innocence in my choice of the theme of inher
ited excellence. Contemporary debates over "nature versus nurture," 
ethnic difference, gender essentialism, sociobiology, and various other 
modern equivalents of social Darwinism have enormous consequences 
in concrete contemporary political struggles. At the same time, I am 
wary of suggesting a simple continuity between ancient Greek ideolog
ical struggles and contemporary issues that operate at a whole other 
order of complexity. ' I offer neither a full Foucauldian archaeology of 

'There is a world of difference between the evolutionary speculations of Xenophanes 
or Democritos and the revolutionary consequences of Darwin's lifework. For an excep
tionably readable and intelligent account, see Clark 1 984. For some of the more con
temporary ideological struggles in which Darwin and ideas about inherited 
characteristics are a key factor, see Lewontin et at. 1 984 and Gould 1 98 1 .  For a specifi
cally Marxist exploration of some of these issues, see Williams, "Ideas of Nature" and 
"Social Darwinism" ( 1 980: 67-102) .  The debate both within feminism and against fem
inism centered on concepts of nature is so extensive and intense that it would perhaps be 
folly to signal a few representatives ; but there is a useful historical perspective in Mer
chant 1 980. See also Fuss 1 989 and]. W. Scott 1 988. Marable ( 1 983:  252-53) comments 
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the concepts at stake nor a simple set of ancient origins, but I believe 
that the contemporary relevance of this theme emerges clearly. 

I attempt neither complete readings of the texts nor complete cov
erage of all the ramifications of my theme, but I have chosen texts in 
which the ideas about inherited excellence attract to themselves many 
traditionally central issues such as the nature of the Greek hero and the 
relations of gods to mortals or of individuals to communities. At key 
points the exploration of inherited excellence in turn leads to more 
contemporary issues such as sexual politics or the opposition between 
nature and culture .  On the formal level, my texts include the major 
genres of epic, choral lyric, tragedy, and philosophical dialogue. I at
tempt to integrate my reading of the historical emergence of these 
forms with the shifting treatments of my central theme. 

Between the Iliad of Homer and the Republic of Plato there are many 
other texts one might examine to support, amplify, or qualify any con
clusions one might draw from the texts I have chosen. I particularly 
regret, for example, not discussing Sophokles' Ajax or Euripides' Elec
tra or Herakles, in each of which ideas about inherited excellence figure 
prominently. I have tried, however, to suggest an approach rather than 
to exhaust the topic. The major drawback of a more narrowly focused 
traditional philological approach-one that might be called something 
like "Phusis: its roots and branches"-is that it precludes grasping the 
rich relations of this central theme with the full range of other ideo
logical themes in the works where it occurs. 2 

Though I eschew the completeness of an exhaustive philological sur
vey, I have chosen some of the major moments in any trajectory one 
might draw of this theme from Homer to Plato. I offer only a severely 
abbreviated account of the period between the Odyssey and Pindar be
cause of the paucity of complete texts germane to my theme. None
theless , I comment in some detail on relevant dimensions of Hesiod, 
whose texts, in my reading of the Odyssey, function almost as a running 
gloss. So too in my treatment of Pindar I discuss early lyric, the 
Presocratics, and Theognis. I touch on Hesiod and Solon in my analysis 
of the trilogy form apropos of the Oresteia. Rather extensive discussions 
of the Sophists are central to my chapters on Sophokles' Philoktetes and 

on the neoracist efforts to seek a natural basis for the exploitation of one race by another 
in the work of Carleton Coon, William Shockley, and Arthur Jensen. Gould has ably 
commented on the reactionary thrust of sociobiology (in Montagu 1 980: 283-90; see 
also Steven Rose's contribution, 1 58-1 70) . 

"This is not to suggest that I have not learned much from more traditional philological 
or sociological works such as Beardslee 1 9 1 8, Thimme 1 935, Haedicke 1 936, Heinimann 
1 965 [ 1 9451, Lacey 1 968, Donlan 1 980, or even Arnheim 1 977.  
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Plato's Republic . Moreover, for reasons that become clear later in this 
introduction, I include more detailed historical analysis than is gener
ally fashionable today in studies of literary texts. Although variations 
on the theme of inherited excellence do not end with Plato, his Republic 
constitutes an appropriate terminal point for exploring a set of ideo
logical and practical alternatives that reach a kind of crisis by the end 
of the fifth century-a crisis to which Plato responded with so radical 
a solution that subsequent debate must in some sense start with him. 

The Problem of Methodology in the Study 
of the Classics Today 

The issue of how to approach the classics is particularly vexed in 
public discussions and is at least potentially a troubling personal ques
tion for anyone who earns a living today by teaching the classics. The 
classics in the West today appear to face two obvious and not necessar
ily incompatible options. On the one hand, their study may be reduced 
to a purely antiquarian hobby, either by benign neglect or by self
conscious rejection on ideological grounds. A variety of progressive 
groups have rightly objected to being indoctrinated with an imposed 
canon of texts which, whatever their virtues, are strikingly elitist and 
misogynistic as well as more subtly racist. On the other hand, the clas
sics have recently been subjected to yet another attempted appropria
tion by a new wave of reactionary ideologues-the so-called New 
Right. Though this is not the place for a full history of appropriations 
of the classics, in the light of this contemporary crisis it is worth recall
ing briefly a few historical markers in the career of classics as an ideo
logical signifier. 3 

For a committed monarchist like Thomas Hobbes in the seventeenth 
century, the political influence of the classics was overwhelmingly pro
gressive and as such utterly pernicious :  

By reading these Greek, and Latine Authors, men from their childhood 
have gotten a habit (under a false shew of Liberty,) of favouring tumults, 
and of licentiously controlling the actions of their Soveraigns; and again 

3Jennifer Roberts's intriguing examination of English views of Athenian democracy 
from the 1 630S to the late 1 940S has appeared recently ( 1 989). For early American ap
propriations, see Meyer Reinhold's "Introduction" ( 1 975:  1-27) .  Turner's fine study, 
particularly his chapter "The Debate over the Athenian Constitution" ( 1 98 1 :  1 87-263), 
covers a wider range than the word "Victorian" in its title suggests. His work is put to 
good use in E. M. Wood's opening chapter, "The Myth of the Idle Mob" ( 1 989: 5-4 1 ) .  
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of controlling those controllers, with the effusion of much blood; as I think 
I may truly say, there was never any thing so deerly bought, as theseWest
ern parts have bought the learning of the Greek and Latine tongues. 
( 1 950 [ 1 65 1 ] :  pt. 2, chap. 2 1 ,  1 83) 

Yet to a revolutionary Christian like Blake, the task of building a new 
Jerusalem "among these dark Satanic Mills" evokes a bitter condem
nation of 

the Stolen and Perverted Writings of Homer & Ovid: of Plato & Cicero 
which all Men ought to condemn . . . .  Shakespeare & Milton were both 
curbed by the general malady & infection from the silly Greek & Latin 
slaves of the Sword . . . .  We do not want either Greek or Roman Models if 
we are but just & true to our own Imaginations. ("Milton, a poem in 2 
Books," Preface. Blake 1 982 [ 1 804] : 95) 

Throughout the nineteenth century, classics played a significant role 
not only in training bureaucrats and imperialists but in reinforcing 
gender roles (Ong 1 962 ; Fowler 1 983) '  By the Victorian period, how
ever, as Eagleton ( 1 983) has reminded us, classics stood generally for a 
crumbling elitist cultural hegemony, one no longer adequate to the 
need of controlling the so-called rising classes: "The urgent social 
need, as Arnold recognizes , is to 'Hellenize' or cultivate the philistine 
middle class" (24) .  Eagleton also quotes from a study of English liter
ature written in 1 89 1 :  "The people . . .  need political culture ,  instruc
tion, that is to say, in what pertains to their relation to the State, to 
their duties as citizens; they also need to be impressed sentimen
tally . . . .  All of this [Eagleton summarizes here] . . .  could be achieved 
without the cost and labour of teaching them the Classics"(25-26). The 
solution, as Eagleton goes on to show, was the invention of English 
literature as a central component of the middle-class liberal arts 
curriculum, leaving classics in the original as the prerogative of the 
elite schools. 

Today the agenda of the New Right is to use the classics of Greece 
and Rome along with other classics of a specifically Western tradition 
to rephilistinize, so to speak, progressive forces in our society. I have 
specifically in mind the enthusiastic support of the classics by such fig
ures as Allan Bloom ( 1 987) ,  who sees in the canon of "great books" a 
prestigious vehicle for repudiating the demands of women, people of 
color, gays, and workers for an education supportive of their aspira
tions to full humanity.4 Any sort of "relativism" is anathema to Bloom, 

4For one classicist's assessment of Bloom, see Nussbaum I g87.  I also wish to express my 
enjoyment of comments on Bloom by James Dee and Susan Ford Wiltshire at a meeting 
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who assures us that "the claim of 'the classic' loses all legitimacy when 
the classic cannot be believed to tell the truth" (374). For Bloom, it 
seems, there can only be one truth,  which, he repeatedly claims, is 
founded in nature . "The women's movement," he assures us, "is not 
founded on nature" ( 1 00),  and he invokes the most misogynistic mo
ment in Aristophanes to support this conclusion (99). Similarly, 
William Bennett, while Ronald Reagan's secretary of education, tire
lessly bounced around the country upholding his version of the classics 
to indict women's studies, black studies, film and popular culture stud
ies, deconstruction-in short, any form of intellectual endeavor that 
offers a meaningful critical perspective on the hegemonic discourse 
(Franco 1 985) .  

In the light of these unacceptable options, my project consists in 
opening to scrutiny dimensions of classical texts that have been thus 
eagerly appropriated for an allegedly univocal canon of Western "mas
terpieces"-works offered as quite transparent embodiments of eternal 
truths of "the human condition" or the "human essence ." To suggest 
provisionally another perspective on the value of the classics, I quote 
here a few excerpts from Antonio Gramsci's analysis of the old educa
tional system in Italy in the early part of this century. He views with a 
cold, ironic eye the class functioning of the access to classics and the 
essential arbitrariness of their constitution as the literally privi leged 
educational vehicle:  

The fundamental division into classical and vocational (professional) 
schools was a rational formula : the vocational school for the instrumental 
classes, the classical school for the dominant classes and the intellectu
als .... The technical school ... placed a question mark over the very 
principle of a concrete programme of general culture, a humanistic pro
gramme of general culture based on the Graeco-Roman tradition. This 
programme, once questioned, can be said to be doomed, since its forma
tive capacity was to a great extent based on the general and traditionally 
unquestioned prestige of a particular form of culture. ( 1 97 1 :  26-27) 

At the same time, Gramsci singles out for praise in this older classical 
education the built-in invitation to make connections, an opportunity 
all too rarely realized in the teaching of classics today : 

In the old school the grammatical study of Latin and Greek, together with 
the study of their respective literatures and political histories, was an ed
ucational principle-for the humanistic ideal, symbolized by Athens and 

of the Classical Association of the Midwest and South (April 1 988) and my appreciation 
for an opportunity to read some unpublished remarks by Norman O. Brown. 
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Rome, was diffused throughout society . . . .  His [the male child's] educa
tion is determined by the whole of this organic complex, by the fact that he 
has followed that itinerary . . . has passed through those various stages, 
etc. He has plunged into history and acquired a historicizing understand
ing of the world and of life, which becomes a second-nearly spontane
ous-nature. . . . Logical, artistic, psychological experience was gained 
unawares, without a continual self-consciousness. Above all a profound 
"synthetic," philosophic experience was gained, of an actual historical de
velopment. This does not mean-it would be stupid to think so-that 
Latin and Greek, as such, have intrinsically thaumaturgical qualities in the 
educational field. (37-39) 

Classics as a field of inquiry has no unique claim as the vehicle for 
teaching students how to integrate the "scattered limbs" of a culture,  
but at its best i t  is  an excellent vehicle for critical exploration of how 
different aspect of a culture relate to each other. I believe that an ap
proach, which I call Marxist, offers extraordinary advantages for such 
a critical appropriation of the classics. The ambiguities, however, which 
the term "Marxist" has acquired-not to mention the much heralded 
death of Marxism in Eastern Europe-might understandably suggest 
to some that it can be discarded as meaningless. My own perception is 
that the virulence with which the term is hurled as a mark of oppro
brium and the ferocity with which it is claimed by some and denied to 
others indicate that the term itself is still very much a site of struggle. 
Particularly at a moment when the declarations of the end of Marxism 
are most strident, I am loathe to jump on that particular bandwagon. 
As someone who grew up in the 1 950S, when demonstrations of the 
irrelevance of Marxism constituted a veritable branch of academic in
dustry, I am as skeptical about claims for the irrelevance of Marxist 
methodology as I am about claims for the end of history. 

Orthodox Marxism 

Most of us grew up with what we thought was a pretty clear idea of 
what "Marxist" meant. It meant, above all, economic determinism. In 
this perspective, the mode of production is all important. The mode of 
production consists of two elements : first, the forces of production
the sum of the available technological and human means for the sup
port of human life through the exploitation of nature ; and second, the 
relations of production-the social relations of human beings resulting 
from the organization of that production. These two elements together 
constitute the determining base or infrastructure of a society. Political, 
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legal , religious institutions and beliefs, arts, philosophy-culture in 
general-all are envisioned as a superstructure, more or less passively 
dependent on and determined by this base.5  Since in all known histor
ical societies the relations of production involve profoundly unequal 
distribution of work, power, and privilege, social relations amount to 
class relations of an inevitably antagonistic character. Thus, within this 
superstructure, ideas-whether set forth in works of art or abstract 
theory or promulgated by various institutions within the society, con
stitute ideology, which simply reflects these base structures distortedly 
as in a camera obscura.6 The degree of the distortion itself is a direct 
consequence of the class interests of the propounders of the ideas-the 
ideologues. These elements-mode of production, forces and relations 
of production, base and superstructure, class, ideology and reflec
tion-constitute the chief thematics of orthodox Marxism. 

Marxist historiography in this older sense was concerned first of all 
with the periodization of the past and the characterization of societies 
in terms of modes of production : primitive communism or tribal soci
ety, the Asiatic mode or Oriental despotism, the ancient or slave
holding mode, feudalism, capitalism, and-if the future turns out 
right-communism.7  Once this periodization is granted, the content 

5Marx's classic statement of the base/superstructure dichotomy is in the preface to A 
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy ( 1 859) : "In the social production of their 
existence, men [human beings] inevitably enter into definite relations, which are inde
pendent of their will, namely relations of production appropriate to a given stage in the 
development of their material forces of production. The totality of these relations of pro
duction constitutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation, on which 
arises a legal and political superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of so
cial consciousness." MECW 29: 263. Note that the superstructure in this formulation has 
two aspects : the legal and political aspects, which Marx seems to recognize as themselves 
institutions and practices, and corresponding forms of consciousness, which Althusser 
( 1 97 1 :  1 27-93) insists are equally embodied in material institutions and practices, that is, 
"ideological apparatuses of the state." [Whenever possible I cite Marx from the still
appearing MECW. I have found no translation that is sensitive to the sexist use in English 
of "men" or "man" for human beings in general. I have checked the German only of the 
Economic and Philosophic Manwcripts of 1844, the German Ideology, the Eighteenth Brumaire 
of Louis Napoleon, and Capital, vol. I (the most generalizing texts I cite). Marx consistently 
uses Mensch or die Menschen where translators use "man" or "men" in the (sexist) gener
ic sense.] 

&rhe phrase camera obscura was applied by Marx and Engels in the German Ideology 
( 1 845-46) to the distorted image of reality presented in all ideology: "If in all ideology 
men and their relations appear upside-down as in a camera obscura, this phenomenon 
arises just as much from the historical life-process as the inversion of objects on the ret
ina does from their physical life process" (MECW 5 :36). 

7Marx and Engels first articulated the concept of a sequence of modes of production 
in the German Ideology (MECW 5 :32-35), adding various refinements and modifications 
over the years. The Asiatic mode seems to have been the most tentatively proposed and 
most readily abandoned in subsequent theory, in part perhaps because it was under
standably offensive to Stalin (Treadgold 1 987:  309) . For a survey of the checkered history 
of the concept and an attempt to revive it on a new basis, see Godelier 1 965:  2002-27 
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of history consists, in the one hand, of detailed analyses of the level of 
technology (i .e . ,  the most emphasized aspect of the forces of produc
tion) and, on the other, to cite the Communist Manifesto ( 1 848), "the his
tory of class struggles" (i .e . ,  the relations of production) : "Freeman and 
slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master and journey
man, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in constant opposition 
to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now open 
fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconsti
tution of society at large or in the common ruin of the contending 
classes" (MECW 6:482) .8 

The predictability of this sort of Marxism for classical studies is 
neatly illustrated by Chester Natunewicz's bibliographic survey of East
ern European classical scholarship ( 1 975 :  1 7 1-97 ;  cf. 1 97 1 :  1 46-50) .9 
First, there have been elaborate studies of the slave mode of produc
tion. Discussions of slavery-with particular emphasis on rebellions or 
stirrings of discontent-have taken into account not only slaves but 
also gladiators, soldiers, provincials, the Romans' so-called allies , peas
ants, and urban masses. Literary studies have focused on the class role 
of authors and reflections of class struggle in their work, enlisting this 
or that poet, historian, or philosopher on the side of reaction or 
progress : Homer and Vergil ,  Plato and Thucydides are clearly "bad 
guys," whereas Epicurus and Lucretius-the chief representatives of 
ancient materialism-have been singled out for virtual canonization 
among socialist saints (Natunewicz 1 975 : 1 74-75).  

In English and American classical studies, this orthodox Marxism 
has been essentially all we have known until quite recently (Padgug 
1 975 ;  Arthur and Konstan 1 984) . The work of Gordon Childe, Ben

jamin Farrington, Alban Winspear, George Thomson, and the Woods 
comes immediately to mind. I am concerned neither to correct it nor to 
defend it as such. The value of the questions such work poses in the 
scrutiny of Greek and Roman societies is in any case separable from the 

and 1 977 :  99-1 24. For the role of the Asiatic mode in the debate over Marx's alleged 
europocentrism and unilinear developmental model, see Lekas 1 988: 59-7 1 .  In his "Cri
tique of the Gotha Program" (in Tucker 1 978:  525-4 1 ) ,  Marx breaks down the future 
communist society into two phases (53 1 ) ,  and this distinction is usually read as a distinc
tion between a socialist phase and a true communist phase. 

sit is worth underlining Marx's final phrase here as a corrective to those more exhor
tatory passages that suggest Marx's naive belief in the inevitability of progress. He knew 
too much history not to be aware of the real possibility that full-scale conflict could in
deed lead to the common ruin of the contending classes. 

91 should add that my sense of the predictability of this work, which I do not know 
firsthand, may derive in no small measure from Natunewicz's manner of presenting it. 
But we are much in his debt for his extensive labors in this apparently barren vineyard. 
The work of Andreev, some of which has been translated into German, suggests the so
phistication possible within this framework. 
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value of any specific answers these scholars may have offered. Indeed, 
no set of presuppositions can guarantee insightful or sophisticated re
sults, but they can either open or bracket indefinitely whole sets of 
questions. The errors of George Thomson, for example, have been best 
pointed out by scholars essentially within that tradition, most recently 
G. E. M. de Ste. Croix ( l g8 1 :  4 1 ) ,  who has brought his massive learn
ing and considerable sophistication to bear in the finest demonstration 
to date of what this orthodox Marxism has to offer the study of an
cient history. 10 The most interesting qualifications in turn of some of 
Ste. Croix's conclusions have come from the equally orthodox Ellen 
Meiksins Wood ( 1  g8g: 39-40, 1 2 1 ) ." 

Orthodox Marxism at its most mechanical, though committed to fre
quent citations from the authority of Marx himself where possible, 
owes far more to Engels's efforts to promote Marxism as a comprehen
sive, totalizing science equally relevant to the analysis of natural phe
nomena and of human social formations. ", To invoke nature as the 

.0 A sampling of the reviews of Ste. Croix suggests just how vulnerable his will to or
thodoxy has made his work to the heavy ironies of those classicists who are, we must as
sume, themselves quite free of any taint of ideology. Sealey ( 1 982 :  3 1 9-35) and Green 
( 1 983 :  1 25-26) are not surprisingly the most savage and patronizing, saddling Ste. Croix 
with the horrors of Stalin and even Cambodia (a little historical background of this par
ticular nightmare might at least spread the blame around a little more accurately ; see 
Kiernan 1 985).  Badian ( 1 98 2 :  37-5 1 ) , arguably the most prestigious of the lot, is also the 
most generous. While he too is full of heavy ironies at the expense of Ste. Croix's self
presentation as "properly" Marxist, he is also able to acknowledge that "no other living 
scholar would be able to produce a book equal to its sweep" (47) ;  "This is an impressive 
work, and not only in its vast sweep and in the numerous points of detail where Ste. 
Croix has seen more clearly than others" (50) ; "Like every major work of history, cer
tainly of ancient history (one thinks of Grote and Mommsen) . . .  it is a work of passion" 
(5 1 ) . But having put him in the class with giants, Badian is typical in insisting that what
ever is valuable in the book is somehow in spite of its Marxism. Apropos of St. Croix's 
study of the decline of the Roman Empire, Badian declares, "This is the more persuasive 
the less we hear of strictly Marxist class analysis and the more we mix it with the simpler 
Aristotelian categories of the rich and the poor and with the status analysis of Finley" 
(50). In fact, one of the more telling theoretical arguments in Ste. Croix's book is his 
critique of Finley's preference for the Weberian concept of social status (58, 85-96) .  

" Some might object that E. M .  Wood cannot be called an orthodox Marxist because 
she attempts to attack the orthodox Marxist idea that the slave mode of production of
fers the best explanation of the historical phenomena of democratic Athens ( 1 989: esp. 
36-4 1 ) . What strikes me as more profoundly orthodox in her most recent book on Ath
ens is her will to explain all political and cultural phenomena as determined quite di
rectly by the class struggle at the level of production. For her more overtly polemical 
orthodoxy, see her attack on Poulantzas, Laclau, and Mouffe et al. in The Retreat from 
Class ( 1 986) . 

• "McLellan ( 1 977 :  1 02-4) notes a general split between, on the one hand, Marx's roots 
in Hegel and French socialism with a corresponding emphasis on politics, consciousness, 
and class struggle, and, on the other hand, Engels's concept of development based on 
technology more clearly inspired by Enlightenment thought and the direct experience of 
the Industrial Revolution in England. On the reasons for being wary of Engels, see also 
Lukacs 1 97 1 ,  discussed in the text. 
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foundation for one's views has constituted (for quite a long time, as the 
ensuing chapters show) perhaps the most fundamental ideological 
gesture . ' 3  The tendency, observable in Lenin, emerges in its most 
blatant and disastrous form in Stalin 's pamphlet, a work alas long ca
nonical among the Stalinist faithful, "Dialectical and Historical Mater
ialism." This text begins with the declaration : 

Dialectical materialism is the world outlook of the Marxist-Leninist party. 
It is called dialectical materialism because its approach to the phenomena 
of nature is dialectical, while its interpretation of the phenomena of na
ture, its conception of these phenomena, its theory, is materialistic . 

Historical materialism is the extension of the principle of dialectical ma
terialism to the study of social life . . .  to the study of society and its history. 
( 1 940: 1 )14 

Marx here is turned on his head: an analytic method focused entirely 
on the phenomena' of social life in history with passing metaphorical 
invocations of the laws of natural science is here presented as primarily 
an approach to nature and a study of society and history only by ex
tension. The direct consequences of this perspective in the brutal quest 
for a purely technological solution to Russia's chronic underdevelop
ment and a savage enforcement of what soon became not just the par
ty's but one man's version of scientific truth are essential components 
in the catechism of contemporary anti-Marxism. 

In Marx's own historical context it is perhaps no exaggeration to say 
that no one could offer an analysis of any significant phenomena claim
ing serious attention without as well claiming for it the prestige of sci
ence. The Hegelian dream of subsuming empirical sciences under 
"absolute science" was swept away by the overwhelming triumphs of 

ISIt would not be an overstatement to say that a principal goal of Capital, subtitled A 
Critique of Political Econumy, is to refute the claims of classical economics that capitalism is 
natural by historicizing both capitalism itself and earlier accounts of its workings. One 
example must suffice: "One thing, however, is clear-Nature does not produce on the 
one side owners of money or commodities [Geld-oder WarenbesiturJ, and on the other men 
[those sc. BesiturJ who possess nothing but their own labour-power. This relation has no 
natural basis, neither is its social basis one that is common to all historical periods" ( 1 967 
1 :  1 69). An excellent, more contemporary statement of the role of nature in mystifying 
ideology may be found in Barthes' concluding essay of Mythologies ( 1 97 2 :  l og-59) .  

14This work was published in  1 938 as chap. 4 of  Stalin 's A History of the Communist Party 
of the Suviet Union (Bolsheviks): Short Course; see Davies sub nomine in Bottomore et at. 
1 983 :  460. See also McLellan, who rightly comments, "It would be putting it mildly to say 
that Stalin was no very subtle mind when it came to Marxist theory" ( 1 979:  1 34). For a 
not very subtle defense of Stalin 's theoretical contributions to Marxism, see Cameron 
1 987 :  82-87. 
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natural science. 15 It is accordingly true that Marx was fond of invoking 
the notion of laws of economic change applying analogies from the 
physical and biological sciences. 1 6 Marx was, however, quite clear that 
the sort of laws he envisioned are specific to each mode of production 
and therefore subject to historical modification. They are thus of an 
entirely different order from the laws posited about natural 
phenomena. I, Moreover, as Lukacs rightly emphasized as early as 
1923 ,  the Hegelian core of Marx's political philosophy was the "dialec
tical relation between subject and object in the historical process" (1971: 3 ;  his 
emphasis) . 1 8 

Thus even within what could be called orthodox Marxism there 
existed a marked polarity between,  on the one hand, a rigid scientism 

' 5Cf. Taylor 1 979: 1 36-37 and Hegel's contrast between knowledge in anatomy ("a col
lection of items of knowledge, which has no real right to the name of science") and (true) 
philosophy ( 1 967 [ 1 807]: 67). Hegel subsequently argues that "true thoughts and scien
tific insight can only be won by the labour of the notion [BegriDJ. Conceptions alone can 
produce universality in the knowing process. This universality is critically developed and 
completely finished knowledge" ( 1 28) . 

• 6In the first preface to Capital, vol .  I ,  for example, Marx speaks of the economic cell
form, compares his work to that of a physicist, and alludes to the natural laws of capitalist 
production defined as "tendencies working with iron necessity toward inevitable results" 
(8). His "ultimate aim" is "to lay bare the economic law of motion of modern society" 
( I O)-a clear allusion to Kepler, one of his favorite heroes (cf. McLellan 1 973 :  457). But 
even in this first preface it is clear that Marx found the scientific models of life sciences 
and Darwinian evolution far more congenial to his own Hegelian organicism than were 
the physical sciences. He defines his standpoint as one "from which the evolution of the 
economic formation of society is viewed as a process of natural history" and notes as a 
climactic point, "within the ruling class themselves, a foreboding is dawning, that the 
present society is no solid crystal, but an organism capable of change, and is constantly 
changing" ( 1 0) .  For Marx's interest in Darwin, see Letter to Engels, December 1 9 ,  1 860 
(MECW 4 1 : 2 32), and Letter to LaSalle, January 1 6, 1 861 ( MECW 4 1 : 2 46-47), where 
he declares, "Darwin's work . . .  provides a basis in natural science for the historical class 
struggle. One does, of course, have to put up with the clumsy English style of the argu
ment. Despite all its shortcomings, it is here that, for the first time, 'teleology' in natural 
science is not only dealt a mortal blow but its rational meaning is empirically explained." 
See also Krader in Hobsbawm 1 982 ( 1 92-226). 

' 7Marx is more precise in his use of "laws" in his afterword to the second German edi
tion ( 1 873),  in which he opposes through quotations from a Russian reviewer the rather 
platonic assumptions of classical economic theory that "the general laws of economic life 
are one and the same, no matter whether they are applied to the present or the past" 
( 1 8- 1 9) . 

• 8Failure to grasp this fundamentally dialectical character of Marx's thought leads Le
kas ( 1 988) to posit the most mechanically deterministic version of the base/superstruc
ture dichotomy as the only truly Marxist view. Every departure from this mechanistic 
view in Marx's analysis of antiquity is then seen as an exceptional insight, contradicting 
and transcending Marx's own orthodoxy. It is striking in fact how many of the insights 
Lekas praises come from the Grundrisse, a lengthy, private, exploratory work in progress 
( 1 857-58) at the same time as the composition of the very brief attempt at a simple sum
mary, the preface to the Critique of Political Economy ( 1 859), from which the canonical ver
sion of the base/superstructure dichotomy is drawn. 
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obsessed with technology and claiming access to absolute truth by in
voking transcendent laws, and, on the other, a more Hegelian ten
dency, focused on the history of human society and on the dialectic of 
human action and natural process, and committed to changing the 
rules of society's games. In this Hegelian sense, science is essentially se
rious, systematic knowledge worthy of being taken seriously. 

After Orthodoxy : Some Unorthodox Marxists (Including Karl) 

Although it would be too much to say that the burden of scient ism in 
orthodox Marxism has been discarded, nonetheless de-Stalinization 
(the 1 956 invasion of Hungary, the 1 968 invasion of Czechoslovakia, 
and persecution of Soviet Jews) and the recent breakup of the whole 
Stalinist empire have contributed progressively during the past four 
decades to the fragmentation of the Soviet-oriented organized left 
within the capitalist orbit and fostered a corresponding new openness 
in Marx-inspired thought. One should add that perceptions of the 
work of Marx and Engels themselves have been transformed, not only 
by these political upheavals but also by the publication and dissemina
tion of texts heretofore lost or ignored such as the German Ideology, the 
Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of I844 , and the Grundrisse, a mas
sive collection of notebooks constituting preliminary sketches for 
Capital.19 The result has been a far more complex-more Hegelian, 
more humanistic-image of Marx, counterbalancing the relentless sci
entism usually associated with Capital. 

In addition to Marx and Engels , major Marxist thinkers of the 1 930S 
who were either outside the orbit of Soviet orthodoxy or engaged in a 

1 9The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844 were first published in an incom
plete form in Russian translation in Moscow in 1 927 .  The first full edition of the German 
text appeared in 1932 .  The German Ideology, written during 1 845-46, Marx and Engels, 
in their own words, "abandoned to the gnawing criticism of the mice." It was first pub
lished by the Marx-Engels Institute of Moscow in 1 932 .  The Grundruse, written in 1 857-
58, was first published in excerpts in two volumes in 1 939 and 1 94 1 .  The first full 
German text appeared in 1 953.  An English translation of the section entitled "Pre
Capitalist Economic Formations" with an excellent introduction by Hobsbawn was pub
lished in 1 964. For an intelligent appreciation of the Grundruse, see Nicolaus, "The 
Unknown Marx" in Oglesby 1 969 (84-1 1 0) ,  largely incorporated in Nicolaus's foreword 
to his Penguin translation ( 1 973) .  MECW vol. 28 ( 1 986) contains roughly the first half of 
the Grundruse ; vol. 29 ( 1 988), the balance. It is no accident that, as noted above, most of 
the brilliant insights of Marx in which Lekas finds Marx contradicting Marxist ortho
doxy come from the Grundruse ( 1 988, chap. 4). But a significant number also come from 
the posthumous vol. 3 of Capital, which hardly suggests that the Grundruse represents a 
temporary aberration. For a brilliant and valuable attack-still haunted by the dream of 
Marxist "science"-on some consequences of the recent attention focused on the early 
works of Marx, see Althusser, "On the Young Marx" ( 1 969: 49-86). 
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virtual underground struggle within it have at last received a serious 
hearing in the wake of de-Stalinization. Antonio Gramsci meditated in 
a fascist prison on the experience of the Italian left in terms that have 
seemed far more relevant to many European and American leftists 
than inferences drawn from the Soviet and Chinese experiences. 110 The 
Frankfurt School of Marxists, uprooted exiles from Nazi Germany, 
combined a profound interest in Freud and bourgeois sociology with a 
specifically Marxist sociology. 2 I Georg Lukacs, alternately an apologist 
for and crypto-critic of the Soviet orthodoxy of "realism" in art, has re-
ceived a more sympathetic reassessment in the post-Stalin era, and his 
early work has been recognized as itself one of the inspirations for the 
Frankfurt School. 1111 Ernst Bloch, a lifelong friend of Lukacs, spiritually 
a member of the Frankfurt School but scorned for his Stalinism in 
the 1930s, became a significant inspiration for independent Marxists 
only in the 196os, after his conflicts with the East German government 
led him to ask for asylum from the West German government, which in 
turn found him a hard pill to swallow.23 Mikhail Bakhtin, whose book 
on Dostoevsky appeared in 1929 only after he had been arrested in a 
purge, was virtually unknown in both the East and the West until an 
edition of the Dostoevsky study was permitted to appear in the Soviet 
Union in 1963. After this point his works began to resurface amid a 

'OFor an appreciation of Gramsci's contributions to Marxism, see especially Mouffe 
1979, Sassoon 1982 and 1987, Femia 1987 and Buttigieg 1986. In addition to the Selec-
tions frum the Prison Notebooks (1971), two collections of Gramsci's political writings have 
also appeared (1977 and 1978) as well as a collection of his writings on cultural issues 
(1985). See also the useful Reader by Forgacs (1988). 

"'For a useful collection of some basic texts, see Arato and Gebhardt 1978. For at-
tempts at historical and critical assessments, see Jay 1973 and Held 1980. Jameson 1971 
is primarily devoted to the work of the Frankfurt School but also includes discussions of 
Lukacs, Bloch, and Sartre. Buck-Morss 1977 concentrates on Adorno's intellectual in-
teractions with Benjamin but is full of insights on the whole experience and intellectual 
tr.yectory of the Institute for Social Research. 

"For a sympathetic assessment that situates Lukacs rightly within the general critical 
framework of the Frankfurt School, see Jameson 1971: 160-205. I also find Sontag's 
brief essay (1966: 83-92) on Lukacs extraordinary for its time (first published in 1964). 
She rightly, in my view, celebrates the political philosopher of History and Class Conscious-
ness over all the simplistic literary criticism that magisterially designates "good guys" and 
"bad guys" while virtually dismissing a serious encounter with most of the artistic pro-
duction of the twentieth century. At the same time, her 1965 postscript, while rightly 
critiquing the inadequate theorization of form and content in Hegel-inspired, "histori-
cizing" critics, seems to endorse a notion of the total autonomy of art from history and 
society that solves a problem by merely refusing it. For the specifics of Lukacs's influence 
on the Frankfurt School, see Buck-Morss 1977: 25-28. Jameson in The Political Uncon-
scious (1981: 13) alludes to "the flawed yet monumental achievements ... of the great-
est Marxist philosopher of modern times, Georg Lukacs." More recently, (1988b), he 
has again taken on the task of defending Lukacs's contemporary relevance. See also 
G. Steiner 1970: 305-47 and Feenberg 1986. 

'sFor a suggestive overview of Bloch's life and work, see Zipes's "Introduction" in 
Bloch 1988 (xi-xliii). See also Hudson 1982 and Jameson 1971: 116-59. 
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seemingly undiminished crescendo of enthusiasm in the West for his 
achievements. "4 All these figures have in varying degrees contributed 
to and enriched the meaning of a Marxist approach to cultural analysis. 

Marxizing Alternatives to Marxism 

Several highly influential European intellectual developments, most 
notably structuralism, have dearly acknowledged their profound in
debtedness to the writings of Marx (e.g . ,  Levi-Strauss 1 974 : 57-58;  
1 967 :  340-4 1 ) . Some have labeled themselves post-Marxists to indicate 
how much they owe to Marx's critical method but also to distance 
themselves from adherence to the alleged eternal verities and essen
tialism of orthodox Marxism. " 5  A similar ambivalence characterizes 
much political and cultural theory produced by feminists and those 
who define their positions primarily in terms of struggles against rac
ism or for the environment: key aspects of Marx's analysis are seen as 
indispensable while others are rejected as untenable or potentially 
counterproductive .,,6 Ironically, then, the prestige of Marxism has 
risen dramatically from its nadir in the 1 950s, but a new array of philo-

2"For an account of the fortunes of Bakhtin's reputation, see Clark and Holquist 1 984 : 
vii-x. 

251 refer especially to the paired work of Hindess and Hirst ( 1 975 and 1 977)  and to 
Ladau and Mouffe 1 985. On the relation of Ladau and Mouffe to Marxism, see the 
lively exchange between them ( 1 987) and Geras ( 1 987 and 1 988) as well as the far more 
sympathetic critique by Mouzelis ( 1 988).  The embarrassingly savage polemics of Geras 
and E. M. Wood ( 1 986) , though they occasionally score some points with which I would 
agree, seem so innocent of the Saussurean revolution that one often feels they are un
aware of the very crisis to which post-Marxism, whatever its lacunae, seeks to respond. 
See also the work of French post-Marxists, whose titles are often indicative of their post
Marxist posture ; e.g. ,  Baudrillard's The Mirror of Production ( 1 975),  Lyotard's The Post
modern Condition ( 1 984) , Nancy's La communaute desoeuvree ( 1 986) [ =  "Community at 
Loose Ends"(?)--desoeuvree is an untranslatable pun that also suggests the irrelevance of 
the category of work (oeuvre) and perhaps workers to any notion of community, which in 
any case is itself presented as a dangerous illusion], or Gorz's Farewell to the Working 
Class ( 1 982) .  

260n feminism, see Firestone 1 970: chap. 1 ;  Hartmann in Sargent 1 98 1  ( 1-42) ,  as 
well as the extensive responses in the rest of that volume; Vogel 1 983 ;  Delphy 1 984; 
Donovan 1 985:  65-go; MacKinnon 1 982 : 5 1 5-44; Hartsock 1 983 ;  Barrett ( 1 988) ; and 
Nicholson in Benhabib and Cornell 1 987 .  Barrett, once the most persuasive of "Marxist
feminists," has more recently espoused a position very sympathetic to Ladau and Mouffe 
(presentation at the annual meeting of the Modern Language Association, Washington, 
D.C. ,  1 989) . On Marx and issues of race, see Marable 1 983. Hooks spans both feminism, 
and the black movement ( 1 98 1  and 1 984) . On Marx and the environment, see Merchant 
1 980, Gorz 1 980, and Weston 1 990, which surveys recent leftist pronouncements on 
ecology and calls attention to the appearance of an impressive new journal edited by 
Marxist economist James O'Connor, Capitalism, Nature, Socialism. See O'Connor's theo
retical introduction ( 1 988). 
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sophically and politically compelling objections have increased the in
tellectual stakes in any explicitly Marxist critical endeavor. 

Another consequence of these complex developments is that the 
term "Marxist," as a characterization of an approach to history, cul
ture, and society, is by no means clear. In classics , the relatively ortho
dox work of Ste. Croix, while inspiring in some quarters the expected 
ire provoked by anything called Marxist, has been respectfully received 
by at least a few highly reputable non-Marxist scholars. Far more ac
ceptable,  however, to a broad range of American and English classicists 
is the rich output of post-Marxist Jean-Pierre Vernant and his associ
ates, who in general have eschewed all labels. 27 More relevant is the fact 
that the richness and sweep of the approaches they combine in their 
analyses presuppose a serious encounter with the work of Marx. But 
whatever their relationship to the Marxist label, it is no accident that 
such perceptive readers display such varying reactions and frequently 
deep ambivalence toward Marx. This is perhaps an inevitable function 
of deep tensions within Marx's own work-tensions concisely summed 
up by Maynard Solomon: 

Marx's work arose in part as a reaction against the grandiose attempts at 
the systematization of knowledge by his metaphysical predecessors. His in
tellectual labors can be regarded as a perpetual tension between the desire 
to enclose knowledge in form and the equally powerful desire to reveal the 
explosive, form-destroying power of knowledge. Cohesion and fragmen
tation warred within him. It cannot be accidental that he brought none of 
his major system-building works to completion. ( 1 979: 8) 

Clearly, some of Marx's epigones threw themselves into what they per
ceived as the unfinished business of system building, while others re
sponded primarily to the critical edge, from which Marxism itself is not 
immune. It is thus no surprise that Marx himself declared, "I am not 
a Marxist" (McLellan 1 975 :  78) .  

'7For relevant bibliography, a fuller assessment, and warm appreciation of Vernant's 
work and its origins, see Segal 1 982 : 2 2 1-34). There is, however, no reference to the role 
of Marxism in Segal's essay. See also Arthur and Konstan's assessment of Vernant's in
fluence on whatever there is of a left in American classical studies ( 1 984: 59, 63, 65)· 
Though Vernant himself might bristle at the label "post-Marxist," I intend it respectfully 
and think there are real affinities between his critical position and theirs. In his essay 
"The Tragic Subject: Historicity and Transhistoricity" (Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1 988:  
237-47) he is at pains to defend himself against the charge of non-Marxist ahistoricism; 
the doctrinaire source of the charge was specified in an oral version of this essay some 
years ago at Berkeley. On the other hand, it is not entirely surprising that a militant post
Marxist such as Baudrillard repeatedly enlists the authority of Vernant's work in his own 
assault on Marx ( 1 975 :  82 ,  1 00, 1 0 1-102) .  
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Although I am wary of the aberrations of some twentieth-century 
Marxist system builders, nonetheless one of the deepest attractions of 
Marxism parallels Gramsci's grounds for admiring the old classical ed
ucation-namely, its invitation to make connections, to bring some co
herence to the understanding of phenomena that bourgeois analysis 
seems bent on keeping separate in ever more refined and narrow cat
egories (academic departmental turfs and specializations are the most 
obvious instances). Lukacs's defense of the methodological centrality of 
seeking to understand the social totality, "the total historical process" 
( 1 97 1 :  9-1 0) ,  still strikes me as a worthy aspiration, even if its full re
alization is impossible .  Against the post-Marxists' ever more frantically 
expressed fears of totalization as automatically equivalent to totalitar
ian thought must be set the sheer hollowness and political impotence 
offered by a world of subtly differentiated fragments and decon
structed subjects. 28 I believe that Marx himself offered the best critique 
of pure "critical criticism" (the battle cry of the Young Hegelians) by 
his own shift in emphasis toward praxis,  actions that change the rules 
of the game. There can be no activist politics without a ground29-
even if one's ground turns out to be, as a black Christian Marxist has 
described Christianity itself, an "enabling metaphor."30 The provisional 
character of the Marxist explanatory model-its openness to and need 
for constant revision-must replace the old assertions of privileged ac
cess to a single, unmediated truth. The provisional character of one's 
efforts to approach the real must, however, be sharply distinguished 

oSCf. Lyotard in The Postmodern Condition: "In communist countries, the totalizing 
model and its totalitarian effect have made a comeback in the name of Marxism itself" 
( 1 984: 1 3) .  Derrida describes as his principle motivation in deconstruction "the analysis 
of the conditions of totalitarianism in all its forms, which cannot always be reduced to 
names of regimes" ( 1 988 :  648). This equation of totalizing with totalitarian, though not 
without historical grounds, is especially characteristic of the French post-Marxists and 
intimately connected, I believe, with the character of the Stalinist French Communist 
party. As Foucault remarked in a Telos interview, "since 1 945, for a whole range of p0-
litical and cultural reasons, Marxism in France was a kind of horizon which Sartre 
thought for a time was impossible to surpass. At that time, it was definitely a very closed 
horizon" (Raulet 1 983 :  1 97) .  Cornel West rightly sees the effort to deal with this problem 
as perhaps the central feature of jameson's critical project (West 1 982b:  1 79). This po
sition is explicitly confirmed in one of jameson's most recent publications, in which, 
commenting on the "demarxification of France" he gives voice to "the suspicion that at 
least a few of the most strident of the anti-totality positions are based on that silliest of 
all puns, the confusion of 'totality' with 'totalitarianism.' I am tempted to conclude that 
what is here staged as a principled fear of Stalinism is probably often little more than a 
fear of socialism itself" ( 1 988b: 60). This article offers a particularly compelling defense 
of taking seriously Lukacs's articulation of the quest for the social totality from a con
temporary, specifically feminist, standpoint. 

291 owe this particular way of making the point to the late Linda Singer. But cf. Spivak 
apropos of Marx: "A purely philosophical justification for revolutionary practice cannot 
be found" ( 1 984: 238) .  

3°Cornel West, in conversation. But see West 1 982a:  esp. "Introduction." 
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from a simple epistemological relativism; some models of knowledge 
have distinctly superior explanatory power. All models of knowledge 
have consequences for how one lives and acts. 

Marx and Utopia: The Quest for Realizable Freedom 

Because the critical model I apply involves-in its emphasis on the 
utopian dimension of Greek literature-a minority position even 
within Marxism, it may be helpful to indicate briefly how this emphasis 
relates to the work of Marx himself. The whole trajectory of Marx's 
work from his moving essay as a teenager on the choice of a profession 
( 1 835) through his doctoral dissertation on Democritus and Epicurus 
( 1 84 1 )  right up to his "Critique of the Gotha Program" ( 1 875) is a dis
course on the dialectic of necessity and human freedom. In this dis
course the central struggle is simultaneously to grasp in all their 
complexity the barriers to freedom and to forge the means of smashing 
them. The content, so to speak, of human freedom in his vision owes a 
great deal to his direct knowledge of classical celebrations of the au
tonomy and space for full mental and physical development of the 
Greek free adult male citizen, a human being whose full individual de
velopment was clearly linked with his deep integration in a political 
community-especially in Classical Athens. To cite just one example 
from Marx's pervasive allusions to and echoes of classical texts (cf. 
Prawer 1 978 :  esp. chaps. 1 and 2 ) ,  here is a comment from a letter to 
Arnold Ruge written when Marx was twenty-five years old : 

The self-confidence of the human being, freedom, has first of all to be 
aroused again in the hearts of these people [the Germans] . Only this feel
ing, which vanished from the world with the Greeks, and under Christian
ity disappeared into the blue mist of the heavens, can again transform 
society into a community of human beings united for their highest aims, 
into a democratic state. (MECW 3: 1 37) 

To be sure,  Marx's vision was further enriched through his immer
sion in the Renaissance neoclassical ideal of the fully realized, fully de
veloped courtier/prince/artist-l'uomo universale (Burckhardt 1 958 :  
1 :  1 47-50) . Thus for Marx, unlike William Blake, there was no contra
diction between an almost obsessive love of Shakespeare-family read
ings of whom formed a major source of entertainment in the Marx 
household (Prawer 1 978 :  chap. 3)-and love of the "silly Greek & 
Latin slaves of the Sword." Finally, both these related ideals were dis
tilled, elaborated, and updated for Marx in Hegel's vision of the fully 
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conscious philosopher who is truly heir to the whole history of the hu
man speciesY 

To present the whole goal of Marx's project as "work" or "labor" 
without explaining what these terms imply to Marx is to cut him off 
from both his classical and his Hegelian roots.32 Labor for Marx is 
emblematic of all expenditures of human energy, but the highest vision 
of that activity is the autonomous realization (Le . ,  making real in the 
material world) of specifically human desires and pleasures-discov
ered and affirmed in an open-ended, historical process of sensuous 
enrichment: 

Only through the objectively unfolded richness of man's essential being is 
the richness of subjective human sensibility (a musical ear, an eye for beauty 
of form-in short, senses capable of human gratification, senses affirming 
themselves as essential powers of man) either cultivated or brought into be
ing. For not only the five senses but also the so-called mental senses, the 
practical senses (will, love, etc . )  in a word human sense, the human nature 
of the senses, comes to be by virtue of its object, by virtue of humanized 
nature. The forming of the five senses is a labour of the entire history of the 
world down to the present. (Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, 
MECW 3 :30 1-302) 

Elsewhere in the same text Marx makes even clearer the open-ended, 
distinctly sensuous character of his vision of liberation : "The abolition 
of private property [i.e . ,  capitalist property relations] is therefore the 
complete emancipation of all human senses and qualities, but it is this 
emancipation precisely because these senses and attributes have be
come, subjectively and objectively human" (MECW 3 : 300) . 

It is not uncommon to dismiss the utopian side of Marx as an early 
aberration corrected by the discovery of Marxist "science." On the con
trary, the presupposition of the entire critique of capital is an ever-

S ICf. Lichtheim's attempt to sum up the originality of Hegel: "He remains the first 
thinker to have set forth the aim of representing in logical form the rise of consciousness 
as it gradually unfolds from bare sense-perception to Reason as absolute knowledge of 
the world and all there is in it. This unfolding is not simply that of the individual's self
education to philosophy. It is at the same time the record of Mind's long travail, for 
Man's self-education reflects and recapitulates the story of Mind's manifestation in na
ture and history" (Hegel 1 967 : xxxi-xxxii) .  

s2The cliched versions of this critique rely on a literal interpretation of the phrase in 
the "Critique of the Gotha Program" (quoted in context subsequently in my text) "after 
labour has become not only a means of life but life's prime want." Baudrillard is only 
slightly subtler in always stressing the word "productive" or "production" in connection 
with Marx's concept of labor ( 1 975 :  chap. 1 ) . He acknowledges the element of the "es
thetic of non-work or play" (38-4 1 )  only to denounce it as a "bourgeois" holdover-as if 
he himself had some post-bourgeois alternative! 
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deepening commitment to a largely implicit vision of an alternative so
cial , economic, and political structure. The unpolished, unfinished 
capstone of his analysis , vol . 3 of Capital, contains a passage that clearly 
shows both the persistence of the quest for realistic liberation, for a eu
topia that is some place, and the depth of its grounding in an economic 
analysis.33 In this sense it forms the climax of the whole massive analytic 
effort. That climax is a tenaciously realistic opening of a vision of hu
man freedom: 

The actual wealth of society, and the possibility of constantly expanding its 
reproduction process, therefore, do not depend upon the duration of 
surplus-labour, but upon its productivity and the more or less copious con
ditions of production under which it is performed. In fact, the realm of 
freedom begins only where labour which is determined by necessity and 
mundane considerations ceases; thus in the very nature of things it lies 
beyond the sphere of actual material production . . . .  Freedom in this field 
can only consist in socialised man, the associated producers, rationally reg
ulating their interchange with Nature, bringing it under their common 
control, instead of being ruled by it as by the blind forces of Nature; and 
achieving this with the least expenditure of energy and under conditions 
most favourable to, and worthy of, their human nature. But it nonetheless 
remains a realm of necessity. Beyond it begins that development of human 
energy which is an end in itself, the true realm of freedom, which, how
ever, can blossom forth only with this realm of necessity as its basis. The 
shortening of the working-day is its basic prerequisite. ( 1 967 :  3 : 8 1 9-20) 

A classicist might easily recognize the roots of this utopian vision in the 
visions first articulated in ancient Greece for adult male slaveowners. 
In particular, the anthropological speculations of the Presocratics and 
Sophists in which Nature cast as Necessity plays so decisive a role echo 
through the centuries in Marx's vision of necessity's persistence even in 
a regulated "interchange with Nature." There is, I believe, a further 
more general affinity between the relentless insistence in Marx on the 
material prerequisites to real freedom and the pervasive tragic realism 
of Greek reflections on human freedom from Homer to Aristotle.34 

33Sir Thomas More called his imaginary island "Utopia" as a transliteration of a 
Greek-based neologism : ou = "no," and topia from Greek topos = "place." But, as Manuel 
and Manuel note, "in the playful printed matter prefixed to the body of the book the 
poet laureate of the island . . .  claimed that his country deserved to be called 'Eutopia' 
with an eu, which in Greek connoted a broad spectrum of positive attributes from good 
through ideal , prosperous, perfect" ( 1 979:  1 ) .  

34Marxist sociologist Alvin Gouldner has appreciated this tragic realism i n  his focus on 
the "contest system" ( 1 969). For his critical Marxism, see the eloquent obituary notice by 
J. Alt ( 1 98 1 :  1 98-203) and Gouldner 1 980. 
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Finally, in virtually the last serious political text Marx composed, 
his scathing Critique of the Gotha Program ( 1 875) ,  the dialectic between 
material prerequisites and a deeply classical utopian vision of full ,  free 
human development shines through :35 

In a higher phase of communist society, after the enslaving subordination 
of the individual to the division of labour, and therewith the antithesis be
tween mental and physical labour, has vanished; after labour has become 
not only a means of life but life's prime want; after the productive forces 
have also increased with the all-around development of the individual, and 
all the springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly-only then 
can the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be crossed in its entirety and 
society inscribe on its banner: From each according to his ability, to each 
according to his needs ! (Tucker 1 978 :  53 1 )  

Any vision of human freedom must be measured against the histor
ically determined actual material constraints of freedom within which 
choices are made-choices that either limit or expand possible free
dom. I would add that the qualitative possibilities of freedom under 
changed material conditions are a direct consequence of the quality of 
the whole preceding tradition of more limited visions. If it is true that 
"the tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a nightmare on 
the brain of the living" (Eighteenth Brumaire, MECW 1 1 : 1 03) ,  it is also 
true that a better future requires achieving what "the world has long 
dreamed of possessing" (Letter to Ruge, MECW 3 :  1 44).  Moreover, I 
take as literally true Marx's judgment that "the forming of the five 
senses is a labour of the entire history of the world down to the 
present" (Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of r844, MECW 3 : 302 ; 
cf. Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1 988 :  239-42) ;  a truly historical per
spective on the cultural production of ancient Greece does not mea
sure it in a simple scale against the visions of freedom realizable in our 
own time but analyzes its decisive pedagogical contribution to those 
very visions. Only a critical continuity with the rest of history offers the 
richest transcendence of what was possible in the past. 

35It is often assumed that Marx's emphasis on human labor is entirely incompatible 
with the perspective of ancient Greece, where, we are repeatedly told, labor was dispar
aged. What was disparaged was in fact unfree labor-as in Marx. For an ancient Greek, 
as for Marx, unfree labor included both slavery and paid labor under the command of 
another. Without denying significant shifts in conceptualization, I would argue that the 
point of continuity between Marx's vision of free human labor and Greek ideals is the 
pervasive emphasis in the latter on autonomous, self-chosen action-the very core of 
Homeric and Sophoklean heroism. Moreover, the specifically fifth-century perception of 
the link between political freedom and the unleashing of human energies and capacities 
is a central component of Marx's vision. For elaboration of this latter point, see Chapter 
6. For a recent orthodox Marxist attack on the "myth of the idle mob" in ancient Athens, 
see E.  M. Wood 1 989: chaps. 1 and 2 .  
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Consciousness, Class, and Doing History 

Since a primary interest of my chosen texts is the way they both re
flect and constitute consciousness , the issue of consciousness and ideo
logical struggle centrally affects the senses in which I most often invoke 
the concept of class. Thus, although I do not dispute Ste. Croix's dem
onstration of the centrality of slavery in generating the surplus that 
made possible a highly self-conscious ,  leisured, ruling class ,36 nonethe
less the institution of slavery and the consciousness of slaves remains at 
best a "structured silence" (Macherey) or, as Fredric Jameson might 
say, the political unconscious in these texts.37 I have more to say later 
about structured silences; but, for the most part, rather than focus my 
analysis primarily on filling in these lacunae in the texts, I focus on the 
aspects of class conflict that seem to me leave more readily perceptible 
symptoms in them. Most often these take the form of ideological strug
gle over the bases for justifying or questioning the existing social, eco
nomic, political, and sexual hierarchy.38 Moreover, however rooted the 

36E.  M.  Wood ( 1 989: 64-80) does launch a full-scale attack on what she sees as Ste. 
Croix's erroneous assumption that slavery was the only alternative to hired labor for ex
torting a surplus. She stresses among other factors the traditional role of rent in the pan
oply of means available to landed aristocrats for exploiting peasants. But see Ste. Croix, 
"Forms of Exploitation in the Ancient Greek World, and the Small Independent Pro
ducer" ( 1 98 1 :  205-75). 

37Ste. Croix argues: "Actual slavery (,chattel slavery') . . .  was the main way in which 
the dominant propertied classes of the ancient world derived their surplus. . . . The 
small free, independent producers (mainly peasants, with artisans and traders) who 
worked at or near subsistence level and were neither slaves nor serfs . . . must have 
formed an actual majority of the population in most parts of Greece" ( 1 98 1 :  52) .  Lekas, 
citing Vernant, finds again in Marx's discussion of the ancient mode an insightful viola
tion of Marxist orthodoxy; but though he rightly focuses on Marx's political analysis of 
class warfare in the polis, he goes too far in saying that rich and poor have no qualitative 
difference in relation to means of production ( 1 988: 90-9 1 ) . As Ste. Croix has demon
strated, it is precisely slavery that provides a qualitative as well as quantitative difference 
between rich and poor citizens. It is perhaps a vestige of M. I. Finley's own early expo
sure to a certain Marxism that the topic of slavery stands out as his most abiding con
cern-a point stressed by the anonymous author of his London Times obituary (June 26, 
1 986) . 

38For the political aspect of class warfare in ancient Greece, see Ste. Croix's summary 
of enthusiastic endorsement of Aristotle's analysis of political activity in the Greek polis 
( 1 98 1 :  7 1-80) and his "The Class Struggle in Greek History on the Political Plane" 
( 1 98 1 :  278-326).  Badian, in his review, accuses Ste. Croix of making Aristotle into a 
"proto-Marxist" ( 1 982 :  47) and himself seems to prefer the "simpler Aristotelian cate
gories of the rich and the poor" (50) . The "advantage" of such categories is that they are 
often tacitly presumed to be constituted in isolation. The unpleasant notion that there 
are poor because there are rich and vice versa is absent from such categories-as it is 
from the minds of most contemporary ancient historians. At the same time, Aristotle's 
assumption that the motive force of so much of ancient Greek politics resides in the con
flict of rich and poor is something of a sticking point, one would imagine, for those who 
want to banish any version of economy-related class conflict from their account of an
cient Greece. 
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conflicts between peasants and the ruling class may be in struggles over 
control of the economic surplus, the form in which those conflicts be
come conscious and are struggled over is more often linked to issues of 
social status, political power, gender roles, and ultimately epistemology. 
Accordingly, my analysis attempts to make connections among various 
sorts of struggles without being confined to a narrowly economic def
inition of conflicting groups. 

The consequences of Marx's analysis of consciousness and class for 
the writing of history are substantially at odds with the ideal pursued 
by most practicing classicists.39 First of all, Marx's analysis of the fun
damental link of ideas to the whole complex of realities subsumed un
der the concept of mode of production precludes the sort of 
fragmentation and specialization that for many are the marks of seri
ous scholarship: 

Morality, religion, metaphysics, and all the rest of ideology as well as the 
forms of consciousness corresponding to these . . . no longer retain the 
semblance of independence. They have no history, no development; but 
men, developing their material production and their material intercourse, 
alter, along with their actual world, also their thinking and the products of 

SIICf. Ste. Croix's citation from the preface of a recent book on Roman history of the 
usual cliches of alleged objectivity and freedom from irrelevant modern theories ( 1 98 1 :  
8 1-85; cf. 33-35).  See also Fredric Jameson's meditation on a certain "antiquarian" 
practice in some approaches to classical antiquity: "Simple antiquarianism, for which the 
past does not have to justify its claim of interest on us, nor do its monuments have to 
present their credentials as proper 'research subjects' . . .  [but are] validated as sheer his
torical facts with the irrevocable claim on us of all historical fact-lead a ghostly second 
existence as mere private hobbies. One is tempted to say that this position 'solves' the 
problem of the relationship between present and past by the simple gesture of abolishing 
the present as such" ( 1 979b: 45). Badian, in his review of Ste. Croix, shows his annoyance 
at the term "antiquarian," which he quite unfairly calls "his [Ste. Croix's] term for a spe
cialist scholar" (47) .  The point of both Fredric Jameson and Ste. Croix (quite indepen
dently, I am sure) is not to disparage the intelligence or even the potential usefulness of 
the type of work they so designate but rather to call attention to its relative naivete or 
disingenuousness about its own presuppositions. Every text has its unconscious, but the 
sort of scholarship they have in mind is self-congratulatory precisely about its own un
consciousness. Or, as Sullivan puts it, "there can be no un-ideological writing of history. 
The question is whether the historian is consciously aware of his approach and perspec
tive" ( 1 975 :  6). The charge, central to Lekas's indictment ( 1 988) of Marx, of imposing 
contemporary intellectual models on the past needs to be examined in light of the ac
cusers' own accounts (usually missing) of the basis for any contemporary relevance avail
able in the study of the past. There is a difference between asking questions of an ancient 
society that it would never ask itself and asking truly pointless questions. Moreover, for 
any answers about a different society to be intelligible to us, they must at least be cast in 
terms that are analytically productive for us. This is by no means to efface the difference 
between past and present; on the contrary, it theorizes difference as the most relevant 
object of inquiry. 
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their thinking. It is not consciousness that determines life, but life that de
termines consciousness. (German Ideology, MECW 5 : 36-37)40 

The goal toward which many of us classicists were trained to strive is to 
re-present as accurately as possible what the ancient peoples them
selves actually thought and believed. This is precisely what Marx 
attacks : 

The exponents of this conception of history have consequently only been 
able to see in history the spectacular political events and religious and 
other theoretical struggles, and in particular with regard to each historical 
epoch they were compelled to share the illusion of that epoch . . . .  The "fancy," 
the "conception" of the people in question about their real practice is 
transformed into the sole determining and effective force, which domi
nates and determines their practice. (German Ideology, MECW 5 : 55) 

Marx also posits an easy slippage from this kind of willing subordina
tion to the self-conceptions of past eras into pure Hegelianism: 4 1  

The Hegelian philosophy of history i s  the last consequence . . .  o f  all this 
German historiography for which it is not a question of real, not even of 
political , interests, but of pure thoughts, which must therefore appear to 
Saint Bruno [Bruno Bauer, a leader of the Young Hegelians] as a series of 
"thoughts" that devour one another and are finally swallowed up in "self
consciousness." (German Ideology, MECW 5 : 55)42 

Marx's scorn of this approach is summed up in a climactic antithesis : 

4"The preface of a recent study of the Presocratics states with particular blatancy the 
author's (Hegelian?) faith in just the sort of total independence of philosophy's history to 
which Marx's alludes : "I do not believe that a detailed knowledge of Greek history 
greatly enhances our comprehension of Greek philosophy. Philosophy lives a suprace
lestial life, beyond the confines of space and time; and if philosophers are, perforce, 
small spatio-temporal creatures, a minute attention to their small spatio-temporal con
cerns will more often obfuscate than illumine their philosophies" (Barnes 1 982 :  xii). 

41 Fowler, for example, points out ( 1 987 :  4) the dependence of the whole Frankel-Snell 
school on what is clearly a Hegelian notion of the Geist of an era. Cf. the Hegelianism
articulated with rare and praiseworthy explicitness-of MacCary ( 1 982 :  esp. 1 6-25), 
whose whole project is tied to Snell and Frankel (3) .  Jaeger's canonical Paideia ( 1 945) is 
Hegelian in its whole conceptualization. This is by no means to suggest that these ap
proaches are devoid of value-far from it-but to underline the extent to which so much 
work in classics still operates on Hegelian idealist assumptions challenged by Marx. 

4" At this point in the manuscript there is a marginal note by Marx demonstrating his 
sense of the close link between the two historiographical types: "So-called objective histo
riography consisted precisely in treating the historical relations separately from activity. 
Reactionary character" (German Ideology, MECW 5 :55).  
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Whilst in ordinary life every shopkeeper is very well able to distinguish be
tween what somebody professes to be and what he really is, our historiog
raphy has not yet won this trivial insight. It takes every epoch at its word 
and believes that everything it says and imagines about itself is true. (Ger
man Ideology, MECW 5 :62)  

The alternative is sketched in terms which, for al l  the rhetorical em
phasis on the primacy of production, insist on a dialectical reciprocity 
of the economic sphere with forms of consciousness and on the decisive 
role of revolutionary action in effecting structural change : 

This conception of history thus relies on expounding the real process of 
production-starting from the material production of life itself-and 
comprehending the form of intercourse connected with and created by 
this mode of production . . .  and also explaining how all the different the
oretical products and forms of consciousness, religion, philosophy, moral
ity, etc . ,  etc . ,  arise from it, and tracing the process of their formation from 
that basis; thus the whole thing can, of course, be depicted in its totality 
(and therefore, too, the reciprocal action of these various sides on one an
other) . . .  it . . .  explains the formation of ideas from material practice, and 
accordingly it comes to the conclusion that all forms and products of con
sciousness cannot be dissolved by mental criticism . . .  that not criticism 
but revolution is the driving force of history. . . . It shows that circum
stances make men just as much as men make circumstances. (German Ide
ology, MECW 5 : 53-54, emphasis added) 

Marx and Cultural Production 

Marx himself did not produce a full-fledged theory of cultural pro
duction dealing with the whole range of complexities arising from art 
and literature. In this sense, "Marxist" approaches to these topics are 
only more or less credible extrapolations from the texts we have al
ready considered together with a rich array of brief comments scat
tered throughout the corpus of Marx's surviving texts.43 Cutting short 
a potentially very long detour, I excerpt several issues arising from 
Marx's own wide-ranging analyses and explore a few twentieth-century 
elaborations more relevant to my own project. Most of the key issues in 

43Solomon• who has an excellent brief selection from Marx and Engels at the outset of 
his own sweeping overview. notes that the collection begun in the 1 930S by Lifschitz and 
Schiller of all the relevant material comes in the German edition (Kliem 1 967) to over 
1 .500 pages ( 1 979: 5) ·  In English. see Baxandall and Morawski 1 973.  Prawer 1 978 offers 
an excellent overview of Marx's knowledge of and thoughts about literature. Demetz 
1 967 has useful material ; its lacunae and distortions are ably criticized by Solomon (7-8). 
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this area fall into significant, often overlapping polarities. On the one 
hand, art, insofar as it is a mere vehicle for class ideology, may transmit 
a class-bound, self-serving distortion of real conditions. On the other, 
as the "dream" which "the world has long been dreaming" and which 
only the future can bring to realization, as a decisive component in that 
"formation of the five senses" which is the "work of all history," art cor
responds to the creative, mental activity that precedes all truly human 
accomplishments. As Marx put it : 

a spider conducts operations that resemble those of a weaver, and a bee 
puts to shame many an architect in the construction of her cells. But what 
distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is this, that the ar
chitect raises his structure in imagination before he erects it in reality. At the 
end of every labour-process, we get a result that already existed in the 
imagination of the labourer at its commencement. (Capital, 1 967 :  1 : 1 78, 
emphasis added) 

A classicist may recognize here an echo of Aristotle's use of the house 
builder in his discussion of the four causes (Physics 1 95b5-6), but the 
implications of the architectural metaphor are rather different in the 
context of Marx's preoccupations and ours. What is true of the labor 
process in general links the artist with all those who engage in any sort 
of productive labor. As Gramsci rightly insisted, there is no purely 
physical labor without some intellectual component ( 1 97 1 :  8-9). Art
ists, however, are among the generally privileged category of workers 
specifically charged with the task of reflecting on past human action 
and imaginatively projecting new structures of human thought, per
ception, and action. To be sure, the fact of their relatively privileged 
status suggests the likelihood of this process leading to self-serving con
sequences. But, to the extent that it posits a future different from the 
status quo, it contains a potentially liberating dimension by virtue of its 
implicit negation of that status quo. 

Marx's own appropriation of the undoubtedly self-serving utopian 
visions of Greek male citizen slaveowners suggests that he was well 
aware that the same artist could perform both roles simultaneously
that in the act of projecting a flattering and distorted image of the 
good life of the ruling class the artist makes available a discourse of 
freedom that can guide those excluded from freedom on a path toward 
actualization of a more gratifying future. The utopian visions of a nar
row elite furnish guideposts for a struggle to extend that freedom to 
groups rigorously excluded from the initial vision . 

I offer an example from postclassical history recently elaborated by 
post-Marxist thinkers : Laclau and Mouffe argue that the emergence in 
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eighteenth-century bourgeois male ideologues of a doctrine of the 
"rights of man" (specifically, of white male property owners) made 
available a discourse susceptible of being fought over and for by women 
and people of color and in general by all those excluded from full 
rights (1985 :  154-56) .44 It follows from this line of argument that 
there is no necessary correlation between the artist's explicit or even 
implicit intentions and the full consequences of the work created either 
in its own moment or for posterity. 

Moreover, in addition to this projective, utopian function of art, the 
artist quaideologue may serve a cognitive function. Like those ideo
logues of a dying class who perceive the real movement of history and 
align themselves with the rising class, the artist may serve a progressive 
educational function by presenting a truer image of the real conditions 
of society than is available from other sources. This artistic, critical ne
gation of the status quo may occur independently of the artist's own 
personal political allegiances. Thus, for example, Marx was a great ad
mirer of Balzac, whom he called "generally remarkable for his pro
found grasp of reality" (Capital, 1967 : 3 : 39) . According to Marx's son
in-law, Paul Lafargue, Marx considered that Balzac united both the 
cognitive and projective functions of the artist: "He considered Balzac 
not only as the historian of his time, but also as the prophetic creator 
of characters which were still in embryo in the days of Louis-Philippe 
and did not fully develop until after his death, under Napoleon I I I" 
(Prawer 1978 :  181) .45 

The noncongruity, then, of the author's class allegiance and his in
sights and the nonsynchrony of those insights and real conditions mil
itate against the assumption of any simple equation of class position 
and artistic production or of art as nothing more than a reflection of 
the present circumstances. A Marxist historical focus on forms of 
consciousness thus implies neither complete immersion in the "illusion 
of the epoch" nor a mechanical extrapolation from the "material 
conditions." 

44Laclau and Mouffe focus primarily on the origin of feminism, but they also note "the 
profound subversive power of the democratic discourse, which would allow the spread of 
equality and liberty into increasingly wider domains and therefore act as a fermenting 
agent upon the different forms of struggle against subordination" ( 1 985 : 1 55) .  They call 
the emergence of a new vision of the human a "different discursive formation" ( 1 54) and 
are not specifically concerned with art. But their analysis is in this area quite consonant 
with the Frankfurt School Marxists' analysis of utopian thought. 

45Prawer notes in this context that Marx used Balzac's Crevel from La cousine Bette in 
an ironic compound, "W:ron-Crevel," at the end of Eighteenth BrumaiTe (MECW 1 1 :  1 96) 
to suggest precisely that Louis Veron, the editor and owner of Le Constitutionel, was the 
real-life embodiment of Balzac's projective creation. It is amusing that the apparently 
still Stalinist editors of MECW assure us in a note that Crevel was "a character based on 
Dr. Veron." For them, life must precede art. 
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Mediation, Hegemony, and Overdetermination 

How then is one to "historicize" properly classical antiquity? I have 
already suggested the inadequacy for my purposes of Ste. Croix's im
pressive but quite orthodox Marxist version of the nature of class 
struggle. Admirable and subtle as are his discussions of most sorts of 
historical data, precisely when he touches on literary evidence he falls 
back on a simple reflectionism that characterizes not only most older 
Marxist but most historical approaches to literary texts (Rose 1 988 :  6-
1 1 ) .  In attempting to move toward what I consider a more properly 
dialectical conception of the relation of the literary text to the eco
nomic, social, and political structures of ancient Greece, I have found 
among twentieth-century Marxists Bakhtin, Gramsci, Althusser, and 
Fredric Jameson to be most helpful. Because for my purposes his work 
incorporates and carries forward that of his predecessors in crucial 
new directions, I discuss Jameson in a separate section. 

Bakhtin, assuming for the sake of argument-or for his own sur
vival-the party's one-way reading of the determination of superstruc
ture by the economic base, goes a long way toward subverting the 
model by suggesting some of the inevitable mediations in that process. 
Taking the example of an alleged connection of the image in a novel 
("Rudin as superfluous man") with the degeneration of the gentry 
class , he notes , 

even if the correspondence established is correct . . .  it does not at all fol
low that related economic upsets mechanically cause "superfluous men" to 
be produced on the pages of a novel. . . .  The correspondence established 
itself remains without any cognitive value until both the specific role of 
the "superfluous man" in the artistic structure of the novel and the specif
ic role of the novel in social life as a whole are elucidated. (Voloshinov 
[Bakhtin] 1 973 :  1 8)46 

Thus there is a logic internal to the specific work of art, and any in
terpretive enterprise must first give an account of how any particular 
element relates to that logic before exploring its social, political , or eco
nomic resonances. Second, Bakhtin indicates that we need to try at 
least to specify the politics of the particular form or genre in which 
such an element occurs-that is, what sorts of functions it performs in 
relation to what sorts of audiences. 

460n the grounds for considering the work published under the name of Voloshinov 
to be in fact the work of Bakhtin, see Clark and Holquist 1 984: 1 46-5 1 .  For a vigorous 
defense of Voloshinov's authorship which gives me some pause, see Titunik's introduc
tion in Voloshinov 1 987 (xv-xxv). 
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Bakhtin proceeds to elaborate other significant mediations: 

Between changes in the economic state of affairs and the appearance of 
the "superfluous man" in the novel stretches a long, long road that crosses 
a number of qualitatively different domains, each with its own specific set 
of laws and its own characteristics . . . .  the "superfluous man" did not ap
pear in the novel in any way independent of and unconnected with other 
elements of the novel, but . . .  on the contrary, the whole novel, as a single 
organic unity subject to its own specific laws, underwent restructuring, 
and . . .  consequently, all its other elements-its composition, style, etc.
also underwent restructuring. And what is more, this organic restructur
ing of the novel came about in close connection with changes in the whole 
field of literature, as well .  ( 1 8) 

I would wish to distance myself somewhat from the apparent formalist 
assumption here of an inherent unity in the literary text, but Bakhtin 
rightly argues that any alleged element in the work under discussion 
must be examined in terms not only of the way it is affected by the spe
cifically literary character of its context but also of how it correspond
ingly affe,cts the whole of that extraliterary context. In turn, he enjoins 
us to keep in mind how the specific literary text is affected by its whole 
set of relations with other literature in its tradition and in its own 
moment. 

Bakhtin, in a specifically twentieth-century extension of Marx that 
responds to Saussure, argues :  

The problem o f  the interrelationship o f  the basis and superstructures . . .  
can be elucidated to a significant degree through the material of the 
word . . . .  The essence of this problem comes down to how actual existence 
(the basis) determines sign and how sign reflects and refracts existence in 
its process of generation . . . .  The word is the medium in which occur the 
slow quantitative accretions of those changes which have not yet achieved 
the status of a new ideological quality, not yet produced a new and fully
fledged ideological form. The word has the capacity to register all the 
transitory, delicate, momentous phases of social change. ( 1 9) 

What Bakhtin prescribes here is a kind of Marxist philology-a relent
less attention to historical shifts in the meanings of words which is sen
sitive to the ideological, political , and social dimensions-aspects that 
in fact the best classical philologists, for all their Hegelian idealism, 
have explored richly. 

The Soviet official theorists against whom Bakhtin was reacting sub
sumed this whole area under the rubric "social psychology." Accord
ingly, Bakhtin attempted a strategic redefinition : 
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It follows that social psychology must be studied from two different view
points : first from the viewpoint of content, i .e. , the themes pertinent to it 
at this or that moment in time; and second, from the viewpoint of the 
forms and types of verbal communication in which the themes in question 
are implemented . . . .  This issue of concrete forms has significance of the 
highest order . . . .  Each period and each social group has had its own rep-
ertoire of speech forms for ideological communication in human behavior. 
Each set of cognate forms, i .e. , each behavioral speech genre, has its own 
corresponding set of themes. An interlocking organic unity joins the form 
of communication . . .  the form of the utterance . . .  and its theme. (20-2 1 )  

Bakhtin's intense focus here o n  the tight linkage between the ideolog
ical content and the specific form of communication implies a serious 
politics of forms, of genres, which it is a central goal of the follow
ing chapters to elaborate. Here I underline the decisive shift in empha
sis this linkage implies from simple determination by the base toward 
explorations of the mediations intrinsic to the process of ideological 
communication. 

In exploring how the texts under consideration actually function 
within Greek society and the ways that process is potentially meaning
ful for us, Gramsci offers the most broadly useful conceptual frame
work. Fundamental to Gramsci's thought is the distinction between 
dominance and hegemony.47 A dominant class is able to impose by force 
its will on the dominated classes. But, in fact, Gramsci argues , no re
gime remains in power exclusively by brute repression except in peri
ods of revolution. 

Every dominant class seeks to become hegemonic; that is, it seeks to 
achieve supreme moral and intellectual authority in the minds of all 
classes or, in Lyndon Johnson'S notorious phrase, to "win the hearts 
and minds of the people." Gramsci thus focuses central attention on 
the role of intellectuals and cultural production in class struggle. A 

47Gramsci argues, "We can . . .  fix two major superstructural 'levels' : the one that can 
be called 'civil society' (that is, the ensemble of organisms commonly called 'private') ,  and 
that of 'political society' or 'the State' . These two levels correspond on the one hand to 
the function of 'hegemony' which the dominant group exercises throughout society and 
on the other hand to that of 'direct domination' or command exercised through the State 
and juridical' government . . . .  The intellectuals are the dominant group's 'deputies' ex
ercising the subaltern function of social hegemony and political government. These com
prise : 1 .  The 'spontaneous' consent given by the great masses of the population to the 
general direction imposed on social life by the dominant fundamental group; this con
sent is 'historically' caused by the prestige (and consequent confidence) which the dom
inant group enjoys because of its position and function in the world of production. 2 .  
The apparatus of  state coercive power which 'legally' enforces discipline on  those groups 
who do not 'consent' either actively or passively. This apparatus is, however, constituted 
for the whole of society in anticipation of moments of crisis of command and direction 
when spontaneous consent has failed" ( 1 97 1 :  1 2 ) . 
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dominant class needs effective intellectuals to stay in power. A chal
lenging class that has succeeded on the level of moral and intellectual 
authority is in the best position to displace a dominant class. This is not 
to reinstate the illusions of the young Hegelians that "reforming con
sciousness" will alone and of itself transform society. Gramsci , like 
Marx, recognizes that there are situations in which the metaphorical 
weapon of criticism must be supplemented by the metaphorical criti
cism that consists in weapons. But, as Marx puts it, "material force 
must be overthrown by material force ; but theory also becomes a ma
terial force as soon as it has gripped the masses" ("Contribution to the 
Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law: Introduction," MECW 3 :  1 82 ) .  
What Gramsci adds i s  a richer elaboration of  the subtle and complex 
range of social mechanisms by which contending forces in society 
struggle to seize the minds and hearts of the masses. Gramsci's analyt
ical framework insists on the centrality of all intellectual production to 
class struggle,  whether (to echo the Communist Manifesto) "open or hid
den." Moreover, as Fredric Jameson has pointed out ( 1 98 1 :  287 ;  Said 
1 983 :  1 7 1 ) , a genuine appreciation of the concept of hegemony implies 
severe limitations on a simple coercive, manipulative, or functionalist 
conception of culture .  Culture for Gramsci is by its very nature an at
tempt at persuasion, a form of rhetoric. As Said puts it, "well before 
Foucault, Gramsci had grasped the idea that culture serves authority, 
and ultimately the national State, not because it represses and coerces 
but because it is affirmative, positive, and persuasive" ( 1 983 :  1 7 1 ) .  

Althusser's major contributions i n  this area are, for m y  purpos
es, four. First, he has elaborated Gramsci's focus on struggle in the 
ideological sphere by examining the specific material social insti
tutions-what he dubs the "ideological state apparatuses" ( 1 97 1 :  
1 27-86)-which, as opposed to the more familiar "repressive state ap
paratuses" (police, courts, army) , systematically attempt to reproduce 
in the consciousness of each individual spontaneous consent to those 
relationships of dominance and subordination that perpetuate the sta
tus quo. He cites , for example, such institutions as the church, the ed
ucational system, the mass media, cultural entities, and political 
parties. 

Second, Althusser's notion of "interpellation"-from the Latin inter
pellare, "to accost," "to hail" someone ( 1 97 1 :  1 7o-83)48_has given far 
greater precision to the mechanisms by which ideological practice so-

48 As it happens, this is the least common sense of the Latin verb, which most often has 
the sense of "interrupt" or "obstruct"-connotations quite alien to the largely uncon
scious process envisioned by Althusser. 
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cially constructs individual identity. By summoning individuals to 
spontaneous assent and concrete forms of behavior (e.g. , saluting 
the flag, genuflecting before the altar, deferring to or abusing women) 
or to a proffered identity ("we French," "we Catholics," "we men") ,  
ideological apparatuses attempt to instill a totally unconscious accep
tance and practice of the social relations of the status quo as entirely 
natural . 

A third contribution of Althusser to contemporary Marxist analytic 
discourse is his polemical defense of a Marxist appropriation of Freud 
( 1 97 1 :  1 89-2 1 9) .  To be sure, he was not the first, and we look subse
quently at the very different articulation between Freud and Marx ef
fected by the Frankfurt School. Althusser lays primary stress on "the 
unconscious and its 'laws' " (204), on " 'mechanisms' and 'laws' of 
dreams" (207) .  Following Lacan's appropriation of Jakobson's enor
mously influential elaboration of metonymy and metaphor, Althusser 
endorsed the reduction of Freud's analysis of these mechanisms to two: 
displacement and condensation (207) .49 He argues, perhaps too force
fully, for the independence of psychoanalysis in terms that in fact have 
a broadly anthropological thrust: "History, 'sociology,' or anthropology 
have no business here, and this is no surprise for they deal with society 
and therefore with culture,  i .e .  with what is no longer this small ani
mal-which only becomes human-sexual by crossing the infinite divide 
that separates life from humanity, the biological from the historical , 

491 find this move unfortunate. The sixth chapter of Interpretation of Dreams (Freud 
1 958-74 : 5 : 277-338, 6 :339-508) , on the dreamwork, is widely recognized as Freud's 
most brilliant. In particular, his analysis of the grammar of dreams, the problems of rep
resentability and symbolism, should not be subsumed under the first two mechanisms he 
discusses (Le., condensation and displacement) . The point is of concern to me because 
one of the most progressive attacks on Freud in the field of classics (duBois 1 988) focuses 
exclusively on the ancient symbolization of women in the light of Freud's account of 
women as symbolically castrated males. Although duBois offers a trenchant critique of 
Freud's appropriations of ancient Greek myth and elaborates a compelling case for an 
alternative symbolization of women in ancient Greece, she does not address the issue of 
the unconscious and its mechanisms as such. It is one thing to historicize Freud by dem
onstrating that different cultures symbolize sexual difference in significantly different 
ways-ways that in part reflect their economic structure. It is quite another to contend, 
as duBois does, that "the weight of Freud's insight is lost if we abandon the theory of 
castration, which is indissolubly linked to the description of sexual difference. Little boys 
would not fear castration, would not resolve their Oedipus complex, if they did not know 
of the existence of 'the other,' the castrated sex" ( 1 988: 1 2) .  Such an analysis, if I read it 
rightly, seems to preclude the symbolic representation in ancient Greek texts of male 
fears of castration-not to mention the representation of Oedipal conflict. Since I find 
both quite prevalent, I can only conclude that we need a better account of what is in
volved in historicizing the products of the unconscious. I have long been struck by the 
anthropological plausibility of Crews's distillation of Freud's view of a human being as 
"the animal destined to be overimpressed by his parents" (Crews 1 970: 1 2) .  This seems 
to me to be valid regardless of how that overestimation manifests itself symbolically. 
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'nature' from 'culture" (206) .  Whereas he only glances defensively at 
the substantial problems implicit in historicizing Freud (2 1 1  n.  4 and 
2 1 7) ,  Althusser insists rightly on the central relevance of Freud to "all 
investigations into ideology" (2 1 9) .50 

Finally, Althusser's concept of "structural determination" or, borrow
ing from Freud, "overdetermination" goes a long way toward liberat
ing Marxist discussions of base and superstructure from both the 
procrustean bed of Stalinism (or, to use Althusser's term, "arthritis") 
and the circularity of a purely Hegelian version of dialecticY Mecha
nistic causality of the Stalinist variety has too often presented the su
perstructure as a sort of baseball impelled by the bat of technology and 
other purely mechanical economic factors. 52 Hegel, to whom anti
Stalinists such as Lukacs and the Frankfurt School were inevitably 
drawn, "solves" the relation of the part to the whole by positing the same 
substance, Geist (souVmind), undergoing the same immanent develop
ments at all levels. In effect, the whole of reality is conceived in ways 
that bear a distinct similarity to what Foucault ( 1 970: 1 7-25) has an
alyzed as the Renaissance/medieval episteme-as a series of correspon
dences, though to be sure the Hegelian ones are all, so to speak, Geist. 
For Hegel the passage of the world spirit from natural consciousness to 
alienation to full self-consciousness corresponds to the development of 
each individual and in turn to the movement of all history. Althusser's 
model, like Bakhtin's ,  stresses the relative autonomy of various 
spheres-economic, political, cultural-which operate in accordance 
with their own specific laws but at the same time are incessantly and 
deeply interactive. Thus the serious exploration of the causes of any 
significant phenomenon (he uses as his example the Russian Revolu
tion) reveals that each component is determined by and itself deter
mines a multiplicity of other phenomena-much as an element in a 
dream turns out, on analysis, to have a multiplicity of determinants 
while its presence in the dream itself affects all the other elements.53 

Despite the subtlety and usefulness of Althusser's analyses, despite 
his own recognition of the cultural sphere as "the site of class struggle" 

5°For a more detailed and nuanced discussion of Althusser's use of Freud and Lacan in 
the analysis of ideology, see Paul Smith 1 988 :  1 8-23 and Barrett's second thoughts in her 
new introduction to Womens Oppression Today ( 1 988 :  xv). 

5 1The best statement is in "Contradiction and Overdetermination" (Althusser 1 969: 
87-1 28) .  See also "Marx's Immense Theoretical Revolution" (Althusser and Balibar 
1 970: 1 82-93)· 

5"Here I disagree with Fredric Jameson ( 1 98 1 :  37 and n.  1 9) in seeing "Hegel" as the 
codeword for Stalin, since the model of changes in production driving the whole process 
of change is, to my mind, a perfect example of bat-strikes-ball mechanical causality. 

53For the link between Althusser's and Freud's uses of overdetermination, see Althus
ser's appendix "Freud and Lacan" ( 1 97 1 :  1 89-2 1 9) as well as the translator's useful glos
sary in Althusser 1 969 (s.v. ,  252-53).  
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( 1 97 1 :  1 47) ,  Althusser has been rightly criticized for offering too pes
simistic a picture of the process of ideological reproduction (Giroux 
1 983 :  263-64; Paul Smith 1 988 :  1 8) .  The status quo seems to have all 
the advantages in its ceaseless and relentless brainwashing of passive 
subjects, whom Althusser presents precisely as "subjected" to reigning 
hegemonic ideas. 

Jameson : The Double Hermeneutic and 
the Utopian Impulse 

Fredric Jameson, whose name I invoke partly as a shorthand for 
all the insights of the Frankfurt School he has done so much to bring 
to English-speaking readers (esp. 1 97 1 ) , offers, in my view, the sin
gle most relevant critical model for a Marxist reading of the classics. 
Not only are his central concepts more deeply in tune with the libera
tory thrust of Marx's own work; Jameson's more openly dialectical con
ception of the process of ideological struggle offers the most 
meaningful way out of the depressing either/or designation of partic
ular classical authors as "good guys" or "bad guys" which has, as noted 
earlier, characterized much of previous Marxist or even loosely politi
cal readings of the classics. Moreover, though his own work has largely 
ignored issues raised by feminists , his critical model has been fruitful
ly appropriated for a feminist analysis of contemporary cultural 
production. 54 

The critical concept in Jameson which seems to me most decisive in 
opening classical texts to the fullest Marxist reading is his notion of a 
double hermeneutic. The idea of a hermeneutic in general has noth
ing uniquely Marxist about it. Leaving aside its Aristotelian sense and 
its role in biblical exegesis, Jameson focuses on the medieval Christian 
interpretive enterprise : the Christian hermeneutic incorporates alien 
cultures and philosophies by demonstrating through a kind of trans
lation their underlying (unconscious) anticipations of Christianity 
( 1 97 1 :  84) .55 Vergil (that anima naturaliter Christiana) has perhaps been 

54The finest example I am aware of is Modleski's brilliant application ( 1 982)  of an ex
plicitly Jamesonian double hermeneutic to Harlequin romances, Gothic novels, and tele
vision soap operas. 

55The argument on hermeneutics is far more tortuous in chap. 1 of Political Uncon
scious because, as Jameson notes, "it is . . .  increasingly clear that hermeneutic or inter
pretive activity has become one of the basic polemic targets of contemporary post
structuralism in France" ( 1 98 1 :  2 1 ) . The hermeneutic model elaborated there returns to 
the notion of allegory on four levels (cf. 29-33) which he first explored apropos of Wai
ter Benjamin (Jameson 1 97 1 :  60-6 1 ) .  See also his fuller elaboration of the relation of 
Marxism to Christianity ( 1 97 1 :  1 1 7-1 8) .  For my purposes, the older "double" model is 
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the most frequent subject of this approach. 56 A classicist may say cyn
ically, "better to Christianize Vergil than to burn his poems," but object 
that any such interpretive enterprise is a hopeless distortion. But the 
Vergil of modern classical literary scholarship is fully and necessarily as 
remote from the Vergil appropriated by the original audience as is the 
Christianized Vergil .  The most professedly antiquarian Vergil scholar 
(in the sense described earlier) is not really content to refuse all claims 
of relevance for this text. Yet relevance implies some hermeneutic op
eration, some interpretive recasting or translation of the apparently 
alien elements into an accessible form. The hermeneutic enterprise 
has long been, to this extent, the humanistic alternative to iconoclasm 
in its most brutal and irreversible forms. Totalizing systems that lack 
this hermeneutic impulse are capable-alas, whether they are leftist or 
rightist-of burning booksP As Adorno said in denouncing the 
Stalinist approach to cultural criticism, "they lack the experience of 
that with which they deal. In wishing to wipe away the whole as with a 
sponge, they develop an affinity to barbarism" ( 1 98 1 :  32 ) .  

Whereas Jameson i s  entitled to invoke older sorts of  hermeneutic 
appropriation as a warrant for his own enterprise, I stress the fact that 
the peculiarly dialectical form of his hermeneutic-what makes it 
"double"-is the distinctive feature of Marx's own general approach to 
social and historical phenomena. Here it is worth recalling Marx's 
claim that with Hegel the dialectic "is standing on its head. It must be 
turned right side up again, if you would discover the rational kernel 
within the mystical shell" (Capital, 1 967 : 1 : 20). The same hermeneutic 
characterizes Marx's interpretation of capitalism itself. Edmund Wil
son long ago ( 1 940) gave a wonderfully readable account of the many 
other socialist critics of capitalism in the nineteenth century, both prior 
to and contemporaneous with Marx. A distinguishing feature of Marx, 
often offensive to some of his allies, was his repeated emphasis on the 
progressive features of capitalism as an integral part of his indictment 
of its regressive aspects. There is, for example, a kind of preamble to 
the utopian vision of the "realm of freedom" in the passage we quoted 
earlier from the unfinished third volume of Capital. Marx there de-

more serviceable; and, I would say, the best readings of Political Unconscious still adhere 
to it. 

56See Comparetti ( 1 908 : esp. chaps. 5,  7 ,  and 8) and Knight, who notes-with what we 
can today recognize as undue optimism-apropos of Servius that he is "already inclined 
to the allegorical kind of interpretation which was later to reach almost the greatest 
depths of absurdity that the human mind has attained" ( 1 954: 308). 

57Lest this comment be taken too readily as the self-congratulation of a traditional lib
eral, I remind the reader of America's own pernicious capacity for book burning and 
more recently phonograph-record-burning. For an historical meditation on book
burning, see Lowenthal 1 987-88. 
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clares: "It is  one of the civilizing aspects of capital that it enforces this 
surplus labour in a manner and under conditions which are more ad
vantageous to the development of the productive forces, social rela
tions, and the creation of the elements for a new and higher form than 
under the preceding forms of slavery, serfdom, etc ." ( 1 967 : 3 : 8 1 9) .  
Capitalism, in which exploitation, human alienation, and greed are 
structural components, is also by its very nature the most social form of 
production; and its very logic of accumulation prepares the way for a 
more civilized mode of production and social relations. This herme
neutic operation avoids both nostalgia and despair by a utopian extrap
olation from the dynamic potentialities of the brutal present in its 
full complexity. 

Jameson introduces a more rigorous conception of the dual aspect of 
hermeneutics by reference, not to Marx, but to a modern theologian, 
Paul Ricoeur. Ricoeu\" uses the terms "negative and positive herme
neutics" to designate a hermeneutic directed at demystification, at the 
destruction of illusions, and a hermeneutic that "restores to access 
some essential source of life" (Ricoeur 1 970: 27-36; cf. Jameson 
1 97 1 :  1 1 9) .  Ricoeur himself refers to an implicit double hermeneutic in 
the thought of Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud. Though each was a master 
of the negative "hermeneutics of suspicion," their commitment to the 
demolition of false consciousness involved the aim of extending and 
liberating consciousness. 

Jameson explores ( 1 97 1 :  1 20-59) a more explicitly Marxist sense of 
the double hermeneutic in the work of Ernst Bloch ;58 but in varying 
degrees this hermeneutic enterprise characterizes all the so-called 
Frankfurt School of Marxists : Adorno, Horkheimer, Benjamin, and 
(most familiar to Americans) Herbert Marcuse. My description of this 
Marxist hermeneutic is thus necessarily a somewhat eclectic fusion of 
these figures' views and Jameson's own impressive contribution. 

For the Marxist, the task of the negative hermeneutic requires a rig
orous,  even ruthless elucidation of all the aspects of the work of art 
which reveal its active ideological support for the status quo-regard
less of the artist's conscious intentions. The fundamental Marxist as
sumption (here,  as in the positive hermeneutic) is that Western society 
has always been characterized by class struggle, "sometimes open, 
sometimes hidden." A second assumption for the negative herme
neutic is, as we recall from the German Ideology, that "the ideas of the 

58At the time Jameson wrote Marxism and Form, virtually none of Bloch's work was 
available in English apart from occasional excerpts or essays in New German Critique and 
Telos. But now, in addition to Zipes's collection of Bloch's essays ( 1 988), Bloch's massive 
chef d'oeuvre, Principle of Hope, as well as his Natural Law and Human Dignity have ap
peared in English ( 1 986a; 1 986b). 
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ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas; . . .  the ideas of those 
who lack the means of mental production are on the whole subject to 
it" (MECW 5 : 59) .  Most Western art proclaims in various ways its alle
giance to the ruling classes that by and large have sponsored it. It does 
not, however, simply reflect passively a static image of human exis
tence, of social, psychological, political , and economic structures per
petrated by those ruling classes. Insofar as it is ideologically partisan, it 
seeks actively to contain and mystify the sources of discontent that are 
directed against the status quo. The oppositional voices that are re
sponded to without an open opportunity to state their own case in their 
own terms constitute a "structured silence" (Macherey 1 978) in the text 
and leave only traces or symptoms. Art, insofar as it functions as ide
ology, implies the impossibility or undesirability of alternatives to the 
status quo and thus defends the ruling-class version of reality as the 
only reality conceivable. Jameson adopts from Freudian Norman Hol
land ( 1 968) the term "manage" to describe the functioning of ideology 
in the unconscious :  

This concept allows u s  to think repression and wish-fulfillment together 
within the unity of a single mechanism, which gives and takes alike in a 
kind of psychic compromise or horse-trading, which strategically arouses 
fantasy content within carefully symbolical containment structures which 
defuse it, gratifying intolerable, unrealizable, properly imperishable de
sires only to the degree to which they can again be laid to rest. ( 1 979C : 
1 4 1 )  

H e  sees this form of managing a s  especially appropriate to art under 
commodity capitalism. Yet Uvi-Strauss's analysis of preliterate myth as 
a mechanism for managing insoluble contradictions suggests that this 
process may be a general feature of all ideology : "The purpose of myth 
is to provide a logical model capable of overcoming a contradiction (an 
impossible achievement if, as it happens, the contradiction is real)" 
( 1 967 : 2 26) .  This sort of management of real contradictions by supply
ing imaginary resolutions serves the status quo. 

The specifically Marxist positive hermeneutic aims at restoring to 
consciousness those dimensions of the artwork which call into question 
or negate the ruling-class version of reality. Here one might object that 
there is no inherent necessity of a double hermeneutic for every work 
of art, because some art (Pindar, for example, seems an obvious in
stance) is all on one side of the struggle. Yet, even if one concedes that 
the ideological function of art is in some sense to manage potentially 
disruptive discontents within society, then by definition art cannot 
manage what it does not in some way reveal and evoke. The very aim 
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of management or containment implies the acknowledgment that what 
is "passed over in silence" (Pindar ot. 9. 1 03) must in some sense be 
present as the political unconscious of the text. Moreover, as noted 
above, the Gramscian conception of ideological warfare presupposes a 
process more of persuasion than of simple, mechanistic manipulation. 
To put it another way, the audience may refuse the intended solution 
and respond rather to the unavoidable reminder of its sources of 
discontent. 

As Paul Smith has recently argued, even ideological interpellation, 
outlined by Althusser as a rather mechanistic process of constructing 
an obedient "subjected subject" of ideology, lends itself to a process 
somewhat akin to jameson's psychic horsetrading. The multiplicity of 
interpellations, particularly in a period of radical change in the basic 
structures of society, opens a space of resistance to some interpellations 
and a corresponding choice of alternative roles for the subject, pre
cisely because the subject positions offered by ideology are contradic
tory (Paul Smith I g88 :  25) .  

Moreover, argued those of the Frankfurt School, art  cannot be re
duced solely to ideology-however crucial it is to analyze its ideological 
roles. Authentic art by its nature involves a re-creation of and distanc
ing from the ordinary reality of experience : "With its built-in 
'Veifremdungs-Effekt', its intrinsic estrangement from reality, art will al
ways preserve in sensuous representation the suprahistorical themes of 
life, the image of un actualized potentialities" (Katz I g82 : 20 1-202) .  In
sofar as artistic form subjects the reigning version of reality to art's own 
laws of coherence and beauty, it constitutes a critique, a negation and 
a utopian transcendence of that reality. These laws are, to be sure, like 
Marx's economic laws , historical ly determined and specific to particu
lar social formations. But, as Marx also recognized, they are not in any 
simple lockstep with the laws of the economic base (Solomon 1 979:  6 1-
64)· 

Jameson, following Marcuse, brings out nicely the apparent har
mony of this concept with more traditional idealist aesthetics by citing 
Schiller, who in the heat of the French Revolution turned to the study 
of aesthetics. "I hope to convince you," Schiller wrote, "that it is pre
cisely the path through the aesthetic question that we are obliged to 
take in any ultimate solution of the political question, for it is through 
beauty that we arrive at freedom" (jameson 1 97 1 :  86) . Marcuse, whose 
work represents the most comprehensive Marxist appropriation of 
Freud, explicates Schiller as follows: 

The play impulse is the vehicle of this liberation . . . .  It is  the play of life 
itself, beyond want and external compulsion-the manifestation of an 
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existence without fear and anxiety, and thus the manifestation of freedom 
itself. Man is free only when he is free from constraint, external and in
ternal, physical and moral-when he is constrained neither by law nor by 
need. But such constraint is the reality. Freedom is thus, in a strict sense, 
freedom from the established reality. ( 1 974: 1 87) 

Marx's own lifelong quest for human freedom as full autonomy and 
historically constructed sensuous gratification here meets with a polit
icized and historicized Freud. Marcuse sees in Schiller's play impulse 
the psychic drive toward total gratification which is constantly re
pressed by the mechanisms of society. Freud tended to view the drives 
of the pleasure principle as literally childish and social repression as 
the inevitable price of maturity. But Marcuse and the Frankfurt School 
generally tend to view positively the restless discontent inspired by the 
thwarted pleasure principle; it is a source of revolutionary energy con
stantly threatening the constraints of the status quo-the very princi
ple of hope, driving humanity forward toward the realm of freedom 
and negating all form of unfreedom, whatever political label unfree
dom may claim. 

In his historicization of Freud, Marcuse further argues that Western 
societies have always been characterized by what he calls "surplus re
pression"-repression beyond that necessary to carry out the work of 
social survival. Further, the necessary repression has not been shared 
equitably in class societies ; a small elite has always enjoyed a dispro
portionate access to gratification ( 1 974 : 37-46) .  The positive herme
neutic reveals the liberating potential of this imbedded vision of 
gratification as a potential source for "educating the five senses"
available now to a wider audience. 

Marcuse's own early analysis of "affirmative culture" ( 1 969; the essay 
first appeared in Germany in 1 937) is not only a useful example of the 
double hermeneutic in action but also a salutary caution that, when a 
Marxist speaks in praise of art, something very different is at work 
from the kind of praise lavished on the classics by an Allan Bloom or a 
William Bennett. Indeed, Marcuse's analysis of the ambiguity of art 
and culture in Nazi Germany has some distressing affinities with the 
crisis of the classics alluded to earlier. Starting with Aristotle's division 
of life into business and leisure, parallel with a division between what is 
useful and what is beautiful (ta kala) ,  Marcuse argues that "the ancient 
theory of the higher value of truths above the realm of necessity in
cludes as well the 'higher' level of society. For these truths are supposed 
to have their abode in the ruling social strata" (9 1 ) . Bourgeois society 
instead offers a theory in which there is no acknowledged higher stra-
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tum of society: instead we get "the thesis of the universality and uni
versal validity of 'culture' " (93) .  The decisive characteristic of this spe
cifically bourgeois affirmative culture is "the assertion of a universally 
obligatory, eternally better and more valuable world that must be un
conditionally affirmed : a world essentially different from the factual 
world of the daily struggle for existence, yet realizable by every indi
vidual for himself 'from within,' without any transformation of the state of 
fact" (95 , emphasis added) .  

Marcuse argues that a peculiar development of  the notion of  "soul" 
is essential to affirmative culture ,  a view of soul which "means precisely 
what is not mind" ( 1 07) :  "an essential difference between the soul and 
the mind is that the former is not oriented toward critical knowledge of 
truth" ( 1 1 2 ) .  It is tempting here to recall Allan Bloom, who on the one 
hand informs us categorically that "there is no real teacher who in 
practice does not believe in the existence of the soul" ( 1 987 :  20) but on 
the other has little room in his own educational vision for genuinely 
critical thinking. 

The darkest indictment Marcuse levels at this affirmative culture of 
the soul is its complicity in the success of Nazism: "High above factual 
antithesis lay the realm of cultural solidarity . . . .  The individual is in
serted into a false collectivity (race, folk, blood, soil) . . . .  That individ
uals freed for over four hundred years march with so little trouble in 
the communal columns of the authoritarian state is due in no small 
measure to affirmative culture" ( 1 25) .  In terms particularly relevant to 
the contemporary appropriation of the classics, Marcuse continues : 
"The new methods of discipline would not be possible without casting 
off the progressive elements contained in the earlier stages of culture" 
( 1 25-26) ; that is, unless the classics are divested of their liberatory mo
ments, they cannot serve the purposes Bloom and Bennett have in 
mind for them. 

But even bourgeois affirmative culture, this seemingly irredeemable 
evil of capitalist society, is in fact also subjected to a positive herme
neutic by Marcuse : 

There is a kernel of truth in the proposition that what happens to the 
body cannot affect the soul. But in the established order this truth has 
taken on a terrible form. The freedom of the soul was used to excuse the 
poverty, martyrdom, and bondage of the body . . . .  Correctly understood, 
however, spiritual freedom does not mean the participation of man in an 
eternal beyond where everything is righted when the individual can no 
longer benefit from it. Rather, it anticipates the higher truth that in this 
world a form of social existence is possible in which the economy does not 
preempt the entire life of individuals. ( l Og) 
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In a hidden and distorted form, affirmative culture, for all its coop
tive intentions, cannot fail to open a realm in which the status quo is 
negated : 

The soul really is essential-as the unexpressed, unfulfilled life of the in
dividual . . . .  There is a good reason for the exemplification of the cultural 
ideal in art, for only in art has bourgeois society tolerated its own ideals 
and taken them seriously as a general demand. What counts as utopia, 
phantasy, and rebellion in the world of fact is allowed in art. There affir
mative culture has displayed the forgotten truths over which "realism" tri
umphs in daily life. ( 1 1 4) 

The beauty associated with art and the apparent vehicle by which it 
lulls and seduces contains a deeply subversive aspect : 

Even beauty has been affirmed with good conscience only in the ideal of 
art, for it contains a dangerous violence that threatens the given form of 
existence . . . .  The immediate sensuousness of beauty immediately sug
gests sensual happiness. . . .  Beauty is fundamentally shameless. . . .  It 
displays what may not be promised openly and what is denied the majority. 
( 1 1 5) 

It is clear from Marcuse's analysis that essential to the double herme
neutic-what makes it work and carries us past the momentarily con
fusing shifts of "negative," "positive," and "affirmative"-is its 
dialectical character in which the notion of internal contradiction is 
central. Affirmative culture can turn into its own negation because it is 
founded on a contradictory impulse inherent to capitalism, namely, the 
desire to win adherence by claiming for the whole of society an access 
to gratification which it can structurally grant only in a distorted form 
to a few. For this reason, the double hermeneutic in its strongest sense 
is available as an analytic tool only to those who take a stand against 
that injustice, who find positive whatever negates the injustice of the 
status quo. 

jameson's version of this duality is equally founded in a notion of the 
inherent contradictions of class society. All class ideology, he argues , is 
simultaneously self-serving ideology and the projection of a utopian 
image precisely because it projects a vision of the ruling class as an 
ideal community ( 1 98 1 :  29<>-9 1 ) .59 Only someone who has become 

59Cornel West is harsh in his denunciation of this statement: "This exorbitant claim 
not only illustrates a utopianism gone mad, but also a Marxism in deep desperation, as 
if any display of class solidarity keeps alive a discredited class analysis" ( 1 982b: 1 95).  He 
goes on to characterize it as "Marxist flights of optimism . . .  an American faith in the 
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aware of the contradictions of the society as a whole can both demystify 
the ideology and appropriate the vision as a prefiguration of that real 
community only truly possible in a society free of the exploitation of 
one class by another. On the other hand, the specific means by which a 
particular literary work may both manifest its historical moment and 
open a utopian dimension are not susceptible to a priori techniques of 
interpretation. As Jameson rightly argues, "there can be no preestab
lished categories of analysis :  to the degree that each work is the end 
result of a kind of inner logic or development of its own content, it 
evolves its own categories and dictates the specific terms of its own in
terpretation" ( 1 97 1 :  333) .  So too against the simple socialist judgmen
tal "barbarism" Adorno invokes 

immanent criticism as the more essentially dialectical. . . .  It takes seriously 
the principle that it is not ideology in itself which is untrue but rather its 
pretension to correspond to reality. Immanent criticism of intellectual and 
artistic phenomena seeks to grasp, through the analysis of their form and 
meaning, the contradiction between their objective idea and that preten
sion. (Adorno 1 98 1 :  32 )  

The approach of the Frankfurt School thus precludes a simple value 
judgment based exclusively on explicit political content. Rather, it com
pels us to deal fully with the epistemology of artistic form, to see the 
particular genre-the epic, the ode, the tragedy-not as a simple re
flection of the reality defined by the Greek aristocracy but as a largely 
autonomous transformation of and response to aesthetic as well as po
litical realities, that is, the specific available literary tradition, circum
stances of dissemination, and reception. Its relative autonomy is an 
inevitable consequence of its formal, sensuous aspects-the fact that it 
is enmeshed in a whole range of signifying systems such as meter, mu
sic, all the conventions of the specific genre as well as the entire Greek 
poetic and ritual tradition, all of which constitute in various ways in
tractable interference to un mediated reflection. 

A related topic is the relative weight in any particular work of art 
of these two voices elicited by the double hermeneutic. Is there a 

future" ( 1 96). This indictment misses the point of a double hermeneutic and precludes 
any serious, much less sympathetic, exploration of the deeper roots of the mass appeal 
of ideologies that are repellent in their practical consequences. Yet the whole project of 
the Frankfurt School is to understand the success of the Nazis in winning such wide
spread adherence to beliefs and policies which a less dialectical Marxism saw simply as 
contrary to the objective interests of the German working class. In this connection, it is 
worth remembering that-whatever the importance of Lukacs for Jameson (West 
1 982b: 1 78)-Marcuse, whose scathing analysis of affirmative culture I have quoted at 
length for just this reason, was for some ten years jameson's colleague and close friend. 
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specifically aesthetic value judgment based on this sort of analysis? Is a 
work of art better, because its formal aspects more intensively call into 
question the status quo, than a work that tends both in form and con
tent to reinforce the status quo? The answer of the Frankfurt School 
Marxists seems to be a somewhat equivocal yes. As Adorno puts it, "a 
successful work . . .  is not one which resolves objective contradictions in 
a spurious harmony, but one which expresses the idea of harmony neg
atively by embodying the contradictions, pure and uncompromised, in 
its innermost structure" ( 1 98 1 :  32 ) .  Whereas Marx himself, Engels, 
and in this century Lukacs tend rather to invoke the highly problem
atic criterion of a work's truth to reality, this immanent critique values 
a certain lack of closure in a work, the chinks that allow us a glimpse of 
its political unconscious, the contradiction between its ideology and its 
traces of the real. But is this not, after all, what Marx and Engels so 
admired in Balzac? 

In any case, the t;ichness of a work of art seems a direct function of 
the tension between its commitment to a class-bound version of reality 
and its aesthetic capacity to open wider horizons, to set its own ideology 
in an inherently richer and freer aesthetic and cognitive context. Jame
son succeeds in fusing the divergence between the Frankfurt School 
and the more traditional Marxist valorization of realism in the follow
ing methodological proposition: 

Great art  distances ideology by the way in which, endowing the latter with 
figuration and with narrative articulation, the text frees its ideological 
content to demonstrate its own contradictions; by the sheer formal imma
nence with which an ideological system exhausts its permutations and 
ends up projecting its own ultimate structural closure. ( 1 979a: 2 2-23) 

This dense formulation does not posit a simple opposition between an 
essentialist aesthetic effect and a negatively conceived ideological effect 
(Lewis 1 983 ;  Paul Smith 1 988 :  27-29) . Rather, it posits in the gap be
tween the working out of an artistic form's own potentialities and the 
working out of an ideology'S various strategies of containment and clo
sure the cognitive possibility of exposing the limits of ideology. 

In turning now to selected classical texts, I attempt to open these al
legedly univocal repositories of elitist, misogynist, and racist ideology 
and permit other voices to speak. In historicizing their self-serving uto
pian visions, I hope also to suggest how the historically transformed ear 
of the modern audience may appropriate the cry of freedom, the in
vitation to a just community, and the frromesse de bonheur. 



1 

How Conservative 

Is the Iliad? 

A major work will either establish the genre or abolish it; and the 
perfect work will do both. 

-Walter Benjamin 
The Origin of German Tragic Drama 

In approaching a text as vast and complex as the Iliad, we 
cannot hope to deal with all the potentially relevant dimensions. Even 
in attempting to keep a relatively narrow focus on the theme of inher
ited excellence and the politics of artistic form, we find that an extraor
dinary range of issues are relevant. Of the two major conflicts in the 
narrative-one between Achilles and Agamemnon, another between 
the Greeks and the Trojans-the first is centrally imbued with the 
ideological ramifications of inherited excellence and the second, which 
entails the broader issues of the role of the gods and the status of 
women,  is significantly if indirectly linked with it. The form of the Iliad 
in turn raises in a particularly striking way the general issues of deter
mination and historical reflectionism with which we are concerned 
centrally in the preceding chapter. Finally, any assessment of the rela
tion between the ideology of the poem and its form raises the issue of 
its utopian dimension. 

The Form : Determinism by Rhythm, by Mode of 
Composition, by Genre 

To speak of the form of the Iliad is to pose immediately the question, 
at what level or levels does one conceive of the form of a text? An ex
cellent case, for example, has recently been made for viewing all early 
hexameter poetry as essentially of the same form (Thalmann 1 984 : xi
xiv) . This approach appears to take the rhythmic structure-or lack 
thereof-as the decisive criterion. But this particular rhythm in the 
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specific historic and cultural context of Archaic Greece (800-480 B .C . )  
implies more decisively the public character of the poetry, its oral re
ception by some sort of assembled community in a limited if not com
pletely recoverable set of circumstances (Thalmann 1 984 : xiv) . 
Research during the past sixty years has also established that this par
ticular form of poetry is orally composed or based on a specifically oral 
mode of composition . 1 The essential building blocks of this mode are 
the repeated phrase (formula) , the repeated scene or motif (type-scene 
or theme),  and the repeated story pattern . "  

Although these three components will constitute the decisive point 
of departure of my exploration of inherited excellence in the Iliad, 
they do not exhaust the question of the criteria by which we might 
specify the form of the Iliad. Since we have argued that form most 
profoundly mediates any relation between those ideas and any recov
erable reality giving rise to those ideas, the issue must be explored 
somewhat further. 

The broad category of rhythmic arrangement entails a whole chain 
of constraints and conditions of possibility for communication : the pos
sibility or impossibility of word shapes to fit in that tight pattern, the 

' See M. Parry 1 97 1 ,  Packard and Meyers 1 974, Holoka 1 979, and J. Foley 1 985. See 
also Davison's survey of the Homeric Question in Wace and Stubbings 1 962 :  234-266, 
and Adam Parry's excellent introduction to his father's papers (M. Parry 1 97 1 :  ix-lxii). 
For a broader framework of oral poetry throughout the world, see Finnegan 1 977 and 
Zumthor 1 990. 

' I n  treating the formula, M. Parry's work ( 1 97 1 )  and the subsequent formulations of 
his pupil A. Lord ( 1 965, 1 967, 1 974, 1 99 1 )  insisted on the centrality of exact repetition 
of phrases to any definition of orality. This view has been variously modified by dem
onstrations of flexibility (Hainsworth 1 968), modification (Hoekstra 1 964), formulary or 
formula-like adaptation (Russo 1 963 and 1 966) and extended by the attempt to demon
strate a preformulaic mental template, or sphota (Nagler 1 974). Finnegan ( 1 977) ,  to be 
sure, has along with Douglas Young ( 1 967) precluded a simple equation of "oral" and 
"formulaic," but the category of formulaic, pace Griffin ( 1 980: xiii ; and N. Austin 1 975) 
is not therefore rendered irrelevant. Lord's quest for a statistical proportion of repeat
ed phrases as a test of orality, though not infallible in the light of Finnegan's richer mod
el ( 1 977) ,  still seems to me the most serviceable indicator of the line between oral and 
literate. 

The first major study of the type-scene was Arend 1 933 ,  reviewed and integrated with 
his own formulaic focus by M. Parry ( 1 97 1 :  404-407) ,  examined as "theme" by Lord 
( 1 965 : 68-98) and under differing terms by Armstrong ( 1 958), Fenik ( 1 968, 1 974, 
1 978), Gunn ( 197 1 ) , and most recently M.  Edwards ( 1 987,  with references to his more 
detailed earlier work) . 

In addition to Lord's ground-breaking analysis ( 1 965) of the major story patterns, vir
tually every serious study of the poem in the wake of Parry and Lord has offered some 
version of the role of larger narrative structures-though inevitably at different levels of 
abstraction. Nagler ( 1 974) and M. Edwards ( 1 987 :  62-63) basically follow Lord's explo
ration of the "withdrawal, devastation, return" pattern. Thalmann, though endorsing in 
a general way this broad pattern ( 1 984: 37) ,  focuses his detailed discussion on a "rhythm 
of significant deaths" (45-5 1 ) . Thornton ( 1 984) examines both a more concrete "path" 
(oime) of the whole narrative and a more abstracted pattern of repeated supplications. 
This list might be extended indefinitely. See my subsequent discussion in the text for 
other sorts of patterns. 
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resulting pressure to preserve the widest variety of dialect variants and 
historically anachronistic forms, the consequent panhellenism and 
emotionally evocative archaism of the diction , the patterns of word or
der and emphasis conducive to this meter, the mode of discourse and 
organizational syntactic structures conducive to oral composition and 
oral reception (M.  Edwards 1 987 : 42-60; Thalmann 1 984 : 4-32) .  All 
these elements and others radically condition the message of the re
sulting text. Indeed, there is a distinct sense of inevitability in those 
scholars who trace this series of determinisms from a fixed metrical 
pattern through formulaic language, recurrent patterns of narra
tive and of discourse to a fixed mode of thought and to a fundamen
tally homogeneous,  static conception of the world. Here is just one 
example : 

My interest, then, is in the more overt kinds of conventions-that is, in the 
characteristics , ideas, attitudes, and concerns that all the poems share. 
What seems to be most important about this poetry is that it was a means 
of coming to know and explaining the world and man's place in it: the his
tory and arrangement of the physical world; the course of divine and hu
man history; the conditions that govern men 's relations with the gods and 
with each other; and the significance and value of human civilization and 
social institutions. Poetic conventions, as vehicles of meaning, furthered 
this aim in crucial ways and thus enabled the poetry to present a coherent 
worldview. (Thalmann 1 984 : xiv)3 

Before considering the assumptions of this eminently plausible stra
tegic series of moves, we need to consider the relation of these dimen
sions of the text of the Iliad to more familiar categories of literary 
history associated with the notion of genre as a designation of form. 
Here, in addition to conventions of rhythm, conditions of performance 
and reception, mode of composition, and characteristic patterns of or
ganization, affect, and thought, one must consider issues of length and 

3See also Russo 1 976;  Ong 1 98 2 :  4 1-42 .  I note in passing that influential discussions 
of Homeric epic considered within the Marxist tradition (Lukacs 1 97 1 ;  Bakhtin 1 98 1 ) , 
although per force innocent of Parry's theory of oral poetry, are just as insistent as are 
those of contemporary classicists on the closed, homogenized character of the Homeric 
worldview. I should note, however, that Lukacs in his preface of 1 962 is at pains to stress 
that his work on the epic-dating from 1 9 1 4-1 s-reflects his "turning from Kant to He
gel" and his "youthful enthusiasm for the work of Dilthey, Simmel and Max Weber" 
( 1 962 : 1 2 ) .  It predates his serious immersion in Marxist thought (Lowy 1 979: 1 09-44). 
There emerge from its murky Hegelian meanderings sharply arresting, even haunting, 
claims that are virtually never supported by concrete reference to any text beyond 
"Homer" or "Dante." In any case, the conception of Homer and the relation of the text 
to its society is purely and simply Hegelian organicism. The word "homogeneous" in fact 
is a sort of leitmotif running through the scattered allusions to Homer (e.g. , 1 97 1 :  3 2 ,  
34 ,  66). The Theory of the Nuuel i s  nonetheless frequently cited a s  the view of  the "Marxist 
Lukacs." 
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subject matter. If the phrases "epic" or "heroic" poetry have any use 
today, the most concise definitions focus on a distinctive scope and a 
clearly delineated subject matter. Thus we not only break apart the 
broad category of early Greek hexameter poetry but must also recog
nize that the form of the Iliad owes much of its range and richness to 
its incorporation of a vast array of other forms or genres that demon
strably or presumably had an independent existence in the Archaic pe
riod-prayers, hymns, short narratives about the gods, and brief, 
paradigmatic accounts of "the glorious deeds of heroes" (klea andr6n) ,  
military exhortations (parainesis, M. Edwards 1 987 :  3) ,  boast-and-insult 
contests (Martin 1 989:  47) ,  love poems, catalogues, genealogies, work 
songs, and laments for the dead (Bowra 1 96 1 :  4-6). Bakhtin contrasts 
the "closed and deaf monoglossia" of epic with the "polyglossia" of the 
novel-an openness to the clash and dialogue of a wide range of dif
ferent languages from different social strata, different territories, and 
different literary genres ( 1 98 1 :  1 2 ) .  Yet, if the epic language appears to 
us to have completely integrated and homogenized these constituent 
voices, we must nonetheless recall that the sweep and comprehensive
ness of the anomalously long Iliad and Odyssey owe much to this incor
poration of all the voices of so many preexisting smaller genres.4 

If for later generations only these two poems are the Greek repre
sentatives of the epic genres, their sharply differentiated subject mat
ters, taken most broadly as war and homecoming, respectively, have 
operated as grounds for two separate subgenres, only rarely, as in the 
Aeneid, consciously combined. Thus it is worth emphasizing that the 
form of the Iliad, if we consider all elements apart from its subject mat
ter, is paralleled only in the Odyssey; but if we consider as well its subject 
matter, it is unique, sui generis. Its store of specifically martial type
scenes and formulas, painstakingly analyzed by Fenik ( 1 968),  imply a 
long and subtle development of a tradition of specifically battle
oriented narratives. 

The Traditional Poem and a Traditional Worldview? 

In view of the enormous interest generated in all aspects of the Ho
meric poems, what is really extraordinary is the extent of the consen
sus among those working primarily at the formal level and those who 

4Martin ( 1 989) makes a particularly powerful case for the differentiation of voices as 
different speech performances by characters in the poem. His analysis of the poet's own 
performance in a presumed contest with all preceding epic (especially the putative epic 
of Herakles) also implies an almost Hegelian incorporation/annihilation/supersession of 
all contenders. 
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have focused on questions of belief systems, social function, and more 
traditional thematic criticism. There is widespread agreement in em
phasizing the fundamentally conservative character of the poems, "con
servative " in virtually every sense of the term. In the case of Homer, 
formal analysis has appeared to give an almost self-evident validity to 
pronouncements about the political and social character of the poems. 

Milman Parry's ground-breaking initial study was significantly enti
tled "The Traditional Epithet in Homer" ( 1 97 1  [ 1 928] :  1-1 90) . Parry 
begins that work with a quote from Renan urging the necessity of en
tering "into the personal and moral life of the people" who have made 
"primitive literature." Parry declares that this concept is "the central 
idea of [his] study" (2 ) .  Thus, at the very outset, his vision is fixed on a 
fundamental integration of the style of Homeric poetry with its vision 
of the world. At the same time, in words that echo the assumptions of 
those German historians so taken to task by Marx and Engels in the 
German Ideology, Parry declares, "The literature of every country and of 
every time is understood as it ought to be only by the author and his 
contem poraries" ( 1 97 1 :  2 ) .  

It i s  important to  appreciate the radical integrity with which Parry 
attempted to adhere to that principle and at the same time to recog
nize its essential inadequacy. No student of Homer has surpassed him 
in the rigor with which he sought to grasp the world of the poems with 
as few preconceptions as possible, to think himself into both the 
minutiae of the process of composition and the vision of reality he 
conceived of as an inevitable consequence of that process.5 Yet the as
sumption of the perfect integration of mode of expression with mode 
of perception is itself ideological and was most radically challenged by 
Parry's son, Adam Parry ( 1 956). In a tantalizingly brief article, Adam 
Parry raised the possibility that Achilles' great refusal speech in Bk. 9 
might best be understood as an effort to confront the inadequacy of the 
traditional language to express a radical perception of fundamental 
contradictions within the values expressed in the "normal," less self
reflexive use of that traditional language . We consider later the issue of 
the validity of Adam Parry's analysis ; but for all the .praise lavished on 
the son's insight, the father's perspective-backed as it is by such a 
wealth of argument-has remained overwhelmingly dominant. 

Challenges to M. Parry, recently dubbed reactionary criticism (Mar
tin 1 989:  2 ;  so too Lynn-George 1 982 ) ,  have characteristically taken 

5M. Parry, in his Harvard address ( 1 97 1  [ 1 9341 : 408-1 3) ,  in which he is clearly 
haunted by the rise of fascism, attempts to deal more profoundly with the inevitable 
ideological differences in readings of texts removed from their original social context, but 
his tragic death the following year at the age of 33 cut off any fuller exploration of these 
tentative probings. 
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the form of fundamentally aesthetic defenses of the great poet's orig
inality and creativity (e.g. , N. Austin 1 975 ;  Griffin 1 980; Mueller 
1 984). In my view, at least, these challenges have not in any way sup
planted M. Parry's analysis of the mode of composition.6 

Proceeding from the widespread recognition that the epithets were 
traditional, that is, that the vast majority of them are unlikely to be the 
invention of a single creative poet, Milman Parry carried Homeric 
studies into a detailed demonstration of their systematicity, their essen
tial functional role in building dactylic hexameter lines ( 1 97 1 :  esp. 
270-79). The next step was "to show that the Iliad and Odyssey are com
posed [not only] in a traditional style [but also] are composed orally, 
then to see just how such poetry differs from our own in style and 
form" (269) . One crucial aspect in which Parry argued that oraVtradi
tional poetry differs from literate poetry is in the traditional poet's rel
ative lack of freedom to express either a traditional idea in an 
untraditional form or an untraditional idea in any form. In Parry's 
work itself and in that of his followers, one feature after another has 
been demonstrated to be traditional and, so the assumption goes, 
therefore determined by the rules of oral composition .  It is no accident 
that Albert Lord ( 1 965 : 280), Parry's co-worker and disciple, is prob
ably the first English-speaking classicist to cite Levi-Strauss-no acci
dent that recent work on both the smaller and larger components of 
Homeric poetry have made dramatic use of the structuralist linguistic 
analogy and techniques of narrative analysis. Both stress the automatic 
character of language rules and thought processes independent of in
dividual consciousness and with little or no focus on historically gen
erated social conflict. 

At the level of the individual phrase-whether one looks to the 
"hard" Parryists gathering statistics of exact repetitions or to those in 
quest of structural formulas, modifications of formulas, or the flexi
bility of formulas, or even those who, applying a Chomskian linguistic 
analogy, would abandon formulas in favor of mental templates, fami
lies, or sphota-there is basic agreement that the language of Homer is 
deeply traditionaI. 7 M. Parry himself demonstrated the traditional 
character of Homeric metaphor (365-75),  and subsequent work on 

6My comment is in no way intended to dismiss the many insights in this work nor to 
imply that I consider efforts to specify the differentiating features of the Homeric poems 
a waste of time. Martin, who denounces these criticisms as reactionary and calls for a 
"sociocultural reading" ( 1 989: 1-2), turns out to offer us a compelling demonstration of 
precisely artistic originality in a "society" of competing poets. For him, social and polit
ical values-my primary focus-are of interest only as weapons in a rhetorical battle. 

7For the distinction between "hard" and "soft" Parryists, see Rosenmeyer 1 965; for the 
other positions alluded to, see above, note 2 .  
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the similes , whose language has been demonstrated to be generally 
very late (Shipp 1 972 ) ,  stresses that the vast m.yority of similes follow 
predictable,  traditionally fixed patterns of association (W. C. Scott 
1 974) · 

At the level of motifs ,  themes, and so-called type-scenes-arrival , 
sacrifice, eating, journeys, arming, dueling, dressing, decision mak
ing-the emphasis may have moved away from the notion of mechan
ical repetitions toward the elucidation of fixed assumptions shared by 
poet and audience about a fixed number of meaningful activities car
ried on in a fixed way. Variations and omissions do not reveal "Homer 
against his tradition" (Russo 1 968, modified 1 976) so much as Homer 
exercising the peculiar spontaneity made possible only within those 
fixities (Nagler 1 974:  chap. 3) .  Thus scholars treating these motifs 
tend, pretty consistently, to perceive an implied conservative moral in 
the rare departures from the typical. Patroklos, in assuming the armor 
of Achilles, cannot take up the great Pelian ashen spear because he is 
not strong enough to wield it. The violation of the typical arming pat
tern thus implies a condemnation of his attempt to assume an identity 
greater than his own in the fixed hierarchy of heroic powers (Arm
strong 1 958 ;  M. Edwards 1 987 : 73) .  The fact that Odysseus' starving 
companions cannot adhere to the full ritual proprieties in sacrificing 
the cattle of the sun-they cannot sprinkle grain between their horns 
because they have no grain-suggests the dimensions of their crimi
nality in sacrificing them at all (Nagler 1 974 : 205-7) .  Achilles' sending 
the Myrmidons into battle in Bk. 1 6  without the traditional meal af
firming social cohesion provokes an implicit condemnation in the sim
ile of the wolves savage antimeal (Nimis 1 987 : 23-42) .  

Most clearly at the level of the larger narrative patterns that consti
tute the most encompassing features of the form of Homeric poetry, 
recent analysis leans heavily toward emphasis on the conservative 
thrust of both poems, but particularly the Iliad. Redfield's influential 
study of the Iliad ( 1 975) combines insights gleaned from Levi-Strauss's 
analysis of myth with the reactionary Aristotelianism long fostered at 
the University of Chicago. Both trends converge in several strictly con
servative moral patterns. A good tragedy, we are told, must not present 
us with a view of culture as dysfunctional ; we might feel "confused and 
disaffected" (90) . Therefore good tragic heroes have to commit errors 
(9 1 ) , which are duly punished according to the plan of Zeus ( 1 48) .  
Achilles, we learn, despite the fact that he is guilty of several errors , is 
unfortunately not guilty in the narrow Aristotelian sense ( 1 06), 
whereas Hektor's loss of heroic balance ( 1 28) suits the bill and gives us 
the appropriate tragic pattern. Achilles is treated by Redfield more 
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anthropologically-in terms of the motifs of suppressed cannibalism 
and overt caninism apropos of his dog-like denial of burial to Hektor's 
corpse. Achilles' mistreatment of this corpse sets him outside civiliza
tion, which he can only regain in the artistically imposed, purely per
sonal reconciliation with Priam (2 1 8) .  But Redfield seems to find the 
deepest meaning of the poem embedded in the structural opposition 
of Hektor and Achilles as two symmetrically opposite contradictions 
within heroic society : Hektor destroys himself and his society by adher
ing to the code of self-sacrifice demanded by that society ; Achilles does 
likewise by adhering to the code of self-assertion that is just as much an 
imposition of his society. Rather than exploring the possibility that 
these "contradictions" imply any sort of critical distance or serious am
bivalence on the part of the poet, Redfield sees a de facto homology 
between Aristotle and Levi-Strauss: tragic art edifies the "bon
bourgeois," Redfield's own term for Aristotle's intended audience (87) ,  
by revealing a morally coherent universe ; myth mediates the contra
dictions that threaten the status quo by revealing that the only possible 
alternative to accepting them is isolation and death. 

Thornton, focusing on the traditional institution of supplication (J. 
Gould 1 973) ,  also concludes with an explicitly Aristotelian moral : "The 
poem's fundamental il1iunction is the same as the famous proverb 
f.L1l8em'Yav 'nothing to excess,' which towards the end of the classical 
period of Greece is crystallized in the ethics of Aristotle" ( 1 984: 1 42) .  
Her emphasis on the homogeneity and continuity of the traditional 
values she finds in the Iliad implies a dominant, pervasive Greek con
servatism in terms that substantially undercut her brief but suggestive 
attempt to historicize the relevance of the meaning she finds in the 
poem ( 1 44-47).  

Nagler's analysis of the Iliad in terms of Eliade's "Myth of the Eternal 
Return" ( 1 974:  chap. 5; Eliade 1 954) presents us with, if anything, a 
more rigorously conservative Iliad. Whereas Redfield at least sees in 
the poem some confrontation with meaninglessness ( 1 975 :  2 23) ,  which 
is transcended and transformed in a fusion of art and myth, Nagler 
perceives in the amplified repetitions of withdrawal , devastation , and 
return an unequivocal indictment of Achilles, whose rejection of the 
embassy is dubbed "apparently groundless" ( 1 33) ,  whose words to the 
embassy in Bk. 9 "need not be taken too seriously" since the tradition 
requires that they be "noble and brave, but not necessarily relevant" 
( 1 33) ·  In Bk. 9, according to Nagler, Achilles loses touch with the plan 
of Zeus and is "carried away by his own personal desires in the face of 
the overriding, living force of destiny" ( 1 55) . The plan of Zeus is 
equated by Nagler with ')ust and rational ordination" ( 1 5 1 ) . Achilles' 
final reconciliation with Priam returns him to a "state of harmony with 
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the divine will" ( 1 95) .8 Without at this point examining the grounds in 
the text for such a reading, I wish merely to stress the fact that such an 
interpretation on what we might call the macro level is presented as 
the natural consequence of Nagler's often brilliant analysis of the tra
ditional character of the smaller linguistic constituents of the poem's 
final form. But at the same time it is not hard to envision the peda
gogical suitability of a work so conceived for canonical endorsement 
of any status quo and for integration in what Marcuse called "affirma
tive culture." 

Nagy's fascinating exploration of the Iliad represents perhaps the 
most extreme and compelling insistence on the traditional character of 
the composition : "the genius behind our Iliad's artistic unity is in large 
part the Greek epic tradition itself" ( 1 979:  79). Despite Nagy's title, 
one cannot really say he is interested in the major story pattern of the 
Iliad, the working out of the demonstration that Achilles is indeed the 
best of the Achaeans. For Nagy the wrath is not conceivable as a fun
damental confrontation with the contradictions in the heroic ideology, 
because Nagy can offer us a brilliant demonstration of its linkage with 
traditional squabbles over slices of meat ( 1 979:  chap. 1 1 ) .  Achilles' im
minent death, his sure knowledge of that death as a negation of an easy 
confidence in the hegemonic ideology, emerges as somehow peculiarly 
irrelevant to the story pattern because Nagy can demonstrate by a 
plethora of parallels that "as a generic warrior, the hero of epic is a 
therapon of Ares precisely because he must experience death. The re
quirements of the hero's death , however, is dictated not so much by the 
narrative traditions of epic but by the ritual traditions of cult. Death is 
fundamental to the essence of the hero in cult" (295) .  A ritual expla
nation of a phenomenon is offered as if the social , political, and psy
chological needs met by ritual or by the narrative pattern require no 
explanation. 

In many discussions of the poem, a distinction between analysis of 
the narrative structure and of the social , ethical , and political values in 
the poem seems almost gratuitous-one thinks especially of some of 
the more impressive sections of Redfield's book. But here it is worth 
registering the fact that to an increasing degree the discussions primar
ily focused on values in the poem takes some pains to stress the tradi
tional character of the language and form in general. 9 The most 

8 Achity's analysis of Achilles in terms of the establishment of order by Zeus ( 1 978 :  esp. 
xiii) is so much in the same vein that detailed separate discussion of his work-far less 
concerned with narrative patterns than Redfield's or Nagler's-seems superfluous. 

9Adkins's initial discussion in Merit and Responsibility ( 1 960) makes no use of oral the
ory. His From the Many to the One ( 1 970) does allude to a long oral tradition ( 1 3) and as
sumes that the views in the poems are accordingly traditional (49) . In alluding to an 
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intelligent and thorough of recent discussions of values are profoundly 
functionalist in their approach; that is, they stress the ways all the val
ues exhibited in the poems serve to maintain the various essential 
structures and institutions of the society envisioned in the poems. 1 0  

In relation to the old analyst schools that combed the texts in  search 
of contradictions as a basis for proving different historical layers in the 
process of composition, a functionalist analysis that demonstrates how 
apparently contradictory elements-for example, dowry and marriage 
gifts (M. I. Finley 1 955 :  1 67-94 ; d. Snodgrass 1 974: 1 1 5-25)-in fact 
make sense within a single social context is a distinct improvement. Pos
iting any coherence is arguably more likely to lead to productive in
quiry than are niggling quests for every sort of incoherence. The 
essential inadequacy of functionalism is, however, its hypostasization of 
a purely static vision of society. Here there is an interesting fusion of 
the influence of French, British, and American sociology and anthro
pology, with their implicit apologetics for the status quo, and the pe
culiar adaptation of Marxism in the work of Levi-Strauss. Although 
Levi-Strauss cites Marx along with Freud and geology as one of the 
three decisive sources of his conception of reality ( 1 974: 57), he none
theless has chosen to focus his life's work on those societies in which 
there is minimal change, in which the economy is based on a combi
nation of nomadic hunting and gathering with relatively simple agri
culture. In the work of Levi-Strauss on myth there is indeed a strong 
emphasis on the notion of contradiction, which he clearly owes to 
Marx. But his choice of societies and his notion of a purely intellectual 
impulse to the exploration of contradictions in myth combine to ren
der contradiction quite manageable ; the myths either successfully me
diate the contradictions or the intellectual impulse exhausts itself 
( 1 967 : 2 26) .  We must therefore ask whether the society envisioned in 
the Homeric poems is the real society of Homer and his contemporar
ies-insofar as we can grasp its character-and whether the sorts of 
contradictions with which the poem is concerned fit the static model of 
the functionalists and structuralists. 

The World in the Poems and the World of the Poems 

Those scholars , cited earlier, who have stressed the more or less per
fect fit between the traditional oral medium and the traditional con-

overly hasty collapse between a traditional language and traditional values, I am thinking 
especially of the revised edition of M.  I .  Finley's World of Odysseus ( 1 978), Russo 1 976, and 
Havelock 1 963 and 1 978. 

wFor an overview and critique of functionalism, see Harris's "British Social Anthro
pology" ( 1 968: 5 1 4-67), which, despite its title, begins with Durkheim. 
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servative message of the poems largely take for granted, without ex
tended discussion, that the actual social formations variously reflected 
in these poems are of essentially the same, profoundly stable type pri
marily studied by Levi-Strauss. I I  I believe that this assumption is fun
damentally inadequate . No society is so inherently stable that it does 
not need to expend considerable effort just to sustain and reproduce 
itself. At the same time, I think that Marx, in his admittedly sketchy 
speculations on precapitalistic economic formations (Grundrisse, 
MECW 28 :  399-439; Lekas 1 988:  esp. chap. 4) ,  rightly attempts to dis
tinguish between those forms that are structurally most tenaciously sta
ble and those that exhibit a built-in dynamic of instability. Chief among 
the destabilizing factors Marx cites are the emergence of individual
ism vis-a-vis the commune, and warfare and conquest as basic elements 
in the economy and social organization (Grundrisse, MECW 28 :  4 1 0-
1 1 ) .  I argue that in every alleged referent for the society represented 
in the poem there is just such a dynamic of radical change at work. 
This dynamic of change in turn opens a gap between medium and mes
sage and fosters a new level of consciousness in the most perceptive of 
those figures designated as the chief ideologues of their society, the 
bards. 

Recent discussion of the relation of the society envisioned within the 
poems to the poet's own circumstances has tended to limit itself to a 
debate between the contending claims of the Mycenaean period, the 
so-called Dark Age (the tenth and ninth centuries) , and Homer's own 
eighth century. 1 2  The terms of debate then hinge on counting various 
survivals, explaining away various supposed anachronisms, or stressing 
the distinction between physical objects-the memory of which can be 
preserved intact in the formula-and social institutions, which tend, it 
is argued, to be more reflective of the poet's own times. If, however, we 
look briefly at the scanty historical evidence for each of these three pe
riods, the striking fact most relevant to our inquiry into the allegedly 

" Levi-Strauss does have a provocative essay titled "How Myths Die" ( 1 976: 256-68), 
but he characteristically begins by declaring, "We will be concerned here with the death 
of myths, not in time, but in space." In fact, the essay ends with a poignant instance of a 
failed attempt of North American Indian myths to adapt to the crushing historical im
pact of European intervention and aggression. 

" For Mycenae, see Webster 1 964 and Arnheim 1 977 :  35 ;  for the tenth and ninth cen
turies see M. I. Finley 1 978 :  1 53 ,  Thomas 1 978,  and (hesitantly and equivocally) Kirk 
1 962 : chaps. 5-7 ; cf. 1 975 :  820-50; for the eighth century, see Thomas 1 966 and Mur
ray 1 980: 38-56. Snodgrass ( 1 97 1 :  389-94) argues that there are "only two positively 
and widely identifiable historical 'strata' in the world described in the Homeric poems : 
that of the full Mycenaean era . . .  and that of the poet's own day." He concludes here as 
in his 1 974 essay that "the Homeric political system, like other Homeric pictures, is an 
artificial amalgam of widely separated historical stages." This claim seems eminently sen
sible as far as it goes, but to leave it at that is to abandon the question of what kinds of 
relevance such an amalgam might have for the poet's audience. 
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unmediated traditionalism of the poems is that none of them qualifies 
as a really stable society. 

The world revealed by the Mycenaean tablets , with their elaborate 
hierarchies and compulsive bookkeeping, seems in one sense at least 
the best candidate for being dubbed stable ;  its very complexity implies 
a long period of development. On the other hand, the period imme
diately preceding the Trojan War together with the period alleged for 
that war constitute an era with significant evidence of instability quite 
directly related to the militarization of life that so sharply differenti
ates Mycenaean from Cretan cultural remains. 1 3  The archaeological 
record for this period shows elaborate new fortifications and some de
struction, followed not long after by widespread destruction. Ver
meule, for example, describes the thirteenth century as "an age of 
constant aggression and civil dynastic war" ( 1 97 2 :  269). Then, as she 
notes, "in one or two generations comes the big time of trouble." In 
summary, "the kings of the empire age then lived through a period 
marked by constant aggression against one another, by involvement in 
the larger disasters of the Levant, by strong commercial trade and the 
deployment of well-trained fighting men" (270-7 1 ) .  

The tenth and ninth centuries, insofar a s  we can even lift the veil of 
darkness ,  reveal very slow recovery from the mysterious devastation 
and depopulation of the preceding centuries, significant if small-scale 
migrations, and perhaps something almost amounting to a trade and 
cultural hegemony exercised by Athens. 14 The mixture of peoples, the 
slow struggle to reestablish Mediterranean trade connections, and con
tinued small-scale wars again scarcely suggest the image of static soci
eties evoked by recent students of the Homeric poems. Desborough , 
for example, begins his account of life in the Dark Age with the terrible 
insecurity evoked by the very mountains that under more stable con
ditions might have offered grounds for comfort: "Once one could no 
longer be sure whether those across the mountains were friends or 
foes, the sense of insecurity would only be increased by a barrier that 
was no real protection, that could conceal an invader until the last pos
sible moment ( 1 97 2 :  32g-30) . He notes that it is not even possible to 
date with any precision such major disasters in this period as the de
struction of Miletos and of Emborio on Chios (333) .  "The tenth cen
tury produces evidence of considerable advance," but there is the 

l �See M. I .  Finley's well-justified irony on the presentation of dates and evidence for 
this war in "Schliemann's Troy-One Hundred Years After" ( 1 978:  1 58-77) . 

1 4Desborough ( 1 97 2 :  344-47) lays rather tentative stress on the central role of Athens. 
At p. 224  he raises the problem of whether pottery alone was the essence of Athens' 
claim to be "the main commercial power in the Aegean during much of the tenth cen
tury." Snodgrass ( 1 97 1 :  328) stresses Athens' isolation in the period from 1025 to 950. 
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mystery of the considerable, drawn-out movements toward the East, 
initiating, apparently from Athens and not due to overpopulation 
(343-45) ' Increased contacts with the eastern Mediterranean, even 
marked by the finding of gold objects at Lefkandi dated just before 900 
B . C . ,  suggest increased material wealth, to be sure, but not simple sta
bility (348) . On the contrary, in the ninth century and some of the 
eighth we see indications of a pattern of imperial expansion that led to 
two competing spheres of influence and culminated in a major war, the 
so-called Lelantine War, which seems to have more or less permanently 
destroyed both sides (Murray 1 980: 76-79) . 

The eighth century, the third contender for the world in the poems, 
particularly the middle and later parts in which presumably "Homer" 
flourished, has been called by Snodgrass "an epoch of transformation 
rather than mere progress, the first and most mysterious of a long, but 
widely spaced series of such outbursts in the recorded history of 
Europe" ( 1 98 2 :  679). This period was characterized by the rise of the 
polis , widespread colonization, the acceleration of the replacement 
of kings by oligarchs, and rising economic and social conflict-if we 
may extrapolate from both Hesiod and later Athenian evidence . ' 5 The 
non-Homeric evidence, apart from Hesiod at the near end and the 
Linear B tablets at the other, is unfortunately nothing but bits of stone, 
bone, metal , and clay. But, to the extent that we can get some sense of 
these periods apart from the Homeric poems themselves, there is little 
basis for extrapolating a vision of simple stability. To be sure,  Braudel 
has rightly stressed the extraordinary durability of many social pat
terns in the Mediterranean ( 1 97 2 :  1 9-20) . Thus one could simply 
say that it is only a matter of nuance whether one focuses on the con
tinuities or the threats to continuities. But here one encounters the 
inadequacy of a purely reflectionist view of art. Even on the assump
tion of un mediated reflection in the poems of one of these periods, as 
soon as one raises the question of choices or emphases in which aspects 
of that complex reality are reflected, the factor of ideology enters. In 
relation to the issue of stability, it is worth recalling Althusser's empha
sis on the role of ideology in reproducing the status quo along with 
Jameson's subtler stress on the role of ideology in managing discon
tents and potential threats to the status quo. The Homeric poems, 
whatever else they may be, are ideological constructs. Thus an ideolog
ical function of maintaining the illusion of continuity, of managing 
whatever threatens continuity, may have more to do with elements in 
the poem conveying an image of stability than the specific reality of the 
world it reflects. 

' 5See Murray 1 980, Snodgrass 1 980, Starr 1 96 1  and 1 977 ,  and Huxley 1 966. 
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The ideological use of the past, particularly under circumstances in 
which the mode of ideological production is especially sensitive to au
dience control, is quite complex. 1 6 Here, for all the differences, the 
analogy between Homeric poems and films of the wild West genre is 
instructive. The vast financial risk involved in film production inten
sifies the pressure on producers, writers, and directors to offer an im
age of society that is psychologically, politically, and socially gratifying. 
As Levi-Strauss suggested for myth and Modleski for soap operas and 
Harlequin novels, the gratification of traditional types of narrative is 
in part a consequence of its offering imaginary solutions to real con
tradictions. In wild West films, an essential ingredient in that gratifi
cation derives from the illusion that the subject of the film is a 
different society from that of the audience-thus the vast expenditures 
in the interest of verisimilitude. Verisimilitude offers the distancing ef
fect that mediates and renders gratifying the films' exploration of con
temporary needs, frustrations, and tensions (Place 1 974) . At the same 
time, the ideological function of these films requires that the differ
ence of the society they portray not be absolute : the viewing audience 
must also find in them an image of its own past-a warrant and a 
"charter" (Malinowski 1 97 1  [ 1 926]) for contemporary institutions, val
ues, and patterns of behavior. One thinks, for example, of the comfort
able fit between institutionalized racism against the indigenous peoples 
of America so blatant in the older films and institutionalized racism 
against black people in contemporary society, or between the behavior 
pattern of the gunslinger in the films and the foreign policy of the 
United States. 

Bakhtin has gone further in analyzing the "absolute time" of the epic 
world-"a world of 'beginnings' and 'peak times in the national history, 
a world of fathers and founders of families, a world of 'firsts' and 
'bests' " ( 1 98 1 :  1 3) .  He goes on to argue that "the absolute past is a spe
cifically evaluating (hierarchical) category. . . .  all the really good 
things (i .e. , the 'first' things) occur only in this past" ( I S) '  Thus there is 
a potential tension between this powerfully valorizing image of the he
roic past and the role of projection into the past as a sort of safety de
vice for playing out the intense ideological struggles of the present. 
The past may be a utopian version and warrant for the contemporary 

'lYJ'here is a great difference, for example, between an imposed annual recitation of 
the Enuma Elish by an ancient Near Eastern priest caste tightly integrated with a pow
erful monarchy on a passive population (Roux 1 980: 365-69) and the sort of audience 
control envisioned in the Homeric poems, where "People applaud by preference (maILon) 
that song, / That sounds freshest of all round the hearers' ears" (Od. 1 .35 1-52) .  Martin 
( 1 989) is particularly compelling in emphasizing the interaction of the performing poet 
with the audience, though he ignores the whole issue of class and class ideology. 
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ruling class (Bakhtin 1 98 1 :  1 5) ,  but its claims to perfection render it a 
potential vehicle for highlighting the inadequacy of the present gen
eration of rulers. 

Students of ancient Mediterranean cultures have long been struck by 
the lack in ancient Greece of a powerful, tightly organized priest caste 
capable of imposing ideological orthodoxy on a subjected populace. 1 7 
The oral/traditional bard, whose conditions of performance we con
sider more closely in discussing the Odyssey, has, I argue, a fundamen
tally different relation to his audience from that of a Babylonian or 
ancient Egyptian priest. The oral bard is in a competitive situation. 
He must quite literally be sensitive to his audience's unconscious 
needs if he is to eat (ad. 1 . 35 1-52) .  A successful bard's most basic social 
function is to entertain-a term the implications of which, as my ref
erences to Levi-Strauss and Modleski are intended to suggest, are by no 
means self-evident. Nothing is more misleading than an antithesis be
tween mere entertainment and real art if the latter alone is presumed 
to have a message. On the contrary, the most successful vehicle of ide
ology is the most disarmingly entertaining. We can legitimately as
sume, I think, that like the audience for wild West films, the oral bard's 
audience has a need for the mediating distance of a past in which so
ciety and life have a clarity and purity of focus inherently differ
ent from any lived experience. But that gratification involves at least 
some indirect acknowledgment of their deeper dissatisfactions with the 
present. 

Moses Finley some years ago made devastatingly effective use of the 
analogy of the Song of Roland, for which we do have contemporary doc
umentary controls on the alleged events of the poem, to question naive 
claims of Mycenaean historicity for the Iliad (M.  I .  Finley et al . 1 964 : 
2-4 ; echoed in M .  I .  Finley 1 978 :  45 and 1 45) .  The analogy might have 
been taken further. One would like to know what needs the Song of Ro
land's distortions and fantasy met in the society for which it was com
posed ; how does its image of society and human identity mediate or 
seek to mediate tensions felt in the world of the intended audience? It 
is similarly inadequate to stress the rough , very rough,  approxima
tion of some aspects of life either in Mycenae or in the tenth and ninth 
centuries in the Homeric poems without exploring the ways Homer's 
image of the past was relevant to his own society. Accordingly, as we 
examine the world in the poems, we are not primarily concerned to 

' 7My own first encounter with this point was in a curious book by the great nineteenth
century French historian Michelet. In a memorable, if too simple formulation, he de
clared, "Greece, 'mother of myths: as people so delight in saying, had two gifts at the 
same time-to make them, and to give them little credence" ( 1 864 : 1 60). The paradox is 
explored more deeply and provocatively by Paul Veyne ( 1 988). 
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match it with an alleged referent. We can only consider what needs it 
may meet or what contradictions it seeks to mediate or mask by first 
grasping how society as a phenomenon is presented in the poem. 

Here we must ask whether or to what extent the traditional formulas 
present us with a normative social vision and whether the development 
of type-scenes and the unfolding of the major narrative patterns rein
force or call into question normative features of the traditional poem.  
By way of anticipation, I argue that the uniqueness of  the Iliad-its 
anomalous size and its status as the only surviving ancient Greek war 
epic-suggests that it deserves to be viewed not as a mere exemplar of 
a vast lost tradition-a fragment more or less accidentally preserved
but as an illustration of Walter Benjamin's insight: "A major work will 
either establish the genre or abolish it; and the perfect work will do 
both" ( 1 977 :  44). The Iliad does not simply pass on and preserve the 
traditional formu!as, motifs,  and narrative patterns to sustain a given 
status quo. It consciously confronts the ambiguities and contradictions 
of the tradition with a degree of negation that precludes a simple en
dorsement of the status quo. By the end of the Iliad there is, in a sense, 
no status quo left to endorse. 

A tension between traditionalism and radical negation is manifested 
at every level of the poem-in individual formulas, repeated themes, 
and the larger narrative patterns. We may even say that this tension 
generates the poem. At the same time, what is exalted in the process of 
negation stands out with particular clarity as a utopian core in the tra
ditional ideology: a vision of community and the "proper" hierarchy of 
power and rewards irretrievably betrayed by the actual functioning 
of society. 

In trying to understand this imaginary society, we begin by looking 
for a general norm in its broader structures before looking more 
closely at how the traditional formal elements operate in the represen
tation of the dominant "wrath of Achilles" narrative. In looking for 
these broader structures of the world in the poem, we follow a loosely 
Marxist model of base and superstructure ; that is, we first consider 
how the poem's terminology, formulas, and type-scenes present an 
image of the economic sphere,  then proceed to examine how this im
age sustains and is reciprocally affected by images of a political and so
cial hierarchy. 

Ideology in the Poems 

Property and War: The Economics of Heroism 

Looking at the poem's image of the world, one might still expect to 
find a projection of stability as the fulfillment of a deeply felt need in 
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a period conspicuously lacking it. In fact, however, a brief look at some 
crucial elements in the economic ideology of the poem demonstrates 
that this is not the case. The most obvious need the poem seems to 
meet is manifested in the gratifying vision of splendid wealth in an age 
of general material poverty. · 8 The greater aesthetic brilliance of 
bronze weaponry over iron may have played far more of a role in the 
formulas of Homeric warfare than did concern for historical accuracy. 
Palaces of bronze and silver, such as never existed in Greece, serve the 
same need as gold cups that can more or less be matched with Myce
naean archaeological remains. 

Where, according to the poem, does this dazzling wealth come from? 
How is it acquired or transmitted from generation to generation? An 
eminent historian described the Homeric poems as illustrating a 
"regime . . .  of private ownership" where "the transmission of a man's 
estate by inheritance , the movable and immovable together, was taken 
for granted as the normal procedure upon his death" (M. I. Finley 
1 957 :  1 38) .  Unquestionably, the world of the poems presupposes both 
the institutions of private ownership and inheritance of property. Con
trol of wealth, however, like all other social relations, is presented in the 
poems as entirely a function of success on the battlefield. War in this 
sense emerges as the fundamental social and economic institution from 
which all others flow. Because war constantly overturns the expecta
tion of orderly tenure or transmission of property, it emerges as a pro
found contradiction of those expectations. The result of the recurrent 
focus on this contradiction in the poem is a tone which, for want of a 
better term, I can only call irony. 

Actual production-agriculture, animal husbandry, craftwork-is a 
sort of structured silence (Macherey 1 978) ,  an ideologically suppressed 
element in the poem traces of which appear only in the world of the 
similes and on the shield of Achilles. Fundamentally, the narrative of 
the poem shows an interest only in the property of heroes, the male 
warrior elite who dominate the world in the poem. The property of a 
hero in the Iliad consists of his herds, his land, his house, his store of 
movable goods, and his slaves. What is the hero's ideological posture 
toward his own property? How do his views about the acquisition of 
property fit into his conception of the world? 

The terminology offers a hint: khremata, a noun from a verb meaning 
to "use," is the regular word for property in the Odyssey. But the Iliad 
speaks only of ktemata-"things acquired," from the verb ktaomai, 
to "get, gain, win." There is, to be sure, evidence for the institution of 

, SHopper refers to eighth-century Old Smyrna, a popular candidate for the hometown 
of the poet of the Iliad, as a slum town ( 1 976:  8 1 ) . Kirk makes some attempt to contradict 
the generally grim picture of life in Dark Age Greece ( 1 962 :  44-48, 1 26-33) .  
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inheritance. When he contemplates abandoning the heroic life,  
Achilles considers living off his father's possessions (ktemasi), that is, 
"what old Peleus won" (ta geron ektisato Pileus, II. 9.400) . Later, lament
ing the death of Patroklos, he recalls how he had once hoped Patroklos 
would survive his own fated death and, bringing Achilles' son Neop
tolemos from Skyros, show him "my possessions, my slaves, my great 
high-roofed home" ( 1 9 .333) .  But this passage is characteristic of refer
ences to inheritance in the Iliad; rather than "an institution . . .  taken 
for granted as the normal procedure," it emerges from the narrative as 
only a futile hope juxtaposed to the harsh reality of death in battle .  
Thus, for example, six of the fourteen instances of the adjective mean
ing wealthy (aphneios) are applied to the fathers of battle victims or vic
tims themselves in such a way as to emphasize the futility of 
accumulated wealth without success on the battlefield. '9 So too Hektor 
urges on the Trojans with the thought that, even if they die in battle, 
their lot of land (kliros) will remain intact-presumably for their heirs 
( 1 5 .494-99) . But in fact the Achaeans will destroy both the warriors 
and their heirs as well (see also 4. 1 64-68, 6 .57-60, 24. 726-38) . 

The land of a hero, inasmuch as most heroes are also kings (basilies) 
in their homeland, is not a kliros but a temenos, the same word used for 
the sacred territory reserved for a god (2 .696, 8 .48,  23 . 1 48) . 20 A hero's 
temenos is not presented in the poem as inherited private property. The 
most famous reference in the Iliad explains the land element in the 
hero's economic base as conferred by the community in return for 
demonstrated superiority in battle, and the tone implies that the demos 
kept a jealous eye out for evidence of unworthiness : 

Glaukos, why is it we two are honored beyond all others 
With the chief place at table, with meats, with fuller cups 
In Lykia, and everyone looks on us as gods, 
And we have as our portion a vast temenos by the banks of Zanthos, 
Lovely land-an orchard and grain-bearing plowland? 
Therefore now among the front ranks of the Lykians must we 
Take our stand and confront the raging battle, 
So that some one of the tough-armored Lykians may say, 

1 9Aphneios is used five times of a father whose son or sons are about to be slain (5.9. 
544; 6. 1 4. 47 ;  1 3 .664) ; once of the man himself about to be slain ( 1 7 .576) ;  and once of 
those Trojans led by Pandaros in the catalogue (2.825). where I also believe it is legiti
mate to see an ironic contrast between a present condition of prosperity and imminent 
destruction. 

2°It is perhaps significant that. despite Finley's strenuous effort in his Historia article 
( 1 957 :  1 48-56) to counter the view of the temenos offered here, in his revision of World 
( 1 978 :  95. 97) he let stand his essentially correct earlier version. Webster ( 1 964 : 1 05-1 0) 
discusses the parallel to divinity as a Mycenaean holdover but also notes the passages in 
which a temenos is not hereditary. 
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"By no means do men devoid of glory rule over Lykia 
As our kings, and devour the fat sheep 
And the choice honey-sweet wine. But I see now their strength is 
Excellent, since they fight among the front ranks of the Lykians." 

( 1 2 .3 1 0-2 1 )  

Similarly, in the cases of Bellerophon (6. 1 94-95),  Meleager (9.578) ,  
and Aeneas (20. 1 84-86) , heroes' acquisition of a temenos is presented as 
a gift of the people in return for demonstrated prowess in battle .  

The case of movable goods is similar. One finds allusions to inherited 
goods, but it is not the primary focus of references to heroic property. 
Thus, when Diomedes slays two brothers, 

He left lamentation and cruel pangs for their father. 
For he would not welcome them returning alive from battle; 
But relatives would divide his goods. 

Again, inheritance is assumed as in some sense the norm, but a norm 
constantly subject to the grim interruption of war. In any case, the pos
sessions with which a hero is most concerned-those most intimately 
associated with his sense of identity as a hero-are the bloody spoils 
(enara brotoenta) he strips from enemies he has personally slain , the 
share he wins by lot from the division (dasmos) of the general spoils of 
an action he has personally participated in, the special award (geras) his 
comrades give him in recognition of superior achievement, or the shin
ing prize (agla ' aethla) he wins in heroic games. ' "  Together these pos
sessions embody the respect/price (time) that actual achievement has 
won for the hero from his fellow men. Hektor's fondest hope for his 
son is, not that he will grow up to reap the benefits of his father's hard
earned wealth , but that 

Someone may say of him "This man is surely much better than his father" 
As he comes back from war. May he bring back the bloody spoils 
After killing his enemy, and his mother's heart feel the joy of it. 

(6,479-8 1 )  

Inherited Excellence and Political Power 

When amplified by the speech of Sarpedon quoted above ( 1 2 . 3 1 0-
2 1 ) ,  Hektor's hope for his son (6.479-8 1 )  illustrates well the way the 

2 .  Actually the phrase "shining prizes" occurs only once in the Iliad, at 23 . 263. Most 
often the noun appears in the singular or plural without an epithet. "Shining prizes" 
seems to be what Russo once called a structural formula ( 1 966) ; it occupies the same 
metrical position as the common noun-epithet combination "shining gifts" (aglaa dora) .  
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language of heroic ideology presents the reality of war as the ultimate 
determinant of not only the economic but also the social and political 
hierarchy of its imaginary society. Specifically, it clarifies the relation
ship assumed between the inheritance of human excellence and the ac
quisition of political power. It is a cliche in Homeric studies to describe 
the society presented in the poems as aristocratic, implying a ruling 
class whose position and ideological self-definition depend on inher
ited wealth, inherited political power, and inherited excellence. To be 
sure, every ruling class claims that it is worthy on various grounds of its 
privileges. What is striking in the Homeric poems is the absence-long 
ago demonstrated by Calhoun ( 1 934a)-of a terminology of inherited 
excellence and, on the contrary, the explicit insistence that success on 
the battlefield is the only ultimate criterion for holding political power 
or validating one's ancestry (Haedicke 1 936 :  2 2 ;  Nilsson 1 968 [ 1 933] : 
2 26) . 2 2  This insistence is combined with a haunting sense of the ulti
mate arbitrariness of that success. Hektor prays that his son may be like 
him, "outstanding among the Trojans, in the same way successful in 
strength and rule over Ilion by might" (6.477-78). These lines imply 
superior might as a necessary prerequisite to rule, and this require
ment is seen not as an automatic fact of heredity but as a prayed-for 
gift of Zeus. Likewise dependent on Zeus, and the unstated burden of 
the prayer, is the chance to grow to manhood with adequate protection 
from the existing powers. Hektor and Homer's audience know that this 
security is not forthcoming. 

The necessity of actual merit in the son in order to retain the powers 
of the father is perhaps best illustrated by the long narrative of youth
ful triumph ( 1 l .688-760) to which Nestor subjects Patroklos. Neleus 
had had twelve sons, certainly a good augury for a secure future. But 
his territory had been attacked by a mightier chief, Herakles, who had 
killed the best fighters , including the eleven mature sons. Neleus him
self, old, with a single son as yet too young for war, is then victimized by 
neighboring tribes, who steal his horses and drive off his herds and 
those of his people, now few in number as a result of their misfortunes. 
In the normal course of things, Neleus could anticipate a fate like Pri
am's or the one Achilles fears for Peleus ; but his sole surviving son 
Nestor performs prodigious feats of war and rescues a hopeless situa
tion, restoring the wealth of all his people, and reestablishing the 
power of the king. Balancing the exultation of personal triumph is the 
picture of the inherent insecurity and instability of political power in 
such a world. 

22M. I. Finley ( 1 978 :  85) recognizes the significance of the adverb iphi ("by might"), 
which five times in the text of Homer qualifies the verb anassein ("to rule"). 
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The effective prowess of young Nestor is not explicitly attributed to 
the force of his father's blood in him-improbable in any case, given 
the failure of the first eleven progeny. Rather, the goddess Athene in
forms the Pylians of the enemy's approach and "conducts the fight in 
such a way that Nestor is preeminent" ( 1 1 . 720-2 1 )  despite his father's 
attempt to prevent him from fighting. In considering generally the ex
tent to which heroic ideology in the Iliad associates actual prowess with 
birth, we may well keep this example in mind. Divine favor here does 
not seem to be a direct consequence of Nestor's kinship with divinity, 
never specified in the Iliad, but essentially something that is both co
extensive with his actual merit and ultimately arbitrary, a representa
tion of factors beyond human control or prediction. 

The Homeric poems lack the elaborate vocabulary of a self
conscious aristocracy that relentlessly associates all human excellence 
with birth. 23 A consideration of Renaissance English usage of such 
terms as "noble ," "generous," "well-born," or a later expression like 
"good family" gives some clue to what in Pindar, Sophokles, and Plato 
amounts to a constant linguistic barrage in behalf of inherited excel
lence. The Iliad, however, in its nearly 1 6,000 lines contains but one 
instance of gennaion in the sense "worthy of one's birth" (of Diomedes) 
and one of eupatereia, of "excellent paternity" (Helen). Heroes on oc
casion boast of their ancestry (see below) ; but the chief emphasis falls, 
not on the automatic, "natural" transmission of wealth, power, and ex
cellence through birth, but rather on the constant necessity to prove 
oneself before competing peers and jealous inferiors and, secondarily, 
on the constant threat of arbitrary loss of divine favor, the inherent in
security of any future for one's offspring. 

This necessarily brief look at some of the more explicitly economic 
and political elements of the ideology embedded in the presumably 
traditional language of the poem stresses the radical individualism in
herent in its vision of war as the ultimate arbiter. Thornton, among 
others, has attempted to support the moralizing message she finds in 
the poem by suggesting a more or less direct reflection of the rise of 
the polis. The polis is a "common enterprise." The Trojan War is a 
"common enterprise." Achilles' commitment to his individual honor 
threatens this common enterprise. Achilles suffers as a consequence 
of this commitment. Thus, the poem reflects the moral values of the 
polis ( 1 984 : 1 44-47) .  Without entering here into the complex issues of 
when a polis is a polis , it seems to me clear that the Homeric poems do 
demonstrate a form of social organization that concentrates political , 

23Webster's attempt (Wace and Stubbings 1 962 :  452-62) to historicize Calhoun's in
sights by pushing his own Mycenaean thesis is not an entirely happy strategy. 
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religious, and economic institutions within a "city" that in turn domi
nates the surrounding agricultural and grazing territory. 24 What most 
differentiates the ideology of the polis in Homer from that in Tyrtaios, 
the Archaic polis-poet par excellence, is precisely the emphasis in 
Homer on the decisive role of superior individuals for the survival of 
the community. What and how this "reflects" in relation to eighth
century realities is an issue to which we must return after a more de
tailed analysis of the workings of the traditional building blocks of the 
poem. 

Formulas : Birth and the Conflict of King against King 

If we turn now from indications of a general structure of heroic so
ciety embedded in the formulas to a closer consideration of how the tra
ditional elements function in relation to the narrative of Achilles' 
wrath, we must begin by reopening the question of the relation of for
mulas to the meanings of the poem as a whole. As suggested earlier, 
Adam Parry's brief article on the language of Achilles ( 1 956) first ar
ticulated the possibility of a gap between the implications of the tradi
tional formulas and the meaning of the poem as distilled in the 
experience of Achilles : 

Achilles is . . .  the one Homeric hero who does not accept the common 
language, and feels that it does not correspond to reality . . .  Homer in 
fact, has no language, no terms, in which to express this kind of basic dis
illusionment with society and the external world. The reason lies in the 
nature of epic verse. The poet does not make a language of his own ;  he 
draws from a common store of poetic diction. This store is the product of 
bards and a reflection of society : for epic song had a dear social func
tion . . . .  Achilles has no language with which to express his disillusion
ment. Yet he expresses it, and-in a remarkable way. He does it by misusing 
the language he disposes of. ( 1 956: 6) 

Whitman, who had worked closely with Adam Parry, offered shortly 
later ( 1 958) one of the few serious readings of the Iliad to carry for
ward this approach. 25 

240n the polis in Homer, see Gschnitzer's Wege der Forschung collection ( 1 969) and 
1 97 1 :  1-1 7 ·  See also Hammond 1 982 :  738-44. 

25Schein ( 1 984) follows broadly in this vein. His chief emphasis, like Whitman's, is on 
demonstrating the aesthetic richness achieved within a traditional style; as his title (The 
Mortal Hero) suggests, the major contradictions are seen in terms of an abstracted and 
implicitly essentialist notion of the human condition. 
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A fairly elaborate scholarly literature has sought to refute or sub
stantially qualify Adam Parry's analysis. 26 Without attempting to ad
dress all the subtleties real and alleged of this material , I think it is fair 
to say, in general, that the overwhelming impulse of most of it is to save 
the traditional character of all Homeric speech by stressing the flexi
bility of formulaic language and the artist's creativity in individuating 
different speakers within the traditional confines. This concern at the 
aesthetic and linguistic level has generally down played or effaced Par
ry's challenge at the level of values. 

An important article that does tackle some of Parry's major assump
tions at the level of values focuses most pertinently on the inherent am
biguity of the formulas : 

The formulae do not describe a perfect and inflexible world of thought 
patterns that can be regarded as reality-as a system one need merely 
memorize and subscribe to-but are instead . . .  partial and perhaps con
tradictory truths that must be used and manipulated by the mind to con
front adequately the hard facts and contradictory demands of the world of 
experience. (Claus 1 975 :  1 6) 

Claus's analysis suggests not just something anomalous in the represen
tation of Achilles but a general characteristic of the formulaic system 
along lines which, for instance , could equally be applied to Odysseus in 
the Iliad (Fenik 1 978 :  7 1-77) .  Although the point about ambiguity is 
well taken, the net effect of leaving the issue there is still to undermine 
the normative force of the values embedded in the formulas ; if all is 
really ambiguity and flexibility, there is nothing to negate . Conversely, 
Friedrich and Redfield , who substitute "repertoire" for "ambiguity," 
stress the normative force of formulaic values but reassuringly find 
Achilles well within the flexible boundaries : 

We do not find Achilles to be culturally deviant; his actions and responses 
are conditioned by pervasive cultural norms-particularly those of honor, 
loyalty, and the ready use of violence in defense of both. But it is also true 
that Achilles is unlike anyone else. Just as we think of the Homeric lan
guage as a repertoire , rather than a rigid system, so we think of the Ho
meric culture as a repertoire, in which different possibilities are open to 
different individuals. ( 1 978 :  284-85) 

On the other hand, Nimis argues that, even if the formulas, like 
all conventional language, are shot through with ambiguities and 

26E.g. , Sale 1 963, Reeve 1 973,  Claus 1 975,  Friedrich and Redfield 1 978, Schein 1 980, 
Messing 1 98 1  (followed by a reply from Friedrich and Redfield) , Nimis 1 986, and Martin 
1 989. 
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contradictions, there still is something specific in the language of 
Achilles that differentiates his usage from others and needs to be his
toricized ( 1 986: 2 1 8-25) .  Nimis suggests that Achilles' speeches and ac
tions be seen as "attempts to construct a version of the heroic code 
rather than as a series of unsuccessful attempts to represent an idealized 
version he knows all along" ( 2 1 9) .  

Finally, Martin points to  the ambiguity of  Parry's term "language" :  
"he used 'language' to mean two very different things : as a shorthand 
for 'cultural code' or 'value system,' but also in the sense of 'diction' "  
( 1 989: 1 52 ) .  Arguing that "formulaic 'thrift' is an illusion," Martin pro
ceeds to analyze Achilles' persuasive strategies in such a way as to leave 
behind the issue of values except as elements of rhetorical 
differentiation. 27 I argue that, it we situate Achilles in the network of 
decisive formulas, type-scenes, and narrative patterns in which his 
wrath is embedded, the most productive concepts for understanding 
him and the Iliad are the Hegelian-Marxist concepts of contradiction 
and negation-a negation that implies a new and superior version of 
the code. The major means by which the poem generates meaning is 
through the cumulative impact of phrases, scenes, and stories that 
echo each other while establishing a system of differences. The sharp
est differences converge in the representation of Achilles, where their 
full contradictory potential is explicitly realized. 

To return to the constitutive formal elements, let us take ,  for exam
ple, the formula diotrephees basileus, which is applied to Agamemnon, 
Priam, the obscure Peteos,  father of the almost equally obscure Mnes
theus, and in the plural to the chiefs of the Achaeans viewed collec
tively. What does it mean? It is usually translated "Zeus-nurtured king" 
or less literally "cherished by Zeus." What does it imply? Is it a metri
cally different equivalent of diogenes ("born of Zeus") , indicating that all 
kings are bloodline descendants of the most powerful divinity? Or does 
that divinity simply "favor" or "look after" all kings? One can easily 
perceive the politically conservative thrust of such notions, but the for
mula masks the reality that the major conflicts explored by the poet are 
precisely those that pit Zeus-nurtured king against Zeus-nurtured 
king. Many interpreters of the Iliad like to cite Nestor's intervention in 
the quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles as a model of good 
sense and clear thinking: 

'71 do not mean to deny that Martin's detailed analysis offers many useful hints about 
the values and psychology of the persona created by this rhetorical performance. It is 
simply that he appears to be interested in these elements only as data for the character 
of that performance. 
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Do not [Agamemnon]---agathos though you are-take away the girl ,  
But let  her be, even as the sons of the Achaeans first gave her to him as a 

prize. 
Nor you , son of Peleus-do not hope to contend against 
A king, since never does he have the same portion of honor, 
A scepter-bearing king, to whom Zeus has given greatness. 
If you are mighty and a goddess mother gave you birth, 
Yet he is greater because he rules over more men. 

The superior status of Agamemnon is attributed to four elements : his 
role as basileus, possession of the scepter, special favor from Zeus
which seems to spell out one implication of the formula diotrephees 
basileus-and more numerous followers. Yet Agamemnon, a few mo
ments before , after haughtily dismissing Achilles with the claim that he 
had others to do him honor and "most of all counseling Zeus ," had de
clared : "You are the most hateful to me of Zeus-nurtured kings !" 
( 1 . 1 76). Achilles, who as a Zeus-nurtured king has just acted in the role 
of "primary convener" (Nagler 1 974:  1 1 9-30) , presumably wielded his 
own scepter. Certainly the plural formula skeptouchoi basi lees ("scepter
bearing kings") is applied to all the Achaean chiefs (2 .86) exactly as is 
diotrephees basileus. Are we then to assume that the essence of Nestor's 
clarification lies in the implication that Zeus is on the side of big con
tingents? 

Yet Nestor's al lusion to Achilles' divine parentage touches on an
other generative contradiction , one already suggested by the ambiguity 
of diotrephees. If all kings are descendants of Zeus and many are off
spring of other divinities , how relevant is their glorious ancestry to 
their actual success in conflict? The role of kinship with divinity-no 
less than the role of convener/king, favor from Zeus, or the implica
tions of the scepter-emerges as a decisive contradiction worked out 
both in the major narrative pattern of the wrath and in numerous mi
nor narratives, some of which we now consider briefly. 

Tleptolemos, a grandson of Zeus, encounters Sarpedon , a son of 
Zeus, and taunts him with cowardice that belies his origin. The poet 
not only calls attention to the implicit test of the efficacy of divine par
entage by alluding to their relationship to Zeus in the same line (5.63 1 ) ,  
h e  makes i t  the whole issue of their encounter. The son of Zeus slays 
Zeus's more distant offspring, thus apparently validating a mechanical 
application of degrees of proximity to divinity. But before Tleptolemos 
dies, he wounds Sarpedon. The spearpoint scrapes the bone, but, com
ments the poet, "his father still protected him from destruction" 
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(5 .662) .  Why "still"? The poet calls attention to the irony that, for all 
Sarpedon's proximity to Zeus, despite the "tears of blood" Zeus will 
shed in grief at his death, Zeus will not be able to protect him from the 
onslaught of Patroklos, whose lineage is relatively obscure. Glaukon, 
Sarpedon's companion, bitterly comments in words that expose the 
de facto irrelevance of divine descent: "The best of men has perished, 
Sarpedon, son of Zeus. But he [Zeus] did not even protect his son" 
( 1 6 :  522 ) .  

Askalaphos, true son of  Ares, not only i s  a nonentity himself but is 
slain by a nonentity. 28 The poet shows the irrelevance of his divine an
cestry by pointing out that his father is not even aware that he has 
fallen ( 1 3 .52 1-25) .  Later, when Hera goadingly informs Ares, his 
pointless rage is checked by Athena, who offers this grim consolation : 

By now someone better then he in strength and mighty hands 
Either has perished or soon will perish. It is a hard thing 
To protect the race and offspring of all humans ! 

In the case of Aeneas, the pervasive sense of the contradiction be
tween the implications of divine birth and the realities of the battle
field produce a kind of irony that comes close to farce. Apollo, posing 
as a mortal , urges Aeneas to stand up to Achilles by arguing a very me
chanical view of the efficacy of divine parentage : 

And too they say from Zeus's daughter Aphrodite 
You were born, but that man [Achilles] is from a lesser divinity. 
For Aphrodite is from Zeus, but Thetis from the old man of the sea. 

(20. 1 05-7) 

Aeneas seems so convinced by this argument, despite his own past di
rect experience of Achilles, that he devotes thirty-nine lines to inform
ing Achilles of his genealogy-even though, as he points out, both 
heroes already know each other's origins. In any case, Aeneas' silly 
speech does not scare Achilles, from whom Aeneas has to be rescued by 
Poseidon. 29 Poseidon exposes the foolishness of the whole genealogical 
business by sarcastically asking, 

08Thalmann ( 1 984:  45-56) has an excellent analysis of a series of deaths, beginning 
with this one, which culminate in Hektor's death. He stresses solely the motif of divine 
impotence with little focus on the implications of kinship with divinity. 

o9Fenik ( 1 974:  1 9) argues for the traditional role of citing one's ancestry as a claim to 
"legitimacy as a warrior on the field"; but Poseidon's comment links this passage with the 
others I have cited which suggest an ironic distance from just such traditional claims. 
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Aeneas, who of the gods is bidding you in your mad blindness 
To fight this way against the great-hearted son of Peleus, 
Who is both stronger than you and more dear to the gods? 

(20.332-34) 

Demonstrated superiority is the real sign of divine favor, and in the 
face of such power nice distinctions of pedigree are a dangerous 
absurdity.30 

Contradictions inherent in the formulas that celebrate kinship with 
divinity and in the typical scenes that evoke the normal heroic assump
tions about the acquisition of property and power dominate the major 
narrative pattern of the wrath of Achilles. As the story of Meleager's 
(Il. 9.529-99; Kakrides 1 949:  1 1-42) devastating withdrawal and sev
eral other parallels suggest, the theme of a wrath is probably tradi
tional ; but the simpleminded moral Phoinix draws from the Meleager 
story also suggests the unlikelihood that any traditional treatments in
volved the fundamental scrutiny of heroic ideology that emerges from 
Achilles' wrathY 

Achilles' divine birth is first only indirectly alluded to by Agamem
non, who, in his blustering rage at Achil les' challenge to his authority, 
attempts a fumbling explanation of the difference between them : "If 
you are very mighty, a god I suppose gave you that" ( 1 . 1 78) .  Since it is 
quite normal for Homeric characters to view any extraordinary event 
or talent as the gift of divinity without reference to ancestry, there is no 
necessary reference here to Achilles' divine parentage . On the other 
hand, in the light of the audience's prior knowledge and Nestor's ex
plicit reference in a line so close to Agamemnon's ("If you are mighty, 
and a goddess mother bore you," 1 . 2 80) ,  it is perhaps legitimate to see 
here an embarrassed indirection in Agamemnon's acknowledgment of 
Achilles' innate superiority as a warrior. 

For centuries during which the ideology of political power was less 
intimately linked to personal military prowess than, as we have already 
seen, it is in the Iliad, readers of the Iliad have been comfortable with 
the attempt of Agamemnon and Nestor to suggest that it is perfectly 
normal for a distinctly superior warrior to be subordinated to his in
ferior in prowess. Yet the "shocking" words Thucydides attributes to 

3°Paris's famous remarks to Hektor on the gifts of the gods which can neither be re
jected nor obtained by one's own efforts (3 .65-66) are a variant on the theme of where 
excellences come from-in that case, between brother and brother, without any refer
ence to birth. 

3 1 Despite his own earlier arguments about Meleager, Kakrides in a later work declares 
his belief that the poet of the Iliad "invented an episode that tells of a great defeat of the 
Achaeans. He therefore devised the motif of the wrath . . . .  Achilles getting angry and 
Achilles calming down are Homer's inventions" ( 1 97 1 :  23 ) .  
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the Athenian envoys at the Lacedaemonian conference are only a blunt 
abstraction of a principle implicit in Sarpedon's speech or the very for
mula "to rule by might" (iphi anassein) :  "It has always been the law that 
the weaker should be subject to the stronger" ( 1 .76. 2 ,  trans. Crawley) . 
Or, as the Athenians tell the Melians, "the strong do what they can and 
the weak suffer what they must" (5 .89) .  The contradictions we noted 
earlier in the attempt to explain Agamemnon's anomalous status by 
reference to kingship, scepters , and the favor of Zeus are heightened to 
the point of insolubility in the allusions to Achilles' innate superiority 
as a warrior. Moreover, although the heroic ideology is sufficiently 
flexible to recognize legitimate differences in the more mental aspects 
of political leadership-that is, planning and articulating policy 
(Nestor, Odysseus) , settling disputes , winning and retaining the loyalty 
and affection of subordinates-the normal assumption is that these 
qualities are a concomitant of superior prowess. The narrative explo
ration of the differences between Agamemnon and Achilles bears out 
the conclusion that, whatever Achilles' absolute inferiority in "wisdom" 
to Nestor or Odysseus, compared to Agamemnon he has immeasurably 
more tact, intelligence, and charisma in dealing with his subordinates 
and colleagues. Indeed, thousands of freshmen essays comparing the 
Iliad and the Aeneid to the contrary, one may legitimately speak of 
Achilles before his wrath as a paradigm of a Greek pietas. 32 

The difference between Achilles and Agamemnon is highlighted in 
Bk. 1 .  On the one hand, the audience is exposed to Agamemnon's gra
tuitous brutality in rejecting the appeal of the helpless old priest Khry
ses for the return of his daughter and his vicious bad temper in 
response to the priest Kalkhas-whose analysis of the origin of the 
plague Agamemnon nonetheless grudgingly accepts. On the other, 
they can observe Achilles' pious concern for the well-being of the army 
in summoning the assembly, in consulting Kalkhas, and most touching 
in his courteous and sympathetic welcome to the terrified heralds 
whom Agamemnon has ordered to take away Achilles' spear-won bed
mate, Bryseis. Agamemnon's capacity for self-deception is dramatically 
illustrated both in the dream Zeus sends him in Bk. 2 .  (Homer, it 
seems, knew something about wish fulfillment) and in the peculiarly 
disastrous method Agamemnon chooses for testing the dream. It is 
only Odysseus and Nestor who succeed in saving the day for him, a pat
tern repeated throughout the poem. 

The anomalous quality of Agamemnon's status is perhaps best 
summed up in Diomedes' rebuke when Agamemnon, "weeping like a 

32Here I qualify Gagarin's excellent discussion of morality in Homer ( 1 987) by stress
ing the poem's emphasis on Achilles' moral superiority before his wrath and after it has, 
in some sense, been appeased in Bk. 24. 
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dark-watered stream," repeats in earnest his earlier "testing" advice 
that the Greeks return home. Diomedes comments caustically : 

To you the crooked-counseling son of Kronos gave a gift cut in two: 
With the scepter he gave you honor supreme over all, 
But he did not give you courage to fight (aiki), and that is the greatest 

power. 

The word I translate "power" here, kratos, contains the same root as the 
adjective earlier applied by Agamemnon and Nestor to Achilles to dis
tinguish his innate prowess, karteros ( 1 . 1 78 ,  280) . The simple reason 
heroic ideology normally assumes a harmony of fighting prowess and 
military strategic sense is also made clear in Diomedes' speech and 
Nestor's enthusiastic response to it: normally the best heroic strategy is 
simply to stick to the fight until you win or die . To be sure, Hektor is 
later destroyed by the inadequacy of this prescription, but its validity in 
the conflict between Achilles and Agamemnon finds further confirma
tion in the subsequent denunciation of Agamemnon by his ever-loyal 
supporter Odysseus. When Agamemnon later again suggests with
drawal, Odysseus' response is a scathing indictment of Agamemnon's 
strategic incompetence : 

Son of Atreus, what sort of speech has escaped the barrier of your teeth? 
A disastrous one ! Would that you were commanding some other army, 
A shabby one, and did not rule over us, to whom Zeus 
Has allotted from our youth until old age to weave the woof 
Of grim wars until each of us shall perish. 

Are you really eager then to leave behind the wide-wayed city 
Of the Trojans, for which we have suffered many miseries? 
Be quiet ! Nor let any other Achaean hear this 
Speech, which a man would never even bring out of his mouth, 
One who knew in his mind how to speak good sense, 
One who was a scepter-bearer, one whom armies obeyed
Huge armies such as you rule over among the Argives. 

The attitude of the Achaean troops toward Agamemnon's leadership 
is, apart from the questionable intervention of Thersites (Rose 1 988) ,  
not directly represented. Poseidon, however, a divinity devoted to the 
Achaean cause, characterizes it thus as he urges on the Greek heroes in 
the guise of Kalkhas : 

In the past the Trojans were not willing to await this way in opposition 
The mighty hands of the Achaeans-not even a little bit! 
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But now, far from the city they fight beside the hollow ships, 
As a result of the baseness (kakoteti) of their leader and the indifference 

(methemosuneisi) of the hosts, 
Who, since they've quarreled with that man, are unwilling to thrust the 

enemy away 
From the swift-traversing ships-rather they let themselves be killed amid 

them. 
But even if it is totally true that he is to blame
The hero son of Atreus, wide-ruling Agamemnon-
Because he wrested away the honor from the swift-footed son of Peleus, 
Still it is not possible for you to hang back from the war. 

I stress the indictments of Agamemnon's incompetence and coward
ice in his specific exercise of kingly authority by others beside Achilles 
because some scholars (e.g. , Lloyd-Jones 1 97 1 :  1 2 ) have been quick to 
rush to Agamemnon's defense against Achilles' accusations of coward
ice in Bk. 1 ( 1 . 2 2 5-28) .  To be sure,  Agamemnon is a formidable figure 
on the battlefield ; he is ready to volunteer for the single conflict with 
Hektor in Bk. 7 ( 1 62 ) ,  and the army seems to have confidence that he 
could do well against Hektor (7 . 1 80). But when the crushing pressures 
of a major war mount up, he is found distinctly wanting in the strategic 
courage that is the automatic response of the best warriors. 

At the same time, the picture we glean of Achilles' kingly virtues 
apart from the radical crisis of the wrath, to which we must return, 
suggests that he embodies the highest level of heroic ideals to be ex
pected from a king of his age. His courtesy, tact, and generosity are 
demonstrated on a grand scale in the funeral games he offers for Pa
troklos. He smooths chaffed egos, supplies extra prizes to ease conflict, 
rewards kind words, and in perhaps the most touching moment in the 
games displays extraordinary sympathy for old Nestor, whose age pre
vents him from competing. Ajax, in the embassy scene, notes that be
fore the wrath Achilles was honored beyond all others for his affection 
toward his comrades (9.630) . Not only the absoluteness of Achilles' 
commitment to Patroklos but his warmth toward the ambassadors 
themselves, his affectionate treatment of Antilochos, and his general 
demeanor during the games suggest his preeminence in that affection
ate charisma essential to successful male bonding on the battlefield. 

A generation of readers has been convinced of the relative insig
nificance in the hierarchy of Homeric values of what have been dubbed 
the "co-operative or quiet" values (Adkins 1 960: 7 ,  37-40;  Gagarin 
1 987 :  300-303). And, although our analysis of the supremacy of mar
tial prowess in that hierarchy may seem to confirm this judgment, an 
examination of the other virtues attributed to Achilles suggest just how 
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fully the heroic ideology celebrated the assumed natural integration of 
the highest prowess with the highest level of humanity-as conceived 
at that time. "Humanity," to be sure, is a vague and historically relative 
term, but our contemporary usage of the word is surprisingly appro
priate to Achilles' pre-wrath delicacy in respecting his victims
eloquently attested to by Andromache's recollection of his generous 
burial of her father and ransom of her mother (6.4 1 4-27) .33 A readi
ness to ransom captives emerges not as a mark of greed but of decency. 
Achilles, before his wrath, ransomed many (2 1 . 1 00-1 02 ) ;  Agamemnon 
is singled out for his ferocious chiding of Menelaos (6.55-60;cf. Whit
man 1 958 :  1 6o)-a figure associated with kindly, "maternal" (A. Parry 
1 972 : 1 7) imagery-for his readiness to ransom a son of Priam. It is 
perhaps a moot point whether this implicit celebration of humanity is 
a component of the heroic ideology or an aspect of the poet's critical 
distance from that ideology (Griffin 1 980: chap. 4) .  I believe the latter 
to be true and indicated in the poet's rare explicit and, in my view, 
heavily ironic judgment offered after Agamemnon declares that even 
the unborn male child in his mother's belly must not escape their total 
vengeance : "So speaking the hero turned his brother's mind! Since 
what he'd argued was just" (aisima pareipon, 6.6 1-62) .  We later consider 
the whole issue of the justice of the Trojan War in the Iliad, but the 
pervasive sympathy for wives and innocent babies built into the formu
las suggests the validity of seeing irony in the poet's intervention here. 
In any case, the contrast to Achilles is indisputable. 

If the explicit statement of Nestor and the repeated scenes between 
Achilles and his divine mother Thetis reinforce the view that Achilles' 
supreme prowess and the constellation of kingly virtues associated with 
that prowess are a consequence of his divine birth, what explanation 
emerges from the poem for the extraordinary status of Agamemnon? 
To be sure ,  his brother Menelaos is the aggrieved party in the alleged 
cause of the war, but the traditional mythic background offers no rea
son why Agamemnon rather than Menelaos should exercise supreme 
command. We have looked briefly at the inadequacy of Nestor's prof
fered explanations in his intervention in Bk. 1 .  The favor of Zeus-as 
the plan of Zeus, his deception of Agamemnon, and the disastrous con
sequences of Achilles' withdrawal abundantly illustrate-is not a reli
able basis. 

The title of "king," as we have seen, is normally assumed to carry 
with it the prowess and talents to rule by might. Nestor, in trying to 

33Gagarin's discussions of pity ( 1 987 :  300-302) and the feeling for unprotected per
sons (290-92 )  are valuable. But since his topic is "morality," rather narrowly defined, it 
does not include such matters as tact and respect for the dignity of those who are rela
tively less powerful. 
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save the political structure headed by Agamemnon while arrogating to 
himself the initiative in policy, has recourse to the notion of degrees of 
kingliness. In the very process of leading the chastened Agamemnon 
by the nose, he tactfully flatters him by declaring, "You lead the way. 
For you are the kingliest" (basileutatos, 9.69). Agamemnon seems 
pleased with the concept, since he ends his long catalogue of gifts for 
Achilles with the injunction, "Let him stand below me, inasmuch as I 
am kinglier" (basileuteros, 9. 1 60). Despite Odysseus' tactful suppression 
of these scarcely "honied" final words (cf. 9 . 1 1 3) ,  Achilles-like the po
et's audience-has heard and bitterly rejects Agamemnon's offer to be 
his son-in-law with the taunt, "Let him pick some other of the Achae
ans, one who suits him and is kinglier" (basileuteros, 9.39 1-92) .  

The concept of degree i s  again useful to Agamemnon in Bk .  1 0, 
when his fears for Menelaos' safety in the dangerous night raid lead 
him to tell Diomedes, 

Choose whomever you wish as your companion, 
The best of those who have stood forth, for many are eager. 
Do not, out of respect in your heart leave the better man 
Behind, while you make the lesser man your companion, yielding to 

respect, 
Looking to his lineage, not even if he is kinglier [basileuteros] .  

( 1 0. 235-39) 

The redundancy of this speech, unusual even for Homer, not only cap
tures the tone of thinly masked anxiety but clarifies for the audience a 
distinction between status and excellence quite anomalous in the 
Iliad. 34 

The greater number of Agamemnon's followers, the point on which 
Nestor laid climactic emphasis in attempting to distinguish the status 
of Agamemnon from that of Achilles, is perhaps most frequently cited 
by those scholars who have dealt with the problem. The term desig
nating this sort of superiority, pherteros (here translated as "greater"), 
has been related etymologically to phero ("I carry, bear"), suggesting a 

34The comparative degree of basileus occurs once in the Odyssey ( 1 5.533) when the seer 
Theoclymenos reassures Telemachos that there is no line more kingly than his in Ithaka. 
It occurs once in Tyrtaios as an ironic hyperbole: "nor even if he is more kingly than 
Pelops" ( 1 2 . 7  West). It  then disappears from Greek usage. There is no clear evidence that 
the Greek aristocracy, even in the heyday of its celebration of birth, developed a sharp set 
of criteria for degrees of nobility. Arnheim ( 1 977 :  2 1 ) cites the usage in the Iliad in sup
port of his Mycenaean thesis about the special ness of Agamemnon's power, but he makes 
no use of the notion of degree in the rest of his study of the Greek aristocracy-where 
indeed it would be quite irrelevant. 
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dal system "in which rank was assessed according to the 'burden' as
sumed or imposed" (Palmer 1 955 :  1 1-1 2 ,  cited by Whitman 1 958 :  
340) . But the burden of the narrative treatment of  the motif of  num
bers is precisely their irrelevance when measured against the supreme 
prowess of the truly great hero-king. Bk. 2 is shot through with the 
irony of Agamemnon's vast numbers and, as he himself comes to state 
it, the course of the battle has shown that "worth many / Armies is that 
man whom Zeus loves in his heart, / As now he has honored this man 
[Achilles] and beaten the army of the Achaeans" (9. 1 1 6-1 8) .  

We saw earlier that Nestor's allusion to the scepter as a decisive fac
tor in Agamemnon's status is an ironic contradiction of the status of all 
the heroes as scepter-bearing kings. Yet the motif of the scepter as it is 
amplified in Bk. 2 is the best clue the poem gives us of the poet's con
ception of the source of Agamemnon's power. It is surely no accident 
that Agamemnon's fullest association with a particular, concrete scep
ter, as opposed to the more general equivalence between possession of 
the scepter and kingly status, occurs in the context of his most explicit 
immersion in delusion : "He grasped the scepter, a thing inherited 
from his father [patroion] , imperishable forever, / With this he went be
side the ships of the bronze-armored Achaeans" (2 -46-47) .  Despite the 
tactfully expressed skepticism voiced by Nestor ( 2 .80-83) about Ag
amemnon's dream from Zeus, Agamemnon proceeds with his plan to 
test the dream by lying to his army. He stands up before them, 

Holding the scepter that Hephaistos wrought with effort. 
Hephaistos for his part gave it to Zeus the Kronion lord, 
But Zeus surely gave it to the running guide Argos-slayer. 
And lord Hermes gave it to Pelops, striker of horses. 
But Pelops in turn gave it to Atreus, shepherd of hosts. 
Atreus on his death left it to Thyestes rich in sheep. 
But Thyestes left it for Agamemnon to carry, 
To be lord over many islands and all Argos. 
Leaning on this, he addressed his words to the Argives. 

(2 . 10 1 -9) 

The fullness of this focus compels the audience to view the scepter as 
a significant component of Agamemnon's identity, specifically as the 
supreme scepter-bearing king (Whitman 1 958 :  1 6 1 ; Griffin 1 980: 9-
1 2 } .35 Achilles' supremacy is attributed to one kind of inheritance-in
heritance of supreme prowess from his divine mother. On his father's 

351 cite here only the two modern discussions that strike me as best. Recognition of the 
scepter as a symbolic reflection of the central conflict between Achilles and Agamemnon 
goes back at least as far as Lessing's brilliant comments in Laocoon ( 1 962 [ 1 766] : 78-83). 
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side, acquisition of a spear only he can wield ( 1 6. 1 40-44) marks the 
same conception. Agamemnon's supremacy derives from another sort 
of inheritance-the accumulation of wealth and political power from 
generation to generation. The ideological world of Homeric language 
presents both these sorts of supremacy as fully sanctioned by divinity. 

The narrative of the conflict between Achilles and Agamemnon thus 
emerges as an exploration of two potential contradictions in the ide
ology of inheritance that is the most fundamental tenet of later aris
tocracies. On the one hand, valorization of the principle of inherited 
excellence readily leads to the consolidation of power and wealth which 
is sufficiently self-sustaining that ability is no longer a necessary pre
requisite to the exercise of authority. As Lucretius noted later, once 
wealth as such enters the picture , those who have it can buy the talents 
of superior warriors (cf. 5 . 1 1 1 3-1 6). Agamemnon's relation to prop
erty seems to dramatize the transition from the purely symbolic role of 
possessions as concrete manifestations of actual achievements on the 
battlefield to fetishized objects that seem to have an inherent power to 
give control over one's fellow human beings-in short, toward a money 
economy.36 Thus Agamemnon both receives material objects in lieu of 
risk taking on the field (9.33 1-33) and is in a position through gift giv
ing to buy the risk-taking services of others (9. 1 2 1-6 1 ) . It can therefore 
be argued that the narrative explores the drastic consequences for his 
people of the illusions fostered by Agamemnon's relation to wealth and 
power-his relative divorce of status from merit. This would then be a 
kind of defensive didactic gesture in the ideology of the poem: even if 
one must acknowledge potential drawbacks in the dominant institu
tions, the fate of Agamemnon would show that any problems can be 
contained and the worst damage repaired. One would then see the 

36Cf. M. I. Finley: "Behind the market [in Adam Smith's world] lies the profit motive, 
and if there was one thing that was taboo in Homeric exchanges it was gain in the ex
change. Whether in trade or in any other mutual relationship, the abiding principle was 
equality and mutual benefit. Gain at the expense of another belonged to a different 
realm, to warfare and raiding" ( 1 978:  67) .  See also Donlan 1 982 ,  which nicely lays out the 
centrality of generosity in effective Homeric kingship. Donlan 1 989 deals with the special 
case of submissive giving between xenoi of unequal status. He there notes in passing the 
impropriety of Agamemnon's offer (5-6) in view of the rules of gift giving within the 
same demos. Levi-Strauss's meditation on kingship among the Amazonian Nambikwara 
offers a striking parallel. First he notes the consistency between Montaigne's informant 
c. 1 560 and his own in the late 1 930S in response to a question about the "privileges the 
chief (he used the term 'king') enjoyed in his country; the native, who was himself a chief, 
replied that 'it was to march foremost in any charge of warre'" ( 1 974: 309). Levi-Strauss 
goes on to stress the second major function summed up in the chiefs title-"he who 
joins together" : "In fulfilling these obligations, his primary and principal instrument of 
power lies in his generosity. Generosity is an essential attribute of power among most 
primitive peoples" (3 1 0) .  
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other dimension of the contradiction as simply a parallel warning tale : 
the excessive valorization of inherited excellence must inevitably lead 
to social conflict if superior ability is manifested in someone of rela
tively lower status. On this view, Achilles must learn the moral of not 
pressing absolutely the claims to status implicit in his actual superiority. 
This line of interpretation would constitute a neat homology of corre
sponding patterns : one, superior wealth and status divorced from su
perior merit lead to destructive illusions and potentially disastrous 
consequences ; two, actual superiority confronting the reality of unjust 
distribution of social rewards brings illusions of omnipotence which, 
instead of destroying injustice, lead to the self-destruction of the in
nately superior person. 

I believe that some such traditional, conservative patterns lie in the 
background of the traditional stories used by the poet of the Iliad; and, 
as we see subsequently, later Greek poets were quick to make these 
"tragic" patterns explicit in a new genre. At the same time, the poet of 
the Iliad has so weighted the emotional and moral impact of those two 
patterns as to undercut the comfortable, reassuring vision of social re
integration so frequently imposed on the poem. The heavy emphasis 
we have already noted on the validity and necessity of combining actual 
martial prowess with exercise of leadership renders Agamemnon's con
tinued and unshakable authority the glaring anomaly of the political 
world of the poem. The intense bitterness of Achilles' disillusionment 
suggests rather the narrative exploration of an irreversible and lamen
table historical transition from one set of organizational principles to 
another. On this reading, Achilles represents a last and inevitably un
successful effort to defend a vision of society in which the principle of 
inherited excellence is compatible with a social hierarchy directly based 
on actual performance, the utopian vision of a perfect meritocracy 
so basic to most ruling-class ideologies. Agamemnon represents the 
movement away from so challenging, so inherently unstable, and so de
structive a social ideology (WeiI 1 956 [ 1 940] ; Sagan 1 979 :  9-23) toward 
the more automatic consolidation of inherited power and wealth. The 
utopian vision associated with Achilles presupposes war as the domi
nant economic institution. Whereas Achilles' doom is imminent at the 
end of the poem, Agamemnon's downfall is not complete. His status is 
preserved and he is simply compelled by the consequences of his own 
folly to surrender policy decisions to his more able subordinates Nestor 
and Odysseus. Achilles, however, finds his only real community not 
with the purged Achaean host but with Priam, the only other person 
with a commensurate sense of the destruction of all that he values 
most. 
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Type-Scenes : Contradictions over Property and Merit 

The most revealing terms of the Iliad's historical confrontation with 
fundamental social change are ,  as has already been suggested, the 
property relations of the respective protagonists. The most significant 
institution in these relations is the division of spoils, the dasmos, prag
matically prior to and far more central to the structure of heroic society 
than the gift giving that has received so much attention.37 Here ,  as in 
some of the key formulas we have already examined, the inherent am
biguities of a motif or type-scene are explored in such a way as to con
front a fundamental , non-negotiable contradiction. 

There are seven situations (more or less) in which the language of a 
dasmos occurs in the Homeric poems ; depending on their degree of 
specificity, one might refer to them as motif, theme, or type-scene. The 
major ambiguities of the formulas associated with the dasmos revolve 
about issues of who conducts the division and who awards the special 
prizes. Most commonly the division appears to be carried out by the 
participants in the raid acting in concert. Thus we find plurals of the 
verb "to divide" (dateomai) and such plural subjects as "the sons of the 
Achaeans." The frequent use of the verb lankhano suggests that the lot 
was used to ensure that "no one should depart deprived of his equal 
(ises) share" (Od. 9 .549; Il. 1 1 .705) .  Yet even in a passage containing this 
formula, a king who stayed behind, Nestor's father Neleus, "chose out" 
(ek . . .  heileto, 1 1 .696-97 ; ekselet', 1 1 . 704) a huge amount for himself 
before turning the rest over to the demos to divide. Similarly, although 
special prizes are often presented as the gift (dosan) or choice (ekselon) 
made by the group for honored members, it is also clear that the tra
ditional language allows for leaders "choosing out" their special por
tions for themselves or their friends. Thus Achilles furnished a girl for 
Patroklos from one of his raids (9.667-68) ; and Odysseus, who is given 
a special prize after his escape from the Cyclops (Od. 9.55 1-52) ,  speaks 
in his Cretan disguise of raids he led "from which [he] chose out abun
dant treasures and obtained a great deal later by lot" (Od. 14 . 232-33) . 

The conflict between Achilles and Agamemnon begins with Achilles' 
defense of control of the division process by the military community as 

37See M.  I .  Finley's claim ( 1 978:  65): "No single detail in the life of the heroes receives 
so much attention in the Iliad and the Odyssey as gift-giving." Donlan 1 982  and 1 989 rec
ognize the priority of raiding, but focus on gift giving. I believe that this is another area 
in which a clear distinction emerges between the world of the Iliad and that of the Od
yssey. This is not to suggest that gift giving is not part of the society envisioned in the Iliad, 
but that that society is conceived as so much less stable than the "world of Odysseus" that 
the role of gift giving is sharply subordinated to and fundamentally dependent on the 
institutions more directly associated with the field of battle ;  normally a chief acquires the 
means of giving gifts by his superior performance in fighting. 
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a whole. Agamemnon's request for a second gems strikes Achilles as an 
almost inconceivable violation of normal procedures : 

Son of Atreus, most distinguished, most enamored of possessions, 
How will the great-hearted Achaeans give you a prize? 
We don 't even see anywhere any great common store ; 
But whatever we took as booty from the cities has been divided ; 
It is improper for the hosts to gather those things back together again. 

( 1 . 1 2 2-26, emphasis added) 

The only way Achilles can imagine the army's meeting Agamemnon's 
demand is a complete redivision by the whole army of the whole store 
of booty. It is the obvious inappropriateness of this procedure which 
seems in the first instance to provoke Achil les' accusation of greed. In 
a society where every self-respecting male in the ruling class devotes so 
much energy to acquiring the enemy's bloody armor, stealing cattle, 
capturing women, and winning prizes in games, this may seem a dis
ingenuous charge. Yet Agamemnon has, so to speak, invented greed by 
divesting these objects of their normal social symbolism. Insofar as he 
demands a gems purely on the basis of his social status, he has severed 
the link between privilege and risk taking. 38 A rent appears here in the 
whole ideology of economic heroism-a rent through which we can 
glimpse the naked reality of ruling-class rapine and extortion ; the "il
lusions of the epoch about itself" no longer cover its actual relation to 
"production ."39 

Achilles is, to be sure, willing at this point to recognize some social 
service in Agamemnon's surrender of Khryseis. This, he declares, the 
community (Akhaioi) will "triply and quadruply" compensate after the 
destruction of Troy ( 1 . 1 27-29) .  Agamemnon 's scornful rejection of 
this option and his escalation of his demand to include the claim that 
he can take away the gems of another basileus amounts to a complete 
negation of the community's role in determining the social hierarchy. 
If an individual basileus can invalidate and reverse the communi
ty's awards of merit and arrogate to himself the socially generated sur
plus wealth, then he in effect controls the basis for establishing any 
hierarchy. 

38Benveniste sees gems as quintessentially the prerogative of a king. The emphasis on 
performance in most contexts in the Iliad is situated by Benveniste as, in effect, a way of 
conferring effective kingship ( 1 969: 45-46). As often with arguments from linguistics. I 
find that the implications of etymology or comparative studies with other cultures lead 
to a de facto reversal of the data of the Greek text in its own specific historical context. 

39Suzuki ( 1 989: 30-34) has a fine discussion of the ways the wrath leads Achilles to 
raise uncomfortable questions about the alleged heroic motives for the war (Menelaos' 
honor. Helen)-questions that are in effect answered by the crudely acquisitive focus of 
Agamemnon. Odysseus. and Thersites. 
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From Achilles' perspective, this claim by Agamemnon destroys the 
social foundation of cooperation in warfare and transforms the ambi
guity of the dasmos at Troy-one that up to a point parallels the situ
ation of young Nestor and old Neleus-into an intolerable 
contradiction : 

Never do I get a prize equal to yours, whenever the Achaeans 
Sack a well-inhabited city of the Trojans. 
But the greater portion of grim-darting war 
My hands handle. But whenever a dasmos comes, 
Yours in the far greater prize, while I, with one small and dear, 
Go off to my ships whenever I'm worn out with warring. 

( 1 . 1 63-68) 

Achilles' denunciation of Agamemnon's cowardice, however unjust in 
absolute terms, is here specifically linked with Agamemnon's relative 
inactivity vis-a-vis the raids that are the prerequisite of the dasmos: 

As for going on an ambush with the best of the Achaeans, 
You never dare it in your heart. To you that looks like death. 
Yes, it's much better through the wide camp of the Achaeans 
To snatch back gifts from whoever speaks against you
King who devours his people, since you rule nonentities : 
Otherwise, son of Atreus, this would have been your last outrage. 

( 1 . 2 27-32)  

Anger at Agamemnon becomes fused with Achilles' growing disgust 
at the complicity of the Achaean army as a whole. It  is their control over 
the social hierarchy, assumed in the traditional formulas, which Achil
les has risen to defend. Instead of finding his intervention welcomed 
with an outpouring of rage at their obviously criminal commander-in
chief, Achilles, apart from the equivocations of Nestor, finds himself 
completely isolated. Achilles' clearer perception of that complicity, 
rather than the intervention of Athena, is the chief explanation he of
fers for not killing Agamemnon:40 I will not fight you [sing.] over the 
girl / Not you nor any other, since you [pl . ]  who gave her have taken her 
back ( 1 . 298-99 ; Whitman 1 958 :  1 86). 

Achilles' language in Bk. 9 reflects the final logical step in his con
frontation with the ambiguities of the formulas. If the army accepts 

4°My only point here is that not only does Achilles' decision to withdraw rather than 
kill Agamemnon make psychological and dramatic sense apart from this divine interven
tion, it also makes political and economic sense in the terms of Achilles' own reasoning 
at 1 . 298. 
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Agamemnon 's systematic acquisition of a disproportionate share of the 
spoils, then that division-regardless of the actual mechanics-is func
t ionally in the hands of Agamemnon. Thus Achilles now completely 
abandons the formulas implying communal control : 

Twelve cities of men I sacked with my ships, 
On land I count eleven through the fertile Troad. 
From all these I chose out possessions abundant and 
Excellent, and taking them away I gave them all to Agamemnon, 
Son of Atreus. He, waiting behind beside the swift ships, 
Received them, would divide up [dasasketo] a little and keep a lot. 

(9 '327-33)4 ' 

This arbitrary control of the division by a single man who did not even 
participate in the raid by which the wealth was acquired and who is by 
no means the best of Achaean warriors completely undermines the as
sumptions of the heroic meritocracy : 

Equal the portion for him who hangs back and if one wars fully. 
In the same honor we are held, both the coward and the valuable man. 
They die the same, both the man without deeds and the one with many. 

(9 .3 1 8-20) 

If possessions are truly stripped of their symbolic function, then they 
no longer measure up against heroic risk taking: 

For not worth my life is even as much as they say 
I l ion possessed, a well-inhabited city, 
In the past, in peacetime, before the coming of the sons of the Achaeans 
Nor as much as the Archer's stone threshold holds within, 
Phoibos Apollo's, in rocky Pytho. 
For cattle and strong sheep can be stolen , 
And tripods and the tawny heads of horses can be seized ; 
But the life of a man cannot be stolen back again 
Nor seized, when once it has passed through the rampart of teeth. 

(9 .40 1-409) 

The whole system of the political economy of heroism-the circula
tion of goods by duels , raids, wars , and contests and the establishment 
of a social and political hierarchy according to the consequences of 
such systematic risk-taking and rapine-is definitively swept away in 

4 'This passage was long ago seized on by analyst scholars as anomalous; see, e.g. ,  Leaf 
and Bayfield 1 965, ad loco 
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the language of Achilles. It is the absoluteness of this negation in Bk. 9 
which precludes any simple reintegration of Achilles into the society 
whose ideological integument he has seen through and torn apart. 

It is easy to cite evidence to the contrary. Achilles does speak of gifts 
as if they were desirable when he warns Patroklos in Bk. 1 6 ;  even his 
reference at 1 1 .609 to the likelihood of the Achaeans beseeching him 
could be understood to imply a continuing interest in gifts (A. Parry 
1 956 :  7). If so, it is odd that so crafty a manipulator as Nestor makes no 
reference to gifts in his long harangue of Patroklos but stresses rather 
the semidivine glory that accrues to a young man who restores the se
curity and prosperity of his community. The situation in Bk. 1 6  is more 
complex. The appeals based on bonds of affection by Phoinix and Ajax 
in the embassy scene succeed in dissuading Achilles from leaving Troy 
(Whitman 1 958 :  1 90-93) .  Yet the traditional patterns of behavior offer 
no viable way of bringing relief to his beleaguered colleagues without 
at the same time subordinating himself to the repudiated leadership of 
Agamemnon. The initial and quite impractical expedient he adopts is 
to wait until the fire of the burning Greek fleet reaches his own ships. 
His allusion to gifts in Bk. 1 6  is in part a desperate retreat to an already 
exhausted alternative and in part a tactful suppression of his fears for 
Patroklos' safety (see also 1 8 .8- 14) .  His deeper indifference to the ma
terial perquisites of the heroic system are patently clear in his passion
ate debate with Odysseus in Bk. 1 9 . 

Major Story Patterns 

The Herakles Paradigm 

Counterbalancing and ultimately undercutting the formal gestures 
of reintegration into Achaean society-the unsaying of the wrath , the 
acceptance, however indifferently, of the gifts of Agamemnon-is the 
relentless focus on the certainty of Achilles' imminent death. There is 
a curious element of ideological blindness in some of the recent at
tempts to draw an inspirational picture of the harmonious social order 
rejoined by Achilles when the essential prerequisite of his return is his 
own death. His divine mother spells out the consequences of his deci
sion to seek revenge for Patroklos by killing Hektor: "Short-lived then, 
will you be for me, child, from what you say. / For immediately after 
Hektor your destiny is ready at hand" ( 1 8 .95-96) . Her earlier lament 
to her sister sea nymphs had evoked not only his early death but the 
irony of his inherited excellence by a unique coinage : "ah me, cursed-
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in-giving-birth-to-the best" (dysaristoto/reia) .  Her divinity has only been 
tainted by her forced contact with mortality, and the superiority thus 
engendered only intensifies the sense of its futility. In a similar vein ,  
Achilles now perceives the divine blessings associated with his  beget
ting as a curse, symbolized in the armor of Peleus : 

huge, a marvel to look on, 
Lovely : these the gods gave as glorious gifts to Peleus 
On that day when they cast you into the bed of a mortal man. 
Would that you had stayed where you were, to dwell 
With the immortal sea nymphs, and Peleus had wed a mortal bride. 

( 1 8 .83-87) 

The armor that had symbolized his unique superiority and the fatal 
inadequacy of Patroklos thus comes to stand for the deceptiveness of 
divine favor in the union that produced Achilles. The new armor from 
Hephaistos does not simply repeat the notion of the special favoring 
relationship between the forces that run the cosmos and those that run 
the social and political world. This armor is divested of any illusion of 
ultimate protection ; rather, it functions as compensation pure and 
simple for the inevitability of Achilles' imminent death. As Hephaistos 
says : "Would that I might be equally able to hide him away / From 
grim-echoing Death, when his dread destiny comes upon him, / As [see 
to it] that he have very lovely armor" ( 1 8 .464-66). The image of the 
world on the great shield Achilles carries back into battle , like the 
world of the similes (Bowra 1 950 : 1 2 1 ) ,  is a more contemporary world 
in which ideological mystification is at a minimum-in which the ev
eryday life of peasant producers is set beside war not for honor but sim
ply for property, and the only king is seen smiling at the sight of 
productive work from which he will reap the chief benefits. The new 
shield thus figures the hero's stage of consciousness beyond the illu
sions of superiority inherited from the gods. Few commentators have 
resisted the temptation to translate this meditation on the irony of he
roic mortality into transhistorical broodings about the human condi
tion as such, that is, apart from any particular set of social relations in 
which it alone manifests itself. What is lost is precisely the class-bound 
intensity of the Iliad's tragic vision here : not all human mortality, but 
the specific deception sensed in the mortality of the divinely endowed 
"best of the Achaeans," is the decisive focus. 

In addition to the symbolism of armor, a new heroic paradigm sig
nals this shift in Achilles' perception to an ironic distance from key 
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elements in the heroic ideology of birth. In accepting the inevitability 
of his imminent death as foretold by his divine mother ( 1 8 .95-96) , 
Achilles adopts the paradigm of Herakles as the embodiment of the 
irrelevance of divinely given innate superiority: 

My death I will accept at whatever time 
Zeus wishes to accomplish it, he and the other immortal gods. 
For not even the might of Herakles escaped death, 
Though he was dearest to Zeus, the Kronion lord. 
But his destiny beat him down, and the hard hatred of Hera. 

( 1 8. 1 1 5-1 9)42 

This most radical negation in the poem, by which the hero who in Bks. 
1 and 9 refused participation in a corrupted social order now refuses 
participation in life itself, became a powerful paradigm in its own right. 
Readers of Plato's Apology ( 28c-d) may readily assess how fundamen
tally different a meaning it took on in changed social and political cir
cumstances. 

In Bk. 1 9 ,  in the apology of Agamemnon, the paradigm of Herakles 
is developed further. More than a symbol of the death that alienates 
Achilles from hierarchies both human and divine, Herakles' birth, 
which defrauds him of his rightful place as king and condemns him to 
a life of servitude to his inferior, emerges as a mythic explanation of the 
irrationality of Achilles' subordination to Agamemnon and, more 
broadly, of the final irrelevance of innate excellence to the realities of 
political power. In a cosmos in which the patriarchal order of Zeus is so 
easily thrown into confusion by the ferocious jealousy of Hera, there is 
no ground for confidence that those who actually hold power are truly 
the best. That this paradigm is offered by a king who is himself the best 
example of the structural inequity of the Greek political order is a 
mark of the poet's consummate sense of irony.43 

4"Martin ( 1 989: 2 28-30) offers a quite exciting argument for seeing the motive of the 
whole Iliad as the effort to defeat an earlier epic on Herakles (see also Burkert 1 972  and 
Davidson 1 980). As suggested earlier, however, focusing on the putative intentions of the 
poet at such a level without even considering what values are at stake in supplanting one 
heroic paradigm by another misses key challenges in Adam Parry's analysis. What strikes 
me in the allusion to Herakles here and in Bk. 19 is the implicit deference to Herakles as 
the greatest imaginable hero of the earlier generation and the attempt to collapse any 
distinctions between Herakles and Achilles as heroes: both are best by birth but doomed 
to death by the unreason of the world. 

43The audience of Homer may well have been aware that, not only is Eurystheus par
allel-by virtue of his relation to Herakles-to Agamemnon, but also-by virtue of his 
father's invitation to Atreus and Thyestes and his own death-he is the actual origin of 
the political power of Agamemnon's family (Apollodorus 2 .4.5-1 2 ) .  
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Troy and the Oedipal Narrative Pattern : The 
Irrelevance of Kinship with Patriarchal Gods 

We have discussed earlier various major narrative patterns posited 
by Redfield, Thornton, and others for eliciting the "moral " to be de
rived from the Iliad. The most obvious traditional pattern in the Iliad 
is the one least named as such by classicists, bluntly invoked by a soci
ologist as "Oedipal Aggression Brings Disaster" (Sagan 1 979 :  24) .  Un
der the safer form of "wife stealing," however, the fundamental 
importance of this pattern has long been recognized (Lord 1 965 : 1 86) .  
In the broad form of a female object of desire fought over by two males 
marked as older and younger it is strikingly central : Agamemnon 
(younger) takes Khryseis from Khryses (older) ; Agamemnon (older) 
takes Bryseis from Achilles (younger) ; Paris (younger) takes Helen 
from Menelaos (older; cf. A. Parry 1 97 2 :  1 8) ;  Phoinix (younger) at his 
mother's instigation steals his father's mistress.44 In each case the seem
ingly clear patriarchal moral is driven home by the disastrous conse
quences, but, as Sagan has rightly perceived, the specifically political 
cast given the conflict of Achilles and Agamemnon expresses the poet's 
ambivalence about legitimate authority : "The social consequences of 
the world-view that certifies all authority as good are the preservation 
of aristocracy and kingship-the inhibition of democracy" ( 1 979:  39) .  
What I want to add is that, if the centrality of these patterns is further 
historicized to include the disastrous family dynamics of ancient Greek 
patriarchy, then we can perceive the profound link between Achilles' 
adoption of the Herakles paradigm to express his bitterness at the use
lessness of his inherited excellence and the broader issue of the justice 
of the Trojan War, the context against which the inherited excellence 
of Achilles is measured by the narrative of the wrath .  

Inherited excellence is ,  apart from the ambiguous implications of 
Helen's epithet eupatereia ("she of the goodly father") ,  exclusively a 
male ideology. As such it is vulnerable to all the anxieties about legit
imacy that characterize the transmission of private property from fa
thers to sons. As the Romans put it, mater certa, pater incertus. The 
sexual and social repression of women, whatever its other causes , is 
thus profoundly linked with both the ideology of inherited excellence 
and the institution of private property inherited through the male 

HWe might add that Meleager comes into conflict with his mother because he has 
killed his uncle, though Phoinix's persuasive version of the story suppresses the element 
that would explain Meleager's all too parallel indifference to the proffered gifts and the 
deeper basis for Achilles' adoption of the paradigm in a sense quite contrary to Phoinix's 
intentions. Because of his mother's curse, arising from her deeper attachment to the 
older male uncle, Meleager, like Achilles, knows that his own death is imminent and in
evitable. See Kakrides 1 949: 1 1-42 .  
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line. It is often noted that ruling-class women in Homer seem to be rel
atively less repressed socially than their counterparts in fifth- and 
fourth-century Athens (Arthur 1 973 ; Pomeroy 1 975 :  25-3 1 ) .  Yet the 
anxiety over legitimacy and the readiness to defend it with massive vi
olence are part of the very texture of the Iliad: "Let me no longer be 
called the father of Telemachos / If I don't . . .  " ( 2 . 260) , boasts Odys
seus as he threatens the helpless Thersites. 

In spite of this normative patriarchal ideology, the Iliad's ironic per
spective on kinship together with its representation of the ambiguous 
status of females under patriarchy-officially powerless yet constantly 
breaking apart the illusion of seamless male dominance-emerges as 
emblematic of the negation of the whole social order. The goddess 
Thetis, whose status as both goddess and reproductive female is re
peatedly represented as the source of Achilles' supreme excellence, is 
also, by virtue of her powerlessness to reject a literally degrading mar
riage to the mortal Peleus, perceived by Achilles himself as the ulti
mate source of his wretchedness. The hero still identifies with his 
human father in repudiating his father's marriage. So too the symbol
ism of Hera's ferocious,  irrational hatred, a function of her ultimate 
powerlessness in the face of her husband's sexual freedom, takes moral 
precedence over the official evidence of ajust war; and again, as in the 
case of the birth of Herakles, the implication of Zeus's weakness and 
stupidity (P. E. Slater 1 968) hardly jibes with a celebration of his justice 
(pace Lloyd-Jones 1 97 1 ) .  In the case of both Thetis and Hera the im
plicit misogyny of blaming them for the suffering of the respective he
roes is inseparable from an implicit indictment of the patriarchal male 
order and its ideology of inherited excellence . 

The traditional justification for the destruction of Troy is the con
flict between Paris and Menelaos over Helen, a female who is again 
presented as the source of all the suffering by virtue of her powerless
ness in the face of male sexual aggression and possessiveness. Homer 
tremendously complicates the relatively simple tale of wife stealing and 
revenge by his shift of emphasis from Paris to Hektor and from 
Menelaos to Agamemnon. One cannot say that Homer shifts focus 
away from Helen ; rather, the extraordinary richness of his portrayal of 
her tragic predicament undercuts any sense of her as a simple villain 
(Kakrides 1 97 1 :  25-67 ; Suzuki 1 989 :  29-43) .  Nonetheless, the full de
velopment of the unambiguously innocent Andromache, who is indel
ibly linked with her infant, Astyanax, gives a terrible immediacy to 
formulaic references to the wives and innocent children of the Trojans. 

At the same time, an emphasis on female irrationality is sustained in 
the major narrative explanations of the failure of justice in the Trojan 
War and contributes substantially to the broadly pessimistic tone of the 
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final situation. The possibility of a simple , just settlement of the m<tior 
conflict by a duel between Paris and Menelaos in Bk. 3 is subverted by 
one of the rare instances of a truly supernatural divine intervention. It 
has been frequently pointed out that normally in Homer what happens 
on the divine plane does not violate natural and human probabilities 
but gives them a transcendent importance (Willcock 1 970; see also 
Snell 1 960 : 29-30). But in the case of Paris's rescue by Aphrodite-the 
very embodiment of sexuality as irrationality-the poet goes out of his 
way to display its supernatural quality : 

The son of Atreus moved back and forth through the throng like a wild 
animal, 

If  somewhere he might catch sight of godlike Alexander. 
But none of the Trojans or glorious allies was able 
To point out Alexander then to Menelaos dear to Ares. 
For not out of love would they have hidden him, if any had seen him. 
For he was hateful to them all as black death. 

The failure of the truce at this point is attributed to the savage anger 
of Hera, whose implacable commitment to Troy's destruction inspires 
Zeus to exclaim: 

Strange creature ! What crimes so enormous have they committed against 
you, 

Priam and the sons of Priam, that you are so relentlessly eager 
To obliterate utterly the well-founded city of Ilion? 
If  you were to go to the gates and long walls and 
Eat raw Priam and the sons of Priam 
And the rest of the Trojans, then you might slake your anger. 

This nightmare vision of the utter ferocity of the all-devouring mother 
figure inspires not the righteous rebuke of a just Zeus but a blandly 
uxorious "Do as you like" (4.37) .  Indeed, Zeus and Hera strike a grim 
bargain that makes a pathetic mockery of human pieties : Hera can de
stroy Troy, Zeus's dearest city, and in return Zeus can destroy three of 
Hera's favorite cities whenever he chooses (4.48-54). This haunting 
image of divine malice and arbitrariness in the relations between cities 
is consistent with the image of human destiny in general that Achilles 
offers as a dour consolation to Priam : 

For this is the way the gods have spun destiny for pitiful mortals, 
To live in suffering, but they themselves are free of cares. 
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For there are two jars that lie on the threshold of Zeus, 
One of the evils he gives, the other of blessings. 
The man to whom Zeus the thunder-lover gives a mixture of gifts 
Sometimes meets with evil, at other times with good. 
But the man he gives pure ills he renders a thing of disgust, 
And base, ox-huge hunger drives him over the shining earth, 
He wanders about honored neither of men nor of gods. 

Neither Hera nor Aphrodite figures in this most sweeping meditation 
on the human condition, but there is here a revealing blur of the social 
hierarchy. The speech makes an initial sharp distinction between the 
utterly miserable and those who receive mixed blessings. The explicit 
focus of Achilles' interest is Peleus as a parallel to Priam; that is, only 
the ruling-class figures are the direct concern of his rhetorical conso
lation. Yet his earlier metaphoric evocations of the "dishonored vaga
bond" (9.644 ; 1 6.59) suggest his deeper personal affinity with the 
utterly wretched or with fallen heroes who, like Bellerophon, wander, 
devour their own hearts, and avoid the paths of men (cf. 6 .202) .45 

This generalizing pessimism that blurs the established social hierar
chy is of a piece with the ambivalent perspective in the poem toward 
the more cosmic hierarchy of divine and human. It is a cliche of Ho
meric scholarship to point to the numerous references to kinship be
tween gods and mortals, to the extreme courtesy of some of the 
exchanges between them and the great solicitude shown by some gods 
for some mortals, then to conclude that the poem envisions the heroic 
class as lesser nobility in an aristocracy of birth in which the gods are 
only the upper crust.46 There is unquestionable evidence in the poem 
for such an ideology, but the bitterness of so many scenes in which the 
gods figure and the sweeping absoluteness of the gulf between gods 
and mortals in Achilles' climactic pronouncement suggest that the so
cial relationship mirrored in them is rather that of slaves to masters 
than of slightly less privileged nobility to their more richly endowed 
cousins.47 It is possible, of course, and usual to perceive only optimistic 
and pessimistic sides of the same coin, that is, a single aristocratic ide-

45Adam Parry long ago pointed out to me the pattern of Achilles' deep association 
with wanderers. Beyond his choice of the atimetos metanastis as an image of his own alien
ation, his closest comrades, Phoinix (cf. 9.447-80) and Patroklos (cf. 23 .85-88), are both 
wanderers. Would that 1 could cite a published text containing the full wealth of this 
most promising of Homeric scholars' insights. 

460n kinship with divinity, see Nilsson 1 964: 1 46-79, esp. 1 58-59, and Guthrie 1 954: 
1 1 9.  On the courtesy of the gods, see Snell 1 960: 32 .  

471n Near Eastern traditions the slave status of  mortals vis-a-vis gods i s  taken for 
granted, and comparatists have noted the greater confidence and self-respect reflected 
in the Greek image of kinship with divinity. At the same time, recent studies have rightly 
emphasized the extensive impact of the ancient Near Eastern cultures on the Greeks; 
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ology that both takes great pride in the points of similarity between 
themselves and the gods and feels great bitterness at the points of dif
ference, chief of which is mortality itself. Yet there is something more 
suggestive of the bitterness of contemporary ethnic humor toward 
their haughty oppressors in, for example, Hephaistos' exclamation as 
he tries to calm the squabble between Zeus and Hera in Bk. 1 :  

Ah, surely these shall prove ruinous actions, quite intolerable, 
If indeed you two, for the sake of mortals, fight this way 
And drive wrangling among the gods. Nor shall there be any joy 
Of the goodly feast, since the inferior cause is triumphant. 

( 1 .573-76) 

The agonies of the mere mortals, with whom presumably the audience 
has good reason to associate itself, are here dismissed as a mere nui
sance at the dining table, like dogs fighting too noisily over scraps non
chalantly tossed them by their masters. 

This bitter undermining of the kinship linkage with divinity com
bined with the representation of women as both victims and the em
blem of all that is unjust in the cosmos gives voice to a protest, a 
negation of both the ideology of inherited excellence and the institu
tions of patriarchal property that sustain it. To be sure ,  it is only one 
voice among several in the poem; but it did not go unheard in the 
course of Greek history. 

The Poet and His Audience 

The tone of Hephaistos in the passage just discussed is remarkably 
close to that of the arrogant suitors in the Odyssey who complain about 
the beggar Odysseus ; and it is hard to explain in terms of the assump
tion of a univocal aristocratic bias on the part of the poet or, for that 
matter, his audience. The class status, class loyalty, and audience of the 
poet of the Iliad are matters on which the text of the poem gives us no 
clear evidence. The fact that Achilles alone of the heroes is seen sing
ing the "glorious deeds of men" (9. 1 89) may be taken as a mark of the 
poet's deep sense of association with his hero,48 but there is no basis for 
assuming either from what we can deduce from the Odyssey, from the 

e.g., Walcot 1 966, M .  L. West 1 97 1 b, and Murray 1 980: 80-99. On the general relations 
of gods to mortals, Lloyd-Jones perceptively comments (though not without an amusing 
bracketing of temporally nearer realities) , "they treat men as the nobles of an early stage 
of a rural society treat the peasants" ( 1 97 1 :  3-4, emphasis added) .  

4BE.g. ,  Whitman 1 958 :  1 93 ;  contra see M.  Edwards 1 987 : 2 20. As  noted earlier, this 
association is the central thesis of Martin's excellent book ( 1 989) . 
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scant evidence of the material culture of eighth-century Greece, or 
even from the questionable parallels of other societies in which heroic 
poetry has flourished that the poet was himself an aristocrat or that his 
audience was exclusively or even predominantly aristocratic.49 It is a 
legitimate assumption that the ruling ideas were predominantly the 
ideas of the ruling class but I suggest here what can more clearly be 
demonstrated in the Odyssey-that the position of the poet toward that 
hegemonic ideology is ambivalent at best. 50 Both the tradition in which 
he works and presumably those able to pay him best bask in that ide
ology, but his own social status and very probably that of the majority 
of his audience in a period marked by severe changes incline him to 
profound skepticism if not open hostility toward it. 

This hypothesis, and it can remain nothing more than that, offers 
one possible account of some of the ideological ambiguities we have al
ready observed in the text. The poem validates the concept of kinship 
with divinity to the extent that the supreme hero's excellence is con
sistently associated with his birth from a goddess. Yet we have also seen 
a withering irony directed at the more mechanical implications of this 
tenet, a pervasive pressure to present claims of inherited excellence as 
valid only when demonstrated through risk taking and actual success 
on the field and in the trials of community deliberations. This vision of 
a meritocracy carries with it a bitter negation of the irreversible trend 
toward plutocracy represented by Agamemnon, who reflects the role 
of inheritance to consolidate power and wealth without any necessary 
supremacy in ability or moral stature. Correspondingly, we have noted 
an ironic distance, emerging in a grim focus on female powerlessness , 
bitterness, and wrath, in representing the ideological optimism that 
considers the patriarchal gods essentially kindred allies. This distance 
only reinforces the tragic vision of the gods as irresponsible overlords 
of their human slaves. 

491 find odd Edwards's assumption that "a king could hardly control the techniques of 
oral composition" ( 1 987 :  2 20) ;  cf. Bowra 1 964a : 4 1 0-26, esp. 4 1 7 , apropos of Achilles. 
The evidence of the Odyssey for the status and social role of poets is examined in Chapter 
two. For the material poverty of eighth-century Greece, see note 1 7  above. For other 
societies, see Bowra 1 964a: chap. 1 1 . Bowra assumes that close ties between bard and 
aristocracy were the norm in the past, but he also notes that "nowadays most bards be
long to the people and practice their art among them. With such it is not always easy to 
distinguish between amateurs and professionals" (4 1 7) .  Finnegan ( 1 977 :  chap. 6) begins 
her discussion by a general rejection of generalizations about the oral poet's relation to 
society, but those she discusses are all of relatively humble origins. The reader must de
cide whether eighth-century Greece was more like the societies described by Finnegan or 
the European aristocracies assumed as the natural home of oral poetry by Bowra. 

5°For a valuable qualification of the too-ready assumption that all early Greek poetry 
simply reflects aristocratic values, see Donlan 1 973 :  1 45-54. Donlan, however, as noted 
earlier, is ambivalent, not to say hostile, toward the very notion of class conflict-even in 
the cultural sphere (see Donlan 1 980: 1 89 n. 7) .  
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These ambiguities have been arrayed throughout the poem in such 
a way as to suggest neither separable historical layers, different poets, 
nor mindless equivocation in a single poet trying to please everyone ; 
rather, the extraordinary power of the poem derives in no small mea
sure from the poet's capacity to present the loose polarities available 
within a flexible tradition in such a way as to confront irreconcilable,  
therefore tragic , contradictions-to articulate in the language of Achil
les a negation that precludes any comfortable reintegration of the sta
tus quo. Yet that very negation is the vehicle for projecting a utopian 
vision of a just community of truly excellent men who exercise their 
innate capacities, not for rewards from someone higher up, but as the 
affirmation of the inherent communal focus of their arete. Their very 
dependence on communal validation makes them highly sensitive to 
the social identities of those less powerful .  It is not a vision we can sim
ply appropriate directly for our own time, but as a point of departure 
in a long historical trajectory it has its own deep power. 



2 

Ambivalence and Identity 

in the Odyssey 

How does it feel 
How does it feel 
To be on your own 
With no direction home 
Like a complete unknown 
Like a rolling stone? 

-Bob Dylan 

There are various levels on which one may seek to histori
cize a text. The most obvious is a kind of historical contextualization in 
which one attempts to situate the text in a set of plausibly recon
structed circumstances felt to belong with the text. But at another level 
one has to confront the question of how-in what sorts of ways-these 
circumstances might be in the text. Furthermore, one needs to con
front the identity of the text as itself a historical fact, as an independent 
material existence offering its own contribution to our grasp of a his
torical moment. Finally, one needs to attempt at least to historicize the 
process by which the text can be appropriated-both in its own mo
ment and in ours (jameson I g8 1 :  g-I O) .  

I n  considering the Odyssey,  a text which over the centuries has 
seemed one of the easiest-perhaps the easiest-text of classical antiq
uity to assimilate, the attempt to historicize may strike many readers as 
superfluous. Many of us first encountered this text in seventh or eighth 
grade and may well have had it assigned in two or three different col
lege courses-so marvelously adaptable has its hero proven.  The very 
term "hero" for the protagonist of the Odyssey lends itself to an easy 
slippage from the designation of a historically specific ruling-class fig
ure to a generalized archetype of Everyman writ larger than life. It 
seems pedantic perhaps to insist on his historical specificity. But we pay 
a real price for the habit of appropriation that lets us forget history and 
the specificity of class conflict. As Fredric Jameson has said, "history is 
what hurts," and "we may be sure that its alienating necessities will not 
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forget us, however much we might prefer to ignore them" ( 1 98 1 :  1 02 ) .  
In the following pages I attempt a brief contextualization, then ex

amine those putatively innovative elements in the structuring of the 
presumably traditional narrative which give us some access to the Od
yssey poet's particular response to his own historical moment. I then 
proceed to a more general examination of the various components in 
the hero's constantly discussed identity, attempting here again to dem
onstrate their meaning as a historically specific set of responses to con
crete situations. Although I argue that ideas about inherited excellence 
play an explicit and significant role in the politics of the poem, that 
ideological theme constitutes only one element in a configuration. Dis
covering the implicit content of what is inherited entails exploring Ho
meric notions of heroism, sexual politics, and the nature/culture 
dichotomy. Moreover, the politics of how this ideological message is con
veyed leads us to the self-reflexivity of the poetic text and the episte
mological revolution associated with literacy. Only on the far side of 
such an examination can we even begin to explore the relevance of the 
Odyssey to our own circumstances and identities. 

Relation to the Iliad, Hesiod, and History 

The grounds for dating the Odyssey later than the Iliad range from a 
naive feeling that a narrative that takes for granted events narrated in 
the Iliad must come after the Iliad to elaborate, conflict-laden linguis
tic, metrical, archaeological, and sociological evidence. 1 A painstaking 
survey of all "the pieces of evidence" by a cautious and learned Ho
meric scholar led him to conclude that "they are completely inade
quate for any precise conclusion" (Kirk 1 96 2 :  2 87) .  Ingeniously precise 
arguments leading to hard dates tend to melt into sticky messes in the 
heat of controversy. Menelaos' reference to the island of Pharos being 
a day's sail from Egypt (Od. 4,354-57) ,  for example, led one scholar to 
place the poem firmly between 650 B . C . ,  when Herodotus said lonians 
first came to Egypt, and 6 1 0  B . C . ,  when the founding of Naucratis im
plied the knowledge that Pharos was only a little way offshore (Carpen
ter 1 96 2 :  92-1 00) . But other scholars (J. H. Finley 1 978 :  62-63 , with 

'There is a subtler debate about whether the absence of incidents from the Iliad in the 
Odyssey proves ignorance on the part of the Odyssey poet or an informed, calculated re
sponse. Page ( 1 966: 1 58) has argued for ignorance; Nagy, while insisting that it is an 
error to assume one "text" refers to another "text" ( 1 979: 42) ,  argues that one "tradition" 
may "refer to other traditions of composition" ( 1 979: 43) and in fact elaborates a very 
subtle pattern of such references. A. T. Edwards argues that the "Odyssey assumes a com
petitive stance towards the Iliad" ( 1 985:  1 1 ) ,  and Pucci that "the Odyssey'S pretense of ig
noring the Iliad-and vice versa-bespeaks a decidedly polemic, controversial 
relationship" ( 1 987 :  1 8) .  
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his references) have pointed to the fact that the Mycenaeans had reg
ular commerce with Egypt from the sixteenth century B.C.  There is no 
inherently greater probability that Menelaos' words reflect the imme
diate confusion of late seventh-century travelers rather than a dis
torted traditional memory. On the contrary, the weight of admittedly 
inadequate probabilities puts the Iliad, Odyssey, and Hesiod roughly in 
the period between 750 B.C . ,  the earliest likely date for the introduc
tion of writing into Greece (Havelock 1 982 : 1 5 , 34 n. 22 ) ,  and 700 B.C .  

A distinguished partisan of Hesiod has renewed arguments for He
siod's priority over the Homeric poems (M. L. West 1 966 : 46-48).  But 
here again apparently hard conclusions slip through one's fingers. 
Though I subscribe to

'
the near consensus (e.g . ,  Lesky 1 967 : 7) that the 

Iliad is at least a generation older than the Odyssey and that the Odyssey 
and Hesiodic poems are roughly contemporary, I am painfully aware 
of the tentativeness of such dating.2 Though certainty is unachievable, 
the more precisely one can fix that moment and grasp its particular 
configuration of social, economic, and political realities, the better. 

In the Iliad the transition from a meritocracy to a plutocracy, from 
inherited demonstrable excellence to inherited wealth and status, 
emerges as the central contradiction within ruling-class ideology. I 
have tentatively suggested that the ambiguous class status of the poet 
in a period of fundamental social transformation may have heightened 
his critical distance from the assumptions of the ruling element in his 
own time. Since on such issues the mute stones of archaeology either 
remain mute or speak with forked tongues, it is all but impossible to 
confirm this analysis outside the poem.3 But with the voice of Hesiod 
and scattered later historical traditions, the relation of the world in the 
Odyssey to the world that produced and received it comes into some
what clearer focus. 

The most significant political phenomenon of the period is the dis
placement of the institution of monarchy by oligarchy, collectively ex
ercised control by the heads of large estates. By monarchy, I do not 
mean the Mycenaean wanax exercising sweeping authority over an ex-

'On the priority of the Iliad, see e.g., M.  I .  Finley 1 978:  3 1 ;  see Lesky 1 967:  7 for a 
wide range of earlier opinions. Janko argues on the basis of the notoriously slippery ev
idence about the Lelantine war and some parallels between Hesiod and Semonides that 
"Hesiod was roughly contemporary with Archilochus." He also notes that "the coinci
dence of his active life with the period of decisive Oriental influence on Greek vase
painting surely helps to explain the undoubted Near Eastern elements in his thought" 
( 1 982 :  94-98). 

�Cf. Vermeule: "Homer has been rejected as evidence, with a pang. He is every Myce
naean scholar's passion . . . .  We are tempted to use whatever corresponds to our exca
vated knowledge or imagined re-creations. . . . It seems more honest, even refreshing, 
not to invoke Homer either as decoration or instruction" ( 1 97 2 :  xi). But Vermeule is pri
marily concerned with the Bronze Age. For the eighth century, see Snodgrass 1 97 1 :  43 1 
and Thornton's use of Snodgrass ( 1 984: 1 44-47). 
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tensive area and administering his realm through a highly complex bu
reaucracy (Ventris and Chadwick 1 973 :  1 20), but rather a basileus, 
ruler of a relatively modest area including an urban aggregate who 
ruled through his personal prestige,  wealth ,  and prowess in war.4 His 
immediate circle consisted of the heads of the large estates, who acted 
as advisers in peace and as officers in war. But the primary vehicle by 
which he carried on public business was an open, proto-democratic as
sembly of the adult male population. In this arena he regularly settled 
private disputes as well , presumably relying in large measure on his 
ability to cite apt precedents (themistes) (Havelock 1 963 : 1 07-1 1 1 ) .  

The later tradition preserves a few names, such as  Hektor of  Khios 
and Agamemnon of Kyme (Wade-Gery 1 95 2 :  6-8 ; Thomas 1 966: 
404) , recalls an early Ionian league (Roebuck 1 955 :  26-40) made up of 
kings, and occasionally yields distorted but suggestive echoes of the 
process by which these kings were displaced. Athenaeus, for example, 
quotes an intriguing account by a local historian, Hippias of Erythrae, 
of the attempt to end kingship there.5 King Knopos is murdered at 
sea by his "flatterers ," who "wanted to destroy his monarchy in order 
to establish an oligarchy." Aided by "tyrants" at Khios, they seize the 
town and kill partisans of the king. (The plural "tyrants" is significant, 
indicating another oligarchy of usurpers rather than the generally 
anti-oligarchic seventh- and sixth-century individual usurpers.)6 The 
conspirators proceed to run the city's affairs and try cases entirely at 
their own whim, even excluding townspeople (demotai) from the city. The 
account especially stresses their elegant clothing, elaborate coiffures, 
and humiliating treatment of the citizens-particularly the compelling 
of daughters , wives, and sons to participate in "common gatherings," 
presumably banquets. These abuses continue until the murdered king's 
brother, to whom the populace immediately rallies, defeats the tyrants 
and wreaks horrible revenge-including the torture of the oligarchs' 
partisans, wives, and children. A modern historian of early Ionia sug
gests that these events should be set at about 700 B . C .  (Huxley 1 966: 
48). Particularly noteworthy are the clear preference of the demos for 
monarchy, the rhetorically embellished indictment of the oligarchs' life
style, and the ferocity of the revenge, which, given the popular support 
of the avenger, must be viewed as representing more than personal whim. 

4See Thomas 1 966: 405 and 1 978 :  1 90-94. Among the other seemingly endless dis
cussions on Homeric kingship, see Andreev 1 979:36 1-84, Donlan 1 979, Deger 1 970, 
and Starr 1 986: 2 1-23. I consider Drews 1 983 quite useless ; see Donlan's review ( 1 984 : 
20 1-2) .  

5Deipnosophistai 6.258-59, summarized by Huxley ( 1 966: 48) .  My quotations follow the 
translation by Gulick (Athenaeus 1 927) .  

&rhe use of turannous at 25ge l O  to designate the same people earlier described as in
tending to set up an oligarchia (259a5) confirms this interpretation. On the term "tyrant" 
and the phenomenon, see Andrewes 1 956: 20-30 and Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  279-83. 
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The range of Hesiod's attitudes toward kingship and the fluctua
tions in his use of the term basileus accord well with a period of tran
sition in which true kings are still known but wealthy landowners, 
perceived as a group ,  hold absolute power in many areas. In the Theog
ony Hesiod speaks with approval of basilees (80, generalizing plural) 
blessed at birth by the Muses who settle disputes in the assembly, and 
when such a man (8 1-87, all singular forms) goes through the assem
bly he is treated "as a god" (80-92 , cf. also 434). A major theme of the 
Theogony is the rise of Zeus to become sole basileus of the gods. Though 
Zeus's cleverness and political skill (Brown 1 953 :  1 9-25 ;  Detienne and 
Vernant 1 978 :  chap. 3) in winning essential support is stressed in the 
poem (e.g . ,  390-403, 50 1-6, 624-27)  and he assumes the supreme po
sition at the urging of the other gods (833),  his preeminence is clearly 
based on his absolute superiority in military prowess (e.g. , 686-7 1 2 , 
838-68) . 

It is hard not to perceive a sharp contrast between Hesiod's ideali
zation of monarchy in the Theogony and his bitter denunciation of the 
"gift-gobbling basilees" in the Erga. Hesiod's use of the plural to desig
nate specifically those who yielded to the blandishments of his brother 
and settled the inheritance dispute in Perses' favor seems to indicate 
that he does not mean monarch but oligarchs, powerful landowners 
who control the settling of private disputes and put on airs by affecting 
the name basilees but function in concert.' It is in fact difficult to say 
positively whether the repeated plural use of basileus in the poet's bitter 
fable of the hawk and the nightingale (202-1 2 )  or in his sermon on dike 
(248-6 1 )  represents simply generalizing plurals directed at a panhel
lenic audience of all figures in authority, monarchs and oligarchs, or 
specifically refers to the oppressors of his particular little corner of 
Boeotia. Certainly the differences in his use of the term cannot be ex
plained away by purely biographical reference to his early association 
with the sons of King Amphidamas (Er. 654) and his subsequent ill 
treatment at the hands of Boeotian basilees (M.  L. West 1 966: 44-46). 
The golden age in the myth of the five ages implies both supreme 
kingship in heaven (Er. I l l ) and a positive, essentially idealized view 
(Vernant 1 969: 2 7-29) of human kingship (Er. 1 26) .  

Hesiod, for all  his bitterness against the local basilees, gives no hint of 
their lifestyle. But the allusion to funeral games for which there was 
sufficient advance notice to permit a poet from Ascra to compete in 
Euboea may be significant. The use of games to commemorate the 

7West 1 978 on line 38 speaks of the "noble judiciary" and cites Diodorus 4 .29.4 for the 
information that "the rulers of Thespiae were descended from seven dimoukhoi [ i .e. ,  
"holders of the demos"] who were sons of Herakles and of daughters of Thespius." 
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dead may be very old, but the organization of regional or even pan
hellenic competitions seems to be a new feature of eighth-century 
Greece. Indeed, the first reasonably accurate date in Greek history is 
the beginning of the Olympic games in 776 B .C .8 This phenomenon 
has plausibly been associated with a felt need of the aristocratic class , 
newly emerging from their subordination to monarchs, for self
advertisement (Starr 1 96 1 :  309) . The less their status depended on 
demonstrated prowess in battle, the greater their commitment to dis
plays of their general physical and economic superiority as a class.9 
To be sure , Amphidamas is said to have died fighting in the Lelantine 
war (M.  L. West 1 966: 45) ,  but war looms relatively small among the 
calamities that haunt Hesiod's imagination. Inheritance of property is 
threatened only by one's own basilees, not by a raiding basileus from an
other demos. Conversely, in his most idealized compliments to kings, 
Hesiod never mentions a role as military protector; that role is, for 
him, a mythic role associated with earlier ages (Vernant 1 969 : 1 9-47) .  

Hesiod's poetic achievement may be viewed in the light of another 
phenomenon that reflects the self-consciousness of this emergent ar
istocracy. The Theogony organizes the entire cosmos into a vast, sharply 
hierarchical family dominated by Zeus and his offspring. The Eoiai and 
Megalai Eoiai, which survive only in fragments, set forth systematically 
the lines of birth connecting the rulers of the cosmos with the rulers of 
Greece. Probably toward the end of the eighth century, oligarchs began 
more and more self-consciously to stress birth as a decisive determi
nant of social status. 10 Organizationally, this was reflected in the great 
social pyramids called phratries-subsequently, in Athens at least, 
where we have data, the primary means of fixing the individual's social 
and political identity. I I  Ideologically, a new emphasis on genealogy was 
combined with an ever-escalating claim that individual physical and 
moral excellence was a reflection of noble birth, which is itself pre-

Brhis date has of course been challenged; see Bickerman 1 968: 75 and Starr 1 96 1 :  64 
n· 4 ·  

!!There is a striking parallel in the growth of jousting during the fourteenth century. 
As Tuchman puts it, "tournaments proliferated as the noble's primary occupation [war] 
dwindled" ( 1 978 :  65). 

l('See Snodgrass 1 97 1 :429-36. Again there is a striking parallel in the Christian Mid
dle Ages; see M. Bloch 1 964 : esp. chap. xxiv and Duby 1 98 2 :  294-96. 

1 1  See Andrewes 1 96 1 :  1 29-40, qualified significantly by Donlan ( 1 985 :  293-308). Snod
grass ( 1 980: 25-28) acknowledges the "thoroughness and ingenuity" of the French schol
ars (Rousell 1 976 and Bourriot 1 976) on whom an approach like Donlan's depends, but 
he cannot accept their conclusions. He finds it "comforting . . .  that some form of tribal 
state seems detectable in the Homeric poems" (27) .  To me the most plausible reconstruc
tion involves much-decayed, old tribal structures being resuscitated and redirected in the 
eighth century to the needs of a newly self-conscious ruling class. Donlan is certainly 
right in stressing the functional absence of extended kinship structures in most of the 
Homeric text. 
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sented as the natural basis of political power. Throughout Hesiod's 
fragments, the union of a woman who is herself ariste or perikallea with 
a divinity produces basilees (e.g. , 1 .3 ,  1 29 .8-10,  1 44, 1 65 .8) .  

In the Erga Hesiod offers a vivid picture of the economic and social 
situation of those not blessed with noble birth, the peasant farmers in 
Boeotia, and a significant glimpse of at least one indigent Ionian, his 
own father, who emigrated to Ascra some fifty years earlier "fleeing 
wretched poverty" (633-40) . What we glean from Solon (French 1 964 : 
1 0-26) a century later suggests that the situation Hesiod describes was 
not confined to Boeotia (Will 1 957 :  5-50; Detienne 1 963) .  The great 
driving fear is starvation. 1 2 The dreadful dangers of seafaring must be 
weighed against the constant insecurity of farming; to survive, a peas
ant may have to do both (6 1 8-94) .  One's neighbors may help the un
successful peasant once or twice, but the third time his begging will be 
in vain (394-403) .  Hesiod ironically lumps together the competition 
between beggars and that between poets (26) .  For him personally, the 
staff of the Muses may have contributed to escape from a human iden
tity reduced to "wretched objects of shame, mere bellies" (Th. 26) ; yet 
for the rest of the Greek peasantry his essential solution is hard work, 
thrift, sexual repression, and honest dealing. His own case suggests , 
however, that virtue is no protection against the depredations of the 
gift-gobbling basilees, who, as Hesiod has already indicated, have com
plete control of the juridical procedures and are quick to manipulate 
them for their own gain. The options open to those who lose their land 
are bleak indeed: futile begging with its concomitant burden of humil
iation and verbal abuse (Er. 3 1 1-1 9, 7 1 7-1 8) or hard labor as a hired 
hand (this) for a few chunks of bread in the peak season (44 1-47) and 
the sure prospect of being turned out once the crop is safely in (602) .  

Innovations in the Narrative Structure 
of the Odyssey 

Let us now look at the Odyssey. In examining the Iliad's relation to 
traditional language, themes, and story patterns, I focused primarily 
on the confrontation of ambiguities as the major vehicle by which the 
final poet stands apart from and transcends the tradition. In the case 
of the Odyssey, the unique perspective of a specific bard in a moment of 

"The references in the Erga to inadequate livelihood and starvation are sufficiently 
numerous to qualify the frequent assumption that Hesiod's only audience are "reason
ably well-to-do freehold farmers" (Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  2 78). These motifs are in fact a fun
damental theme of the poem: lines 3 1 ,  230, 242-43, 298-302 ,  363, 404, 480-82 ,  496-
97, 647 , 686. 
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history is clearest in significant expansions or contractions of tradi
tional story patterns and motifs and in the general structural weight 
given to various traditional elements. Most discussions of the structure 
of the Odyssey note the extraordinary narrative space devoted to 
Telemachos and the even longer period of narrative time expended on 
Odysseus' role as a beggar. 1 3 What appears to be the most traditional 
material about Odysseus, the tales of his wanderings, is given relatively 
short shrift. Moreover, readers have often been struck by the extent to 
which the poet of the Odyssey manages to fit poets and discussions of 
poets into his narrative (e.g. , Redfield 1 97 3 :  1 46-54 ; Pucci 1 987) .  I 
hope to demonstrate that these artistic choices reflect in a significant 
degree the poet's capacity to construct an artistic and ideological re
sponse to political conflicts, social upheaval , and economic distress in 
his own time. 1 4 Accordingly, I return to the wanderings only after dis
cussing the Ithakan narrative. 

The Suitors as Oligarchs 

Some years ago, a scholar primarily concerned with demonstrating 
the artistic achievements of the final poet of the Odyssey argued con
vincingly that the poet has given the traditionally faceless suitors of the 
absent hero's wife far greater individuality and interest by casting them 
as young oligarchs, a type that would be familiar to his audience (Whit
man 1 958 :  306-8) . 1 5 Let me briefly review the evidence in the text. 
Despite the obvious preeminence of Antinoos and Eurymachos, the 
suitors function regularly as a group, unlike the highly individualized 
heroes of the Iliad. Indeed, the only hint of conflict among them is pro
voked by the "beggar"-Odysseus himself (e.g. , 1 7 .48 1-87,  1 8 ' 399-
404). When, prompted by Athena, Telemachos summons an assembly 
of all the people of Ithaka, old Aigyptios remarks on the total lack of 
assemblies during the twenty-year absence of Odysseus ( 2 . 26-27) and 
expresses enthusiasm for their revival ( 2 . 3 3-34) . In the course of the 

' 3See, e.g. ,  Woodhouse 1 969 ( 1 930), J. A. Scott 1 93 1 :  97-1 24,  Calhoun 1 943b: 1 53-
63, Page 1 966 ( 1 955) :  esp. 52-53 , Delebecque 1 958, Clarke 1 967 :  esp. 30-45, 65-66, 
Thornton 1 970: chap. I, Lord 1 965:  chap. 8 ,  and Heubeck et al. 1 988:  1 3-1 9, with abun
dant references to German discussions of the structure of the narrative. It is notable that, 
although Heubeck offers a vigorous defense of the Telemachy and finds the adventures 
inherently alien to the world of epic, he is virtually silent about the whole second half of 
the poem, noting only the happy ending and the implicit moral affirmation. 

' 4Even J. H. Finley, a militant proponent of a dehistoricized human condition as the 
central focus of the poem ( 1 978:  1 64) ,  notes apropos of the prominent travel motif that 
"the nascent age of colonization attests a poverty that soon drove Greek settlers east and 
west, from the Black Sea to Sicily and beyond" (2 1 2) .  

' 5Whitman finds the artistic gain in vividness and realism mitigated by an alleged ar
tistic failure in the violence of the final slaughter. 
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assembly, when a seer speaks in favor of Telemachos, he is threatened 
with a stiff fine to be imposed by the suitors ( 2 . 1 92-93) ; and when 
Mentor berates the demos, who are "many" <polloi) , for tolerating the 
suitors, who are "few" <pauroi, 2 . 240-4 1 ) , he is denounced by a suitor as 
mad for stirring them up. 

This first, tentative opposition of the many and the few in Greek lit
erature is met by a decisive shift to the relative numerical superiority of 
the few to the one king: if Odysseus should return and attempt to drive 
the many suitors from his hearth, he would only lose his life ( 2 . 246-
5 1 ) .  With this argument the suitor calls for the immediate dissolution 
of the assembly. The hostility of the suitors to assemblies, characterized 
in the Iliad as "bringing honor to men" (kudianeira, 1 .490) , is again dis
played in Bk. 1 6 . 1 6 After their abortive attempt on the life of the king's 
son, they gather in the agora but allow no one else to attend ( 1 6.36 1-
62). Their greatest fear is that Telemachos will now stir up the people,  
who might drive them from their lands ( 1 6 .376-82) .  That this is no 
idle fear is made clear by Penelope's later pointed reminder of a past 
occasion when Odysseus' intervention alone saved Antinoos' father 
from the people's wrath ( 1 6.424-30). 

The suitors' status as aristoi and basilees in the islands ( 1 . 245,  394) 
seems to be due solely to the fact that they are the sons of the local 
aristoi, as Telemachos points out in the assembly (2 .5 1 ) .  Allusions to 
personal achievements by any of the suitors in war or through travel 
are conspicuous by their absence. At the same time, the poet focuses 
relentlessly on their extravagant lifestyle,  a daily routine consisting of a 
bit of sport (4 .626,  1 7 . 1 68) and a great deal of feasting and dancing. 
For some at least, the day ends in sexual enjoyment of the serving 
women (20.7) .  Though there is no particular emphasis on the suitors' 
own clothing, there is a suggestive indication of exceptional elegance in 
the clothing and coiffure of their personal servants. 1 7 When Odysseus, 
disguised as a beggar, informs Eumaios of his intention to beg for a liv
ing from the suitors and do "all such work as inferiors do in the service 

. 6It is difficult to find specific evidence for a distinction between the frequency of as
semblies under a monarch and under oligarchs. Many historians assume with Andrewes 
( 1 967 :  42 )  that the difference between the Iliad and the Odyssey with respect to assemblies 
is simply a function of the difference between peace and war. The simile at Od. 1 2 -439-
40 seems to assume at least some juridical activity as a normal or even daily activity in the 
agora. Discussions of known functioning aristocracies in the Archaic period usually stress 
the dominant role of the council of the heads of leading families (often a gerousia, a coun
cil of elders) and the extreme rarity of general assemblies ; see Burn 1 960: 25 and Hi
gnett 1 958 :  79. 

' 70ne fault of Strasburger's otherwise valuable article ( 1 953 :  97-1 1 4) is his failure to 
consider the lifestyle of the suitors or the Phaiakians relevant to a sociological examina
tion of the Homeric world. M. I. Finley ( 1 978:  1 34) also views the lifestyle of the suitors 
as simply a function of the plot. 
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of their betters" ( 1 5 .3 24) ,  the kind-hearted swineherd is frightened for 
his guest's survival and tries to dissuade him : 

You see, not at all like you are the attendants of those men. 
On the contrary, they are young, well-dressed in cloaks and tunics ; 
Their hair is always well-oiled and their faces are handsome. 

( 1 5 .330-32) 

Parallels have been noted between these easy-living suitors and the 
young men of the ruling class in Phaiakia (Lang 1 969 : 1 62-68; Vidal
Naquet 1 97ob: 1 296 and n. 2 ) .  The celebration there of a "heroic 
glory" (kleos) derived exclusively from sports (8. 1 47-48) ,  the self
conscious class character of their snobbery against people in trade 
(8. 1 59-64) ,  and the general emphasis on a daily routine devoted to 
feasting, dancing, sports, and sex (e .g. , 8 . 244-49) all throw further 
light on the contemporary element in the poet's portrait of the suitors. 
Their lifestyle is not simply a peculiar function of their anomalous suit 
of Penelope ; like the Phaiakians, this is really all they know how to do. 
I imagine that the poet's own audience knew the type all too well. 

The precise goals of the suitors in relation to Penelope are curiously 
difficult to find. They all seem to be sincerely attracted to her sexually 
(e .g . ,  1 .365-66, 1 8 . 2 1 2-1 3) ,  but it is not at all clear that they perceive 
marriage to her as leading to the establishment of a new king with the 
same status as Odysseus. On two occasions, they state that they intend 
to divide up the royal wealth among themselves-the only "heroic" 
property they ever contemplate "winning"-and then turn over the 
rest of the household to whoever marries Penelope (2 .335-36, 1 6 .384-
86). Certainly any attempt on their part to speak as the voice of the 
community, a community that might well have its grievances against 
Odysseus, is conspicuous by its absence. On the contrary, they seem dis
tinctly afraid of a negative judgment from the community arising from 
their pillage of the king's property. It looks suspiciously as if they in
tend to break up the concentration of wealth which, as Odysseus states 
with almost embarrassing bluntness , is a fundamental component of 
successful kingship ( 1 1 .356-6 1 ;  cf. 1 4 .96-108,  1 7 . 265-68). In neither 
their language nor his is there any hint of the property of the king as 
in some sense a gift of the community in return for services performed 
or anticipated. IS Both they and he see his property as purely private 
and subject to outright theft. 

1 8Alkinoos has a temenos (6. 293),  Aphrodite has one on Paphos (8.363), and the dung 
on which Argos dies is intended by his servant for the great temmos of Odysseus ( 1 7 . 299). 
These are the only references in the Odyssey to a temenos; in none of these instances is 
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Here again ,  as in so many more obviously psychoanalytic contexts , 
Freud's concept of overdetermination is useful. None of the evidence 
cited for the oligarchic character of the suitors or the Phaiakians con
flicts with purely artistic goals of telling an effective tale in which fan
tasy plays a significant role. But precisely when the artist seeks raw 
material for a fantasy which is effective for his particular audience, he 
is most imbedded in the social , political, and economic realities of his 
own time. To take an example from our society, a moment's meditation 
on the decisive and ambiguous role of technocrats in the conflicts of 
advanced monopoly capitalism suggests the immediate source of so 
many heroes and villains in contemporary science fiction. 1 9 In the Od
yssey, then, it is not a question of deciding whether the "human condi
tion" or "social comment on the behavior of rich to poor" is the "main 
burden of the poem" (J. H. Finley 1 978 :  1 64) .  In any particular his
torical moment, the human condition cannot be explored apart from 
such mundane realities to which it is inextricably bound. Thus, al
though it is superfluous to debate the poet's intentions, it is, I believe , 
legitimate to note the wealth of detail with which this particular poet 
evokes the contemporary reality of oligarchy. 

Inherited Monarchy under Siege and the Theme of Education 

The plot of the Odyssey explicitly juxtaposes inherited monarchy to 
collective domination by the sons of the rich landowners. The terms on 
which kingship can be inherited constitute a major concern of the 
poem; and the remarkably large narrative space devoted to the edu
cation of Telemachos seems to me to be dictated by the poet's sense of 
the actual fragility of the institution of kingship. On the one hand, the 
poet is aware of the view that "few sons prove to be the equal of their 
fathers ; most are worse, while a few are in fact better" ( 2 . 276-77) .  This 
dour and backward-looking sentiment scarcely suggests the confidence 
of a class whose claim to status is based first and foremost on the as
sumption that excellence is inherited as a matter of course. Telema
chos' wish that he had been born "the son of a rich man (makar) whom 
old age had overtaken in the midst of his possessions" ( 1 . 2 1 7-1 8) is 
perfectly appropriate to the specific tragedy of not knowing his own 

there a hint of the emphasis noted in the Iliad on the temenos as the gift of the community. 
Here Redfield's invocation ( 1 983 :  23 1 )  of such ideas in connection with the Odyssey seems 
to me off the mark. 

' 9See Gorz 1 968:  1 20-25 for the role of technocracy. On its centrality to the emer
gence of science fiction, see the early attempt at defining the genre by Asimov ( 1 953 :  
1 67 ) :  "Technological advance, rapid with respect to  the passing of  the generations, i s  a 
new factor in human history . . .  and science fiction is the literary response to that new 
factor." See also Amis 1 960: 1 8. 
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father's fate and may be paralleled by Achilles' allusion to his own fa
ther's wealth (9.400) . But that parallel-at the moment when the most 
heroic of Greek heroes contemplates abandoning the life of systematic 
risk-taking-suggests that Telemachos' wish, situated in the context of 
the lifestyle of the suitors and Phaiakians, may reflect the passing of a 
vocation for heroic kingship as such. The political vacuum in Ithaka, 
caused by the absence of the father, the physical infirmity of the grand
father, and the incapacitating youth of the son indicates dramatically 
that the king must indeed rule by might. To this extent there is a clear 
parallel to the consistent hostility in the Iliad to automatic status and a 
corresponding emphasis on demonstrable excellence in a context of 
absolute risk. On the other hand, the books devoted to Telemachos 
stress emphatically and repeatedly the rightness of inherited monarchy 
with remarkable self-consciousness. 

The issue of kingship is first raised by a suitor, who grudgingly ac
knowledges that it is something Telemachos has derived from his fa
ther by birth (geneei patroion , 1 .387) .  Telemachos' tactful reply that 
"there are many other basilees of the Achaeans in sea-grit Ithaka" 
( 1 .394-95) is a fundamental gloss on the ambiguity of the term basileus 
in the world of the Odyssey.  There is not even a clear terminology to 
distinguish between a true king and a rich , would-be oligarch. Inheri
tance alone was obviously not adequate to guarantee the distinction. 

Nonetheless, the poet never misses an opportunity to stress the 
theme of continuity of royal status from generation to generation. 
When Telemachos goes to the assembly, he sits in his father's seat and 
even the older men yield place to him (2 . 1 4) .  Just so at Pylos, Nestor 
sits before his palace on polished white stones where his father Neleus 
used to sit (3 .405-9). The poet even pauses a moment to remind us of 
the continuity of royal power: 

But he [Neleus] had already been overcome by his fate and gone to Hades ; 
Then Nestor in turn sat there, the Gerenian, warder of the Achaeans, 
Holding the scepter. 

At Ithaka ( 1 . 298-300) , at Pylos (3 . 1 93-200, 248-75),  at Sparta (4.9 1-
92 , 5 1 7-47) ,  and even on Olympos ( 1 .35-47) ,  the poet focuses relent
lessly on the criminal usurpation of power by Aigisthos and his well
deserved punishment by the rightful heir to kingly status, always 
explicitly or implicitly paralleled to the suitors as Ithaka. Indeed, the 
much-discussed moral vision of the Odyssey is almost exclusively in the 
service of legitimately inherited monarchy. Telemachos' fitness to 
inherit his father's status is insisted on not merely by encouraging 
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parallels to the paradigm of Orestes ( 1 . 30 1-2 ; 3 . 1 99-200, 3 1 3-16 ) ;  in 
addition, his physical similarity to his father is repeatedly stressed 
( 1 . 208; 4 . 1 4 1-44, 1 48-50), and even the favor he is shown by Athena is 
attributed to inheritance (3 .375-79), Subtle dramatic elements further 
reinforce the sense of similarity between father and son : both cover 
their heads to weep when they hear sad reminders in the hall of a 
stranger (4. 1 1 4-16 , 8 .84-86) ; both are struck with wonder by a grand 
palace (4.43-48, 7 . 1 33-34) ; both affirm their identity by a proud de
scription of their modest homeland (4.60 1-8, 9 . 2 1-27) ;  both are de
scribed, twice each, in a phrase occurring nowhere else, as following in 
the "footsteps of the goddess" (2 .406. 3 .30 ,  5 . 1 93 .  7 .38) .  

Moreover, it is clear that this feeling for inherited excellence among 
the royal class is not simply a function of the plot or even confined 
solely to Telemachos.20 Menelaos, as soon as he meets Telemachos and 
Peisistratos, without even knowing their names, declares : 

The family of your parents has not perished in you at any rate. 
But you are, with respect to family, derived from men who are kings. 
Wielders of the scepter. since base men could not beget such men as you.  

(4.62-64) 

The Iliad, with its array of laudatory epithets for the size, strength, and 
beauty of the heroes and its detailed description of the ugliness of the 
unheroic Thersites (Il. 2 . 2 1 6- 19) ,  seems to take for granted the visual 
superiority of members of the ruling elite. But the Odyssey insists almost 
stridently on the ruling-class look ( 1 3 . 2 23 .  2 1 .334-35 .  24. 252-53) ;  
what i s  taken for granted in  the Iliad i s  explicitly featured in the text of 
the Odyssey. 

The inheritance of moral . intellectual, and social virtues is similarly 
insisted on and not confined to Telemachos. When Peisistratos later 
complains of the mournful tenor of the after-dinner conversation , 
Menelaos launches into a veritable paean to inherited excellence : 

Friend, you have spoken just what a sensible man 
Would speak and do, even a man who was older. 
For coming from such a father you too speak thus sensibly. 
Very easy to recognize is the offspring of a man for whom Zeus 
Has spun a prosperous destiny, both at his wedding and at his begetting, 
As now to Nestor he gave continuously for all his days, 
So that he himself grows old, rich and comfortable in his halls, 
While his sons in turn are both sensible and first-rank men with spears. 

(4. 203-1 1 )  

2°Haedicke ( 1 936: 24-36) stresses the greater emphasis on nobles as a class in the Od
yssey. This is an important qualification of Calhoun's otherwise crucial discussion ( 1 934a). 
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Finally, the catalogue of women in Bk. 1 1 ,  whatever its other functions, 
serves in small compass a function parallel to Hesiod's Eoiai, namely, to 
detail the origins of the ruling families in divinity. 

In tandem with this heavy insistence on the continuity of excellence 
in the ruling families, the institution of kingship as exercised by Od
ysseus is praised several times in the first four books (2 .46-47, 230-34 ; 
4.689-93).  In the second council of the gods, which is to set Odysseus 
on his path back to political power in Ithaka, Athena casts the question 
of Odysseus' fate virtually in terms of the effective survival of the in
stitution of inherited monarchy by focusing on the ingratitude of those 
who now live under quite different circumstances: 

Let no man still readily be gentle and kindly, 
One who is a scepter-wielding king. 
Since no one has any memory of godlike Odysseus, 
No one from the hosts over whom he ruled, and he was like a gentle father. 

(5.8-1 2) 

The speech closely echoes other speeches cited earlier, but, by combin
ing in the subsequent lines a picture both of Odysseus' predicament 
and the danger to Telemachos' life from the suitors , the poet focuses 
attention on the continuity of power from generation to generation. 
Finally, the constant allusions to Odysseus' heroic feats at Troy, the 
long narrative of his adventures after Troy, the repeated expressions of 
respect and affection by the "good" servants, his final self-revelation in 
the test of the bow and in the actual battle with the suitors-all these 
elements insist dramatically that Odysseus is in every relevant respect 
the single best man in Ithaka and therefore most fit to rule by merit as 
well as by birth.2 1 On this theme, Bk. 24 is unquestionably a perfect 
capstone to the poem as a whole ; the patriarch Laertes exclaims near 
the very end of the poem: "What a day now this one is for me, dear 
gods! Yes,  I am very happy! / My son and my grandson are having a 
contest over excellence [arete] ! , ,22 

Considered solely from this aspect-on the one hand, an insistence 
on the rightness of inherited monarchy, on the other, a scathing por
trait of oligarchs in power-the unambiguous aristocratic bias so 
readily attributed to the composer or composers of both poems may be 

2 1  For Odysseus' feats at Troy, see, e .g. ,  3 . 1 26-29; 4. 1 06-7, 24 1-59, 269-89, 342-44 ; 
8. 75-82 ,  492-520. For respect from good servants, see 1 4 .6 1-67, 1 38-47 ;  1 9.365-68; 
20. 204-8; 24.397-402 . 

220n the endless arguments over the ending of the poem, see Wender 1 978.  I also find 
congenial the arguments of Vidal-Naquet ( 1 97ob: 1 293 n. I )  for the structural homo
geneity of a work that may in fact represent the contributions of more than one poet. 
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kept intact by stressing its literal emphasis on "rule by the best.""3 In
deed, the poet of the Odyssey emerges as a more conscious partisan of 
the rulers insofar as he insists to a greater degree than the poet of the 
Iliad precisely on inherited excellence. On this view, the suitors emerge 
simply as inadequate aristocrats, and there is no real conflict in the po
et's image of society's rulers (Strasburger 1 953 : 1 1 3) .  Indeed, the or
thodox Marxist view of literature as a reflection of actual historical 
circumstances distorted only by ruling-class bias might be reinforced by 
such a reading-although, to be sure, the bias toward monarchy would 
have to be seen as distinctly old-fashioned (M. I. Finley 1 978 :  48, 1 06). 

The Beggar's-Eye View 

The orthodox Marxist view of literature as politically distorted his
torical reflection is, I believe, inadequate. Not only is the poet's image 
of the world an inherently imaginary construct, the ideological posture 
of the text as a whole is considerably more complex. The device of the 
king's return disguised as a beggar significantly complicates the class 
perspective of the poem. If one may rely on the comparative approach 
in dealing with Homer, the disguise of a hero as a beggar seems to be 
a traditional motif. "4 If we turn to the evidence of the Odyssey itself, we 
may even surmise from Helen's story at 4 .244-58 that the motif was 
traditionally associated with Odysseus. "5 Traditional or not, through its 
extraordinarily full development in the second half of the Odyssey the 
beggar motif emerges as a powerful vehicle for the poet's exploration 
of the social structure of his own society. ,,6 An eminent historian de
clares categorically that, "as for the main plot of the Ithakan theme, 
the nobility provides all the characters" (M. I .  Finley 1 978 :  53) .  Yet 
through nearly half the poem Ithakan society and in particular these 
aristocrats are perceived, not in straightforward contrast to their social , 
economic, political superior, the king, but from the perspective of the 
powerless , the dispossessed, the humiliated victims of their arrogance. 

23E.g. ,  M. I. Finley 1 978:  1 1 9 and Schadewaldt 1 965:  70. Donlan 1 973 rightly ques
tions these assumptions but does not relate non-aristocratic elements to the status of the 
poet. 

24Lord, in his appendix of return songs, summarizes three in which the husband re
turns disguised as a beggar ( 1 965:  252-54) .  

25The text is slightly confusing as to whether he is called a beggar (dektei) or a menial 
(oikii), but the fact that he disfigures himself and wears a poor man's garb is clear (244-
45) ;  see Stanford 1 964-65, ad loc. 

26My emphasis on the social implications of the disguise here is not intended to deny 
a whole array of other interesting consequences of the device (see, e.g. ,  Murnaghan 
1 987a and 1 987b). 
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One may debate whether the hired hand (this) or the hunger-driven 
wanderer (metanastes) reduced to a beggar (ptochos) is the more truly 
wretched bottom of the social ladder in Homer's image of society. 27 
Both doubtless were extremely miserable in the real world of eighth
century Greece. There is, however, a vast difference in their relative 
potentialities for a narrator not naively and completely wedded to the 
ideology of the ruling elite. The local thes is tied to the land, crushed by 
constant hard labor, the most limited in his knowledge of society and 
the world beyond the farm. The wanderer by definition brings with 
him knowledge of a wider world. For the audience of the Odyssey, the 
wanderer also conjures up the awesome possibility of a god in disguise 
(cf. 1 7 .484-87) . 28 For that audience, as well as for us, the motif of the 
lonesome hobo, the rolling stone, carries almost inevitably the theme 
of the fragility of success and the special knowledge of those who have 
seen through the social fabric. 29 The poet of the Odyssey has exploited 
this theme with a power and persistence that seems to spring from 
deep roots. 

A Marxist sociologist has suggestively analyzed Greek society's pecu
liar obsession with this theme of a radical reversal of status. Where war
fare and slavery are a way of life and male slaves are obtained primarily 
through warfare ,  a precipitous descent from the top to the bottom of 
the social pyramid is a haunting present danger (Gouldner 1 969 : esp. 

2'In the Iliad Achilles twice uses the image of the vagabond without status (atimeton 
metanastin, 9.648, 1 6.59) to suggest how deeply humiliated he felt by Agamemnon's treat
ment of him. In the famous two-jars passage, the hunger-driven wanderer is presented 
as the worst failure he can imagine (24.53 1-33) .  On the other hand, M. I. Finley ( 1 978 :  
57-58), pointing to Achilles' famous speech in the underworld about preferring to be a 
this for a poor farmer (Od. 1 1 .489-9 1 )  and the ironic offer of employment as a this by 
Eurymachos ( 1 8 .357-6 1 ) ,  argues that the this represents the bottom of the social ladder 
in the world of Odysseus. In fact, Finley does not distinguish the this, who would also beg 
if circumstances demanded (see Od. 1 7 . 1 8-2 1 ) ,  from the beggar who is clearly a for
eigner (kseinos, see 1 7 .382) ;  with respect to the sense of identity and perspective, this dis
tinction is crucial. 

2sLord in particular seems to lay heavy stress on this motif in his interpretation of 
these scenes : "The return of the dying god, still in the weeds of the other world of de
formity but potent with new life, is imminent" ( 1 965:  1 75-77) .  Murnaghan ( 1 987 :  1 2- 14) 
gives somewhat solider grounds for the association of the disguise motif with divinity. 
Her exclusive emphasis on disguise as transcendence of normal human limitations has, 
however, the same attraction as other utterly dehistoricized archetypal patterns. Simi
larly Clarke ( 1 967 :  chap. 4), apparently embarrassed by the realism of Bks. 1 3-20, turns 
to mystery religions and archetypes. 

29Fitzgerald ( 1 963 :  328) actually translates the rare Greek word tn"oprokulindomenos at 
1 7 .525 by "a rolling stone washed on the gales of life"-apparently expanding on Stan
ford's ( 1 964-65, ad loc.) "like a rolling stone or wave." The theme of insights specifically 
associated with downward social mobility is central to the Bob Dylan song, "Like a Rolling 
Stone," which haunted the consciousness of at least one generation. This theme occurs 
repeatedly in the Odyssey; see especially Odysseus' famous speech to Amphinomos at 
1 8 . 1 30-42 ;  see also 1 9. 7 1-84, 363-75 ;  20. 1 99-207. 
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25-28) .  It is thus possible to view this motif as the special nightmare of 
the most privileged. In the Odyssey we do in fact hear of a pampered 
king's child sold into slavery ( 1 5 .4 1 4-72) ,  and one of Odysseus' lies 
recounts his reduction from a rich man's bastard to the repeated 
threat of slavery ( 1 4 . 200-340) . But, as the case of Hesiod reminds us, 
fear of descending into unbearable poverty was not confined to the 
highest stratum of society, nor was war the only motor of economic 
marginalization. The Odyssey poet's treatment of the beggar motif 
goes significantly beyond general meditations on human illusions 
in times of prosperity. So relentless, so embarrassingly specific is his 
focus on the compulsion of hunger and the concomitant humiliations 
of the hungry wanderer that the major dramatic effect of Odysseus' 
long trial as a beggar is a vast crescendo of barely suppressed rage 
against his arrogant, gluttonous,  and ignorant masters. The anger 
of the disguised king thus comes to take on a peculiarly underclass 
character. 

The compulsion of hunger is associated with Odysseus long before 
he returns to Ithaka. One might concede perhaps a touch of humor 
in the simile that compares his sortie among the frightened maidens 
of Phaiakia to the attack of a rain-soaked, wind-blown lion on cattle , 
sheep, or deer: "His belly orders him make a try on the sheep and even 
approach the sturdy dwelling" (6. 1 33-34) .  At the court of Alkinoos the 
newly arrived wanderer discourses to his carefree hosts about the com
pulsion of hunger in a sustained piece of personification almost unpar
alleled in Homeric epic : 30 

Let me take my supper, in deep sadness though I am, 
For there is nothing more bitch-shameless than hateful 
Belly. She orders a man to remember her under compulsion, 
Even though he is very worn out and has grief in his heart, 
Just as I have grief in my heart;  but constantly, relentlessly 
She orders me to eat and to drink, and makes me forget 
All the things I have suffered, and bids me fil l  myself. 

In the steading of Eumaios, Odysseus again generalizes on the power 
of hunger: 

3"The personification of the Prayers (Litai) at Il. 9.502-1 2 is the closest parallel of 
which I am aware. Commentators (e.g. , Leaf and Bayfield 1 965 [ 1 8951 and Monro 1 884) 
debate whether that passage constitutes allegory. Willcock declares categorically, "It is an 
allegory, like something from Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, and has no parallel on anything 
like the same scale in the Iliad" ( 1 978 :  280). 
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There is nothing else worse for mortals than wandering; 
But for the sake of disastrous Belly men endure grim troubles, 
Whenever wandering and suffering and woe come on a man. 

( 1 5 ·343-44) 

The compulsion of hunger meets with sympathy and generous relief 
from Nausikaa, Alkinoos, and Eumaios; but when Eumaios warns Odys
seus to expect far different treatment from the suitors, Odysseus once 
again dwells On the compulsion of the belly, which is nOw presented in 
startlingly unheroic fashion as the underlying motive of all seafaring 
and raiding: 

There is no way to hide away Belly in her eagerness, 
Disastrous, she gives many sufferings to men. 
For her sake even well-benched ships are fitted out 
On the barren sea, bringing suffering to men. 

( 1 7 . 2 86-89) 

The structured silence in the Iliad about crude economic motives un
derlying heroic adventures is here spoken out with Hesiodic bluntness. 

There is something disturbingly excessive about these passages. 
Some critics have been inclined to explain such excesses as consciously 
humorousY But, whereas gluttony has consistently provided rich mat
ter for comedy, the hunger resulting from poverty offers tasteless fare 
at best. I suggest that, rather than humor, it is the reality of economic 
distress in the consciousness of the poet and his audience that under
cuts the presentation of heroic raids as the chivalric adventures of the 
economically secure. Certainly it is hard to find any humor in Odys
seus' speech when Antinoos, after refusing him food, hurls his foot
stool at him: 

listen to me, suitors of a queen most renowned, 
So I may tell you what the spirit in my breast bids me say. 
There is no pang at all in one's mind, nor any grief, 
When a man as he fights for his property 
Is struck-when it is for his cattle or his shining white sheep. 
But Antinoos has struck me because of dismal Belly, 
Disastrous, she gives many sufferings to men. 

3 'J. A. Scott 1 965 : 1 9 2  is typical :  "Odysseus had an enormous appetite and seemed 
always ready to eat. The fact that he ate three times in one night has caused anguish of 
soul to the critics"; so too Heubeck et at. ( 1 988, ad loc.) ,  who speak of "this amusing 
passage." 
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But if somewhere there are gods and avenging spirits for beggars, 
May death's end overtake Antinoos before his marriage. 

( 1 7 .468-76)32  

We can detect here, I believe, more than the anger of a disguised king 
insulted by his inferior. We hear the pained protest of a proud peasant 
farmer, who would fight bravely in defense of his flocks, but who has 
been reduced by some other cause than war to humiliating poverty. So 
too in the parallel reply of Odysseus to the tauntings of Eurymachos 
about the beggar's insatiable belly ( 1 8 .364) ,  the defiant challenge to a 
contest of harvesting or ploughing ( 1 8 .366-75) ; this passage has often 
been cited as proof that Homeric kings worked, but it is more relevant 
to perceive here the angry protest of normally hard-working peasant 
farmers who have lost their land through economic forces not unlike 
those that a century later in Attica enslaved so many Athenian 
peasants.33 Thus reduced, they must now endure the jeering charges 
of shiftlessness from the idle class that has appropriated their source of 
livelihood. Certainly the dour reflection of the slave Eumaios that 
"Zeus of the wide brow takes away half of a man's excellence [aretl!] 
when the day of slavery seizes him" ( 1 7 . 322-23) evokes more than a 
simple validation of the social hierarchy based on birth and seen from 
the top. It is not another servant but Penelope herself who points out 
that "mortals age early in wretchedness [kakoteti]" ( 1 9.360) .34 

Because Eumaios' view of slavery is articulated by a man of demon
strated excellence who has himself endured enslavement, it implicitly 
calls that hierarchy into question from the bottom. The fact that Eu
maios was born a king's son ( 1 5 .4 1 3-14)  may seem to some a valid basis 
for dismissing his words as in any sense characteristic of the perspective 
of a true slave. I suggest rather that Eumaios' noble birth in fact an
ticipates a development we see more fully in the fifth century. Royal 
descent, a seemingly clear sign of membership in the ruling elite , is 
transformed into a metaphor for demonstrable excellence regardless 

3"The idea of avenging deities for beggars may in fact amuse some, but I believe that 
the feeling in this passage is nearer to Hesiod's invocation of the justice of Zeus; see 
Havelock 1 978 :  esp. 1 87 .  

33Strasburger ( 1 953 :  1 04) and Starr ( 1 96 1 :  1 28) both see here evidence that Homeric 
kings worked. M. I. Finley ( 1 978 :  70) simply dismisses the idea that Odysseus ever did 
any work on his estate. Donlan ( 1 973 :  1 53) is nearer the truth in perceiving an anti
aristocratic flavor. In another context, even M.  I .  Finley ( 1 978 :  1 2 2)  observed that "the 
heroes had a streak of the peasant in them." I find that Redfield's interpretation of this 
passage misses the point: "Agricultural labor, like games and warfare, is a proper test of 
manhood, and as such is classless" ( 1 983 : 232) .  

34Vidal-Naquet ( 1 97ob: 1 279 and n. 4) notes that this line is in several manuscripts of 
Hesiod's Erga as line 93 (expunged by M. L. West). The French translation of kakoteti as 
misere brings out its real force as "poverty." 
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of the actual station of the individual. The opposition established in 
the Iliad between radiant Achilles, son of a goddess, demonstrably the 
best of the Achaeans, and Agamemnon, mediocre ruler over golden 
Mycenae and all Argos by virtue of inherited status and wealth, is not 
immeasurably far from the implicit opposition in the Odyssey between 
the "noble-born" and "noble-acting" slave Eumaios and the corrupt 
suitors , who owe all their status to birth. In this sense Eumaios looks 
forward to Euripides' noble (gennaios) farmer, chosen as Electra's hus
band on account of his lack of distinguished ancestry, yet whose noble
mindedness summons forth an explicit questioning of the foundations 
of society's hierarchies (Electra 367-90) .35 That there are unequivocally 
lowborn characters at least a match for the suitors in prowess is clear 
from the martial achievements of the cowherd Philoitios (e .g. ,  2 2 . 2 85-
9 1 )  and the arming of Dolios and his six sons (24 .496-99) . Moreover, 
as Murnaghan ( 1 987a: 39-4 1 )  points out, the winning alliance put 
together by Odysseus depends on blurring the birth-enforced hier
archy of the oikos by assimilating subordinates into kinship relations:  
Eumaios and Philoitios become "brothers" (kasigneto) of Telemachos 
(2 1 . 2 1 3- 16) .  

The literary character i s ,  of  course, not a real person but the product 
of complex and potentially contradictory drives within the text and the 
world that generates the text. Thus the picture here is complicated by 
the fact that in many respects the poet is anxious that his audience re
member Odysseus as a genuine, old-fashioned Trojan War hero-king. 
In the reply to Antinoos quoted above, he shifts brusquely from farm
ing to warfare, and it is easy to feel that the voice of a Hesiod is sup
planted by the accents of a Diomedes. Unlike the suitors and the 
Phaiakians, Odysseus knows warfare firsthand, not just from poetry. As 
a similar complication, one may cite the sharp differentiation between 
the beggar Iros, a relatively unsympathetic character, and the king 
merely disguised as a beggar. But even in the scene that pits Odysseus 
against Iros, the emotional force cuts two ways. On the one hand, there 
is the satisfaction of the worm turning, as the seemingly helpless old 
man roundly defeats the big, loudmouthed bully. But at the same time, 
the poet focuses sharply on those who organize and enjoy watching 
this sort of fight. We are informed about the light-hearted laughter 
(hedu ekgelasas) of Antinoos as he exclaims, "What a rare delight the 
gods have brought to this house !" ( 1 8 .35-37).  We hear of the laughter 
of all the suitors as they gather about the "poorly clad beggars" ( 1 8 .4 1 ) ,  
Antinoos' hideously brutal threat of disfigurement and mutilation to 

35See Denniston 's commentary ( 1 939, ad loc.) .  Compare Rousseau's subversion of aris
tocratic terminology in the eighteenth century by the coinage "noble savage." 
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the already terrified !ros ( 1 8 .83-88), and the poet's final ironic hyper
bole as Iros collapses in the dust spitting out blood and teeth : "But the 
illustrious suitors / Threw up their hands and died with laughter" (geloi 
ekthanon, 1 8 ,99-100) .36 Even allowing for the less-censored sadism of 
Homeric society, we can detect in this scene a bitter irony directed 
against the callous arrogance of the ruling oligarchs who find such hys
terical sport in the sufferings of poor men compelled to fight over food. 

One must add to these striking passages all the other derogatory ref
erences to the needs of the belly ( 1 7 . 2 28 , 502 , 559; 1 8 . 2 , 53-54) , all the 
snide comments about how hungry beggars ruin the feast ( 1 7 . 2 20-23 ,  
376-77,  446 ; 1 8 .40 1-4; 20. 1 78-79) or  are a "burden on  the earth" 
(20,377-79), the humiliating advice that "shyness ill befits a beggar" 
( 1 7 .347, 578) ,  and finally the arrogant remarks-characteristically 
heard from the economically secure in times of widespread unemploy
ment-that the beggars are too lazy to work ( 1 7 . 2 26,  1 8 .362-63, 
20.373-74) . The fact that some of these remarks come from the feign
ing Telemachos or from Penelope only indicates more emphatically 
that this is the expected response from the ruling element. Cumula
tively, the strongly generalized focus on hunger, wandering, and the 
humiliation associated with low economic status suggests that the 
world of Odysseus is not after all so very far from the world of Hesiod. 
Nor, I believe, is the consciousness of the poet's audience far removed 
from that of Hesiod, who, as we have seen, on the one hand looks back 
to an idealized image of a golden age of just kings and celebrates the 
triumph of Zeus as monarch while on the other rails against the gift
gobbling basilees of his own day.37 The poet of the Odyssey , who compels 
us to hear all this from the perspective of the hero qua beggar, is, like 
Hesiod, haunted by the constant specter of starvation, the loss of one's 
land, and the necessity of having to beg from unsympathetic neighbors 
while enduring humiliating insults. 

The Poet in the Poem 

If the audience of the Odyssey is essentially the same as that of He
siod, we must acknowledge that the narrative mode of the Odyssey 

36Stanford ( 1 964-65, ad loc.) comments on the boldness of the phrase, which led ear
lier commentators to suggest emendations. 

37We may detect further parallels between the Odyssey and Hesiod's ambivalence to
ward basilies. Beside the frequent praise of kingship as exercised by Odysseus and the 
famous praise of a "faultless king" ( 1 9. 1 09-14) which so closely parallels Hesiod (Er. 
2 2 5-37) must be set Penelope's unflattering assumptions about the usual arbitrary and 
excessive behavior of a basileus (4.6go-95)-a passage nearer in spirit to Hesiod's hawk 
and nightingale fable (Er. 202-1 2) .  
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makes the question of the poet's relation to his audience and his ma
terial far more complex by virtue of its greater indirection. Neverthe
less, in his own way the poet of the Odyssey reveals a degree of 
consciousness about his own activity and the status of poets (Todorov 
1 977 :  chap. 4) in heroic society which corresponds quite closely to the 
more obvious self-consciousness of Hesiod about poetry (Pucci 1 977 
and 1 987) .  In the first place, there is  both emphatic praise of song as  
the crowning grace of the feast (e.g. , 9 .5-1 1 )  and repeated focus on the 
conditions of performance, subject matter, talent, and social status of 
particular poets in the fictional world of the poem. The last factor, so
cial status, is most relevant to my analysis. 

How much can we deduce about the Odyssey poet's own status and 
audience by looking at his idealized images of a world allegedly long 
past? It is often stated that Homer portrays court poets in the Odyssey 
(e.g . ,  Page 1 966: 1 46) .  Phemios, ever present at the endless feasts of 
the suitors, and the unnamed bard whom Agamemnon left behind to 
keep an eye on his wife (3 .267-68) do seem to fit this description. Yet 
the treatment accorded both these poets-one compelled to sing 
against his will ( 1 . 1 54) and very nearly to share the death of his crimi
nal masters ( 22 .330-36) , the other casually marooned as food for the 
birds on a desert island (3 .369-7 1 )-suggests that the poet of the Odys
sey could not imagine his fellow poets even of the glorious past as any
thing but dependents of the rulers, treated with great respect if the 
rulers were good, but subject to humiliation and physical abuse if the 
rulers were bad (M.  I. Finley 1 978 :  55) .  Certainly there is no hint that 
these bards were themselves members of the ruling class. 38 The name 
and status of Demodokos, the bard of the Phaiakians, who has to be 
summoned (8,43) presumably from the town, suggests a hired worker 
among the demos who plays for (i .e. , is "received by"�okos) the demos 
as well as the basilees. Eumaios' inclusion of poets among the demioergoi 
("craftsmen," lit. "workers among the people") who are summoned as 
stranger-guests all over the boundless earth ( 1 7 .382-86) confirms that 
normally the poet was a wanderer whose primary audience was the 
demos.39 Such status seems nearer the reality of the eighth century B . C .  
Given the great disparity in general economic level between the poet's 
own time, barely emerging from the Dark Age, and the golden past he 

38Schadewaldt ( 1 965 : 54-70) offers an excellent analysis of the evidence in the poems 
about the status of bards and is particularly good on Demodokos. Yet he ignores his own 
analysis to argue on the flimsy grounds of a legend that Homer's real name was Melesi
genes that our poet was himself an aristocrat (69-70). See also Lesky 1 967 :  4-7 .  As Kirk 
comments about the alleged biographical material in the tradition, "much of this infor
mation is recognizably fantastic and nearly all of it is probably worthless" ( 1 985 :  2 ) .  

39M.  I .  Finley remarks that the bards were "among the first to  break the primeval rule 
that a man lives, works and dies within his tribe or community" ( 1 978 :  36-37) .  
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imagines, it is extremely unlikely that even the richest members of the 
economic elite of his day could support a full-time poet. Local oli
garchs may be his most generous patrons, and we may well see in his 
emphasis on inherited excellence a reflection of the pretensions of the 
emerging aristocracy. But we have seen that not even this motif is free 
of ambiguity in its verging toward metaphor; and it seems likely, if un
provable, that the poet's most reliable and most frequent audience 
would consist of peasants-peasants who, like Hesiod, must have felt 
keenly the economic pressure of the relatively easy-living 0ligarchs.40 If 
a further speculation is correct that the creation of monumental po
ems on the scale of the Iliad and Odyssey resulted from the special con
ditions of performance at panhellenic three-day festivals (Wade-Gery 
1 95 2 :  6-8), the probability of a predominantly peasant audience is 
increased. 

If we turn from the evidence in the text about particular performing 
poets such as Demodokos and Phemios, there remains the more diffi
cult evidence of the striking self-identification of the poet with his wan
dering hero.4 ' Three times Odysseus is explicitly compared to a bard 
and once sharply distinguished from one. The first passage is perhaps 
the most suggestive .  After Odysseus offers to stay a year among the 
Phaiakians if Alkinoos will keep gathering gifts, the king-perhaps 
mildly alarmed but ever tactful-replies : 

Odysseus, now we do not at all liken you, as we look at you, 
To a hustler, some thievish fellow [epiklopos],  the sort the black earth 
Spawns in great numbers, scattered far and wide, 
Fashioning lies from sources a man could not even see; 
On your words there sits loveliness, and good sense is in them, 
And your story, like a bard full of skill ,  you recited. 

The poet seems here, as later when Eumaios alludes to bringing in use
ful outsiders like poets ( 1 7 .382-87),  terribly anxious to insist on the ab
soluteness of a distinction that might not always have been clear to his 
contemporaries. Alkinoos protests too much, and the redundant em
phasis in his speech on the number (pollous . . .  polusperea) of such hus
tlers is itself further evidence of widespread economic distress in the 

4°1 use the term "peasant" throughout in the sense defined by Ste. Croix ( 1 98 1 :  esp. 
9-1 9) .  

4 'Of the many who have commented on this identification, 1 mention only J. H .  Fin
ley ( 1 966: 1 2 ; 1 978:  50), who first compelled me to think about it, and recently Suzuki 
( 1 989: 70-72 )  and Martin ( 1 989: 233-34), who cites interesting parallels from other 
epic traditions for the bard's association with the protagonist of the tale. 
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world of Odysseus. More obvious, the poet's simile emphasizes the fact 
that the hero's greatest asset in his battle to survive is not martial prow
ess but poetic prowess, his mastery of speech.42 

The distinction between Odysseus, the poetlike teller of a "true" tale 
in Phaiakia, and the hungry hustler with a bag of plausible-sounding 
lies breaks down even before Odysseus assumes his disguise as a beggar. 
On the beach of Ithaka, Athena defines her favorite approvingly by the 
same term (epiklopos , 1 3 . 29 1 )  that Alkinoos so emphatically demurred 
from applying to his articulate and acquisitive guest. She proceeds fur
ther to praise his deceptions and deceitful stories , suggesting that these 
are her own specialty as well in divine society. But the positive valuation 
placed on lying and cheating-so remote from the aristocratic frank
ness proclaimed by Achilles (fl. 9.3 1 2-1 3) in response to none other 
than Odysseus-suggests the mythic attributes not of Athena so much 
as of Hermes the thief, a god whose associations with non-aristocratic 
classes and values have been well established (even if the clearest evi
dence is inevitably post-Homeric ; Brown 1 969: esp. 76-1 05). That 
these values are viewed as part of Odysseus' inherited character is sug
gested by the references in the poem to his grandfather Autolykos , 
who, thanks to Hermes, "outstripped all men in thievery and [false] 
oaths" ( 1 9 .396-98, cf. Stanford 1 963 : chaps. 2 , 5) .  

When Odysseus embarks on his  career of lying and begging at the 
steading of Eumaios, the first response of the kindly but highly skep
tical swineherd is to include him in a general and clearly familiar type : 

But still wandering men in need of a livelihood 
Tell lies, nor have they any will to tell the truth . . . .  
And quickly you too, old man, might fashion together a tale 
If someone were to give you a cloak, a shirt, or clothes. 

( 1 4. 1 24-32) 

Both explicitly and through a highly self-conscious pun playing on the 
incompatibility of wandering (aletai) and telling the truth (alethea) ,  the 
passage suggests how easily a wandering poet might be confused with 
a ready-tongued wanderer in need.43 Certainly after listening for three 

4'The comment of Stanford, "He may have meant a touch of sly humor in 368 since it 
is really he, an aoidos, who is telling O.'s story" ( 1 964-65, ad loc. ) ,  though fair enough, 
trivializes the association between bard and hero which in fact goes far beyond self
praise. But see Pucci's characteristically Derridean meditation on Phemios ( 1 987 :  
chap. 2 1 ) .  

43Actually, the bard seems to be playing with these sounds and ideas for several lines : 
alethin ("truth," 1 20), aletailpseudont' ("wandersllying," 1 24-25),  alethea ("truth," 1 25), 
aleteuOn ("wandering," 1 26). Note that what is transliterated th in English is nearer the 
sound of simple t in Greek than in English. It is not implausible that in Homer's world, 
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nights to this particular wandering liar, Eumaios is ready to recom
mend him to his queen with what appears to be the highest of 
compliments : 

Such stories he tells !  He would put a spell on your heart. . . .  
As when a man fixes his eyes on a bard, one who knows 
From the gods and sings thrilling stories to people, 
And they are eager to hear him, without moving when he sings ;  
Just that way he  put a spell on me, a s  he  sat by me in  my home. 

( 1 7 .5 1 4-2 1 )  

The notion of enchantment (thelgoito . . .  ethelge) emphasized in this 
passage puts Odysseus and perhaps even the bard in rather question
able company (Walsh 1 984: 1 4-2 1 )  with Kalypso ( 1 .57) ,  Aigisthos 
(3 .264) , the Sirens ( 1 2 .40, 44) , Hermes wielding his magic wand (5 .47 , 
24 .3) ,  and even Penelope casting a deceptive spell over the suitors 
( 1 8 . 282 ) .  It is as if the poet, in the process of glorying in his own pow
ers, were also expressing a new awareness that the mastery of formulas 
carries more than an accurate memory of the past (fl. 2 .484-86; Od. 
8 .49 1 ) ;  it includes the power to deceive by manipulating the very pro
cess of cognition (Pucci 1 987 :  esp. 1 93-94 ; Suzuki 1 989: 72-73) .  

It is entirely legitimate, I believe, to associate this new awareness 
with the dramatic technological innovation of literacy, which opened 
new possibilities for distancing oneself from the hypnotic spell of oral 
performance.44 But literacy alone does not necessarily engender a rad
ical reassessment of the social hierarchy and traditionally dominant val
ues (Finnegan 1 977) .  The confluence, however, of profound social , 
political , and economic upheaval with so potentially disorienting a 

as in the Yugoslavia of the 1 930s, there were fairly subtle gradations in the degree of 
mastery of formulaic speech (pace M. Edwards) ; many men might have had some degree 
of skill .  A. Lord offers a suggestive comment after quoting a long series of statements by 
singers on their backgrounds : "We can thus see that no particular occupation contrib
uted more singers than any other, and professionalism was limited to beggars" ( 1 965:  1 8) .  
The only nonprofessional singer we  know in  Homer i s  Achilles (9. 1 86-87)-grounds, a s  
argued in  the preceding chapter, for seeing there too some association between the poet 
and his protagonist. 

HThus far I would follow Havelock's ( 1 963,  1 978, 1 982)  general emphasis on the im
pact of literacy. But his analysis, for all its importance, runs the risk of a certain undia
lectical technologism in attributing such sweeping consequences solely to a development 
that is itself as much a symptom of change as a cause. Moreover, the changed technology 
had, if the general dating is at all accurate, been around some fifty years. Its impact on 
Hesiod is widely recognized, whereas the poet of the Iliad, who may well have written his 
poem (Goold 1 977) ,  seems to reflect little internalization of the presumably brand new 
technique beyond perhaps (if Goold is right) the fact of composing so long a work. Thus 
both a time lag and, I would argue, an increase in the tempo of social change seem more 
relevant to the changed consciousness I am positing here than the simple fact of literacy. 
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technological breakthrough could in large measure account for the 
multiple levels of ambiguity so characteristic of this poet's vision. Just 
as he suggests a radical gap between appearance and reality in the so
cial, political , and economic spheres by his handling of the beggar mo
tif, so on the more narrowly verbal level his many puns, allegorical 
names, pervasive fascination with dramatic irony, lying and hypocrisy, 
together with the constant examination of his own craft all evoke a new 
sense of the potentially equivocal nature of all perception and linguis
tic signification.45 That this is not simply a creation of individual ge
nius is confirmed by the similar phenomena in his contemporary 
Hesiod, a poet in other respects of so different a stripe . 

Certainly one cannot read the Odyssey poet's description of his hero's 
supreme achievement in fiction, his long speech to Penelope in Bk. 1 9, 
without being reminded of Hesiod's self-conscious Muses. The Muses 
appeared to Hesiod when he was a shepherd and proclaimed, "We 
know many lies to speak that are like real things ; / We know too, when 
we want, to give voice to true things" (Th. 27-28) .  The Odyssey poet 
comments after the beggar's long, detail-laden account, "He made 
many lies as he spoke seem just like things true" ( 1 9 . 203) .  A clinching 
element in this lying tale, the detailed description of Odysseus' herald, 
reveals how the sense of verbal deceptiveness is completely fused with 
a more social and intellectual vision of ambiguity : 

And assuredly a herald a little older than he 
Followed him. And I can recount just what he was like : 
Round-shouldered, dark-skinned, and wooly haired. 
Eurybates was his name. And Odysseus honored him beyond 
All his other comrades because he had the same sort of mind as he did. 

( 1 9. 244-48) 

The passage has plausibly been cited as the first description of a black 
in Western literature.46 More striking are the parallel and contrast to 
Thersites in the Iliad. Both are described with realistic detail implying 
divergence from the heroic, ruling-class type evoked by the honorific 
formulas. But Thersites is said to inspire deep hatred from both Od
ysseus and Achilles (Il. 2 . 2 20), whereas the poet of the Odyssey implicitly 

45Stanford ( 1 964-65) notes some instances under "Paronomasia" and "Significant 
Names." Dimock ( 1 956) makes particularly good use of them. Stanford ( 1 963:  20-24, 
35-48) discusses Odysseus' lies at length. But beyond Odysseus' own frequently noted 
lies, one needs to consider those of Telemachos, Penelope, and the suitors-particularly 
Eurymachos-as elements in this new perception of the deceptiveness of speech. 

46Snowden 1 970: 102, cf. 19. In view of the prevalence of wooly hair and dark com
plexions among Mediterranean peoples, this interpretation is not inevitable. 
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contrasts the deceptiveness of Eurybates' unprepossessing appearance 
with the reality of his superior intelligence. He insists on the bond of 
esteem and similarity between this servant and his master.47 Moreover, 
for all the emphasis on ruling-class looks in the Telemachy, Odysseus 
himself seems also to deviate in his appearance from ruling-class type 
(Stanford 1 963 :66-67). Although it may strike some as preposterous 
to suggest that intelligence itself is perceived as characteristic of those 
excluded from ruling-class status, it is noteworthy that, apart from Od
ysseus and such aged figures as Nestor and Phoinix, Homeric heroes 
are praised almost exclusively for their military prowess. In the Odyssey, 
it is the disadvantaged hero and his oppressed wife who consistently 
display the highest levels of calculation in the face of superior force and 
to this extent reinforce the split between appearance and reality (cf. 
Detienne and Vernant 1 978 :  1 2-1 3 and passim) . 

Hesiod effects a significant shift away from reliance on exclusively 
narrative modes to more abstract principles of organization.48 Despite 
his insight into the potential duplicity of the Muses and "turning aside" 
implicit in winning others over to the "straight logos,"  he composes as if 
he had unmediated access to the truth (Pucci 1 977 :  1 6-2 1 ) . The dra
matic climax of the Odyssey reveals a similar confidence. When at last 
the long, humiliating disguise of the ragged beggar is set aside in the 
unequivocal demonstration of superiority, the poet once again, for the 
third and last time, fuses with his hero: 

But Odysseus ,  full of cunning, 
Just as he had the feel of the great bow and had looked it all over, 
As when a man skilled with the lyre and in singing, 
Easily stretches a string over a new peg, 
Fastening at both ends the carefully twisted sheep gut, 
Just that way, without any effort, Odysseus strung the great bow. 

(2 1 .404-9) 

This deep association of the poet with his hero goes beyond his role as 
storytel ler. Like the disguised old king wandering from place to place, 
meeting now with royal treatment but often with the arrogance of 
haughty and (from his special perspective) ignorant, degenerate, and 
corrupt oligarchs, the bard carries within him the vision of an immea-

47Following LSJ on artWs contra Cunliffe 1 963 ( 1 924) and Authenrieth 1 958 ( 1 876). 
LSJ gives better sense to the hoi as well. The parallel and contrast between Eurybates and 
Thersites appears in Russo ( 1 974 : 1 49-52) .  

48See Havelock 1 966: 59-72 and M. L. West 1 966. West notes Hesiod's violation of 
Zielinski's law at line 6 1 7  and again at 7 1 1-1 2 .  Delebecque's entire study ( 1 958) shows the 
extraordinary strains placed on the Odyssey poet by this narrative convention. 
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surably finer world. The poet and his hero look back to the world of 
the Trojan War preserved in the epic formulas of the Iliad, a world 
where, not only is life more intense and brilliant, but political power 
and status truly correspond to demonstrable excellence. He may re
flect some of the newly self-conscious concern of these oligarchs to cel
ebrate inherited excellence. He may appear far more conservative 
than they in looking back to an idealized, paternalistic monarchy. Yet 
his seeming nostalgia may function equally as a utopian projection for 
the future, a standard in terms of which he offers an openly hostile 
critique of the oligarchs' naive and arrogant disregard for the self
respect of less fortunate men.49 As he dramatically involves his listen
ers in the grim satisfaction of bloody revenge, he expresses the 
emerging fierce independence of the hunger-haunted peasants, who 
were soon to turn again to the rule of one man, the tyrant, as the only 
means of checking the arrogance of the self-styled best men. 

Historicizing the Hero's Identity Abroad and at Home 

Thus far I have discussed the more obviously ideological, political, 
and social aspects of the Odyssey,  manifested most clearly in the poet's 
significant structural emphasis on Telemachos as the focus of the po
em's celebration of inherited excellence and on the role of the beggar 
in Ithaka as the negation of that emphasis. Inherited monarchy is seen 
in all its fragility. We cannot yet speak of a full-fledged ideological com
mitment as in Plato to fusing nature and nurture-that is , combining 
presumed inherited excellence with control of the socialization process. 
Yet the Odyssey poet does seem to imply by his remarkably full devel
opment of Telemachos' education the necessity of supplementing in
herited attributes with the right sort of ruling-class role models and 
social relationships. At the same time, in drawing out the beggar's test
ing of the social strata of Ithaka and repeatedly dramatizing the beg
gar's conflict with the oligarchic suitors in terms that explicitly pit poor 
against rich , the poet calls into question the full range of assumptions 
underlying the social hierarchy of his own time. 

If we turn now to a brief consideration of the themes and portions 
of the poem that have traditionally received more attention, we can 
see that the poet's vision is of a piece ; we do not have a few echoes of 
contemporary social concerns obtrusively thrust onto an otherwise 

49Here again I echo a definition of hubris offered by Wade-Gery in lectures on the Ar
chaic period at Harvard in the late 1 950S or early 1 960s: "the arrogant disregard of an
other man's self-respect." 
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permanently valid exploration of immutable essences of human iden
tity, the human condition, the transcendent hero, or nature and cul
ture. The poet's handling of the beggar-wanderer motif suggests his 
ambiguous self-distancing from the values of the ruling elite , his sym
pathy with peasants and those on the margins of society. The identity 
of Odysseus-the content, so to speak, of what is to be inherited in the 
aristocratic reading of the poem-is constructed, explored, and cele
brated on a variety of levels that make the poet's class sympathies still 
more specific and explicit. Odysseus' heroic characteristics, his psycho
logical profile, and his cultural role evoke the energetic and aggressive 
elements in late eighth-century Greek society-the elements that were 
the real force behind the extraordinary burst of colonization into the 
western Mediterranean, northern Aegaean, and Black seas. Although 
the matter is disputed, it is probable that the overwhelming majority of 
colonists were not the landed aristocracy who controlled most of the 
wealth and e�oyed "the good things in Hellas," as Pindar was to put it, 
but rather all those-including poor relations of the ruling elite , peas
ants , and traders-who were hungry for the land and opportunity not 
available in a Greek world run by oligarchs. 50 

Some readers of the Odyssey have dubbed the identity valorized in the 
figure of Odysseus "bourgeois."5 1 But that term, to the extent that it 
evokes specifically modern economic formations, is quite misleading. 
Greece at about 700 B .C .  did not have a large, self-conscious class of 
wealthy, non-aristocratic city dwellers living off a surplus created by 
the labor of wage-earning production workers. What I call the colo
nizing element was made up of three components : discontented peas
ants, who either had inadequate land or had lost their land altogether; 
enterprising soldiers of fortune, who may have been declasse aristo
crats-poorer relations or bastard sons of the ruling elite, as Archilo
chos in the next century was alleged to be ; and peasants who had given 

5°E.g., Starr ( 1 96 1 :  3 72 ;  1 97 7 :  46-5 1 )  assigns primary leadership to the aristocracy. 
But see Hopper 1 976:  83-86 and Murray 1 980: 1 07-1 1 for the constitutive components 
of what I am calling the colonizing element. Redfield ( 1 983) also associates Odysseus 
with "the first great age of Greek entrepreneurial expansion" ( 222 )  and the "ethical basis 
of Greek colonization" (232 ) .  I do not, however, find his reflections on labor, society, and 
the "economic ethic" very enlightening for the Odyssey. 

5 ' E.g. ,  Jacoby 1 933 :  1 59-94 ; contra see Strasburger 1 953 :  1 09-1 1 0. Horkheimer and 
Adorno too speak of the Odyssey "as one of the earliest representative testimonies of 
Western bourgeois civilization" ( 1 97 2 :  xvi), and "the hero of the adventures shows him
self the prototype of the bourgeois individual" (43). In the broad sense in which they are 
using this terminology they are unquestionably right that "the lines from reason, liber
alism, and the bourgeois spirit go incomparably farther back than historians who date 
the notion of the burgher only from the end of medieval feudalism would allow" (45). 
Though their analysis is rich in insights, its focus precludes any sustained consideration 
of what the figure of Odysseus represented in the historical moment of its articulation. 
Redfield as well uses the term "bourgeois" to characterize Odysseus ( 1 983 : 233) .  
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up farming for full-time trading. 52 These types are discernible in the 
composite character of Odysseus, who both selectively appropriates 
and challenges the values of the ruling elite . In attempting to histori
cize the exploration of the identity of Odysseus in the poem, I distin
guish different levels on which it is constructed. The drive of the artist 
surely is to represent a coherent, autonomous subject, yet the fascina
tion and apparent easy accessibility of this literary construct derives in 
no small measure from the presence of these various levels. 53 

Odysseus and the War Epic Stereotype 

Nearest to the social and political levels we have already considered 
is Odysseus' relation to the heroic stereotypes of the epic tradition. The 
suitors , by their insistence on hearing the songs of Phemios , may be 
presumed to consider themselves worthy contemporary analogues of 
the heroes of the epics. As we have noted, however, the poet of the Od
yssey underlines ironically their ignorant pretensions by the sustained 
contrast between the suitors and Odysseus qua legitimate Trojan War 
hero . A standard trope in the discussions of the hero's identity consists 
in emphasizing the perfect harmony between the war hero and the 
peacetime king, master, father, husband, and legitimate heir to the 
land whose reacquisition of these roles is marked in a neat series of rec
ognitions in the Ithakan portion of the poem. 54 

At the same time, Odysseus is consistently differentiated from that 
stereotype by a rich variety of concrete actions, expressed sentiments, 
and dramatized postures toward reality (Stanford 1 963 : esp. chap. 5) .  
His atypicality has many dimensions but is  best summed up in his  prac
tical intelligence (his metis, Detienne and Vernant 1 978 :  2 2 ) ,  which 
does not balk at poisoned arrows, lies, or disguises, which repeatedly 
perceives the future in terms of nearly equally dangerous alternatives, 
and which consistently distrusts the appearance of success. The poet 
thus seems to undermine certain aspects of the hegemonic ideology, 
such as the military elite's naive valorization of openness, direct 

52For part-time traders among farmers, see Hesiod Er. 64 1-49. Redfield's comment 
thus seems to me off the mark in terms all too well explained by Bernal ( 1 987) when he 
writes, "Odysseus bristles to be called a master of prektires, traders (8. 1 62) .  Only the 
Phoenicians trade ; they are like gypsies, selling gee-gaws and stealing babies" ( 1 983 :  
233) .  He immediately qualifies this bon mot by acknowledging "however it i s  also true that 
Odysseus has a trader's mind" (233 ,  cf. 234-35)·  

53Dimock's essay ( 1 956) is richly suggestive. Stanford 1 963 :  chaps. 2-5 is useful;  J. H. 
Finley has an especially nice version of the meditation on Odysseus' epithets ( 1 978 :  
34-40). 

54E.g. ,  Whitman 1 958 :  301-5 and J. H. Finley 1 978 :  1 65-84, 1 98-200, 204-7, 224-
33 .  Murnaghan ( 1 987a) in a sense devotes her whole text to this framework. 
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confrontation, and gleeful exultation in success. At the same time, he 
seeks to retain the prestige of the stereotype while grafting newer val
ues onto it. Thus Odysseus' status is upgraded by more closely linking 
him with Achilles as the "best of the Achaeans" (8.78) ; yet the pointed 
contrasts to Achilles, Ajax, and Agamemnon-particularly in Bk. 1 1-
imply a critique of the inflexibility and relative naivete of these older 
stereotypes. 55 

Odysseus as the Threatened Male 

If on the level of traditional saga stereotypes Odysseus is perceptibly 
differentiated from the hegemonic ideals of the landed aristocracy, the 
identity represented in the more obviously mythic and folkloric aspects 
of the poem also merits an ideological analysis. In examining the nar
rative structure of the Odyssey, we noted the general agreement that the 
focus on Telemachos and the lengthy focus on the real world of Ithaka 
are significant clues to the vision of this particular bard in relation to 
presumably traditional story material. At the same time, it is also 
widely recognized that there is a sharp disjunction between the quasi
historical saga material of the Trojan War cycle and the kind of nar
rative material predominant in the inserted account Odysseus gives of 
this own adventures (Bks. 9-1 2 ) .  Some would further distinguish this 
more magical myth proper from the more folkloric material in the cen
tral story of the long-absent husband's return.56 If there is a political 
unconscious characteristic of all ideological production, this more 
clearly mythic and folkloric material has traditionally called forth 
more explicitly allegorical and symbolic interpretations-at least as far 
back as the ancient scholia (Segal 1 96 2 :  1 7}-but, to the best of my 
knowledge, never a political interpretation of its psychological implica
tions. We look subsequently at the interpretations ,  derived ultimately 
from the structuralism of Levi-Strauss, which focus on an opposition of 
nature and culture .  Others have seen allegories of a journey from 
death to life (e.g. ,  Clarke 1 967 :  chap. 4 ;  Frame 1 978) and a rich array 
of religious and ritual symbolisms (e.g. , Segal 1 962 ; Vidal-Naquet 
1 97ob) . Part of the appeal of these most blatantly fictional narra
tives-that is, narratives whose raw material seems to come most di-

55To be sure, Nagy ( 1 979) sees this contrast as purely within a tradition that he seems 
to view ahisotrically. See also A. T. Edwards's summary of his case ( 1 985:  9 1-93) .  Pucci's 
evocation of Odysseus as a reader of the Iliad ( 1 987 :  2 1 4-27) in a sense presupposes but 
also brackets a historical approach. 

56See, e.g., Carpenter 1 962 and Heubeck et al. 1 988:  1 : 1 5-16. Whitman ( 1 958:  306 
and n. 44) cites "The King of the Golden Mountain" from Grimm's Fairy Tales. See also 
J. H. Finley 1 978 :  64-65. 
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rectly from the unconscious-seems to lie in the invitation to fil l  them 
with whatever religious, ethical, or psychological meaning strikes the 
audience. Moreover, this portion of the poem, to a far greater extent 
than the rest of this most canonical of texts, has invited the most sweep
ing universalizing claims about eternal truths of an utterly dehistori
cized human nature (e.g. , Segal 1 962) .  An analysis that simply brackets 
the whole realm of the unconscious manifestations of ideology leaves 
aside some of the most revealing and relevant data. I noted in my in
troduction the importance Althusser attached to Freud's analysis of the 
mechanisms of the unconscious for all serious study of ideology and 
also the difficulty of historicizing Freud. My own view is that the mech
anisms of the unconscious (condensation, displacement, symbolization) 
are functions of the psychic unity of the human species (Geertz 1 973 :  
62) ,  but the specific raw material of  the unconscious on which these 
mechanisms operate varies historically. What Freud calls the Oedipus 
complex falls in my view somewhat between a trans historical structural 
mechanism of the psyche and a variable raw material : if one sees it 
at its most neutrally anthropological level-the psychic consequences 
of the extremely long period of dependence on adults to which human 
beings, like elephants and other large mammals , are destined-then 
the specific consequences are going to depend on the number, gender, 
and character of the primary caretakers in any particular society or 
any individual life. Moreover, within a specific social formation differ
ent classes and genders display characteristic postures toward the 
world around them-a configuration of fears, desires, and fantasies 
that have an ideological import. Our contemporary terms of psycho
logical validation such as "normal," "healthy," "mature," or "successful" 
are not only the products of a complex historical development but 
also reflections of the ideological effort to impose modes of behavior 
conducive to the interests of the hegemonic element in our society. 
This is most obvious in the application of the corresponding terms of 
invalidation : "perverse," "sick," "childish ," "dysfunctional."57 An artist 
who is in touch with the deepest psychological needs of his or her au
dience does not simply represent their fears and desires in the most sat
isfying way but engages in the sort of psychic "horse-trading" that 
Jameson sees as central to all ideology ( 1 979C: 1 4 1 ) . The Odyssey, to the 
extent that it explores the identity of Odysseus on a psychological , 
mythic level , invokes those desires, fears, and anxieties that are per
ceived by males with some access to political , social, and economic 

57See, e.g. ,  Foucault 1 973  and 1 978 and Chesler 1 973 .  On the general problem of 
cross-cultural definitions of psychic phenomena and the specificities of ancient Greek 
society, see Simon 1 978 :  esp. 3 1-42 .  
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power as the chief dangers to practical survival and success in late 
eighth-century Greece. Once again parallels in Hesiod suggest that, 
however recurrent some of these patterns may be, they are first and 
foremost rooted in the realities of a historically specific moment and 
the consciousness of a specific groUp.58 

Unlike the typical war heroes of the Iliad, Odysseus does not seem to 
identify or bond primarily with other males. He has no special com
rade among his followers in the adventures he narrates, only an occa
sional challenger in Eurylochos, whom he nearly decapitates (e .g . ,  
1 0. 266-69, 429-445) .59 A loner among males , his identity is primarily 
explored in relation to women. The central narrative movement of the 
Odyssey is the hero's movement home to his wife Penelope, his son, his 
palace, and its associated wealth. The indirection by which he reac
quires his wife-and the property connotations of the verb accurately 
reflect the dynamics of much in the poem's text-once he has re
turned to Ithaka is held up by critics repeatedly as the mark of his spe
cial form of practical intelligence, his more mental heroism (e.g. , J. H .  
Finley 1 978 :  esp. 37 ) .  But some critics have been puzzled by Odysseus' 
dearly implied distrust of Penelope, that paragon of female faithful
ness , which is suggested especially by the devoted husband's failure to 
inform his wife of his return until after he has slain the suitors. Indeed, 
a debate has arisen between those who defend this distrust and those 
who are so shocked by it that they have become convinced that, after 
all, both husband and wife were fully trusting and aware of each other's 
plans all along.6o What is relevant on the psychoanalytic level is that 
this intense ambivalence toward the female is evoked and valorized 
with almost compulsive frequency throughout the poem; women are 
characteristically represented as either desirable but dangerous or sim
ply dangerous. 

58Though it will undoubtedly strike some readers as inherently unsound to generalize 
the psychology of a whole class fraction in a remote historical period, many Americans 
familiar with the history of the past forty to fifty years in their own country would agree 
that both the discourse and behavior of the U.S. ruling class toward what it defined as 
communism exhibited clear symptoms of paranoia. In the case of such prominent ideo
logues as Joseph McCarthy or Ronald Reagan one might even speak of a pathology. Not 
that there was no method in their madness : purging the labor unions of a class conscious 
and committed leadership, purging the school system of independent, critical thinkers, 
purging the entertainment industry of provocative oppositional discourse-all contrib
uted to the consensus that made possible U.S. intervention in Korea and Vietnam, just to 
mention a couple of major successes. Against the danger of facile generalizations one has 
to weigh the danger of censoring psychoanalysis from all political discourse. 

59For his friendship with the herald Eurybates before the war, see 1 9.244-48. 
6oE.g. ,  Thornton 1 970: 96-1 1 4, J. H .  Finley 1 978:  1 93-94, Amory 1 963 and 1 966, 

Stewart 1 976: 1 0 1-40, and Suzuki 1 989: 76-87. I find Murnaghan's discussion ( 1 987b) 
most convincing in its insistence on the structurally untenable position in which heroic 
society placed all wives, regardless of their intelligence or moral makeup. 
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Our first direct glimpse of the hero introduces us to the tension be
tween his strongly marked, passionate longing to leave Kalypso and the 
implications of his seven years of lethargy. The intervention of the 
gods in this case, as in the visit of Athena to Telemachos , makes ex
plicit, external , and momentous an internal decision : the magic mo
ment when an individual subject finally decides to confront a situation 
that previously seemed quite hopeless (Segal l g62 : 2 1 ) .  Apart from the 
indirect suggestion that Odysseus had once found Kalypso pleasing, 
implied by the statement that he no longer did so (5. 1 53) ,  symbolic at
tributes are the primary means by which the poet indicates Kalypso's 
attractions: her cave with its sweet aroma and warm fire , the lush 
growth and flowing moisture about its entrance (5 .57-74) . Odysseus' 
escape from this cozy womblike security involves a perilous seajourney, 
a wrenching of his whole body-suggestively compared to the wrench
ing of an octopus from its lair (5.432-35)-and his emergence on a 
threatening shore where a second womblike enclosure preserves the 
seed (sperma) of his life .6 1 Kalypso thus evokes the female as the locus 
of a security that is at once potentially gratifying and a form of non
being, suggested by the goddess's name ("I shall hide or cover over"). 
Abandoning this realm is perceived as the hero's only route to sur
vival-to having an identity as a dominant, independent male. 

The next female Odysseus encounters , Nausikaa, similarly offers 
him nourishment, physical comfort, and the promise of marriage and 
enduring security, which he must similarly abandon if he is to survive 
and return to the real world of Ithaka. There is a characteristic tran
sition by a surface antithesis between the sexually mature goddess and 
the nubile virgin mortal , but the deeper structure is the same. Indeed 
the mother role of this adolescent female is adumbrated in her last 
words to Odysseus : "Remember me, since you owe me first of all the 
price of your life [zoagril" (8 .462) .  To this he responds that he will pray 
to her as to a divinity all his days: "For you gave me life [m ' ebiosao] , 
maiden" (8 .468) . Both Greek terms can be seen quite literally as re
ferring simply to the food she gave him on his emergence from the 
sea, but the psychological condensation of the nubile maiden with the 
all-powerful mother figure is certainly not without parallel in early 

6 ' For the symbolic association of the octopus with the metis of polymetis Odysseus, see 
Detienne and Vernant 1 978 :  32 .  Joseph Russo, as far as I know, first suggested the par
allel to birth trauma (in a public lecture at Yale; but see the essay of his teacher Howard 
Porter 1 962) .  The simile at the end of Bk. 5 (487-9 1 )  more precisely compares his life to 
a "seed" of fire preserved under a pile of ashes. Though I admire many fine insights in 
Segal's long article ( 1 962) ,  the vagueness of his characterization of the symbolism of Ka
lypso is typical of what drives me to Freud: "Odysseus' place of 'concealment,' then, is 
itself of the primal essence of the sea; he is held by the goddess in whom are reflected the 
crossing and binding together of the cosmic substances, earth, sky, and sea" ( 1 962 :  20). 
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Greek poetry. Hesiod too fondly evokes the virgin's charms (cf. Er. 
5 1 9-25 . ;  Th. 1 94-206, 572-84) and waxes almost sentimental over a 
desexualized mother figure (Hekate, Th. 4 1 1-5 2 ;  esp. kourotrophos, Th. 
452 ) .  But generally Hesiod's virgins as well as mothers turn out to be 
very scary : all his female figures, precisely to the extent that they are 
capable of sexual reproduction, require suppression and containment 
(Arthur 1 982) .  

The repertory of  threats and temptations in the adventures i s  cer
tainly wider than on Ithaka, but the moral-the psychological posture 
implicitly validated-is again essentially the same : in true mythic fash
ion, the message becomes clearer through repetition (Levi-Strauss 
1 967 : 2 26) .  The adventures begin on the realistic plane with a typical 
pirate raid against the Kikonians. There is no critique explicit or im
plied (pace G. Lord 1 954) of attacking innocent people, killing the 
men, raping the women,  and stealing all the movable property. Prob
lems arise only when Odysseus' men are unwilling to delay their grati
fication and insist on an immediate party on the beach. Their 
indulgence allows time for violent retaliation by the Kikonians' neigh
bors. Purely oral gratification in the land of the Lotus eaters threatens 
the same result-loss of home, that is, loss of functional participation 
in the social and political hierarchies of Ithaka, perhaps not surpris
ingly less appealing to Odysseus' men than to the king. Here too there 
is a dramatic antithesis between the violent threat of the Kikonians' 
neighbors and the easygoing, nonaggressive Lotus eaters ; but the con
trast only highlights the homology in the consequences. 

The psychological shift from fear of annihilation by eating to fear of 
annihilation by being eaten is an easy one ; the infant projects a desire 
to devour the nurturing parent onto the parent and consequently fears 
engulfment. Hostility from parents is thus most readily translated by 
the child into anxieties about being eaten by monsters. Universal as the 
symbolism seems, there are significant historical differences in the rel
ative emotional weight given to male and female devouring threats (P. 
Slater 1 968 :  esp. 4 1 0-14) which suggest changed social weights in the 
role of primary caregivers. Male threats are more noticeable in the 
worlds of Odysseus and Hesiod than they are in the repertory of mon
sters in fifth-century Athens, where males seem to have played a small 
role in the rearing of young children (Lacey 1 968:  1 68-69) . Phoinix's 
role in the Iliad as the nurse of the infant Achilles (9.438-4 1 ,  486-92) ,  
though without parallel, suggests at least that male primary caretakers 
were not unthinkable in the Homeric world. Entrapment in the cave 
of Polyphemos duplicates the terror of being incorporated in the 
monster's male womb. Thus the parallel between Kalypso's cave and 
Polyphemos' echoes the movement in Hesiod's Theogony from being 
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confined inside Gaia to being devoured by Kronos (cf. Kirk 1 970: 2 1 5-
20). Odysseus' escape requires repression of immediate aggressive re
taliation, that is, killing the threatening father figure (9 . 298-302) ,  
which would leave Odysseus and his men still trapped inside the cave. 
More censored than Kronos's treatment of Ouranos, Odysseus' aggres
sion takes the form of a carefully calculated symbolic castration-ren
dering the monster nonfunctional . By another reversal on an 
unconscious level repellent to the logic of fully conscious thought, the 
symbolic castration takes the form of a symbolic group rape : Odysseus 
heats a long pole and with his comrades' help thrusts and twirls it in 
the hairy eye socket of Polyphemos (9.375-90) . 

The chief moral of Odysseus' encounter with Aiolos is usually per
ceived solely in the hero's indulgence in the gratification of sleep-re
laxing at the very moment when his goal is within sight. The danger 
envisioned here is perhaps less psychological than political : the leader's 
relaxation triggers the followers' long pent-up resentment at the vast 
disparity between his share of the rewards and theirs ( 1 0. 28-47) .  A 
temptation functioning at a psychoanalytically deeper level is the pat
tern of Aiolos's family : in utter security, brothers are happily married 
to sisters , dividing their lives between the joys of the feast and those of 
the bedstead ( 1 0. 1-1 2 ) .  The escape from the incest taboo, a major 
source in patriarchal society of the child's profound ambivalence to
ward both mother and father, is a utopian image reserved for the gods. 
As we see in the conflict over the bow, the motif of mother-son incest 
recurs as more immediately relevant to the threats facing Odysseus. 

The mother "as big as a mountain's crest" ( 1 0. I 1 3) and the giant, de
vouring fathers of the Laistragonians evoke primarily the negative 
pole of that ambivalence.6� But it is suggestive that, in defiance of or
dinary seafaring practice, Odysseus escapes through an apparent fail
ure to guide his ship inside the "hollow" (koiloio, 1 0.92) harbor where 
promontories protrude in the harbor's "mouth" (stomati, 1 0.90) and 
there is a narrow entrance.63 Once again the attraction of a secure en
closure masks the reality of fatal incorporation, and the survivor is the 
male most wary of the appealing channel, the one who has opted for 
the risks of the open sea. 

6'Vidal-Naquet ( 1 97ob: 1 294) notes an interesting parallel between Odysseus' encoun
ter here with an apparently harmless young girl who leads him to a very powerful 
mother and the role of Nausikaa in leading him to Arete on Phaiakia. His focus is nature 
versus culture (under the forms of agriculture and sacrifice) ;  yet from a Freudian per
spective we may see again the mechanism of condensation-the innocent, appealing vir
gin fused with the frightening adult mother figure. 

63The noun koilia does not occur in Homer but is regularly used later for all sort3 of 
bodily cavities. 
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The Kirke episode ( 1 0. 234-474) has perhaps too readily been inter
preted in terms of a purely genital sexual threat. The primary focus 
of the sexual threat is psychoanalytically more archaic, that is, oral. 
Kirke transforms men into fawning animals by giving them liquid 
nourishment.64 To be sure ,  the weapons by which Odysseus overcomes 
this threat are more or less suggestively genital : Hermes' gift of a magic 
plant "black at the root, with a flower like milk" and his sharp sword. 
In the short run, this phallic assertiveness of the hero seems to reverse 
the previous pattern. Kirke is transformed by it from a wicked witch 
into a nurturing mother figure, and the hero is given divine sanction to 
enjoy her sexually without fear of castration ( 10. 296-30 1 ,  esp. anenora, 
"unmanned," 30 1 ) .  But the consequences of this temporary yielding to 
a seemingly allowed pleasure are all the more devastating than his pre
vious encounters. Odysseus himself now loses the thought of home and 
must now undergo "death" in order to be restored to his original goal. 

In psychoanalytic terms, the meaning of Odysseus' journey to the 
underworld seems focused in his learning of his mother's death. 
Knowledge of her death formally encloses ( 1 1 .84-87, 1 4 1-44) Odys
seus' learning the nature of his own death from Teiresies ( 1 1 . 1 34-37 ;  
cf. Segal 1 962 : 2 1 ) .  The ritual purification enjoined by Teiresies, 
whatever its other symbolic associations, involves appeasing the hos
tile sea father who is also "Husband-of-Earth-Mother" (etymology of 
Poseidaon) and "Earth-Shaker" (Enosigaios) by transforming an object 
usually associated with the barren sea-an oar-into an object associ
ated with the fertility of the earth-a winnowing fan ( 1 l . 1 2 1-28) .  
Once this transformation is achieved, Odysseus must fix the oar in the 
earth (gaiei peksas, 1 1 . 1 29) and perform rituals honoring Poseidon. 
Thus symbolic possession of the mother is won at the cost of an elab
orated show of subordination to the father, whose gift is death-at best 
long delayed ( 1 1 . 1 34). The culmination of Odysseus' interview with his 
mother is his futile attempt to embrace her, which becomes the vehicle 
for his learning the reality of death as destruction of the body ( 1 1 . 2 1 8-
2 2) .  The frustrated embrace of the mother then provokes the injunc
tion : "Struggle back to the light as quickly as possible" ( 1 1 . 2 23 ) ,  which 
Antikleia equates with return to his wife. To seek to remain with the 
security of the mother is thus now literally designated death, and the 
wife is installed as the safe alternative. 

On the other hand, the catalogue of women ( 1 1 . 2 25-329) ,  including 
such dangerous wives as Epikaste , wife of Oedipus, Phaidra, Prokris, 

64Freud ( 1 958-74: 5 : 357) notes that small animals in dreams can represent children. 
There is nothing necessary about such symbolism here, but at least Knox's analysis 
( 1 952)  of the lion in the house parable in the Agamemnon suggests that such associations 
are not alien to Greek feeling. 
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and Eriphyle, together with the frightening and fully developed and 
generalized paradigm of Klytemnestra ( 1 1 .4 1 0-34) , reinforces the im
age of all women as potentially deadly. Indeed, Odysseus specifically 
cites the case of Agamemnon as the grounds for his adopting the in
direct strategy of disguise on returning to Ithaka ( 1 3 .383-85) .  

The remaining adventures focus briefly on three female threats and 
concentrate fully on the ultimate oral testing, the cattle of Helios. The 
Sirens repeat the pattern of female attractiveness masking the reality 
of destruction ( 1 2 .39-46) , but the inducement here is not so obviously 
the traditional female attributes of nourishment, security, and sensual 
gratification in general. The promise of knowledge with which they 
seek to seduce their victims evokes especially the male world of the epic 
saga ( 1 2 . 1 89-90) . In the context of Odysseus' emergence from the un
derworld, the prospect of "knowing everything that happens" suggests 
a repetition of the same symbolic quest in a different key :  the child's 
insatiable curiosity about the sexuality of his parents is a concomitant 
of the desire to possess the mother and triggers the same fear. As anti
Muses, the Sirens' knowledge carries the same price as Antikleia's
whose name ("Against kleos," sc. the glory particularly associated with 
epic) suggests the negation of what the Sirens offer.65 

The Skylla, whose lower half is coextensive with her hideous cavern 
and whose upper half is a compulsive profusion of devouring mouths 
with three rows of teeth ( 1 2 .89-94) , seems to constitute some ultimate 
triumph of the conjuring power of male fears of devouring, castrating 
female monsters. Still, Kharybdis is her alter ego and swallows Odys
seus' mast, thus reducing him to the image of a pathetic, clinging bat, 
elsewhere the poet's image of the "strengthless" souls of the dead 
(24.6- 10) .  If there is a suggestion of confidence in the hero's success in 
hearing at least some of the Sirens' song, Skylla and Kharybdis cut him 
down to size. In the case of Skylla, the utter futility of the phallic weap
onry that had seemed so potent with Kirke is dramatized both by 
Kirke's chiding and Odysseus' stubborn neglect of her warning, as he 
puts on his armor and brandishes two spears ( 1 2 . 2 2 8-30).66 In the case 
of Kharybdis, there is no longer even the illusion of choice or contest; 

65Dimock ( 1 956: 58) suggests that Antiphates means "Against-renown" and Antikleia, 
"Opposed-ta-fame" (67). One might add Antinoos (Against the mind or purpose, sc. of 
Odysseus) .  To be sure, in the formation antitheos the anti-element seems to mean "like," 
or better, "a match for," as in antianeiroi. But in the context of so many punning names 
in the Odyssey- so nicely exploited by Dimock-and the formations antibios, antiboleo, an
tithuron, antWs, it does not seem to me gratuitous to see this sense here. 

�hose who see the futility of Odysseus' martial posture here solely as a critique of 
warrior values per se (e.g. , Redfield 1 983 :  236) ignore the effectiveness of his sword with 
Kirke-or for that matter, of his spear with the stag. 
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the hero is simply swept inexorably back to and into her, saved from 
total obliteration only by an equally inexorable tenacity ( l 2 .426-37). 

Structurally, the encounter with the cattle of Helios is by its position 
and the announced program of the prologue ( l .  7-9) the culminating 
and decisive test of the hero. This fact has bothered many critics be
cause, for a modern audience, this trial is not as dramatically engaging 
as many others. The reasons may have less to do with eternal laws of 
pure art than with differences in specific economic and social realities 
for the respective audiences of the poem. The peasants in Homer's au
dience, all those affected by the "poverty that soon drove Greek settlers 
east and west, from the Black Sea to Sicily and beyond" (J. H. Finley 
1 978 :  2 l 2 ) ,  may be presumed to share something of Hesiod's obsessive 
fear of starvation. Throughout Odysseus' adventures the balance has 
been decidedly on the side of oral temptations and threats compared 
with the more genital aspects of desire. To this extent there is a psy
choanalytic logic to the prominence given to the horrors of oral dep
rivation on Thrinakia. It constitutes a necessary polar opposition to 
the relentless celebration of feasting in the transitional world of Pha
iakia and the more realistic Ithakan portions of the poem.67 Indeed, 
the repeated (Calhoun 1 933) and lovingly described banquets of the 
Odyssey are for the vast majority of the poet's audience a perfect exam
ple of what Jameson alludes to as "gratifying intolerable,  unrealizable,  
properly imperishable desires only to the degree which they can again 
be laid to rest" ( l 979C: l 4 l ) . The oral longing is gratified in fantasy 
only to be recontained within the relentless moral of repression, the 
running critique of what Redfield has dubbed "hyperculture" ( l 983) .  
Here too a parallel in Hesiod suggests that we are dealing with a tem
porally specific phenomenon. The least inhibited sensuous evocation 
of bliss in the almost completely repressive Hesiod is his description of 
a meal . At that time of the year when "women are most lecherous and 
men most withered," Hesiod proffers the consolation of shade, wine, 
cake, milk, veal , and the flesh of young goats (Er. 585-96) . Human 
companionship is conspicuous by its absence. However deep and per
vasive the sexual ambivalence toward women in the late eighth century, 
so frequently characterized as simply misogyny (e.g . ,  Cantarella 1 987 :  
26-37) ,  in  both the Odyssey and Hesiod i t  was subordinated to or  com
bined with an overriding oral anxiety. For Hesiod the chief threat of 

67The prominence of this critique of excessive or improper feasting leads Redfield to 
the conclusion, "The Odyssey is mostly about hyper-culture [his term for excessive luxury 1 
because prosperity, not want, sets the most difficult ethical problems" ( 1 983 :  244). This 
may seem the antithesis of my emphasis on fear of starvation, which Redfield does not 
see at all. I have suggested that they are two sides of the same dialectic, but our differing 
standpoints doubtless influence what we see. 
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the woman who "wiggles her behind at you" is that she is "after your 
barn"-your food supply (Er. 373-74).68 

If there is a temporally specific , realistic dimension to the most 
mythic portions of the poem, there is a continuing mythic element in 
the more realistic Ithakan section. This aspect, which we have already 
associated with the hero's ambivalence toward Penelope, the stated 
goal of all his trials ,  is most obviously centered on the hero's bow. Like 
the magic sword of Siegfried or the sword in Grimm's tale of the king 
of the golden mountain, it is the decisive symbol and practical means of 
the hero's triumph over his enemies (Segal l g62 : 50-52 ). Most broadly 
it symbolizes Odysseus' absolute superiority over all the younger men, 
including Telemachos, who seek to replace him in his former role with 
Penelope. The associations it acquires through cumulative allusions to 
it in the poem reinforce its more specifically sexual symbolic function 
as the vehicle of the hero's triumphant phallic assertiveness, which 
both subdues male rivals and, when su pplemented by the symbol of the 
olive tree, divests Penelope of her threatening aspect. 

The terms in which the bow is first introduced and the description of 
the contest imply an equation between, on the one hand, stringing the 
bow and sending a shaft through holes of the axes and, on the other, 
winning Penelope as a sexual partner ( 1 9 .57 1-8 1 ) .69 The digression on 
the origin of the bow (2 1 . 1 2-4 1 )  implicitly contrasts the justice of Od
ysseus, who will use it to kill the thieving non-guests in his palace, to 
the injustice of Herakles, who killed and robbed his true guest, Iphitos, 
the former owner of the bow. There is nothing particularly sexual 
about this, but it is noteworthy that the poet here grafts onto the bow 
the association of kingly, patriarchal justice normally symbolized by the 
royal scepter. 

The subsequent, detailed description of Penelope's fetching the bow 
from the storeroom is more suggestive. She inserts a key, knocks the 
bolt up, drives the key in farther; the doors roar like a bull, then spread 
open; she lays the bow on her knees as she slips off its case and weeps 
at the sight of it (2 1 .47-56). The response of the chief suitor, Antinoos , 
at the sight of the bow is an expression of religious awe (aaatos) and an 
immediate sense of the inferiority of all the suitors. The sight of the 

68Suzuki suggests a more explicitly material , political basis for fear of women in the 
Odyssey: "Eumaios' maid, who kidnapped him and stole gold from his father after being 
seduced by a Phoenician trader, exemplifies the threat to property and genealogy that 
women's unregulated sexuality brings" ( 1 989: 90). I discuss the threat to genealogy, to 
inheritance of property through the male line, in Chapter 1 .  

69There is some debate whether the text designates the holes into which an ax handle 
would fit or a holelike space formed by the curves of Minoan double axheads (J. H. Fin
ley 1 978 :  1 9 1-92). 
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bow triggers first a memory of an infantile (nepios) vision of the patri
archal hero (2 1 .85-95), then rising secret hopes (2 1 .96-97). 70 

Telemachos, after expressing his apparently illogical, giddy glee, 
launches into extravagant praise of his mother, which he himself de
scribes as somehow inappropriate from his lips. He then announces 
that he himself will try the bow: 

If I should string it and shoot through the iron, 
My respected mother would not leave me grieving, leaving 
This house to go with someone else, since I would be left behind 
Already able to lift up my father's beautiful prizes. 

There is a fascinating ambiguity in these lines. The most obvious mean
ing is that, since she is to marry someone else anyway, he would like to 
demonstrate the martial prowess signifying his competence to inherit 
his father's economic and perhaps political status. But the syntax and 
particularly the word order leave open the implication that, if he can 
string the bow, his mother will not marry someone else, that she is her
self the "lovely prize" of his father. Embarrassed commentators (e.g. , 
Stanford 1 964-65, ad loc.) feel compelled to declare themselves for the 
one true meaning, but perhaps it is nearer the truth to speak of a con
scious intent and an unconscious wish peeking through. Certainly 
more than inherited excellence seems at work in Telemachos' "amaz
ing" capacity to dig the trench and set up the axes, since on the psy
choanalytic level he has indeed seen them before (2 1 . 1 20-23) .  Only 
the silent intervention of his father forestalls his hopes to "string the 
bow and send the shaft through the iron" (2 1 : 1 28-30). He is checked, 
"despite his desire" (hiemenon per). 

The broad comedy of the suitors' impotent efforts to heat and grease 
the bow (2 1 .  I 78-85) is only enhanced by the strong sexual associations 
it has acquired. Yet one could argue that Eurymachos' lament after his 
failure specifically downgrades the sexual function of the bow: grieved 
as he is over the loss of Penelope, he sees the worst aspect of his failure 
in the shame vis-a-vis other males at not being the equal in strength of 
Odysseus (2 1 . 249-55) .  But to speak here exclusively in terms of the 
vague anthropological categories of shame culture and guilt culture is 
to divest the notions of shame and guilt of their emotional source in 
censored sexual desires. 7 1  

7°Aaatos (:lO.9 1 )  is a doubtful word that may be associated with ate; see Stanford 1 964-
65, ad loc. 

7' It is interesting that Dodds, who first imported these terms into classics, does offer
however timidly-a psychoanalytic hypothesis for the guilt in guilt culture ( 1 95 1 :  44-49) 
but leaves the aetiology of shame unexamined. 
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It is hard to miss the comic ambiguity in Penelope's decisive inter
vention, which enables Odysseus to try the bow: 

Do you think that if this stranger strings Odysseus' 
Great bow, relying on the force and might of his hands 
He will lead me home and make me his wife? 
I can't imagine he himself expects this in his heart. 

The surface expresses the unbridgeable gap in social class which makes 
marriage between a beggar, whatever his origins, and a queen unthink
able. But the audience recognizes that Odysseus' stringing of the bow 
would only regain him sexual access to a woman he had already "led 
home." The test for Odysseus, as he himself makes clear after his suc
cess, is whether the "vital essence [menos] is still securely mine" 
(2 1 .426) .72 As he begins the slaughter of the suitors , he lays particular 
stress on their sexual crimes against him, not only in pursuing his wife 
but in "sleeping beside my serving women by use of force" ( 2 2 .37) .  

Although I do believe that exploration of unconscious narrative pat
terns and symbols can open significant sources of emotional appeal in 
a literary work, my chief goal in the foregoing section is to argue that, 
even where traditional critics have found allegories and symbols of the 
most permanently human nature, there are important temporally and 
culturally specific ideological dimensions. Freud can and should be his
toricized. The sense of the immutability of psychic phenomena to or
thodox Freudians derives largely from the cultural continuity, not least 
in sexual ideology, between ancient Greece and our own time. The neg
ative stereotypes of women in the Odyssey as potentially deceitful,  en
gulfing, castrating monsters who can be transformed into more or less 
trustworthy helpmates only by massive, redundant displays of phallic 
violence have analogues throughout Western literature and are all too 
easy to find in contemporary popular culture and advertising. Until 
very recently there has been little organized challenge to this distorted 
vision of alleged human nature. Only an organized women's movement 
and a concomitant expansion and reinterpretation of our anthropolog
ical knowledge have introduced the notion that alternatives exist and 
can be consciously created. In the Odyssey, despite Samuel Butler's fa
mous argument ( 1 967 [ 1 897]) that the author of the poem was female 
and various more recent attempts to find a more progressive view of 
women in the Odyssey than in the Iliad, I see rather an intensification of 

" On the implications of menos, see Onians 1 988 ( 1 95 1 ) :  1 94.  Menos in the final line of 
the Cologne papyrus of Archilochos is generally understood to designate sperm (e.g. ,  
Van Sickle 1 975 :  esp. 5) .  The suggested supplement leukon (Degani and Merkelbach in 
Van Sickle 1 975 :  4) makes the reference more explicit still. 
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the traditional ambivalence toward women.73 Where so little data is 
available, it is perhaps pointless to explore possible causes; but the cor
relation in Hesiod between an intensified sense of economic pressure 
and a compulsive indulgence in hostility toward women suggests a pat
tern not unfamiliar in other political contexts : the hostility of the up
wardly mobile against those with real power is redirected against those 
below with even less power. 

Perhaps the element that makes the sexual politics of the Odyssey 
more progressive than those in the texts of Hesiod is the recurrent 
presence of women, the pervasive narrative interest in them. They at 
least get to speak, exercise some power (cf. Arete, 6 .3 1 0-15 ,  7 .67-77) ,  
and even, on occasion,  win . Unlike women in the Iliad, they are not 
sympathetic primarily as victims but as complex and varied compo
nents of human (and divine) society. If they are all in some sense po
tentially threatening, they are almost all intensely interesting as well . 
As duBois puts it, "if women inspire fear, it is not because they are 
wounded, but because they have the power to wound" ( 1 988 :  xii) .  This 
shift may suggest one positive consequence of the less war-dominated, 
less heroic character of the world of the Odyssey. 

Nature and Culture for the Colonizer 

Although Odysseus' bow proved fully adequate to awe and subdue 
all male rivals, the hero's success in the contest and the brutal revenge 
exacted with this weapon are after all not adequate for the mythic res
olution of the hero's ambivalence toward his wife. The final resolution 
is won not by the bow, symbol of male phallic aggressivity, but by the 
olive, a symbol with a richer range of associations. To be sure, the in
adequacy of the bow is attributed to Penelope's reluctance, not to any 
apparent failure on the part of Odysseus ;  and there is a nice dramatic 
reversal of roles in her testing him. Her stubborn reluctance is in fact 
the decisive proof of her fidelity ; thus her anxieties function chiefly to 
reduce his. The olive of their bedpost, to be sure , retains strong sexual 
associations, but it also recalls the hero as carpenter, as home builder, 
as a figure whose identity has been seen primarily in terms of the 

73Beye 1 975 and H. Foley 1 978,  for example, tend to stress what they see as more posi
tive treatments of women in the Odyssey. Suzuki ( 1 989: 67) notes rightly, I think, the 
diminished portrait of Helen in the later poem. Redfield is one whose association of 
the Odyssey with women could never be called progressive: "The Odyssey, long before Sam
uel Butler, had the name of a woman's poem, and there is something feminine about it; 
it can charm us to any degree, it can, now and then, stir us to the depths, but it has not 
those endless sources of power, half used and half concealed, which animate the Iliad" 
( 1 973 :  1 45)· 
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structuralist opposition of nature and culture (e.g . ,  Vidal-N aquet 1 970b; 
Redfield 1 983) .  

The olive, so purely phallic and aggressive in the blinding of Poly
phemos, is first introduced in terms that symbolize the hero's ambiva
lent posture toward nature and culture. These abstractions invite the 
same ahistoricism as psychoanalytic approaches, but they are critically 
relevant to the poem's representation of the hero's identity precisely to 
the extent that they are given specific historical content. 

Odysseus,  on the shore of Skerie , stripped of all external aspects of 
a specifically human cultural identity, seeks shelter in the woods : 

He went under a double thicket, 
Both growing from the same place-the one wild olive, 

the other cultivated. 
Neither the chill strength of winds traversed them, 
Nor did the blazing sun ever strike them with his rays; 
Nor did rain penetrate through-so thickly did they 
Grow intertwined with each other. 

(5.476-8 1 )  

Here the two forms of olive seem to reflect the poet's sense of the am
biguity of his warrior-hero's relation to culture ,  at once both its highest 
representative and its destroyer. The wild boar whose wound gives Od
ysseus his name emerges from a similar lair ( 1 9.439-43) ,  but his lair is 
purely wild. The boar, though slain by the youthful human, nonethe
less by the wound he inflicts leaves a symbolic mark of his wildness that 
fits the dual character of the fully formed hero : he who both inflicts 
and suffers pain (Dimock 1 956). At the same time, the poetic amplifi
cation on the impenetrable security of these thickets links them with 
the haven to which Athena returns after visiting Nausikaa in a dream. 
The "eternally secure seat of the gods" is similarly "not shaken by the 
winds nor even wet with rain nor does frost ever approach it" (6.42-
44). There is in fact a homology between the state of nature (the boar) , 
the status of the gods, and the womblike enclosures that alternately 
preserve and threaten to hide the identity of Odysseus. He is godlike 
but refuses Kalypso's offer of immortality (5. 208-24) ;  he is like a lion 
(6. 1 30) but achieves the name and scar that define his specifically hu
man identity by killing the wild boar. Throughout his adventures, Od
ysseus is consistently defined as the mediating term in a series of 
oppositions. The specific characteristics by which he is differentiated 
constitute a partisan reflection of what I have called the colonizing el
ement's attempt to impose their definition of culture and true man
hood on Greek society. 
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Odysseus leaves Kalypso by exercising the technical skills of a ship
builder (5 . 249-5 1 )  and navigator (5 . 2 7o-80) . His exercise of verbal 
skills, psychological manipulation , and sexual restraint win him food 
and clothing from Nausikaa. His tact (esp. 7 . 303-7) and athletic prow
ess (8 . 1 86-93) win him prestige and the essential attribute of an inde
pendent eighth-century male, a sword (8 .403-5) .  The combination of 
his skills wins him the gifts that constitute the economic base essential 
to kingly power (see esp. 1 1 . 358-6 1 ) .  In short, he moves on Phaiakia 
from the barely human , noncultural stranger to a figure who seems 
fully capable of permanent integration within this ne plus ultra of 
Greek human culture. 

Stil l ,  a wide range of factors sharply differentiate Odysseus from the 
world of the Phaiakians (Segal 1962 : 27 ) .  Though Odysseus is expert in 
athletics , for him they scarcely constitute the greatest source of renown 
(8 . 1 47 ) ;  rather, they are part of a continuum leading directly into the 
deadly confrontations of war (8 . 2  1 5-29) .  The poet insists on Odysseus' 
pleasure in Demodokos' tale of divine adultery (8 .367-68) ,  but the 
Phaiakians' light entertainment echoes a situation that will be deadly 
serious for Odysseus. As the t ime-worn husband who will employ a 
stratagem to outwit his handsome young rivals ,  Odysseus paral lels the 
chief butt of their laughter, the declasse divinity Hephaistos , black
smith and master craftsman of the gods. Odysseus praises the Phaiaki
ans' elaborate dancing (8 .383-84) ,  but his praise distances himself 
from such frivolities. The artistic performance he personally stage 
manages (8 .474-98) is a tale of his own role as destroyer of culture, the 
pain of which establishes a haunting equivalence between the city 
sacker and his victim : 

But Odysseus 
Melted, and tears from under his lids wet his cheeks , 
As a woman weeps , throwing herself about her husband, 
Who has fal len before his homeland and hosts, 
Trying to drive from his city and children the pitiless day. 
She, seeing that he is dying and gasping out his last, 
Pours herself about him, cries a piercing cry. But they, behind, 
Beating her back and shoulders with their spears, 
Lead her away into slavery, to endure both toil and suffering. 
Her cheeks waste away in grief most pitiful. 

So too with seafaring. Odysseus may be impressed with their toil-and
danger-free ships , but the navigation he knows and tells of at such 
length is utterly different :  deadly winds, thunder and lightening, 
crushing waves that bring loss of ships, comrades, and all sense of di-
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rection. The Phaiakians, whose lifestyle is so suggestive of the most 
privileged aristocracy of eighth-century Greece , are "near to the gods" 
(5 .35)-even as the Cyclopes, who offer an image of the pastoral, non
Greek peoples of the Mediterranean, are "better than the gods" 
(9 . 275-76; Kirk 1 970: 1 62-7 1 ) . Both poles inhabit naively secure 
worlds far removed from the risk, work, and destructiveness that for 
Odysseus represent the cost of culture. Odysseus and his poet seem to 
know and acknowledge that every gain of this civilization is achieved at 
the price of truly barbarous heroism.74 

That there is a class basis to the differentiation of Odysseus from the 
Phaiakians has already been suggested earlier in the broad parallel be
tween them and the suitors on Ithaka. The accusation that Odysseus is 
a "leader of seamen who are men of affairs,! A man with cargo on his 
mind and a sharp eye for profits/ Eagerly seized in travel" (8. 1 62-64) 
demonstrates the class antagonism of the whole encounter. It simulta
neously denies and reveals the class allegiance of the poet. He aspires 
to the full prestige of saga kingship for his hero, but the line between 
heroic pirate-warrior and leader of seamen hungry for profits is no 
more solid than that between poet and articulate beggar. 

In the other adventures, we have noted already the general differ
entiation of Odysseus from others by virtue of his capacity to repress 
desire, to delay gratification. In the adventure that most obviously 
pits nature against culture,  the encounter with the Cyclopes, Odysseus 
emerges most concretely as the aggressive colonist. Twenty-six lines 
are devoted to a detailed description of the resources in game, po
tential farmland, vineland, harbor, and fresh water available on an is
land opposite the mainland where the Cyclopes dwell :  "They could 
have worked this island into a fine settlement for themselves," Odys
seus comments (9. 1 30) , but they have no ships. At least one historian, 
focusing especially on the reference to wild goats, has invoked the is
land of Capri ("Goats") opposite the first known eight-century Greek 
colony at Kume, near modern Naples.75 From the perspective of the 

74Consider the insight of Walter Benjamin: "There is no document of civilization 
which is not at the same time a document of barbarism" ( 1 969: 256).  Had Jameson not 
already used this as an epigraph, I would have. 

75Wade-Gery, in his Harvard lectures. Redfield ( 1 983 :  233)  suggests Pitheccousa (Is
chia). There have been many popular attempts to match Homeric geography with the 
Mediterranean area. Berard ( 1 93 1 :  1 2 1-2 2)  was sure that the Cyclopes inhabited ancient 
Oinotria on the north side of the Bay of Naples. Bradford ( 1 963) notes the frequent as
sociation of Capri with the Sirens ( 1 20, he opts for the Galli Islands) but follows Butler 
( 1 967 [ 1 897] :  1 47 )  in associating the CyclopS's cave with Trapani on the west coast of Sic
ily, where the island of Favignana is in sight (47-54). Stanford and Luce ( 1 974 :  1 23-24) 
associate the Cyclopes with "the picture of the 'Apennine culture' drawn by David 
Trump" but ignore the issue of the island opposite. The point, of course, is not to pin 
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noncolonizing Cyclopes, Odysseus is simply "one who wanders ran
domly like a pirate over the sea, staking his life ,  bringing disaster to 
strangers" (9. 253-55) .  As Odysseus blinds his victim, he merges, 
through a simile, once again with the skilled shipbuilder (9.384-86, 
compare 5 . 234-26 1 )  and-more temporally specific still (Stanford 
1 964-65 , ad loc. )-with a smith tempering iron (9.39 1-93). 

It is thus not accidental that Odysseus' crime against Polyphemos is 
repeatedly cited (e .g . ,  1 .68-75,  1 3 .34 1-43) as the reason for Odysseus' 
sufferings. As with the descendants of Cain, a gain in technology bears 
the stain of a crime against the hierarchies of the status quo. It is as if 
the poet has internalized the opprobrium associated with colonizers, 
who, like Hesiod's father, "fleeing bitter poverty," imposed their mas
tery on the sea and the simpler cultures living on its periphery, by ei
ther butchering them or driving them inland. Though individual 
aristocratic leaders of colonies are likely enough (Murray 1 980: 1 09) 
and it is plausible that the ruling landed aristocracies supported the 
colonization movement to drain off troublesome population from the 
communities they dominated (Murray 1 980: 1 08) ,  the resulting expan
sion of trade must have introduced new disruptive forces in the mother 
cities-forces that contributed in the next century to the rise of hoplite 
warfare ,  tyranny, and a money economy. This change in turn injected 
a new and, from the perspective of the aristocracies , frightening flu
idity into the social structure. 

But if the nature/culture antithesis in the poem carries some of this 
burden of class guilt, the dominant note is a triumphant ethnocentric 
celebration not only of the superior technology and character type but 
also of the cultural institutions that enabled the dramatic expansion of 
Greek horizons and influence in the eight century. Thus, in the case of 
the Cyclopes, Odysseus comments scornfully on their lack of ships, ag
riculture, viniculture, and architecture, but also on their lack of a spe
cifically Greek social organization: "They have no counsel-bearing 
public meetings [agorai boulephoroi] nor legal precedents [themistes]"  
(9. 1 1 2 ) .  We noted earlier that the oligarchic suitors hold an anomalous 
agora from which all the people are excluded ( 1 6.36 1-62) .  Usually a 
meeting of just the ruling figures is called a boule (council) or refers to 
the "old men" (gerontOn)-even though in such Homeric gatherings 
Nestor is the only figure who literally fits that term (cf. II. 2 .53 ,  9 .70) . 
An agora is inherently more democratic than the closed council of 
chiefs, as is clearly illustrated by the political dynamics of the assembly 
scenes in the second books of both Iliad and Odyssey. 

down a real place but to suggest some plausible concreteness to the description of an 
ideal colony. 
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So too the emphasis on established precedents (themistes) as an essen
tial component of advanced culture is not politically neutral. Just as 
Hesiod's sermons on 'Justice" (dike) implicitly indict the arbitrariness of 
the ruling element, the stress on assemblies and laws not only reflects 
the colonists' new self-consciousness about traditional institutions in al
tered circumstances but anticipates the demand for written codes of 
law.76 Thus it is not gratuitous or devoid of political interest that the 
last simile in the adventures juxtaposes the hero as male culture figure 
to the forces of obliterating female nature in terms of open legal 
procedures: 

At the time when a man rises up from the assembly for supper, 
After judging many disputes of young men seeking a decision, 
Then indeed did my timbers appear out of Kharybdis. 

( 1 2 .439-4 1 )  

Ambiguity, History, and Utopia 

In the foregoing discussion of the Odyssey I have repeatedly focused 
on various sorts of ambiguity and ambivalence. In doing so, I do not 
wish to hypostasize these attributes, in the manner of both Anglo
American and French New Critics, as the inherent ambiguity of all 
literature or the polysemous character of all discourse and sign sys
tems. The specific self-consciousness of this text about the potential 
duplicity of poetry, its fascination with puns and names, I am inclined 
to relate primarily to a concrete crisis in text production itself associ
ated with the transition from an oral to a literate culture . But even 
these ambiguities and certainly other ambiguities in the text must also 
be seen as creative responses to the political, social , economic, and psy
chological ambivalences of specific historical actors at a specific histori
cal juncture.  

The poet's ambiguous allegiance results, on the one hand, from his 
role as the bearer of the elite culture and partial dependent of the aris
tocratic ruling element, and on the other, from his status as a wander
ing craftsman and his proximity to the discontented peasants and 
marginal elements in society. Thus, in relation to the stereotypical 

76See Gagarin 1 986: 46-50 and Havelock 1 978 :  206-10 on the difficulty of translating 
the term. Gagarin ( 1 29-30) argues effectively against the thesis of Bonner and Smith 
( 1 930) that the colonization movement was itself the cause of written law codes. What I 
think is true is that the phenomenon of uprooting implicit in colonization contributed to 
a new consciousness about the capacity of human beings to make and unmake laws that 
an older period had accepted as the impositions of Zeus. 
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characters and values of the epic tradition, the poet oscillates between 
assimilation and critique. The psychological profile he imparts to his 
hero reflects , in terms of a fearful ambivalence toward females and 
pervasive oral anxieties , the emotional preoccupations of a class under 
severe economic pressure but aggressively on the move, ready to inter
nalize a high level of repression in return for success in a world per
ceived as full of delicious opportunities and catastrophic threats. The 
projection of these ambivalences in the broader arena of the opposi
tion between nature and culture reveals the tensions in the self-image 
of the colonizing elements in eighth-century Greece : aware of the op
probrium attached by the aristocracy to their aggressive acquisitiveness 
and threatening technological advances, they are at the same time de
fiantly proud of their achievements and determined to validate the po
litical institutions that promise fair treatment and at least token public 
participation in decision making. 

The role of ideas about inherited excellence is central only in the ex
plicitly political arena of struggle over who shall rule-the one king or 
the few "best" people. This is obviously only one among a wide variety 
of factors in this broad panorama of class struggle at the cultural ideo
logical level . But in the ensuing centuries there is a broadening and 
deepening of the divergent trends visible in the Odyssey between, on the 
one hand, a hardening of the aristocratic aspiration to automatic rec
ognition of inherited superiority and, on the other, a challenge to the 
claims of the ruling elite with a focus on their crimes. In the fifth cen
tury, these tendencies culminate in the opposition between Pindar and 
Aeschylus. 

There remains to consider, after this long effort at historicization, 
the crude question, what is in it for us? What pedagogical or political 
gain is there in such an exercise? As I tried to suggest in my introduc
tion, the first task of a double hermeneutic is critique, an assessment of 
the complicity of the text in maintaining an order of unfreedom, of in
justice . On this negative side, a clearer appreciation of the aggressivity, 
male chauvinism, and ruthless instrumentalism of an alleged Every
man might give us some pause about an uncritical valorization of this 
most canonical of texts. Even its most obvious utopian projection, the 
dream of a single strong man to set all our troubles straight by a blood
bath, is profoundly dangerous. At the same time, the text's own evoca
tion of the dangerous illusions of the powerful, its profound sympathy 
for the pain of those cut off from human society or confined to its 
margins, its valorization of the long painful quest for a just and affec
tively bound community that prominently includes women and where 
kin are allies and allies are as kin-all these elements open a more wor
thy utopian space that makes its own contribution to the long quest of 
our species. 
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Historicizing Pindar: 

Pythian 1 0  

I hope to convince you that it is precisely the path through the aes
thetic question that we are obliged to take in any ultimate solution 
of the political question, for it is through beauty that we arrive at 
freedom. 

-Friedrich Schiller 
Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man 

If the task of any Marxist criticism worthy of the name is 
to historicize the text, the challenge is peculiarly acute in the case of 
Pindar-the first major author after Hesiod to survive in sufficiently 
complete texts to permit a serious encounter with a politics of form. 
The problem has several dimensions, which I separate for purposes of 
analysis. First is the traditional perception of Pindar's place in the un
folding of any putative historical continuum between Homer and the 
fifth century. One needs both to assess the political and social devel
opments of this period and reassess the characteristic ways Pindar is 
situated in relation to them. Second, we need to evaluate the ways Pin
dar has until quite recently been historicized within the fifth-century 
context. Here the apparent explicitness of Pindar's political allegiances, 
at least in the eyes of those who acknowledge the presence of a signif
icant political dimension in the text of his surviving odes, has con
fronted many readers with a sense that they must take a stand against 
Pindar or find a way indirectly to endorse his vision. In this connection, 
the very perception of Pin dar's immersion in the politics of his time has 
often led to a peculiarly troubled treatment of the chronology of the 
poems. Third, there is the powerful attempt characteristic of most re
cent Pindaric scholarship to save Pindar's reputation as a poet by de
fining his poetic activity and production in radically apolitical terms. 
As indicated, I attempt to explore and respond to these aspects of what 
might be called "the Pindaric problem" separately, but it is essential to 
keep in mind that they arise as problems because of the ambiguity of 
the notion of historicization. Finally, in the course of historicizing the 
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new formalism in contemporary Pindaric criticism, I offer a general as
sessment of the relation of his deployment of the epinician form before 
venturing a reading of what is generally accepted as Pindar's first dat
able epinician, Pythian 1 0. 

Pindar's Place in the So-Called Lyric Age 

Pindar is almost invariably treated as the tail-end figure-sometimes 
in conjunction with Bacchylides-of a temporal span beginning with 
Archilochos, the first known literary figure after Hesiod and Homer. 1 
Pindar thus emerges as unambiguously backward-looking and irre
trievably archaic in several senses of the word rather than as a figure 
fully enmeshed in the intellectual, social , artistic, and political devel
opments of the first half of the fifth century. This approach follows 
from legitimate grounds ; but, as I try to show, it involves some distinct 
distortions. 

Since one of our chief interests in this study is the politics of form, it 
is worth noting that Pindar emerges as virtually the first literary figure 
after Homer whose artistic output comes to us in a group of poems 
primarily confined to a recognizable genre-poems that in most cases 
are formally indisputably complete. 2  This is not to deny that there may 
well be complete poems among the fragments of earlier lyric and elegy, 
but not only does the haphazard transmission of those texts make one 
wary, the very forms of the remains between Archilochos and Pindar 
seem in varying degrees indifferent to considerations of completeness. 
Elegy is the most obvious example.3 One often feels a sense of the com-

I Murray's condensed overview is quite typical of more elaborate discussions :  "The ear
liest, . . .  Archilochos . . . .  Finally, the greatest of the choral lyric poets, Pindar" ( 1 980: 
24-25). It is striking that Murray's actual citations of Pindar ( 1 95-208) almost all fal l  af
ter his own chosen terminus, the Persian wars. Among older treatments, Frankel 1 973 is 
perhaps canonical; its final chapter, "The Last of Archaic Lyric," begins its discussion of 
Pindar with the following sentiment: "As the most characteristic and highly-bred product 
of the epoch it [choral lyric] did not attain its finest development until the epoch itself 
was near its climax and decline. Thus the archaic age of Greek literature found its ulti
mate crown of poetry in the choral odes of Pindar . . . .  Pindar remained untouched by the 
revolution in ideas that was going on around him" (425-2-6, emphasis added). Note also 
the title of Davison's collected papers, From Archilochus to Pindar ( 1 968). So too Podlecki, 
despite the "early" in his title, concludes with a chapter on Pindar and Bacchylides ( 1 984: 
203-50). Fowler, who also has an "early" prominent in his title, ends his discussion of 
genres with the epinician ( 1 987 :  1 00-1 0 1 )  where we might have expected a discussion of 
the alleged origins in Simonides. But, in fact, his brief discussion centers entirely on is
sues raised by Bundy about Pindar's handling of the genre. 

'This comment implies no conclusions about the largely lost corpus of Pindar's work 
and the forms in which these were gathered, on which see Race 1 987.  

3See Fowler's conclusion : "We are forced to conclude that elegy was not an archaic 
genre, in any identifiable sense of the word. Is it then a group of genres? It might be 
possible to divide the corpus according to the various occasions" ( 1 987 :  102) .  Although 
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pleteness of a particular combination of lines in Solon or Theognis , but 
the possibility of this sense being purely subjective is quite great. The 
situation is more precarious and inherently speculative in the case of 
the fragments of monody and choral lyric. Thus, whereas we can rea
sonably trace all sorts of significant developments and trends in the re
mains of the so-called lyric age, we would be at a loss to go very far in 
exploring any particular configuration of lines as the realization of a 
specific politics of form. 

We must return to the issue of the origins and nature of the epini
cian form in its historical context, but first it is essential to offer a nec
essarily somewhat schematic overview of the most important historical 
developments to which historicizing reading must present Pindar's po
etry as in some sense a response. The equivocation is essential because 
of the task we have set ourselves of avoiding a simple reflectionism: 
fused with the "reflection" of developments is a creative, constructive 
response to a perceived set of problems, of threats , and of limited 
options. 

Historical analysis of a period of complex change obviously does not 
yield unambiguous results, and the distinction between what might be 
called a crisis and simply a successful adaptation of a social system to 
significant changes is by no means always clear (Habermas 1 975 :  3-8) .  
My own tentative assessment is  that the whole Archaic period should 
be seen as an era of ever-deepening crisis which culminates in the full 
crisis, or crisis proper, with the emergence of a successful democratic 
Athens and the concomitant elaboration of sophistic discourse. But 
here I only glance at some of the successive phases. By their nature, 
these are simultaneously at the level of both institutional and discur
sive shifts. 

In the Iliad we traced the opposition within the ruling elite between 
a view of birth as a metaphoric image of absolute superiority and as a 
mechanism for transmitting wealth and power not necessarily linked 
with excellence. The issue is fought out within the ruling elite on the 
terrain of who shall be king. In the Odyssey this split takes on a more 
concrete character of interclass conflict to the extent that, behind the 
facade of atemporal heroics, the suitors reflect the aspirations of 
eighth-century oligarchy, and Odysseus evokes indirectly both the sup
pressed resentments of the peasants and the aspirations of the coloniz
ing element. Within the corpus of works attributed to Hesiod we saw a 
parallel ambiguity between explicit peasant-class resentment directed 

Fowler in fact regularly operates on the assumption that there aTe complete poems in the 
corpus, criteria of completeness is not an issue he deals with. Figueira ( 1 985 :  1 35 ,  1 39) 
argues that elegy in Megara was de facto an aristocratic genre to indoctrinate the young, 
but his formulation is too narrow to generalize about all Archaic elegy, and it comes per
ilously dose to a tautology based on the content of Theognis. 
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at the oligarchs (most notably in the Erga) and a major contribution 
to the ideology of the elite in the elaborations of heroic genealogy in 
the Eoiai. 

Between Hesiod and Pindar we must look at least summarily at those 
developments that most decisively affected the terms in which the 
foundational ideological construct of the Greek aristocracy-the belief 
that excellence of every meaningful sort is transmitted by birth-are 
fought over. The conditions of possibility for sustaining such a belief 
are constituted by the new alternatives that emerged in this period and 
the threats these alternatives posed. Thus , if in the Iliad many readers 
have been able to perceive only a univocal aristocratic message (for a 
contrary view see Rose 1 988) ,  with Hesiod and those who follow him 
the apparent aristocratic monopoly of discourse is unequivocally shat
tered. Peasants , colonists, men of mixed lineage on the margins of the 
aristocratic charmed circle ,  hoplites , traders , tyrants , women, dissent
ing and often uprooted intellectuals-"philosophers"-all in varying 
degrees enter the discursive arena. All constituted in varying degrees a 
potential threat to the aristocratic vision of reality.4 If Pindar often 
gives modern readers the impression that he speaks from and to a ho
mogeneous and untroubled aristocratic world, that is in part at least 
the mark of his triumph as a professional ideologue. 

At the same time, it is one of the chief paradoxes one senses in read
ing over various histories of this period that, although the major space 
is understandably devoted to spelling out the emergence of all the new 
forces challenging the aristocracy, it is usually acknowledged that by 
and large "throughout the period, despite the existence of a self
conscious hoplite class , political leadership (as distinct from political 
power) was still in the hands of the aristocracy" (Murray 1 980: 1 93) .  
The aristocracy's success is  due in no small measure to its capacity to 
engage effectively in ideological warfare on a whole spectrum of cul
tural fronts. 

In discussing the colonizing and trading element in the Odyssey , we 
noted in passing the ambiguous posture of the aristocracy. On the one 
hand, we noted a self-conscious, class-based scorn of traders sugges
tively grounded in purely athletic prowess (see Od. 8 . 1 59-64) .5  On the 
other, we saw in the stridency with which the poem insists on the pro
tagonist's legitimate claims to full aristocratic status a reflection of the 

4A good recent overview of these developments is Murray 1 980; Murray has a keen 
appreciation of the potential for overlaps between these categories. 

5D. C. Young's failure to discuss this passage ( 1 985) attests to his curious indifference 
to issues of ideology. But someone who describes the modern Olympic movement as "po
tentially, perhaps, [the world's] greatest hope" (ix) is-whatever his other accomplish
ments-not a serious political thinker. 
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fact that, for the colonizing element in Greek society, the attraction of 
colonization was to acquire the economic land base essential for real
izing their own aspirations to an aristocratic lifestyle . This duality 
seems symptomatic of later developments. Trade and colonization con
stituted threats to the aristocracy to the extent that they created new 
wealth for non-aristocrats and exposed Greek society as a whole to a 
range of social and political alternatives that threatened to undermine 
the sense of the naturalness of the status quo that was its best defense . 
Thus, for example, Aristotle cites the poet Simonides' declaration that 
the "well-born" are simply "those whose family has long been rich" 
(Barnes 1 984: 242 2 = F92 R) . The reforms of Solon in Athens con
stitutionally confirmed the supplanting of birth by wealth (Murray 
1 980: 1 85-87) in the designation of class, which seems to be charac
teristic of this period in Greece as a whole. 

The aristocracy maintained down to Plato and Aristotle an official , 
so to speak, scorn of traders and all other nations or "races." Wealth as 
a criterion of worth was often bitterly denounced. The aristocrat AI
kaios expresses the resentment of his class by citing a Spartan sage : 

For indeed once upon a time they say 
Aristodamos spoke in Sparta a speech 
Not devoid of value : "Wealth is the man, 
But the poor man's neither noble nor honored."6 

Theognis is more explicit in denouncing the disruptive potential of 
wealth : 

Kyrnos,  when it comes to goats, asses and horses, we seek 
Well-born ones [eugeneas] ,  and one wants them to come from 

Good ones [agathon] ;  but in marriage a noble man [esthlos] doesn 't grieve 
at 

Marrying a base daughter [kahen] of a base father [kakou] ,  if she gives 
him lots of wealth, 

Nor does a woman refuse to be the bed-partner of a base [kakou] hus
band, 

If he's rich ; but she prefers wealth to a noble (agathou] .  
They honor wealth : the noble [esthlos] marries a base man's [kakou] 

daughter 
And a base man [kakos] marries a noble's (agathou) :  wealth has mixed 

up lineage (genos] .  

6Poetaram Lesbiorum Fragmenta Z 37 .  Page cites this fragment among "The Non-Political 
Poems" and is at pains in his notes to deny that it is relevant evidence "for the 'struggle 
between a class of impoverished aristocrats and parvenu merchant-princes' of which we 
hear so much in modern accounts of Lesbos at that era" ( 1 959: 3 1 5- 16) .  
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So don't marvel, son of Polypais, that the lineage fgenos] of the citizens 
Is being weakened : for what's noble [esthla] is mixed with what's base 

[kakois] . 

In reality, the mixing and social confusion Theognis laments appears 
to have worked both ways. As Hesiod, Solon, and others abundantly at
test, the aristocrats were in fact second to none in their devotion to gain 
of all kinds. The aristocracy usually supplied leadership to new colo
nies, where the newly landed peasants aspired to become and not in
frequently did become a new aristocracy, sharply distinguished in class 
from later arrivals who had not benefited from the initial distribution 
of land (Murray 1 980: I l l ) . Moreover, the aristocracy was sufficiently 
flexible to graft the most successful of the merchant class onto its own 
ideological family tree. Thus, for example, the ruling elite of the little 
rocky island of Aegina could not possibly owe its great wealth to agri
cultural land. On the contrary, there is considerable evidence for view
ing commerce as the chief economic activity of Aegina (Murray 1 980 : 
2 1 1-1 3) . 7  Yet Pindar is at pains to represent Aegina's ruling families as 
the supreme embodiment of the principle of inherited excellence. 

We saw in the Odyssey 's celebration of the monarchic principle not 
just a nostalgic backward look at the long lost world of the Mycen
aean wanax but a utopian anticipation of the return of one-man rule in 
the wave of tyrants that swept over Greece in the period from the 
mid-seventh century down to the period of the Persian wars. Charac
teristically, this new political form arose in violent opposition to en
trenched, narrow aristocracies and with the military support of 
independent peasants wealthy enough to buy a set of armor (ta hopla) 
and fight in the new, more cooperative phalanx as hoplites.8 Whether 

7Ste. Croix ( 1 97 2 ;  1 98 1 :  4 1 )  is quite emphatic in his denial of this point apropos of 
Aegina. But pending the appearance of his promised detailed discussion, I am inclined 
by my own recollection of the rocky harshness of the terrain to be highly skeptical that 
it could support even a "small, rich, landowning class of archaic type" ( 1 97 2 :  267 n. 6 1 ) . 
I also find persuasive Murray's allusion to the frequency of shipping imagery in Pindar's 
Aeginetan odes-especially in the light of Aegina's clearly extensive trade (Herodotus 
2 . 1 78 .3 , 4. 1 52 .3 , 7 . 1 47 .2 ) ,  exceptional wealth (Herodotus 5.8 1 . 2 , 9.80.3), and extraordi
nary naval power (Herodotus 3.59.3,  5 .83-89, 8.46. 1 ,  8.93 . 1 ) , with How and Wells's com
mentary 1 96 1  [ 1 9 1 2] ,  ad loc. ) .  Ste. Croix seems to me here to be going too far in 
exorcising the much ridiculed older Marxist explanation of all changes in terms of an 
alleged "rising middle-class of merchants"-a theory much in evidence, for example, in 
Cornford's Thucydides MythistoricWi ( 1 965 [ 1 907]) . 

BOn tyrants and hoplites, see, in addition to Murray 1 980: chaps. 8-10, the suggestive 
juxtaposition of Cartledge 1 977 and Salmon 1 977 .  In the course of denying "political 
hoplites," Salmon concedes so many grounds for anti-aristocratic sentiment among those 
who became hoplites that his argument boils down to a denial of a pure technologism 
(i .e. ,  that the military innovation per se created revolutions) and a quite unobjectionable 
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these wealthier peasants expressed only their personal aspirations for 
power or acted in solidarity with the most oppressed peasants is per
haps impossible to say for the entire range of revolutions in the Archaic 
period. We can infer, I believe ,  from the Athenian evidence in the pe
riod of Solon, that his "middle" course reflected the ambivalence of the 
hoplite element: they opposed debt-slavery and bitterly denounced the 
greed of the so-called Eupatrids, but they drew the line at a redistri
bution of the land-their own basis for power. 

In any case, the new cooperative style of warfare confirmed the mil
itary irrelevance of the old individualist style celebrated in Homer and 
on which the aristocratic claim of an equation between merit and birth 
depended. The old military aristocracy became an aristocracy of lei
sure. Yet the institutionalization of their chief leisure activities-games 
and drinking parties (symposia)-dominated the cultural imagination 
of both the tyrants , who in any case usually came from and shared the 
values of the aristocracy, and the new hoplite class. Though alterna
tives were occasionally articulated, the aristocracy generally succeeded 
in sustaining its cultural hegemony. But here again it is always impor
tant to stress that their hegemony is a consequence of a struggle in 
arenas that were significantly open to challenge from lower orders. 

A vaguely populist case has recently been made with great vigor 
against the widespread and unfounded notion that only aristocrats 
participated in the games during the Archaic and Classical periods 
(D. C. Young 1 985) .  What needs to be historicized, however, are the cir
cumstances and the politics implicit in the institutionalization of, in the 
commitment of substantial public funds to, athletic contests during 
the period when the aristocracy had political dominance but was sub
ject to the array of challenges we have described.9 To invoke simply the 

defense of the operation of multiple causes. I find Cartledge's more explicitly political 
analysis quite eloquent and compelling (his documentation is particularly rich) .  The at
tack on the "hoplite theory" mounted by Sealey ( 1 976:  39-59) is by contrast aimed only 
at the crudest version of a technologist account and offers nothing but disiecta data and 
arbitrary speculation about peasant emotional needs in place of a coherent construction 
of complex phenomena. 

9The circumstances under which the Olympic games were formally organized are com
pletely shrouded in myth, though Strabo's view that the newly arrived Dorians (the 
"Herakleidai") organized them and the tradition that the Spartan king Lykourgos was 
somehow involved are suggestive (Yalouris 1 979: 82) .  We know that the Pythian contest 
was organized by a Thessalian commander, Eurylochos, sufficiently rich himself to win a 
prize in the new chariot races at Olympia (Jeffery 1 976: 74). As for the Isthmian games, 
Jeffery suggests, "possibly these were established by the oligarchic families to celebrate 
the return of constitutional government" (i .e. ,  after the tyrant Psammetichos, son of 
Kypselos, had been deposed) ( 1 976: 1 52) .  She has a more complex suggestion for the 
sixth-century organization of the Nemean games ( 1 37) but again sees them arising in 
opposition to a tyrant in a period when the only practical alternative to tyranny was oli
garchy. 
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Greek's nature (D. C .  Young 1 985 :  1 75) finesses the historical and po
litical issue. To be sure, there were bound to be members of a middle 
class (D. C. Young 1 985 :  1 58) who has sufficient talent to achieve not 
only athletic success but the political stature that so often accompanied 
it. Young also most appropriately stresses the material rewards ( 1 1 5-
27)  that made a career in sports extremely attractive to all Greek males. 
But because it was a "symbolic test of the individual man" where "there 
were no trappings of birth or rank" and "on the track, noble and non
noble necessarily looked alike" ( 1 75-76) , the structural advantages of 
the aristocracy-leisure, wealth, family traditions-weighted this site 
of struggle more clearly to their advantage than the battlefield of 
hoplites in lockstep. 1 0  

But if for the sake of analysis we separate purely linguistic practice 
from all the social, economic, and political institutions in which it is im
bedded, the clearest and deepest threats to aristocratic ideological he
gemony would seem to us to come from the heterogeneous group of 
intellectuals usually lumped together under the title of "Presocratic 
philosophers"-two terms that peculiarly represent the triumph of a 
current of thought largely hostile to much of these thinkers' intellec
tual output. Plato, who, as we shall see, had a deeply partisan attach
ment to traditional aristocratic culture,  succeeded in imposing both his 
master Sokrates as the watershed figure of Greek thought and his pre
ferred term philosophos (lover of wisdom) over the earlier and once 
non-prejorative designation sophistes (wiseman) . Xenophanes, one of 
these wisemen, directly challenges one of the two major institutional 
foundations of aristocratic class consciousness , the great games. In one 
poem he declares boldly, categorically, that "better than the strength of 
men or of horses is our sophia" (D-K B 2 . 1 1-1 2 ) .  The term sophia here 
has moved from its Homeric sense of the skill of any craftsman to 
evoke the fruits of the intellectual's skills, which Xenophanes goes on 
to specify as primarily relevant to the goal of bringing the city into eu
nomia (D-K B 2 . 1 9) ,  a term that during this period had come to desig
nate whatever sort of good order proved necessary to end the threat of 
open class warfare. 1 1  

The second major ideological institution of the aristocracy in the Ar
chaic period, the symposium, is not attacked directly by Xenophanes; 
rather, in another poem he seeks to purge both its form and its con-

"'The fact that Tyrtaios, the ultimate "hoplite poet," begins his sustained priamel in 
praise of hoplite prowess with a dismissal of that "arete of feet or wrestling" ( 1 2 . 1-2 West) 
suggests how early this agonistic individualism entered the discursive ranks against a spe
cifically "communal good" (ksunon esthlon, 1 2 . 1 5  West) . 

" For the essential continuity between Xenophanes' eunomie and Solon's, see Ostwald 
1 969: 69-70• 
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tent. He wants no outrageous violence (hubris, D-K B 1 . 1 7) and no 
drinking to excess. Poetry, which constituted the most ideologically 
self-conscious dimension of the symposium, should-according to Xe
nophanes-consist of praise of god (theon , sing. ,  D-K B 1 . 1 3) ,  prayer for 
the ability to act justly (ta dikaia dynasthai pressein, D-K B 1 . 1 5- 1 6) ,  and 
accounts (narratives?) in which concern for excellence (arete, D-K B 
1 . 20) is uppermost. 1 2  But the battles of titans, giants , or centaurs are 
strictly forbidden subject matter. This last injunction, combined with 
the singular theon, points toward the categorical repudiation of anthro
pomorphic religion which Xenophanes spells out in other poems. This 
attack seems to be inseparable from Xenophanes' rejection of Homer 
and Hesiod as bad teachers who have offered scandalously immoral ac
counts of divine behavior (D-K B 1 0, 1 1 , 1 2 ) .  It is a moot point perhaps 
how far traditional Archaic aristocrats were committed to a literal be
lief in the religion implicit in the texts of Homer and Hesiod. But some 
political consequences of undermining this religion are clear: if one 
were to reject completely the anthropomorphic narratives of the gods' 
sexual encounters with mortals , it would knock out a major metaphys
ical prop of the aristocrats' claims to be a race apart from mere mortals. 
In Xenophanes' terms, they would be no different from all other crea
tures that are born and grow; for "all are earth and water" (D-K B 29) .  

Xenophanes, to be sure, had his own particular configurations of 
ideas, but the thrust of all the speculations of the so-called physikoi to
gether with Pythagoreans, Eleatics , atomists , or any other school of se
rious thinkers during this period was radically at odds with the old 
mythology and all the glorious, divine origins imbedded in its geneal
ogies. In particular, whether the physikoi actually used such terms as 
Peri Phuseos ("About Nature") to describe their speculations (HGP 
1 : 73) ,  the whole direction of their analyses of natural phenomena was 
to reduce severely the spheres and scope of unexpected and at least in 
appearance arbitrary divine intervention. 1 3 The very word phusis and 
its variant form phue (Doric phua) mark in their development during 
this period the trajectory from a severely circumscribed realm of the 
natural to the dominant force of Nature. In Homer, where phusis oc
curs but once and phue is used ni.ne times in a corpus of 27 ,000 lines, 
the noun seems closely linked with the verb phuo, "to grow or grow into 

" Gerber 1 970 and Campbell 1 967 both express hesitation over the text of line 20 and 
in particular the meaning of tonos, an emendation based on the analogy to Pindar Py. 
1 l ·54· 

' 3In discussing the history of phusis and associated words, I am indebted, in addition to 
Guthrie's scattered comments, to Heinimann 1 965 ( 1 945), Haedicke 1 936, Pohlenz 1 953,  
Beardslee 1 9 1 8 , and Thimme 1 935. The fascination of this topic to Germans during the 
Nazi period is striking, and it would be quite easy to expand considerably this list with 
German names. 
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something." Thus both forms seem to designate the physical, visible 
consequence of the growth process : phusis designates the appearance, 
the visible form of the plant that Hermes gives Odysseus to protect him 
from the magic of Kirke (Od. 1 0.303), while phue, almost always in the 
form of the accusative of respect and frequently combined with eidos 
(the "form," or simply "looks" in the modern colloquial sense) and de
mas ("living body" or "stature"), indicates the specifically human form 
or appearance-"build" or physical "presence" in the sense of impres
sive appearance. 

However much the details are obscured by the fragmentary charac
ter of the direct archaic evidence, it does seem legitimate to deduce 
from the apparent continuities of this evidence with abundant fifth
century data that the Presocratics dramatically extended the spheres of 
the regularity associated with the consequences of the growth process. It 
may seem a short step from Homeric phusis as the actual consequences 
of the growth process to the sense we first have attested in Herakleitos 
but presumably characteristic of all the Milesians, namely, the true be
ing or essence of a thing-its nature (D-K B 1 ,  1 23) .  But in this sense 
it is opposed to mere appearances and takes on the connotation of gen
uineness, of authenticity. What is radical in this shift and in the new 
prominence given to the word is the "substitution of natural for myth
ological causes, that is, of internal development for external compul
sion" (Guthrie, HGP 1 : 83 ,  echoing Pohlenz 1 953) .  In Herodotus and 
in the medical writers of the fifth century phusis comes then to mean 
the normal condition as opposed to a sick or fortuitous state of people 
or things. Specifically applied to individual human beings or to the 
generality of human individuals, the term came to designate the par
ticular, essential character of individuals ,  or human nature in general 
(HGP 2 : 35 1-53) .  

Can we trace a specifically aristocratic response to these develop
ments in the conception of the specifically human? We noted that the 
Iliad was, in comparison with later developments, relatively indifferent 
to lineage and in fact distinctly ironic in its handling of the motif of 
descent from divinity. Homer has little or no vocabulary celebrating a 
specifically inherited excellence. The Odyssey shows a significantly 
greater self-consciousness about both the ruling-class look and the 
origin of human dynasties in divine rapes. But it is during the Archaic 
period proper that the discursive counterattack of the aristocracy 
emerges. On the one hand, heroic myth is relentlessly reinforced in 
major public festivals and vase painting. 1 4 On the other, a whole vo-

' 40n the cultural policies of Solon and Peisistratos, see in particular Else ( 1 965 : 46-
50), who notes in passing the relative absence of heroic themes on vases before c. 580 B . C .  
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cabulary equating human excellence with aristocratic birth is valorized 
and elaborated. Homer has but one instance of gennaios, probably 
meaning something like "appropriate or worthy of one's family" 
(genos) ; and Helen, daughter of Zeus, is once referred to as eupatereia, 
"child of a good father." But in the Archaic period the whole Athenian 
aristocracy described itself as the Eupatridai, literally, "sons of good fa
thers" (Calhoun 1 934a: 1 97) .  One of the subtler forms of this linguistic 
strategy, clear in the passage from Theognis quoted above, is to trans
form the strongest terms of approbation precisely into terms implying 
specifically aristocratic birth. Thus the adjectives (and their prefix 
forms) kalos ("fine looking") or eiis ("good") or agathos (also "good") and 
kakos ("bad") come inevitably to mean respectively "nobly born" and 
"base-born." 

The Problem of Pin dar's Politics 

We treat in more detail Pindar's relation to the discursive counter
assault by the aristocracy in connection with his use of the epinician 
form later in this chapter. But for those aware of this development 
throughout the Archaic age, Pindar's special contribution-his valori
zation of inherited excellence under the banner of phua-has been a 
decisive factor in the widespread apprehension that Pindar is among 
the most blatantly political Greek poets in a tradition in which politics 
in most senses of the word had rarely been absent. 1 5 On this level , Pin
dar's poetry has confronted many modern readers with the fascinating 
problem of an art they find deeply engaging but which is, to all ap
pearances, clearly committed to a strikingly reactionary political per
spective-even in the context of its own era. A look at Pindaric 
scholarship suggests a more general problem, one relevant in varying 
degrees to the study of virtually all classical authors. 

As Moses Finley asks in his review of Bowra's Pindar, "can one di
vorce a great poet from his deeply felt but odious beliefs?" ( 1 968 : 4 1 ) . 
To Finley the answer seems clear. After literally pro forma praise for 
"structures . . .  carefully worked" and "technical skill of the highest or
der" (39) , Finley observes:  "It is hard on occasion to resist the word 
'toady' ,  but Sir Maurice, too kind and excusing, manages to do so" (40). 
He concludes : "From Pindar we get neither understanding nor even 

Although the precise dating of the Homeric hymns remains problematic. most are gen
erally assumed to be from the Archaic period and associated with the various festivals 
inaugurated during that period. 

1 5E.g .• Heinimann 1 965:  99- 1 0 1 . Thimme 1 935 :  1 8-24. Haedicke 1 936:  50-56. and 
Beardslee 1 9 1 8 :  6-7. 
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clear awareness that new impulses are in the air for him to resist" (43) .  
Finley's position with respect to Pindar's politics is not so far from that 
of Norwood, who devoted a witty chapter to demonstrating that Pin
dar's views on religion, ethics, sociology, and politics are "a tangle of 
contradictions and prejudices" ( 1 956 : 44) . He exclaims in final exas
peration : "Who shall discern limits to the lethal stupidity of a long
dormant class whose education has been moulded to suit, not to 
correct their prejudices?" (67) .  Unlike Finley, Norwood took formal 
structures and technical skill seriously. He concentrated on stylistic as
pects as inherently so admirable and exciting that one could ultimately 
ignore the content of the poems. In this respect at least-even if his 
peculiar conception of symbolism has not found favor-he anticipated 
the dominant thrust of Bundy's ( 1 962)  and post-Bundian Pindaric 
scholarship, which we must consider in due course. 

Pindaric Chronology 

The conviction of most pre-Bundian Pindaric scholarship that Pin
dar is so clearly a political poet profoundly affected their relation to 
the always sensitive problem of the chronology of the poet's works. It is 
essential , I think, to stress that these scholars' assumptions about Pin
dar's form-the epinician genre-dictated the stance they took toward 
issues of chronology. This assumption was stated as well by Croiset as 
by anyone : "An ode of Pindar's is not a work of pure imagination cre
ated arbitrarily by the enthusiasm of a dreamer; it is in direct and com
pelled (forcee) relation with the circumstances in the midst of which it is 
produced" ( 1 880 : 305) .  Given this assumption, it indeed seemed to fol
low that the core of the interpretive enterprise depended on the most 
accurate chronological data. As Boeckh laments apropos of Nemean 8 :  
"The fact that nothing survives i n  the scholia about the date when this 
exceptional ode was written is thoroughly irritating, since the subtler 
interpretation of the ode depends almost entirely upon this question" 
( 1 963 [ 1 82 1 ] :  440) . No wonder it seemed to Boeckh and his followers 
their "manly duty" (pro viTili, 440) to extort by any means possible from 
the body of available historical data about Pindar's lifetime the most 
probable configuration of events in terms of which to carry out this 
"subtler interpretation." 

Since our knowledge of the circumstances of any particular ode is in
deed a function of the availability of data, in particular chronological 
data, and since Pin dar is the first figure we are considering about 
whom there is something approaching such data, it may be useful to 
examine briefly the nature of the evidence and its early analysis. 
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Consciousness about chronology seems itself a phenomenon first 
emerging in the fifth century along with the Sophists and the first his
torical essays. Hippias published the first list of Olympic victors (Bick
erman 1 968 : 75) during the second half of the fifth century; Aristotle 
compiled a list of Pythian victors c.  335-34 B.C .  In the case of the 
Olympian and Pythian odes, the ancient scholia normally specify the 
Olympiad or Pythiad in which the victory celebrated in the ode was 
won (Gaspar 1 900: 1 0) .  An Oxyrhynchus papyrus fragment listing 
Olympic victors happens to give corroborative information for ten of 
the fourteen Olympian odes, solving some dilemmas arising from cor
ruptions in the manuscripts of the scholia (Gaspar 1 900: 1 1 ) .  For the 
Pythiads, however, there is no such supportive prop but apparently 
also less evidence of corruption (Gaspar 1 900: 1 0) .  Apart from these 
indications, the only bases for dating the odes are extrapolations from 
alleged references to events known from other sources. The indisput
able allusions vary from the quite explicit reference to the battle of 
Salamis (Isthmian 5 .48-50) , to the metaphor of the stone of Tantalos 
(Is. 8 .9-1 2 ) ,  universally taken as a figure for the Persian menace, to the 
concrete but highly problematic allusions to the deaths in battle of rel
atives of the victor (Is. 4. 1 6-1 8 , 7 . 24-26). 

Since there are few unequivocal allusions, the major problem arises 
with those scholars-from Boeckh to Bowra-who have attempted the 
circular operation of perceiving an echo of a political situation and 
then interpreting and dating the ode in the light of the alleged political 
context. Bowra, for example , following Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 
( 1 966 [ 1 92 2 ] :  3 1 1 ) , sees "hints of a disturbed situation after the death 
of Theron" ( 1 964b: 4 1 0) and evidence of "the changed situation at Ac
ragas" involving "a certain menace" in the following lines of Isthmian 2 :  

Now, because envious expectations hang about the minds of mortals, 
Do not ever silence the excellence derived fromlbelonging to your father 

[palroian] ,  
Nor silence these songs. For not to 
Rest unmoved did I work them out for you. 

One can produce many such speculations about "political uncertain
ties," "an air of apprehension," or other "echoes of politics" (e .g. ,  
Bowra 1 964b: 99-1 58, 406-1 3) ,  which are by no  means necessary al
lusions. Moreover, in the case of odes for which there is no other ob
vious indication of date, the conclusions drawn about chronology are 
so wildly different as to invite us to abandon entirely the exploration of 
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Pindar's relation to his social and political context. Nemean 8 is a par
ticularly striking example. Gaspar ( 1 900: 42-45) gives a date of 49 1-a 
year earlier than Pythian 10 ,  the earliest ode for which the scholiasts 
specify a date ; he is following Mezger ( 1 800: 325-26) in seeing clear 
allusions to the bitterness of Athens after the Aeginetans gave earth 
and water to Darius' envoys. Bowra, who puts the ode with a question 
mark in 459 ( 1 964b: 4 1 2 ) ,  follows Bergk in seeing evidence of old age ; 
but unlike Boeckh ( 1 963 [ 1 82 1 ] :  440-5 1 ) , who put it in 458 after the 
battle of Kekryphaleia, Bowra is not sure that war had yet broken out. 
Brown ( 1 95 1 :  1 3) argues for a date of 445, a year after Pythian 8, the 
last ode dated by the scholia. The questionable relevance of stylistic cri
teria for dating (e.g . ,  Theiler 1 970: 1 48-9 1 )  is suggested by Schmidt's 
claim ( 1 973 :  430) that Nemean 8 was a work of the poet's youth whereas 
others set it very late in Pindar's career and find the appropriate signs 
of his "mature" style .  

Indeed the confidence of the historicizers is at times so great that 
they even dismiss the scholiasts' designations of specific dates. Gaspar 
( 1 900: 1 65 n. 3) notes for example that Otfried Muller, Thiersch, and 
Boeckh do not hesitate to challenge the scholiasts' dating of Pythian 8 
on the basis of their interpretation of of the word eleutheroi ("free") in 
line 98 as incompatible with the domination exercised by Athens over 
Aegina in the scholiasts' date of 446. The fact that there are many clear 
examples of corruption in the transmission of numbers in ancient 
Greek manuscripts of very different sorts may encourage one to doubt 
any date that has no external corroboration, so that all the Pythian 
odes are in principle vulnerable to this sort of assault. But to the extent 
that the older historicizers' assumptions led in such a direction, the en
tire historicizing enterprise threatens to self-destruct. 

Bundy's Way out of the Political 

Although one of the more militant followers of Bundy has harshly 
denounced anyone who speaks of Bundy and his followers as engaging 
in rhetoric, not scholarship (W. Slater 1 977 :  1 93) , 1 6 I believe it would 
be all but impossible to overestimate the impact of Bundy's work on the 
way we all read Pindar. 1 7 Bundy left the dichotomy between form and 

. 61 console myself with the thought that W. Slater also declared that encomiastic po
etry itself is "basically rhetoric" ( 1 977 :  1 95) ,  a position with which I am in some sympathy 
if by rhetoric one means what Eagleton ( 1 983 :  205-6) seems to mean by it. 

' 7Any consideration of modern Pindaric scholarship is much indebted to D. C. 
Young's ground-breaking "Pindaric Criticism" ( 1 964), which, for all its apparent eclec
ticism, went a long way in supporting the logic of accepting Bundy's way as the founda
tion of any strategy for reading Pindar. 
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political content behind only to the extent that he succeeded in con
vincing readers that the specific historical, social , and political contexts 
of the odes are relevant only as poetic functions of the all-explaining 
laudator-laudandus relationship in each poem. Aspiring perhaps to be
come the Milman Parry of Pindaric studies, he attacked his own ver
sion of the "Pindaric problem," which he argued results from our 
forgetting 

that this is an oral, public, epideictic literature dedicated to the single pur
pose of eulogizing men and communities ; that these eulogies are concen
trated upon athletic achievement, that the environment thus created is 
hostile to an allusiveness that would strain the power of a listening audi
ence, hostile to personal, religious, political, philosophical and historical 
reference that might interest the poet but do nothing to enhance the glory 
of a given patron. ( 1 962 :  35) 

The root of our latent neglect of "the plain requirements of genre" is, 
he suggested, in "our distaste for the genre itself' (35). Bundy's solu
tion to this problem was a brilliant elucidation of what amounted to the 
formulaic nature of the poetry of both extant epinician poets , Pindar 
and Bacchylides, focused single-mindedly on strategies of praise for 
the victor. Bundy's great achievement was to restore a basis for eluci
dating one formal level of unity inadequately recognized by previous 
scholarship. That basis was "the fulfillment of a single purpose 
through a complex orchestration of motives and themes that conduce 
to one end: the glorification, within the considerations of ethical, re
ligious, social and literary propriety, of [the] victor" (9 1 ) . 

An admirer of Bundy'S has stressed quite rightly that the formula
tions cited above do not exclude politics from the interpretation of 
Pindar (Lee 1 978 :  65-70) . ' 8 Yet the strategy of those who are most in
debted to Bundy's approach is most revealingly clear when they deal 
with the relatively few undeniable allusions to concrete political events. 
In these cases, the followers of Bundy have ably demonstrated Pindar's 
and Bacchylides' technique of translating specific historical and social 

1 SLee ( 1 978: 65-70) begins by objecting to my characterization of Bundy (Rose 1 974:  
1 45-75)' Yet in defending Bundy from the implication "that praise is  the exclusive func
tion of the elements in an ode," he cites this same article of mine for proof that "gnomic 
statements, often with mythical exempla, may serve a general paideutic function or a 
more narrow one of propounding aristocratic values" (67). This strikes me as curious in 
as much as my chief criticism of Bundy is that he and his followers generally ignore all 
but the function of "praise," conceived in narrowly athletic terms. Thanks to the kind
ness of William Race, I have had an opportunity to read Bundy'S doctoral dissertation 
( 1 954). It is fascinating to trace the process by which he moves from acknowledging ob
viously political dimensions of the odes toward ever narrower focus on the purely enco
miastic dimensions. 
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data into the realm of myth.  The victor's battle-slain uncle becomes a 
mythic paradigm on a par with figures from Homeric saga (D. C .  
Young 1 97 1 :  esp. 45-46) just a s  King Kroisos (Bacchylides 3) i s  trans
ported by the gods to the Hyperborean utopia. In response to the chro
nologically based arguments of earlier scholars such as Bowra, they 
have had no trouble demonstrating that alleged evidence occurs not 
infrequently in entirely conventional elements of the laudator
laudandus relationship. Bowra's interpretation, for example, of the ref
erence is Isthmian 2 .43 to "envious expectations" would strike a follower 
of Bundy as a particularly ridiculous instance of a failure to recognize 
the purely traditional phthonos motif (Bundy 1 96 2 : 1 2 , 1 5) combined 
with the equally predictable reminder of the poet's task. 1 9 

Neither Bundy himself in his regrettably exiguous published work 
nor those scholars who have fol lowed him have chosen to explore the 
ideological content of Bundy's criterion of "ethical , religious, social and 
literary propriety." They have not considered the ideological function 
of Greek athletic activity itself nor the praise of it by epinician poets. 
They have rarely examined the ideological grounds on which "per
sonal , religious, political, philosophical and historical references" 
might be interesting to both a patron and the poet. 20 On the contrary, 
the whole thrust of Bundy's discussions of Pindaric abstract vocabu
lary-that aspect of his poetry most clearly suggestive of values-is to 
demonstrate their concrete reference only to the encomiastic situation. 
Indeed, the whole direction of Bundy's doctoral dissertation ( 1 954) 
was to demonstrate how an apparently very political term like Hesychia 
as it appears in the invocation of Pythian 8 should be divested of its po-

' 9Thummer ( 1 968 : 1 9-1 58) and Hamilton ( 1 974 : 1 4-25) offer what I consider par
ticularly pure examples of Bundian accounts of the structure of the typical Pindaric ode. 
For the place in this structure of the "poet's task," see Hamilton : esp. 1 6- 17 .  

2°D. C .  Young ( 1 97 1 )  i s  a notable i f  only partial exception. More recently Hubbard, a 
self-proclaimed student and follower of Bundy ( 1 985 :  vii, 2-3) ,  has shown occasional in
terest in explicit political allusions (e.g. , 86 n. 43) .  But the chief aim of his intelligent 
study of the "pindaric mind" is to elucidate the process by which Pindar makes his par
adigmatic choices within an essentially Bundian syntagmatic axis (9- 10) .  To echo Marx on 
the Young Hegelians, Hubbard has not inquired into the connection of this mode of 
thought or series of polarities and ancient Greek reality, the connection of Pindar's par
adigmatic choices with the material circumstances of both poet and audience (MECW 
5 .30). Glenn Most has elegantly juxtaposed the historicizers of the old school and the 
followers of Bundy under the respective rubrics of "uniqueness" (emphasizing the 
unique historical event as the source of explanation) and "conventionality" (emphasizing 
the regularities of the genre or the corpus as the basis of interpretation). He points out 
that "their interpretative practice always consists of deferring to infinity the effective in
tervention into their discourse of that side of the opposition they reject" (Most 1 985 :  30). 
The alternative he himself describes in his methodological introduction under the rubric 
"immanent compositional unity" (42) appears, from his self-association with "especially 
Kohnken and Young" (47) and from his illustration in the analysis of Isthmian I ,  to be 
essentially a sensitive and intelligent application of the old New Criticism. 
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litical associations and recognized rather as "agonistic, with reference 
to the peace which follows upon the outlay of labor and expense toward 
a successful conclusion" ( 1 58) .  In his published study, Bundy is more 
clearly at pains to stress the solely agonistic/celebratory reference of 
Pindar's abstractions: "No commentator will inform his readers that 
Euphrosuna in Nemean 4. 1 (personified abstract for concrete) is a po
etic word for a victory revel" ( 1 96 2 :  2 ) .  The Greek word phua, which 
had long been recognized as in some sense the distillation of Pindar's 
ideological commitment to inherited excellence, is glossed by Bundy as 
"the natural enthusiasm" of the laudator for his theme, the laudandus. 

It does not in any way diminish Bundy's extraordinary contribution 
to underline the fact that his critical assumptions are themselves inti
mately related to a historical moment. His work represents in the in
stance of Pindar the culmination of the gradual conquest of classical 
philology by Anglo-American New Criticism, a school of criticism that 
in English literature was already beginning to self-destruct by 1 957 
(Lentricchia 1 980: 3-26). One may say that in relation to the posture 
toward the reading process, its founding moment is the centrality of 
the opposition of what is extrinsic and what is intrinsic to the text. 
Wellek and Warren,  for example, in their tremendously influential 
Theory of Literature ( 1 956 [ 1 942] ) ,  dub as extrinsic everything pertain
ing to biography, psychology, society, and other arts, whereas the in
trinsic includes euphony, rhythm, meter, style , images, metaphors, 
symbols, myths, and genres. Without rushing to a premature dismissal 
of the potentially valid arguments underlying such a distinction, it is 
important in this context to notice the convenient fit between this rad
ically anti political position and the entire intellectual climate of the 
Cold War-obsessed, McCarthyite 1 950S. 

If we are to restore the ideological content of the odes as a legitimate 
aspect of the analysis of their poetic meaning, it cannot be on the pre
Bundian level of positing scraps of political allusions divorced from 
poetic texture or citing scattered sententiae out of context, then either 
openly denouncing them with Norwooden irony or tacitly endorsing 
them in the process of explicating them (e.g. , Jaeger 1 945 : 205 ; J. H .  
Finley 1 955 :  esp. 1 55) . 2 1  Frankel's insistence (as early a s  1 930) that 
unity be sought on the level of values ( 1 973 :  350-69, esp. 366) is nei
ther superseded by nor incompatible with Bundy's vague invocation 
of propriety ; it at least implicity recognizes the deeper problem, 

• •  In addition to M.  I .  Finley and Norwood, other notable practitioners of the denun
ciatory approach are Beye ( 1 975 :  1 26-27) and Bilinski ( 1 959:  43-45). The latter, despite 
his primary interest in the ideological function of Greek athletics, devotes less than three 
pages to Pindar and ends his comments (as Beye begins his) by citing with approval Vol
taire's scathing apostrophe to Pindar, cited as well by Norwood ( 1 956: 240). 
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untouched by Bundy, of the relevance of athletics and praise of athletes 
to Pindar and his audience. 2 2  

Pindar and the Double Hermeneutic 

The way out of the dilemma between a political judgment that sim
ply either dismisses or endorses Pindar and an aestheticism that simply 
brackets the political dimension lies, it seems to me, along the lines of 
the double hermeneutic discussed in the introduction-an exploration 
of all the ways the text participates in partisan ideological struggle on 
behalf of the class position of the Greek aristocracy and at the same 
time all the ways it transcends and negates that position. Pindar is in 
this sense only an extreme example of a problem which, I have sug
gested, is really characteristic of any modern appropriation of ancient 
texts. 23 

The first advantage of applying a double hermeneutic to Pindar is 
that it recognizes the validity, even the necessity, of taking Pindar's pol
itics seriously as an integral element of his poetry. This stance in turn 
implies the responsibility to seek as clear an understanding as one can 
of the social , political, and economic forces at play when Pindar com
posed his poetry. It renders chronology its due, but on a rather differ
ent basis from the old historicizers. Obviously, the more precisely one 
can understand the immediate circumstances of an ideological re
sponse, the more resonances with those circumstances one is tempted 
to perceive. Yet the older historicizers were committed to a definition 
of politics almost exclusively tied to concrete events in an on-going 
struggle conceived primarily as inter-polis bids for power. Although 
they were aware of the pervasive conflicts at the political level of de
mocracy and aristocracy, they had an undertheorized conception of 
the class character of ideological struggle and how such struggle is con
ducted. At the level of ideological struggle, the inherently more struc
tural sources of conflict dictate a more indirect, indeed often a more 

" " D . C. Young, in his revised version of "Pindaric Criticism" ( 1 970: 66) , has added a 
graceful and well-deserved tribute to Frankel's merits as a critic and explicator of Pin
dar's thought. Yet, in relation to the question of unity, he has merely softened his earlier 
judgment that Frankel's discoveries are "pitifully insignificant" to "rather insignificant." 
Frankel's view that unity cannot reside in the individual ode but rather in the system of 
values revealed by the corpus of odes as a whole ( 1 973 :  489-90) violates the New Critical 
dogma of the organic unity of each artwork. Yet the Bundian version of the unity of an 
individual ode is inconceivable without relentless cross-reference to the systematic pro
cedures that become clear only within the framework of the whole corpus. Their ap
proach is thus radically "intertextual" malgre eux. 

"31 take it as a sign, however, of the peculiar appropriateness of this solution to Pindar 
that it has found favor with so eminent and critically eclectic a Hellenist as Charles Segal 
( 1 986a: 1 2 7  n. 1 2) ,  albeit with a reversed political valence: for Segal , what the Marxist 
negative hermeneutic unveils is positive, and vice versa. 
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abstract mode of discourse than that focused on the interpretation of 
specific political events (this more abstract discourse used to be called 
"Panhellenic paideia") .  But an essential part of this indirection is at the 
level of form and the relation of that form to the conditions of cultural 
production, performance, and reception. We cannot simply spell out 
an explicit political content; rather, the double hermeneutic compels 
us to deal fully with the epistemology of artistic form, to see the ode 
not as mirroring the reality defined by the Greek aristocracy but as a 
significantly autonomous transformation and transcendence of that 
reality. The ode's relative autonomy is an inevitable consequence of its 
formal, sensuous aspects-its relations to a whole range of signifying 
systems such as meter, music, all the conventions of the specific genre 
as well as the entire Greek poetic and ritual tradition, all of which con
stitute in various ways intractable interference to unmediated reflec
tion of a completely external reality. 

The Epinician Form 

A word first on the occasion of the genre, the games themselves. The 
games may well have originated in the ritual cult of the dead and been 
nourished by ancestor worship.24 But, as we have already noted, their 
organization on a grand scale and their insertion into the whole nexus 
of poetic paideia is most plausibly understood as an ideological gesture 
by the aristocracy in response to their loss of a literal role as "those who 
protect cities" (cf. Il. 9.396; see also 6.403, 1 6.542) .  We cannot say with 
any certainty when epinicia began to be composed to guarantee that 
the achievements of the victors be adequately appreciated and pre
served, but the first known epinician dates from 520 B.C.  and was com
posed by Simonides. The inference that he invented the genre is only 
an inference, but plausible. The founding gesture of the genre is to 
apply to a human achievement an old art form previously devoted to 
the praise of gods and heroes (Frankel 1 973 :  434) . D. C. Young has re
cently argued for the non-aristocratic origin of the earliest known re
cipients of epinicia ( 1 985 : 142 ,  1 55 ,  1 74 ;  Lesky 1 966b: 1 86 ;  contra 
Bilinski 1 959; 43) .  Given the democratic sympathies regularly attrib
uted to Simonides and the rather playful tone of surviving fragments 
(Frankel 1 973 :  435-36) , it may not be amiss to recognize that the genre 
at the earliest point we encounter it is already constituted as an arena 
of ideological struggle. Indeed the founding gesture alluded to above 

24See Meuli 1 94 1  and Yalouris 1 979:  82-84. D. C. Young ( 1 985 :  1 2  n. 72 )  is extremely 
skeptical about a religious origin, but his invocation of a "Greek nature" ( 1 75) is not help
ful and ignores the clear effort to associate the games with religious festivals. 
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makes sense as more than aristocratic self-advertisement; it also makes 
excellent sense seen in the context of the emerging humanism of the 
Presocratics and the growing confidence of the hoplite class. Just as 
arbitrary divine causality begins to recede in the physikoi, so the Simoni
dean epinician may have celebrated purely human achievement in con
tradistinction to the mythic claims for gods and the sons of gods. In any 
case, the institutionalization of the games themselves, their success in 
defining the values of "all the Greeks," and in particular their heavy 
support from public funds were clearly matters of discursive conflict, 
as we have already noted in the case of Xenophanes and earlier of 
Tyrtaios.25 

Whatever the necessarily tentative conclusions one might draw 
about Simonides, in Pindar the whole elaboration of the form is di
rected toward affirming the strict hierarchy of "god, hero, man" (cf. 01. 
2 . 2 )  and presenting any celebration of the victor's community in terms 
that clearly subsume the distinction of the polis under the distinction 
of its rulers. If D. C. Young has compelled us to abandon the automatic 
assumption that all participants in the games were aristocrats ( 1 985) ,  it 
is worth repeating that Pindar's patrons included some of the most 
powerful and politically most oligarchic (cf. Andrewes 1 956:  1 29-36) 
tyrants and kings (Segal 1 986a: 1 3- 14) as well as reigning oligarchs 
(e .g . ,  the Aleuadai) in the Greek Mediterranean world. 

More relevant is the way Pindar structures into his odes the aristo
cratic concept of inherited excellence. Schadewaldt long ago suggested 
that the basic point of departure for the development of the epinician 
form was the concrete historical experience of the victory, with its for
mal proclamation of the victor's name, father, and homeland ( 1 966 
[ 1 92 8] :  3-4).  Pindar chooses to integrate the achievement of the victor 
with his origin. I count twenty-three odes out of the surviving forty
four in which the excellence of the victor is explicitly presented as in
herited from the heroes of his homeland : Olympian 2 , 6, 7, 8, 1 0, 1 1 ; 
Pythian 4, 5 ,  9 ;  Nemean 2 ,  3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ,  l O, 1 1 ; Isthmian 1 , 3/4 , 5 , 6 , 8 .  
Of these, all but Olympian 9 and Nemean 3 also emphasize a purely lit
eral sense of inherited excellence by associating the victor's achieve
ment with those of his relatives or family line. In Olympian 9 and 
Nemean 3, where presumably the family of the victors was not suffi
ciently distinguished to permit praise of a specific heritage , Pindar is 
nonetheless strikingly emphatic in proclaiming the principle of inher-

'51 find it suggestive of this conflict that the final event at the Olympic games was a 
specifically hoplite event, the race in armor (Yalouris 1 979:  1 33) .  Though I have encoun
tered no comment on the point, it seems to me plausible that this reflects an insistence
well after the order and character of the other events had been established-on the 
relevance of specifically hoplite arete to this arena of testing. 
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ited excellence (01. 9. 1 00-104 ;  Ne. 3 .40-42) .  Moreover, i n  such poems 
as Pythian 8 and Nemean 1 (Rose 1 974), in which the myths are not met
aphorically grafted onto the victor's family tree, they are presented as 
confirmations of the principle of phua, a term to which, as noted, Pin
dar made a special contribution. 

We may recall here that scholars tracing the trajectory of phusislphuel 
phua have regularly singled out Pindar's heavy emphasis on the term. 
Following these approaches, we may say here that on this linguistic 
level the originality of Pindar seems to have consisted in grafting onto 
the Presocratic notions of reliability, fixity, and normality the aristo
cratic pride in special birth/growth from a specific ancestry. But simply 
to focus on the single word is to miss the extraordinary richness and 
amplification that phua and associated notions gain in context from 
Pindar's entwining them in a uniquely rich network of kinshiplbirthl 
begetting terminology and vegetative and sexual imagery with which 
he insists on the genealogical principle. Consideration of this vocabu
lary should include terms denoting "inborn" (phua, sungenes, sungonos, 
sumphutos, emphues, emphulios, gennaios, gnesios) ,  terms denoting the 
victor's family members, family, clan, or tribe (haima, genea, genna, 
genethlios, genos, domos, ethnos, matradelpheos, mater, matrodokos, matrothen, 
matromatiir, matros, pater, patradelpheos, patrios, patroios, patropatiir, progo
nos, oikothen, oikos) ,  terms for offspring (pais, gonos, ekgonos, aristogonos, 
teknon, thalos) ,  terms for the physical process of the transmission of ex
cellence (phuo, phuteuo, mignumi, ginomai, tikto, gona, sperma, Eleithuia) .  
If to these were added all the proper names that associate the victor's 
excellence with that of his relatives, his homeland conceived of as a 
mother, his homeland's heroes conceived of as ancestors, and if then 
full consideration were given to the imagery of plants (McCracken 
1 934; D. Steiner 1 986:  28-39) and fields fused with imagery of human 
reproduction (Hoey 1 965) ,  one might begin to get some sense of the 
unique impress of this doctrine on the fabric of Pindar's handling of 
the epinician. 26 Surely we are dealing with something more than the 
natural enthusiasm of the laudator for the laudandus. 27 

26It is a characteristic mark of the power of Bundy'S influence that D. Steiner begins 
her discussion of the metaphor of plant life by assuring us that "it emerges naturally 
from the context of the Games, suggested by the crown of leaves which the triumphant 
athlete wore" ( 1 986: 28) .  

27D. C.  Young ( 1 968: 1 1 3 n. 4) rather grudgingly acknowledges that there are grounds 
for attributing an aristocratic belief in "blood" to Pindar, but he suggests that the dif
ference between him and Bacchylides is not overwhelming. He proceeds to invoke a 
"Greek belief in something like genes," but neither blood nor genes is adequate to the 
rich and heavy sort of emphasis throughout Pindar's epinicians. Such concepts also fail to 
account for Pindar's persistent penchant for fusing literal genealogy with metaphorical 
descent from the local heroes. 
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Bacchylides' surviving epinicians may be too few and too fragmen
tary for an adequate comparison on this count, but what evidence 
there is suggests to me an overwhelming difference (cf. D. C. Young 
1 968:  1 1 3 n. 4) .  Beside Bacchylides' apparently occasional use ( 1 . 1 40-
5 1 , 2 .8 , 9.47-52)  of a probably traditional motif stands Pindar's system
atic and consistent transformation of that motif into an organizing 
structural principle of the ode and a vision of reality. Most revealing is 
the contrast between Bacchylides' 1 3th Ode and Pindar's Nemean 5 ,  
both composed for the same victory. Bacchylides celebrates the heroes 
of the island yet never presents their excellence as explicitly the victor's 
by birth, nor does he refer to other victories in the specific family of 
the victor. In Pindar's poem, the victor "honors the Aiakids and the city 
of his mother" (8) .  The myth celebrates a marriage of an Aiakid 
(Peleus) won by virtue, and the victor "falls in the arms of Victory 
(Nike)" (42 ) .  His uncle honors him, "a scion of the same stock as 
Peleus" (43 , trans. Bowra). Lest anyone miss the point, the poet de
clares, as he moves from the myth back to the victor, the explicit moral 
to be drawn: "The fate that is innate proves decisive in all actions" (pot
mos de krinei sungenes ergon peri/Pantan, 40-4 1 ,  where the enjambment 
gives weight to pantan) .  The core of the overwhelming majority of Pin
dar's odes thus emerges as a meditation on the links between the spe
cific achievement of the victor, his immediate origin in his own family, 
his more remote origin in the mythically evoked heroes of his home
land, and, finally, the origin of both those heroes and the present vic
tory in divine favor. 

The qualities (aretai) , both physical and ethical , which are celebrated 
within this framework-strength, daring, military prowess, foresight, 
hospitality, justice, and generosity-are presented as characteristic of 
the victor. But they are neither exclusively athletic nor apolitical es
sences. The consistent generalizing cast of Pindar's language, which 
presents the games themselves in such vague terms as "toil" (ponos) ,  
"trouble" (kamatos) ,  "expenditure" (dapana) ,  "reward" (apoina) ,  or "hap
piness/wealth" (olbos) ,  invites those in the audience who have the req
uisite wealth for such expenditures and efforts to find a comforting 
reflection of themselves in the inherited excellence of the victor. So too 
Pindar's clear preference for myths drawn from the pan hellenic epic 
tradition (Davison 1 968:  30 1-2) and encompassing a range of human 
activity vastly broader than athletic contests , the apparent source of Si
monides' epinician myths (Frankel 1 973 :  435) ,  or even warfare seen as 
the doublet of athletics (D. C.  Young 1 97 1 :  39-42)  constantly invites 
the audience to perceive a message that transcends the immediate con
test. Moreover, Pindar does not simply repeat the old heroic myths ; he 
both moralizes them-thus implicitly responding to such critics of 
myth as Xenophanes-and integrates them into his utopian projection 
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of an ideal aristocratic world, where birth is the determining principle 
of everything worth having. ",8 

At the level of language and meter, Pindar represents the culmina
tion of a specifically aristocratic appropriation of the new possibilities 
opened by literacy. "'9 Nothing is formulaic in Pindar except the sorts of 
rhetorical strategies and linkages explored by Bundy and his followers. 
The common store of oral formulaic language is echoed only to rein
force the celebration of individual originality. Thus, for example, the 
familiar epic formula "winged words" (epea pteroenta) is never used as 
such by Pindar but is characteristically presupposed and played with in 
such locutions as his self-exhortation to let fly a metaphorical "sweet, 
winged fPteroenta] arrow" from "the far-darting Muses' bow"; he will 
not set his hand to "words that are groundward-falling" (khamaipeteon) 
(01. 9.4-1 2 ) .  

The situation with meter i s  much the same. Pindar's preferred 
dactylo-epitrites echo the cadences of epic hexameters and in particu
lar the hemiepes (long/shortlshortllong/shortlshortllong) . This is a 
very common initial unit of the epic hexameter (cf. Menin aeide thea, 
II. 1 . 1 ) ;  doubling the hemiepes makes the second line of the elegiac 
couplet. The hexameter and the elegiac couplet were meters which, in 
principle, were available to every reasonably talented amateur. So too 
the Aeolic meters are built on what in all likelihood were simple folk
song meters.30 Yet each ode is the occasion for a dazzling display of 
unique originality : no two have exactly the same configuration.3 1 

2SSee especially Pini 1 967,  Thummer 1 957 :  esp. 1 2-20, and D. C. Young 1 968:  34. 
Huxley puts the case baldly and perhaps backward, but as far as it goes, justly : "Because 
the poet's patrons had divine ancestry, they were living witnesses to the truth of the 
Olympian system; aristocracy had the hereditary blessing of the gods themselves, and so 
Pindar's religion was politically authenticated-there is analogy here with the old adage 
that the Church of England is the Tory Party at prayer" (Huxley 1 975 :  7) .  Huxley's chap. 
2, "The Editorial Poet" ( 1 4-22) ,  offers a usefully concise overview of Pin dar's corrections 
and suppressions of myths that compromise moral claims for the Olympians, heroes, 
and, by implication, the aristocracy. 

29Here I disagree with Havelock's ( 1 98 2 :  1 6) endorsement of Fennell's idea that "it is 
probable that he did not write his odes." It may be correct to suggest a connection be
tween a "grand style" and Pindar's sense of a "burden of social responsibility" linking him 
with Homer ( 1 986: 1 20) ; but, as I suggest above, the texture and complexity of Pindar's 
compositions-like his extreme self-reflexivity-are best understood as a consequence of 
new, specifically literate possibilities. Gentili's emphasis on oral performance ( 1 988:  esp. 4) 
seems to me more relevant and more productive. 

3°1 am aware of the deep scorn reserved for even the most tentative efforts at histori
cizing Greek meter by the great empiricists who have dominated the field (e.g. , Dale 
1 969: 52) .  But, as Whitman observes in his foreword to Nagy's brilliant exercise in his
torical metrics (Nagy 1 974 :  xi) , "no known culture evolves the long, elaborate epic before 
its bardic priests address hymns to the gods and mothers sing their children to sleep." 

3 'The fact that Isthmian 3 and 4 have the same metrical structure is one of the strongest 
grounds for seeing them as one poem or as a specially related pair of poems. Bowra 
( 1 964b: 3 1 7) cites these two (printed by Snell as a single poem) as the apparent exception 
proving the rule. As Dale observes more generally, "the repeating triads . . .  give a much 
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It is not ignorance or insensitivity that leads so many readers to con
fuse the individual voice of the poet with the traditional communal 
voice of the chorus.32 Pindar's sustained reflexivity on his own poetic 
activity and his constant parallelism between himself and the victor af
firms the aristocratic, heroic ideal of individualism in its most hierar
chical , winner-take-all form. It is no accident that Pindar's is the first 
surviving text to articulate the opposition of "born" poet and the mere 
"learner" (01. 2 .86-88;  Ol. 9 . 1 00-1 04 ;  Ne. 3 .40-42) .  We noted a bare 
hint of self-reflexivity in the poet of the Iliad, a rather striking if only 
implicit self-reflexivity in the poet of the Odyssey, and finally in Hesiod 
the first outright, if short-circuited, confrontation of the role of the po
etic text in constituting the very reality that it purports to represent pas
sively as the gift of the Muses. Pindar comes after a long development 
of ever-increasing consciousness among poets about the social func
tions of their work and the role their texts play in establishing alterna
tive versions of reality. His own exalted sense of his poetic mission 
(Gundert 1 935) ,  while unquestionably integrated with his function as 
praise-poet, has the effect of inviting his audience-perhaps especially 
his future audience-to an exclusive focus on the sheer dazzle of his 
performance as a poetic technician. Since his usual posture is as a 
guest-friend of the victor or the voice of the victor's whole community, 
his partisan ideological role is correspondingly masked in the text. 

I have emphasized these aspects of the typical structure and content 
of Pindaric odes because, even within the dubious limitations of the 
New Critical idiom, I believe that they are intrinsic to Pindar's han
dling of the form. As a confirmed New Critic and devoted admirer of 
Bundy has conceded, 

the achievement of Pindaric criticism in the last two decades has been to 
dear the odes of the extraneous historical and biographical matter that 
had been read into them. The danger is that critics may now be reading out 
of the odes a good deal that is really there and in the process impoverish
ing rather than purifying them. . . . Somewhere along the line . . .  the 
question comes : how much has to be excluded as irrelevant to the poet's 
encomiastic task? . . .  What about matters which, while they may be of no 
immediate or obvious bearing on the victory that is being celebrated, may 
be of active concern to the victor and his community? The victor was after 

needed check for the determination of period end; no calculation, no schematic pat
terns, and no appeal to rhythmical sense on our part could without this check give any 
assurance that we had found the right shape for a single stanza of this arbitrary, delib
erately unsymmetrical ,  constantly inventive poetic technique, which gives to each ode its 
unique, neosigalon tropon [new-shining style]" ( 1 969 : 45). 

320n this vexed issue, see Lefkowitz 1 963 and 1 975b: 80-8 1 ,  Frankel 1 973 :  427 ,  
Bundy 1 962 :  69-70, esp. n. 84,  W. Slater 1 969 : 89-9 1 ,  and Hamilton 1 974: 1 1 3- 15 .  
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all a citizen, bound up with the life of his city to a degree we can scarcely 
picture. (Carne-Ross 1 985 : 1 84-5) 

To return now briefly to what is "outside" the text but brought "in
side," that is, specific allusions to political events and the political or 
military role of individuals in them, Bundians seem to feel that if they 
can demonstrate how history is transformed into allegedly universal 
categories they have done with politics. But this transformation is itself 
a key strategy of ideological mystification: to the extent that a partic
ular class succeeds in presenting its interests, its vision of reality, as the 
universal vision of the human condition, it precludes the challenge of 
alternative visions. On the other hand, it is worth recalling that the 
specific means by which a particular literary work may be immersed in 
its historical moment are not susceptible to a priori techniques of in
terpretation. As Jameson rightly argues, "there can be no preestab
lished categories of analysis :  to the degree that each work is the end 
result of a kind of inner logic or development of its own content, it 
evolves its own categories and dictates the specific terms of its own in
terpretation" ( 1 97 1 :  333) .  

Toward a Double Hermeneutic of Pythian 1 0  

Before applying some of the preceding generalities to the text of a 
specific ode, I stress again that the double hermeneutic is not neutral. 
The negative hermeneutic explores all aspects of the text that support 
and reinforce a regime that uses both the repressive apparatuses of the 
state (military force, etc . )  and the ideological state apparatuses to re
tain a disproportionately large share of the socially created surplus in 
the hands of a small portion of the society. The positive hermeneutic 
seeks to uncover those aspects which, in the perspective of the long 
movement of history, open a realm of human freedom and are capable 
of contributing to a perception of the inadequacy of the status quo, 
thereby fostering the principle of hope. 

The Negative Side 

What specifically do we know of the immediate political context 
of the ode? Pythian 1 0, Pindar's earliest extant ode according to the 
indications of the scholia, is dated to the 2 2d Pythiad (498 B .C . ) .33 

33Drachmann 1 964 ( 1 903) :  24 1 .  Why Gildersleeve ( 1 965 [ 1 899] : 348) says 502 B . C .  is  
beyond me. 
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Although no Pythian victory date is independently confirmed, 
references in Herodotus (7.6. 2 ,  7 . 1 30 .3 ,  7 . 1 72 . 1 ,  9 . 1 . 1 ,  9 .58. 1-2) to 
Thorax and the Aleuadai confirm a date well before the coming of the 
Persians. The victor was a Thessalian boy named Hippokleas, who had 
won the double footrace (approximately 400 meters) at Delphi. Al
though an allusion in the text ( 1 8) implies that the victor's family was 
impressively wealthy-an inference in any case from his horsey name 
(hipp-,"horse") , the ode was commissioned not by the boy's father but by 
Thorax of Larissa (5 ,  64-65), a member of the ruling Aleuadai clan 
and tagos, appointed "king," of Thessaly.34 For roughly a century be
fore the Persian wars catapulted Athens into strategic prominence, 
"the revival of the military powers of kingship made Thessaly the lead
ing state north of the Isthmus" (Hammond 1 959:  1 42) .  

If we now consider somewhat more closely what I have pretentiously 
called the epistemology of artistic form in connection with the Pindaric 
epinician, we find contemporary analysts debating the relative weight 
to be given the "linear argument" and the role of verbal echoes or pat
terns of imagery (e .g. ,  W. Slater 1 977 :  1 93-95). I would say that much 
of the power of Pindar's handling of the form derives from the tension 
between the forward thrust of the praise program and the quality of a 
static vision effected by the extraordinarily rich tapestry of echoes, 
cross-references, and direct repetitions (Greengard 1 980). But there is 
general agreement among post-Bundians that the essential technique 
of the epinician poem, its rhetorical structure , consists in praising the 
victor by establishing a series of parallels and associations between, on 
the one hand, the specific action of the victory, the excellence of the 
victor, the victor's family and homeland, and, on the other, a broad 
range of usually positive phenomena. Negative phenomena, it is ar
gued, enter only as dark foils, by virtue of which the achievement of 
the victory only shines the brighter (Bundy 1 962 : 40, n. 1 6 ;  Kohnken 
1 97 1 :  esp. 34) . 

A relatively fixed set of expectations and rhetorical postures on the 
part of the poet organizes these associations, parallels, and contrasts. 
Thus a recent study of Pindaric form breaks down Pythian 1 0  as fol
lows: Homeland Praise ; Poet's Task with Breakoff Formula; Poet's 
Task-Naming Complex-Victor Praise ; Gnome (i .e . ,  a generalizing 
statement) ; Victor Praise-Other Praise ; Future Prayer; Gnome-Gno
mic Cluster-Myth ; Gnome; Poet's Task with Breakoff Formula ; Poet's 

34Wilamowitz-Moellendorff remarks ( 1 966 [ 1 922 ] :  1 23)  that the term "king" is not 
strictly correct since the role of lagos was appointed. He concludes therefore that it is 
laudatory. This seems a reasonable inference, but we should note that Herodotus des
ignates all the Aleuadai as basilees of Thessaly (7.6. 2 ) ,  presumably in the loose Odyssean 
sense of "oligarchs." 
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Task-Victor Praise ; Gnomes ; Poet's Task-Other Praise ; Gnome; Poet's 
Task-Other Praise ; Gnome (Hamilton 1 974:  9 1 ) .35 It is perhaps too 
easy to ridicule this "computer" model of Pindaric structure (Lefkowitz 
1 976b: 340-4 1 ) . My only concern as I embark on a negative herme
neutic of the poem is to stress that I begin from a relative consensus 
about what is intrinsic to the ode. Though I tend to find more value in 
Frankel's proposition that the coherence-I would add the excite
ment-of an ode derives in large measure from Pindar's concern to 
demonstrate "an immense number of individual connections of all 
kinds and directions" ( 1 973 :  496), we are well served too by the dem
onstration that this process takes place within the tight framework of a 
small number of fixed rhetorical strategies employed again and again 
throughout the odes and linked by the laudatory function. 

The basis of my negative hermeneutic is simply to indicate some of 
the major, often overlapping connections established in the poem and 
to suggest their partisan ideological import. The first and most dra
matic connection between the felicity of this teenage athlete and the 
world beyond the racetrack is to associate the former with the political 
felicity of his homeland. The blessedness of Thessaly is boldly linked 
with the prosperity of the supreme power in Greece, Sparta: "Prosper
ous is Lakedaimon, / Blessed is Thessaly" ( 1-2) .  The specific basis for 
this political felicity is their form of government, inherited monarchy, 
traced to the same Dorian ancestor, Herakles : "From one [i.e . ,  the 
same] father for both [Sparta and Thessaly] a race from Herakles best
in-battle rules royally [basileuei]" ( 1-3) .  The epithet of the founding 
patriarch Herakles-"best-in-battle"-emphasizes approvingly the 
military dominance particularly characteristic of the Dorian aristo
cratic regimes in general and of Thorax in particular, whose very 
name, "Breastplate," suggests his family's obsession with warfare.  
Given that Thessaly's ruler was not exactly a monarch by inheritance 
but was in fact appointed as lagos and to some extent constitutionally 
controlled (Larsen 1 966 : 40-4 1 ) , this linkage may involve some special 
pleading. 

Pindar's next association combines the site of the victory, the site of 
the victor's home (presumably) ,  and the ruling family of Thessaly as 
jointly imposing the task of praise on the poet: 

Why do I boast unseasonably? Because Pytho [Delphi}--
And the Pelinaian [a city of Thessaly] as well-cries out to me, 

351n Hamilton's schema dashes indicate "a connection between parts" ( 1 974:  89). The 
nature of the connections and whether there are connections with parts not connected 
by dashes are more OT less moot points in his study. 
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And the sons of Aleuas, wishing that for Hippokleas' sake 
I escort the voice of men that brings festivity and fame. 

The personification of places dramatically insists on a harmony of wills 
between the forces of nature (or better perhaps, the Hellenic physical! 
cultural environment) and the ruling human powers. It is this conjunc
tion the poet offers as explaining and justifying his opening focus on 
political felicity. The meaning of the victory is thus first and foremost 
its meaning for the rulers of Thessaly. 

The victory's public, pan hellenic character as an advertisement for 
Thessaly and its regime, no less than for the boy victor, is next recalled 
in terms that echo the martial note of Herakles' epithet. The people to 
whom the proclamation was made are a "host," an "army" (stratOi, 8) .  
Given the sixth-century military domination exercised by Thessaly 
over the Delphian Amphictionic League (Jeffery 1 976: 74) , the term is 
by no means politically neutral. At the same time, the military coloring 
of the term nicely anticipates one of the athletic specialties of the boy's 
father, racing "in the war-embracing armor of Ares" ( 1 3)-a good mi
nor example of overdetermination. 

The next major linkages are, given the extraordinary density of Pin
dar's text, already implicit in the opening lines. Makaira (2)  suggests 
specifically divine blessing; Herakles, son of Zeus, implies the principle 
of divinely sanctioned transmission of excellence through birth. Thus 
when the poet's prayer explicitly links the boy's victory with Apollo's 
intention ( 1 0-1 2 )  and moves on to insist syntactically (men/de) on the 
concomitant role of ancestry, the audience has already been prepared 
for the point: 

Apollo, sweet grows both end and beginning for humankind when a god 
urges it on: 

By your devisings, I 'm sure,  he achieved this 
And the Inborn Something stepped in the tracks of his father
Olympian victor twice in the war-embracing weapons of Ares. 

The boldly personified abstraction ("the Inborn Something 
stepped . . .  ," 1 2 ) insists that a universal principle is at work.36 In the 
context of the opening (and, as we see below, the end) we cannot con
fuse this declaration with modern commonsense inferences about a 

36Gildersleeve ( 1 965 : 352)  prefers to see a less daring construction, taking to sungenes 
as an accusative of respect, a varatio for a dative of means. Here I agree with Farnell 
( 1 965 : 2 1 5) .  
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"born" athlete. The success of the victors, father and son, is offered as 
validation of an entire social and political hierarchy. The continuation 
of the prayer firmly links this success with an economic hierarchy as 
well :  "May Destiny continue as their companion in later days / As well , 
so that heroic wealth blossoms for them" ( 1 7-1 8) .37 The imagery of 
natural growth here (anthein) tightens the links. It looks back to the ini
tially weak metaphor of growth (auksetai, 1 0) in the gnomic declaration 
of divine involvement in the pattern of success and forward to the ring
ing finale, which proclaims that the Aleuadai "lift on high the Thes
salians' state, / And make it grow [that is, prosper (auksontes)]" (70-7 1 ). 

The end of the prayer associates the felicity the father and son have 
won in the games with an extremely abstracted vision of human 
(Greek) felicity in general : "Of the delights in Hellas / Their allotment is 
no small gift" ( 1 9-20). Burton, writing in the same year and thus with
out knowledge of Bundy, declares that "there can be little doubt that 
both ta en Helladi terjma in v. 1 9  and aglaiais in v. 28 denote in this con
text athletic glory" ( 1 962 : 6). Burton here, like Bundy ( 1 962 : 2, quoted 
earlier) , is right to point to Pindar's usage in other poems as a basis for 
establishing this concrete aspect of much of Pindar's abstract diction. 
But both are myopic to ignore the fact that it is in this generalizing lan
guage, this crucially suggestive shift from the concretely athletic to the 
generally human (cf. broton ethnos, 28) ,  that Pindar succeeds in insisting 
on the broader relevance of this particular 4oo-meter teenage dash. To 
insist by this maneuver that a peculiar physical activity, which the struc
ture of economic life in Greece of this period substantially confined to 
the small class of males who could afford the leisure to train and the 
luxury of professional trainers, represents the summit of human hap
piness is supremely ideological.38 As we have already noted, there cer
tainly were those already in the seventh and sixth centuries B.C.  who 
strongly disagreed. 

The poet's prayer for the continued felicity of the family shifts 
smoothly into gnomic meditations on the limitation of human felicity 
inherent in the distinction between mortal and divine : "may they not 

37The kai ("as well") seems to preclude interpreting the prayer as a wish that a poor or 
moderate family become rich, an inference one might easily draw from most translations. 
On the other hand, D. C. Young's emphasis ( 1 985:  1 1 5-27) on the size of the material 
benefi,.ts resulting from winning could, in the absence of other indications of the estab
lished prominence of this victor's family, be used to suggest that future victories alone are 
the point of the prayer. 

3BThough, as noted, D. C. Young ( 1 985) has effectively challenged the cliche of a total 
aristocratic monopoly, he has not, I think, succeeded in showing that a majority of the 
athletes in the early fifth century were likely to come from the small middle class. On the 
contrary, even he acknowledges that the really poor would be quite unlikely to compete 
( 1 58-59). 
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encounter / Envious reversals from the gods. One heart-free of pain / 
Would be a god" (20-2 2) .  The image of the complete freedom of di
vinity from suffering functions on the eulogistic level as a foil for 
launching into a generalized declaration that the situation of the vic
tor's father, who has both won victories himself and lived to see his 
son's victory, represents the absolute limit of human felicity : 

but fair-fated [eudaim6n] and an object of 
song that man becomes through poets, 

Who, after winning victory by the excellence [aretai] of his hands or feet, 
Seizes the greatest of prizes through daring and strength, 
And-still alive-
Beholds his young son duly meeting with Pythian crowns. 

The term eudaimon ( 22 )  recalls daimonos in line 1 1  and indirectly ma
kaira in line 2 ;  again the victor's felicity is linked with divine favor that 
extends to the political status of his homeland. 

Pindar recapitulates his divine foil and his assertion that Phrikias has 
achieved the ultimate in human happiness by two images of journeying 
(ambatos, 27 ,  and eschaton ploon, 2 8-29) that lead directly into the myth 
of Perseus' visit to the Hyperboreans : 

The bronze sky is never scalable [ambatos] for him: 
But as for such delights as we, the mortal race, 

grasp, he completes the sea voyage to the ultimate 
Point. Neither with ships nor if you went on foot could you find 
The marvelous way to the contest of the H yperboreans. 

Beside them once upon a time Perseus, leader of the host, 
Feasted, coming on his way home, 
Happening upon them as they were performing glorious hundred-strong 

sacrifices of asses 
For the god. Continually in their festivities 
And prayers Apollo takes the greatest delight 
And laughs when he sees the towering arrogance of the beasts. 

The Muse does not leave town 
In response to their behavior: everywhere choruses of maidens, 
The cries of lyres and the piercing ring of flutes whirl around; 
And binding their hair with golden laurel, 

they carry on their revel harmoniously. 
Neither diseases nor destructive old age is blended 
Into that holy race. Without work or warfare 
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Super-exacting Nemesis. But once upon a time there came Danae's son 
Breathing with a daring heart-and Athena lead the way-
To the throng of these blessed men. And he slew 

the Gorgon, and the variegated head 
Decked with locks that were snakes he came and brought for the island

dwellers 
As stony death. 

At least since the time of the scholiast, who pronounced this myth a 
"senseless digression" (alogoi parekbasei, Drachmann 1 964 [ 1 903] : 2 :  
245),  there has been considerable debate over its relevance to the eu
logistic situation. Does it demonstrate the limitations of human success 
or suggest the possibility for the victor of at least momentarily tran
scending those limitations as Perseus did? This is a central issue to 
which we must return,  but an impressive range of scholars , culminat
ing in Kohnken, have argued, to use Gildersleeve's words, that "the 
land of the Hyperboreans is a glorified Thessaly" and Perseus is an he
roic paradigm for the achievement of the victors. 39 

A rich array of verbal echoes and images imply these parallels. The 
word Pindar uses to suggest the "gathering" (ag6na, 30) also means 
"contest" and recalls the agon ( 1 6) that rendered Phrikias victorious. 
Perseus shares in a banquet (edaisato, 3 1 )  including a sacrifice (33-34). 
The lifestyle of the Hyperboreans is characterized by choral poetry, 
lyres, and flutes (37-39).  The banqueters bind their hair with garlands 
as they make merry (40) . Of these details, only the choral song (6, 53 ,  
55-57, 65) i s  specified in text, but i t  i s  a reasonable inference that each 
has an analogue in the setting and occasion of Pindar's ode. The Hy
perboreans are a "holy race" (42 ) ,  and the occasion of the ode inspires 
Pindar to pronounce Thessaly "divinely blessed" (makaira, 2) .  Perseus is 
a "leader of the people (or host)" (lagetas, 3 1 ) , despite the fact that all 
salient features of his myth deal with individual actions. As a rough 
equivalent of "heroic king," the term echoes the explicit political focus 
of the opening and anticipates that of the ending. Apollo, the god at 
whose games the victory occurred and to whom it is in part attributed 
( 10-1 1 ) ,  is prominently featured in the myth as the crowning element 
in Hyperborean felicity (34-36). Perseus comes "breathing with a 

39Gildersleeve 1 965 : 350, J. H. Finley 1 955:  28 ,  van Groningen 1 958:  350, Burton 
1 962 : 8 ,  D. C. Young 1 97 1 :  35, and Kohnken 1 97 1 :  1 58-87. Of all the authors who have 
noted various parallels between the eulogistic context and the myth, Kohnken is by far 
the most detailed. By comparison, I offer only a discrete little sampling of the possible 
evidence without further acknowledgment. 
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daring heart" (44) ; the victor "seizes the greatest prizes through daring 
and strength" (24) .  Perseus is the son of Danae, and Athena leads him 
(45) ;  the victor trod in his father's footsteps and won by Apollo's devices 
( 1 1-1 2 ) .  Finally, lest the audience fail to get the point of their divinely 
endorsed privilege, Pindar sums up Perseus' visit as coming to a 
"throng of . . .  blessed [makarOn] men" (46) , having earlier, as we noted, 
declared the victor's homeland "blessed" (makaira, 2 ) .  

Just as  the required gnomic element lifts the specific athletic victory 
into an abstracted, universalizing vision of general human felicity, so 
the anticipated myth functions on one level to exalt the victory into the 
category of permanent cultural exemplars.40 The implication is thus 
present that today's ruling class are worthy successors to the paradig
matic figures of the past, an idea already adumbrated in the initial 
allusion to ancestry traced from Herakles. The past to this extent val
idates the status quo. The emphasis on thejustice of the Hyperboreans 
(44) looks forward to the explicit praise of the Thessalian regime as 
characterized by "an upright mind" (67-68) . So the presence of the 
Muse among the Hyperboreans facilitates the association of the ruler's 
solicitude for the poet (64-66) with the uprightness of the entire re
gime, which itself is offered gnomically in the final lines as represen
tative of the general superiority of inherited aristocratic political 
regimes : 

I have confidence in the kindly hospitality of Thorax, who in solicitousness 
for my favor, 

Yoked this four-horse chariot of the Pierians [Muses] , 
Loving one who loves him, leading one who leads eagerly. 

On the testing touchstone gold shines forth 
And the upright mind. 
And we shall praise too the noble [eslois] brothers, because they lift 
On high the Thessalians' state [nomon] ,  
And make i t  grow [auksontes] .  In the hands of the good [en agathoisi] rests 
The careful steering of cities, handed down from father to sons fPatroiai]. 

(64-72) 

The preceding points in my negative hermeneutic are all  elements 
which in principle Norwood or Moses Finley might cite in an indict
ment of Pindar the "toady," Pindar the "muddle-headed reactionary." 
The raw material, so to speak, of this demonstration is also what pro
ponents of the purely panegyric approach might cite in defense of Pin-

4°For omission of myth or substitution of a compensating element in the structure, see 
Hamilton 1 974: 39 and D. C. Young 1 97 1 :  34. 
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dar's fundamentally coherent and artistically adroit praise of the 
victor-minus, of course, the irksome intrusion of such notions as pol
itics , class, and ideology. Although my own approach eschews a pre
cipitous rush to judgment, I do maintain that none of these elements is 
truly extraneous to the text of the poem, and a definition of poetry 
that can give no account of them is, for me at least, inadequate. 

The Positive Hermeneutic 

In turning to a positive hermeneutic of Pythian 1 0, I should perhaps 
disabuse the reader at the outset: I do not succeed by some dazzling 
critical or rhetorical sleight of hand in transforming Pindar into a 
crypto-revolutionary. What is at stake, I must repeat, is the spontane
ous acceptance of the ruling-class version of reality as the only reality. 
The nearest thing to a subversive activity I attribute to Pindar is the 
self-consciousness of his affirmation that he alone as poet controls ac
cess to that realm of full gratification which might otherwise appear as 
the automatic consequence of inherited wealth, political power, and 
athletic success. Moreover, what is most shocking in jameson's theori
zation of the double hermeneutic is that fundamental aspects of what 
is negative are simultaneously positive. Most centrally, the utopian im
age of the ruling elite as a perfect community-the most obviously 
"toadying" aspect of the poem-is, from the perspective of the long 
struggle for human freedom, the dimension that most distances the 
poem from the actual status quo and offers us a realm of freedom to 
appropriate and extend well beyond its putatively intended ideological 
function. 

But before looking more closely at the obviously self-conscious as
pects of Pindar's posture toward his audience or reconsidering its most 
clearly utopian dimensions, it is essential to consider all the less 
conscious elements in his epinician, which, by virtue of their formal 
effectiveness, distance it from that spontaneous reflection of ruling
class reality so readily attributed to it by Pindar's politically minded 
detractors. 

Though we have no direct access to the language by which the rulers 
of Thessaly or the rest of Greece constituted their version of reality, we 
may plausibly surmise that it was not Pindar's language. Obvious and 
not so obvious aspects of Pindar's language dramatically distance it 
from any imaginable spoken language and mark it as a vehicle for the 
constitution of a different sort of reality. We have already noted that 
Pindar's formal metrical patterns represent one of the most striking 
factors (perhaps more significant even than the irretrievably lost music 
and dance patterns) differentiating his language from the everyday 
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language of the ruling classY Pythian 10 ,  like thirty-eight of his extant 
forty-four epinicians, is arranged in elaborate triads, with metrically 
matching strophe and antistrophe, answered by an epode that recalls 
but does not repeat their metrical form. As noted earlier, Pindar com
bines various traditional metrical cadences so unpredictably that no ex
tant complete poem has precisely the same structure. Metrically, then, 
the poem is simultaneously both monumentally ordered and disorient
ingly free.  In Pythian 1 0, the so-called choriambic nucleus (long/shortl 
shortllong) of traditional Aeolic meters recurs once or twice in every 
line of both strophe and epode, but the amplifications before and after 
the nucleus are different in every line in such a way that sometimes, we 
imagine, it may evoke traditional folksong Aeolics, and other times it 
may seem to shift into a dactylic cadence. 

In the handling of the triadic pattern there are in this presumed ear
liest poem recognizable pauses in sense between triads. Yet parallel 
optatives hepoito ( 1 7) and epikursaien (2 1 )  imply that we are meant to 
understand the prayer begun at line 1 0  continuing into the second 
triad and ending at line 2 1 .  Though we do not find in Pythian 1 0  the 
really extraordinary enjambments that characterize some of Pindar's 
greatest poems (Mullen 1 98 2 :  93-98), certainly "Olympian victor" 
( 1 3) ,  "Muse" (37) ,  "The gods bringing to fulfillment" (theon telesanton, 
49), and "testing" (peironti, 67) clearly gain in emphasis from their po
sition as the initial words of epodes, strophes , or antistrophes. The ten
sion created and played with between the repeating triadic structure 
and the linear movement of laudatory argument is a further distancing 
factor that sets the poet in a position of control and sets the audience 
in a posture of tantalized dependence. 

Pindar's diction, syntax, imagery, and mastery of rhetorical tropes 
render his language easily the most complex and demanding in Greek 
literature. Given the extent of our losses, we can never be sure that a 
word occurring for the first time or only in Pindar is a true neologism, 
but the list of words which seem to fit this description in so early a 
poem is striking. Some are new compounds built on a clear Homeric 
model : "best in battle" (aristomachou, 3) ,  "foot-victorious" (kratesipoda, 
1 6) ,  "hostlpeople-Ieader" (lagetas, 3 1 ) ;  some are poetic abstractions, 
pointing the path to the diction of the Sophists : "turnings-after" (Sc. 
reversals) (metatropiais, 2 1 ) ,  "fair-speakings" (euphamias, 35) ,  "steerings" 
or "pilotage" (kubernasies, 72) ,  to which should be added the poetic ab
straction formed by the article with the neuter adjective, to sungenes 

4 1This comment in no way disparages the fascinating explorations by Mullen of the 
dialectic of dance pattern and meaning. Mullen himself ( 1 98 2 :  43-45) has given the best 
explanation of why there is no dance notation ; his most perceptive insights presuppose 
the dominance of the still very observable metrical pattern (see his chap. 3, "The Triad"). 
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( 1 2) .42 Some of these neologisms seem merely simple realizations of 
linguistic potentialities of ordinary Greek: "singable" or "song-worthy" 
(hymnetos, 2 2) ,  "superjust" or "super-exacting" (hyperdikon, 44), "without 
offering evidence" or "obscure" (atekmarton, 63).  But these potentiali
ties were apparently unrealized by earlier authors. The verb "leave 
town" (apodamei, 37) appears an almost coy, playful coinage in conjunc
tion with litotes. 

Some dozen particularly Homeric words and expressions add a dis
tinctly epic flavor to the language of Pythian 1 0, but Pindar does more 
than evoke a general aura of the epics.43 A phrase such as "breathing 
with a daring heart" (thraseiai pneon kardiai, 44) points in the direction 
of his characteristic allusive posture toward epic formula : it recalls the 
Homeric formula "breathing might" (menea pneontes) ,  which always oc
curs in the nominative plural . The word apemon in line 23 occurs only 
once in the nominative in Homer (in Thetis's poignantly futile wish that 
Achilles might "sit by the ship free of tears and free of suffering," Il. 
1 .4 1 5-16) .  For an audience brought up on Homer, it is not too much to 
suggest that the word carried connotations of the paradigmatic Greek 
embodiment of mortal limitation. The word kanakhai is used in Homer 
of clashing weapons, the ominous tramping of an army's feet, the 
gnashing of teeth. Pindar's use of it to evoke the sound of flutes in a 
joyful celebration transforms its menacing connotations. His use of the 
Homeric agenor (Doric aganor, lit. "very manly") , usually the attribute 
of bold or excessively confident heroes, to describe the exceptional 
wealth of the victor's family lends a note of moral ambiguity that nicely 
anticipates the subsequent reference to envious reversals from the gods 
(Meautis 1 962 : 37) .  

One must resist the temptation to try to spell out al l  the subtleties of 
Pindar's language, a favorite occupation of the belles-Iettrist school.44 
These few examples must suffice. The net effect of Pindar's language 
is surely a dazzling display of the poet's unique power over the medium 

4"See LS] s.v. l Ie, where Pythian 10 is the earliest instance of a coinage that apparently 
appealed to Aeschylus, Sophokles, and Thucydides. Snell ( 1 960: 227-28) ably comments 
on the great convenience for the development of scientific thought of abstractions made 
from the article with a verb or adjective. The point was first brought vividly home to me 
in lectures by E .  A. Havelock, but a perusal of his published corpus has not yielded pre
cisely the point I seek. 

43E.g., "glorious" (klutan, 6); "manly" (aganora, 1 8) ;  "free from pain" (apemon, 22 ) ;  
"brazen sky" (kJuLlkeos ouranos, 27) ;  "scalable" (ambatos, 27) ;  "accomplishing glorious he
catombs" (kleitas hekatombas . . .  rhezontas, 33) ;  "beasts" (kniidalOn, 36) ; "clashings" (kana
kJuLi, 39) ; "destroying" (oulomenon, 4 1 ) ;  "came" (molen, 45) ;  "slew" (epephnen, 46);  "floss'" 
"flower" (but see Raman 1 975) (aiitos, 53) ;  "eagerly grasped" (harpaleon, 62) ;  "bustling 
about" (poipnuiin, 64). 

44For a particularly fine recent demonstration of Pindar qua jeweler of language at 
the level of stylistic devices, see Race 1 989. 
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that most fully constitutes human reality. He can create new colloca
tions, evoke and transform the authoritative world of Homer, extend 
the potentialities of ordinary syntax so that his language, like his meter, 
tantalizes with its simultaneous display of freedom and extraordinary 
control. The power of this language is the real validation of Pindar's 
claim to bestow something unique on the victor and his class. The grat
ification it offers is simultaneously an overwhelming negation of the 
discourse controlled by the ordinary members of the ruling class. Pin
dar can justifiably imply that he alone as poet lifts the victor, his home
land, his family, and his class out of the limitations of their reality into 
a fuller state of being: "Fortunate [eudaimon] and celebrated in song 
[hymnetos] that man becomes [ginetai] sophois" (2 2-23) .  How are we to 
understand this dative sophois? Most translators and commentators ei
ther separate it from eudaimon and take it as dative of agent with 
hymnetos (e.g. , Puech, "Heureux et digne d'etre chante par les poetes " 1 970 
[ 1 92 2 ] :  2: 1 47) or respect the word order and take the dative as a weak 
dative of interest (e.g. , Gildersleeve, "is accounted in the eyes of the 
wise" 1 965 [ 1 890] : 353 ,  or Farnell, following the scholia, "becomes in 
the opinion of the wise," 1 965 [ 1 932 ] :  2 1 7) .  But Burton rightly sees in 
the phrase "a further hint of the necessary connection between victory 
and song" ( 1 962 : 6) .45 The actual construction boldly implies that the 
man's achievement of true blessedness depends on his being celebrated 
in song by skilled poets. 

Bundy and his disciples have been at pains to stress that the persona 
of the poet (what Hamilton designates "the Poet's Task") in the epin
ician is entirely subordinated to conventional strategies of praise such 
as insisting on the sincerity of the laudator, the bond of true friendship 
between the laudator and laudandus, abjuring exaggeration, offering re
assurance about the long-term efficacy of the praise, and so forth 
(Bundy 1 962 : esp. 3 , 40) . But even granting the general legitimacy of 
this approach, I am still struck by the relative prominence and boldness 
of Pindar's self-presentation in comparison with our only basis for 
comparison, Bacchylides. To be sure ,  there is less of Bacchylides, and 
many of the epinicia we have are fragmentary. But in none of the rea
sonably complete poems is there anything comparable to the propor
tionate focus on poetry and the poet even in Pythian 1 0, which is by no 
means Pindar's most self-reflexive poem. In addition to four first per
son verbs (4, 55 ,  64, 69[PI . ] ) ,  two emphatic first-person pronouns (4, 

45For some parallel translations, see Bowra, "that man is happy and poets sing of him" 
( 1 969: 22 ) ;  Lattimore, "blessed, worthy the poet's song, is that man" ( 1 947a : 87) ; Nis
etich, "worthy of song" ( 1 980: 2 1 6) .  Farnell adds to his preferred rendering a second 
possibility, "the dative may go directly with hymnetos, 'besung by the craftsmen of song' " 
( 1 965 : 2 1 7) .  The scholia reads para tois soplwis ginetai (Drachmann 1 964 : 2 :  244). 
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48) , and an emphatic first-person possessive adjective (S6) , we find 
about thirteen lines out of seventy-two with a primary focus on the 
poet, poetry, or music (6, 2 2 ,  37-39 ,  S I-S7 ,  6S).46 Although two Bac
chylides fragments ( 1 4  and 26 Snell) speak of sophia in terms that may 
imply poetry, sophos is used in his epinicia apropos of a skilled athletic 
trainer ( 1 3 . 20 1 ) , in a priamel (Bundy 1 962 : 4-S) describing various 
sorts of human episternai ( 1 0.39) ,  and in a simile comparing himself to 
a skilled helmsman ( 1 2 . 1 ) .  In this last case most obviously, but in the 
other two probably, we may suspect a coy self-reference. But nowhere 
in Bacchylides is there the blatancy with which Pindar uses sophoi, just 
as Xenophanes uses sophia, here and in later poems to arrogate to po
ets all skill and wisdom absolutely. 

This simultaneous display of and insistence on poetic power is not 
politically neutral . Like the poet of the Odyssey, Pindar consciously dis
tances himself from his audience in proclaiming the specialness of his 
powers as a poet. This distancing is not so much bridged as under
scored by the numerous metaphors scattered through his poems which 
imply a parallel between Pindar's poetic struggles and those of athletic 
competitors. Pindar's prowess is in the sphere where his patrons must 
be presumed most inferior to him. In Pythian 10 Pindar celebrates a 
relatively modest victory in a boys' footrace, but for his own poetic act 
he chooses as metaphor by far the most prestigious of all contests, the 
four-horse chariot race (6S). 

To be sure ,  Phoinix in the Iliad ranks speaking along with deeds 
of war in the making of a hero (9.443) .  But even the extremely artic
ulate Odysseus resorts to brute force when meeting a verbal challenge 
from someone outside the ruling elite (II. 2 . 26S-66).  Pindar's con
sciousness about the power of speech is (regardless of his class loyalties) 
inextricably bound up with concurrent intellectual and political de
velopments inimical to the interests of the old aristocratic regimes. Pin
dar in 498 B.C.  is composing some ten years after the emergence of 
democracy in Athens, a development sufficiently threatening to tempt 
the concerted oligarchic powers of Sparta, Euboea, and Boeotia (Pin
dar's homeland) to seek to crush it militarily (Herodotus S .74-78) .  
Pindar was a contemporary or near contemporary of Simonides, Her
akleitos, Xenophanes , and Pythagoras-all figures who in varying 
ways valorized critical, articulate thought to an extent that spelled the 
end of any spontaneous ideological hegemony exercised directly by the 
old ruling class. Not only is Norwood's characterization of Pindar as 

46Me in 4. though syntactically in the unemphatic second position of its own sentence, 
gains emphasis by answering the first-person rhetorical question preceding it. Errwi in 48 
is emphatic both by position and form. Cf. Bacchylides 3.57 (Snell) for the same senti
ment without the personal reference. 
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philosophically ignorant and intellectually obtuse inherently improba
ble, it ignores the extent to which the very function of traveling poets 
and intellectuals made them the cutting edge of ideological struggle. 
Regardless of the help they may have extended to the ruling element, 
the relative autonomy inherent in their superior mastery of verbal 
communication and their role in the growing self-consciousness-in an 
age of spreading literacy-about the constitutive role of speech in the 
perception and presentation of reality rendered them a progressive 
force.47 That they could help the ruling class was the most dramatic 
proof that the ruling class needed help. 

If then the conventional focus on the poet's task emerges in Pindar 
as a two-edged weapon, concomitant with the exalting and distancing 
function of his language and meter, so too the required gnomic ele
ment lifts the power and felicity of the ruling-class figures into a uni
versalized context which at the same time defines their limitations. It is 
not accidental in Pythian 10 that the affirmation of the poet's power is 
so intimately linked with the evocation of divine arbitrariness : the 
ruler's / victors' felicity is a gift of the gods, but the gods may take it 
away ( 1 9-2 1 ) . Though the explicit phthonos motif invoked in Pythian 1 0  
i s  relatively rare i n  Pindar, the opposition between the insecurity of the 
future and the confident assertion of the poet's power to memorialize 
the present moment of felicity is a central feature of virtually all the 
epinicians.48 In Pythian 1 0, the potentially ominous allusions to "Fate" 
(moira, 1 7) ,  to the possibility of envious reversals from the gods, and 
the reminder of suffering as endemic to the human condition ( 1 7-22)  
constitute a distinctly threatening foil to  the bold linkage of human 
blessedness with celebration by poets (2 2-26) discussed above. The 
subsequent gnomic statements insist in turn that this felicity, the plen
itude of which is so dependent on the poet, is the ne plus ultra of plea
sure accessible to the human species (broton ethnos, 28) : 

The bronze sky is never scalable for him: 
But as for such delights as we, the mortal race, 

grasp, he completes the sea voyage to the ultimate 
Point. Neither with ships nor if you went on foot could you find 
The marvelous way to the contest of the Hyperboreans. 

47For detailed discussion of the Presocratics, see HGP vols. 1 and 2. See also Havelock 
1 982 :  2 20-60. That Pindar must be seen as a precursor of the Sophists is rightly stressed 
in Lefkowitz 1 976a: 1 7 2 ;  see also Farenga 1 977. 

48Farnell ( 1 965 : 47 1-72)  is at pains to dismiss it as ajQ{on de parler, but Burton ( 1 962 : 
5) rightly recognizes it here as a more blatant form of a recurrent Pindaric topos. 
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Thus the most categorical statements of the felicity of the victor and his 
father are sandwiched between two equally categorical generalizations 
that insist on human limitations. Both syntactically point to their spe
cial relevance for the addressees of the poem (autm, 27 ;  heurois, 29) '  

To return to the myth, this expected if not obligatory element in the 
conventional epinician involves by its very nature an ambiguous tran
scendence of the ruling-class vision of reality. I have suggested several 
ways that the myth's parallel to the circumstances of the victory and the 
victory celebration constitutes an intensely partisan effort to validate 
the social, political, and economic status of the victor, his father, and 
their supremely powerful friends, the Aleuadai. But the scholarly de
bate over whether the myth stresses the godlike felicity of the laudandi 
or constitutes a demonstration of the mortal limitations of that felicity 
is naive only to the extent that participants seek to impose a univocal 
message on the text-either a simple exemplar or a simple sermon.49 
The rich suggestiveness of analogical thought is inevitably bought at 
the price of a high level of inherent ambiguity (Lloyd 1 987 [ 1 966] : esp. 
385-87 ; D. Steiner 1 986 : 1 2 ) .  Here,  in his earliest extant poem, Pindar 
is already extremely aware of the "hidden rocks" threatening too full 
an exploration of his mythic analogy (cf. 5 1-52) .  His metaphor of the 
flitting bee invokes a poetic goal of touching only the relevant details 
(53-54),  but no speaker using an analogy can escape the fact that what
ever is illuminatingly similar sheds that illumination by virtue of being 
significantly different. Moreover, we have already noted that the form 
in which Pindar chooses to introduce his mythic analogy confronts his 
audience first with a difference posited as both absolute and of funda
mental importance. The inaccessibility of divine felicity is the point of 
departure for a myth containing so many hints of godlike felicity 
achieved by the victor and his company. 

Perhaps the most fundamental noncorrespondence of the world of 
the Hyperboreans to Thessaly is the temporary nature of the latter. 
The divine participation of Apollo in the Thessalian felicity is only a 
supposition ("I'm sure" or "I suppose," pou, 1 1 ) in regard to a single 
achievement; but among the Hyperboreans, Apollo's pleasure is "per
manent," "fixed" (empedon, 34) . Within the myth, the temporary char
acter of the human hero's participation is twice stressed ("once upon a ·  
time," or simply "once," pote, 3 1 ,  45) .  I n  the poet's praise of the victors, 
the stress on the precarious, temporary nature of their felicity is, as we 

49Among those insisting on the sermon approach (even after Kohnken's mighty as
sault) must be numbered Radt, who in his review of Kohnken singles out this point on 
which to chastise him ( 1 974: 1 1 9)· 
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have seen, the point of departure for the myth. It recurs emphatically 
in the gnomic elements following the myth : 

Of the things each man drives after, 
Let a man, if he wins it, keep it a dear thought beside his foot; 
But what will come a year from now there is no clue to foresee. 

(6 1-64) 

Even the detail of the golden garland suggests not only the transcen
dentally superior wt;alth of divine felicity but immortality in contrast to 
the ephemeral foliage of human banquet garlands or victory wreaths 
(26,  58, and J. H. Finley 1 955 : 53-54) '  Similarly, the litotes of ouk apo
damei ("does not leave town," 37) followed by pantai ("on every side," 
38) suggests that poetry is a pervasive and permanent feature of the 
Hyperborean mode of life. 

The explicit catalogue of human ills from which the Hyperboreans 
are free (disease, aging, work, warfare, and "super-exacting Nemesis ," 
4 1-44) is the chief barrier in the text for those who wish to emphasize 
only the parallels. In the nonmythic portion of the poem, we have 
noted the apparently unqualified validation of the reliance of the 
Thessalian regime on military domination. To present freedom from 
battles as characteristic of absolute happiness does constitute a quali
fication, a partial negation of this aspect of the political order. Human 
aging too is indirectly alluded to in the praise of the victor's father for 
living to see his young son's success : the collocation "living [subject] 
still young [object]" (zoon eti nearon, 25) is not without a touch of pathos. 
The climactic placing of Nemesis, further emphasized by the apparent 
neologism hyperdikon (44) ,  cannot be explained away as simply a pe
riphrasis for death, in which case it emerges as only a weak gloss on the 
freedom from aging. 50 It is much more appropriate, I think, to see in 
it an echo of the "envious reversals from the gods" (2 2-23) .  The envy 
of the gods is directed precisely at extreme human felicity, which they 
tend to punish with a reversal of fortune. To offer an image of supreme 
felicity that specifically escapes this danger is thus a further implicit ne
gation and transcendence of the illusory and relatively precarious sta
tus of the rulers of Thessaly. If we say that the nonmetaphysical 
implications of phthonos and nemesis are envy and resentment not from 
the gods above but from human rivals lower on the social and political 
hierarchy, the relevance of the motif is more ideologically pointed. 

To this extent, then, the myth projects a genuinely utopian vision; it 
embodies that transcendent negating "promesse de bonheur," which 

5°Cf. Kiihnken 1 97 1 :  1 63-6s-another argument challenged by Radt ( 1 974 : 1 1 9). 
Kiihnken cites, but essentially ignores. those who relate Nemesis to phthonos ( 1 63) .  
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Stendhal , echoed by the Frankfurt School, attributed to all true art 
(Jay 1 973 :  1 79) ·  Its laudatory function by no means exhausts its mean
ing, for it explicitly evokes a realm of freedom available neither to the 
rulers of Thessaly nor to their subjects. 

Two aspects of the myth have especially troubled commentators con
cerned with exploring its relevance to Thessaly and the victors. One is 
the laughter of Apollo at the donkeys about to be sacrificed and, more 
specifically, the meaning of hubrin orthian (36) . The second is the pow
erful sketch of the kernel of the Perseus myth, the slaying of the Gor
gon, the revenge exacted by turning Polydectes and his followers on 
Seriphos to stone. Most readers have taken hubrin orthian to mean that 
the donkey have erections. Bowra in his translation neatly combines 
this sense with the more general moral connotations of hubris: Apollo 
"laughs as he sees / Their beasts' high-cocked presumption !" ( 1 969 : 
22 ) .  On this view, Apollo's amusement at their proverbial lasciviousness 
reflects his capacity as god of restraint; he laughs morally because they 
will soon be punished.5 1 Kohnken, presumably not out of the "prudery 
of schoolroom philology" mocked by Wilamowitz-Moellendorff ( 1 966 
[ 1 92 2 ] :  1 27 n. 3) ,  has recently launched a heavy barrage at the erection 
construction. Reviving an argument at least as old as Mezger ( 1 880: 
258), he cites other instances of orthios in Pindar that refer to pitch and 
cites passages in other authors complaining of the harshness of bray
ing. He then argues that this passage in Pythian 10 is a pointed foil to 
the following focus on poetry. Apollo, the god of harmony, laughs at 
the imminent punishment of the donkeys' disharmony (Kohnken 
1 97 1 :  1 6 1-62) .5"  Both views attribute a somewhat sinister moral force 
to Apollo's laughter: he enjoys the prospect of repressing their "evil" by 
death. 

The first part of the passage on Perseus is relatively easy, as we have 
seen, to integrate with praise of the victor's boldness, aristocratic de
scent, and divine favor. But is the hauntingly powerful sequel mere 
background, a sort of poetic footnote to Perseus' visit to the Hyper
boreans (cf. Burton 1 962 : 9; Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1 966: 1 26) ? 
Certainly the intensity of horror and the immediacy of death it evokes 
mark one of the sharpest non parallels to the competition of young 
boys on the race track. It is possible to dismiss the problem by simply 
stressing that mythic paradigms in Pindar are inherently partial or by 
pointing to the playful hyperboles in the fragments of Simonides' 

5 'Van GTOningen ( 1 958: 350 n. 3) cites and rightly rejects the view of earlier scholars 
that the reference reflects the poet's light-hearted chiding of his hosts' lascivious com
portment. He states flatly, however, his own despair of making any sense of the passage. 

5"Like Gildersleeve ( 1 965 : 354), I do not find "as he sees" (horon, 36) as easy to dismiss 
as Mezger and Kohnken seem to. 
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epinicia. I prefer to see the two passages as rdated to each other and 
integrated into the various dualities I have been pointing to in the 
poem. Just as Apollo's laughter offers an image of the simultaneous en
joyment and cheerful suppression of raw, animal sexuality to be subli
mated as poetry and song, so the kernel of the Perseus myth evokes the 
darker joy of the hero's violent and murderous suppression of female 
and male sexual threats. 53 These two passages, read in conjunction, 
mark in Pindar's vision of an ampler realm of being the projection of 
intense censorship against the very erotic energy that itself engenders 
the utopian impulse. 

But what is censored even in utopia is within the poet's power to be
stow in the real world of the athletic encomium. The songs of the poet 
invest the victor with enhanced sexual attractiveness to both men and 
women : 

I hope that, as the Ephyraians 
Are pouring forth my sweet voice round about the Peneios [Thessalian 

river] , 
I shall make Hippokleas even yet more admirable 
With my songs for his crowns in the eyes both of 

his age mates and too of those who are older, 
And make him a source of love-pain to maidens. For it is true 
That passions for different people chaff different minds. 

(55-60) 

Some commentators have been troubled by the explicitness of this gno
mic statement, which seems to subsume all human wishes as various 
forms of erotic desire.54 But that vision, as we have seen, is already im
plicit in the myth. The poet, like god and hero, can repress, sublimate, 
or inspire and fulfill desire.  

History and the "Inner Logic of the Poem" 

In the preceding application of a double hermeneutic, I have tried 
to respect the text of the poem and its formal dimensions, to permit, in 
Jameson's words, its "inner logic . . .  to dictate the specific terms of its 
own interpretation" ( 1 97 1 :  333) .  The inner logic of Pythian 10 leads 
both to the fervent realization of aristocratic ideology in image, struc
ture, argument, and to the transcendent negation of that ideology in its 

53Here I am indebted to Philip Slater's brilliant and much-maligned work on Greek 
myth ( 1 968: esp. 308-33) .  

54E.g. ,  Burton 1 962 :  l l , Farnell 1 965 : 2 1 9-20, and van Groningen 1 958:  347-48. 
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celebration and demonstration of the poet's mastery of access to a 
realm of being free of pain and guilt, full of sensuous gratification, and 
quite beyond the limited reality of the Greek ruling class. Indeed, it is 
in the end a moot point whether the net effect of the poem is more a 
celebration of their power or his. 

Historicizing in this sense includes a full  acknowledgement of the po
et's ideological function without reducing his poetry simply to a parti
san political message. The pleasure that Pindar's poetry offers is 
neither apolitical nor a sort of seductive honey smeared on the cup rim 
to hide the bitter wormwood within. The pleasure of form both con
tributes to the effectiveness of the ideology and calls attention to its 
limitations by evoking a realm of gratification that transcends the 
power of those who rule the poet's world. 

It would thus be false to conclude that only the elements of the pos
itive hermeneutic have positive aesthetic interest and value. "Negative" 
and "positive" are not in this sense essentialist value terms. Although 
they imply taking a stand historically, because history continually 
changes the rules of the game, they do not define or confine the mean
ing or value of Pindar's poetry exclusively to its role in its own historical 
moment. There are in fact aspects of our contemporary ideological 
conflicts which render Pindar's poetic triumph as pure eulogist partic
ularly appealing to those willing to read him. Late monopoly capital
ism, especially in its phases of chronic crisis, frantically seeks to prevent 
us from making meaningful mental connections. It barrages us cease
lessly with a relentless compartmentalization, a radical fragmentation 
of every dimension of our social being (Lukacs 1 968 : esp. 27) .  Private 
life is represented as radically distinct from public life, politics from 
economics, consumption from production, spiritual life from material 
life, and so on. In academia this is reproduced in heavily ideological 
efforts to sharpen and maintain strict boundaries between depart
ment, disciplines, and "terrains." Something very immediate in us, 
then, responds to the deeply integrative imagination of Pindar, who in 
contrast can articulate a vision in which the macropolitics of Greece, a 
specific athletic victory, divine governance, the force of heredity, the 
mythic past, heroic exemplars, and the intimate world of a teenage 
boy's sexual interest can all be harmoniously integrated with the diver
sity of human desires, the fragility of success, the warmth of a specific 
host, the world implications of poetry, and the ideal form of political 
constitution. The "linear argument" of the eulogistic function is in fact 
a point (J. H. Finley 1 955 :  6-8) where for a beautiful moment all the 
potential fragments of existence coalesce and sing. We need not adopt 
the content of the vision to be aesthetically enriched by the demonstra
tion that such integration is possible. 
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That beyond this achievement Pindar also succeeds in exhausting 
and transcending the ideology of his class in a utopian affirmation of 
a higher order of being does enhance the aesthetic richness of his art. 
Pythian l O  is not the easiest of ancient texts to which one might apply 
this dialectical hermeneutic. Yet few literatures are as blatantly con
cerned with and implicated in the class conflicts of their societies as 
Greek and Latin literature. At the same time, few literatures display so 
self-consciously a belief in the relative autonomy of the artist. There is 
no pretense that a Sappho, a Solon, a Xenophanes, or a Pindar is not 
politically engaged; yet each, as a poet, sits in judgment on his or her 
society and evokes through artistic means a vision of a more pro
foundly gratifying world. 



4 

Aeschylus' Oresteia: 

Dialectical Inheritance 

Thus the act, once committed, passes into the structure of the 
world itself, leaves its traces . . .  and returns to confront the second 
and third generations as an objective situation to which they are 
not free not to react. 

-Fredric Jameson 
Marxism and Form 

The move from Pindar to Aeschylus takes us from a world of 
hegemonic oligarchs and tyrants to one recast by the invention of de
mocracy, from the celebration of inherited excellence to the dissection 
of inherited evil ,  from the form of choral lyric to the form of tragedy 
and-even more decisive-of trilogy. 

The Politics of the Tragic Form 

We have seen that the invention of the epinician during the sixth 
century involved the transformation and adaptation of communal 
prayers celebrating gods and heroes into a form memorializing aristo
cratic athletic victors. The impulse for such a gesture was undoubtedly 
complex, but, as I have attempted to show, certainly the sense that the 
political and ideological hegemony of the aristocracy was in jeopardy 
was significant. Yet the overwhelming impression we get from the 
surviving visual and written evidence of the Archaic period (taking 
the term broadly) is of the successful domination of cultural forms by 
the aristocracy. Aristocratic values and lifestyle proclaim their hege
mony in the commemorative statues of young men (kouroi ) ,  the vase 
paintings so dominated by scenes of symposia and heroic myth, the ep
ics and lyrics that celebrate unique heroism in the past and loves and 
hates of aristocrats in the present. We have attempted to demonstrate 
how the alleged univocality of this tradition needs to be reevaluated, 
how the voices of potentially counterhegemonic elements-traders, 
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colonists, hoplites, women, and bards-emerge in some of these texts, 
how a growing self-consciousness about the constitutive power of text 
production itself opened a significant gap in the apparently seamless 
fabric of aristocratic hegemony. Nonetheless, it remains true that the 
tragedies of Aeschylus have struck many readers as the first and in 
some respects only surviving frontal assault on that hegemony. With
out foreclosing the possibility that the impression of such readers is 
simply false, I wish to inquire into the conditions of possibility of the 
emergence of this new cultural form and explore its relation to the sur
viving texts of Aeschylus. 

Tyranny, as I have argued in the preceding chapter, is best under
stood as a consequence of the hoplite revolution. Newly empowered 
peasants were able to assert their power only indirectly through a 
champion, who himself was usually of the aristocratic class, but was 
prepared to check the worst abuses of the aristocracy in the name of 
some newly broadened conception of the political community (the po
lis) . It is no accident that we are best informed about the domestic pol
icies of Peisistratos in Athens. I He may have been typical or simply 
exemplary of the aristocrats' worst fears. He unquestionably infringed 
on the juridical, economic, and political powers of the aristocracy to 
the advantage of peasants and the urban demos (Ath. Pol. 1 6, with 
Rhodes's commentary ad loc. ) .  But as Murray has pointed out, "In the 
age of the Peisistratidai, Athens was still a strongly aristocratic state" 
( 1 980: 253) · 

Tragedy arose in Athens from the uniquely imaginative struggle of 
the Peisistratids for hegemony on the cultural level (Else 1 965 :  49-50, 
68-69 ; Andrewes 1 956:  1 07-1 1 5) .  Why should a modest peasant rit
ual, devoted to a god who was either ignored or treated with conde
scension in aristocratic cultural productions (Guthrie 1 954:  1 60) 
except in their exclusive symposia (Murray 1 980: 1 99-200) , become 
the most important state festival of Athens? Why in particular should 
it become the major vehicle for extending the influence of heroic, sub
stantially aristocratic, myth? Any answer is at best a tissue of relatively 
fragile probabilities , but the question deserves at least as much serious 
attention as the exploration of the possible relevance of Chukchi sac
rificial rituals of skull and thighbone offerings of Siberian hunters. 2 

I Herodotus (see How and Wells 1 96 1  for references) ,  the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia 
(Ath. Pol. ) 1 6, and Plutarch's Life of Solon are the most important ancient sources. In ad
dition to Andrewes 1 956: 1 00-1 15 ,  see Murray 1 980: 2 29, 253-54, French 1 964: 30-58, 
and Snodgrass 1 980: esp. 97. 

"This is not to dismiss much of the exciting use of anthropology in recent work on the 
origins of tragedy. But I note the profoundly ahistorical or antihistorical bias that in
forms much of this work. An example from one of the brightest of this group: "The tra-
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In analyzing Peisistratid cultural policy, the contradictory character 
of the solution chosen suggests the specific dangers of the initial prob
lem confronting Peisistratos. Solon's achievement in ending debt
slavery and hektemorage for Athenian peasants had serious long-term 
implications for relations between classes in Athens (Murray 1 980: 
1 73-9 1 ;  Wood 1 989:  93-1 0 1 ) . It seems plausible that these measures, 
combined with political changes-especially a council (boule) indepen
dent of the aristocratic Areiopagos council-gave Athenian peasants a 
new and possibly unique sense of participation in the Athenian state 
and, for those who had land, a sense of independence profoundly 
linked with that ownership. At the same time, in the short run, bring
ing back to Attica ex-slaves who had lost their land and removing debts 
without a radical redivision of the land may well have exacerbated the 
sense of the gulf between rich and poor, particularly for the perhaps 
already numerous landless poor.3 The fact of Peisistratos' two failed at
tempts at a tyranny before his final success certainly suggests that deep 
discontent remained. The fact that he succeeded only after gaining 

dition of goat-sacrifice deseTVes to be taken seriously ; it leads back into the depths of 
prehistoric human development, as well as into the center of tragedy . . . .  It may be that 
the sublimation and transformation performed by the Greek poets are so fundamental 
as to reduce to nothingness any crude 'origins: Or do the greatest poets only provide 
sublime expression of what already existed at the most primitive stages of human devel
opment? Human existence face to face with death-that is the kernel of tragoidea" 
(Burkert 1 966: 1 2 1 ) .  This is the conclusion of Burkert's article. Whatever the merits of his 
research-and it is impressive indeed-one consequence is to offer instant relevance at 
the price of a reductionism that collapses as merely adventitious the difference between 
primitive hunting bands, fifth-century Athens, and contemporary Western capitalist so
cieties. I suggest that a different sort of relevance, no less important, requires a precise 
consideration of those differences. The use of anthropological arguments about the or
igin of tragedy in Girard 1 977,  with its crypto-religious apologetics, strikes me as far less 
worthy of serious consideration than Burkert's. See the excellent critique of Girard by 
Suzuki, who concludes: "By claiming that acts of sacrifice and scapegoating are the cru
cial 'things hidden since the beginning of the world' and by purporting to reveal this 
secret, Girard's theory implicitly allies itself with religious revelation, at the same time 
privileging Christianity as the one religion aware of this secret" ( 1 989: 7) .  

'A major problem with E. M.  Wood's otherwise impressive analysis of property rela
tions in democratic Athens is her almost exclusive focus on land-owning peasants, whom 
she regularly refers to as "the bulk of Athenian citizenry" (e.g. , 1 989: 1 38) .  Yet her own 
note 68 ( 1 93) cites with apparent approval an estimate (from A. H. M. Jones 1 95T 8-9, 
76-83) that thites constituted 66 percent of the citizen population in the early fifth cen
tury B . C .  and about 57 percent in 322  B . C .  Even granting with Jones that the 20-minae 
cutoff point for thites implies that some owned five acres or less of land, this still consti
tutes a substantial proportion of land-poor citizens. Jones may be right that "the great 
majority, from rich landowners to peasants working a tiny allotment, derived most of 
their wealth from the land" ( 1 957 :  90) , but both he and Wood seem in general to down
play those who rowed the ships-for the "Old Oligarch" the essence of the democracy 
(pseudo-Xenophon, Ath. Pol. 2) .  Most of the rowers may have owned a tiny plot; but given 
the extraordinary amount of campaigning at sea during most of the period from 480 to 
404 B . C . ,  one would like to know if a majority really supported themselves primarily by 
farming. 
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access to substantial new capital in Thrace (Ath. Pol. 1 5 . 2 ,  with Rhodes's 
commentary ad loc . )  suggests the extent of the residual economic dis
tress. Solon had articulated his attempted solution in essentially nega
tive terms, to "check" or "restrain" (Solon 4.33-39, 9 .5 ,  36. 2 2 ,  37 .6 
West) both the aristocracy and the demos, eschewing, at  least in the 
surviving fragments of his own account, any positive goal of a funda
mental restructuring of society in favor of the demos. The only positive 
goal was to create a harmonious polis in which the class divisions were 
maintained with the minimum of friction .4 Thus, on the one hand, the 
quest for an effective counterbalance to aristocratic cultural hegemony 
seems to explain the elevation of a specifically peasant festival devoted 
to a god respected by the aristocracy only in their cups. Indeed, to the 
extent that Dionysos blurs all hierarchical distinctions, including those 
of class , he emerges as ideally suited to the goal of building a sense of 
communal solidarity between all classes. 5 At the same time, one needs 
to explain the curious violation of the light-hearted, irreverent spirit 
associated with Dionysiac worship. The vast learning expended on the 
thesis that killing a goat (tragos) is inherently tragic significantly glosses 
over this problem. The addition of the satyr play and probably of com
edy as well are probably best understood as concessions to the demos' 
sense that the new form with all its heroic legends had nothing to do 
with Dionysos (Else 1 965 : 1 8 , 80) . To be sure,  the choice and handling 
of those legends may, as has been argued, illustrate a concerted effort 
to stress sacrificial elements (Burkert 1 966 : 1 1 6-20) . But the form and 
content of Greek tragedy as far as we can reconstruct it for the sixth 
century and know it from the fifth involve a significant departure from 
Dionysiac celebration.6 

Else's effort to understand the motive for this change by attempt
ing to envision the affective dimensions of early tragedy is for me 
compelling. He raises the right question : what purposes are served by 
an art form that surrounds a single figure at the pinnacle of the social 
and political hierarchy with a chorus of ordinary citizens whose chief 

41  do not question that the measures of both Solon and Peisistratos contributed to the 
development of democracy, but 1 do think it is important to stress that there is no 
evidence that either had any intention of altering fundamental property relations. As 
indicated earlier, 1 am persuaded by Murray 1 980 and Wood 1 989 that Solon in partic
ular initiated both economic and political changes with decisive, if unforeseen, conse
quences. As Ste. Croix ( 1 98 1 :  96) points out, shifts on the political level can affect the 
economic relations between classes; democracy did so to the extent that it offered a par
tial defense against exploitation and even, through liturgies, achieved some generalized 
redistribution. 

5Detienne 1 979 has eloquently stated the case for Dionysos as transgression and scan
dal , but 1 am arguing here that his very liminality also made him a convenient figure to 
employ as social cement. 

6Picard-Cambridge 1 962 :  60-1 0 1 ,  Else 1 965: 5 1-77, and Lesky 1 972 :  4!f-64. 
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action is sympathizing with him at the moment of his downfall? The 
single power figure is presented in his most accessibly human aspects, 
when the vastness of his power seems least enviable. The chorus is 
bound to him on terms that suggest the undesirability of such power 
for "mere" mortals. Moreover, the dramatization of the heroic myths 
most cherished by the aristocracy in a form that insists on their general 
human relevance enhances the collapse of class frictions which 
emerges as the primary goal of Peisistratos' cultural politics. 7 Indeed, it 
is perhaps not too much to say that the will to humanize, to universalize 
the sufferings specific to a ruling elite is the founding ideological ges
ture of the new tragic form. Failure to recognize this quest for the es
sentially human and universal as profoundly ideological lies at the core 
of most discussions of the politics of Greek tragedy (e.g. , Macleod 
1 98 2 :  1 3 1 ) . 

The addition of the second actor is seen by Else as simply facilitating 
the same goal. The second actor, he argues, would most often be a mes
senger whose capacity to bring information from outside would enable 
the interaction of king and chorus to pass through more emotionally 
engrossing stages as the true dimensions of his pathos become only 
gradually clear (Else 1 965 : 57 ,  86-87). Yet, even if we grant these ad
vantages, the addition of another voice, by breaking the seamless dom
inance of discourse by the king figure, opens the possibility of a more 
critical distance toward the perspective of the ruler. It is surely not ir
relevant then that this formal innovation is attributed to Aeschylus and 
occurs in a period after the fall the Peisistratid tyranny. In the only 
purely two-actor tragedies we have (Aeschylus' Persians, Suppliant 
Women, and Seven against Thebes) the second actor does more than bring 
decisive information from the world outside the ken of the chorus and 
ruler. In the Persians the messenger's news constitutes the critical real
ity that gives the lie to the dazzling catalogue of Persian forces ( 1 6-57) 
and confirms the worst anxieties of chorus and queen. The ghost of 
Darius levels a scathing criticism of the absent ruler Xerxes. The mes
senger in the Seven against Thebes gives scope for Eteocles to demon
strate not only the general moral superiority of his cause but also the 
strain of madness that vitiates his leadership (Winnington-Ingram 
1 977 :  7-1 3) .  In the Suppliant Women Danaos adds a male figure to sup
port the position of the female chorus to which the king must react. 

7There is an undeniable element of circularity in this argument. In the absence of di
rect sixth-century evidence of Peisistratos' intentions, we deduce them from scattered, 
debatable, later data; then, looking at the resulting configuration. we find a kind of con
firmation of the initial speculation. Obviously one would prefer harder evidence. But I 
submit that there is at least as much plausibility to this thesis as to all those elaborate 
interpretations that ignore historical evidence in favor of anthropological parallels. 
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The messenger in the same play does engage in direct conflict with the 
king, the first agon of two individuals in extant drama. 

But despite attempts to view the agon of two individuals' as the es
sence of Greek tragedy (e .g . ,  Girard 1 977 :  esp. 44) , Aeschylus rarely 
uses two actors in this way in the six plays securely attributed to him.s 

More politically suggestive in the light of Else's speculations about the 
Peisistratid form of tragedy is the fact that the agonistic element is 
overwhelmingly represented by the chorus in conflict with figures of 
authority-Eteocles , Pelasgos, Klytemnestra, Aigisthos, Apollo, Ath
ena. We might tentatively conclude that the invention of the second 
actor amounted to an indirect subversion of the authoritarian pattern 
of a chorus dominated by their sovereign. By bringing new perspec
tives to bear on the pathos of the ruler, the second actor facilitated 
the transformation of the chorus, normally the representative of the 
demos,9 from a sympathetic appendage swept up in the suffering of 
the ruler to an oppositional voice , deferentially questioning or openly 
challenging the ruler's version of reality. Conversely, the sympathizing 
role of the chorus could then be freely transferred, where appropriate, 
from the ruler to the ruler's victims-Iphigeneia, Cassandra, Orestes, 
and Electra. 

The third actor, Sophokles' invention according to Aristotle (Poetics 
4. 1 6-1 7) ,  represents a shift in the conception of tragedy best examined 
in discussing Sophokles. In any case , as Knox ( 1 979:  39-55) and others 
have pointed out, Aeschylus' rare uses of this innovation exploit its 
shock value rather than its potential for dynamic individual confron
tation. What is worth noticing here is that Sophokles' shift in focus 
from the dynamic interaction of chorus (primarily as meditative singer
dancers) and powerful actors (primarily as speaker-agents in iambic tri
meter) toward a dominant focus on interactions of increasingly isolated 
individuals represents a political shift as well as an artistic choice. 

Ascribing the invention of the trilogy form to Aeschylus is a specu
lation of which one must say, se non e veTO, e ben trovato. But recent schol
arship seems generally less excited by the trilogy form than an earlier 

81 am troubled by the arguments in Griffith 1 977 against the authenticity of the 
Prometheus Bound but have not yet made up my mind. An impressive paper by Thomas 
Hubbard at the annual meeting of the American Philological Association (December 
1 990) seems to meet a key metrical argument of Griffith's. I do not mean in any case to 
deny the great power of such scenes as the confrontation of Agamemnon and Klytem
nestra or Pelasgos and the messenger. 1 wish here only to emphasize the relative rarity of 
such individual agones in extant Aeschylean drama compared to the importance of con
frontations between chorus and an individual . For an analysis of the theoretical role at
tributed to conflict in tragedy, see Gellrich 1 988. 

9Like most cliches, this one has a solid basis in experience but requires so much caution 
and qualification in application that nothing can be predicted about any particular play 
on the basis of it. 
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generation. The issue is ignored or encompassed in an ahistorical, ide
alist formula. Older, more sympathetic views of the trilogy are summa
rized in the most negative terms and denounced along lines that seem 
to leave little room for taking the trilogy form to imply anything rele
vant to the interpretation of the three dramas considered as a unity. 
One scholar suggests in passing that "the sense of balance . . .  may have 
been a reason for Aeschylus' apparent fondness for writing connected 
trilogies, where the reciprocal action and reaction of the first two plays 
could somehow be resolved in a final equilibrium in the third play" 
(Gagarin 1 976:  59). But more characteristic of our historical moment is 
the open attack on views strongly associated with a progressive concep
tion of the trilogy form. Thus Lloyd-Jones, for example, proclaims, 
"the cliche we have heard repeated all our lives, that the Eumenides de
picts the transition from the vendetta to the rule of law, is utterly mis
leading" ( 1 97 1 :  94) . This view is cited enthusiastically by another 
scholar as "forcefully" expressing his own "impatience" with the "neb
ulous allegorizing" he attributes to George Thomson (Vickers 1 979 :  
435-36). A scholar who confines his  lengthy discussion to a few lines 
of the Agamemnon nonetheless begins his study by donning armor to 
"combat the now popular imposition on Aeschylus of particular phi
losophies he did not hold (Hegelian historical optimism and a quasi
Christian regard for the redemptive powers of suffering)" (Peter Smith 
1 980 : 9-1 0) .  

Although I have no stake in  defending George Thomson at  his worst 
or in shouldering the cross for a Christian reading of the Oresteia, I 
think it is quite inadequate to imply-as several modern scholars do
that it is simply naive to see any historical optimism in Aeschylus' 
choice and handling of the trilogy form. 1 0 The trilogy form insists on 
meaningful movement in time. The Septem, the final play of a trilogy, 
suggests that this movement was by no means necessarily such as to 

0 0  As I suggested in my introduction, the work of George Thomson, especially Aeschylus 
and Athens, weighs painfully on anyone who would attempt today to convince readers of 
the classics that Marxism has a valuable contribution to make to the understanding of the 
literature of ancient Greece. His slavish adherence to the anthropology of Morgan
compelling at the time Engels embraced it, but dated and utterly misleading in the pro
crustean form in which Thomson attempted to impose it on recalcitrant or nonexistent 
data-has done much to discredit Marxism. His readiness to find totemism, Orphism, or 
Pythagoreanism lurking behind every line has little indeed to do with Marx but has 
tended in the same direction. Finally, as Ste. Croix ( l g8 1 :  4 1 )  has recently pointed out, 
Thomson's interest in and knowledge of history were inadequate to his chosen path .  Yet, 
when all is said and done, Thomson too deserves to be seen in his historical moment-a 
moment when the ferocious hostility of the Right tended to reinforce the dogmatism 
of the Left. His egregious errors should be weighed against his impressive learning, 
indefatigable humanism, and a few valuable insights not accidentally related to his study 
of Marx. 
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inspire optimism in any glib sense of the term; but it does imply a kind 
of historical judgment, which, as we see, is highly relevant to the more 
complex historical vision of the Oresteia (Winnington-Ingram 1 977 :  
42-45). 

The Seven against Thebes, when compared with the Oresteia, suggests 
that the trilogy form itself underwent an evolution. Its earlier mani
festations seem to have been confined to working out a pattern of 
crime and punishment through three generations (cf. Sept. 742-44). 
The moral and theological interest of this theme is frequently posited 
as inherent and self-explanatory. Yet its political interest, especially in 
the light of Solon's apparent role in articulating the theme (Lattimore 
1 947b: 1 74 ;  Solmsen 1 949 : 1 07-23) ,  merits some attention as well .  To 
be sure, the generalizing tone of Solon-like virtually all Archaic po
etry in the gnomic vein-offers propositions about the acquisition of 
wealth, divine punishment, self-delusion, and disaster which are poten
tially applicable to all human beings regardless of class or sex. But just 
as women are tacitly excluded from serious consideration, so in large 
measure are peasants and the urban poor. I I  Solon does envision the 
possibility of upward mobility, but only as the correlative of the pros
perous man falling "unawares into vast and grim disaster," ( 1 3 .67-70 
West) . He also praises himself for not giving too much to the demos lest 
they be corrupted by the moral pattern characteristic of the aristocracy 
(6; cf. 5 . 1-2 West) . But the chief targets of his warnings about hybris, 
divine dike in the form of ate, are the scions of wealth and power. As 
Aristotle summed it up, "in general , he [Solon] attaches the blame for 
the conflict to the rich" (Ath. Pol. 5 .3 ) :  

Of Wealth no  manifest limit i s  fixed among men: 
For those of us now possessed of the greatest livelihood 

Speed on with redoubled drive. Who could glut them all? 
You see, it's the immortal gods that grant profits to mortals: 

But from profits arises the disastrous madness [Ate ] ,  whenever Zeus 
Sends it as punishment; and now one, now another gets it. 

( 1 3 .7 1-76 West) 

Thus ends (presumably) the poem that offers at its outset dire warn
ings of punishment striking the unjustly rich suddenly like a violent 
storm ( 1 7-22) .  The fullest poetic force is committed to evoking this 
sudden and unexpected reversal of fortune for the criminals them
selves. The doctrine of punishment visited on "their children, their 

• · Ste. Croix ( 1 98 1 :  1 29-30) notes that Solon 1 .47-8 is the only reference we have from 
early Attica to the merchant and agricultural laborer. 
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children 's children or their family thereafter" (3 1-32)  seems tacked 
on-almost as a desperate afterthought to cover the manifest reality of 
the prosperity of the wicked. This much admired poem is too rarely 
related to Solon's more explicitly political indictments of the rich and 
powerful ,  whose arrogance threatens the destruction of the polis (4, 9 ;  
33 .5 West i s  especially interesting) . To find the origin of  tragedy and 
particularly Aeschylean trilogy in a Solonian meditation on the human 
condition without acknowledging that for Solon the human condition 
is perceived in eminently political and economic terms is to indulge in 
a kind of censorship (Else 1 965 : 34-38).  

Although it is reasonable to assume that all Greeks, regardless of 
economic status, had a strong emotional involvement in their sons' 
prospects in life (concern for daughters is notoriously less obvious an 
inference ; see Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  1 0 1-3 ; Pomeroy 1 975 :  esp. 69-70) , it 
was the scions of the great aristocratic oikoi ("houses") who were most 
deeply committed to the whole ideology of inherited excellence and 
immortality won through continuity in the male line. Thus a doctrine 
that focused on the corruption inherent in wealth, that not only threat
ened the initial perpetrator of crimes with divine retribution but held 
out the prospect of disaster for his progeny, constituted a fundamental 
ideological attack on the aristocracy. A dramatic form that applies that 
doctrine to the body of myth from which the aristocracy in general and 
Pindar in particular draw the chief cultural support for its exalted 
status contains a distinctly anti-aristocratic bias. Thus, for example, a 
trilogy that presents the crime of Laios as a clear-cut choice of self
indulgence over the interest of the polis (Sept. 746-5 1 ) , presents the 
crime of Oedipus as a madness (paranoia) stirring up a sea of troubles 
that threatens to engulf the polis (Sept. 756-6 1 ) ,  and finally suggests 
that the strain of inherited madness in Eteocles threatens to vitiate all 
his admirable patriotic efforts and inspires fear "lest the polis perish 
along with its princes" (Sept. 764-65) is eminently political-whatever 
its other interests. Winnington-Ingram characterizes the politics here : 

If Aeschylus dramatized the salvation of a city which had been endangered 
by a genos, he could have had in mind a political process which had been 
carried to completion in his own lifetime. It had been a result, if not a pur
pose, of the constitutional reforms of Cleisthenes to disembarass the po
litical life of the city-state from the dangerous influence of the gene, the 
clans, with their loyalties and rivalries and feuds. The clans were an ar
chaic element in the body-politic, deeply rooted in an earlier world and in 
its standards of value, inimical to the order of the polis and menacing its 
security. The Theban legend may have offered Aeschylus the opportunity 
of dramatizing this process of disentaglement . . . .  The genos, an archaic 
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relic-a family of dynasts preoccupied with their wealth and privileges
endanger[ed] the state. ( 1 977 :  43) 

In the context of the decisive changes wrought by democracy in the 
relations between aristocrats and the demos, the trilogy form implies a 
historical judgment-that the period during which the so-called he
roes dominated societies was not a golden age meriting universal ven
eration but a bad time for the people at large, one that cried out-even 
as Solon cried out-for fundamental institutional change. 1 2 

Aeschylean Dialectics 

The Oresteia is our only complete trilogy, but it appears from at least 
some of the more plausibly linked titles of lost trilogies that it was not 
the only trilogy to step beyond an implicit indictment of aristocratic 
rule. The combination of the Judgment of the Armor, the Thracian Women, 
and the Salaminian Women (Lloyd-Jones 1 963 : 456; Jebb 1 962 : 7 :  1 9-
23)  suggests that dramatization of the heroic world of Ajax moved on 
to envision the creation of a new society in Cyprus under the leader
ship of the bastard Teucer. The Danaid trilogy, which like the Oresteia 
seems to have entailed a tyranny in the second play (Zeitlin 1 990: 1 06 
and n. 8) ,  culminates in a marriage symbolizing a new dynasty. Given 
the probable date of 463 and the often-noted strong indications of de
mocracy in the extant first play, it seems quite probable that this new 
order would have had far more the aura of a new political constitution 
than simply a purified monarchy. I hesitate to ascribe the Prometheus 
trilogy to Aeschylus, but (pace Lloyd-Jones 1 97 1 :  95-103) the surviv
ing play suggests how prevalent notions of human progress had be
come at a time certainly not far later than Aeschylus' death. 1 3 If it is in 

"Zeitlin rightly describes both the Seven against Thebes and the Suppliants as "centering 
on the problematic which is fundamental to Aeschylean thought and dramaturgy: 
namely the interrelationships of the genos . . .  and the polis" ( 1 990: 1 04) but defines the 
genos in completely apolitical terms as "family of origin, family of procreation." Although 
I agree that in the conflict of the sexes Aeschylus' trilogies move "towards modification, 
moderation, and forms of compromise or alliance" ( 1 03) ,  I think his sense of the class 
menace of the specifically aristocratic genos to the polis is more accurately described by 
Winnington-Ingram. 

1 3Griffith ( 1 977 :  252)  concludes almost grudgingly that "the balance of probabilities 
continues to favor the traditional theory of a Prometheus-trilogy." He seems to prefer a 
date vaguely in the mid-fifth century but eschews as presumptuous any attempt to be 
more specific in dating the play before or after 440 B . C .  (253) .  Dodds ( 1 973 :  5) defends 
an Aeschylean date for this view of progress along the same lines as Reinhardt ( 1 949: 
50-53), stressing the differences from explicitly sophistic versions of evolution. More
over, Dodds subsequently uses the Oresteia as a basis for defending the evolutionary 
thrust of the Prometheia ( 1 973 :  43). 
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fact the last extant representative of the trilogy form, it implies that 
the inner dynamic of that form lies in the movement from negation of 
the old order to celebration of the new. Yet the very darkness of the 
Prometheus should warn us to expect no naive , uncritical endorsement 
of any order. The form qua form seems to insist only on meaningful 
movement in time, a movement away from the simple violence of the 
past. But whether the new order can or will realize its potential 
"progress" may be a very open question. 

Friedrich Solmsen long ago ( 1 949: 1 26-3 1 ;  see also Clay 1 969) sug
gested that the peculiar dialectic of the trilogy form manifested in the 
Oresteia presupposes neither Hegel nor Marx but is available full-blown 
in Hesiod's Theogony. The forward thrust of the evolution of the cos
mos from chaos to the reign of Zeus is envisioned as a dialectic of crime 
and punishment rooted in the familial conflict of mother and son pit
ted against father. The threat of a perpetual round of new crime and 
new punishment is insisted on in Gaia's creation of Typhoeus (Th. 
820-2 2) ,  in Metis's projected male offspring (Th. 897-98), and in 
Hera's less than satisfactory efforts at retaliatory parthenogenesis (Th. 
927-29}. 1 4 The movement from chaos to the realm of Zeus is pre
sented as comprehensive ,  qualitative progress from the raw brutality of 
castration perpetrated by a mother-dominated son to a socially and po
litically advanced realm symbolized primarily by the subservient 
daughters of the all-powerful father: Athena, Eunomie ("Well
Ordered Community"), Dike (':Justice") , Eirene ("Peace") , and the Moi
rai ("Fates") ,  "who grant to mortal men the winning of both good and 
ill" (Th. 895-906 ; Solmsen 1 949:  esp. 34) . The massive progress is di
alectical to the extent that it is not simply incremental ; the movement 
from castration of the father to ingestion of the children scarcely seems 
promising, much less straightforward progress, yet it functions as an 
essential move toward the ascendency of Zeus. 

The forward thrust displays an inner logic of act and counteract in 
which the stakes are both sexual and political. To win kingship is also to 
win sexual potency. The resolution of the conflict in the third phase is 
correspondingly both sexual and political. The female element, de
fined as generative and mental by the terms of the poem, is no longer 
simply repressed but literally incorporated into the new order by the 
ingestion of Metis ("Cunning Intelligence") and the extraordinary sta
tus granted Athena. At the same time, Zeus's new sons are all firmly 
allies. The new politics of Zeus combines persuasion and cooptation 
with the old final reliance on brute force . Symbolic representations of 

1 4West rejects everything after line goo as not part of Hesiod's poem, but the mythic 
patterns were surely known in the fifth century and associated with the Hesiodic version 
of the succession story. 
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the hyperbolic violence of the old order, the Hundred-handers, are 
won over to the new regime and given a new function as prison guards, 
that is, as guarantors of the permanence of the victory (Brown 1 953 :  
1-48). Moreover, the defeated figures of  the old order remain part of 
and to some extent efficacious in the new order : Ouranos is still the sky 
and Typhoeus produces certain baneful winds (Th. 869-80) . 

In the Oresteia, Aeschylus adapts the Hesiodic structure to a complex 
vision of the working out of historical change on the political and sex
ual levels. The Agamemnon fuses together a vague image of Homeric 
kingship with a sharply focused analysis of aristocracy-dominance of 
political life by the great oikoi, who transmit their power through in
heritance. This regime is characterized as a world in which male crimes 
against children and women provoke an attempted usurpation by a 
dominant female, remarkable for her cunning intelligence, allied with 
a subservient male of the younger generation. The Libation Bearers ex
plores the grim world of tyranny, in which intimidation and repression 
breed a second round of intrigue and assassination. On the sexual 
level, Aeschylus in a sense departs from the Hesiodic pattern insofar as 
the son and daughter here are already allied with the father against the 
mother and her young consort as in the realm of Zeus. To this extent, 
Aeschylus anticipates a crucial feature of the new order in the second 
phase, having already used the Hesiodic motif of child murder and in
gestion in his first movement through the allusions to Thyestes' ban
quet and the murder of Iphigeneia (Clay 1 969: 4). But in another 
sense, Aeschylus has tightened the dialectical character of the move
ment by, in effect, offering homologous permutations of the familial 
triangles exhibited in the first play (cf. Caldwell 1 970: 88-9 1 ) . ' 5  In the 
Agamemnon a father treats his daughter with ultimate hostility and is 
the object of hostility from the mother, who proclaims herself the ally 
(sc. the avenger) of the daughter. The mother effects her revenge by 
allying herself with someone of her son's generation-someone who, 
like her son, has grown up in exile-against the father Agamemnon. In 
the Libation Bearers we find in effect an alliance of son and daughter 
with the (dead) father against the living mother. The reversals may not 
fit our conception of progress ; they are in a sense only alternative op
tions in a family structure still conceived as the locus of violent hostility. 
Yet they echo the alliances of Zeus with Athena and Apollo as guar
antors of the stability of the new regime of patriarchy at the same time 

' 5Zeitlin 1 978 covers much of the same ground in relation to Aeschylus' sexual politics, 
which I treat below. Here I am concerned primarily to demonstrate that the trilogy form 
as the vehicle for a progressive vision of cultural history has thoroughly Greek roots in 
Hesiod and that Aeschylus took full cognizance of these roots in his own handling of the 
form in the Oresteia. 
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as they offer dramatic symmetry with the first play. In the third play, a 
resolution is effected by what emerges as an alliance of a son figure 
(Orestes) with an affect-free father figure (Apollo) and a completely 
desexualized mother figure (Athena) against the collective representa
tives of the evil aspect of the mother (the Erinyes) . These in turn are 
transformed by democratic persuasion into representatives of the good 
(fertile, nurturing) aspect of the mother (the Eumenides) .  

The Eumenides invokes as the final political stage of history Athenian 
democracy, characterized by courts of law and secret ballots of anony
mous citizens. On the sexual plane, Hesiod's own solution, to the extent 
that it is represented by Athena, is the central vehicle of such resolu
tion as is achieved in the Oresteia. The incorporation through Athena's 
effective persuasion of the female and potentially threatening repre
sentatives of the old order, the Furies, parallels the cooptation in He
siod of the Hundred-handers, whose function as guardians of the 
achieved victory is analogous to the role of the Eumenides ("Kindly In
tentioned Ones") in preventing future stasis (civil discord, revolution, 
factionalism) in Athens and fostering the fertility of the community. 

In this rapid overview of the Oresteia, my limited purpose has been to 
demonstrate that perceiving in the trilogy form a dialectical vision of 
comprehensive, essentially positive change is not an alien imposition 
on the text of Aeschylus but a plausible reading of his chosen form and 
his specific, creative use of the Hesiodic model .  Such a demonstration 
does not foreclose exploration of areas of profound ambivalence in 
the image of Athens that emerges from the trilogy as a whole. In
deed, I believe that it opens the possibility of such an analysis on a 
surer basis than glib attempts to exorcise the notions of progress and 
dialectic from the text entirely. Whether the vision embedded in the 
form entails a fully utopian critique or simply endorses the status 
quo is another question, which I address more systematically when 
my analysis is complete. But this question is in some sense present at 
every step. 

Justice and Aeschylus' Presentation of Class 

In the preceding discussion I have all but ignored the central feature 
of most discussions of the trilogy form in the Oresteia, namely, justice. 
Dike is one of the first consequences and primary attributes of Zeus's 
victory in the Theogony, but it is at best an implicit issue in the earlier 
phase of the three-stage movement of the kingship-in-heaven narra
tive. More accurately, there is an implicit movement from raw revenge 
(teisaimetha loben, Th. 1 65 ;  tisin 2 1 0) to something like due process in the 
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realm of Zeus. , 6  In the Oresteia the issue of dike-what it means to 
whom, what relation it bears if any to the structure of reality-is 
pressed to the forefront from virtually the first lines to the last lines of 
the trilogy. ' 7  Yet the analysis of the issue of justice must be subordi
nated to the analysis of the political and sexual levels precisely because 
Aeschylus himself presents justice as a function of the political/sexual 
regime. Just as the kind of justice illustrated in the third play is inti
mately linked with the presentation of a specific image of Athenian de
mocracy, so the kind of justice explored in the first two plays emerges 
as the consequence of the aristocratic ,  monarchic, and tyrannical forms 
of government, which in turn are also forms of gender politics. 

The relativity of justice, the idea that it differs according to the na
ture of the political regime, is probably first made explicit by Plato's 
Thrasymachos (Rep. 338e l -3) .  Yet the concept is present in germ form 
in Hesiod's juxtaposition of his own divine conception of dike to the dike 
of the "gift-gobbling basilees" (Works and Days, 39) of his home town 
(Wood 1 989:  1 67) .  The idea is more clearly implicit throughout Hero
dotus' wide-ranging meditation on differing nomoi ("customs/laws") .  It 
has been plausibly argued that a confrontation between the notions of 
dike imbedded in the traditions of heroic myth and the specific insti
tutions of democratic Athens is built in to fifth-century tragedy (Ver
nant and Vidal-Naquet 1 988 :  25-28) .  I believe such a self-conscious 
confrontation is fundamental to an understanding of the Oresteia. 

In arguing that the trilogy represents different regimes of dike in 
terms of a consistent conception of social and political class , I am most 
indebted to the work of non-Marxists Bernard Knox, John Peradotto, 
and R. P. Winnington-Ingram. John jones's attack many years ago 
( 1 962 ;  cf. Rosenmeyer 1 982 : 2 1 1-55) on the modern tendency to 
project uniquely conceived, fully rounded, individual characters onto 
the protagonists of Aeschylus merits transcoding into the language of 
ideology. The major obstacle to perceiving justice in class terms in the 
Oresteia is a contemporary class ideology focused on the fantasy of the 
fully formed, autonomous individual as the monadic starting point of 
any social aggregate. Indeed, on such terms society can only be con
ceived literally as an aggregate or conglomerate. 

Thus, in the case of the Agamemnon most discussions of the issue of 
justice amount to a debate over free will versus determinism focused 

1 6Compare West's commentary at 902 apropos of Eunomien: "It implies not so much 
having good laws, as a condition in which the laws are observed." 

1 'Here I acknowledge my admiration for the rigor and subtlety of Goldhill's demon
stration ( 1 984) of the relentless focus on the "uncontrollable polysemy" ( 1 64) not only of 
dikR but of virtually every key term in the text. What I miss in his study is any sense of the 
historicity of this amply dissected crisis of meaning. 
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solely on the individuals Agamemnon and Klytemnestra. 1 8 Indeed, 
one scholar has not implausibly suggested that one could predict most 
scholars' entire view of the trilogy on the basis of their interpretation 
of the issue of Agamemnon's guilt in the first parodos (Peradotto 1 969: 
237) .  Vernant has raised some compelling reservations about conceiv
ing the issue in such terms at that particular moment in Greek history 
(Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1 988 :  49-84),  and I believe that to discuss 
the issue of justice exclusively in terms of individual choice is to project 
a purely individualist question onto a problematic that is conceived and 
explored far more in terms of the behavior of a class vis-a-vis the rest of 
the community. But beyond the problem of our own possible historical 
biases, the very success of Aeschylus in creating vividly differentiated, 
memorable characters-one thinks especially of Agamemnon and 
Klytemnestra-has tended to obscure the strong generalizing thrust in 
the poet's presentation of the drama of Argos and Troy. 19 I would ar
gue only that, like individualization in Homer, the uniqueness of Ag
amemnon or Klytemnestra emerges within the clear parameters of a 
limited set of typical textual elements juxtaposed, varied in intensity, 
and ingeniously combined. 

The Lion Parable 

The clearest proof of the self-conscious nature of Aeschylus' general
ization of aristocratic character and the best introduction to the meth
ods by which it is achieved is the parable of the lion cub, so brilliantly 
analyzed by Knox ( 1 95 2 :  27-38) . 20 As another scholar has put it, "the 

, SA full doxography here is probably both unnecessary and impossible to achieve. I list 
some of the discussions with which I am familiar beyond those embedded in the com
mentaries of Denniston and Page 1 957 and Fraenkel 1 950; Reeves 1 960, Lloyd-jones 
1 962 ,  Hammond 1 965, Lesky 1 966a, Peradotto 1 969, Winnington-Ingram 1 974, Mark 
Edwards 1 977, and Goldhill 1 984: esp. 29-33.  I hope it is superfluous to add that, de
spite my feeling that the issue is generally conceived too narrowly by these scholars, I am 
still much in their debt for exploring issues of great complexity which are absolutely cen
tral to an understanding of the trilogy as a whole. 

' 9Easterling 1 973, Vickers 1 979, Winnington-Ingram 1 948 and 1 974: esp. 1 5  n. 1 5 , 
and Goldhill 1 984: esp. 69-74 in varying ways offer valuable qualifications to the rather 
mechanical efforts in J. jones 1 962 and Dawe 1 963 to deny psychologically rich charac
terization in Aeschylus. Rosenmeyer, who in general seems closer to jones, writes dis
armingly, "I hasten to confess that Klytemnestra seems to me to constitute an important 
exception to the standard for which we have been arguing" ( 1 982 :  235) .  Michelini re
states and argues vigorously for jones's emphasis on the "moral and social norm" as de
terminant of dramatic character in the case of "some quite abnormal and even 
monstrous figures," that is, Klytemnestra and the Erinyes ( 1 979: 1 54) .  Focusing exclu
sively on these characters' change of heart, she makes a strong case ; but she says nothing 
of the sexual issue, where her model of gesalt psychology is less compelling. 

o°Despite the strong influence of Knox's article on my perception-long before I had 
made any serious study of Marx-of the Agamemnon as presenting a general indictment 
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story of the lion-cub is an exemplar for the tri logy as a whole" (Lebeck 
1 97 1 :  5 1 ) . Though the parable is introduced ostensibly as a metaphor 
for Helen, it implies a comprehensive statement about Agamemnon , 
Klytemnestra, Aigisthos, Menelaos , Paris, Helen, and even Orestes : 2 1  

A man once raised the son linin] of a lion 
in his house. It was deprived of milk 
and loved the breast. 

In life's preludes it was 
Gentle, adoring the children"2 
And a source of delight to the older folk. 
Many times one held it in the crook of his arm 
Like a newborn child, 
Its face bright as it fawned on his hand, 

through the belly's necessities. 

Passing through time [chronistheis] he showed forth 
the character [ethos] he had from his parents : For returning 
the favor to those that nurtured him, 

Unbidden, he fashioned a feast 
Amid the madness [atais] of sheep slaughter. 
The household [aikas] was defiled with blood, 
An agony for the house dwellers they could not fight, 
A great bane full  of slaughter: 
From god some butcher-priest of Madness [Atas] 

was reared as well in the house. 

The generalizing of this paradigm is achieved most obviously by the 
application of the lion image itself to different characters. The proph
ecy of Kalkhas, reported by the chorus, sees the two Atreidai, "twins in 
their temperament," in the omen as the "battle-prone devourers of the 
[pregnant] hare" (Ag. 1 23-24) .  The emphatic first word quoted of his 
prophecy, "In Time" (chronoi, 1 26) , associates their expedition with the 
force that reveals the true brutality of the lion cub. The seer in turn 
presents the goddess Artemis as kindly disposed toward the young of 
"raging lions" ( 1 4 1 )  in terms that seem to refer back to the Atreidai . On 

of a whole class, Knox himself stops short of using the term "class" and would, I suspect, 
object to it. A parallel analysis of the motif of corrupted sacrifice (Zeitlin 1 965) is full of 
useful insights but similarly ignores their political implications. 

" ' Vickers' attempt ( 1 979:  404) to exclude Orestes from the category of "lion cubs" ig
nores the precision of the verbal fit between Orestes' situation and that of the other 
"cubs" so clearly demonstrated by Knox. That Orestes is also quite different is not at all 
precluded by Knox's analysis and is cogently demonstrated in Peradotto 1 969: 258-6 1 .  

"" Knox ( 1 979: 3 2  and n. 1 8) points out that the epithet euphilopaida is awkward of the 
lion and therefore often translated as "by the children loved." But the "force of the verb 
in compounds of this type is generally active, and applied to Agamemnon the adjective 
bears its proper meaning and produces a savagely ironical effect." 
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his arrival , Agamemnon himself proudly describes his triumph over 
Troy through this metaphor: "The lion that eats raw flesh, leaping 
over the tower, / Lapped up his fill of tyrants' blood" (827-28) .  Cas
sandra in the throes of her prophesy ironically designates Aigisthos as 
the "strengthless lion" ( 1 2 24). Subsequently, in lyric outburst, she ex
pands the image to include both Klytemnestra and Agamemnon : 

She herself, the two-footed lioness that sleeps with 
A wolf in the absence of the well-born [eugenom] lion 
Will kill me-poor creature that I am. 

In the Libation Bearers the chorus triumphantly associates the return of 
Orestes with Pylades to the ancestral home by linking it in strict parallel 
with the time-governed process that brought justice to the clan of 
the Primidai : 

There came Justice to the Priamidai in time [chronoi] ,  
A punishment heavy with justice. 
There came to the house of Agamemnon 
The twofold lion, the twofold Ares. 

(Ch. [Choephorae, i .e. Libation Bearers] 935-38) 

Knox ( 1 979:  30-3 1 ) ,  following Headlam, suggests that the impetus for 
this particular image came from the specific heraldic emblem of the 
royal family of Mycenae-still so impressive on the great monolithic 
lintel of the lion gate. What is indisputably clear in the language of this 
short parable is the redundant emphasis on words that evoke the fam
ily nexus in terms of offspring (inin, euphilopaida, teknou) ,  nurture (eth
repsen, agalakton, philomaston, neotrophou, gastros anankais, tropheusin, 
dait', prosethrephthe, ) and parents (leontos inin, tokeon) .  Knox ( 1 979 :  27)  
also argues that the word proteleiois ("preliminaries," or "preludes") 
strongly suggests "ceremonies previous to the consummation of mar
riage" and notes its striking metaphoric usage elsewhere in the play 
(Ag. 65-66) . The central point of the parable is the inherited character 
(ethos) of the lion manifesting its intolerable brutality despite the gen
erous nurture it received from those who are not of the same species. 
A rich variety of echoed phrases link all the major characters with the 
language of this parable :  the language of Aeschylus shares with the 
language of Pindar a primary reliance on clusters of repeated images 
and phrases to convey its most pressing meanings. 23 

'3Vickers's ( 1 979: 426) complaint about Lebeck's exclusive focus on language, though 
not without some justification if one looks to the sorts of considerations raised by Taplin 
( 1 977),  takes no account of the ways language works differently in different types of po
etry and in different eras (see J. H. Finley 1 955:  1 0-1 1 ;  Zeitlin 1 965: 463, 488-89) . 
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There is no need, however, to spell out what Knox has so masterfully 
presented. Instead, I stress an implication of the parable that clarifies 
another crucial aspect of Aeschylus' presentation of class : that the very 
notion of class is inherently relational ; no class exists as such except by 
virtue of its antagonistic relation to another class or classes. 24 The 
broad implications of the lion cub parable fit the general portrayal in 
the plays of the relations between these aristocratic rulers and the 
demos of their respective communities. There is an implicit presenta
tion of these mythic figures as representatives of a class-a class the 
demos supports ("nourishes") , finds initially dazzling and endearing, 
but in time, after suffering horrible losses at its hands, comes to rec
ognize as unalterably savage by birth. Helen 's lionlike betrayal-the 
explicit point of departure for the parable-imposes "many limb
wearying wrestlings . . .  on Danaans and Trojans alike" (Ag. 62-67 ; cf. 
737-49) . Menelaos' and Agamemnon's "lionlike" triumph over Troy is 
most explicitly achieved at terrible cost to the demos of Argos (428-
60) . The vengeance exacted by the "two-footed lioness" Klytemnestra 
and her "strengthless lion" lover Aigisthos is purchased at the price of 
tyranny imposed on the demos ( 1 354-55) .  Even the salvation wrought 
by the "twofold" lion Orestes appears to the chorus ultimately as a po
tential disaster: "or should I call him a Doom [moron] ?" (Ch. 1 074) . 25 

Taplin, whose work constitutes a salutary corrective to an exclusive focus on purely ver
bal elements, nonetheless rightly supports the view that all significant visual action is 
always indicated by words in the text (29-36). One almost shudders to think what Vickers 
would make of Goldhill's ( 1 984) close focus on the play of language in terms that sig
nificantly challenge the assumed clarity of the visual signs. Yet Goldhill in particular 
points the way toward a basis for understanding how Aeschylus' language differs from 
Pindar's : in Aeschylus the rich array of echoes and associations is shot through with iro
nies and ambiguities that seem more directed toward provoking anxiety than the delight 
of recognition. Though Goldhill seems to reject categorically any movement toward even 
relative clarity as posited by Lebeck, his approach, when combined with those that trace 
the characteristic movement of Aeschylean images from a maximum of ambivalence and 
perversity to a maximum of clarity and sweetness (e.g., Lattimore 1 953 :  1 5-25 ;  Macleod 
1 982) ,  can take us far in grasping the historical specificity of Aeschylus' trilogic poetry. 

24The point is ably stressed by Ste. Croix ( 1 98 1 :  esp. 43). What may strike some readers 
as heretical in my analysis is that I attribute some implicit recognition and use of this 
conception of class to Aeschylus. The major theme of Ste. Croix's massive tome is to dem
onstrate both the validity of class struggle as an analytic concept in the study of ancient 
Greek society and, concomitantly, the compatibility of such an approach with the way the 
Greeks tended to view their own society. 

25The attempt to see the parable as a meditation focused exclusively on one particu
larly gruesome family, or more generally to see the trilogy as concerned with one "spe
cific human case" (Vickers 1 979: 425) ,  breaks down because Aeschylus' heavy use of 
poetic associations pushes us toward generalizing the pattern. I find particularly mis
leading in this connection an Aristotelian approach to the oikos which argues that "the 
Polis is but the family writ large" (Kitto 1 956: 56; followed by Gagarin 1 976: 58). There 
is a subtler distortion involved, I believe, in generalizing Aeschylus' analysis of the dy
namics of the heroic aristocratic families as typical of all Greek/Athenian families. As 
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The fundamental shifts in forms of political organization during the 
Archaic period sparked an increasingly conscious interest that culmi
nated ultimately in the fourth century B.C. in Aristotle's collections of 
politeiai, a word somewhat confusingly translated as "constitutions" but 
not necessarily implying anything more sharply focused than the so
called British constitution. Given the centrality to the Oresteia of the is
sue of forms of government, a brief excursus is in order on Aeschylus' 
and presumably much of his audience's conception of political consti
tutions. For a modern reader, there is a confusingly easy slippage in the 
text between language that evokes government by inherited monarchy 
(basileu, Ag. 783) ,  oligarchic government by scions of the great oikoi (as 
in the plural patronymics Atreidai, e.g:  Ag. 3, 1 24 ,  3 1 0, and Priamidai, 
Ag. 747 and Ch. 935) ,  and government by usurpers (tyrannidos, Ag. 
1 355) .  At times the text sharply marks the regime of Aigisthos and 
Klytemnestra as a true tyranny in contradistinction to the legitimate 
monarchy of Agamemnon (esp. 1 355 ,  1 633-52) ,  but the term turanni
kos is used by Agamemnon of the royal blood his lion expedition has 
lapped up (828) .  Throughout most of the Agamemnon the political fo
cus is on the oikos itself, which is personified from virtually the opening 
lines and emerges as a central character (e.g . ,  Gagarin 1 976:  58) .  This 
focus tends to blur the apparently Homeric kingship of Agamemnon 
into the more collective oligarchy that characterized so much of the Ar
chaic and Classical periods. 

While differing dramatic and political purposes may lead Aeschylus 
to stress the differences between these forms from time to time, fifth
century audiences would be comfortable with the slippage I allude to 
above because they were so aware of the broad similarities between 
monarchy, tyranny, and oligarchy: all three concentrated great wealth 
and arbitrary power in the hands of individuals, fostered a certain 
mentality, and were prone to exploit and oppress the demos. Thus, in 
the debate on constitutions incorporated by Herodotus into his ac
count of the rise of Darius, the attempt by one speaker to differentiate 
sharply between aristocracy, democracy, and monarchy is met by the 
argument that the endemic contentiousness and oppressiveness of oli
garchs leads inevitably to the demos' choosing a protector, who then 

Lacey points out, "poorer citizens would not be likely to belong to this sort [the pre
Kleisthenic, more aristocratic] of oikos, nor would other citizens who owned no real es
tate" ( 1 968: 94) . In the Oresteia, what is juxtaposed to the aristocratic oikoi is the demos. 
As Dodds noted with marked understatement, "references to the demos are more fre
quent than we expect in a Mycenaean monarchy" ( 1 960: 20; see also Podlecki 1 986: 77-
78). These insistent references belie a simple fusion of the ruling oikos with the 
inhabitants of the polis at large. 
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becomes monarch-in this context indistinguishable from a tyrant 
(Herodotus 3 .8 1-82) .  Given the Athenians' experience of embittering 
oppression by the collective rule of the sons of Peisistratos and their 
near extinction by the great king of Persia, all monarchs are perceived 
as bad-even if they arise in response to the intolerable acts of oli
garchs. Moreover, the continuing power of the great aristocratic oikoi 
under Peisistratos, noted above, and under the democracy itself may 
have contributed to this slippage. 

The Oikos of the Atreidai as Emblem of the Aristocracy 

As noted above, an important study of the Oresteia has suggested that 
the pervasive focus on the oikos of the Atreidai constitutes that oikos as 
the analogue of the polis itself (Gagarin 1 976:  58) .  Although this does 
seem one possible implication of the use of oikos in the lion parable, I 
have already suggested some of the ways that the text of the trilogy as 
a whole insists on an inherent antagonism between the behavior of the 
aristocratic oikos and the interests of the polis and demos. The watch
man and chorus may express their affection for and sense of depen
dence on the legitimate head of the oikos, but the course of events 
reveals a basic conflict of interests. Here I am concerned to show that 
the same evidence that establishes the oikos as a character in the drama 
also establishes it as the emblem of aristocratic rule in general, a form 
of government characterized by the transmission of power and wealth 
through inheritance by kinship groups. 

The recurrent parallels with the ruling house of Troy guarantee the 
broader political significance of rule by oikoi. We naturally hear more 
of the Atreidai (I count fourteen references) ,  the Tantalidai (Ag. 1 468),  
the Pleisthenidai (Ag. 1 569, cf. 1 603), and the Pelopidai (Ag. 1 600) . In
deed, there seems to be more than variatio at work in this broadening 
of focus for the ruling element in Greece. We have encountered the 
Aleuadai in Pindar. Aeschylus' audience was all too familiar with the 
Peisistratidai, knew the horror tales of the Corinthian Bakkhiadai, 
probably had heard something of the Penthilidai of Mitilene , and no 
doubt felt varying degrees of ambivalence toward their own Alkme
onidai and Philiadai (Murray 1 980:  1 32-5 2 ;  Davies 1 97 1 ;  xvii-xxxi 
and endcharts) .  Such an audience was certainly capable of taking in 
the parallel between the Atreidai and the Priamidai (Ag. 537 , 747 ; Ch. 
935) .  In fact, this parallel is made categorically explicit in the Libation 
Bearers by the use of men-de: 

There came, on the one hand [men] , Justice [Dike] to the Priamidai in time, 
A punishment heavy with Justice [barudikos] .  
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There came, on the other hand [de] , to the house of Agamemnon 
A twofold lion, the twofold Ares [i.e. , war, destruction] . 

In the case of the Atreidai, a major poetic motif, noted above in pass
ing, is the all-pervasive personification of the house itself. This repeat
edly reinforces the sense of the corporate identity of the clan, 
regardless of the term used to designate it. The royal house , as a phys
ical object represented in the scene before the audience, is an ever
present symbol of all the Atreidai which tends to efface individual 
differences between its occupants. Because oikos was the commonest 
Greek word for a dwelling and by metaphoric extent ion the common
est word for family, especially the aristocratic family, once the audience 
perceives the political unit of the Atreidai as synonymous with their 
dwelling this perception extends to the text's deployment of virtually 
every available Greek word for house (domos, domata, edethla, melathra, 
etc . ) .  The cumulative impact of this visual and verbal assault, which be
gins in the watchman's speech ("the house itself, if it could find a 
voice," Ag. 37) and extends through the Libation Bearers, is to stress the 
priority and dominance of the institution of the ruling family over any 
particular member of the family. In the language of the first two plays, 
the personified house soon becomes synonymous with its "devious 
housekeeper, the remembering Wrath, exacting punishment for chil
dren" (Ag. 1 55) .  It is this Wrath that emerges as the real source of Ar
temis' demand for "some second lawless sacrifice not to be eaten, a 
builder of feuds . . .  born in the house and grown one with it" (sum
phuton, 1 5 1 ) . 26 The Wrath is one with the "Strife mastered by strife in 
the house" (Ens eridmatos, 1 460-6 1 ) , 27  which in turn is described as the 
"daimon of the race" ( 1 476-77) and indistinguishable from the chorus 
of Erinyes "bred in the race" ( 1 1 90, with Fraenkel, ad loc.) .  Given the 
parallels cited above of other such oikoi, the indictment of the house of 
the Atreidai implies a general judgment extending to a whole class of 
oligarchs. The generalizing thrust of Aeschylus' portrait of aristocratic 
rulers is thus an integral aspect of the text, especially of the Agamemnon. 

The Content and Ambiance of the Aristocratic Ethos 

Implicit in the lion cub parable and embedded in the text of the first 
play's treatment of all the scions of great houses is a generalizing nexus 

26Here I use Fraenkel's precise rendering, ad loco I hope it is clear that I side with 
those scholars who view Artemis' demand not as an external determinism but as a sym
bolic representation and reenactment of the criminal proclivities of the house of Atreus 
as a whole (Peradotto 1 969: 256; Vickers 1 979: 35 1-57). 

27See Fraenkel, ad loc. ,  who rightly insists on some sort of etymological play here. 
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of images and associated ideas that cumulatively constitute a portrait 
of the ruling-class character-either a lema or an ethos (Peradotto 1 969) 
and the social and economic institutions that sustain it. Implicit in this 
portrait is an analysis and critique of the ruling class and the forms of 
justice associated with them. The broad outlines of this aristocratic 
type are familiar from Homer; there are many senses in which Aeschy
lus' plays may be dubbed "slices from the great banquet of Homer" 
(Athenaeus 8 .347e). In Aeschylus, however, the elements of critique, 
of ambivalence toward that type found already in Homer are up
dated to a specifically fifth-century psychological and social analysis 
that amounts to radical repudiation of values imbedded in the old oral 
formulas. 

The hallmark of Aeschylus' presentation of the aristocratic type is 
his relentless focus on the dialectical interaction of material circum
stances, psychology, and social practice. Fifth-century medical writers 
are usually given credit for first exploring the interface of climatolog
ical factors and personality (e .g . ,  "Airs, Waters , Places," Hippocrates [, 
Loeb) . Herodotus readily comes to mind for extending these insights to 
an overarching concern with the role of relative poverty and wealth in 
affecting individual personality and general behavior in different soci
eties (Immerwahr 1 966: esp. 1 53-6 1 ) . But the germ of this approach is 
already present in what may be conventional wisdom in Solon: "For 
abundance begets violence, whenever much wealth attends / Upon 
men whose minds are not fit" (tiktei gar koros hubrin, hotan polus olbos 
hepetai / anthropois hoposois me noos artios ei, 6.3-4 West) . A formulation 
that seems initially to posit a straightforward causal relation between 
wealth and criminal behavior ("abundance begets violence") proceeds 
to complicate the picture considerably by invoking a prior mental con
figuration unsuited to handle prosperity. Violence then results from 
the conjunction of the inadequate mind and the excess of wealth. 28 

Allusions to wealth are so frequent in the Agamemnon that the poet's 
own text might be dubbed chrysopasta ("gold-bespangled") . The text in
sistently associates virtually all the major characters with the corrup
tion of wealth and luxury. This imagery is reinforced by the repetition 
throughout the play of explicit general comments on the deleterious 
impact of riches. Klytemnestra first attracts the attention of the chorus 
by the wealth of her offerings of "kingly sacrificial oil from the royal 
treasury" (Ag. 96). 29 To Klytemnestra is given perhaps the trilogy'S 
most arrogant expression of confidence in inexhaustible wealth : 

"SThis interpretation accords nicely with Solon's expression of his personal wish for 
wealth without injustice ( 1 3 .7-8 West) . 

"!!The word basileioi (kingly, royal) by its position not only modifies pelanioi (sacrificial 
mixture of honey and oil or blood to feed the recipient) but strongly colors muchothen 
(from the innermost portion of the house) ; see Fraenkel, ad loc. 
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The sea is there. Who shall drain it dry? . . .  
There is, my lord, a house30 at hand, thank god, full of these things 
For us to hold. Our home knows not how to be poor. 

Later, with withering condescension she congratulates the captive 
princess Kassandra on her good luck in becoming the slave of masters 
with an established fortune rather than of nouveaux-riches ( 1 042-46). 
She gloats over her murdered husband that she has caught him in "an 
evil wealth of cloth" ( 1 383) .  The audience subsequently can only 
chuckle at her resort to euphemism when she suggests that she will be 
content with "a modest portion of wealth" ( 1 574) . 3 '  

As a character, Klytemnestra may indeed be  retreating from her ear
lier confidence, but the association of wealth with the exercise of ty
rannical power is presumably strong in the mind of the audience (see 
Herodotus 1 .6 1 .3 ,  64. 1 )  and almost immediately reinforced by her 
partner-in-crime, Aigisthos. It is the bluntness of his linkage of wealth 
and political power, not to mention brutal intimidation, that marks 
him as a tyrant in the narrower sense of the term: 

Using this man's [Agamemnon's] money [khrimatOn], I shall endeavor 
To rule over the citizens. Whoever disobeys me, 
I shall yoke with a heavy yoke, not like some trace horse 
Young and barley-fed, but hateful Starvation, 
A roommate for his rage, will see him softened. 

The chorus's penultimate taunt to this bully implies the characteristic 
fusion of glut and criminal behavior: "Go on, grow fat, polluting jus
tice, since you can" ( 1 669). 

Agamemnon is the figure one thinks of first as the exemplar of the 
corruption associated with excessive prosperity in the broadest sense of 
the word (the Greek word olbos included notions of both material 
wealth and more general happiness) . Before he actually appears on 
stage we get only slight hints of his association with wealth. For him the 
daughter he is willing to sacrifice is the "agalma of his house" (208) ,  a 
term used often of dedicatory statues and ornaments in general. Many 
readers seem to take Agamemnon as the most immediate referent of 
the chorus's general meditation on wealth at Agamemnon 750-8 1 .  This 

3°Retaining with Denniston and Page the oikos of the manuscript contra Fraenkel. 
Vickers ( 1 979: 366), following Goheen ( 1 955), rightly insists on the symbolism of blood 
in the purple of the sea but does not seem to see the implicit linkage of wealth and crime. 

3 ' Douglas Young ( 1 974) takes ekhousei to govern pan-a further bit of arrogant boast
ing. I agree with Vickers ( 1 979: 385) and others who argue that Klytemnestra decidedly 
retreats from her earlier confidence in the final scene of the play. 
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passage, polyreferential like most Aeschylean general comments, fol
lows most directly on a meditation about the wealthy city of Troy. More 
directly triggered by the thought of Agamemnon are the choral brood
ings that follow immediately on his entrance into the house. The shak
iness of the text here (see Fraenkel and Page, ad loc.)  is particularly 
frustrating. But it is clear at least that the passage focuses on excess of 
wealth through a metaphor of an overladen ship that strikes on an in
visible reef. Utter disaster can be avoided by jettisoning the weight of 
possessions ( 1 005-14) .  The image forms part of an elaborate three
term comparison, a sort of climactic preamble ,  building to the irreme
diability of blood guilt. As in the Solon passage quoted above, wealth 
first appears as the simple and sufficient cause of criminal behavior, 
but an implicit qualification complicates the picture without negating 
the central role of wealth. 

In the case of Agamemnon, Aeschylus essentially concentrates the 
motif of wealth in the visual and verbal climax of symbolic corruption 
in which Agamemnon agrees to walk on what he himself describes with 
a telling rhetorical figure as "wealth [plouton] and textiles purchased 
with silver" (949) . 32 Agamemnon's act dramatizes spectacularly an 
ironic implication of Klytemnestra's penultimate argument: "It is con
spicuously fitting for those who are prosperous [olbiois] to be con
quered [viz. ,  by such temptations as these]" (94 1 ) . The decision to 
waste wealth is presented as a natural if not inevitable function of the 
possession of vast wealth. Many have noted the irony of Agamemnon's 
pieties before he yields to this temptation. This irony is, I believe , in
tensified if we recall the further irony that, on his entrance, he himself 
suggests the appropriateness of Troy's fall as in part at least a conse
quence of its royal wealth : "The storm blasts of Disaster [Ate] are alive ; 
and the embers, dying hard, send forth winds fat with wealth [pionas 
ploutou] (8 1 9-20) . Once again the text forces on us the general rele
vance of its exploration of the relation between wealth and crime. 

The wealth of Troy, as noted earlier, seems the immediate focus of 
the choral meditation at Agamemnon 750-8 1 ,  which attempts to clarify 
the relation of wealth to crime. The most striking feature of the pas
sage as a whole (i .e . ,  to 783)-despite many claims to the contrary-is 
that it does not dismiss wealth as a decisive component in crime.33 

32The figure, "hendiadys" ("one through two") entails keeping on a parallel syntactical 
level two elements that would, in normal discourse, require the syntactical subordination 
of one to the other either as an adjective or a dependent genitive case-here "rich tex
tiles" or "wealth consisting of textiles." The net effect, reinforced by the redundant "with 
silver," is to throw the idea of wealth into prominence. 

331 am not particularly concerned with the alleged originality or banality of the pas
sage. Most would agree with Denniston and Page's summary of the point: "The blame 
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Rather, as in Solon and an earlier choral comment in the Agamemnon 
(376-84) , wealth is reaffirmed as the most relevant contributory factor 
despite insistence that it is not a sufficient cause in itself. The passage 
begins with an arresting formulation of the alleged traditional wisdom 
linking great prosperity and disaster :  

An account, fashioned in  speech long ago, has grown old 
Among mortals, that a man's great prosperity 
Once it reaches its prime 
Begets offspring and does not die childless : 
From fair fortune there blossoms 
For the family unquenchable suffering. 

The speaker then insists on his own perspective as significantly differ
ent: it is the criminal act that begets more crimes, since without crime 
the destiny of just families (euthudikOn oikon) is fortunate in its begetting 
(kallipais) (757-62) .  The adjective kallipais continues the heavily met
aphorical use of reproductive imagery. Though the text concedes the 
possible association of a family-and we may think especially of aris
tocratic families-with justice, it avoids even here an explicit associa
tion of justice with wealth : prosperity is presented in terms of lovely 
children, a motif relevant to the imagery of the end of the trilogy.34 

The imagery of human reproduction is insisted on in the subsequent 
lines, to which we must return later, on the tendency of the criminal act 
to engender similar acts in subsequent generations. The final stanza 
unites the themes of wealth and just action in terms that reaffirm their 
general incompatibility : 

Justice shines in houses 
Grimy with smoke 
And honors the righteous man. 
But gold-spangled abodes 
Smirched by criminal hands 
She leaves behind with averted eyes 
And approaches what is holy and pure, 
Showing no reverence for wealth's power-

falls not on prosperity in itself, but on the sinful acts of overprosperous men" ( 1 957 :  
1 36). The problem is that for the British empiricist the chorus's distinction implies and 
irrevocable choice of two mutually exclusive terms. But the Archaic Greek mind is much 
more comfortable than most of us with mixed causation-important contributory fac
tors that do not exclude emphasis on a main or decisive cause. 

34Fraenkel translates : "For the fate of the house where justice is kept straight is always 
a fair offspring (of its former fate)." 
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A thing falsely imprinted with praise : 
She guides everything to its end. 

The linkage of wealth and criminal action is even clearer in an ear
lier choral reflection on the guilt of Troy.35 The destruction of Troy 
is a visitation on those whose "pride exceeds what is just and whose 
houses team with wealth beyond imagining, beyond what is best" 
(375-78) .  Here a criminal mentality is linked with criminal wealth , 
and the linkage is strongly marked by alliteration, assonance, and met
rical echo: 

fmeontOn meizon e dikaios, 
phleontOn diimatiin huperpheu 
huper to beltiston. 
("When they breathe more mightily than justly, 
When houses are wealth-bloated beyond bounds-
Beyond what is best.") 

The indissoluble involvement of excessive wealth with criminal action 
is reaffirmed at the end of this strophe: "There is no defense / For a 
man who in consequence of Wealth's Glut37 / Has kicked Justice's 
great / Altar into obscurity" (38 1-84). 

Finally, Helen, the fatal link of Greek and Trojan societies, comes 
from Greek luxury (690) and in herself constitutes the "adornment" 
(agalma again; see 208) of Trojan wealth (740) . Both her own crime and 
the crime she inspires emerge as inextricably bound up with and aris
ing from an ambiance of extreme wealth . Thus the consistent gener
alization of wealth's dominant influence in the lives of ruling-class 
figures in both Greek and Trojan society constitutes a major attribute 
of the class type. In both societies, this wealth-bound ethos is consis
tently associated with criminal behavior disastrous for the demos. 

The criminality associated with wealth is a major aspect of the jus
tice available under the rule of aristocrats or monarchs from great 
oikoi. But the most frequent occurrences of the terminology of jus
tice in the Agamemnon are with reference to retribution for someone 

35"Clarity" seems at best a relative term in dealing with Aeschylus. Here too we find 
the seemingly inevitable textual problems: I follow Fraenkel versus Denniston and Page. 

3&rhe word pneontOn ("breathing") echoes the Homeric formula menea pneiontes (e.g. , 
II. 3.8) ,  which literally means something like "breathing martial might." As so often in 
the Oresteia, evocations of traditional heroic military prowess are negative. 

37Taking the less stylish rendering of the genitive contra Denniston and Page, with 
Fraenkel. 
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else's crime. This "retribution justice" associated with government by 
kings and princes is regularly characterized by excess. It has been fre
quently glossed by reference to the Old Testament phrase, "an eye 
for an eye , a tooth for a tooth" (e .g . ,  Lloyd-Jones 1 956:  60 ; Macleod 
1 982 : 1 36) ;  but the point of this much maligned phrase is insistence 
that the punishment be perfectly adjusted to the crime. This is pre
cisely what aristocratic justice does not do. "Twice over have the sons 
of Priam paid for their crimes" (Ag. 537) ,  proclaims the herald. The 
omen of the "king of birds" devouring the pregnant hare ( 1 1 4-20) 
and the king's sacrifice of his innocent daughter Iphigeneia are best 
understood as symbolic doublets insisting on the inherent excessive
ness of aristocratic justice, its fatal tendency to destroy the innocent 
along with the guilty (Peradotto 1 969: 254-57 ;  cf. J. H. Finley 1 955 :  
252-53) .  

Homer repeatedly evokes the brutal amorality of heroic warfare by 
focusing on the "dear wives and innocent children" (e .g . ,  Il. 6.95) who 
are the real stakes of the struggle.  The text of the Oresteia similarly sug
gests the excessiveness of aristocratic justice by focusing on the inno
cent wives and children (Ag. 3 26-29), but it adds a specifically fifth
century, democratic emphasis on the cost of aristocratic justice to the 
polis and the demos. We have already noted this motif as an implica
tion of the lion cub parable.  The immediate consequences of the ex
pedition is to impose "many limb-wearying wrestlings . . .  on Danaans 
and Trojans alike" (63-67).  Though Paris is the obvious criminal , 
Kalkhas prophesies "this expedition will hunt Priam's city . . . .  Fate will 
violently drain up in plunder all the people's great wealth of cattle" 
(demioplethi, 1 26-30) .3 Paris is like a child chasing a bird, who "im
poses suffering on his city beyond endurance" (394-95).  The herald 
later expresses the same idea in an ironic, daringly anachronistic 
phrase : "Neither Paris nor the city that shared his tax debt [sunteles] 
can boast an achievement greater than their suffering" (532-33) .  
Rather than implying shared guilt, the herald's subsequent words insist 
that the guilt belongs to Paris but the disaster befell the whole land : 

For owing the penalty [diken] of rape and theft, 
He both lost the booty and reaped as his harvest 
The total obliteration of his father's house and the land besides. 

(534-36)39 

38Lloyd-Jones ( 1 970: 23) has argued that the cattle of the demos in fact stand for the 
demos itself that will be destroyed. 

39The unique coinage autokhthonon ("land-and-all") refers not simply to the father's pri
vate domain but to the whole territory of the Trojan people, who share in the punish
ment of the royal house (Ag. 537). 
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Helen left behind her for her own townsmen (astoisin) the stir and bus
tle of preparations for war and brought a "dowry of destruction for Il
ion" (404-6).  Menelaos' erotic visions and longings for his departed 
wife in a house rich with statues are sharply juxtaposed to the suffer
ings imposed on every household in Argos (4 1 1-35) and the grim, ma
terial reality of "Ares, who trades gold for dead bodies" (438-44) .  

Critics have been prone to explain away this relentless focus on the 
cost to the people of the city by citations of Hesiod and generalities 
about Archaic Greek beliefs in the natural involvement of communities 
in the fate of their rulers (e.g. , Vickers 1 979:  420) .  But Aeschylus pre
sents this phenomenon as an outrage, one that inspires the active resent
ment of the people.  "The townspeople's talk is heavy with resentment: 
it pays the debt of a curse ratified by the people" (demokrantou, 456-
57) .40 One scholar rightly calls this curse "the first step toward revolt" 
(Fraenkel, ad loc . ) .  This rebellion is sufficiently credible for Klytem
nestra to cite as a pretext for Orestes' absence the danger that "the peo
ple's shouting and lawlessness might overthrow the council" (883 ; 
Dodds 1 960: 20) .  Hesiod's polis may silently go down to ruin with its 
unjust rulers ,  but for Aeschylus the cost to the city entailed in aristo
cratic justice is grounds for popular rebellion, for seeking change. 

Several other traditional features of the Homeric hero are incorpo
rated and transformed in Aeschylus' portrait of ruling-class figures. In 
every case, there is an accentuation on the negative. Cumulatively, this 
imagery rounds out the portrait of a type-a character formation that 
the lion parable sums up in the phrase "the ethos it had from its par
ents" (Ag. 727-28) .4 ' 

It is tempting to pursue in detail the pervasive imagery of light, fire, 
and radiance as both an echo and a devastating repudiation of the tra
ditional association-particularly in Homer (Whitman 1 958 :  1 28-53) 
and Pindar (J .  H .  Finley 1 955 :  esp.  1 44)-of rulers with such lan
guage. We have already seen in passing the effective double oxymoron 
of Justice shining in the grime of poor houses and turning away from 
the gold-spangled mansions mired by crime (Ag. 772-8 1 ) .  So too the 
gleam of gold is juxtaposed to the ashes of dead bodies and the funeral 
fires at Troy (437-44, in a context that reflects bitterly on the pam-

40Per Fraenkel fol lowing Porson's emendation. Douglas Young adopts the reading of 
two fourteenth-century manuscripts dimokratou: "that the people brew." The pun (the 
root of kerannumi means "mix," as in krater, "mixing bowl" and kratos, "power") of such a 
neologism in vaguely appealing but probably too cute. 

41 I retain a Greek transliteration of the term ethos in part because the term has devel
oped such widely different senses in modern criticism, particularly in the field of rhet
oric, where it means almost the opposite of an inherited essential character. See Jarratt 
and Grogan ( 1 99 1 ) , whom I thank for making a prepublication version of their text avail
able to me. 
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pered rulers) .  In general, the dazzle associated with aristocrats 
emerges as disastrously deceptive appearance, masking the darkness of 
crime and paralleling the false lights that gleam so deceptively though 
the first play (e.g. , Vickers 1 979:  348-49). 

Traditional daring (tolme, thrasos) ,  the mark of the aggressive warrior 
in Homer, emerges here as the unrestrained forwardness in crime of 
ruling-class villains. Agamemnon's decision to kill his daughter veers 
his mind toward complete recklessness (to pantotolmon, Ag. 2 2 1 ) .  The 
term is immediately echoed in a grimly alliterative use of the verb tlao: 
"he dared [etla] then to become his daughter's [thugatros] destroyer" 
(thuter, lit. "sacrificer," 2 24-25) .  Helen, in going to Troy, "dared the 
undareable" (atlata tlasa, 408) .  The only context in the Agamemnon in 
which daring retains any positive connotation of courage is in the 
ironic taunt hurled by the chorus at Aigisthos, of whose thrasos Klytem
nestra had boasted at 1 437 :  "You lacked the daring [ouk etlis] to do this 
deed, to kill Agamemnon yourself' ( 1 635) .  

We have already seen in the parable of the lion cub that the Homeric 
analogies of warriors to predatory beasts have been stripped of any 
grandeur, leaving only raw savagery. Two related points only need be 
added here.  Vickers's influential treatment of the Oresteia, entitled "Na
ture versus Perversion," contains much of value but gives the entirely 
erroneous impression that virtually all perversion of nature is summed 
up in Klytemnestra's challenges to traditional patriarchal male roles 
(Vickers 1 979:  347-437) .42 In fact, structuralist studies of the Iliad 
(Redfield 1 975) and Sophokles (Segal 1 98 1 )  have sensitized us to the 
ways profound ambivalence toward heroic figures is expressed in var
ious eras by an opposition of nature (uncivilized, raw behavior) and cul
ture (specifically the polis and its institutions) .  The heroes' positive 
contribution is to defend specifically human polis life,  to make civili
zation possible;  but the violent behavior that seems a necessary com
ponent of their martial function fosters a subhuman ferocity that 
constitutes a constant threat to civilization. I merely emphasize here 
that, in the Agamemnon, beast imagery, though frequently applied to 
Klytemnestra (e.g. , 607 , 1 2 28 ,  1 232 ) ,  is by no means confined to her. 
In addition to the lion images, we find the Atreidai as vultures (49 ; 
Zeitlin 1 965 : 48 1-83),  Agamemnon as a dog (896) , and Aigisthos as 
a wolf ( 1 259).43 The snake images of the Libation Bearers apply most 

4"See especially Vickers 1 979: 348, 366, 378-85. In fairness, I should also call atten
tion to p. 360 and p. 374, where Vickers notes a parallel perversion in the behavior of 
Agamemnon. 

43To be sure, the image of the watchdog here and at Ag. 607 is ambiguous. But in view 
of the pervasive irony, I find it most unlikely that the more negative connotations would 
not occur to the audience. See Goldhill 1 984 : esp. 56-57. 
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dramatically to Orestes (Ch. 549) but also to Klytemnestra and 
Aigisthos (Ag. 1 233 ;  Ch. 248-49, 1 047 ;  Whallon 1 958 :  272 ) .  The cu
mulative impact of all these images attached to the ruling figures in 
conjunction with the behavior portrayed on the stage is once again to 
generalize the ruling-class type as a subhuman threat to the well-being 
of the polis and its demos. 

Inherited Guilt? 

Thus far in looking at Aeschylus' presentation of class I have tried to 
highlight a pervasive polarity between what in contemporary terms 
might be reduced to "nature" and "nurture." On the one hand, the 
burden of the lion parable and associated images falls distinctly on "the 
ethos he had from his parents" (Ag. 728) .44 On the other, a constellation 
of images and explicit meditations point toward a set of social and 
political factors that construct that ethos, that surround individual aris
tocrats with the power and the seductive inducements to indulge in 
self-serving, violent behavior, and that provide compelling patterns of 
action in the crimes committed by parents. 

The question remains, then, whether we can legitimately attribute to 
Aeschylus a doctrine of inherited guilt. Major proponents of such a 
doctrine are at pains to suggest the primitive otherness of the family 
curse (e.g . ,  Lloyd-Jones 1 962 : 1 87 ;  1 97 1 :  90) , invoking a version of his
toricism that discourages any hermeneutic translation into terms of 
potential contemporary interest. A parallel emphasis on inherited ex
cellence in Pindar is readily perceived as celebration of a class ideology ; 
but in the case of Aeschylus, the broad ideological implications of lan
guage focusing on the inherited curse, on metaphors of birth and pro
creation in the aetiology of crime, are rarely acknowledged (Haedicke 
1 936:  56 is an exception) .  Any historical parallel can offer only partial 
illumination at best; but before we acquiesce too readily to an irrele
vantly primitive Aeschylus, let us consider a contemporary interpreta
tion of blood guilt as a class phenomenon : 

An essential part of the inheritance of the [French] middle class , from 
generation to generation, is the fact of their own past violence done by 
their fathers and grandfathers, and it is this . . .  we have called blood-guilt. 
This is not a theological idea but a dialectical one: the generation of 1 848 
decimates the workers, the workers remember and pass the memory on to 

44The less developed parallel snake imagery has been seen to reflect "the incestuous 
adultery and the ritual child-sacrifice passed as a legacy from one generation to the 
next" (Whallon 1 958:  27 1 ) . 
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their sons, the new generation of factory owners must now face a sullen, 
resentful, and mistrustful working class which has made up its mind about 
them in advance. Thus the act. once committed. passes into the structure 
of the world itself, leaves its traces as repressive legislation on the one had 
and as profound suspicion on the other. and returns to confront the sec
ond and third generations as an objective situation to which they are not 
free not to react. (Jameson 1 97 1 :  285)45 

This formulation has several features that are helpful in avoiding some 
of the pitfalls of past discussions of the inherited curse in the Oresteia. 
It is a determinism, but only in the sense in which Marx conceived of 
history as determined : "Human beings make their own history, but 
they do not make it just as they please" (MECW 1 1 . 1 03) .46 The crime 
of Atreus has consequences that confront Agamemnon with "an objec
tive situation to which he is not free not to react," but the nature of his 
reaction is a more open matter. His father's response to an infringe
ment of his patriarchal power represents an inherited paradigm, a pat
tern of behavior too readily available as a response to an infringement 
of Agamemnon's own power. That response entails the murder of in
nocent children as an acceptable cost of achieving revenge. Agamem
non has also inherited an enemy, Aigisthos, whose own paradigmatic 
response is seduction of his enemy's wife. Agamemnon chooses to 
adopt his father's paradigm in responding to Paris and to ignore the 
inherited consequences of his father's crime. This choice is not a hap
hazard individual whim nor the consequence of independent calcula
tion (cf. Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1 988 :  7 1-77) .  The whole ethos of 
his class-its delight in war, its valorization of glory, deeds of daring, its 
characteristic insouciance vis-it-vis the interests of the demos, of 
women, of children, in short, all the mental reflexes of those who in
herit great wealth-make this choice predictable if not inevitable.  For 
Agamemnon inherits not a genetically impaired nor primitively pol
luted psyche (Haedicke 1 936 :  58) but a socially reinforced set of char
acteristic responses. 

It has long been assumed that Aeschylus is essentially an Archaic 
theologian, but it is worth recalling that fifth-century Greece (and 

45Jameson is here summarizing an argument from Sartre's Critique de La raison dialec
tique. If. instead of the French revolution of 1 848, we substituted various nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century massacres of workers (e.g. , Pullman strike. Ludlow, Akron) , the point 
might become clearer to an American audience. 

4"The passage continues. "they do not make it under circumstances chosen by them
selves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past. 
The tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the 
living" (MECW 1 1 :  1 03 .  emphasis added) .  In 1 865. responding to a questionnaire pre
sented to him by one of his daughters. Marx put next to "Favorite Poet" the names 
Shakespeare. Aeschylus. and Goethe (Prawer 1 978 :  390) . 
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especially Athens) is the birthplace of the social sciences.47 Particularly 
if Aeschylus did in fact write the Prometheus Bound, the anthropological 
speculations of the Presocratics clearly had a major impact on his 
thought. On the basis of the Oresteia, Aeschylus may well merit the 
palm as the first Greek author to insist that political and social institu
tions, not inherited characteristics , are the chief determinants of social 
practice. The germ of this notion, one might reasonably argue, is 
present already in Hesiod's description of Zeus's wives and children
especially Themis, Eunomie, Dike, and Eirene (Th. 90 1-2)-as sym
bolic representations of the institutional content of the new order 
(Solmsen 1 949: 34-44) '  In any case, the decisive role of humanly mu
table institutions is explicitly proclaimed in Solon's Eunomie: 

Good government [Eunomie] renders everything well-ordered and right, 
And often casts fetters about the unjust, 

The rough she grinds smooth, checks Glut [koron] ;  Violence [hubrin] 
she dims. 
She withers the flourishing flowers of Disaster [Ates] ,  

Straightens crooked judgements ; deeds of towering arrogance 
She tames : she checks the deeds of dissension [dikhostasies] ,  

Stops harsh Conflict's wrath, and under her sway 
All things in the human sphere are right and sensible. 

(4 .32-39 West) 

Koros, hybris, and ate, the triumvirate of individual crime, the mental 
aberrations, specific criminal acts and their disastrous consequences in 
class warfare (so I take dichostasie) are categorically subordinated to the 
power of good government. That good government is conceived of as 
purely human creation is clear both from the opening of the poem, 
which explicitly denies divine responsibility for the dangers besetting 
Athens, and the consistently assertive first-person pronouns and verbal 
forms with which Solon describes and defends his own specific mea
sures. It would not be too much to say that Aeschylus' whole utopian 
vision of Athens, a vision only complete with the completion of the tril
ogy, is implicit in these lines of Solon (Solmsen 1 949 : 208).48 

The key terms in which the text of the Agamemnon meditates on in
herited guilt emerge gradually as the pattern of major crimes emerges. 

47LLoyd-Jones tells us that "Aeschylus' politics are an extension of his theology" ( 197 1 :  
94) .  I am suggesting that the reverse is the case. 

48Solmsen ( 1 1 6) argues against the notion that Eunomie implies laws, which were called 
thesmoi in the Solonian era. Yet he calls Eunomie "the representative of a community life 
that is regulated by good laws and customs" ( l i S) .  See also the excellent discussion by 
Ostwald ( 1 969: 62-95). 
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These crimes are represented with widely varying degrees of explicit
ness in the text, which taken as a whole invites the audience to arrange 
them in a chronology marked by compulsive recurrence : ( 1 )  the seduc
tion of Atreus' wife by Thyestes ; (2 )  the murder of Thyestes' children; 
(3) the seduction of Helen by Paris ; (4) the murder of Iphigeneia and 
the destruction of Troy; (5) the seduction of Klytemnestra by 
Aigisthos ; and (6) the murder of Agamemnon and Kassandra. 

As suggested in my overview of Aeschylean dialectics, the first play 
does not-cannot-offer a definitive answer to the moral, religious, 
and political issues raised by this pattern. It does, however, in a broad 
movement from maximum ambiguity to greater clarity point toward 
the resolution in the third play, where the human social and political 
institutions are changed and the issue of individual responsibility is 
subsumed in the concern for internalizing ethical behavior in the so
ciety as a whole. The most crucial passages in this movement are the 
chorus's narrative of Agamemnon's murder of his daughter ( 1 84-246) 
and the full-scale debate between Klytemnestra, the chorus, and later 
Aigisthos over the murder of Agamemnon and Kassandra in terms that 
suggest an abortive trial . 

The choral narrative of the decision of Agamemnon, to which so 
much attention has been devoted, is hedged about with suggestive al
lusions to divine intervention, an inherited pattern of crime, and dy
nastic ambition. At line 2 1 6  there is a much debated textual crux, 
which, depending on the emendation one opts for, adds the factor 
of peer pressure (if one reads periorgoi sph ' at 2 1 6) or stresses the in
dividual fatal passion of Agamemnon (if one retains periorgos and 
takes Agamemnon as the implied subject of epithumein) .49 In any case, 
the dramatic fascination of this passage is due in no small measure to 
this ambiguity. 

The end of the play, however, opens for direct questioning the issues 
of causality and responsibility, not merely through the far fuller dra
matic characterization of speakers who make their uum case, but-in 
the most important agon of the play-through the use of open debate 
between the perpetrators of the crime and the chorus. This debate 
( 1 372  to the end of play) by no means arrives at a simple resolution 
focused on a simple cause ; there are in any case two more plays to 
come. Yet it does, I believe,  explicitly cancel some of the simpler de
terministic explanations left dramatically open in the earlier focus on 
Agamemnon's choice. 

49But see, in addition to Fraenkel and Denniston and Page, ad loc. ,  Winnington
Ingram 1 974: 4-5 for the suggestion that Artemis is the referent of sph'. See also Lesky 
1 966a: 82 .  
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Klytemnestra's initial speech in this episode, in which she is visually 
inseparable from the corpses of Agamemnon and Kassandra she has 
chosen to display ( 1 379,  1 404-6), confronts the audience with the de
cisive deed of blood which was the climax of the choral meditation on 
the relation of wealth to crime ( 1 0 1 8-34). Her unalloyed delight in this 
deed contrasts sharply with the earlier choral portrayal of Agamem
non's agony in the face of his decision to murder his daughter (206-
1 3) .50 Requital of "an eye for an eye" is proffered as a defense by 
Klytemnestra when she brings up the murder of Iphigeneia ( 1 4 1 4-20). 
But the excess, the violation of the innocent, is immediately added to 
the picture by her gratuitously vicious reflections on Kassandra, whose 
corpse is, in any case, a silent sign of excessive revenge. Sexual passion, 
broadly implied by Klytemnestra's daring sexual metaphors (Vickers 
1 979 :  38 1-82 )  and allusions, emerges as a more immediately deter
mining factor with her explicit reference to Aigisthos ( 1435-37) fol
lowed by his appearance. These strongly personal motives tend to 
undercut substantially her attribution of sole responsibility to divine 
Justice and the Erinyes ( 1432-33) .  Retroactively, they suggest a pattern 
of self-serving aristocratic argument that confirms the more indirect 
earlier hints of self-interest in Agamemnon's decision. At the same 
time, the chorus is spurred by her claims of suprahuman involvement 
to take a longer view, to seek an additional factor in a historical chain 
of circumstances. 

The chorus's initial citation of Helen as the first link is not as gra
tuitous as Klytemnestra implies, for it is inspired by the obvious role of 
sexual passion (eros) in Klytemnestra's own crimes. Sexual passion is not 
abandoned as a factor ;  rather, it is seen as the vehicle of the disastrous 
daimon of the race, for that daimiin "works from women" ( 1 470, trans. 
Fraenkel) .5 ' Klytemnestra proceeds to take their reference to a family 
daimon as something totally external to herself. The chorus pauses 
painfully over the circular argument that Zeus as ultimate cause of ev
erything must have some role in this act too ( 1 487-88). But when 
Klytemnestra attempts to clinch the issue with too self-serving a for
mulation of divine intervention, the chorus retorts with an alternative 
that insists passionately on her responsibility while at the same time ac
knowledging that the deed is overdetermined: 

5°Here again I think the real point is the movement from relative ambiguity to relative 
clarity about the aetiology of all such aristocratic crimes. 

5 1Douglas Young's translation of the ennomiis found in a fourteenth-century manu
script at 1 472 implies a more explicit rejection of her claims of justice : "She is 
standing I like a dread raven above his corpse and I boasts her chanting is righteous 
and lawful." 
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That you are guiltless 
Of this murder-who is the one to testify to that? 
How? How? But from the father's side 
There might spring an avenger as accomplice. 

This is essentially as far as the chorus pursues the philosophical issue 
of responsibility in this play, inasmuch as they now retreat in confusion 
at the spectacle of the "falling house" ( 1 530-32) .  But paradoxical as it 
may seem, the more explicitly the factor of an inherited pattern of 
crime and punishment-the force of the Erinyes-is spelled out as the 
sole reason for a new crime, the more clearly it takes on the character 
of hollow pretext. Thus Aigisthos proclaims that he sees Agamemnon 
"lying in the robes woven by the Erinyes" ( 1 580-8 1 )  and gives a cir
cumstantial account of the horrible crime of Atreus against his 
father, 5 2  but the chorus do not pause a moment over these allegedly 
mitigating circumstances. They declare simply that he merits death at 
the hands of the demos ( 1 9 1 2- 16) .  The tyrannical character of 
Aigisthos-his reliance on money, bodyguards ,  and threats of tor
ture-overwhelmingly discredit what ought to be the tightest case for 
an inherited necessity to commit crime. Everything about his dramatic 
character suggests a class ethos and self-serving personal motives. 

There is then a steady progression toward clarity in the play's explo
ration of crime which, since it climaxes in the male Aigisthos, cannot be 
wholly reduced to a matter of sexual bias that paints Klytemnestra in 
darker colors than Agamemnon. On the contrary, this movement in
vites a kind of secondary revision of the initial ambiguities of Agamem
non's situation, suggesting that he, like Klytemnestra and her lover, 
was equally prone to seek pretexts to mask his basely selfish motives, 
motives that arise far more from his ruling-class status than from a 
family curse. Thus in this light his final rhetorical question as he de
bates murdering his daughter, "How should I become the abandoner 
of my fleet / By losing/failing my alliance?" (2 1 2-1 3) ,  places the em
phasis on the sphere of his public ambitions. 

One may even sum up Aeschylus' treatment of this whole issue by 
saying that the family curse is the inherited privileged status of these 
wealthy, powerful aristocrats. In the text of the Oresteia, birth and in
heritance are metaphors for a more complex vision of causality. But 
the specific thrust of this vision is focused on social and political in
stitutions-aristocracy, monarchy, and tyranny-which foster and 

S'Vickers 1 979: 386 notes Aigisthos' suppression of Thyestes' initial crime. 
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transmit from generation to generation the temperament prone to 
crime. In this connection, we might look again at the crucial choral 
pronouncements at 750-56, focusing now on the implications of its 
heavy metaphoricity : 

An account, fashioned in speech long ago, has grown old 
Among mortals , that a man's great prosperity 
Once it reaches its prime 
Begets offspring and does not die childless: 
From fair fortune there blossoms 
For the family unquenchable suffering. 

The relation of vast wealth and disaster evokes metaphorically, on the 
one hand, the natural process of a cycle of growth, reproduction, 
aging, and death , and on the other, the social institution of the aristo
cratic family that perverts that natural process. The chorus's qualifica
tion of this traditional view insists more relentlessly on the metaphor. 
The factor of excess in aristocratic vengeance is described in terms of 
the "children" of the criminal deed : 

Diverse from others, I have my own understanding. 
For it is the unholy act 
That later engenders offspring more numerous [than itself] 
But similar in nature to its own family. 
For the fate of strictly just 
Oilwi engenders fair children ever. 

This metaphoricity here and in the following lines ("Violence [hubris] 
characteristically [lit. "loves to"] beget," 763-7 1 )  is not simply a fac;on 
de parler; it subverts aristocratic ideology where it was most confident, 
the very source from which Pindar consistently drew his most cele
bratory images, that is, the natural processes of sexual reproduc
tion, of birth and inheritance, by giving them the most sinister conno
tations. At the same time, the very fact of metaphoricity where ideol
ogies demand the literal insists that the fate of houses depends neither 
on nature nor on other forces beyond human control. Aeschylus thus 
prepares the way for compromises to come. 

As suggested above, the clearest refutation of a simple determinism 
of inherited guilt is imbedded in the trilogy structure itself. Orestes, 
the heir to all this crime, both validates and breaks decisively with 
his heritage. More profoundly, the third play, with its shift of scene to 
an essentially different world and its dramatization of a new human 
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institution for dealing with crime, removes us from the context of the 
aristocratic and monarchic forms of government that are the chief fos
terers of the criminal ethos. 

Sexual Politics and the Aristocracy 

Before exploring the more explicitly political and social develop
ments in the later plays, I examine separately the sexual dimension in 
the Agamemnon, a dimension which already in the Hesiodic model is an 
inextricable component in the dialectic of change and which we have 
only touched on in a schematic overview of Aeschylus dialectics. Still, 
any final judgment on the sexual politics of the trilogy as a whole must 
await our reading of the whole. What I note at this stage is the inte
gration of the other elements of the critique of the aristocratic ethos in 
the Agamemnon with this representation of aristocratic sexual behavior. 

Older attempts based on Bachofen ( 1 973 [ 1 86 1 ]) to present the sex
ual issues in the Oresteia in terms of an opposition of matriarchy to pa
triarchy have rightly been rejected (Zeitlin 1 978 :  1 50-60; cf. Pembroke 
1 967 ;  Beauvoir 1 989 [ 1 953] : 79) .  It would be more accurate to speak of 
a "myth of matriarchy" in which an attempt to establish female political 
dominance is decisively defeated. This myth would seem to be a signif
icant element in the consciousness of Aeschylus' audience. The extraor
dinary popularity of the battle between men and Amazons in the 
literature and iconography of fifth-century Greece, especially Athens, 
amply attests to the affective investment in this myth (duBois 1 982) .  
But  patriarchy was not at  a l l  a myth, and the most trenchant aspects 
of Aeschylus' handling of the sexual dimension from the beginning to 
the end of the trilogy are his insights into the dynamics of aristocratic 
patriarchy. 

The relevant components of this patriarchy are the concentration of 
political , economic, social, and sexual power in the male pater familias 
(Greek kurios) over all members of the aristocratic household, which in
cluded not just biological relations but the whole nexus of slaves (both 
war-won and home-raised) , retainers, and subordinated peasants 
(Lacey 1 968 ; Ste . Croix 1 98 1 :  2 1 1 ) .  Over all these the father exercised 
nearly unlimited power. Much of the irony of Plato's Euthyphro derives 
from the assumption that it is bizarre , though legally imaginable,  for a 
son (or anyone?) to call the patriarch to account for the death of a slave. 
Certainly the widespread use of exposure of female children implies 
the father's power of life and death. The patriarch also substantially 
controlled the sex lives of those in the oikos, prescribing husbands for 
his daughters and imposing his own sexual priorities on wife and slaves 
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alike. In the sphere of the aristocratic oikos, the individual aristocratic 
father is analogous to the monarch or tyrant in the political sphere. 

We are far less informed about the functioning of non-aristocratic 
families. Although it seems plausible that attitudes and behaviors as
sociated with male dominance would be widespread through all class
es, it is not clear, for example, that in poor peasant and landless families 
the fathers imposed marriage partners on their daughters. In general , 
the more property involved, the less freedom for the women.53 Virtu
ally the whole nonslave citizenry were, until the reforms of Solon 
(Ath. Pol. 5-1 2) ,  Peisistratos (Ath. Pol. 1 6 .5) ,  and Kleisthenes (Ath. Pol. 
2 1 ) , juridically, economically, religiously, and militarily subordinated to 
the various aristocratic patriarchs through hereditary phratries and 
priesthoods (Forrest 1 966; Arnheim 1 977 ;  Wood 1 989) . Before the 
abolition of hektemorage (owing a sixth of one's harvest) and debt
slavery, before the establishment of independent people's courts, coun
cils, and assemblies, before citizenship was based on locale rather than 
kinship, the modern separation of the familial and political spheres
rightly questioned in our era-is particularly inappropriate to the an
cient Greek context. Ste. Croix ( 1 98 1 :  1 02 )  and Wood ( 1 989: 1 1 6) have 
recently argued that the relative liberation of the male peasant's prop
erty in Athens entailed a marked contraction of women's relation to 
property. The stringent laws forbidding heiresses from ownership of 
property, laws that even prescribed divorce for a male relative so that 
he could marry an heiress in his family to preserve the property, seem 
to date back to Solon's reforms (Ath. Pol. 9. 2 ;  Plutarch Sol. 20. ii-iv) .54 

In the Agamemnon the sexual patriarchal power of aristocratic males 
is on a par with wealth, inherited status, and a criminal heritage as a 
corrupting influence. For these male "heroes," women and children 
emerge as little more than pawns in their dynastic competitions. Thyes
tes seduced his brother's wife. Atreus killed his own nephews and fed 
them to his brother. Paris seduced his host's wife. Agamemnon killed 
his own daughter. Having defeated the city of his sister-in-Iaw's seducer, 
he enslaved the king's daughter and brought her back home as his mis
tress to live under the same roof with his legal wife. Aigisthos seduced 

53 Lacey assumes quite arbitrarily that women in the highest social class "have always 
had markedly more independence than among the bulk of the population" and that 
women whose fathers could not come up with an adequate dowry simply did not marry 
( 1 968: 1 07-9). The orators on whom he bases this argument are by definition speak
ing only of those who have enough property to fight over. If, as argued earlier, as many 
as 60 percent of the citizens had little or no property, such sweeping conclusions 
seem unjustified. 

54Arthur ( 1 973 :  27-37) offers a more nuanced account of the pluses and minuses of 
Solon's provisions in relation to women-even though her account is marred by an ex
cessive adherence to the notion of "bourgeois" Athens. 
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his first cousin 's wife. Due to the rich web of  allusions throughout the 
play, none of these patriarchal crimes can be declared "outside the 
drama." On the contrary, they are vividly and relentlessly before us to
gether with a broad array of violent war crimes presented as charac
teristic of the aristocratic class. 

I emphasize here the extent to which Aeschylus chooses to insist on 
the sexual motive in a context of excessive sexual dominance, where it 
is males who are in the best position to act on their whims regardless of 
the consequences. Klytemnestra, whom we consider below, is marked 
immediately as an exception among women-the absence of her kurios 
has permitted her to emerge as "male-in-her-planning" (androboulou, 
Ag. l l ) .  We have already had occasion to note the textual crux in the 
final lines of the choral report of Agamemnon's own explanation of his 
decision to sacrifice his daughter. Does he claim that it is religiously 
proper (themis) for himself to desire passionately this sacrifice, or for 
the army to desire it, or most neutrally that one should desire it?55 
Whatever the correct reading, it is clear that Aeschylus has chosen to 
present the sacrifice as the consequence of a desire that is linguistically 
marked as excessive : the doubling of orgai periorgoi or periorgos as mod
ifiers of the verb meaning to "desire" (epithumein, lit. "to have a passion 
for," 2 1 5-1 8) insists with characteristic Aeschylean irony on the sick
ness of the passion even as the speaker attempts to justify it. 

The erotic motive for the war, both in the crime of Paris (385-402)  
and the longings of Menelaos (4 1 0-26), we have already touched on.  It  
i s  striking that the first occurrence in the play of the word eros i s  in 
Klytemnestra's hypocritical wish that the conquering army commit no 
excesses that might endanger their return : "May no passionate desire 
[eros] first fall upon/attack the army / To sack what they ought not, con
quered by profits" (34 1-42) .  The bold paradox of a victorious army at
tacked (empiptei) and conquered (nik6menous) by lust and greed 
effectively generalizes the corrupt desires of the ruling protagonists to 
the whole male army. 

Klytemnestra again uses erotic language to generalize the crimes of 
the Atreidai as a corporate group. Her words to the chorus recall Ag
amemnon's justification of blood lust (2 1 5-1 7) most unpleasantly : 

Now have you righted your tongue's judgment, 
Naming the thrice-glutted 
Daimiin of this family: 

55See note 49 above. Winnington-Ingram's suggestion, if correct, would invalidate my 
point. Certainty is impossible, but why should the poet give such heavy stress here to 
divine wrath when the rest of the play is so focused on human passion? 
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For from that source the blood-licking lust [eros] 
Is nourished in the belly. 

The fusion of oral and sexual desire, mythically embedded in the He
siodic model in which Kronos devours his children and Zeus devours 
his wife Metis, is peculiarly appropriate to the crimes of the child
devouring Atreidai. It is most significant that this desire is attributed to 
males ; however biased the source of the attribution, the text of the play 
as a whole bears it out. The heavily metaphoric description ("begets ," 
"engenders") of the aetiology of crime at lines 750-62 strongly sug
gests the male role in sexual reproduction. 56 

The priority of male criminal eros and reproductive activity in the 
Agamemnon and their connection with other aspects of a pervasive in
dictment of the aristocracy is worth stressing. This priority posits a ho
mology between the disastrous consequences of economic, political, 
and juridical tyranny exercised by the aristocratic class over the demos 
and the absolute power of patriarchs exercised over women. It is also 
an important corrective to analyses (e.g. , Vickers) that suggest that the 
association of crime and sex in the Oresteia is confined to women. The 
text represents misogynistic attitudes to be sure ,  but the framework 
within which they are represented is itself marked as the criminally dis
torted excess of aristocratic patriarchal power. 

One of the special fascinations of Aeschylus' trilogy is that the dia
lectical form seems here to conflict with the multiplicity of levels on 
which the drama operates. The historical realities and ideological con
flicts to which it responds and which it seeks to mold vary strikingly in 
their amenability to the logic of the trilogy form. Most obvious ,  it is eas
ier to dramatize dialectical change on the political and juridical levels ;  
here the experience of the audience must compel assent at least to the 
fact of significant change, if not necessarily acceptance of the implicit 
value judgments on these changes. But on the levels of sexuality and 
the politics of the family there appears to have been so little movement, 
let alone progress, that a dialectical negation of male sexual dominance 
corresponding to the negation of aristocratic economic, political , and 
juridical dominance seems peculiarly short-circuited. Just as feminist 

s6Tekn06 (754) is ambiguous: LSJ s.v. II, "in Act. commonly of the man . . . .  Med. of the 
female." Yet olbon (753) is masculine and the fear of dying childless is more suggestive of 
males in a society where such strong legal injunctions keep property exclusively male. 
TiktO (759, 763) is also used of either sex, but again the concern that offspring resemble 
the parents seems more likely to express a male fear in a society obsessed with the fact 
that mater ceria, pater incertus; cf. Hesiod Works and Days 1 82 .  The association of maternity 
with the visually observable and paternity with greater abstraction plays a key role in 
Goldhill's interpretation of the sexual politics of the whole trilogy (e.g., 1 984: 1 74,  1 94).  
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scholarship has challenged the view that women advanced along with 
men during the Renaissance and argued that, on the contrary, women 
experienced some distinct losses (Kelly 1 984 : 1 9-50), there are ,  as 
noted above, grounds for arguing that Athenian women suffered sig
nificant losses with the growth of democracy. In passing, we should 
note that even on the economic plane there is a somewhat parallel lack 
of resolution envisioned in the text of the Agamemnon. The negation of 
wealth is simply juxtaposed to the valorization of poverty as conducive 
to virtue (cf. Ag. 7 7 2-80). If, as we have already noted, democracy per
mitted the demos to protect itself better from aristocratic exploitation, 
the fundamental economic divisions remained intact (Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  
esp. 7 2-73) .57 

In the sexual sphere in the Oresteia we find an ancient analogue of 
the contemporary impasse over the priority of class or gender (e .g. , 
Saffioti 1 978 ;  Eisenstein 1 979:  5-55) .  Aeschylus' attempt to combine a 
relatively straightforward class analysis of political change with a vision 
of social change in which sexual conflict is decisive results in a text that 
is provocatively ambiguous to a modern sensibility. 58 One is accord
ingly tempted to separate the elements too starkly-pronouncing the 
dialectical movement of the text politically and juridically progressive 
but sexually retrograde, a monument to misogyny. 59 Though the levels 
operate as it were at different velocities and involve different sorts of 
ideological investments , both the politico-juridical and the sexual levels 
require a double hermeneutic-a careful unraveling of the respects in 
which the work functions in the service of entrenched class and sexual 
interests and at the same time projects a utopian vision that significantly 

57 As noted earlier, Wood ( 1 989) is in general far more sanguine than Ste. Croix in em
phasizing the economic independence of the Athenian peasant after Solon, but she 
seems to me to neglect the implications of the apparently high proportion of citizens 
who had very little or no property. 

58In this connection I cannot resist alluding to the Cuban film Lucia, directed by Hum
berto Solas ( 1 968). There too the trilogy form seems almost dictated as the vehicle for 
conveying a dialectical process of change extending beyond the scope of a single lifetime. 
The central focus on the role of women and sexual conflict dictates too that the third 
section confront the gap between massive progress on the political and economic level 
and the profound intransigence of traditional male expectations and biases. 

59Zeitlin ( 1 978:  1 50) actually goes farther than this. She argues that the breadth of 
Aeschylus' creative vision in the trilogy, "by integrating the issue [misogyny] into a co
herent system of new values, by formulating it in new abstract terms, and by shifting to 
a new mode of argumentation . . .  provides the decisive model for the future of legiti
mation of this [misogynistic] attitude in Western thought." I happen to have read Zeit
lin's article before reading Vickers's ( 1 979 [ 1 973]) long chapter on the Oresteia. I could 
not help but be struck by the parallels between their readings and the absolute disparity 
of their perspectives (Vickers regularly seems to endorse what he explicates). At the same 
time, I have encountered no discussion of the Oresteia which comes close to Zeitlin's in its 
appreciation of the complexity and pitfalls of attempting to treat the ideological impli
cations of a literary masterpiece. 
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negates the alleged necessities of the status quo by opening a realm of 
relative freedom. 

In focusing exclusively on misogynistic elements in the Oresteia, one 
is in danger of castigating the text for a failure to resolve adequately 
the largely unconscious sexual attitudes that it is this text's special dis
tinction to have raised consciously as a problem. Hartsock, for exam
ple, summarizes Aeschylus' account of the sacrifice of Iphigeneia in 
these terms: "The glories to be had in combat and the willingness to 
pay almost any price for them is a recurring theme in both the heroic 
poems and the political ideals whose birth they attend" ( 1 983 :  1 90). 
This comment suggests a simple endorsement by the text of the Oresteia 
of a Homeric perspective that is in fact profoundly problematized in 
the trilogy. The Oresteia, by its deployment of the unique resources of 
the dramatic and trilogic form, forces on the audience with painful 
immediacy what are usually unquestioned presumptions of Greek pa
triarchal ideology. To echo Verna nt's fine formulation : "although trag
edy, more than any other genre of literature, thus appears rooted in 
social reality, that does not mean that it is a reflection of it. It does 
not reflect that reality, but calls it into question. By depicting it rent 
and divided against itself, it turns it into a problem" (Vernant and 
Vidal-Naquet 1 988 :  33) .  The text confronts us with such questions 
as these. How could a father kill his own daughter? How could male 
rulers resort to war and the destruction of a whole society just to pun
ish adultery between consenting adults? What are the human conse
quences for the war-captive mistress and the legal wife of traditional 
male sexual privileges? Why should intellectually mediocre males au
tomatically take precedence over women of great intelligence? Should 
a male god, one especially associated with patriarchal privilege , use his 
divine powers to punish and persecute a woman who failed to gratify 
his sexual interest in her? It seems to me that the Agamemnon goes even 
farther: it confronts as inadequate the misogynistic reflexes with which 
Greek males traditionally, from Homer on, seek to explain away all 
their troubles as the fault of women and, more specifically, as due to 
the destructiveness of insatiable female sexuality. 60 

We have perhaps commented enough already on Agamemnon's 
murder of Iphigeneia and the full horror of the deed evoked by the 
chorus. The harsh choral comments on Helen and Paris certainly do 
not condone adultery, but they do unambiguously imply her willing 
participation. Thus, not unlike the dour Persian authorities cited by 

6o1t should be obvious to everyone familiar with Winnington-Ingram's thoughtful es
say of 1 948 how deeply indebted I am to his approach, even if I carry some of his ar
guments to unrecognizable conclusions. 
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Herodotus apropos of the same issue ( 1 .4. 2-3) ,  the chorus accord
ingly reserves its harshest condemnation for the excessive response of 
the Atreidai, who impose war on their own people and destroy all of 
Troy all "on account of an adulterous woman" (Ag. 62-67 ; cf. 445-55,  
799-804) .  

Despite the repeated harsh comments on the destructiveness of 
Helen (esp. 68 1-7 1 5) ,  which dearly express and reinforce traditional 
fears of female sexuality, the debate between Klytemnestra and the 
chorus confronts us with the inadequacy of this male attempt to at
tribute all human suffering to the desires and desirability of women. 
Dramatic dialogue breaks the male monopoly of discourse. Klytem
nestra's arguments force the chorus itself to shift from woman as cause 
( 1 453-6 1 )  to women as instruments of divine ferocity ( 1 468-74) to a 
momentary aporia at the ultimate responsibility of Zeus ( 1 485-88). 
Though, as we have noted earlier, it goes on to insist on Klytemnestra's 
personal responsibility ( 1 505-8), insofar as the sexual politics of the 
first play are concerned, we should acknowledge the specifically dra
matic transformation of knee-jerk misogyny into a problematic issue. 

Moreover, we cannot ignore in this connection the extraordinary 
dramatic space devoted to Kassandra. One of Aeschylus' great silent 
characters (Aristophanes, Frogs 9 1 1-20) , she is before the audience for 
nearly a third of the play (782-1 330) and the center of dramatic inter
est for almost half that time ( 1 072-1 330; Taplin 1 977 :  3 1 8-22) .  Iphi
geneia we see only reflected through choral narrative as the silent 
victim of patriarchal power. In Kassandra the victim talks back. To be 
sure ,  her loyalty to the ruler responsible for destroying her home and 
enslaving her person, when combined with her corresponding ferocity 
toward Klytemnestra, significantly enlists her on the side of patriarchy. 
But before she even speaks, Kassandra bears mute visual testimony to 
the brute obtuseness of her captor, the inherent pathos of the victim, 
and the signal insult to the legal wife which characterize the sexual pol
itics of Greek warfare. 

Her first words and initial dialogue call patriarchy into question at a 
higher level ;  she confronts the audience, using all the intensity of dra
matic lyric verse, with the criminal sexuality of the god who is the chief 
dramatic representative of patriarchy in the final play of the trilogy, 
Apollo. Her initial blasphemy and her revelation of the god's sexual 
attentions and his perverse use of his divine powers to punish her fail
ure to satisfy his lust form an indelible and highly negative impression. 
Those who wish to deny the relevance of this impression in the final 
play must explain why Aeschylus chooses to focus so insistently on it 
here.  The cruelty of the god's punishment in denying credibility to her 
prophecies is not merely something narrated about her past at Troy. It 
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is relentlessly dramatized before our eyes in the incapacity of the cho
rus to grasp her most explicit attempts to predict the imminent murder 
of Agamemnon and herself. 

A further function of that long dramatic exchange which is relevant 
to the sexual politics of the play is the presentation for a second time in 
the same play of a woman who not only has privileged access to the 
reality of the situation but must endure the condescending incredulity 
of males who are clearly her intellectual inferiors (Knox 1 979:  46). 
Whereas Klytemnestra's obvious intelligence has been interpreted as a 
masculine trait (Winnington-Ingram 1 948:  1 3 1 ) ,  and there is much 
dramatically reinforced sympathy for the chorus's resistance to her, 
Kassandra is an unambiguously sympathetic character without a hint 
of masculinity. Indeed there is a haunting pathos in her recollection of 
the insults she endured at Troy-"as if a wandering priestess in quest 
of gifts-'beggar' , 'pathetic creature', 'starveling' " ( 1 272-73) .  The pas
sage evokes sympathies reaching beyond the dramatic situation for 
women whose intelligence ill accords with their humiliating status. The 
trajectory of her interactions on stage seems emblematic of the strug
gle of the silenced intelligent women of Athens, analogous in tragedy 
to what is dramatized comically in the Lysistrata (esp. 430-529) .  Kas
sandra is first assumed to be incapable of meaningful discourse, "like 
some newly captured wild beast" ( 1 063 ; cf. 1 050-5 1 ) .  Her lyric lament 
of her personal sufferings is immediately pronounced inappropriate 
speech ( 1 075,  1 079) .  Her lyric account of past horrors is attributed to 
divine inspiration ( 1 083) ,  but her revelations of what is really happen
ing and what is about to happen are not grasped. Abandoning lyric for 
the public discourse of iambics , she metaphorically comes out of the 
wild zone of a purely female stereotype (see Showalter 1 985 :  262-63) :  

All right then. My prophecy shall no  longer be peeping 
Out of veils like a newly wed bride, 
But radiant-bright it is fit to dart forth 
Blowing against the sun's risings, so that like a wave 
A greater agony than this one shall dash 
Against the rays of light. No longer shall I reason through riddles. 

( 1 1 78-83) 

For all their resistance to her knowledge, the chorus is at the end com
pelled to pay tribute to her courage ( 1 302) .  

The characterization of Klytemnestra is  of course decisive to any as
sessment of the sexual politics of the Agamemnon and crucial for the 
trilogy as a whole, though I have tried to show that an exclusive focus 
on Klytemnestra involves serious distortions. The complexity of her 
character, unsurpassed in surviving Greek drama, should itself be 
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warning against simple categorizations. We have noted already that as 
an aristocrat she displays in uncommon measure the common features 
of the super-rich-arrogance, bestial ferocity, criminal daring, and a 
self-serving conception of justice .  As a woman, her chief characteristics 
are intelligence and guile, maternal love , and a keen interest in sex. 

I have stated these characteristics in terms that reflect the Greek 
male ambivalence toward females, an ambivalence one might easily il
lustrate from Homer, Hesiod, and other Archaic poets. Males confront 
contradictions that are the consequences of the terms on which their 
dominance is exercised. Male reliance on physical force in the subju
gation of women tends to develop mental powers in women that re
main merely potential in most men (bards would be an exception) . The 
exercise of intelligence from a position of unequal power is necessarily 
guile from the point of view of the male-plotting and verbal deceit.6 1 
Male imposition on women of total responsibility for the nurture and 
rearing of children in general valorizes maternal affection but involves 
the threat of a far stronger bond between mother and child than be
tween fathers and their children. Limitation of the female sexual role 
to the production of legitimate heirs renders particularly threatening 
the sexuality involved in procreation. The question remains whether 
Aeschylus, in his portrayal of Klytemnestra, passively reflects these tra
ditional grounds of Greek misogyny or presents them as a problem. 

I have already expressed my adherence to the latter alternative, but 
it is worth making some distinctions about the relative weight of Aes
chylus' treatment of various aspects of Klytemnestra's personality. I 
agree, for example, with Winnington-Ingram ( 1 948) that the full  dra
matization of her superior intelligence in her exchanges with the 
chorus, with Agamemnon, and implicitly with Aigisthos confront the 
audience with a problem that the Athenians themselves had not 
solved-the disparity between the degraded role assigned to women 
and their actual capacity for political power, their capacity for effective 
analysis ,  long-range planning, and persuasive discourse. No emphasis 
on her frightening criminality can completely efface the dramatic pre
sentation of her real, effective superiority to the males who seek to 
dominate her and to whom the whole weight of aristocratic social 
structure assigns the dominant role. 

At the same time, even on this level the Greek dramatic conven
tion that grants the audience so much greater knowledge of the reality 
of the situation on stage than is possessed by the most intelligent pro
tagonists does certainly render Klytemnestra's powers of discourse 

6 ' Detienne and Vernant ( 1 978) do not give a specifically class or gender focus to their 
analysis of cunning intelligence. but Brown ( 1 969) . whose work they seem not to know, 
brings out most effectively the correlation between powerlessness and cunning. 
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frightening as well as impressive. We know the truth of her marital in
fidelity and murderous intentions. We are thus invited to feel shock 
and horror at the grossness of her lies and the sinister intent of her 
verbal manipulation of the herald. 

That the audience is invited to impute to Klytemnestra's character 
sincere maternal love for Iphigeneia as a component in her hatred of 
Agamemnon is reasonably clear. But this potentially positive, sympa
thetic motive is all but canceled by her unnatural treatment of 
Orestes-already adumbrated in the Agamemnon (877-85)-and of 
Electra (Zeitlin 1 978 :  1 57-58) .  Moreover, this blocking of maternal 
feeling is presented as a direct consequence of that frightening sexu
ality that males must grudgingly acknowledge is a precondition of the 
maternal function socially assigned to women. 

As suggested above, Klytemnestra's criminal sexuality should not be 
seen in isolation from the general association of aristocratic crime with 
excessive vulnerability to eros. At the same time, it must be granted that 
in the Agamemnon Klytemnestra's sexuality receives such extraordinary 
dramatic heightening that it emerges almost sui generis-or more ac
curately, sui sexus. We have already glanced at one aspect of that dra
matic heightening. The audience is invited by virtue of its privileged 
knowledge of her liaison with Aigisthos to understand her gross guile 
and hypocrisy toward Agamemnon and the chorus as largely inspired 
by her enthusiasm for adulterous sex. The other aspect involves a sim
ilar epistemological flattery of the audience-Klytemnestra's penchant 
for sexual metaphor, particularly metaphors that evoke perverse sex
ual pleasures. Describing rather gleefully her murder of her husband, 
she concludes : 

So he fell, gasped out his life, 
And breathing out a swift wound [stream] of blood, 
Struck me with black raindrops of gory dew. 
I felt joy at the Zeus-given liquid in the bud's birth pangs. 

( 1 388-92) 

The traditional metaphors of the procreative female as a field for sow
ing, of male fertilization as rain from Zeus (cf. Lloyd-Jones 1 963 : Frag. 
25 ;  duBois 1 988 :  esp. 39-85) ,  are grotesquely fused with a literal 
sprinkling of blood, itself transformed by a daring metaphor: whatever 
inspires sexual desire is itself a wound.62 In any case, her pleasure at 

62Fraenkel finds the metaphor too bold and marks the passage corrupt. Denniston 
and Page defend it with a parallel from Euripides' Rhesus. The wounding metaphor is 
present in the first line of the Danaid fragment cited in the text (lrosa). Recall the cliche 
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the literal wound she has inflicted suggests what a later age would call 
sadism. The combination of this emotion with imagery normally evoc
ative of the Greek male's favored image of the female's sexuality, as a 
happily passive field for his seed, must tap deep fears indeed. 

Sadism is again suggested by Klytemnestra's description of her emo
tional response to her murder of Kassandra : "For me she brought on / 
An added dessert fParopsonema] to the luxury of my bed" ( 1 446-47) .  

The fusion here of sadism with the enthusiastic oral metaphor for her 
sexual activity gives a heightened perversity to the generalized aristo
cratic criminality evoked by the mention of luxury (khlidei, 1 447) .  

Klytemnestra's allusion in this same speech to her sexual partner, "as 
long as Aigisthos kindles the fire on my hearth" ( 1 435-36), is a less 
daring metaphor. It does, however, continue into the sexual sphere the 
reversal of traditional aristocratic associations with brilliance and fire 
imagery noted earlier. In this connection, it is striking that Klytem
nestra's first words in the play associate this imagery not with her sex
uality as an independent woman but with her productivity as mother, a 
role in which she is completely ill-fated: "May Dawn be a bringer of 
good news, following the proverb, / Since, as child of Night, she should 
take after her kindly mother" (264-65). The masculine-formed adjec
tive euangelos ("bringer of good news") turns out to modify a feminine 
noun (Eos, "dawn") . This facilitates a hint of both Orestes and Iphige
neia in the image of the radiance of dawn. But the epithet "kindly" for 
Klytemnestra as mother applies legitimately only for Iphigeneia at 
best. Taken ironically, it looks forward to the utter hostility of the 
mother-son relationship in the second play, unforgettably symbolized 
in Klytemnestra's dream that she has given birth to a snake. The met
aphorical play with the notion of inherited moral character-taking af
ter one's "kindly" mother-is two-edged. By insisting on the continuity 
between mother and son, it undercuts Apollo's later attempt to deny 
the bond of kinship between mother and child, yet it here suggests as 
proof of the bond as a negative trait; Klytemnestra's children are like 
her precisely to the extent that they are not kind. Even so, the re
minder in this image of a mother whose daughter is murdered by her 
husband and who is herself murdered by her son is not without a cer
tain ironic pathos. 

The ambivalences in Klytemnestra's portrayal reflect the broader 
dualities of the Agamemnon's treatment of male-female relations. She is 
the prime candidate for woman as monster in both her intellectual and 
her sexual femininity. But even as deceiver she commands admiration, 

in Latin love poetry of the vulnus amoris; Lucretius 4. 1 048-56 seems to me to owe some
thing to this passage in the Agamemnon. 
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while as mother she elicits some sympathy. Finally, even her frighten
ing sexuality is presented as an extreme instance of a vulnerability to 
perverse passion characteristic of her class and most often illustrated 
by males , whose passions destroy whole societies. Once again, where 
Pin dar drew his most confident images Aeschylus presents us with aris
tocratic sexuality and reproduction as sick, monstrous, and deadly. 

Politics in the Libation Bearers 

We must of necessity be briefer in dealing with the two following 
segments of the trilogy. Although neither is a simple text, the major 
issues are laid out with the richest range of ambiguities in the first 
play ; and the movement of the trilogy as a whole is toward rela
tive clarity. 

The political regime of Klytemnestra and Aigisthos is described in 
the Agamemnon as a tyranny. Dependent on money and the power of 
hired bodyguards rather than legitimate inheritance and the military 
service of the demos, tyranny survives by intimidation. The trilogy 
opens with a haunting characterization of a fearful retainer forced to 
resort to riddling indirection, for a "great ox has stepped on my 
tongue" (Ag. 36-37) .  The second play makes the atmosphere of fear a 
keynote of life under tyranny. The Agamemnon hinted at significant in
stitutional differences between the old monarchy and the new tyranny. 
Agamemnon, however authoritarian his rule, at least interacts with all 
the people in full assembly (Ag. 844-46) and seems to tolerate a certain 
freedom of speech in taking counsel (799-804). The second play dis
plays what is often seen as an uncritical nostalgia for the old order of 
Agamemnon. It would be more accurate to say that it reflects in the 
chorus the traditional Greek disposition to see all change as bad. More 
profoundly, the second play embodies the dialectical perception built 
into the trilogy form that progress is not linear; insofar as tyranny is 
the negation of monarchy, it is worse ; but, within the schema of the 
trilogy, it has made a decisive break with the past, thus transforming 
the conditions of possibility for positive change.63 Kingship is in fact 
viewed with a sense of distance which implies a historical judgment on 
the consciousness it fostered: 

63Here again I cannot resist the parallel to the Cuban film trilogy Lucia. The second 
segment, exploring life under the neocolonialist puppet Machado, reflects the blackest 
despair as compared with the exultation following the defeat and punishment of Spain's 
representatives. In the final scene of the second segment, the heroine heads for the river 
with the clear intention of committing suicide. 
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The religious awe [sebas ]-once undisputed, indomitable, invincible
Pervading the people's [damias] 
Talk and their minds, 
Now stands aside, and one lives 
In fear fPhobeitai] . 

Awed subservience to inherited authority with its aura of divinely 
sanctioned status (all this is suggested in the term sebas) may seem pref
erable to life under a regime of terror (Phobos) ,  but neither-to antic
ipate the third play-is preferable to the internalized and self-policing 
fear (deos, to deinon) of the law-abiding citizen of a democracy (cf. Eu. 
5 1 7 , 52 2 ) .  

Apart from this telling, i f  brief focus on the consciousness of  the 
demos or the polis, both entities are conspicuous by their absence in 
comparison with the other two plays. Aeschylus has chosen a chorus of 
foreign-born slave women. They take for granted that Orestes' victory 
would be a boon to the city (Ch. 824) and restore "rule by the law of 
citizens" (864, trans. Douglas Young) . They declare that by killing the 
tyrants Orestes has in fact "liberated the entire community [polin] of 
the Argives" ( 1 046). But their status as foreigners reinforces the mood 
of alienation under the tyranny. As literal slave women, they are a con
crete correlative of the metaphorical slavery imposed by the tyrants. 
Electra declares that she is "the equivalent of a slave" ( 1 35) .  Orestes 
complains that he was "shamelessly sold, though born of a free father" 
(9 1 5) .  In this context, an Athenian audience would hear specific con
notations of liberation from the slavery of tyranny. 

The chorus of helpless old men in the Agamemnon bravely threaten 
the tyrants with the people's punishment, and in the final crisis they 
are ready themselves to fight against the usurpers. In the Libation Bear
ers the tyranny appears securely established, and the chorus accord
ingly see themselves as a stasis (458) ,  a subversive faction. For all their 
savagery in urging on the protagonists , when the assassination plot 
hangs on the edge they prepare themselves to play trimmers in the 
event that the plot should fail (87 1-74) . This differentiation seems far 
more a comment on the changed consciousness under a tyranny than 
on the often presumed relative cowardice of women. 

The critique of the aristocratic ethos so pervasive in the first play is 
not forgotten. Yet the components of the aristocratic nexus are signif
icantly altered. There is still the pressure of aristocratic crime and its 

64Smyth ( 1 926) brings out the specific political connotations of sebas: "the awe of maj
esty." Douglas Young ( 1 974) is explicit to the point of matter-of-fact banality: "Royalty 
once was viewed with respect by the people, / and the majesty of rulers." 
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characteristic revenge/justice. In this sense the threatening Erinys con
tinue to be synonymous with the inherited evil of the oikos. After the 
pained broodings of the Agamemnon chorus, this chorus seems unam
biguously enthusiastic about the simple mechanism of murder breed
ing murder: 

But it is custom/law [nomos] that drops of gore 
Spilt on the ground demand other 
Blood. For death shouts aloud, summoning the Erinys, 
Who, from those slain before, brings 
Disaster following on disaster. 

Though they are full  of lamentation for the "suffering bred in the fam
ily" (engenes, 466) , they take apparent satisfaction in the fact that the 
circle of blood remains institutionalized all in the family, that the only 
cure can come from "within the house" (47 1-75) .  For them, Justice is 
indistinguishable from the family's revengeful daimon: 

The foundation of Justice is firm fixed. 
Fate the swordmaker forges her weapon in advance. 
The glorious Erinys that broods in secret 
Is bringing the son home [domois] 
To punish in time the pollution 
Of blood spilled long ago. 

The motif of the inherited ethos is prominent. Though Electra prays 
to be more temperate than her mother ( 1 40-4 1 ) , both brother and 
sister, as they prepare themselves for the monstrous crime they feel 
compelled to perpetrate, invoke the predatory beasts of the heroic tra
dition in terms that insist on an inherited ethos from both parents. They 
are the "eagle's nestlings bereft of their father" (247, cf. 256, 259, 50 1 ) , 
who has been killed by a snake (249). Orestes again calls Klytemnestra 
a snake (994), and the chorus asserts that both tyrants were snakes 
( 1 048) .  But Orestes, in the climactic recognition scene of the play, 
adopts for himself the snake paradigm of Klytemnestra's dream (540-
50). A central irony of this hideous dream is that the human mother 
who gives birth to and attempts to nurse a snake is herself a metaphor
ical snake. Thus Orestes accepts more than a paradigm: he affirms his 
inherited snake nature from his mother. As in the key parable of the 
lion cub (Ag. 7 1 7-36) , he "displays in time the ethos he had from his 
parents" (Ag. 7 28) and pays back for his nurture with slaughter. So too 
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Electra in preparation for the confrontation insists that she (or both 
she and Orestes) has "a spirit from my mother like a wolf that lives on 
raw flesh" (Ch. 42 1-2 2) .65 This language seems to insist that Electra 
and Orestes literally inherit the violence-prone natures of both their 
"heroic" parents. But that Aeschylus essentially considers this beast-like 
ferocity the mark of a class rather than the consequence of a specific 
genetic inheritance is suggested by the almost casual application of the 
key lion metaphor to both Pylades and Orestes. Indeed, the unusual 
collective singular, "a twofold lion" (938) ,  insists on the absolute simi
larity of their natures. 

So too with the linguistic emphasis on "daring" (tolme, tlao, etc . ) ,  
which is easy to take narrowly as confirming the specific genetic 
continuity between parents and offspring but, like the association 
with predatory beasts, betokens also the continuity of the aristocratic 
ethos. Electra indicts her "all-daring mother . . . who dared fPantolme 
mater . . .  etlas] exclude citizens from a king's burial resembling an en
emy's" (430-33).  The words recall Agamemnon's "all-daring mind," he 
who "dared to become his daughter'S sacrificer" (Ag. 2 2 1-25) .  Yet Or
estes , who in a similar tone alludes to the daring of his mother (tolmes, 
Ch. 996) ,  himself had to display a daring to return at all (etolmesen, 1 79) .  
When he confronts the full horror of his action, he attributes to Apollo 
the "seductive drugs" that inspired his daring (philtra tolmes tesde, 1 028) .  
But that tolme i s  a general characteristic is implied in a passage we have 
occasion to examine closely below (594-60 1 ) . 

In any case, alongside these indications of a relatively simple deter
minism of aristocratic inherited criminal ethos, counterforces in the Li
bation Bearers lay the foundation for a way out. The aristocratic trophe, 
the coddling nurture bestowed on the lion cub, the corrupting luxury 
of extreme wealth are denied these two scions of the ruling oikos. Elec
tra, as noted, lives like a slave, and Orestes is exiled from his father's 
wealth (Ch. 1 35-36) . Some of the odium of extreme privilege is thus 
lifted from them at the outset of the play, and the determinism of in
herited evil is significantly qualified by this decisive removal from the 
luxurious atmosphere in which criminal tendencies are fostered. In the 
case of Orestes, the point is further emphasized by the insistence that 
the nurse Kilissa acted the role of his mother (Peradotto 1 969: 260-
6 1 ) .  Aeschylus here seems to anticipate the valorization by some of the 
Sophists of environment over heredity-as we later see, a crucial point 
of ideological struggle in the attempt to forge a democratic theory of 
society and human nature. 

65e£. The plural verbs tukhoimen . . .  pathoimen. Lloyd-Jones ( 1 970) unjustifiably nar
rows the focus exclusively to Orestes. 
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The Politics of Aeschylean Religion 

To analyze the role of Apollo, the major counterforce in the Liba
tion Bearers to the apparent reinforcement of a mechanical determin
ism of ineluctable and ever-escalating aristocratic vendetta, I turn 
to a topic I have thus far barely touched on, a topic that until fairly 
recently has been the central focus of most discussions of the trilogy, 
namely, the presentation of the gods. The sheer wealth of argumenta
tion threatens like a lodestone to draw all other aspects of the play 
into the religious nexus.66 At the risk of seeming baldly dogmatic, I 
argue that Aeschylus, just as he historicizes politics and sexual con
flict-albeit in differing degrees-presents an essentially historiciz
ing vision of relations between human beings and divinities (Kitto 
1 956:  69). Bluntly stated, he presents as characteristic of the heroic, 
patriarchal aristocrats in the first play a readiness to assume that the 
gods and most especially Zeus-the highest male god, the patriarch of 
the gods (cf. Calhoun 1 935}-are on their side. This presentation is 
both a reflection of Homeric, especially Iliadic, practice and a critique 
of it. The readiness , most obvious in the case of Agamemnon, to 
project onto the city's gods his own ambitions and to claim validation 
from the same source (e.g . ,  Ag. 8 1 1 )  is part of the aristocratic arro
gance and self-delusion that dooms him. So too, in a less-developed 
form, Aigisthos and Klytemnestra claim divine support for their crim
inal acts (Ag. 973-74, 1 432 ,  1 580). The chorus, as nonactors, as medi
ating figures, do not simply reflect this aristocratic view so familiar in 
Aeschylus' contemporary Pindar; they are the chief vehicle for trans
forming an ideological given of the ruling class into something pro
foundly problematic. 

We come thus to the famous "Hymn to Zeus" at Agamemnon 1 60-83. 
The chorus confront the horror of Agamemnon's sacrifice of his 
daughter as an apparent implication of Zeus's role as guarantor that 
such crimes as Paris's will not go unpunished. Whereas the aristocratic 
figures appeal confidently to such a Zeus, indeed find in him a ready 
patent for their own ambitions, the chorus see Zeus himself as a ques
tion, as the locus of the apparently irresolvable "contradiction of an 
unspeakable crime committed in a righteous cause" (Peter Smith 1 980: 
4 1 ) . There is more than religious deference in their recourse to Zeus as 

66Peter Smith's book, which devotes ninety-one pages to the twenty-two lines of the 
"Hymn to Zeus" (Ag. 1 60-83), is symptomatic. It will be clear to anyone who has read 
Smith's painstaking study how profoundly at odds I am with much of his argument. At 
the same time, I wish to record my appreciation for the rigor and precision of his dis
cussion, which must fil l with trepidation anyone who attempts to cover briefly ground he 
has so thoroughly tilled. 
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a problem:67 "Zeus, whoever he  i s ,  i f  i t  i s  pleasing / To h im to be  called 
by this name, / In this way do I address him" (Ag. 1 60--62) .  Zeus is not 
a solace to which they turn in grief, but the very source of their mental 
anguish . There is an intellectually and morally paralyzing contradic
tion for them between, on the one hand, his status as patent for royal 
privilege ,  royal crime, child murder, and a hideously destructive war 
and, on the other, his role as the recourse of the oppressed, as their 
ultimate hope that the crimes of the oppressors will not go un
checked-despite the oppressors' apparent monopoly of power. It is a 
contradiction between the Zeus of the Iliad and the Zeus who figures in 
the prayers and hopes of the humble and oppressed of the Odyssey and 
in the poems of Hesiod. This is above all the Zeus whose victory in the 
Theogony is the only counterforce to the downward cycle of intensified 
injustice, the oppression of the peasants by the basilees (Vernant 1 965 : 
1 9-47) .  I can only express my amazement at those scholars who ig
nore the force of the Hesiodic allusion in the antistrophe of this 
nonprayer:68 

He who before was great, 
Filled to bursting with daring to battle all,59 
He shall not even be counted, now he is a thing of the past. 
And he who was born next, met with three throws 
From his victorious adversary and is gone for good. 
But if a man eagerly cries out the victory song of Zeus, 
He will attain the whole of wisdom. 

Not only is this stanza the poet's self-reflexive gesture toward the He
siodic source of his own dialectical trilogy form ;  the three stanzas of the 
hymn are themselves dialectical . The first, as noted above, addresses 
Zeus as problem. It identifies him as both the source and the potential 

67 Although I do not see the same evidence of a "more sublime religious feeling" which 
Fraenkel ( 100) finds in these words, I agree with him that "for all their apparent con
ventionality, [they] make ready beforehand for the conclusion that crowns the whole, the 
idea which is central in the poet's thought." I take that "idea" to be the historical relativity 
of Zeus. 

68Peter Smith ( 1 980: 1 5) nicely points out that the chorus "do not succeed in address
ing Zeus in the second person. The 'Hymn to Zeus' approaches the form of a hymn but 
never reaches it." On the other hand, I find Smith's dismissal of Clay's and other attempts 
to make sense of the passage (60-6 1 ,  he omits any reference to Solmsen here) unsatis
factory. That we have here merely a rhetorical "process of elimination" ( 1 9) strikes me as 
quite inadequate. 

ligFraenkel, ad loc. , nicely defends an allusion to the pancration in the word pammachiii, 
but I think its broader connotation of pure aggressiveness is more important for my 
purposes. 
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escape from intolerable mental anguish , the god who both favors the 
powerful and upholds justice for the powerless. The second stanza ne
gates this contradiction by evoking the essential optimism of the He
siodic evolution as an unambiguous victory over the aggressive daring 
(thrasus) of the past. The third stanza aims toward, adumbrates in 
highly abstract and ambiguous language, a resolution that incorpo
rates both the full agony of the process and the decisive triumph of a 
movement forward: 

Zeus, who fixed the path to wisdom for 
Mortals by laying down that learning through suffering 
Should hold authoritative sway. 
There drips instead of sleep, pain-remembering 
Suffering at the heart: and to those who are 
Unwilling there comes the wisdom of self-restraint. 
I imagine there is a blessing from the gods, but a violent one-70 
They that sit on the ship bench that commands respect. 

(Ag. 1 77-84) 

Two features here point toward the democratic resolution of the 
third play. The powerful image of internalized anxiety as the source of 
self-restraint anticipates the emphasis in the third play on internalized 
fear (to deinon, deos) as the essential psychological correlative of an ef
fective government of laws. Scholars have been at pains to tell us how 
meaningless is the famous phrase pathei mathos, for none of the pro
tagonists learns much from his or her suffering. 7 '  What is inade
quately appreciated is that the language of the passage itself establishes 
a homology between the authority of the principle pathei mathos and 
the attainment of self-restraint (sophronein), a correlation that is by no 
means inherent in the traditional associations of the phrase.72  In the 
context of the trilogy, I find it impossible not to hear an echo of this 
passage in the choral song of the Eumenides in which the Erinyes shift 
decisively toward articulation of the democratic defense of government 
by law : 

7°1 read the nominative form mains with Denniston and Page contra Fraenkel, who de
fends the adverbial form found in the codices. 

7 ' Denniston and Page 1 957 :  85-86, Lloyd-Jones 1 956: 62 ,  Gagarin 1 976: 1 39-50 and 
n. 25 ,  and Peter Smith 1 980: 2 1-26. 

7"Dodds ( 1 960: 29-3 1 )  offers a sympathetic view of the relevance of patMi mathos to 
siiphrosune and of the development of the trilogy as a whole but does not relate it to dem
ocratic theory as such. See Macleod 1 982 :  1 35-1 36;  for all his eagerness to downgrade a 
political focus, Macleod is perceptive about political evidence. For the range of meanings 
and the centrality of the concept of sophrosune in Greek ethics and politics, see North 
1 966. 
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There i s  a place where Fear [to deinon] i s  well 
And must remain seated as watchman over the wits. 
It is beneficial 
To exercise self-restraint under duress [sophronein hupo stenei] .  

(Eu· 5 1 7-2 1 )  

I t  has long been recognized that Athena's direct address to the Athe
nian people,  urging the preservation of their form of government, 
closely echoes this chorus and thus prepares the way for the eventual 
reconciliation (cf. Eu. 68 1-706) . 73 Insistence that fear of legally im
posed punishment keeps citizens of a democracy reasonable, or self
restrained, seems to have been a topos of fifth-century democratic 
theory.74 Thus the argument that pathei mathos cannot have a paradig
matic force, that it can be relevant only to the criminal who suffers 
(Gagarin 1 976: 2 1 2  n. 24), weakens unnecessarily the force of kurWs 
ekhein ("to hold authoritative sway") . If the point is the establishment of 
the principle that all criminals will learn a lesson, then it is legitimate 
to see adumbrated here a democratic society in which discipline and 
liability to punishment are equally in force for all. The outstanding 
characteristic of the aristocratic criminals is their blindness , in the very 
moment of demanding punishment for the crimes of their enemies, to 
their own liability. A similar, key message of the whole trilogy for the 
Athenian people is summed up explicitly in the farewell of the trans
formed Erinyes to the "Attic host . . .  acquiring self-restraint in time 
[sophronountes en khronoi]" (Eu. 997-1 000) .75 

73Thus I cannot agree that Zeitlin's ( 1 978:  67)  characterization of the Erinyes ("they 
champion a justice which is blind, archaic, barbaric, and regressive") ,  though justified by 
the earlier part of the play, represents the whole story. 

74Thucydides 2 .37 .3 (the Funeral Oration) : "Though we associate in our private af
fairs without nastiness, we do not transgress the law fParanomoumen] in our public life [ta 
demosia] most of all because of fear [deos] ,  by consistent hearkening [akroisii, i .e . ,  obedi
ence] both to those in authority and to the laws." See references in Headlam and Thom
son 1 966 ( 1 938) on Eu. 5 1 7 . Democritos B4 1 goes a step farther, but dearly within the 
context of the same debate in political theory: "Not through fear [Phobos] ,  but through 
what is needed [to dean] refrain from crimes." Indeed, I suspect a pun between to dean and 
MOS, the more commonly used term for "fear" in such debates. 

75Although I admire the subtlety of Goldhill's demonstration of Aeschylus confronting 
his audience with an epistemological crisis of accepted key terms and the processes of 
human communication ( 1 984) , I remain unconvinced that radical skepticism is the cen
tral or even a major thrust of Aeschylus' intellectual and political enterprise. More im
mediately here, I would argue that the paradigmatic correlation of pathei mathos and 
sophrosuni does not seem far removed from the democratic praise of forethought, of dis
cussion and debate prior to action. I resist the temptation to cite Prrnnetheus Bound and 
call attention instead to Democritos B66: "It is better to deliberate before action than to 
repent afterwards" (trans. Freeman) and Thucydides 2 .40.2-3 (again the Funeral Ora
tion) : "For we do not consider the discussions [Logow] constitute harm to accomplish
ments [ergois], but on the contrary, the real harm comes from rushing to needed action 
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The second feature of this final stanza of the Hymn to Zeus which 
suggests democratic discipline is the image in the last line of a ship 
bench, which, as Fraenkel has so painstakingly established, is the seat 
of the helmsman. What better image for bringing home to a nation of 
democratic sailors the idea of authority that demands absolute obedi
ence yet, for all its severity, is a "blessing"? Both adherents and enemies 
of the democracy were well aware of the decisive role of its highly 
trained navy.76 Thus, the chorus here ,  while locked into the contradic
tions of aristocratic justice, point in highly abstract terms toward a vi
sion of justice which is given explicit and concrete embodiment in the 
Athens of the final play. That their initial despair and final hope are 
associated with Zeus is not a Christian imposition (Gagarin 1 976: 1 49) 
but a virtually inevitable consequence of the poet's perception of the 
contradiction inherent in the historically differing class roles of Zeus. 
The Zeus near whom sit the self-restrained Attic hosts (Eu. 997-1 000) 
is distinctly changed from the Zeus who validates the Atreidai's throne 
and scepter (Ag. 43) and sends them against Troy "over a polygamous 
woman" (Ag. 60-63 ; cf. Macleod 1 98 2 :  1 33-38) .  

In the Libation Bearers there is a clearly marked difference between, 
on the one hand, the direct orders (backed by threats for noncompli
ance) given Orestes by Apollo through his oracle at Delphi and, on the 
other, the ambiguity of bird signs, their interpretation by Kalkhas,  and 
the readiness of ruling-class figures in the Agamemnon to assume that 
Zeus is on the side of wealth and power. If Agamemnon "finds fault 
with not a single seer" (Ag. 1 86) ,  we nonetheless are invited along with 
the chorus to view him most unfavorably for following such signs (Ag. 
799-804) . The difficulty lies in defining with any precision the nature 
of the difference in the religion of the Libation Bearers and interpreting 
it in the larger context of the movement of the trilogy. 

Given the frequent collapse of the distinction between monarchy, ar
istocracy, and tyranny noted earlier, it would be futile to look for a spe
cifically tyrannical form of religious experience. 77 An Athenian 

[epi ha dei ergiii elthein] without being instructed in advance by discussion (me prodidkthenai 
rTUllion logiii ] ." 

7&rhucydides focuses repeatedly on the decisive role of long practice and technique in 
naval warfare. So, for example, Perikles points out that "naval competence is a matter of 
techne," which in turn implies constant practice ( 1 . 142 . 1 0) .  The Spartans had no monop
oly on discipline. 

77It would be tempting to trace the role of Delphi in the history of tyranny. Gyges 
seems in no small measure to have owed his successful coup to effective bribing of Delphi 
(Herodotus 1 . 1 3-1 4), whereas the bribes of the Alcmaeonidai lead Delphi to acquire 
great credit in the liberation of Athens from her tyrants (Herodotus 5.62-63). 
Winnington-Ingram ( 1 948: 1 42)  reminds us of Delphi's siding with the Persians in the 
great war, something that just might lead some of the audience to question the claims of 
Apollo to absolute truth. 
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audience might well feel a special appropriateness in the involvement 
of Delphi in the putting down of a tyranny, but the deeper meaning of 
the religious language in the Libation Bearers must be sought in relation 
to the clearer polarity between the religious assumptions of the heroic 
rulers in the Agamemnon and the religious implications of Athena and 
the transformed "Kindly Goddesses" of the final play. 

As we have seen, that polarity rests in part at least on a historical op
position already present between the Iliad on the one hand and the Od
yssey and Hesiod on the other. Insofar as Electra and Orestes are 
reduced to slaves and exiled from the wealth and station they would 
normally have inherited, they approach the status of the oppressed in 
the Odyssey or Hesiod, and their relation to divinity is thereby trans
formed. They appeal for divine redress against criminal power that 
seems to have total control of the situation. 

But Orestes is also heir to the throne of Agros and all its wealth. Un
like Agamemnon, Klytemnestra, and Aigisthos, however, Orestes never 
uses alleged divine injunctions as a pretext for relatively base personal 
motives. On the contrary, he is careful to distinguish his personal and 
political motives from the orders of the god (Ch. 300-304),  which im
plies a relatively greater sophistication about motives that points to
ward the court's consideration of motive (e .g . ,  Eu. 426-28) .  

Whereas the aristocratic criminals of the first play infer divine vali
dation of their behavior either from signs or from their sense of the 
logic of the situation, there is no hint in the Agamemnon of divine pun
ishment if they fail to carry out the alleged injunctions of the gods. Yet 
this element is given great emphasis and vividness in Orestes' account 
of Apollo's behests (Ch. 2 7 1-85) . Moreover, the gods in the Agamemnon 
are never represented as offering to protect the agents of their justice 
from its consequences, most obviously because Agamemnon and 
Aigisthos are too obtuse to recognize that the justice they exact in
volves them in injustice. But even Klytemnestra, who initially attempts 
to deny personal complicity, is eventually forced to acknowledge the 
chorus's demonstration of the logic of further punishment. Her hopes 
of forming a pact with and perhaps bribing the daimon of the house 
may seem pathetically naive, but she never claims that her role as agent 
entitles her to divine protection.78 

Orestes, on the other hand, is given specific pledges of protection 
and purification by Apollo (Ch. 1 030-32) .  The very offer implies a 
recognition that following the god's commands will involve not only 
physical danger but moral danger as well .  This fact is explicitly 

7&rhe idea of bribing the daimiin I find only in Douglas Young's translation: "To offer 
the Demon a share of our wealth is little to me, who possess it all." 
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acknowledged by Orestes (Vickers 1 979 :  392-93). Before the murder, 
he wishes only for death should he succeed in killing his mother (437) .  
Confronted by her self-defense, he retorts : "You did what you ought 
not to have done, now you will suffer what you ought not to suffer" 
(930) , a formulation that acknowledges the criminality of exacting so 
horrible a vengeance (Goldhill I 984 : 1 83) .  Once his mother is dead, he 
does not boast of his accomplishment so much as acknowledge that his 
"victory" entails "unenviable pollutions" ( l O I 7) .  In short, there is a cor
relation between the explicitness of the divinity and the greater hon
esty of the hero. I believe that this emphasis prepares the way for 
government by law, according to which correct behavior is seen as the 
consequence of specific injunctions and specific threats and individual 
motivation is not merely a matter of unthinking whim but something 
held accountable in court. 

Apollo, then, to this extent represents the progressive moment in the 
religious experience of the Libation Bearers and is clearly an improve
ment over the vindictive,  patriarchal , would-be rapist of the Agamem
non. But his injunctions are nonetheless in harmony with the self
consciously primitive invocations of Agamemnon's ghost which take up 
so much of the dramatic time of the play. This is not to deny that Ae
schylus or his audience may have believed in ghosts. Various refer
ences, not least significant those in Herodotus,  suggest quite the 
opposite. What is primitive here in relation to the framework of ideas 
available in the trilogy itself is the invocation of Agamemnon's aid in 
the perpetuation of specifically aristocratic vengeance, where laws, 
courts, and political institutions are irrelevant. As we see below, the 
text of the trilogy as a whole is far from repudiating the irrational 
aspects of the moral authority of ghosts ; but insofar as there is for
ward movement at all, it is toward a vision of society in which ration
al institutions are in harmony with the moral stirrings provoked by 
angry ghosts. 

Patriarchy and Misogyny in the Libation Bearers 

The Agamemnon contains a significant implicit indictment of aristo
cratic patriarchy and, despite strongly negative elements in the por
trayal of Klytemnestra, an extensive and sympathetic focus on women 
not only as victims of that patriarchy but also as full  human beings pos
sessed of superior intellectual qualities. The mutilated prologue of the 
Libation Bearers heavily marks a dialectical shift to valorization of pa
ternal power which builds throughout the play to the climax in mother 
murder: "Hermes of the Underworld, thou who watchest over powers 
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inherited from fathers" <.patroi' . . .  krate, Ch. 1 ;  cf. patri, 4; pater, 8; patri, 
1 4 ;  patms, 1 9) .  It would be tiresome and pointless to cite the almost ob
sessive emphasis on the enduring power of the dead father, the formal 
invocation of which takes up nearly a fifth of the play (3 1 5-509) and 
hovers over most of it (Goldhill 1 984 : 99-207). The ending of this long 
invocation suggests , on the principle qui s 'excuse s 'accuse, the poet's own 
consciousness of this extraordinary emphasis : "Surely the two of you 
drew out this discourse to a length none could fault" (5 1 0) .79 

One might expect that the Libation Bearers, with a chorus composed 
of women slaves and containing repeated laments by an oppressed 
daughter, echoes the indictment of male power in the Agamemnon-ex
cept for the fact that so much of the blame and hostility are directed at 
the queen's role in this oppression. The dramatically specific focus on 
the hatefulness of Klytemnestra is generalized by the chorus into a 
seemingly categorical indictment of the whole female gender, or at 
least of female sexuality : 

Many are the fearful pangs of terrors 
That the earth nourishes, 
And the embraces of the sea team with monsters 
Hostile to mortals. Harm too comes from meteors
Torches in mid-air. 
Both flying creatures and those that move on the ground 
Might tell the stormy rage of whirlwinds. 

But who could give an account 
Of the overdaring male's mind 
And bold-minded women's 
All-daring passions [erotas] that 
Share pastures with disasters for mortals? 
Love passion that is not love [aperotos eros] ,  
Overwhelming the female, wins a perverse victory 
Over the yoked together unions 
Both of beasts and mortals. 

This sweeping rhetorical structure , a true priamel (Bundy 1 962 : 4-5) ,  
juxtaposes as foil the sources of danger in the physical cosmos and 

79In the Agamemnon a self-reflexive comment on the length of a speech is unmistakably 
ironic (Ag. 9 1 6) .  I do not mean here to imply that Aeschylus disapproves of his own ar
tistic choice in devoting so much dramatic time to this invocation, but I think it is legit
imate to see the choral comment as insisting-in the face of potential criticism-on the 
validity of this choice. Vickers ( 1 979: 388) suggests plausibly that the point is to stress the 
religious propriety of this threnos, which had earlier been impiously denied the murdered 
father. 
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contrasts them to those arising from human passion, climaxing in fe
male passion. The inclusion of male passion (cf. andros, 594-95) is usu
ally ignored, but it constitutes a significant reminder. Although the 
emphasis has decisively shifted to the female, the indictment of male 
passion in the first play is not negated completely. Indeed the verbal 
play of aperotos eros parallels the verbal play of orgai periorgoi (or 
periorgos) in the earlier evocation of the hideous destructiveness of 
male passion (Ag. 2 14-1 7) .  There is a significant parallel too between, 
on the one hand, the verbal play on eros that wins a perverse victory 
(paranikai) for the females it has conquered (thelukrates) and, on the 
other, the eros Klytemnestra envisions attacking the victorious Greek 
army at Troy so that they are defeated (nik6menous) by hope of profits 
(Ag. 34 1-42) .  The redundant emphasis on daring (tol- , tle-, -tol-) like
wise echoes the relentless focus on the destructive daring of both male 
and female criminals in the Agamemnon. Finally, the broadly anthropo
logical sweep of this passage confronts the grim paradox that the great
est threats to human civilization derive not from hostile phenomena 
external to it but from the passions of human beings themselves. This 
perspective is implicit in the wide range of bestial imagery applied in 
the Agamemnon to all the representatives of aristocratic criminality. 

This is by no means to deny the intense misogyny of this choral ode, 
but merely to situate it in the broader context of the first play with 
which it is in dialectical tension-to insist that the indictment of female 
passion is not dramatically or ideologically gratuitous or devoid of links 
to the more obvious class-based indictment of aristocratic male and fe
male passion. We may also note that the only lines in this chorus which 
explicitly qualify a seemingly categorical attack on the whole female 
gender use language highly suggestive of this dialectical tension. The 
chorus interrupts its lurid catalogue of mythic female crimes to com
ment: "I honor a home's hearth devoid of passion's heat / And a wom
an's spearpoint [aichma, i .e . , spirit] devoid of daring [atolmon)"  (Ch. 
629-30) .80 Each of these two lines contains an oxymoron (cold hearth, 
unadventurous fighting spirit) that defines the acceptable female as 
the antithesis of the fire and martial aggressiveness traditionally asso
ciated with the heroic aristocratic male and scathingly criticized in the 
first play. Although a contemporary feminist may view this as an op
pressively limiting vision of female options, these lines do strike a dis
tinctly different note from the ferocious misogyny of the rest of the 
ode. On the contrary, this note is parallel to the valorization in the Ag-

li<Y"[his metaphorical extension of the word for spearpoint to mean an aggressive. mar
tial spirit is normally applied to males. It occurs of a female elsewhere only at Ag. 483. 
where the chorus applies it sarcastically to Klytemnestra. 
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amemnon of the dusky dwellings of the humble in contrast with the 
gold-spangled mansions of the rich (Ag. 772-8 1 )-a contrast which, we 
may note in passing, is vividly dramatized in the juxtaposition of the 
good mother figure, the nurturing and loving serving-woman Kilissa 
(Ch. 73 1-65) ,  to the evil mother figure, Queen Klytemnestra, who 
abandons and rejects her children. 

The climax of this choral ode, the goal toward which its misogyny 
aims, is the insistence-just after Orestes has accepted the paradigm of 
the snake child (Ch. 540-50) and just before he first confronts his 
mother face-to-face-that the anticipated murder is justice pure and 
simple. Self-consciously the chorus insists on the justice of their mythic 
exempla, then vividly evokes the murder thrust as itself the act of Jus
tice : 

Which of these [myths] do I not justly [endikos] rouse up? 
The sword near the breast 
Drives its sharp point right through 
At the agency of Justice [diai Dikas] .  

As a dramatic character, this chorus i s  marked throughout by its own 
ferocity and penchant for oversimplification. To characterize women 
in this way entails a common negative stereotype. But the dramatic 
function of this tirade is to contrast the chorus's moral simplicity with 
the intolerable moral complexity of Orestes' murder of his mother. 

One's assessment of the misogyny of the second play turns finally on 
whether one feels that the play as a whole, not to mention the trilogy 
as a whole, invites the audience to accept comfortably the killing of 
Klytemnestra that the virulent arguments of this choral ode seem in
tended to justify. Taken at face value , the misogynistic perspective 
ought to sweep aside any lingering qualms about mother murder. Yet 
here,  more obviously than in the Agamemnon, there is a striking coun
termovement that insists on the problematic character of this murder. 
Where Homer before him simply suppresses any hint of a difficulty 
(Od. 3 .309-1 0) and Sophokles after him arranges the plot in such a 
way as to minimize the murder of Klytemnestra, Aeschylus uses all the 
resources of his art to evoke the full horror of the confrontation and 
the hideous consequences of Orestes' act. 

Orestes initially hopes to encounter Aigisthos seated on his father's 
throne (Ch. 57 1-76) but finds he has first to deceive his mother. There 
is no dramatic confrontation on stage with the morally uninteresting 
Aigisthos, who is dispatched first. But the confrontation with Klytem
nestra is truly climactic . By a dazzling coup de theatre (Kitto 1 956:  55 ; 
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Knox 1 979:  42) ,  the apparent nonspeaking supernumerary Pylades 
must emerge from silence to counter the daring and paralyzing expo
sure of the maternal breast (896-98).8 1 Instead of triumph and jubi
lation after the deed, the audience is confronted by the psychological 
collapse of the "hero" and his self-imposed exile as he races off stage 
from his internal nightmare. I cite this familiar evidence specifically in 
relation to the sexual politics of the play. The play emerges as dialec
tical in presenting the contradiction between hatred of women and the 
disastrous consequences of the most extreme attempt to defy the fe
male. The unique distinction of Aeschylus' treatment is that the dia
lectic of political change is inextricably meshed with the dialectic of 
sexual conflict. The possibilities of resolution on both levels are thus 
the most fundamental subject of the final play. But more immediately 
it must be acknowledged that the whole final play stands as a dramatic 
demonstration that the justice of mother murder was in fact neither 
pure nor simple. 

Democracy in the Eumenides 

We come at last to the final play. On the political level, we have al
ready alluded to the Eumenides as representing Athenian democracy. 
But now one has to ask, democracy in what sense? What specific ele
ments beyond the shift of scene to Athens evoke democracy in a form 
recognizable for a contemporary audience? Dodds ( 1 960: 20) calls at
tention to the absence of King Theseus, an absence unique in surviving 
dramatic presentations of mythic Athens. On a more fundamental 
level, I argue that the Athenian audience is invited to infer their de
mocracy from the new institution established during the play, the court 
of the Areiopagos. 

Such an interpretation, though not new, may seem strange in view of 
the history of the council (boule) of the Areiopagos ("Hill of Ares") , an 
outcropping of rock at the front of the Athenian acropolis where tra
ditionally the council met. Rhodes suggests that "perhaps it [the coun
cil] was thought to have been founded by Theseus when he created the 

8 . Vickers ( 1 979: 403-5) is at pains to stress how the full characterization of the nurse's 
role as true nurturer undercuts Klytemnestra's gesture here. He has a point. Goldhill 
( 1 984: 1 69-70) argues more subtly that the introduction of the nurse contributes to the 
separation of the maternal function from the biological parent and thus prepares for 
Apollo's separation of the mother from generation itself. Yet the whole impact of this 
scene depends on the enduring power, so hideously evoked in Klytemnestra's dream of 
nursing a serpent, of the breast as symbol of the intimate bond between mother and 
child. That it echoes a famous appeal in Homer (It. 22 .79-83) only adds to its power. 
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Eupatrid order" ( 1 985 :  79), but others (Hignett 1 958 : 79-82 )  thought 
Solon created it. It is more likely that Solon transformed what had been 
a self-constituting council of the heads of the most powerful families 
into a council of ex-archons, thus a council at least indirectly integrated 
with the voting power of the demos. The archon, elected annually from 
the highest income class by a vote of the whole citzenry, was the chief 
executive of Athens until 50 1 /500, when the board of ten annually 
elected generals seems to have begun to assume the executive role .  Un
til Solon's time the council of the Areiopagos seems to have functioned 
as the chief vehicle of aristocratic domination. Solon's creation of a 
separate boule of four hundred to prepare the agenda of the people's 
asembly presumably entailed a significant curtailment of its prior ab
solute authority, but Athenaion Politeia is quite clear in specifying that 
the Areiopagos "had oversight of the laws . . .  kept close watch over the 
majority of and the most important of political matters" (8.4) .  Kleis
thenes, in creating a new five-hundred member council for the peo
ple's assembly, created in principle a substantial counterforce to the 
sweeping powers of the old Areiopagos council .  But it is possible, even 
likely, that Kleisthenes as an exarchon was himself a member of this 
council (Hignett 1 958 :  1 28 n. 3) and left its traditional prerogatives 
formally untouched. Only with the introduction in 487-86 B.C.  of 
choosing archons by lot rather than by election was its prestige doomed 
and the exclusive executive role of the board of ten generals consoli
dated. The reforms of Ephialtes in 462 B.C . ,  often called a revolution 
(Davies 1 978 :  63-75;  Hignett 1 958 :  1 93-2 1 3) ,  definitively swept away 
all the powers of the Areiopagos except jurisdiction over murder trials, 
the function they have in the Eumenides. I believe that Aeschylus, in 
making the Areiopagos in this role emblematic of the new democracy, 
is engaging in just the sort of political tact, or cooptation, that Athena 
engages in when she transforms the hostile Erinyes into the supportive 
Eumenides. Tactical ambiguity is the essential feature of this strategy. 

Athena declares that she will choose members of the first court from 
her best citizens (Eu. 487) .  Given the elite character of the Areiopagos, 
especially before 487-86 B.C. (Hignett 1 958 :  1 88) ,  it is easy to take this 
phrase in strictly class terms. The terminology, however, is ambiguous. 
She does not use a form of aristos, which since Homer had connoted 
membership in the ruling class. The abstract plural ta beltata with a de
pendent genitive leaves open whether a moral or a class sense is up
permost, though LSj indicates that beltistos is not used to designate 
an aristocrat before Xenophon.82 Perhaps the most unambiguously 
democratic feature of these first judges is their anonymity. It is at least 

8'See Thucydides 6.39. 1 or 8. 1 08+ 
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arguable that Aeschylus could have included a dazzling catalogue of 
old Attic names if he had wished to insist on the heroic character of the 
early jury, but arguments from silence are dubious at best. What is 
clear from repeated addresses and references throughout the play (Eu. 
566, 638, 68 1 , 807 , 854, 9 1 1 , 9 2 7 , 948 , 997 , 1 0 1 0) is that thejudges are 
consistently represented as the whole people of Athens (Taplin 1 97 7 :  
390; Macleod 1 982 : 1 2 7) .  In particular, the responses of  the litigants
on the one hand, gratitude and the promise of an alliance (762-77) ,  on 
the other, bitter threats to pollute the land (782-87)-insist that the 
court stands directly for the whole Athenian people . 

Athena's extensive charge to the jury (68 1-7 1 0) adds to the ambi
guity of the court's political character. Her wording suggests to some 
the unique and sweeping constitutional powers of the Areiopagos be
fore the radical reforms of 462 B.C . ,  a position that has had its defend
ers, despite its awkward consequences (Dover 1 957 :  234;  Davies 1 97 8 :  
74-75) ' I believe on the contrary that the court of  the Areiopagos is 
intended to stand metaphorically for the whole set of Athenian legal 
institutions (Macleod 1 982 : 1 2 7-29) .  The ambiguity is then deliberate, 
a strategy consonant with the quest for resolution of threatening po
litical tensions in Athens. But I also believe that the primary thrust of 
Athena's speech is made unmistakably clear by her insistence on the 
absolute uniqueness of her new court :  "You would have a bulwark of 
the land and salvation of the city / Such as no other human beings 
have- / Neither among the Scythians nor in Pelops's territory" (70 1-
3). One may doubt that the average Athenian at this period knew much 
about the social and political institutions of the Scythians ; indeed, they 
probably evoked the anarchy against which Athena had just warned 
(696).  But virtually every Athenian had some notion of the tight oli
garchic control exercised in Sparta by the gerousia (council of elders) 
and/or the ephors, who were both a court and, as their name implies , 
supervisors of the constitution.83 To Athenians the reference to Sparta 
may well have suggested the alternative of despotism in Athena's warn
ing (696).  In any case, the claim of uniqueness would be severely 

83A. H. M. Jones acknowledges that ancient authors like Isocrates and Demosthenes 
represented the gerousia as "virtually the governing body of Sparta" ( 1 967 : 1 8) ,  but goes 
on to note, "in the historical record it is conspicuous by its absence" ( 1 8) .  Forrest con
cludes that for the early period at least, "it controlled virtually everything" ( 1 968: 47) .  In 
any case, it was a pretty typical oligarchic council .  The ephorate is, to be sure, more com
plicated. Within the tight oligarchy of true Spartans, it could be argued that it was the 
most democratic aspect of the Spartan constitution, since its members were elected an
nually from the Spartan citizenry without regard to class (Forrest 1 968; 76; Andrewes 
1 966: 8-10). In practice, however, and presumably from the point of view of the putative 
average Athenian (i .e . ,  non-aristocrats) , it probably seemed the decisive Spartan institu
tion for maintaining the dominance of the few over the many inhabitants of the "terri
tory of Pelops." 
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undercut if the audience conceived of the new court as also fundamen
tally oligarchic. Athenian pride in the uniqueness of her democracy as 
a whole is well attested in later sources. In fact, the terms in which Ath
ena in the Eumenides explains her decision to avoid a unilaterial deci
sion by forming this court (470-88) closely parallel a speech from an 
earlier tragedy (Suppliant Women) long recognized as strikingly demo
cratic. Davies cites and translates Aeschylus' words from before the rev
olution of 462 as a good instance of the projective force of art: 

The language which he gives in 464-3 to the Argive king . . .  could serve 
as a programme for much that was done in the next ten years : 

Or again : 

You are not suppliants at my own hearth; 
If the city in common incurs pollution, 
In common let the people work a cure. 
But I would make no promise until 
I share with all my citizens. 

Judgement is not easy to give ; choose me not as judge. 
I said it previously too, that without the people 
I should not take this step, even if I have the power, lest 
The people say 
'You honoured strangers and destroyed the city.' 

(Suppliant Women 365-69 and 397-40 1 )  
(Davies 1 978 :  7 1-72)  

Apart from Aeschylus' own texts, the earliest description of Greek de
mocracy which has come down to us, the constitutional debate in Hero
dotus (3 .80-83) ,  gives pride of place to legal institutions: 84 " [Whereas] 
the monarch/tyrant [mounarchon . . .  andra ge turannon] disturbs the in
herited laws, rapes women and puts people to death without a trial . . .  
the rule of the majority rptethos archon] has in the first place , the love
liest of all names, isonomie [equality before the law)" (3 .80.5-6) .85 

To be sure, Herodotus also cites offices by lot, power subject to scru
tiny (hypeuthunos) ,  and public deliberation of all decisions (3 .80.6) .  
None of these is explicitly alluded to in the third play of the Oresteia, 

84Podlecki ( 1 966a: 1 1 5) .  assuming the Aeschylean authorship of the Prometheus Bound. 
argues that it offers the earliest formulation of "democracy's quarrel with the tyrant." In 
any case. his study and others make a good case for other plays of Aeschylus as early 
sources aiming toward a definition of Athenian democracy (see Davison 1 966 : 95-104. 
for references only; the political argument I find preposterous). 

850n the implications of isonomia, see Ostwald 1 969: chap. 3.  
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but the trilogy as a whole focuses on justice as emblematic of whole 
political systems, character types, and the relation of the sexes. Thus 
Aeschylus' view may not be so far from that of the author of the Aris
totelian Constitution of Athens: "When the people have a right to vote 
in the courts, they become the masters of the state" (Ath. Pol. 9) .  

The reference in Herodotus to rape of women suggests that ideolog
ically at least, whatever the reality, democratic males prided themselves 
on their relatively more respectful treatment of women. It is arguable 
that this perspective is implicit in Aeschylus' plot choice in the Suppliant 
Women according to which women's right to choose or reject their hus
bands is judged worth a war to defend. Moreover, the entire analysis in 
the Agamemnon of aristocratic criminality could reasonably be summed 
up in Herodotus' characterization of the tyrant/monarch as "not sub
ject to scrutiny" (aneuthunoi, 3 .80.3) .86 In the Eumenides, Aeschylus has 
chosen to stress not simply the external restraints of a government of 
laws but the internal , psychological inhibitions fostered by such a soci
ety. The principle of open public debate and even, as Dodds notes 
( 1 960 : 20),  a boule (advisory council) is taken for granted as a feature of 
Agamemnon's inherited monarchy as differentiated from the closed 
tyranny of Klytemnestra and Aigisthos. Moreover, the grounds for Ath
ena's refusal to decide the case herself (alluded to earlier) clearly imply 
the fundamental assumption of specifically democratic decision mak
ing: "The matter is greater than any mortal is minded / To judge it. 
Nor indeed is it right for me / To decide a murder case fraught with 
bitter wrath" (Eu. 470-73) .  The inadequacy of a single judge, human 
or divine, is offered as the basis for a group decision, and the chief ad
vantage of such a decision is precisely that it diffuses the hostility pro
voked by unilateral decisions. Thus,  despite some ambiguities 
surrounding the description of the court, it nonetheless emerges as the 
symbolic representation of Athenian democracy insofar as it implies 
the rule of law, the participation of anonymous citizens, and group de
cision making. 

The specific ethos of Athenian democracy emerges more clearly by 
contrast to the aristocratic ethos delineated in the Agamemnon and the 
tyrannical atmosphere evoked especially in the Libation Bearers. As we 
have already seen, the aristocratic ethos was characterized by its corrupt 
relation to wealth (olbos, ploutos, etc . ) ,  manifested in daring (tolma) ,  in 

86Podlecki ( 1 966a: 1 1 5) objects to an association of anti-aristocratic feeling with an 
anti-tyrannical sentiment on the grounds that aristocrats were inevitably the tyrant's bit
terest enemies. The situation was not always so clear as that; but, even granting common 
hostility between them, it does not follow that from the point of view of the demos both 
could not share similar faults of character. As noted earlier, aristocrats seem to have re
tained considerable power under Peisistratos. 
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perverted passion (eros) for glory and gain achieved through destruc
tion of innocents, and finally in its consistent underevaluation of 
women. Justice, which for aristocrats is always excessive revenge, is le
gitimated by a self-serving assumption of divine sanction. The whole 
nexus of mutually reinforcing factors bears the stamp of inherited evil ,  
though its real origins in patriarchy and aristocracy are dear. The po
litical atmosphere of tyranny-already largely assumed in the Agamem
non-is characterized by profound fear and anxiety, imposed silences, 
indirection, factions, plots , deceit. In the Eumenides, prosperity (olbos) is 
presented, in lines that dearly echo the meditation on excessive wealth 
and the inheritance principle in the Agamemnon (see 750-7 1 ) ,  as the 
"offspring [tekos] of a healthy mind" (Eu. 534-37) .  The transformed 
Erinyes, no longer synonymous with inherited evil ,  promise to the At
tic people wealth (ploutos) "bestowed by fate" and "decent" (both mean
ings of aisimos, see Eu. 996) . This wealth is not associated with gold and 
luxury but with the fertility of the land; it is peasant, agricultural 
wealth. Even the color purple, the symbol of blood-stained aristocratic 
arrogance in the Agamemnon, and the imagery of radiant fire, earlier so 
heavily associated with the deceptive brilliance of heroic individualism, 
are in the Eumenides reappropriated as manifestations of specifically 
civic honor (time) and decorum ( 1 028-3 1 ) . In Athenian society there is 
no place for the bad kind of daring, which is now explicitly associated 
with the destructiveness of internecine war and a bestial temperament 
(86 1-63). But there is still room for the metaphorical association of eros 
and the ambitions of war. The disastrous passions of the Agamemnon 
are not simply negated and suppressed ; they are incorporated in a her
oism potentially available to the humblest Athenian sailor. As the price 
of banishing civil strike,  Athena declares : "Let there be foreign war, all 
too ready at hand, / In which there shall be a certain terrible passion 
for glory [deinos eukleias eros)"  (864-65). Not only does the grammatical 
construction leave somewhat ambiguous whose eros is intended (Latti
more even takes it to mean "against the man who has fallen horribly in 
love with high renown") ; even on the assumption that it is attributed to 
the Athenians, it is still called deinos, terror-inspiring like the hostile 
elements in the physical cosmos (see Ch. 586) .87 One may be tempted to 
dismiss as ridiculous the notion that Aeschylus, Aristophanes' para
digm of the old martial spirit, could have expressed antiwar senti
ments. These lines in the Eumenides might even be cited to counteract 

87 As congenial as Lattimore's version would be to my views, I do not think the dative 
can possibly have such a force. Douglas Young's interpretation of en hOi to mean en hOi 
khroniji ("while") is, however, possible Greek. This reading would leave open the sugges
tion that the ready availability of foreign war is due to foreigners ' terrible passion for 
glory. 
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the impression of the passionate indictment of the Trojan War in the 
Agamemnon (see esp. 62-67, 427-5 1 ,  799-804). Yet they offer cold 
comfort for such a position. A realistic Athenian in the early 450S 
could not possibly envision a world free of war. Celebration of a spe
cifically military alliance with Argos (Eu. 287-9 1 ,  762-74) , the tradi
tional rival of Sparta for hegemony of the Peloponnesos, is built 
into Aeschylus' plot. This alliance, part of the radical turn of 462-6 1 ,  
made conflict with Sparta virtually inevitable (Ste. Croix 1 972 :  1 83-
85) .  Still , the aggressive passion for war is here presented as at best a 
monstrous force to be directed outside the body politic ,faute de mieux. 
If this form of eros is perceived as a human attribute regardless of class, 
Aeschylus nonetheless suggests that the social and political institu
tions of democracy offer greater promise of successfully rechanneling 
it than does the aristocracy with its inherent inducements to individual 
heroics. 

Unsublimated sexual passion, so frightening in the adulterous 
Helen, Klytemnestra, and other mythic great female characters , is cel
ebrated in the democracy only in the context of marriage and procre
ative fertility. Apollo denounces the Erinyes' disregard for the "sworn 
pledges" (pistomata) of marriage and "Kypris (Aphrodite) . . .  from 
whom mortals have what is dearest of all" (Eu. 2 1 3-16) .  Apollo's words 
should be viewed in the light of the subsequent emphasis in the final 
choral hymn on happy marriage under the tutelage of 

Goddesses [daimones] of upright customsllaws [orthonomoi] 
Who have a share in every home, 
Who press on us at every moment 
With company that makes us just. 

(Eu. 963-66) 

Together these texts not only suggest a repudiation of adultery by 
males or females but offer Athenian marriage as a paradigm of a union 
freely entered and sustained by moral choices. The fact that this seems 
to bear little relation to the arranged marriages of the aristocracy and 
the well-to-do or that known instances of an Athenian woman freely 
choosing her husband are extremely rare (Lacey 1 968 : 1 05-8) suggests 
how profoundly utopian Aeschylus' sexual solution may be. As sug
gested earlier, however, it is just possible that the majority of the Athe
nian population who had little or no property to haggle over in the 
form of inheritances and dowries were prepared to respect the princi
ple that women should have a say about whom they marry. 

The Athenian democratic form of justice implies a radically differ
ent relation to divinity from the religious assumptions of heroic aris-
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tocrats. The full association of Athena, goddess of the city, with the 
implementation of courtroom justice implies that redress of griev
ances, revenge, is no longer the province of individuals who can claim 
divine support. The special relation of Orestes to Apollo remains an 
anomaly-relevant, we have suggested, primarily insofar as it prefig
ures the explicitness of laws and courtroom analysis of motivation. 8 

But the chief focus on the divine role of Athenian justice is in connec
tion with the transformation of the Erinyes into the "Kindly God
desses." Here, as we have already suggested, the oppressive anxiety and 
fear that beset those victimized by tyrannical power is transformed into 
the good fear (to deinon, deos, phobos) that internalizes the rule of law. 
Those who see the concessions Athena grants the Eumenides either as 
threatening to invalidate the progress implicit in the establishment of 
the court or as proof that no real change is intended (e .g . ,  Lloyd-Jones 
1 97 1 :  93-96) underestimate the extent to which fifth-century argu
ments for and against democracy were based on psychological grounds. 
Here again the constitutional debate in Herodotus is a key text. 89 The 
chief argument against monarchy/tyranny is the absence of legal re
straints, the unchallenged power of the monarch which corrupts the 
character of even the best of men, carrying him "outside the realm of 
normal thoughts" (3 .80.3) .  It engenders "insolent violence" (hybris) and 
"resentful jealousy" (phthonos) . 90 The oligarchic argument against de
mocracy presupposes the same negative view of human nature as in
herently prone to wildly selfish and irrational behavior when free of 
institutional restraints : "There is nothing more devoid of understand
ing or more insolent [hybristoteron] than the worthless mob" (3 .8 1 . 1 ) . 
"Whatever the tyrant does, he does knowingly, but the mob is quite de
void of knowledge. For how can it know when it has neither been 
taught [edidakhthe] nor has any inherent [oikeion] knowledge of what is 
noble [kalon] ,  but attacks public business mindlessly like a river in 
flood?" (3 .8 1 . 2-3).  The pro-democracy speaker emphasizes the vul
nerability to corruption of even the best of men ; but, as A. H. M. Jones 
notes, "the [anti-democratic] philosophers are strangely blind to this 
danger, and are content to rely on the virtue of their hereditary or 
cooptive oligarchies of wise men" ( 1 964 : 6 1 ) . In the Herodotean 

88Macleod ( 1 982 :  1 34) stressed the relatively modest "supporting and subordinate 
role" of Apollo in the trial and seems to imply that this is a model of democratic religious 
relations. I am not quite sure how this would manifest itself in a specific religious politics. 

89Debates about discipline and the role of fear in Sophokles' Antigone or Ajax are sug
gestive and chronologically nearer than Herodotus, but they have the disadvantage of 
requiring interpretation of the politics of each play in its entirety. 

goHere, as in earlier chapters, I have in mind the definition of hybris which I heard long 
ago in a lecture by H. T. Wade-Gery: "the violent disregard of another person's self
respect." 
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debate the oligarch adds the elitist epistemological argument that the 
majority are inherently criminal because they are inherently (oikeios is 
frequently a virtual synonym for "innate") ignorant. The implication 
that aristocrats, who by and large are the only people who can afford 
teachers, know by nature what is noble (halon has class as well as moral 
connotations) would be congenial to Pindar. Without resorting to ex
tensive citation of other post-Aeschylean sources (see A. H. M. Jones 
1 964: 4 1-72) ,  I believe it is legitimate to see these arguments as typical 
of anti-democratic thought. 

The Oresteia's response is twofold. First, the text answers the charge 
of irrationality by placing enormous emphasis on the positive role of 
internalized fear of transgressing the law. Not only do the Erinyes 
state the case for this fear in terms closely echoed by Athena, their in
corporation into the fabric of the democratic state is the symbolic em
blem of the centrality of that fear in democratic theory. Indeed, the 
notion of internalized fear is the chief fifth-century argument in de
fense of any government based on law, even the relatively repressive 
Spartan regime. Thus, in response to Xerxes' incredulity that free 
Spartans, not driven by fear of a master, could possibly stand up 
against his vast army, the exiled kind Demaretus is given the following 
reply by Herodotus : "Though they are free,  they are not wholly free ;  
for law i s  master over them, under whom they cower in  fear [hupodei
mainousi] far more than your people do under you" (7 . 1 04.4) .  The 
formulation in Herodotus is nearer to a sociological doctrine, one 
parallel to the emphasis on the internalization of ethical values in 
the early Sophists.9 !  As de Romilly has ably demonstrated ( 1 958 :  1 1 3-
1 4) ,  the special quality of Aeschylean democratic fear is that it hovers 
between primitive religious fear and a self-conscious form of social 
indoctrination.92 It is the poet who has chosen to tap this religious 
sanction for the rule of law in response both to the simple critique cited 
earlier of the irrationality of the mob and to the subtler critique, im
plicit in Pindar but spelled out only in Plato's attack on the Sophists , 
which focuses on the mutability and therefore unreliability of what is 
merely "learned." 

9 1The "great speech" attributed by Plato to Protagoras in the dialogue of that name 
offers the earliest systematic discussion of the socialization process. I discuss this text in 
some detail in Chapter 6. But the fragments of Democritos already cited suggest that he 
too was much interested in the internalization of politically essential ethical values. 

9"Though I agree on the religious cast de Romilly stresses in sebas (Eu. 690) , I also be
lieve that here too there is a political transformation of a term with earlier negative con
notations. As I argued earlier, with the support of some translators, sebas at Ch. 54 
connotes specifically the reverence felt toward royal authority by an oppressed demos. 
The ideal Athenian democrat does not lose his sense of reverence but redirects it toward 
a worthier object, the laws. 
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Aeschylus goes even farther than employing religious sanctions in 
support of his  vision of the good fear of Athenian democrats. As we see 
in Chapter 6, Plato responds to the radical sophistic analysis of socially 
enforced values with a complex blend of controlled breeding and con
trolled socialization to acknowledge their critique while establishing on 
a new footing an old prestige of what is supposedly innate. Aeschylus, 
with very different sympathies, describes this democratic fear as "in
nate," "inherited," using the very word that for Pindar (Py. 1 0. 1 2 , to . . .  
sungenes) marked the inherited excellence of the victor: sebas aston pho
bos te sungenes (Eu. 690-9 1 ) . As we have seen, in the first two plays, 
where aristocratic pride in a literally conceived inherited excellence is 
countered by sharp focus on a metaphorically inherited evil ,  there is a 
fundamentally negative presentation of what is inherited. Now in the 
Eumenides this key ideological element is suddenly reversed into a met
aphoric heritage of a whole people. "Inborn" thus retains all its posi
tive connotations of what is natural , normal, real , permanent, fixed (cf. 
Heinimann 1 965 : 95-98) without the aura of class pride Aeschylus im
plicitly repudiates. Yet we should note in passing that this metaphoric 
shift has been made possible in no small measure by the aristocratic 
strategy we noted in Pindar, who, depending on the specific family 
achievements of his victor and the mythic heritage of his polis , moves 
easily between the most literal praise of inherited excellence and a 
purely metaphoric sense of inheritance in which all the citizens of the 
polis are viewed as heirs to the virtues of their mythic heroes. Aeschylus 
thus transforms an initially elitist strategy of cooptation into a vehicle 
for attributing legitimacy to the innate fear of the whole people of Ath
ens under democracy. Pindar's utopian projection of community in the 
service of a specifically aristocratic vision is here transformed and ex
tended by Aeschylus into a specifically democratic utopian community. 

Aeschylus' second major defense of democratic government, that 
against the charge of ignorance, also has an affinity with a strategy we 
analyze later in Plato : as if tacitly acknowledging the inadequacy (or re
actionary character?) of what is innate, Aeschylus makes learning bear 
the chief role in his ideological combat in behalf of democracy. A sort 
of polar complement to his positive valuation of democratic irrational 
fear, Aeschylus' doctrine of learning through suffering is a fully his
toricized defense of the proposition that a whole people, specifically 
the Athenian people , are capable of becoming sophrones [Lit. "safe
thinking," i .e . ,  Hmoderate"]-of acquiring that mental posture toward 
the world around them to keep them safe. As noted earlier, those 
scholars who insist that the protagonists of the Agamemnon learn noth
ing are quite right. Aristocrats corrupted by their own wealth are truly 
at the Homeric stage of pathei mathos-Heven a fool knows it once the 
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deed is done" (Il. 1 7 . 3 2 , 20. 1 98 ;  cf. Lloyd-Jones 1 956: 62) .  But Orestes , 
who states early in the Libation Bearers his wish to die after slaying his 
mother, seems to know in advance of his act that it must have disastrous 
personal consequences. Though he is no longer the center of interest 
in the Eumenides, it is surely a significant clue to the paradigmatic na
ture of his pathos that he begins his second appeal to Athena with 
words that emphasize his personal learning experience : "I (ego is em
phatic) , having been taught [didakhtheis] in sufferings, have knowledge 
[epistamai]" (Eu. 276) .  Moreover, he follows the orders of "a wise 
teacher" (sophou didaskalou, 278) .  The foundation of the court to re
solve Orestes' case and the agon over the future of Athens which results 
from settling that case establish that the Athenian people are the chief 
target of the Orestes paradigm-as manipulated by their own sophos di
daskalos, Aeschylus himself. 93 The conventions of a public dramatic fes
tival may seem to leave little room for the sort of poetic self-reflexivity 
we noted even in the Odyssey poet and in such abundance in Pindar, but 
here perhaps it is not amiss to detect a sly pun. 

In any case, the longer speeches of Athena and the final choruses are 
addressed directly to the entire people of Athens (astikos leos, 997 ; 
pantes hoi kata ptolin, 1 0  1 5) and represent dramatically the teaching 
function of drama itself: "Seated near Zeus's dear virgin and dear to 
her, [they, the Athenian people] are becoming wise in time" 
(sophronountes en khronoi, 998-1 000). The historicizing, progressive vi
sion implicit in the trilogy form is summed up in this phrase, where the 
force of the present tense to designate an on-going process is insisted 
on by the addition of "in time." 

Sexual Politics : Vision and Reality 

In passing, I have inevitably glanced at the sexual level of the dem
ocratic vision, but this topic merits separate treatment. In contrast to 
the adultery associated with aristocratic patriarchy we have noted the 
valorization of marriage as a locus of sworn faith and laws overseen by 
female divinities, obligations represented as applying to male and fe
male alike .  We have also noted that the Eumenides as a whole has been 
seen as fundamentally misogynistic. It has been argued that Aeschylus' 

93In view of Pindar's regular use of sophos to designate the poet, and the use of didaska
los for the trainer of a chorus by Aeschylus' contemporary Cratinus (256 Kock; compare 
Simonides 1 47.5 Bergk) , the phrase is a far more normal way to allude to a tragedian 
than to the god of an oracle. I must acknowledge, however, my disappointment that such 
an apostle of self-reflexivity as Goldhill sees here only a crypto-allusion to the Sophists 
( 1 984 : 227  n. 1 4) .  
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clearly original version of  the myth of  the origin of  Apollo's role at  Del
phi, presented by the Delphic priestess in the prologue (2-1 9) ,  estab
lishes the model for peaceful transference of power from female to 
male (Zeitlin 1 978 :  1 63) .  On this argument, the thrust of the final play 
is to celebrate the decisive change from the perverted female domi
nance of Klytemnestra, that is, from mythic matriarchy, to the all too 
real patriarchy of democratic Athens, where women were excluded 
from participation in political and, as far as possible,  social life. Simi
larly, the allusion to Theseus' defeat of the Amazons in the very speech 
in which Athena establishes the all-male court of the Areiopagos (685-
90) is symbolic of the defeat of the female element in the resolution of 
the chief dramatic conflict.94 From this perspective, Apollo's argument 
that only the male is parent whereas the mother is merely a host for the 
male seed is "the hub of the drama" (Zeitlin 1 978 :  1 67-72 ;  Gagarin 
1 976:  1 0 1-3) .  Apollo uses the example of Athena's own birth from the 
male god Zeus as proof of his thesis (664-66) ; and Athena, in explain
ing the grounds for her tie-breaking vote (Hester 1 98 1 :  2 70-72 ;  but 
also Goldhill 1 984 : 257-58) which frees the matricide, echoes this ar
gument (736-38) .  

Without denying that there is much in the text that supports such a 
reading, I cannot escape the impression that for such readers the de
cisive factor in their interpretation is their knowledge of the oppressive 
reality of the political , social , economic, and sexual roles of Athenian 
women. The tacit assumption is that the artist cannot negate or tran
scend what is so deeply embedded in the structure of society. Here one 
needs to remember, but go beyond, the dictum of Vernant quoted ear
lier : "Tragedy does not reflect that reality, but calls it into question" 
(Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1 988 :  25) ' The status quo is called into 
question not (pace Goldhill 1 984: 283) simply as a function of the in
determinacy of all language but by a historically specific negation and 
a utopian projection.95 The artist is indeed limited by his or her own 
society'S structures, but- not limited to them. The thrust of art, like 
myth, is to seek imaginary resolutions of real contradictions; but to the 

94For the general symbolism of the Amazonomachy in fifth-century thought. see 
duBois 1 982 :  esp. 56-7 1 .  

95Qverall, I find Segal's generalizations about language in tragedy nearer the mark: 
"The tragic situation distorts normal speech . . . .  Language itself . . .  is a major concern of 
Greek tragedy. Its dissolution parallels the shedding of kindred blood or incest in the 
familial code and the perversion of the man/god communication in the ritual code . . . .  
The whole Oresteia can be read in terms of a dissolution and gradual reconstitution of lan
guage which runs parallel to a destruction and reconstitution of ritual forms" ( 1 986b: 
44-45. emphasis added).  Although I certainly recognize the tremendous emphasis on 
ritual matters in the text, I suspect that I interpret it more metaphorically than Segal 
would. 
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extent that art is more self-conscious than myth, it is capable of pre
senting solutions that do not simply validate the status quo but negate 
it, transcend it by projecting a utopian vision and inviting society to 
embrace that vision. In miniature, we have already seen that process at 
work in Aeschylus' utopian representation of democratic leadership in 
the Suppliant Women. In the tragic pattern of the Iliad and in the trag
edy of Sophokles (see Chapter 5) ,  art may even confront society with 
the impossibility of resolving its contradictions (compare Segal I g8 1 :  
5 1 ,  citing Barthes) . 

The sexual politics of the Eumenides do indeed seem to wrestle with 
insoluble contradictions, but the movement of the play as a whole is 
toward a triumphant, if utopian, resolution. The alleged straightfor
ward pattern of male triumph in the prologue admits of a more com
plex reading. That the male god Apollo controlled the most powerful 
religious seat of Greece was a given. What Aeschylus' version repudi
ates is precisely the misogynistic tradition of violent male conquest of a 
vicious female monster and punishment of female deceit, a version so 
vividly realized in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo (2 24-384) . Aeschylus' 
version gives pride of place to female figures evoked in positive terms : 
Gaia ("Earth") , rather monstrous is Hesiod, is here simply "first in 
prophecy" (jJrotomantin, Eu. 2 ) .  Themis, a figure given special honor by 
the author of Prometheus Bound (she is substituted as the mother of 
Prometheus), is a representation of divinely sanctioned Right of Law 
that is by nature never superceded, only supplemented. The shadowy 
titaness Phoibe has no apparent inherent significance other than her 
role in explaining the traditional epithet of Phoibos Apollo, the em
phatically voluntary process of her assumption of power from her 
mother Themis, and the benign process by which she bestows Delphi 
on Apollo as a birthday gift (5-8) .  These female figures, like the 
Erinyes and unlike the dragon or Telephussa of the Hymn to Apollo, 
are not obliterated but remain centrally operative in whatever is wor
thy of reverence in the divinity of Phoibos Apollo. It is legitimate to see 
in this version a model of willing acquiescence in female subordination ; 
but the fact of subordination was not Aeschylus' doing, whereas the 
myth he offers to explain it maximizes the enduring positive contribu
tion of females to the new order and specifically rejects a version that 
represented them as the threat to be beaten and obliterated. The Athe
nians, represented in their most working-class aspect as sailors associ
ated with Athena and as "children of Hephaistos ," the humble god of 
craftworkers, are linked with the god's journey to Delphi as escorts and 
road builders through the formerly wild territory that separates Ath
ens from Delphi ( l O-14) .  

The trial , in which the acquittal of  Orestes i s  also a given, i s  likewise 
not so simple a triumph of male domination. As noted earlier, the ar-
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gument of Apollo denying the female role in parenting is  the very hub 
of the trilogy (Zeitlin 1 978 :  1 67) for those who see the whole structure 
as unmitigated misogyny. Because Aristotle a century later echoes this 
argument, it is often assumed that it must have been obvious or com
pelling to the mid fifth-century audience.!JIi On the contrary, in the 
same section in which Aristotle makes this argument he is at pains to 
refute what the Hippocratic corpus reveals was a common view before 
Aristotle ,  namely, that women also produced semen and that therefore 
their pleasure to the point of orgasm was essential to reproduction (Ar
istotle De. Gen. An. 738b-739b; Rousselle 1 988 :  27-30) . In the famous 
Danaid fragment giving Aphrodite's speech at the trial of the only Dan
aid who did not murder her husband on her wedding night, we get in 
the metaphor of cosmic union as close to an explicit Aeschylean de
scription of reproductively fertile sexual intercourse as I am aware of: 
"The holy sky desires [erai] to have union with97 the earth; Desire 
[eros] seizes hold of Gaia to meet with union fgamou]" (Lloyd-Jones 
1 963 : Frag. 25 ,  my translation) . The rhetoric of the passage marks 
with anaphora and adnominatio (different inflections of the same 
word or root) precisely the mutuality of desire. Moreover, the final play 
cannot simply cancel the assumptions of the earlier plays of the same 
trilogy (Winnington-Ingram 1 948 : 1 43) .  We noted in the Libation Bear
ers the emphasis on the ethos Electra and Orestes inherit from their 
mother (Ch. 42 1-2 2 ;  Lebeck 1 97 1 :  1 2 2-28) .  After the victory of Apollo 
and Orestes by the narrowest of margins, in which purely personal 
grounds tip the scale (Hester 1 98 1 :  2 7 1 ) ,  the pattern is reversed. The 
female goddess Athena acts as the prototype of a democratic political 
leader who uses persuasion (PeithO, cf. Eu. 970) in open debate to win 
over the potentially destructive female Erinyes and secure the best in
terest of the polis. The latter portion of the play celebrates the deci
siveness of females (real ones, not just virgin goddesses) in the 

gGL\oyd, for example, who gives a fairly exhaustive review of theories about the rela
tive roles of the sexes in reproduction, states without citing any evidence that "in line 
with assumptions concerning the superiority of the male sex in the dominant ideology it 
was commonly supposed that the essential or more important contribution to reproduc
tion and to heredity was that of the male parent" ( 1 983 :  86). He cites the Eumenides as his 
first example and considers the medical and presocratic comments in this area as de
partures from the dominant ideology (86-94). Subsequently, while reiterating that these 
philosophers were dissenting, he acknowledges in a note that "if anything, the doctrine 
propounded by Aristotle is the minority view among those attributed to named theorists" 
( 107 and n.  1 82 ) .  Although alluding briefly to a 1 980 article by Rousselle, he takes no 
stand on the issue whether the medical writers' information came from women or rep
resented their own observations (62) .  Sommerstein ( 1 989: 206-8) has a good summary 
of the weaknesses in Apollo's case. 

97The Greek verb /rosai normally means "to wound," reflecting no doubt the usual vi
olence of sexual metaphors in many cultures. LSj, with that maddening coyness in sexual 
matters that drives any student of Aristophanes to distraction, explain this passage with 
another Greek work, sunousiazein, the most general word for sexual intercourse. 
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prosperity of the whole polis (959). To the extent that this celebration 
represents a reduction of female identity to a purely biological function 
within the confining reality of Athenian marriage ,  it is scarcely pro
gressive. Yet alongside the strategy of containment implicit on the lit
eral level of this celebration of fertility is the richly metaphoric fusion 
of the sexuaVprocreative role with a profoundly political role. The con
sequences of the transformation of the Erinyes from spirits of inher
ited evil, thus from a specifically aristocratic revenge ethic, into 
democratic inherited fear that internalizes government by law are first 
of all the expulsion of political factionalism (stasis, 977) and intrigue 
from the Athenian body politic and concomitantly the metaphoric 
prosperity of the well-ordered state. That fertility was envisioned in 
the more narrowly patriarchal world of Homer and Hesiod as essen
tially a function of male kingship (cf. Od. 1 9 . 1 Og- 1 4 ;  Works and Days 
2 2 5-37).  Solon may have eased the transition to a conception of this 
force as female by his rich allegorization of Eunomie. But Aeschylus, by 
his dual celebration of both the goddess of the city and the profoundly 
politicized female Erinyes, succeeds in presenting the political, social, 
and procreative prosperity of the democracy as entirely the gift of fe
males. This purely symbolic political role is , to be sure , a far cry from 
full political isonomia for women. Plato will indeed come very close to 
that step in positing female guardians and philosopher-rulers. Aeschy
lus, by confronting his male audience with the problems arising from 
their own domination and by offering such desperately mythic and 
symbolic resolutions, has at best only pointed the way. 

Utopian Vision versus Tragic Reality 

We must ask now, finally, what is the status of the utopian vision in 
the Aeschylean dialectics of the trilogy? The question applies no less to 
the explicitly political and juridical aspects of the vision than to its sex
ual component. For, whereas, in the case of the sexual , one is tempted by 
the ugly reality to undervalue the visionary element, in the case of the 
juridical and political one is tempted by Athens' actual achievements to 
miss the visionary dimension altogether-to see the third play as noth
ing more than an enthusiastic celebration of the Athenian present as 
the triumphant end of history. But what is truly dialectical in the Ae
schylean form is that what is represented as past is not simply negated 
but remains as a structural component of the present envisioned in the 
third play. Indeed we noted earlier in the Hesiodic model that Oura
nos, though no longer supreme, is an indelible component of the cos
mos. Within the dialectics of the trilogy, many have seen the Erinyes as 
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a relatively straightforward allegorical representation of the enduring 
aristocratic element so fully associated with the revenge ethic in the 
first play (e.g. , Livingstone 1 925 :  1 20,  cited by Dover 1 957 :  236 ;  For
rest 1 966 : 2 1 5) .  The potential destructiveness of this element is trans
formed into a creative role by the integrating exercise of democratic 
persuasiveness. On this level I have argued that the monarchic leader
ship function is represented in the new world of the democracy by the 
role of Athena herself, who initiates policy, makes clear her own per
sonal grounds for taking sides, but yields ultimate institutional respon
sibility to the votes of the judges. But there are severe difficulties with 
univocal allegorical labels in analyzing an art that operates through 
polysemous symbols on multiple levels.98 Moreover, although I have at
tempted to avoid the simple reflexive view of art that has characterized 
both Marxist and non-Marxist approaches to the politics of the Oresteia, 
we must now at least explore briefly the relation of the text to the 
retrievable realities of Athenian social and political life. Without 
some such confrontation, it is impossible to assess what is visionary or 
utopian in the solutions the text offers to the contradictions the text 
generates. 

At the risk of oversimplifying a deeply complex and by no means eas
ily accessible historical situation, I would argue that the most realistic 
political expectations for the Athens of 458 B.C .  were nearer to the 
world of the Agamemnon than the gleaming prospects of the finale of 
the Eumenides. The actual political situation in Athens , far more than 
the Oresteia as a whole, might make "one afraid for one's life" (Vickers 
1 979 :  425) . 99 The reforms of Kleisthenes (508-7 B.C . ; Forrest 1 966: 
l g l-203 ; Murray 1 980 : 253-59) had far-reaching consequences, first 
in giving the poorer classes legal and political leverage against exces
sive exploitation by the aristocracy (Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  73) .  This relative 
economic liberation was associated with Kleisthenes' assault on the role 
of kinship in determining citizenship under the aristocratic and tyran
nical forms of government. Before Kleisthenes , citizenship required 

g8Dover ( 1 957 :  237) seems to me to reject allegorical levels for exactly the wrong rea
son ;  he sees the text as so univocal, so literal , that there is no room for allegory. An au
dience educated by the richly polyvalent personified abstractions that people choral lyric 
was scarcely incapable of simultaneously perceiving multiple meanings (see J. H. Finley 
1 955:  esp. 5.>. 

991 cannot agree with Ste. Croix's casual dismissal of  the reforms of Ephialtes ( 1 98 1 :  
289) or his subsequent murder and the oligarchic conspiracy to betray Athens to Sparta 
in 458-57 ( 1 98 1 :  29 1 ) . See Forrest 1 966: 209-20 and Davies 1 978:  chap 4. Davies begins 
his chapter by pointing to the most tangible evidence of the radical consequences of this 
revolution : "From the late eighth century onwards there is a trickle of documents from 
Athens written on stone, bronze, or pottery, but till the 460s only about ten of them are 
public documents, decrees or dedications, set up by the state or its officials. From about 
460 onwards there is a flood of documentation" (462) .  
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being enrolled in one of the four Ionian tribes believed to be de
scended from the four sons of the hero Ion and into which the whole 
population was divided. Kleisthenes devised ten quite arbitrary new 
tribes and an intricate mechanism for insuring that these new tribes 
broke up the age-old regional power of aristocratic rivals (Forrest 1 966: 
1 93-200) . As Rhodes sums up a complex institutional shift ,  "the old 
tribes were based on actual or supposed kinship ; the new were based 
on locality" ( 1 985 :  25 1 ) . The aristocracy thus no longer monopolized 
the mechanisms by which one acquired citizenship or dominated the 
subjective grounds of self-esteem;  the ideological hold of an identity 
dependent on allegedly ancient blood descent was broken with one 
stroke. The first result of these multiple liberations was a dazzling re
lease of human energy that transformed Athens from a mediocre mil
itary power into a unified state capable of defeating the combined 
assault of three hostile oligarchies (Herodotus 5 .78) .  The decisive role 
of the navy, the poorest class of Athenian citizens, in the defeat of Per
sia and the acquisition of an empire must have given an enormous 
boost to the self-esteem of this segment, by far the largest, of the Athe
nian polity. 1 00 

Yet initiative in presenting policy and implementing it militarily re
mained entirely in the hands of a few aristocratic families. Evidence for 
the fifty-year period between the Persian wars and the outbreak of the 
Peloponnesian War is notoriously skimpy. Indeed, Aeschylus is our 
only native , contemporary literary source for the cultural life of Ath
ens after the Persian wars until the Ajax of Sophokles, usually dated in 
the early 440s. We do have inscriptions, vases, and statuary, in addition 
to a wealth of debatable later evidence, the best of which is in Plutarch. 
Without giving detailed argument, I conclude on this basis that in the 
period immediately preceding the Oresteia aristocratic hegemony of 
cultural values was probably still intact but, judging from Aeschylus' 
other surviving plays , not unchallenged. Politically, the violent internal 
crisis of 462-58 is best understood, I would argue, not as a direct po
litical conflict between the aristocracy and the demos but rather as an 
internal split within the hegemonic class over the form in which their 
hegemony should be exercised. With the potentially deceptive wisdom 

""'Herodotus (8. 1 )  puts the full strength of the Athenian navy in 480 at 200 ships. 
Each ship took approximately 200 men, giving a total of 40,000. Herodotus also assumes 
that c. 499 B . C .  the total male citizen population of Athens was only 30,000 (5.97). Even 
assuming a large number of allied sailors, the proportion of the Athenian citizens 
who were also sailors must be set very high. This accords well with the evidence cited 
earlier that those with little or no landed property, the thetes, constituted the majority of 
citizens. 
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of hindsight we can say that the Periklean hegemonic model won out 
and seems to have remained dominant until at least 430. 

This model involved continuation of aristocratic initiative in articu
lating policy, in persuading the demos to support it, and in carrying 
out its military consequences. To be sure, it also extended dramatically 
the relative role of the demos in deliberative and judicial functions. 
The military side of this model included a direct challenge to Spartan 
preeminence in mainland Greece. It is difficult to ascertain whether 
the rationale for this challenge was essentially defensive ,  that is, to 
forestall the threat of Spartan intervention against the Athenian de
mocracy (Ste. Croix 1 9 7 2 :  esp. 290-92) ,  or simply represented the ex
cessive ambition of a successful young empire (Davies 1 978 :  76-98). 
The Kimonian hegemonic model had favored the "yoke-fellow" policy 
(Plutarch, Cim. 1 6. 1 0-1 7 . 1 ) ,  a division of Greece into sea and land 
spheres of influence headed by Athens and Sparta, respectively. Do
mestically it implied a far more paternalistic working of the Kleisthenic 
constitution in which the aristocratic generals and an authoritative 
Areiopagos (Ath. Pol. 25 . 1 )  cooperated in restraining the demos. 

It would seem that the Spartan's rebuff of their own ally Kimon in 
462 was interpreted by the more progressive wing of the aristocracy as 
a sign of hardening hostility to the democracy. More simply, it may 
have been perceived as an intolerable insult requiring retribution on a 
heroic scale-ostracism of Kimon, stripping the Areiopagos of all au
thority except over murder trials, alliance with Sparta's bitterest tradi
tional enemy, Argos (Plutarch, Cim. 1 7 .3 ;  Ath. Pol. 25 . 2-4).  Whatever 
the rationale, these actions triggered violent retaliation from the con
servative faction. Ephialtes was assassinated in 462 .  Presumably mem
bers of the same group were still sufficiently disgruntled four to five 
years later (458 B.C .  according to Merrit et al. 1 950: 3 . 1 77 ;  457 B.C.  ac
cording to Gomme et al . 1 956 :  1 .4 1 1-1 2 )  to have attempted to betray 
the city to Sparta (Thucydides 1 . 1 07.4) . 1 0 1  It would be nice to  know the 
precise date of this attempted betrayal-whether before or after the 
Oresteia, whether a stimulus for the terror of stasis expressed in the text 
or an immediate subsequent confirmation of it. 

But, more generally, how should we conceive of the relation of the 
Oresteia to this whole political configuration? There is a natural temp
tation, which few scholars have resisted, to situate Aeschylus in one or 
another of the contending factions. 102 More cautious scholars have 

· o .Gomme, et aI . ,  ad loc . ,  argue plausibly that Kimon himself would have no sympathy 
for such an attempt. 

lO'E.g. ,  Forrest 1 966: 2 1 4- 15 ,  Ste . Croix 1 97 2 :  1 83-85,  and Davison 1 966: 1 04. 
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taken the potential tangle of contradictions that arise from this effort 
as in itself proof of the poet's intention to avoid obvious partisanship 
by calculated ambiguities (e.g . ,  Dodds 1 960: 2 1 ) .  Though I am in some 
sympathy with this approach, its risks underrating both the critical 
edge and the utopian projection of the trilogy as a whole. I have tried 
to demonstrate the intensity, range, and depth of the implicit critique 
in the Agamemnon of the aristocratic domination of political and social 
life. The self-serving and self-deluding ambitions and hatreds that 
threaten to tear apart the polis are not blandly conceived or equivocally 
presented. In 458 B.C .  Aeschylus may well have perceived, in the terms 
of his lion cub parable,  the polis in real danger of receiving a grim re
turn for its "nourishment" (trophe) from the aristocratic "lion cubs" it 
had reared. This is not to line him up for or against Perikles, an ap
proach with the misleading consequence of substituting an all too pal
atable individual allegiance or antipathy for Aeschylus' categorical 
indictment of a whole class. 1 03 

On the other hand, the critical negation of aristocratic domination 
of Athenian political life encounters the insurmountable reality of the 
absence of any viable alternative even within the institutions of Athe
nian democracy. The utopian leap that projects a stasis-free polis must 
acknowledge as the price of this internal peace both accommodation of 
the Athenian aristocracy and external war with all the potentially de
structive passion that such war engenders. More concretely, it embraces 
the Argive alliance as the inevitable correlative of abandoning the 
more paternalistic and repressive of the two available forms of aristo
cratic hegemony. But for me at least the choice of the female divinity 
Athena over King Theseus as the only representative of executive au
thority in Athens implies a refusal to offer concrete dramatic endorse
ment of even the most benignly conceived purely male leadership 
model. To be sure, Athena is as masculine a female as the Greek male 
imagination could conjure up, but the aspects of Athena stressed in the 
resolution of the trilogy are precisely those nearest to the democratic 
ideal of persuasiveness growing out of a capacity to articulate the gen
eral good and sympathetically infer the deepest needs of one's enemies. 

Thus on the political level the substantial historical progress 
achieved by Athens may sustain Aeschylus' relatively optimistic vision 
as at least an attainable goal within its actual institutions. On the sexual 
level, the optimistic vision is in more drastic tension with the ugly con
tradiction it seeks to overcome. The critical edge of the trilogy con
fronts the audience with the intolerable human cost of unmitigated 

1 03E.g . • Dover 1 957 :  236. Davison 1 966: 1 04. Hermassi 1 977 :  esp. 59. and Calder 
1 98 1 .  
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patriarchal power: murdered daughters , injured wives, foreign women 
raped and enslaved, seething resentment and deceit at home. Particu
larly the emphasis on female intelligence and political competence 
confronts the disru ptive consequences of too narrow a restriction of fe
male roles. The utopian resolution posits marriage as the locus of trust 
and sexual satisfaction while pointing in the mythic virgin female di
vinities toward the harmony and productivity attending a society ca
pable of acknowledging a female role in both politics and 
procreation.The full theoretical rationale for expanding women's roles 
had to await Plato. That Aeschylus' society never even approached 
adoption of his vision is, however, no grounds for denying its presence 
in the text. That the Periklean hegemony seemed for a few years to 
constitute a rough approximation of the political vision of the Oresteia 
is no grounds for failing to appreciate its utopian dimension. 



5 

Sophokles' Philoktetes and the Teachings 

of the Sophists: A Counteroffensive 

Unaccommodated man is no more but such a poor, bare, forkt an
imal as thou art. 

-Wil liam Shakespeare 
The Tragedy of King Lear 

The work of Aeschylus represents, in the trajectory from 
Homer to Plato, the apogee of progressive ideology manifested in a 
form, the tragic trilogy, which was capable of embodying at least the 
utopian hope of forward movement-however painful-out of the 
brutal hierarchies inherited from the past. That past and that hope 
were conceived of in eminently social and political terms, terms to 
which the vast and mysterious conglomeration of forces beyond hu
man control, the gods, was seen with cautious optimism as somehow 
ultimately ("in time") amenable. The old gods, whose erotic adventures 
with mortals were alleged to be warrants for ruling-class privilege, 
have been swept away along with a whole array of older determinisms. 
Sophokles (496-406 B.C . ) ,  roughly a quarter-century younger than Ae
schylus, presumably learned much from Aeschylus, against whom he 
won his first victory as a tragedian in 468 B.C .  Yet his extant plays, dat
ing from the early 440S to the end of his life,  confront the modern 
reader with a fundamentally different sense of the tragic form and a 
disconcertingly different vision of human society and the forces be
yond human control. 

Sophokles and Aeschylus 

Sophokles' relationship to Aeschylus has been much discussed. Of 
relatively recent treatments, Winnington-Ingram has made the most 
compelling case for the centrality of some Aeschylean issues in Sophok
les and in particular a significant return to Aeschylean issues at the end 
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of Sophokles' career ( 1 980: 324-2 7) . ' At the same time, Winnington
Ingram chooses to emphasize as the final and, one may presume, 
somehow dominant characteristic of Sophokles his irony-a perspec
tive to which "we find little response . . .  among the adherents of any 
optimistic philosophy" (329) .  Winnington-Ingram himself has only a 
little before acknowledged that Aeschylus' own "solution" is "partly in 
terms of society, and of the evolution of society" (325 ;  cf. 1 983 :  1 66-
74) . We thus find within the same eminent critic's assessment both a 
case for significant continuities and, at the most abstract and funda
mental level of world view, a sharp disjuncture. 

Irony may seem an abstract point indeed at which to begin our con
sideration of Sophokles, but it has the virtue of raising some funda
mental questions that any Marxist reading of Sophokles ignores at its 
peril. Winnington-Ingram tries to sum up, on the last page of his study 
of Sophokles, his own sense of Sophoklean irony by giving a few con
densed instances of situational irony from the plays and repeating the 
phrase, "But the world is like that !" ( 1 980: 329) .  Before we generalize 
an ahistorical world, we need to inquire what an ironic response im
plies about the social and political world in which Sophokles lived and 
acted and for which he composed some hundred and twenty tragedies 
during his long career. It would be wrong, I believe, to conclude from 
Sophokles' irony that his texts demonstrate any denial or lack of aware
ness of dramatic changes in the social and political arena. Few would 
deny the centrality of such change in the Ajax or Philoktetes. Rather, the 
irony seems to derive in no small measure from invoking a transcen
dent realm from which more permanent realities of the world emerge 
as inherently intractable to mere human efforts , either at comprehen
sion or control. Inscrutable and essentially inaccessible forces beyond 
human control render ironic the human struggles to impose human 
meaning and human values on the world. This at least is what I take to 
be the gist of Winnington-Ingram's view of Sophokles. 2 It is this irony 
with which Winnington-Ingram attempts to transcend the fundamen
tal contradiction in interpretations of Sophokles between those who 

'I single out for extended comment the work of Winnington-Ingram because he has 
contributed in major ways to our understanding of both Aeschylus and Sophokles. What
ever my disagreements with him, I have always found his work not only wonderfully 
learned but deeply wise and honest. Though he is dearly unsympathetic to any political 
reading of Sophokles (cf. 1 980: 308-1 1 ) , he acknowledges much of the key evidence in 
the texts. Though he has much sympathy for what he takes to be the religious tenor of 
Sophokles' worldview, he is too good a philologist to ignore the specific Greek words 
used for various divine forces-never falling into that infallible sign of the pietists, the 
use of "God" with a capital G to translate Zeus or Ho theos or hoi theoi or ho daimiin. 

"This seems as well to be the direction of George Steiner's contribution to the discus
sion of Knox's paper "Sophokles and the Polis" (Knox 1 983:  30). 
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view the plays as justifications of the actions of their massive protago
nists (the "hero-worshipers") and those who find a religiously inspired 
critique of heroism at the heart of the tragedies (the "pietists" ; 1 980: 9,  
3 2 2-23 ;  see Johansen 1 962 : 1 5 2 ) .  According to Winnington-Ingram, 
the heroes are critiqued from a religious perspective for their "pathol
ogy of heroism" (305) ,  yet their intransigence in pursuit of retaliation 
for wrongs (the talio) brings them into a unique proximity to that very 
vindictiveness in the gods (326-27) .  

Sophokles' most obvious continuity with Aeschylus, one perhaps too 
easily seen as simply inherent in tragedy, is his focus, again most obvi
ous in the Ajax and Philoktetes, on figures of massive importance to the 
societies in which they find themselves, figures whose actions have po
tentially disastrous consequences on their societies. The attributes I at
tempted to spell out in the preceding chapter as characteristic of the 
aristocratic, ruling-class type in the Oresteia have long been recognized 
as components of most Sophoklean heroes (Knox 1 964 : chaps. 1 ,  2 ;  cf. 
Winnington-Ingram 1 980: 304-6). These characteristics include pride 
in aristocratic birth, exceptional daring (tolme ) ,  and a single-minded 
determination to impose their purposes and perspectives on the world 
without any consideration of the potentially disastrous consequences 
for the society which, in some sense, is radically dependent on them. 
Aeschylus, however, despite attempts by Aristophanes to appropriate 
his name for elitist politics , is scarcely in danger of being perceived as 
a hero worshiper. The emphasis in his texts on the pathology of her
oism is profound. Many have found grounds to sympathize with and 
excuse Agamemnon. Others have expressed varying degrees of grudg
ing admiration for Klytemnestra. But not even Orestes risks being per
ceived as a positive paradigm held up for the audience to admire and, 
to the best of their abilities, emulate. Yet book after book, article after 
article ,  appears committed to this alleged "misreading" of Sophokles' 
heroes. The pietists see Sophokles doing essentially the same thing as 
Aeschylus-dissecting the pathology of the powerful and dangerous 
figures and affirming their ultimate punishment by a wise and just di
vine order. The ironists, like Winnington-Ingram, seem to find an Ae
schylean negation of these dangerous aristocratic types but no 
corresponding affirmation of an imaginable alternative. 

This radical break with Aeschylus manifests itself on the formal level 
as well. We alluded earlier to the impossibility of discovering with cer
tainty whether Aeschylus invented or simply found congenial the form 
of a trilogy of plays on connected themes. What is quite clear at least 
from the surviving plays of Sophokles is that Sophokles did not choose 
to connect three plays. In his extant work there is no place for the au
dience , or characters in the drama, to take a long view extending be-
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yond the lifetime of the protagonists. To put it differently, for Sophok
les only the gods can afford the long view. Aeschylean protagonists 
confront grim choices with vast consequences, but the audience is en
abled by the trilogy form to distance itself from the protagonists and 
focus on the long-term consequences for society as a whole. Sophok
lean protagonists tend to sweep the audience into the immediate agony 
of their existential choices; the unknowability of the consequences is a 
central element in the "heroism" of the choice. 

Aristotle ,  who tells us that Aeschylus diminished the role of the 
chorus in favor of more interaction between the speaking characters, 
also attributes to Sophokles the addition of the third actor. There is 
a corresponding new diminution of the role of the chorus and an 
escalated emphasis on the clashing interactions of the protagonists. 
To the extent that the chorus represents the interests and perspectives 
of ordinary citizens, we find it strikingly diminished in comparison 
to Aeschylus. 

But perhaps the most remarkable difference between the Aeschylean 
and Sophoklean protagonists is the latters' sense of their profound iso
lation and alienation from the community of which they were once a 
part (Knox 1 964 : 5 ,  2 1-2 2 ;  Winnington-Ingram 1 980: 305-6). Even 
when, within the dynamics of the play, the chorus are partisans of the 
protagonists , as in the Ajax or Trachiniae, the dramatist is at pains to 
underline the incapacity of the chorus to understand what is at stake 
for the protagonists. Despite the fairly open hostility of the chorus of 
the Agamemnon, Klytemnestra, like Agamemnon himself, functions as if 
she is in control and fully capable of communicating with the chorus. 
Sophoklean protagonists are isolated from that automatic domination 
of the social and political hierarchy that is so characteristic of Aeschyl
ean heroes. 

If we see Aeschylus as engaging in a fundamental ideological assault 
on the claims of inherited excellence in a context that insists on a world 
changed decisively by democracy, Sophokles, rather than doing the 
same thing, seems to me to be exploring the implications of a world in 
which the old elite has suffered a fundamental ideological critique and 
an institutional displacement. Heroes who are defined and define 
themselves in terms of an inherited phusis, who are eugenes and gen
naios-the "winners" in every sense for Pindar-in Sophokles are sub
jected to a withering critique and stripped of all the material and social 
props of their identity-wealth,  power, family, and friends. Most of 
Sophokles' protagonists begin where Aeschylus' protagonists end: de
feated, socially and politically dead. It is as if Sophokles accepted the 
victory of democracy, granted the validity of much of the Aeschylean 
critique of the scions of wealth and power, yet set about laying the 
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grounds for an ideological counteroffensive. Rather than a simple cel
ebration of the Pindaric type, Sophokles engages his audience in an 
essentially rhetorical operation in which key points are conceded only 
to prepare the ground for a new basis on which to insist on the need of 
society to be dominated morally and politically by uniquely endowed 
individuals whose very excellences render them impossible for demo
cratic society. 

Aristocratic Terminology and the Role of the Sophists 

Part of the thematic shift from Aeschylus to Sophokles is reflected in 
a radically different usage of the vocabulary of inherited excellence
phusus, phuo, eugenes, gennaios, and so on. As Diller long ago pointed 
out ( 1 956) , there is a conscious juxtaposition in the Sophoklean texts of 
different senses and implications of these terms and, more striking, a 
dramatically central consciousness on the part of the protagonists 
themselves about the implications of their inherited natures. In the An
tigone, for example, the character Antigone perceives and affirms her 
identity aristocratically in terms of her parentage but presents the va
lidity of that identity as a challenge to her sister: "Such now is your sit
uation, and soon you will show / Whether your innate nature is noble 
[eugenes pephukas] or you were bred base from noble parents" (Ant. 37-
38) .  Yet Antigone also uses the vocabulary of innate character to de
scribe her ethical stance in terms that either are purely arbitrary or 
may be understood as a consequence of her gender: "Not to join in ha
tred, but rather in love is my innate nature" (ephun, 523) .  There is no 
ambiguity about Ismene's definition of her identity in terms of gender 
(gunaikh' hoti / ephumen, 6 1-62) .  Haimon speaks of his natural duty as a 
son (638) ,  and Kreon defines his phusis in terms of his age (726-27) .  
This variety in conceptions of what is "innate" or "natural" for the in
dividual invites the audience to recognize that this traditional vocabu
lary is now "up for grabs." At the same time, the development of the 
dramatic action drives us toward associating whatever moral and po
litical value we find in Antigone'S position with her aristocratic concep
tion of her phusis. 

Similarly, in the Ajax Ajax's wife offers a strikingly unaristocratic 
conception of nobility (eugeneia, Ajax 485-524).  The audience here too 
is compelled to engage in a battle over the ethical import of this key 
category of social vocabulary. The whole movement of the drama like
wise compels the audience to judge Ajax in the light of his radically, 
self-consciously aristocratic definition of his inherited nature (Ajax 
430-80, 545-5 1 ) .  I would argue, though I cannot demonstrate it here, 
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that the rhetorical strategies of both these early plays succeed in valo
rizing the protagonists' seemingly literal affirmations of their inherited 
natures by transforming aristocratic vocabulary into a metaphor for 
some fundamental integrity-an integrity in principle worthy of em
ulation. De Romilly has ably shown the strain of heroic absolutism in 
Perikles' Thucydidean speeches ( 1 963 : 1 1 0-55) .  This is not to invite a 
simple equivalence between Sophokles and Perikles (see Ehrenberg 
1 954) but rather to suggest that there is nothing inherently improbable 
in such a form of aristocratic demagoguery. What does require further 
investigation is whether the specific form of Sophoklean heroism 
makes a statement fundamentally sympathetic or hostile to the egali
tarian thrust of democratic ideology. My sense in general is that 
Sophokles' career might be seen in its entirety as thoughtful question
ing of democratic ideological hegemony by an informed participant 
(Knox 1 983 :  5, 26-27) ,  a questioning haunted by a profound nostalgia 
for the lost Pindaric vision of society ruled by the innately superior sci
ons of the old propertied families.3 He sees the inadequacy of this 
older vision but finds nothing comparably compelling in the contem
porary options. His plays thus imply a negation of what he sees as the 
status quo. At the same time, here and there we can see hints of a uto
pian projection of a new aristocratic order, one in which the truly best 
people-in terms of ethical stature-meet with the appropriate sub
ordination from their inferiors. 

In discussing Aeschylean dialectic we alluded to the heated chrono
logical debate over possible sophistic influence. Though such an influ
ence seems highly probable to me, it is possible that Aeschylus 
independently developed a conception in harmony with key elements 
of an anthropology worked out in detail somewhat later. What is es
sential , I believe, is to recognize (along with Havelock 1 957) the central 
role of this anthropology in the elaboration of a specifically democratic 
alternative to the aristocratic worldview, an alternative that substitutes 
a common human identity of the children of earth for the hierarchy 
dominated by the sons of gods. 

Sophokles is chronologically the full contemporary of the Sophists 
during the period of their maximum activity and influence ; his re
sponse to them has been viewed, with few noteworthy exceptions, as 
fundamentally hostile.4 Wilhelm Nestle seems to have set the pattern 

3Knox ( 1 983) makes a compelling case for a consistently hostile presentation of the 
claims of the polis in the Ajax, Antigone, Oedipus Tyrannm, Philoktetes, and Oedipus at 
Colonos but characteristica1ly ignores the issue of class and, in my view, understates the 
relevance of the specifica1ly democratic nature of Athens. 

4Nestle's view is echoed with slight modifications in Busse 1 927 ,  which in turn is cited 
with full approval in Webster 1 936: 52 .  Compare Weinstock 1 937 :  1 3 ,  Bowra 1 965: 272 ,  
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in this century : "He [Sophokles] can go along with it [the Sophistic] a 
little way, namely, when it concerns itself solely with empirical inquiry. 
But as soon as the Sophistic sets about drawing conclusions based on 
the results of its inquiry-conclusions about a worldview and about 
practical conduct-their paths part. The poet then sees in it the open 
enemy" ( 1 9 10 :  1 34 ;  cf. 1 940: 45 1-55) .  Along the same lines, Sophokles 
has more recently been characterized as "the last great exponent of the 
archaic worldview" (Dodds 1 95 1 :  49) .5  In a rather striking departure 
from what one might call the Nestle consensus, Cedric Whitman ar
gued: "If the Sophistic rationalism destroyed Euripides, its effect on 
Sophocles was quite the reverse . . . .  Sophocles stood his ground and 
thought through the implications of religion as a human invention and 
man as the measure of all things. The grace and power with which his 
intellect moved amid and transcended and rabid theorizing of the 
avantgarde is one of the miracles of artistic history" ( 1 95 1 :  2 2 8-29, 
emphasis added) . Apart from enthusiastic praise by Friis Johansen 
( 1 962 :  1 6 1 ) ,  Whitman's view had apparently little impact.6 

In the following analysis ,  I attempt to take account of Havelock's 
more political analysis of the Sophists ( 1 957) .  In the light of that anal
ysis, I examine anew the relation of sophistic thought to Sophokles' 
Philoktetes. What emerges is a view of Sophokles that implies neither a 
pious polemic against the Sophists nor a whole-hearted endorsement 
of their fundamental assumptions. Rather, to use Whitman's phrase, 
Sophokles "thought through" a great deal more of the sophistic than 
their attacks on religion or their fascination with rhetoric. In particu
lar, I believe that he was profoundly influenced by their comprehensive 
materialist analysis of the origin and development of human society 

Ehrenberg 1 954: 64-66, Opstelten 1 952 :  67, Pohlenz 1 954: 1 59-60, Lesky 1 972 :  272 ,  
Kitto 1 958: 63, and Craik 1 980. 

5Dodds goes on to offer a significant qualification : "the true cleavage" marking the 
end of the Archaic age falls "with the rise of the Sophistic Movement . . . .  In his thought, 
though not in his literary technique, Sophokles (save perhaps in his latest plays) still be
longs to the older world" ( 1 95 1 :  50 n. 1 ) . More recently, Dodds goes out of his way to 
stress his belief that "Sophokles was no humanist, and the Antigone is no Protagorean 
tract for the times" ( 1 973 :  8) .  Winnington-Ingram's "Tragedy and Greek Archaic 
Thought" ( 1 965) is described by its author as a gloss on Dodds's view in The Greeks and the 
Irrational. Though this is far too modest a description, the emphasis is decidedly on the 
more archaic aspects of Sophokles' assumptions. His comment on Knox's Fondation 
Hardt contribution (Knox 1 983 :  33) suggests his continued adherence to this emphasis: 
"Oedipus' violent condemnation of his won polis is a characteristic product of the irra
tional workings of his thumos, which increases as he approaches the status of a Mros. " 

&r"his is not to say that no one has offered significant qualifications of the traditional 
view. For example, Segal ( 1 963:  38-39; 1 964, 46-66, 1 98 1 :  esp. 9) relates Sophokles' 
view to those of the Sophists along lines similar to my view of the Philoktetes. A. Long 
concludes : "The use he [Sophokles] made of Presocratic thought, the interest he shows 
in sophistic attitudes and arguments exemplify a mind which was completely involved in 
the intellectual life of fifth-century Athens" ( 1 968: 1 66-67). 
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and behavioral patterns, an analysis that had fascinated him at least 
since the time he composed the Antigone. In his hands, however, it is 
scarcely grounds for democratic optimism. It becomes rather an exis
tential ground on which he lays the foundation for a refurbished aris
tocratic ideology, and ideology in which "birth" is still an essential 
component, but one that seeks to incorporate a full awareness of all the 
social factors that contribute to the construction of individual character. 

Sophistic Anthropology : Three Stages 

It is difficult not to be deterred from even discussing the Sophists by 
the sheer weight of potential problems : the relative paucity and ambi
guity of the sources, the often radical differences between the views of 
particular Sophists on particular topics, the limitations of the very 
term "Sophist" in dealing with some important topics that were of in
terest to almost all presocratic thinkers. 7 Havelock's brilliant presenta
tion of the case for a more comprehensive and fundamentally 
sympathetic conception of the Sophists met with some intemperate in
vective (e.g. , L. Strauss 1 959), but generally, almost worse, with wide
spread disregard. Yet the broad outlines of his thesis, particularly with 
regard to the role of anthropological speculation in the Sophists' con
ception of society, have been confirmed by the punctilious scholarship 
of Cole and accepted, with only occasional grumblings, by Guthrie.s 

Perhaps, then, we may concentrate on the process of reevaluating the 
relation of the Sophists' thought to that of major fifth-century and, 
as I argue in the next chapter, fourth-century figures. I begin my 
efforts by offering a brief, necessarily schematic summary of the major 

7Hereafter I use "Sophists" to refer to the whole group of relevant presocratic thinkers. 
8Guthrie (HGP 3 . 1 0  n. 1 )  cites with apparent approval Leo Strauss's bizarrely ferocious 

attack ( 1 959) recently embraced by Allan Bloom, who has written an enthusiastic fore
word to the recent republication of Strauss's essays ( 1 989)' Strauss rejects every major 
thesis of Havelock's book, especially the existence of a significant body of anthropological 
speculation in the fifth century. But Guthrie's own treatment of the Sophists remains 
deeply indebted to Havelock's work and contains (HGP 3.7g-84) a useful appendix of 
passages, ultimately derived from the Sophists, descriptive of human progress. As for 
Cole's work, while some (e.g., Furley 1 970: 147 ;  Dodds 1 973 :  1 1 ) have raised doubts 
about the centrality of Democritos to fifth-century anthropological speculation, there is 
no longer room for the sort of skepticism expressed by Strauss about the comprehen
siveness, subtlety, and extensive influence of this body of thought in the fifth century. In 
my own discussion I simply cite what I believe is a reasonable sampling of the ancient 
evidence. For a defense of the admittedly unclear relevance of some of these sources, the 
reader may consult the detailed discussions of Havelock ( 1 957 :  esp. 405-20), Cole 
( 1 967), and Guthrie (HGP vol. 3,  esp. 5 1-54 and the bibliography at the end of the vol
ume). For a provocative reassessment of the contemporary relevance of the Sophists see 
Jarratt 1 99 1 .  
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sophistic views of human society and values in order to set in clear re
lief both Sophokles' indebtedness and his specific ideological response 
to those views in the Philoktetes. 

For the sake of clarity, the sophistic analysis of society may be divided 
into three stages: the origin of the species and the early struggle to sur
vive in isolation or relative isolation before the invention of the polis ; 
the establishment of a social compact that enabled the development of 
cities ; and the functioning of contemporary-primarily Athenian
social , economic, and educational mechanisms.9 

A central feature of the sophistic analysis of society is a materialist 
anthropology, a speculative account of the origin of human society 
based on the assumption that human beings arose from the earth and 
water, began as animals , and like all other animals confronted the prob
lems of survival with no special metaphysical or supernatural resources 
or direction. 1 O Characteristic of sophistic anthropology is a detailed 
and highly evocative picture of the horrors of human existence at a 
presocial stage of their evolution. 1 1  Isolated and without the natural 
defenses of other animals against predators and the natural elements , 
primitive human beings are pictured as engaged in a desperate strug
gle to find shelter from storms and the winter's cold as well as to con
trive weapons for self-defense and for acquiring food, which their 
natural helplessness rendered a perpetual source of anxiety. The de
velopment of hunting, medicine, and agriculture and, above all, the 
discovery of fire with its associated technologies were presented as the 
chief means of escaping the worst horrors of the battle for survival . In 
the various accounts of this presocial stage, a fairly consistent term i-

9 The so-called great speech of Protagoras in Plato's dialogue of that name, one of the 
most important sources for the sophistic analysis of society, does in fact divide pretty 
clearly into these three stages; see 32oc8-32 2b8 ; 322bg-d5 ; and 32 2d6-328d2 .  In the 
case of Democritos, Cole ( 1 967) posits that many further substages and some forms 
of elemental cooperation (e.g., hunting and agriculture) precede" the full emergence of 
the social stage ; but his far more detailed analysis is not incompatible with the three 
broad stages I describe. In the case of other fifth-century thinkers, the evidence is far 
more fragmentary, but such evidence as there is seems to me to fit well into this general 
pattern. 

IOAnaximander D-K A 30; Xenophanes D-K B 29 and 33 ;  Anaximenes D-K B 3; Arch
elaus D-K A 4.5 ;  Democritos D-K A 1 39 ;  cf. Plato Prot. 3 2 I c3-4. The kinship with di
vinity brought in later (322a3-4) does seem extraneous, and Havelock is probably right 
to see platonic contamination there ( 1 957 :  9 1-92). The purely materialist description in 
Diodorus 8.4 of earth's wombs in which embryos form, a passage closely echoed in Lu
cretius' fifth book, suggests how rigorously even mother earth was stripped of all divin
ity. It is Pindar, not the Sophists, who insists on the kinship of humans and gods through 
mother earth (Ne. 6. 1-2) .  

"Aeschylus Prometheus Bound 422-68, 476-506; Sophokles Ant. 332-64; Euripides 
Sup. 20 1-1 3 ;  On Ancient Medicine 3 . 20-30; (in Loeb Hippocrates /) ; Plato Prot. 3 2 1 C l-
322b8; Diodorus 1 .8 ;  Moschion, Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, ed. A. Nauck, rep. 
1 964 [ I 889l , sup. by B .  Snell. Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagsbuchh andlung. 
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nology indicates the fundamental ideas. ' " The driving force i s  "need" 
(khreia) or "necessity" (ananki) ; the only relevant human goal , "sur
vival" (soteria) ;  the sole criterion, what is "useful" (khresimon) ,  "helpful" 
(ophelimon) ,  or "advantageous" (sumpheron) toward the end of "supply
ing" (porizo) adequate "sustenance" (tTOPhi) and other fundamental 
needs. The decisive human contribution to survival is the "practical in
telligence" (sophia) that enables human beings to "learn" (manthano, di
daskomai) from chance "discoveries" (heurisko) and convert them into 
"contrivances" (mekhane) and "technologies" (tekhne) .  

A second stage posited by the sophistic anthropology has frequently 
been described by the term "social contract" or, as Guthrie prefers, "so
cial compact" (HGP 3 . 1 35 n. 1 ) .  Technology and some minimal coop
eration might secure the food supply and protection from the 
elements and beasts, but human beings were still prey to the violence 
of other human beings. Accordingly, the survival of the race required 
the establishment of agreed on values and rules of nonaggression (to 
put it most negatively, see Plato Republic 358e l-359b5) or, as the older 
and generally more optimistic thinkers put it, bonds of affection 
(philia) ,  like-mindedness (homonoia) ,  pity (to oikteirein) ,  the substitution 
of persuasion (peithO) for violence (hubris, bia, kratos) ,  the subordination 

"I am aware that all the words here cited are extremely common in nonanthropolog
ical contexts, and in that sense they do not constitute a special vocabulary. What is note
worthy is the consistent nexus of ideas revealed by the frequent combination of these 
terms in the anthropological accounts. A portion of Diodorus 1 .8, listed by Diels and 
Kranz among the fragments of Democritos (elaborately defended in Cole 1 967, but put 
earlier by Guthrie, HGP 1 .69, n .  1 ) ,  suggests the character of this material: "But the first 
men to be born, they say, led an undisciplined and bestial [theriOdei] life, setting out one 
by one [sporaden] to secure their sustenance and taking for their food both the tenderest 
herbs and the fruits of wild trees. Then since they were attacked by the wild beasts, they 
came to each other's aid, being instructed by expediency [hupo tou sumpherontos didasko
menous], and when gathered together in this way by reason of their fear, they gradually 
came to recognize their mutual characteristics. And though the sounds [tis PhOnes] which 
they made were at first unintelligible and indistinct, yet gradually they came to give ar
ticulation to their speech, and by agreeing with each other upon the symbols for each 
thing which presented itself to them, made known among themselves the significance 
which was to be attached to each term . . . .  Now the first men, since none of the things 
useful for life [tOn pros bion khresimiin] had yet been discovered [heuremenou],  led a 
wretched existence, having no clothing to cover them, knowing not the use of dwelling 
and fire, and also being totally ignorant of cultivated food . . . .  Consequently large num
bers of them perished in the winters because of the cold and the lack of food. Little by 
little, however, experience taught them [hupo tis peiras didaskomenous] both to take to the 
caves in winter and to store such fruits as could be preserved. And when they had be
come acquainted with fire and other useful things [khresimiin], the arts [tekhnas] also and 
whatever else is capable of furthering man's social life [ta dunamena ton koinon hion 
iiphelesai] were gradually discovered [heurethenai] . Indeed, speaking generally, in all 
things it was necessity [ten khreian] itself that became man's teacher [didaskalon] ,  supply
ing in appropriate fashion instruction [matkesin] in every matter to a creature which was 
well endowed by nature [euphuei] and had, as its assistants for every purpose, hands and 
speech [logon] and sagacity of mind [psuches ankhinoian] .  (Loeb translation) 
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of narrowly conceived self-interest (kerdos, to sumpheron) to respect 
(aidos) for others, right conduct (dike) , and a sense of the common good 
(to koinon, to ksunon) .  1 3 The development of language itself out of inar
ticulate cries seems associated with this phase in some sources, and oth
ers include the development of religion. 1 4 Though some later fifth
century thinkers may have presented this contract stage as a conspiracy 
of the weak and inferior majority to protect themselves from the su
perior and stronger few, I believe it is legitimate to say that the dom
inant note in the accounts of this stage is a benign and idealistic 
emphasis on the natural unity of the human species, a celebration of 
all the ties that bind. ' 5  

I n  the most complete accounts we have of this early anthropolog
ical speculation, the lessons and terminology of the first and second 
stages are applied to the new realities of the contemporary Greek 

' 3Affection : Aeschylus Prometheus Bound 1 1 , 1 23 ;  Plato Prot. 322C I-3 ; Democritos D-K 
B 1 86, with Cole's discussion ( 1 967:  1 1 7) ;  Aristotle EN 8. 1 1 5925-1 1 62 1 4, with Cole's dis
cussion ( 1 967 : 1 34-38). Like-mindedness: Democritos D-K B 1 86, 250, 255;  Gorgias D
K B8;  Thrasymachos D-K B I ;  Antiphon D-K A 2, B 44a. Pity : Aeschylus Prometheus 
Bound 239 (the hero's sole motive in helping humankind), see 68, 238,  246, 352 ,  435, 648 
for the persistence of the motif; Democritos D-K B 255, see also B 107a and 293 with 
Havelock's discussion ( 1 957 :  1 44). Persuasion instead of force: Democritos D-K B 1 8 1 ;  
Gorgias D-K 1 1 .8 ;  see also Plato Corg. 452d5-e4, Prot. 337a2-b2 (parody of Prodicus) 
and 337c7-338al (parody of Hippias) ;  Anon. lamb. 6-7 (see Cole 1 960) .  Association of 
ethics with the common good: Plato Prot. 32 2C2-5 , e2-323a4 ;  Democritos D-K B 1 79, 
252 , 293; Anon. lamb. 6-7. 

' 4Language: Sophokles Ant. 353-56, whereas in Diodorus 1 .8,3 it precedes fire. Reli
gion : Prodicus D-K B 5; Kritias D-K 25.9- 1 5  = TrCF 43 F I 9  (Snell). It is striking that the 
Democritean account preserved in Diodorus Siculus 1 .7-8 does not include religion de
spite the author's interest in the topic once he switches to other sources. I therefore find 
it extremely misleading that Segal begins his lengthy account of the Philoktetes by an im
plicit indictment of the hero's lack of religion : "In creating a hero whose struggle for 
survival reflects early man's establishment of civilization, he [Sophokles] omits the insti
tution of worship, a fundamental point in fifth-century speCUlation on the origin of cul
ture. In this respect, as in others too, the hero is agrios" ( 1 98 1 :  292 emphasis added). 
Included in Segal's evidence is a clearly Egyptian section in Diodorus ( 1 . 1 6. 1 ) . I would 
say that the most fundamental feature of these accounts is their materialism,  not their 
occasional rationalist account of the origin of religion. It might be more pertinent to note 
that the first references to religion in the play evoke the purely formal piety that is al
leged in justification of the inhuman marooning of Philoktetes (Ph. 8-1 1 ) . A similarly 
misleading emphasis on religion later on in Segal enlists the dubious support of Homeric 
Hymn 20 to give the impression that "in the anthropology of the Sophists early man 
'dwelt in mountainous caves and sunless gullies' (Moschion, frag. 6.4-6, Nauck) , 'like 
beasts' (Homeric Hymn 20) until Athena and Hephaestus taught them the 'shining 
works' of civilization" ( 1 98 1 :  298). The point of most sophistic accounts-and, I argue, 
of Sophokles' Philoktetes-is that human beings wrested life from nature without any "gra
ciousness and benevolence of the gods" (cf. 1 98 1 :  295)' 

'5Plato's Kallikles in the Corgias (483b4-c6) describes the social contract so forcefully 
in negative terms that generations of classicists have been convinced that Kallikles is 
the most accurate articulation of the sophistic view. Indeed, Lintott sees the Sophists 
only in connection with the "philosophical background to the oligarchic movement" 
( 1 982 :  1 68-73)· 
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and specifically Athenian society. Here again ,  toward the later part 
of the fifth century, views expressing deep disillusion or extreme 
cynicism are associated with specific Sophists and presented as typi
cal , yet the evidence indicates that the major proponents of anthro
pological theories applied them to a fundamentally optimistic, even 
utopian, analysis of Athenian society. Democracy, with its egalitarian 
thrust and structural dependence on verbal persuasion in the assem
bly, was felt to be in harmony with the anthropological facts of the 
human condition : the necessity for cooperation, mutual respect, and 
the substitution of persuasion for force. 1 6 The same general sen
timents seem to underlie the call for pan hellenic unity based on 
broadly conceived notions of kinship often associated with the So
phists. 1 7 The importance of persuasion and the general celebration 
of human intelligence in anthropology validated the primary activ
ity of the "Sophist" in the narrowest sense of the term, teaching 
rhetoric and political science to those who aspired to power in the 
democracy. 1 8 

The Sophists' egalitarian perspective and pragmatic analysis of the 
socialization process, education in the broadest sense of the term, often 
led to a marked disparagement of the claims of the aristocracy to in
herited excellence. 1 9 Moreover, the practical , utilitarian, and generally 
materialist assumptions underlying the anthropological analysis of hu
man progress readily lent themselves to a relativist analysis of ethics 
based on enlightened self-interest or hedonistic calculus and, corre
spondingly, a distrust of absolutist values supported by traditional an
thropomorphic religion. 20 At the same time, traditional religious views 

. 6Protagoras' whole "Great Speech" is specifically called forth in defense of the dem
ocratic practice of the Athenian assembly (Prot. 3 1 9b5-d7). The fact that the author of 
the Proml!theus Bound casts the enemy of human culture and technological advancement 
as a tyrant is in keeping with the general pro-democratic bias of the anthropological 
thinkers ; cf. Democritos D-K B 252 .  

' 7Gorgias D-K B 8a ;  Plato Prot. 337c7-338al. 
. 8The Protagoras makes the dearest connection between the anthropology, in which 

politiki tekhni is presented as essential to survival (322b6-7) ,  and the actual content 
of the Sophist's teaching (3 1 83e5-3 1 ga7). Democritos' description of education as 
a means of building soterii for one's possessions and life has an anthropological 
ring (D-K B 280). 

' 9Democritos D-K B 57, 242 , 33 (on this see Vlastos I g46: 55-56) ; Kritias D-K B g;  
Antiphon D-K B 60.  Protagoras D-K B 3 seems moderate on this issue, but in Plato's 
dialogue the whole thrust of the Sophist's analysis of the socialization process is to dem
onstrate its priority over inherited characteristics. Moreover, like Democritos D-K B 56, 
85, 109, 1 83) ,  he undercuts the special pride of aristocratic birth by using such terms as 
phusis, aphues, and euphues to designate natural endowments that are not associated with 
descent from a particular family line hut a matter of chance (e.g., 327h4-c3); see Adkins 
1 970: 94· 

2°Democritos D-K B 7 1 , 74, 76, 1 7 2 ,  1 73 ,  1 88,  2 1 1 , 2 1 g, 235 ,  237 ;  Plato Prot. 334a3-
c6 ; Dissoi Logoi. 
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and traditional values seem most often to have been reinterpreted and 
redefined rather than openly repudiated. 2 1 

The late fifth-century stereotype-later elaborated by Plato-of the 
Sophist as a self-seeking, double-talking relativist, a dangerous atheist 
committed to corrupting the minds of the young for exorbitant fees, 
may represent a logical, but not necessarily inevitable, development 
from the philosophical assumptions of the anthropologically oriented 
older Sophists. The impact of a long war on any sort of optimism and 
human kindness is surely a more relevant consideration than the usual 
cliches about the Sophists ruining Athens (Muir 1 985 :  1 9 1-93) .  In any 
case, as I hope my analysis demonstrates, Sophokles was not simply af
fected by that later development but also clearly grasped and was 
deeply impressed by the entire three-stage conception of human soci
ety and human values. Indeed, as I try to demonstrate, it is tempting to 
read Sophokles' play as a conscious juxtaposition of the humane vision 
of the older Sophists with the brutal instrumentalism of their late fifth
century followers. 

Sophokles' Response : Transforming Anthropology into Drama 

Sophokles was a poet, a dramatist-not a philosopher, political sci
entist, or a pamphleteer. Insofar as sophistic thought is present in his 
work it is indirectly present in the form of broad homologies between 
philosophical arguments and dramatic representations. These are 
created through the fullest possible exploitation of the fundamental 
elements of Sophokles' chosen medium-through plot choice and con
struction ; setting; imagery both verbal and visual ; verbal sound effects ; 
characterization through action, interaction, speech, silence, and even 
inarticulate sound. Too many discussions of this play seem based on 
the assumption that the sole intention of this poet's careful artistry was 
to entertain his audience with a good play, as though the meaning of 
"entertainment" and "good" drama for Sophokles' audience in 409 B.C .  
was self-explanatory and inherently nonpolitical . Thus innovations in 
the myth are, we are told, designed to create intrigue, heighten dra
matic or ironic tensions, endow the plot with concentration, or simply 

· ·On the general topic. see Guthrie HGP 3: chap. 9. On Democritos' use of religious 
language. see Vlastos 1 945 : 58 1-82 .  Prodicus does appear to have been a radical atheist; 
see Henrichs 1 975 :  1 07-15 .  Apropos of Protagoras' allegedly equivocal religious views, 
Dodds aptly quotes Diogenes of Oenoanda: "To say that you have no means of know
ing whether gods exist amounts in practice to saying that you know they do not exist" 
( 1 973 :  97)· 
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"make a good scene.""" Although I yield to no one in my admiration 
for Sophokles' mastery of his medium, and I concede readily that I 
have learned much from such discussions, intention conceived at so 
low a level seems to me worse than a fallacy. "Pure art" is a dubious 
concept at best for any period; it is a flagrant absurdity in dealing with 
the drama of fifth-century Athens. Ironically, it is only in the case of 
Sophokles that scholars have been tempted to claim that here was a 
poet who achieved a proper Parnassian distance from the intellectual, 
social , and political revolutions that absorbed his contemporaries. In
deed, it is worth asking whether the impression Sophokles gives of a 
Homeric remoteness from his own times is not itself one of his most 
successful ideological effects. 

Adequate consideration of the text itself must include the poet's use 
of and departures from traditional material known to his audience. It 
must also include the connotations for a contemporary audience of 
the word- and image-clusters he uses. Such consideration in turn in
volves awareness of the social and political realities shared by the poet 
and his audience. Though Sophokles' relation to these realities is often 
far subtler than in the case of his fellow dramatists , it is no less genuine 
and profound. 

" "T. Wilamowitz and his spiritual descendent Waldock are often taken to task for an 
approach directed purely at dramatic technique (e.g. , on the former, see Schmidt 1 973 :  
51  n. 28) .  Yet too often their detractors really only berate them for daring to criticize 
Sophokles from that perspective. Schmidt devotes considerable space, and admittedly it 
is one of the more useful aspects of his dissertation, to demonstrating Sophokles' artistic 
mastery in the Philoktetes by comparative analysis of roughly paralleled or contrasted 
scenes in other plays by Sophokles. Schlesinger ( 1 968), who like Shucard ( 1 974: 1 33-38) 
is primarily concerned with "intrigue," is much indebted to Knox's 1 964 analysis of the 
plot structure in terms of the relations among persuasion (peithii) ,  force (ma), and deceit 
(dolos) .  Innovations in the plot or difficult actions are viewed as a means for the "dra
matist to heighten the tension" (99) or "to bring into prominence the end of the plot 
focused on intrigue" ( 106).  Gellie ( 1 972)  is perhaps most fully in the tradition of T. Wil
amowitz and Waldock: "At this point the play badly needs an injection of new material 
for the principal characters to chew on. . . . Whatever its weaknesses, the scene plays 
well" ( 1 42) .  Spira ( 1 960) , whose point of departure ( 1 2) is a defense of Sophokles spe
cifically against T. Wilamowitz's denunciation of the deus ex machina, speaks on one level 
of the necessity of bringing in "a new theme (Motif) once the themes set forth in the 
exposition are exhausted (erschopft)" (29). On another equally abstract level he empha
sizes the "poet's interest in character-drawing" which explain Sophokles' willingness to 
bring the action to an "absurdity" (30) before resorting to the deus. Character drawing, 
like plots and intrigue, thus emerges as a self-explanatory interest; and the implications 
of the particular characters drawn for the realities facing Sophokles' audience are pre
sumably as irrelevant as the implications of an image of life dominated by intrigue. How
ever, pace Craik ( 1 979), a representation of life dominated by radical, unanticipated 
reversals of fortune and by the machinations of subhumanly vicious people may say more 
about the actual life experience of the audience than an ahistorical quest for novelty on 
the part of late fifth-century tragedians. 
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The broad outlines of the plot of the Philoktetes are clear in the brief 
allusion to Philoktetes in the catalogue of ships of the Iliad: 

Those who had as their portion Methone and Thaumakie 
And held Meliboia and harsh Olizon, 
Over these Philoktes ruled, knowing well the bow
Seven ships of them. Fifty rowers embarked in 
Each, knowing well the bow for fighting by might. 
But he lay on an island suffering mighty pains, 
On very holy Lemnos, where the sons of the Achaeans left him. 
Afficted with a bad wound from a destructive-minded water snake. 
There he lay in agony. But soon the Argives beside their ships 
Were about to remember Lord Philoktetes. 

The Odyssey tells us that Philoktetes was among that happy few heroes 
who returned safely home from Troy (3 . 1 90), and Odysseus boasts that 
at Troy "only Philoktetes surpassed me with the bow" (8 . 2 1 9-20) . Pro
clus' summary of the Little Iliad fills in the tantalizing gap between the 
two Homeric poems, explaining how the abandoned, suffering hero 
became a pattern of final success : "Odysseus,  after making an ambush, 
captures Helenos ; and after the latter made a prophecy about the cap
ture of Troy, Diomedes brings Philoktetes back from Lemnos" (Homen 
Opera 5 . 1 06). From Diochrysostom (49 and 52 )  we find out about the 
lost tragedies of Aeschylus and Euripides on the subject. Aeschylus has 
Odysseus, not Diomedes, bring back Philoktetes , and Euripides, whose 
play is dated 43 1 B .C . ,  combines the epic and Aeschylean versions by 
having both Odysseus and Diomedes bring him back. 

To sketch broadly my argument in advance, I believe that Sophokles' 
two major innovations in the myth-first, the presentation of an un
inhabited Lemnos, and second, the inclusion of Neoptolemos-reflect 
a conscious attempt to juxtapose dramatically the three stages of the 
sophistic analysis of society. 23 The first stage is concentrated in the full 
presentation of Philoktetes' battle to survive on Lemnos in total isola
tion with the sole aid of his bow and the knowledge of fire making. 

23Schlesinger with some justice presents the use of the deus ex machina at the end of 
the play as Sophokles' third major innovation ( 1 968: 1 0 1-2) .  As should emerge clearly in 
the following discussion, Sophokles' use of Herakles grows organically from the poet's 
complex examination of and response to the Sophists' view of society. This "innovation" 
in my view is thus a direct if not inevitable consequence of the two logically prior inno
vations. But however one interprets the scene, or however drastically the scene affects 
one's understanding of the play, it remains a dramatic surprise at the very end of the play 
and takes up at most one twenty-fourth of the dramatic action . The desolation of Lem
nos and the addition of Neoptolemos are introduced with heavy emphasis in the opening 
lines of the play and are dramatically relevant virtually every minute of the play. 
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This stage grimly returns in the later part of the play when lyric la
ments evoke the imminent death of Philoktetes through starvation or 
from predatory beasts due to the absence of his bow. The second stage 
is dramatized in the bonds-both real and feigned-established be
tween Philoktetes and, chiefly, Neoptolemos, but also, more ambiv
alently, the chorus. The third stage, the only one for which a t:elation to 
sophistic thought has received much critical attention, is focused in the 
figure of Odysseus and emerges in the educational relationship to 
Neoptolemos and in his role of spokesman for the state in his dealings 
with Philoktetes. 24 

Though the three stages of sophistic anthropology profoundly affect 
Sophokles' structuring and development of the traditional myth, he 
transforms the ideas of the Sophists in such a way as to offer his audi
ence a passionate and highly personal affirmation of a reformed ver
sion of traditional aristocratic absolutism. Some critics who perceive at 
least some of the contemporary reference in this play conclude that the 
form itself is thereby diminished, that the Philoktetes is "a tragedy of less 
than complete seriousness" since "topicality of reference has little place 
in high tragedy" (Craik 1 980: 247) . 25 A final answer to such a charge is 
perhaps precluded by the inevitable circularity of genre definitions: 
one deduces what the genre is from a specific, limited set of examples, 
then excludes from the genre instances that do not fit those deduc
tions. On this basis, the Prometheus Bound with its burden of anthropo
logical (Havelock 1 957 :  52-65) and political theory (Podlecki 1 966a : 
1 0 1-2 2)  is not a tragedy, and of course our only surviving trilogy, the 
Oresteia, ends with a play marred by a happy ending. But the issue of 
how much and what kind of topicality was acceptable to a fifth-century 
audience is a legitimate one. Phrynikhos, the tragedian who was fined 

24Segal ( 1 98 1 ) ,  as noted earlier, does deal extensively with the role of the Sophists' 
thought in the Philoktetes. Though there is much I admire in his two long chapters on the 
play, I do find myself at odds with the general aura of depoliticized spirituality in which 
he casts the issues. 

251 believe that Craik fundamentally misinterprets the issue of comic moments in the 
play by ignoring the complex class role of comedy in fifth-century Greece. It is inade
quate, for example, to argue that, because Herakles-the most prestigious of Greek He
roes for Homer and Pindar-is regularly mocked and debased in peasant-oriented 
comedy, the hero has therefore been decisively stripped of all grandeur and prestige : 
"The very appearance of the god would tend to raise a laugh" (Craik 1 979: 26) .  If this 
were the case, Alexander's efforts some seventy-five years later to cloak himself in the 
aura of Herakles (Pollitt 1 986: 20, 26, 38, 50-5 1 )  would be unintelligible. Rather, Her
akles is clearly a major site of ideological struggle sought and challenged as a paradigm 
by contending classes. The very convention of satyr plays burlesquing the heroes of trag
edy suggests that designating a hero as exclusively or primarily comic is questionable. In 
the case of Philoktetes, Craik can cite only one instance of a comic representation before 
Sophokles' play, but this does not deter her from concluding that "neither Odysseus nor 
Philoktetes was a high tragic figure" ( 1 979: 25) .  
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for producing a play about the capture of Miletus (494 B.C . ;  Herodotus 
6 .2 1 )  soon after the event, may well have reinforced the tendency to 
draw plots from the politically safer body of Mycenaean myth, a ten
dency already clear in the titles (e.g. , Pentheus and Contest of Pelias) as
cribed to Thespis by Suidas. But as Knox has argued, it was Aeschylus, 
the so-called father of tragedy, who consistently "impose[d] on this 
primitive material [Greek myth] the contemporary framework of the 
polis-still ruled by kings as in the saga but reminiscent in many sug
gestive details of the polis in which the audience lived" ( 1 983 :  6; see also 
Taplin on Phrynikos in Knox 1 983 :  36) . Sophokles inherited and ad
hered to this fusion of the mythic and the contemporary. Given both 
the dangers of Athenian political life (ostracism and heavy fines are 
only the most obvious) and the almost constant wars in which Athens 
was engaged, the myth of Philoktetes-the abused hero who somehow 
must be reintegrated into the society that has abused him-might be 
said to have had an inherently contemporary appeal. The tantalizing 
hints of Diochrysostom about the versions of Aeschylus and Euripides 
make clear the heavily political appeal of the myth ; and the date of 
Euripides' version, on the eve of the outbreak of war (43 1 B.C . ) ,  is es
pecially suggestive . 26 But whether Sophokles' infusion of sophistic doc
trine detracts from or deepens the appeal of the myth can only be 
answered by a detailed reading of the play itself. 

The Primitive Struggle for Survival 

The absence of human inhabitants on Sophokles' Lemnos (Ph. 2 ,  
2 2 1 )  and even o f  seaports ( 2 2 1 ,  302) i s  a drastic innovation contradict
ing Homer, Aeschylus and Euripides, and the common knowledge of 
every member of the audience. 2 7  The reasons usually offered seem in-

.6Dio even refers to the political emphasis (to politikon, Or. 52 . 1 5 ,  though the Loeb 
translator renders it as "urbanity") .  In any case, his paraphrase of the prologue of Eu
ripides' version in Or. 59 has Odysseus speak of "toiling on behalf of the common salva
tion and victory." 

.7See Jebb's commentary on verses 2 and 302 and intro xxx-xxxi. Obviously embar
rassed by the innovation, he suggests, citing a scholiast, that Sophokles may have as
sumed that the size of the island would make it possible for Philoktetes to think it was 
uninhabited though in fact it was not. Nothing in the text supports this view, and the 
silence of both Neoptolemos and Odysseus about any other inhabitants strongly militates 
against it. Nonetheless Maguinness ( 1 958) defends his proposed emendation of line 546 
(reading pedou for pedon, giving the new sense "off the same part of the land") on Jebb's 
literal-minded assumption that Sophokles could not possibly have implied that the island 
was unfrequented by ships. Albert Henrichs has called my attention to ancient lexi
graphical explanations of the epithet amikhthaloeis applied to Lemnos at II. 24.753 as 
meaning a-limenos. Jebb on Ph. 302 comments that the epithet was probably understood 
in antiquity as "inhospitable." Since serious debate over the precise meanings of rare and 
synonymous words began in the fifth-century among the Sophists (see Plato's malicious 
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adequate. The isolation of the hero is  seen primarily as contributing to 
the pathos of his situation and perhaps better justifying his extreme 
resentment against those who marooned him there. Others find a sym
bol for an alleged psychological flaw in the hero. Still others see merely 
an attempt by Sophokles to avoid by this daring device the infelicities 
in the dramatic presentations of his predecessors. The extraordinarily 
persistent focus on the physical setting is described as romantic color
ing and perhaps even as compensation for the inadequacy of the 
plot. 28 To be sure , any such element is overdetermined, but I suggest 
that Sophokles , in presenting Philoktetes' battle for survival in utter 
isolation from other human beings, is primarily offering an image of 
the human condition that derives ultimately from the Sophists' spec
ulations about the conditions of human life in the primitive, presocial 
stage. The constantly recurring references in the play to beasts, cave 
dwelling, rocks, weather, the difficulties of obtaining food, the absence 
of all but the most primitive herbal medicine, and the pathos of isola
tion keep relentlessly before the audience the most basic conditions of 
the presocial struggle to survive. 

The opening lines of the play do not merely identify the setting, they 
underline its total lack of human inhabitants with emphatic fullness : 
"This is the shore of a sea-girt land, I Lemnos, untrod on, uninhabited 
by mortals" (Ph. 1-2 ) .  Odysseus describes Philoktetes' rocky cave home 
in terms of two basic necessities of survival : protection against the ex
tremes of weather (psukhei . . .  therei, 1 6-1 7) and supply of water (poton 
krenaion, 2 1 ) .  Neoptolemos' examination reveals that the cave is empty, 
but his phrase assumes the cave's function as a human dwelling (kenen 
owsin anthropon dikha, 32 ) ;  and Odysseus' next question focuses on the 
whole range of factors that would distinguish this cave as a human hab
itation (oud' endon oikopoios esti tis trophe, 32 ) .  Neoptolemos first finds 
evidence of the most primitive bedding, the impress on leaves, then 
more decisive evidence of human presence : crude technology (phlaur
ourgou tinosltekhnemat' andros) and materials for making fire (35-36) . 
The only reasons Neoptolemos and Odysseus can imagine for his absence 
are either need for food (phorbis, 43) or relief of pain, and the latter 
suggests the most primitive medicine achieved by mental observation, 

parody of Prodicus at Prot. 337a l-Q), it is possible that Sophokles was aware of these 
views of the word in fl. 24.753. But this takes us no nearer explaining away Il. 7 .467, 
14 . 230, or 2 1 .40, 58, 79, or for that matter the context of 24.753, which clearly involves 
commercial activity on Lemnos. 

2SPathos : Pohlenz 1 954: 386; Kitto 1 956: 1 1 5 ;  Opstelten 1 952 :  1 07 ;  Segal 1 963 : 38-
39; Mursurillo 1 967:  1 2 2 ;  Ronnet 1 969: 239, 254. Psychological flaw: Feder 1 963 : 40-
4 1 ;  Biggs 1 966: 234; Gellie 1 972 :  1 45 ;  Segal 1 98 1 :  esp. 292. Avoidance of predecessors' 
infelicities: Jebb on line 2 ;  Opstelten 1 95 2 :  1 07 ;  Letters 1 953 :  273 ;  Kitto 1 96 1 :  3 2 1 .  Ro
mantic coloring: Letters 1 953 :  273 .  Inadequacy of plot: Waldock 1 966: 208. 
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namely, "some pain-killing leaf" (44) . Thus the prologue introduces 
Philoktetes in terms of the primitiveness of the conditions in which he 
must struggle to survive. 

Despite what seems a dramatically adequate description of his cave 
home in the prologue, a primary focus of the ensuing dialogue be
tween Neoptolemos and the chorus is the nature of Philoktetes' cave 
and the harsh conditions of his existence. Neoptolemos invites them to 
examine the place ( 1 44-46) ; then they ask-with redundancy remark
able even for a Greek chorus-what his dwelling is like : "What sort of 
chamber [aulas] does he dwell in as a resident . . . .  What's his home [he
dra] ?" ( 1 5 2-58) .  If one adds to this Neoptolemos' preceding reference 
to melathrOn ( 1 47) and his reply ("you see a home [oikon] that's a rocky 
place to sleep [koites] , 1 59) ,  one almost gets the bizarre idea that 
Sophokles was trying to offer a survey of all the possible Greek terms 
for dwelling! This is not, however, mere elegant variation ; it functions 
as a means of giving the greatest possible emphasis to the harsh con
ditions of Philoktetes' struggle to survive-conditions explored in the 
lyric dialogue that follows ( 1 60-1 76). 

Neoptolemos repeats and expands Odysseus' earlier inference that 
Philoktetes' absence must result from his need for food (phorbes khreia) .  
The "essential character of  his life" (biotis . . . phusin) consists wholly in 
this quest for food through hunting wild beasts (therobolounta) ,  and his 
total isolation is imagistically focused in his lack of anyone to heal his 
ills ( 1 67-68) . The chorus picks up and expands this grim evocation of 
Philoktetes' isolation. He is devoid of both human companionship and 
aid, he is "always alone" and is "at a loss in the face of each need [khre
ias] as it arises." The repetition of khreia so soon after phorbes khreias 
reinforces the focus on the absolute necessities of survival . In this con
text the chorus asks the question that embodies a major dramatic in
terest in the first half of the play : "How in the world does the poor 
man endure?" 

Most editors print 0 palamai theOn at line 1 77 ,  that is, a purely con
ventional exclamation at the mysterious devices of the gods. But if the 
manuscript reading of the next phrase (0 palamai thneton, "0 the de
vices of mortals !") is correct, the words express the chorus's admiration 
for the human resourcefulness to which they attribute Philoktetes' 
survival . 29 The chorus's ensuing lament ( 1 80-1 90) focuses once more 
on Philoktetes as "unaccommodated man" (pantOn ammoros en bioi) .  His 
isolation is again stressed, but this time the idea is expanded on by the 

29Jebb, Webster ( 1 970), and Dawe ( 1 985) all accept Lachmann's emendation theon ("of 
the gods") for thnetOn; but Jebb at least recognizes the true force of the manuscript read
ing: "0 palamai thnetOn, if sound, would mean 'the resources of men' (as shown by Philoc
tetes) so Theognis 630. Cpo the praise of man as pantopuros [all-supplying] in Ant. 360." 
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contrast to his  association with "dappled or shaggy beasts" and by fur
ther allusion to physical pain, hunger, and "incurable and uncared-for 
sorrows."30 Then, climactically, they imagine the babbling echo that is 
the only answer to his bitter cries. As Philoktetes himself is heard ap
proaching, the chorus reverts to this image of a cry in pain which no 
one hears and denies specifically the pleasant pastoral associations iso
lation might have for a contemporary audience : he comes "not with a 
pipe song, like a shepherd pasturing in the fields" (2 1 3- 1 4) . 3 '  At a 
time when Euripides, Aristophanes, and perhaps others were explor
ing the idea of a life of peaceful isolation from other human beings in 
the friendly company of beasts , Sophokles seems to have been at pains 
to emphasize the horrors of real , total isolation from human society.32 

Philoktetes' passionate greeting to Neoptolemos and the chorus sus
tains this emphasis on the horrors of being alone, desolate, friendless, 
and miserable (monon, / eremon hOde k 'aphilon kakoumenon, 2 28-29) . 33 
His allusion to his wild appearance (apegriiimenon, 2 26) recalls the cho
rus's evocation of his life among shaggy and dappled beasts ( 1 84-85). 
His long subsequent narrative of his life on Lemnos (269-99) not only 
suggests the pathos of his awful isolation but also narrates in detail the 
process by which he has maintained his life in these forbidding circum
stances. It thus answers in part the chorus's earlier rhetorical question, 
how could he endure? 

Philoktetes focuses on the bare necessitie& of human survival. He was 
left by the Greeks in the protection of a cave with the crudest coverings 

30See Page 1 940: 39; accepted by Webster 1 970, ad loco 
3 ' See the suggestion of Dover that "even long before Theocritus a shepherd's life 

and music may have been proverbially idyllic and cheerful"; quoted by D. Robinson 
( 1 969 : 39) · 

32The motif of escape, usually to some isolated spot, from an intolerable human situ
ation by means of a fantasied transformation into a bird is a commonplace of tragedy, 
especially in Euripides : e.g. ,  Hipp. 732-5 1 ,  An. 86 1-865, Ion 796-99; cf. Sophokles frag. 
476 (Pearson) and O.C. 1 08 1-83. In the Helen passage, the imagery of escape as a bird is 
combined with an explicitly pastoral metaphor, "obeying the shepherd's pipe" ( 1 484-85). 
Ion's long monody (Ion 82-1 83) goes farther. He evokes in sacral and distinctly asocial 
terms a happy life in relation to springs, groves, and birds-though the latter are to be 
sure partly viewed as a nuisance. Aristophanes' Birds, though it embraces far more than 
a quest for pastoral bliss, does certainly contain this element (see Whitman 1 964: 1 68). 
On the other hand, such plays as Euripides' Cyclops and presumably Pherecrates' Agrioi 
(alluded to in Plato Prot. 327d) suggest the popularity of exploring discontent with "ad
vanced" culture by juxtaposing it to its opposite. In particular, the type of the ferociously 
misanthropic recluse seems to have emerged in the last quarter of the fifth century (see 
Handley 1 965 on Dyskolos 6). Sophokles here seems to take advantage in an original way 
of available contemporary responses. 

33Schlesinger ( 1 968: 1 50) points out that monos ("alone"), eremos ("deserted"), and aph
ilos ("friendless") occur in all the extant tragedies of Sophokles, but in no other do they 
play as significant a role as in the Philoktetes. He might have added that nowhere else are 
these terms given so literal a force. 
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and a small aid consisting of food (boras I epophetema smikron, 275) . 34 His 
greatest horror on awakening is the lack of human aid ( 280-8 1 ) . He 
ironically sums up his total helplessness in terms of his discovery 
(heuriskon) in the course of an exhaustive search of an "abundant pro
vision" (pollen eumareian) of "suffering" (282-84) . Almost immediately 
he recounts the literal discovery of the barest necessities of survival 
through the agency of his weapon, the decisive nature of which is 
emphasized by its personification : "What was expedient [ta sumphora] 
for the belly I This bow you see discovered [ekseuriske]"  (287-88). After 
shelter and food, his next need is water and fire to protect him from 
the extremes of winter. Painfully he contrives (emekhanomen, 295) to 
win water and wood. Finally, his laborious achievement of fire is made 
the climactic item in his triumph over the most elemental forces 
of destruction : 

Next, there would be no fire at hand. 
But by striking stone on stone at long last 
I'd make shine forth the hidden flame, which saves me always. 
Truly, a livable chamber with fire besides 
Provides me with everything-except escape from my disease. 

(295-99) 

The emphatic, alliterative play on ephen ' aphanton phOs ("I brought to 
light the lightless light") and the suggestive inclusiveness of the phrase 
ho kai me soizei m' aei ("which still saves me always") ,  the literal sense of 
which is explained further in puros metal pant' ekporizei ("wi

'
th fire pro

vides everything"), rhetorically give to fire a role in Philoktetes' sur
vival that may appear disproportionate to its warmth-giving function 
or even its function in cooking, to which no direct allusion is made. But 
in the context of Sophokles' anthropological metaphor of the presocial 
struggle for survival , fire constitutes an almost inevitable climax. 

The constant concentration in the opening three hundred lines of 
the play on the harsh absolutes of Philoktetes' mode of survival-his 
rocky cave , his isolation except for beasts and birds , which constitute 
his sole diet, his total dependence on his bow-recurs with a grimly al
tered emphasis in the last third of the play when he is deprived of his 
bow. Much of the audience's reaction to the callousness of the chorus in 
proposing to leave Philoktetes without his bow (833-38) and Odysseus' 
ironically accommodating release of him to "tread his Lemnos" ( 1 054-

34The strong poetic emphasis of the unique coinage epophelima, a word type favored by 
the Sophists, is stressed by Long ( 1 968: 98). He does not, however, recognize the dis
tinctly anthropological associations of the -ophel- ("help") element in the context of a 
struggle to survive. 
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60) depends on a full acceptance of the bow as his  only means of sur
vival. It is explicitly in these terms that Philoktetes first describes 
Neoptolemos' act : "You have deprived me of my life [bion] by taking 
away my bow [toksa] . . . .  Don't snatch from me my life [bion]" (93 1 ,  
933) . 35 Twice earlier ( 1 89,  2 1 5-1 6) the chorus has sympathetically 
imagined Philoktetes' agonized cries to surroundings devoid of human 
life. Now when he is again denied a human response (934) , we hear 
him directly lament to the ever-present but isolating water, the rocky 
harshness of the land, the impossible companionship of wild beasts
all in language that recalls the imagery of his successful struggle in the 
early section of the play : 

o watery havens and headlands, 0 companionship 
Of mountain beasts, 0 jagged, broken rocks, 
To you-for I know none other to address-
To you, my usual companions, I raise my cries. 

Initially, Philoktetes' lament centers on the human outrage perpe
trated against him; the harsh environment is invoked merely as a wit
ness. But when a second appeal to Neoptolemos again meets with 
silence, a second apostrophe to the physical environment becomes a 
meditation on the active hostility it will manifest against a man who is 
now stripped of defense (psilos) and by the same token without means 
for acquiring sustenance (trophin) (95 1-53) .  His rocky home with its 
two openings is now the chamber in which he must wither away from 
starvation, or, as he considers more closely, fall victim to his own former 
victims. He focuses with relentless parallelism and alliteration on the 
primitive law of the jungle which it will soon be his lot to illustrate : 36 

I myself, alas, 
By my death will furnish a feast for those on whom I fed, 
And those I used to hunt will now hunt me: 
Alas ! I will pay by my death the blood price of their deaths. 

(956-59) 

35D. Robinson ( 1 969: 43-44) defends the play on man ("life") and bi6n ("bow") against 
Jebb, who denies its presence. For me the play is decisively confirmed by Philoktetes' 
later bitter allusion to Odysseus "brandishing in his hand the means of my wretched sus
tenance" (tan eman meleou trophen, 1 1 25-26). Henry ( 1 974: 4) adds plausibly Ph. 1 4 1 6- 1 7  
a s  a further pun. 

36Rhusion (959), a word that occurs in Homer (Il. 1 1 .674) to designate the rough-and
ready justice of seizing cattle in reprisal for stolen cattle, seems from its use in tragedy 
(e.g. , Aeschylus Ag. 535;  Supp. 728) to have retained connotations of direct retaliation 
unmediated by legal institutions. 
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In the long formal lament (kommos) beginning at 1 08 1 ,  the transfor
mation of the environment implicit in 95 1-59 is evoked again and ex
plored more fully. The cave's changes in temperature, so appealingly 
described by Odysseus ( 1 6-1 9),  now appear in a more intensified as
pect ("now hot, now icy cold ," 1 084) .37 What was earlier a home is now 
a rock hollow that will witness his death . The birds and beasts, his 
former prey, are now free to move or rest at will ( 1 092-94, 1 1 46-55) ,  
while he is fixed in his  cave ( 1 1 49-50). The most marked contrast be
tween the man and the beasts is with respect to food. A man without 
weapons has no hope of food ( 1090-9 1 ) ;  nowhere can he seek suste
nance (biota, 1 1 58) ; he must feed on air ( 1 058) .  The beasts , once the 
threat of the human weapon is removed, will take their full  vengeance 
on his corpse ( 1 1 56-57) .  This reversal has been alluded to earlier, but 
now the pathetic helplessness of a human being in isolation is further 
heightened by the suggestion that the land itself feeds the beasts (cf. 
ouresibOtas, 1 1 48) while unaccommodated man cannot enjoy any of the 
advantages of "life-giving earth" (biodoros aia, 1 1 6 1 ) . 38 

This broad contrast between the conditions of a barely successful hu
man struggle to survive in the opening portion of the play and the 
prospect of total obliteration of a man by environmental forces in the 
latter section constitutes what I consider a strongly anthropological 
framework within which the drama is played out. The imagistic em
phasis on beasts, food, shelter, weapons,  medicine, and fire ; the termi
nological focus on need, advantage, discovery, contrivance, supply, 
resourcefulness ; the emotional evocations of loneliness , fear, anxiety, 
and pain-all echo the anthropological speculations of the Presocratics 
and Sophists about the circumstances of pre social human life. 

Arriving at the Social Compact 

The relationships that develop as the play unfolds between Philok
tetes and Neoptolemos and between Philoktetes and the chorus are 
dramatically complicated by the deception to which Neoptolemos and 
the chorus are committed at the outset; it renders much of what they 
say of questionable sincerity. This deception is not extraneous to the 

37Webster ( 1 970) comments on line 1 6 :  "Odysseus describes the cave like a house
agent, implying that its desirability mitigated his cruelty (68)" ; contra see Ronnet ( 1 969: 
259), who takes Odysseus' description as proof that "toute l'humanite possible" is em
ploXed in the accomplishment of his duty. 

3 We may recall that the special point in Protagoras' myth of the puns on the names 
of Epimetheus (Afterthought) and Prometheus (Forethought) is the contrast between all 
other animals, who are perfectly equipped by Epimetheus with the physical means to sur
vive, and man, who is "naked, barefooted, homeless (literally 'bedless') ,  and weaponless," 
32 I c5-6. 
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sophistic matrix of the play ; it is, as I illustrate later, an intrusion from 
the third or contemporary level of sophistic sociology into the second 
stage. The situation is further complicated by Sophokles' addition of 
clearly nonsophistic elements , which I also discuss later. Despite these 
complications, the major dramatic thrust and much of the emotional 
power of the interaction of these characters derive in no small measure 
from Sophokles' exploitation of the second stage of sophistic sociology. 
Against the background of Philoktetes' isolated struggle for minimal 
survival, human bonds are established on the basis of spontaneous pity 
for a suffering fel low human being, spontaneous affection between hu
man beings of the same race and same language, and, at the highest 
level-when deception and force have been repudiated-sincere per
suasion aimed at the best interest of one's friends. This level is achieved 
only by the emergence of fundamental agreement about ethical and re
ligious values : what is just, what is holy, and what is pious. The ultimate 
goal of the compact established at this level remains the same as the 
goal of Philoktetes' isolated struggle : survival . 39 

We noted earlier the climactic role given Philoktetes' achievement of 
the "salvation-light" (Phos) of fire, which saves him always (2g7) ,  and 
suggested that that emphasis reflects the anthropologists' sense of the 
decisive role of fire in human survival at the presocial level. But the 
most frequent occurrence of the verb soizein is in Philoktetes' appeals 
and his interlocutors' promises for salvation from the horrible isolation 
of primitive life on Lemnos. For Philoktetes this means a return to the 
society and kin ties of his home and father; for Neoptolemos, through 
most of the play, and for the chorus throughout the play, it means a 
return to the society of the Greek army at Troy and full participation 
in their common attempt to destroy Troy. Despite these differences 
over the best kind of salvation, the grounds for saving Philoktetes are 
consistently examined in terms of a sophistic analysis of human ties. 

The chorus, "strangers in a strange land" ( 1 35) ,  anticipate with some 
anxiety encountering a man they have every reason to expect will be 
full  of suspicion ( 1 36) .  Their leader alludes apprehensively to the com
ing of the "frightening traveler" ( 1 47) .  But as soon as they hear the 
account of his grim way of life ,  they are overcome with pity (oiktiro, 
1 6g) ; as they meditate on his mode of life ( 1 7o-go) , he becomes for 

39Avery ( 1 965:  296) includes a brief appendix demonstrating the importance of the 
theme of salvation but seems to have little idea what to do with his data. M.  H. Jameson 
( 1 956: 2 24 n.  1 6) alludes to saliria ("safety," "salvation") as a contemporary political slo
gan. This is quite plausible in the context of more than twenty years of war with devas
tating Athenian losses. But neither Jameson nor Bieler ( 1 95 1 ) , from whom he gets the 
idea, notes the specifically sophistic character of the emphasis on saliria in many of the 
contexts cited by Bieler, particularly those from Thucydides. 
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them a frightening example of the fragility of the human condition 
( 1 78-90) and specifically an awesome reversal of the social order ( 1 80-
86) . Summing up the pains and anxieties of his life, they again pro
nounce him "pitiful" (oiktros, 1 86). 

Neoptolemos , however, seems at first to be made of sterner stuff; to 
the chorus's meditation on human suffering he opposes the brisk cer
tainty of a divine plan ( 1 9 1-200).40 But whether disposed to distrust, 
sympathy, or cold indifference, the chorus and Neoptolemos in partic
ular must be shaken by the dramatically unexpected outpouring of af
fection from Philoktetes on his arrivalY Over and over again he 
expresses the affection (philia) inspired by all the factors that create a 
bond between them : their Greek dress is "most beloved" (prosphilestate, 
2 24) ;  their Greek speech is "dearest utterance" (philtaton phOnema, 234) ; 
the very wind that brought them together is "dearest" (philtatos, 237 ) ;  
Neoptolemos' father i s  "dearest" (philtatos, 242 )  and his homeland is 
"dear" (phile, 242) .  Philoktetes appeals immediately for pity on the sim
ple grounds of his sheer misery and isolation : "Showing pity for a man 
wretched and alone,! Suffering this way, isolated and friendless" ( 2 27-
28) .  When the chorus and Neoptolemos hesitate to reply, he begs them 
to speak on the grounds that is not eikos ("probable," "reasonable") for 
them not to speak to each other, implying that their humanity involves 
the reasonable probability of communication.42 

After his full  narrative of his abandonment by the Greeks and his 
long struggle to survive,  Philoktetes prepares indirectly for his first ap
peal to be saved by describing the island and the behavior of the few 
previous chance arrivals. The island is not a place one chooses to visit 
for profit (kerdos) or personal comfort (303) .  The few who have landed 
against their will have offered him only verbal pity (logois/ eleousi, 307-
8) since their pity (oiktirantes) extended only to the point of token gifts 
of food or clothing; they always balked at the fundamental service, the 
salvation of conveyance home (sosai m'  es oikous, 3 1 1 ) . 

4° Kitto ( 1 956: 1 1 1-1 2 )  is especially good on the defensive smugness of Neoptolemos' 
attempt to counter the chorus's expression of pity. His argument closely parallels Lin
forth's ( 1 956: 1 07) .  See also Machin for an appreciation of the adroit way Sophokles pre
pares here for a later level of insight on Neoptolemos' part which would otherwise 
appear in harsh contradiction with his apparent level of ignorance in the prologue 
( 1 98 1 :  63-69). 

4 'This point is emphasized by Avery ( 1 965: 280). The surprise derives in part from the 
contrast to Euripides' more obvious assumption that Philoktetes would be misanthropic 
and highly suspicious and would consider Greeks his worst enemies (see Dio. Chrys. Or. 
59.6-7). Philoktetes' capacity, nicely stressed by Biggs ( 1 966: 23 1 ) , for a warm response 
to fellow human beings in spite of all he has suffered is the best refutation of the com
mon view (e.g., Gellie 1 97 2 :  1 53 ;  Segal 1 98 1 :  esp. 292) that Philoktetes is too psycho
logically warped to participate in society. 

4'See Guthrie HGP 3 . 1 78-80 on the Sophists' invention of and fascination with the 
argument from probability. 
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The chorus, with a naivete-or cynicism-that is dramatically ironic, 
declare that they pity him (epoiktirein, 3 1 8) in equal measure (3 1 7) with 
those former arrivals.43 Neoptolemos, however, in pursuance of the de
ception, appears to ignore the hint and proceeds to lay the foundation 
for the only bond between himself and Philoktetes conceived of in the 
original scheme, a shared hatred of Odysseus and the Atreidai .44 But in 
the course of his lie, he is again confronted by Philoktetes' spontaneous 
expressions of shared love and sympathy. Neoptolemos mentions in 
passing his father's death only to be interrupted by Philoktetes' expres
sion of deep distress both for the father and the son (337-38) .  Discon
certed perhaps, Neoptolemos dourly suggests that Philoktetes has 
enough troubles of his own "not to grieve at the suffering of his neigh
bor" (340) . Despite his explicit denial , the generality of his declaration 
in this context invites a consideration of the bases for shared feelings 
between human beings in proximity (cf. Democritos D-K B 293 ; Anti
phon D-K B 59). 

The sympathetic response of Philoktetes, when Neoptolemos' whole 
narrative (343-90) and the chorus's supportive lyric (39 1-402)  are 
over, leads unexpectedly to a further revelation of shared affections. 
Philoktetes asks about various heroes whom he would have expected 
to act as Neoptolemos' allies : Neoptolemos' cousin the greater Ajax 
(4 1 1 ) ,  Philoktetes' "noble old friend" Nestor, Achilles' beloved Patroklos 
(433-34) . In each case, Philoktetes expresses strong sympathy for the 
death or misfortune of Neoptolemos' natural allies among the Greeks. 
The reflections of Neoptolemos about the consequences of ,¥ar (435-
37) may still in part represent his deceitful pose , but it is hard not to 
see as well a perception genuinely shared with Philoktetes about who 
the "good men" (tous khrestous, 437) are.  Neoptolemos' farewell to 
Philoktetes , calculatedly brusque as it is, nonetheless expresses a cor
responding concern that the gods bring him relief in the way "he him
self wishes" (46 1-63) .  The dramatic irony of this casually uttered 

43Many readers (e.g. , Fuqua 1 964 : lO5 ;  Schmidt 1 973 :  79) assume that here the cho
rus is doing their calculating best to adhere to Neoptolemos' injunction to back him up 
in his lies ( 1 48-49) . The ambiguity of their responses, as in the case of Neoptolemos' real 
feelings, is a delicate interpretative problem throughout most of the play ; it is perhaps 
pointless to offer dogmatic judgment where the poet has dearly created an atmosphere 
full of ambiguity. On the other hand, the poet gives us more data than is sometimes per
ceived. We have heard this chorus moved to a strong, extended expression of pity ( 1 69-
90) by the mere sight of Philoktetes' dwelling when there can be no question of deceit. 
The direct exposure to Philoktetes' pathetic appearance and speech seem dramatically 
more than adequate to move this chorus of Papagenos to pity. But Gardiner rightly 
stresses the Odysseus-like cheap cynicism of much of their behavior ( 1 987:  20-26; 22 on 
this scene). 

44K. Alt ( 1 96 1 :  1 50) correctly notes the emphasis in this scene on a shared hatred but 
fails to distinguish between the bond of hatred prepared for by Odysseus (59-64) and 
the bonds of affection and pity that arise spontaneously and have consequences much 
contrary to Odysseus' intentions. 
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phrase foreshadows the only viable basis on which the bond between 
these two friends can become functional , a sincere respect for the real 
interests of one's friend. 

Philoktetes now makes a direct appeal for soteria; the verb soiuin re
curs like a leitmotif through his speech (487 ,  496, 50 1 ) . This appeal 
uses the formulas of traditional supplication, but these are trans
formed by the untraditional circumstances from which he pleads for 
rescue, namely, his isolated struggle to eke out a bare existence on 
Lemnos. As a suppliant (hiketes) , he begins with the traditional appeal 
in the name of his addressee's parents. His rhetorical expansion of that 
appeal ("in the name of whatever is dear [prosphiles] to you at home," 
469) echoes his own earlier outpouring of affection (2 24,  234, 237 ,  
242)  and by its generality almost invokes a principle of  affection. His 
appeal is not the traditional one to be spared death on the battlefield, 
not for protection from some powerful human enemy, not even for a 
simple material boon; rather, he appeals first and foremost not to be 
left alone in the wretched conditions which he has endured : "Do not 
leave me alone [monon] like this-/ Destitute [eremon] ,  in the miserable 
circumstances you see here/ And those you have heard surround my 
daily life" (470-72 ) .  

To support his appeal, Philoktetes enlists a whole array of  tra
ditional ethical terminology that particularly evokes the world of 
Homeric shame culture : "For those who are true sons of their fathers 
[gennaiois]/ what is shameful [to aiskhron] is hateful and what is good 
[to khreston] is glorious" (475-76) . If Neoptolemos leaves him behind 
he will acquire "ignoble disgrace" (oneidos ou kalon, 477) ,  whereas, if 
Neoptolemos does as he has promised, he will win "the greatest prize 
of glory" (pleiston eukleias geras, 478) .  He calls for the heroic virtue of 
tolma ("daring," 475,  48 1 )  and associates proper ethical behavior with 
the aristocratic class term gennaios ("noble," characteristic of a legiti
mate son of a noble, 475) .  Yet the content of the daring, the nobil
ity, and the glory he envisions is worlds away from either traditional 
heroic virtues or the values of the third stage or contemporary world of 
the Trojan War. As is clear to the audience, who have watched the 
scheme against Philoktetes arranged in the prologue, in the world of 
contemporary self-seeking struggles there is no glory associated with 
the daring or nobility involved in an act of kindness to a suffering 
fellow human being-especially when that kindness amounts to en
during the physical disgust occasioned by a festering wound.45 In-

45Note too the fine reputation Odysseus promises Neoptolemos for a day's shameless
ness (83-85), discussed below. I am indebted to Winnington-Ingram for reminding me of 
this clearly intentional parallel phrasing. 
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deed, the poet seems to invite recognition of the pathetic disparity be
tween the ethical assumptions of Philoktetes and those of the real 
world by the emphasis on heroic terminology. What Philoktetes pre
sents as meritorious behavior is in fact a more private sort of behavior 
in which pity and friendship based on common humanity, rather than 
the expectation of public acclaim, must play the decisive role. And it is 
precisely this sophistic "calculation" of human interdependence in the 
face of a hostile and dangerous world that forms the climax of Philok
tetes' appeal : 

You save me! You pity me, seeing 
That the state of everything is fearful for mortals, 
Full of danger, that after joy must come its opposite. 
One who stand free of pain must look out for disasters , 
And while he lives, then keep guard on his life-
In case it be totally ruined before he knows it. 

(50 1-6) 

Pity is highlighted in the chorus's response (oiktir, anax, 507) but com
bined with a crude, third-stage variation of the idea of calculation of 
self-interest : it is profitable (kerdos, 5 1 1 )  to help Philoktetes because he 
is the enemy of their alleged enemies, the Atreidai . Their expression of 
pity may appear genuine in view of their previous sympathy expressed 
in his absence ; but in the context of the deceit they are helping to work 
against him, it is not without shabbiness. Yet their hypocrisy is as noth
ing compared to the smug snobbery of Neoptolemos, whose reply apes 
the aristocratic, heroic flavor of Philoktetes' un traditionally humane 
ethics. It would be "shameful" (aiskhra) for him to prove inferior to the 
chorus in taking pains in the interest (to kairion) of a stranger (525) .  

The apparent selflessness of this act i s  met by Philoktetes with an ec
static expression of affection (philtaton [dearest] . . .  hedistos [sweet
est] . . .  philoi [friends]) and a wish to be able to prove in action the 
affectionate bond they have inspired in him (hOs m' ethesthe prosphile, 
530-32) .  The embarrassing naivete of Philoktetes' openness to the 
bond of philia in this feigned social compact is immediately juxtaposed, 
with tremendous dramatic power, to a proud invitation to Neoptolemos 
to learn (matheis) of his own real daring (tlenai) , the harsh schooling 
<proumathon) he has gradually gained under the necessity (anankei) of 
the grim circumstances of his struggle to survive in his primitive non
home (aoikon eisoikesin, 533-38).  

The conception of friendship as affectionate mutual service articu
lated in this scene is echoed several times (557-58 ,  583 , 587-88) in 
more cynical, third-stage terms during the scene with the disguised 
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agent of Odysseus.46 The concept reemerges on an idealistic plane af
ter the merchant departs , as Neoptolemos takes his first step toward 
gaining control of the bow. Neoptolemos phrases his request to handle 
the bow in the language of religious awe <proskusai . . . hOsper theon, 
657) .  Philoktetes treats the request as a welcome opportunity to dem
onstrate his commitment to the self-interest (hopoion an soi ksumfere 
genesetai) of his friend (658-59). When Neoptolemos displays some 
hesitation whether his request is themis, a word that nicely equivocates 
between religious sanction and proper human behavior, Philoktetes' 
grateful reply defines holiness (hosia) ,  right action (themis) , and human 
excellence (arete) in terms of an act of kindly service (euergeton) to a 
friend, such as he thinks he is receiving from Neoptolemos and such as 
he himself had performed for Herakles in winning the bow (662-70) . 
Thus the bow, which in the absolute battle for primitive survival had 
emerged as a symbol of the technology that separates man from beast, 
becomes here a symbol of the service to a suffering friend which is held 
up as the fundamental basis both for affection and for a shared ethics 
in a social compact.47 

Neoptolemos also couches friendship in terms of mutual service , but 
he adds special emphasis on his own enlightened self-interest in this 
friendship : 

I am not sorry that I met and took you as my friend: 
For he who knows the art of making fair return for fair service 
Must prove a friend worth more than any possession [ktimatos) .  

(67 1-73) 

The audience's knowledge of the intended crass exploitation of this 
"friend" by Neoptolemos inevitably sharpens the dramatic contrast be
tween the two definitions of friendship.48 This impression would as 

46Laurenti 1 96 1 :  46-47 emphasizes that the merchant and Odysseus "speak a differ
ent language" from that of Philoktetes ; cf. Parlavanza-Friedrich 1 969: 59. 

471 disagree with Harsh's whole interpretation of the symbolism of the bow, and in par
ticular with the notion that it is an objective and unchanging symbol. Part of the richness 
of the symbolism is precisely that it changes with the different stages of society envi
sioned in different scenes. Musurillo ( 1 967:  1 2 1-2 2)  is much better on the range of sym
bolic associations of the bow. Segal's pervasively religious emphasis emerges again in 
positing the bow's "broader meaning as a gift of the gods, immortal and bearer of a god
given destiny" ( 1 98 1 :  299). It is true that the bow figures in a complex destiny inacces
sible to ordinary human calculations, but the crucial emphasis is on Philoktetes' having 
earned it by his action. 

48Webster assures us ( 1 970, ad loc.)  that "again the emotion is genuine: Neoptolemos 
feels a natural sympathy for Philoktetes as a like-minded hero." Similarly, Kirkwood de
scribes the lines as heartfelt ( 1 958:  60). Reinhardt's comment apropos of an earlier pas
sage seems to me to be valid here too: "Even the gnomic generalization is put in the 
service of the deceitful game" ( 1 947:  1 79). Parlavanza-Friedrich ( 1 969: 58) speaks more 
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well be reinforced for those who retain the echo of Odysseus' seductive 
argument that "seizing hold of victory is sweet possession" (hedu . . .  
ktema, 8 1 ) . As so often in Sophokles, N eoptolemos' words turn out to be 
true in a sense he cannot envision at this point. 

The smugness of Neoptolemos' false friendship is immediately jux
taposed to a further reminder of Philoktetes' long struggle to survive . 
The chorus at 676-729,  "the only proper stasimon of the play" as Jebb 
noted, sustains the harsh reality of Philoktetes' situation for ten years 
alone on Lemnos. Thus it holds up for the audience a touchstone 
against which to test both the second-stage values of pity and friend
ship and the more ruthlessly utilitarian values of the third stage. After 
insisting on the absolutely undeserved character of Philoktetes' suffer
ings by the negative paradigm of Ixion, the chorus repeat their earlier 
expression of awe at Philoktetes' capacity to endure, then narrow their 
focus to a further exploration of a central theme of the anthropolo
gists' account of the presocial battle to survive, namely, the lack of an 
abundance of material resources (eumarei' . . .  porou, 704-5) ;  cf. the 
ironic use of eumareia at 284). In particular, the theme of food is de
veloped in the second stage of social development. The chorus offers a 
sustained contrast between the pathetically haphazard food and drink 
(i .e. , game and standing water) of an isolated individual and the food 
and drink (i .e . ,  bread and wine) that are consequences of the organized 
work of civilization (706-1 7) .49 

bluntly of Neoptolemos' repeated use of "platitudes." Calder ( 1 97 1 )  insists that Neop
tolemos is an unredeemed villain from beginning to end and is accordingly most harsh 
on the "naivete of those victimized by Neoptolemos idolatry" ( 1 959). His attempt to 
present the mythic tradition about Neoptolemos as uniformly black ( 1 68) is an impor
tant reminder, but it conveniently (for his argument) brackets Odysseus' speech to 
Achilles (Od. 1 1 .505-37). .  in which, even allowing for Odysseus' tactful suppressions, 
Neoptolemos figures as the very embodiment of the successful son of a great father. 
Sophokles is clearly inviting his audience to meditate on both aspects of the character. At 
the same time that the smugness of tone in this immediate context deserves to be 
stressed, it is also true that in the broader context the lines reflect the clear dramatic 
irony that characterizes much of this section of the play; the terms of the deceit are in 
fact the terms on which real friendship will at last be established. Neoptolemos will reject 
the hedu ktima ("sweet possession") of victory offered by Odysseus (8 1 )  for the friendship 
of one ready to risk his life for the man who has saved his life (see 1 404-8 and my sub
sequent discussion). 

49Albert Henrichs has called my attention to the excellent, nearly contemporary par
allel in Teiresias' "Prodicean" discourse on Demeter and Dionysos (Euripides Ba. 274-
85, with Dodds's note) . See also Diodorus 1 .8 .6-8; Ancient Medicine 3 .7 ,  1 3 ;  Lucretius 
5 .944-45 and Cole's discussion ( 1 967:  36-38). The emphasis in the Philoktetes on hunting 
alone rather than on gathering fruits and nuts represents, I believe, Sophokles' concen
tration of dramatic interest on the bow. At the same time, there is perhaps also an 
element of class ideology at work. For all his wretchedness, Philoktetes remains ex
clusively an aristocratic hunter; food gathering might associate him too closely with 
peasant farmers. 
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For the chorus there seems to be no sense of conflict between their 
expression of pity for Philoktetes and the personal advantage they ex
pect to win from him without his consent through their elaborate lies. 50 
Neoptolemos , though he appears earlier to be even more smugly con
fident in the pursuit of his own advantage , now begins to break down 
in the face of a direct experience of Philoktetes' hideous suffering from 
a sudden attack of his disease . 5 '  One of the fundamental ironies built 
into Sophokles' plot consists in the fact that it is precisely the direct ex
perience of Philoktetes' hideous scream of pain-the reason alleged by 
the rest of the Greeks for abandoning him-that precludes Neop
tolemos' abandoning him.5" It sweeps away his narrowly selfish de
fenses against the genuine pity and affection he has begun to feel for 
Philoktetes. Thus conditions for a genuine social compact between 

5°Reinhardt's attempt ( l g47 :  I g l )  to defend the chorus by distinguishing a double 
function (supporting the intrigue, stressing the sufferings of Philoktetes) pinpoints a 
problem rather than solves it. He is followed closely by Burton ( l g80: 2 26-50) . Linforth's 
attempt to exonerate the chorus ( 1 956: 1 27-30) and in particular his argument that they 
only express Neoptolemos' suppressed sympathies (cf. Schlesinger I g68: 1 38) gives us a 
curious sort of psychodrama that obscures Sophokles' sharp sense of a class difference 
between the perceptions and emotions of the chorus and those of the son of Achilles (see 
Gardiner I g87:  48-49) . 

5 ' In  general I agree with Erbse's impressive refutation ( l g66 : 1 8g-go) of attempts 
such as those of K. Alt ( l g6 1 )  and Schmidt ( l g73) to find mitigating hints of Neop
tolemos' pity as early as possible in the play. Winnington-Ingram has stressed to me the 
implications of the repetition of palai (806, g06, g66) in Neoptolemos' expression of pity 
and shame. Seale too speaks persuasively of "sustained ambiguity which forms the basis 
of the dramatic tension, allowing two possible interpretations of the behavior of Neop
tolemos and the Chorus, deception or sincerity" ( l g72 :  g8). Of course, a good actor play
ing the part of Neoptolemos would attempt to exploit this dramatic possibility to the hilt, 
and it is equally true that Neoptolemos' conversion must be dramatically credible. At the 
same time, defenders of Neoptolemos tend, in my view, to take inadequate account of the 
far more impressive dramatic tension between, on the one hand, the shabbiness and nar
row selfishness of Neoptolemos' conversion to Odysseus' goals and means in the pro
logue and, on the other hand, the terrible misery, amazing inner strength,  and decency 
of the victim constantly before our eyes to whom Neoptolemos keeps lying so long and 
so effectively. Whatever hints of distress might be conveyed by gesture and however 
much ambiguity the initial conflict of values with Odysseus in the prologue may lend to 
Neoptolemos' situation, the actual content of his words and behavior toward the helpless 
and trusting Philoktetes remain morally shocking until the attack of the disease finally 
breaks down his defenses. Grene puts it well :  "It is surely remarkable how very sharply 
Sophokles has chosen to mark the limits of Neoptolemos' decency . . . .  He takes a very 
long time to come to himself, to realize that he cannot win his objective at such a price 
of torturing another human being" ( l g67:  1 45). 

52Knox ( l g64: 1 30-3 1 )  has a powerful discussion of this scream, yet his own irony 
blurs the dramatic irony in the play; he declares, "We understand now fully why the 
Achaeans abandoned him" ( 1 3 1 ) . Ronnet ( l g6g: 256) even defends as valid the "religious 
scruple" alleged for abandoning Philoktetes. Craik's attempt ( l g7g: 28) to find "an ele
ment of burlesque" in this scene strikes me as grotesque. Gardiner ( l g87 :  37) is especially 
good on the way the text, with its "frantic antilabe, the stumbling meter," the explicit 
question from Philoktetes, "Why are you silent?" (805),  clearly marks Neoptolemos' deep 
reaction to the horror of human pain. 
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them begin to emerge. Philoktetes' agonized cry for pity (oiktire me, 
756) and Neoptolemos' own inability to help him (757) elicit from 
Neoptolemos a highly emotional, heavily alliterative lament: "Alas! 
Alas ! You poor man !! Truly, poor man you clearly appear through all 
your pains !" (io io dusti'ne suI Dustene deta dia ponOn pantOn phaneis, 759-
60) . His own long-suppressed pain at the pain of his friend is soon 
expressed openly in terms that echo, with great dramatic irony, his 
own earlier injunction to Philoktetes not to "groan at the pains of his 
neighbor" (340) : "I have long been in pain, groaning at your suffer
ings" (806). 

Philoktetes now swoons into unconsciousness , after entrusting his 
bow to his friend with a strong affirmation of their mutual depen
dence (772-73) and exacting a pledge (pistin, 8 1 3) that Neoptolemos 
will stay. The split between the chorus and Neoptolemos at this point 
emerges sharply. He refuses to accept their broad hints that he take the 
bow and leave the man.53 Yet at this point there is only a hint that his 
motives involve a fundamental agreement with Philoktetes about eth
ical values ; he echoes emphatically Philoktetes' transformed moral ter
minology of the shame culture (aiskhron oneidos, 842 ,  cf. 476-77) .54 
The chorus perceive only a simple choice between something that in
volves fear (phobOn, 864) and pain (pathe, 854) on the one hand, and, on 
the other, an opportunity for their advantage (kairos, 837 ; kairia, 863). 
Philoktetes' ecstatic praise of Neoptolemos on regaining consciousness 
sharpens further the conflict of values. For Philoktetes, the fact that 
Neoptolemos has remained transforms the light he now sees again into 
a symbolic victory light (phengos) ,  confirming, beyond expectation, the 
bond between them based on a new kind of heroic endurance (tlenai) that 
in turn consists of pity (eleinos) and cooperation help (ksunophelounta 
moi, 867-7 1 ) . 

53Hinds ( 1 967 :  1 75-76), though excessively tentative, correctly refutes Linforth's 
( 1 956) absurd defense of the chorus on the grounds that they do not explicitly say, "Take 
the bow and leave the man." There are good reasons for being vague when one makes so 
cruel a suggestion. Gardiner ( 1 987:  38) rightly points to the chorus being the first to 
introduce the idea that the bow is worth having without the man so that it is less of a 
shock when Odysseus takes it up subsequently. D. M. Jones ( 1 949: 83-84) nicely reminds 
us that Hera fetches Hypnos from Lemnos (II. 1 4. 230-3 1 )  to aid her seduction of Zeus. 
He suggests plausibly that in their hymn to Hypnos (827-32 )  the chorus have in mind 
the ambiguity of his role as both bringing relief from pain and rendering his victims 
helpless and vulnerable to trickery. 

54Winningham-Ingram ( 1 969: 49) offers the attractive suggestion that Neoptolemos' 
use of hexameters here suggests not the sudden insight of an oracle (Bowra 1 965 : 2 8 1 )  
but heroic action. "There i s  a discord between the Homeric metre and the unheroic en
terprise in which the son of Achilles has allowed himself to be engaged." This view does 
not, I think, conflict with my argument that the context of Philoktetes' unusual predic
ament and his entire interaction with Neoptolemos substantially have altered the moral 
content of these shame culture terms. 
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In Neoptolemos' ensuing painful confession of fraud, in the drama
tization of his gradually completed alienation from Odysseus and his 
achievement of a full  compact with Philoktetes, the decisive factors are 
pity, cooperative help, and a deeply transformed heroic ethic. Neop
tolemos at first insists that his real intention in taking Philoktetes to 
Troy still includes the humane motive of saving him (sosai, 9 1 8) .  But 
when Philoktetes demands back the bow, which is his only means of 
survival on Lemnos, Neoptolemos refuses on the grounds that obedi
ence to the army involves a harmony of proper behavior (to endikon) 
and private advantage (to sumpheron, 926) .  A scathing denunciation by 
Philoktetes and his pathetic lament, evoking the death he must suffer 
without his bow, force Neoptolemos to acknowledge the terrifying pity 
(oiktos deinos) that has "attacked" him (965-66) . 

Throughout this exchange, a noteworthy series of verbal echoes 
highlights the fact that for Neoptolemos, locked into the crass calcula
tions and manipulations that characterize "advanced" society, sponta
neous feelings of pity and decency occasion an inner agony (806, 906, 
9 1 3) ,  a terrifying attack (965) ,  a sense of inner disgust (902) that di
rectly contrast with the physical agony (e.g. , 283 ,  73 1-820) that attacks 
(699) Philoktetes and the physical disgust (473 ,  900) occasioned by his 
wound. This careful symbolism of a wound in Neoptolemos' psyche re
sulting from his association with a corrupted society suggests the need 
for some caution in too easy an acceptance of the popular interpreta
tion of Philoktetes' wound as a symbol of the hero's alleged patholog
ical incapacity to relate to society. 55 On the contrary, the wound, like 
the rest of Philoktetes' appearance, functions as a particularly striking 
instance of Sophokles' characteristic fondness for contrasting appear
ances with reality. The handsome young prince, shining with confi
dence and promise, turns out to have the real wound deep within. It  is 
the scruffy old cripple who, as we have noted, reverses all expectations 
by his generous outpouring of affection for human strangers, his readi
ness to trust and serve his new-found friends ; he has all the social in
stincts and basic decency that can reasonably be expected of any 
human being. His wound represents one of those arbitrary, inexplica
ble impositions of forces external to and beyond human control-an 

55See note 4 1  above. The view was first popularized in Wilson's famous essay The 
Wound and the Buw ( 1 94 1  [ 1 929] :  272-95). Biggs, despite excellent perceptions of the 
ways Philoktetes' disease is sharply differentiated from those of Ajax and Herakles, still 
speaks of "the poison of deep grief' and interprets the emphasis on the stench of the 
wound as symbolic of the hero's fostering of his own self-pity and hate which "makes 
association with the sufferer so difficult" ( 1 966: 233) .  Schlesinger also cautiously sets 
forth a psychological explanation of the wound symbolism ( 1 968: 1 54-55). Segal ( 1 98 1 :  
esp. 292) ,  as noted earlier, repeats the notion so often that it takes on, for all his caution, 
the force of a de facto "tragic flaw." 
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amoral ananke that is as much a given as the harshness of the physical 
environment unmediated by society. 56 The consistent characterization 
of the wound itself as a beast involves a symbolic intensification of 
the hostile presocial world from which Philoktetes must wrest his 
survival. 57 Only in this sense does it symbolize his need for society, but 
clearly not just any society. His afflictions,  both general and specific, 
require a society characterized by decency and pity. 

Neoptolemos' vulnerability to these essential social emotions of pity 
and moral shame now opens the possibility for genuine social bonds. 
Philoktetes immediately fastens onto the idea of pity (eleeson, 967) and 
links it, just as he had in his first appeal to be saved (476-78) ,  with the 
shame culture ethic (oneidos, 968). Neoptolemos now is morally para
lyzed and can only exclaim in terms that echo Orestes' moral paralysis 
when confronted by his mother's breast (Ch. 899) , "What am I to do?" 
(969) , "What are we to do?" (974) . But from the angry exclamation of 
Odysseus, who now intervenes, Neoptolemos seems to have been in the 
process of returning the bow. After the intervention of Odysseus,  pity 
seems something Philoktetes can only pray for from the gods ( 1 042) .  
But his  desperation as Odysseus ,  Neoptolemos, and the chorus pre
pare to abandon him leads to a further appeal-first to Neoptolemos, 
then, when he fails to respond, to the chorus, whom he can no longer 
consider friends: "0 strangers [ksenoi] ,  will I really be left behind-des
olate like this-l By you as well ,  and will you show me no pity?" ( 1 070-
7 1 ) . Their reply affirms once more (see 1 39-43, 963-64) their total 
dependence on the judgment of Neoptolemos. Once again the pity felt 
and acted on by Neoptolemos plays a decisive role in the unfolding of 
the drama: he orders his men to remain with Philoktetes in the hope 
he will change his mind but comments : "True, I will have it said of me 
that my nature is full of pity/ -Said by this man, but all the same, stay" 
( 1 074-75) .  His assumption that this act of pity will win him a bad rep
utation (akousomai) in the eyes of Odysseus contrasts ironically with 
Philoktetes' earlier, apparently naive assumption that a failure in pity 
would bring Neoptolemos reproach in the eyes of mankind (brotois onei
dos, 968) .  

In the ensuing lyric dialogue between Philoktetes and the chorus, 
the themes of friendship and pity are set in sharp relief against the full ,  

560f itself, belief in necessity implies neither an archaic, demonic view of the world nor 
an anthropological view. But Biggs ( 1 966: 233) rightly notes that, although Philoktetes 
can speak in generally pessimistic terms of the gods (e.g., 452) ,  he does not, in contrast 
to Ajax and Herakles, attribute his wound to divine persecution or punishment. Only 
Neoptolemos raises such a moral/religious interpretation of the wound. In Neoptolemos' 
later allusion to a vaguely divine source of Philoktetes' sufferings ( 1 3 1 6-1 7) the em
phatic tukhas ("chances") precludes a moral view. 

57This symbolism is beautifully worked out in Kamerbeek 1 948. 
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grim evocation of Philoktetes' inability to survive on Lemnos without 
his bow; the apparent breakdown of the social compact leaves him no 
longer able to confront successfully the pre social conditions of exis
tence. The chorus chide him for rejecting their affectionate feeling for 
him (philotet', 1 1 2 1 ) ;  they declare that they draw near him with com
plete concern for his best interest (eunoiai pasai pelatan, 1 1 64) and de
scribe the doom awaiting him on Lemnos as pitiful (oiktra, 1 1 67) .  Yet 
they deny that they have had any part in a deception (dolos, 1 1 1 7) of 
Philoktetes , reject any criticism of Odysseus ( 1 1 40-45),  and twice ex
press their great eagerness to leave Philoktetes to his fate ( 1  1 77-8 1 ,  
1 2 1 8) .58 Indeed, the idiom they first choose to express this eagerness 
(phila moi, phila, 1 1 77) seems to embody the poet's ironic comment on 
the superficiality of their philotes (bond of affection) for Philoktetes. 

The consequence of the delay won by Neoptolemos' pity is course 
not the submission of Philoktetes but the completion of Neoptolemos' 
break with Odysseus. In the staccato exchange between the returning 
Neoptolemos and the unsuccessfully obstructive Odysseus,  Neop
tolemos describes his earlier behavior as a crime (hos ' eksemarton, 1 2 24 ,  
cf. 1 248) involving shameful deceptions (apataisin aiskhrais . . .  kai do
lois, 1 2 28 ,  cf. 1 233 ,  1 249) and contrary to right (dikei, 1 233) .  He de
clares his imperviousness to fear ( 1 25 1 ) ,  even of the entire army 
( 1 243) ,  as long as he is allied with "what is right" (wi dikaioi, 1 25 1 ) . This 
passage is not uncommonly cited as marking a definitive repudiation 
of sophistic thought.59 It does clearly mark a particularly self
conscious internalization of the heroic shame ethic : terms that nor
mally derive their validity from the approval or disapproval of the 
group are here held up as a basis for defying the group's opinion. The 
attempt to found a more inner-directed morality based on traditional 
terminology is generally associated with the name of Sokrates, who in 
turn is presented by Plato as the very antithesis of a Sophist. Yet the 
process, never complete, by which the traditional shame culture's eth
ical terminology was transformed into a set of mental constructs affect
ing the psyche of an individual apart from witnesses was longer and 

58Twice, that is, if the much suspected (see Jebb, ad loc.) lines 1 2 1 8-2 1 are retained. 
Taplin ( 1 97 1 :  39-44) has renewed the attack on them. It is hard to say how much his 
conviction of their inappropriateness is affected by his false view that the chorus's at
tempt at persuasion has been honest (38). Gardiner ( 1 987 :  42-44) is particularly good 
on this "dialogue of the deaf' (44) in which she sees a "genuine attempt on the part of 
the chorus to persuade Philoctetes, an attempt which Sophocles deliberately designed to 
fail ,  in order that we may see Philoctetes' refusal to go to Troy as a natural consequence 
of the brutal treatment he has received, rather than as merely petulant obstinacy . . . .  
The chorus seem to be engaged not so much in persuasion as in recrimination" (42 ) .  

59E.g. ,  Knox 1 964 : 1 36 and Pohlenz 1 954: 335. Opstelten ( 1 952 :  1 08-9), though he 
does not specifically cite this passage, seems to have it particularly in mind. Again, Nestle 
( 1 9 10 :  1 55) seems to have set the pattern.  
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more complex than Plato suggests. We have already seen how central 
such an internalization of values is to Aeschylus' vision of democracy. 
The anthropologically oriented thinkers who explored the origin of 
ethics in the survival needs of the group also examined the subtle so
cialization process by which necessary values are internalized in mem
bers of the group. They recognized that without some internalization 
of ethical values no social intercourse is possible,  that instead of rela
tions based on persuasion there would be only deceit or brute force .60 
Thus, despite the clear admixture in the ethical assumptions of the 
Philoktetes of nonsophistic or even antisophistic elements, the dramati
zation of the break between Neoptolemos and Odysseus is in harmony 
with significant aspects of the sophistic analysis of the social compact. 
The emergence of fundamental agreement about ethical matters be
tween Neoptolemos and Philoktetes is presented as an integral factor 
in the establishment of bonds of true friendship and sincere pity, which 
in turn are the prerequisites for the survival and joint action of these 
two men. 

The break with Odysseus is followed by the reestablishing of bonds 
of pity and friendship, based on a concern for the best interest of one's 
friend, presupposing fundamental agreement about ethics and di
rected toward the salvation of both.  Thus, just as there were two views 
of the presocial battle to survive-one successful with the bow, the 
other impossible without the bow-so there is a double dramatization 
of the process of establishing the social compact-one perverted by the 
intrusion of deceit, the other purged of suspicion caused by previous 
deceit. In this second version there is an important difference of opin
ion between friends on a matter that affects the survival of each. Thus 
this scene dramatizes the problem of the grounds of persuasion, which 
is presented as a fundamental need if human beings are to survive in 
a group. 

Neoptolemos begins by expressing his desire to persuade through 
speech ( 1 278) and to speak pros kairon ( 1 278) ,  which in the context of 
his retention of the bow retains an ambiguity : does it mean "season
ably" to Philoktetes' advantage or does it retain Neoptolemos' earlier 
expressed commitment to the intentions of the Atreidai? Philoktetes at 

60 Adkins's chapters ( 1 970: chaps. 4 and 5) on the Presocratics and Sophists are disap
pointing on this topic, due in part, I suspect, to his ignorance or disregard of Havelock's 
work. Adkins does not even discuss anthropological speculation until he deals with the 
Epicureans and deals only superficially with a few of the ethical fragments of Democritos 
( 1 970: W I ,  1 07 ,  1 1 0) .  Guthrie too is deficient on this topic for similar reasons : he is un
duly hesitant to take Democritos seriously (HGP 2 .489-9 1 ) . On Democritos, see Vlastos 
1 945 and 1 946. On the whole topic, see Havelock 1 957 :  esp. chaps. 6-8. On the need for 
internalization of ethical values, particularly in a democracy, see Chapter 4 on fear (to 
deinon, deos) in the Eumenides. 
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first rejects persuasion on the grounds that Neoptolemos' previous de
ception precludes genuine friendship, that is, friendship based on sin
cere concern for the friend's best interest (eunoun, 1 28 1 ) .6 1 But once 
Neoptolemos has returned the bow and restored to Philoktetes the 
means of minimal survival , spontaneous affection (0 philtat' eipon, 1 290) 
begins to return. Once this bond is reestablished, Neoptolemos sets 
about the task of serious persuasion ( 1 3 1 5-96) . He begins by setting 
forth quite abstractly the conditions under which human beings merit 
pity (epoiktirein, 1 3 20), namely, when their sufferings are imposed and 
enduring them is inevitable (anankaion, 1 3 1 7) .  Philoktetes , he argues, 
by refusing proffered social ties demonstrates the characteristics of a 
beast (egriosai, 1 3 2 1 ) .  Bestiality is further defined as a refusal to accept 
joint decision making by failing to distinguish friend from enemy. The 
whole argument recalls sophistic attempts to define what is peculiarly 
human as a basis for exploring the foundations of human social bonds.62 

After Neoptolemos has raised these general preliminaries to persua
sion, he catalogues a series of concrete advantages that will accrue to 
Philoktetes if he returns to Troy. These include cure for his malady 
and winning supreme renown as the sacker of Troy.63 Philoktetes' ag
onized reply is first a wish that he were dead. The intensity with which 
he states his predicament suggests that he is by no means devoid of 
human susceptibility to the kindly intentioned (eunous) advice of a 
friend : "Ah me, what am I to do? How can I distrust speech! Coming 
from this man, who has advised me with good will?" ( 1 350-5 1 ) .64 With-

6 'The theses of Knox ( 1 964: 1 1 9-20) that Odysseus' choice of dolos ("deceit") over bia 
("force") or peithO ("persuasion") precludes the success of peitha, which might have 
worked if it had been tried first, is taken up by Schlesinger, who adds a suggestive anal
ysis ( 1 968: 1 03-5) of the embassy in II. 9 as a parallel and a useful discussion of the am
biguity of persuasion in Gorgias ( 1 23) .  The thesis is attractive insofar as it casts light on 
the meanness of Odysseus' assumptions and reminds us of the very solid grounds for 
Philoktetes' distrust, but Schlesinger in particular tends to argue the matter as if the pri
mary intention of Sophokles were to display his cleverness in writing a drama of intrigue. 

6'The gist of Neoptolemos' argument has some affinities with Protagoras' analysis of 
faults that merit pity and those that are punished (Prot. 323c8-324C l ) ,  the unusual char
acter of which is well emphasized by Havelock ( 1 957 :  1 74) and Guthrie (HGP 3.67). For 
the beast analogy, see Democritos D-K B 57,  1 98. 278, and perhaps Antiphon D-K B 48. 

63Machin ( 1 98 1 :  6 1-103) treats in great detail the dramatic mechanisms by which this 
information, which Neoptolemos seems to know now for the first time, emerges as just 
barely plausible from his lips in this context. 

64Philoktetes' use of the virtual formula for climactic tragic helplessness at an impos
sible decision ("What should I do?" ti drasa, 1 350, cf. Aeschylus Ch. 899) echoes Neop
tolemos' earlier pained declarations of helplessness (908, 969. 974) and dramatically 
underlines the intensity of his dilemma. This strong expression of Philoktetes' openness 
to genuinely friendly persuasion is undervalued by those who present Philoktetes as im
piously stubborn or psychologically damaged by his hatred of his enemies (e.g. , Bowra 
1 965: 293; Ronnet 1 969: 255-58,  Winnington-Ingram 1 980: 296-97). To be open to the 
persuasion of friends is the mark of a true aristocrat (see Ajax 330), but to refuse-in the 
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out denying the advantages cited by Neoptolemos , Philoktetes implies, 
through a series of passionate rhetorical questions, that the most ele
mentary social intercourse (prosegoros, 1 35 2 ;  ksunonta, 1 356) is unthink
able with men who are not kindly intentioned, who have treated him as 
Odysseus and the Atreidai have. But he is not simply motivated by bit
terness for past crimes ; it is the strong probability, based on their pre
vious and recent behavior, of equally unjust treatment in the future 
which seems to preclude social ties and joint action with such men 
( 1 359-6 1 ) .65 Philoktetes strikingly clinches his argument with what is 
in effect a sophistic argument from probability, but couched in lan
guage that fuses the metaphors of birth and education : 66 "For men 
whose judgment! Becomes the mother of evils, it teaches the rest evils" 
( 1 360-6 1 ) .67 

Philoktetes now turns the tables on Neoptolemos. It is not to Neop
tolemos' advantage to associate with such men, much less give them 
help (epophelOn, 1 37 1 ) . Neoptolemos acknowledges the plausibility of 
Philoktetes' arguments but appeals simply for trust (pisteusanta, 1 374) 
and reaffirms the bond of a friend (philou . . .  andros toude, 1 375) .68 

Once more he declares his own belief that a return to Troy represents 

face of the strongest inducements-to allow a criminal society to define one's role is the 
special characteristic of the Sophoklean hero; cf. Knox 1 964 : chaps. 1 and 2, esp. pages 
8-9. K. Alt ( 1 96 1 :  1 69) has a good appreciation of Philoktetes' vulnerability to Neop
tolemos here: if he gave in at this point, it would be only out of friendship, not from hope 
of a cure. 

65At line 685 Jebb accepts Schultz's and Lachmann's isos On isois, for the reading of L, 
isiis en isois, and specifically denies that the text "implies that he dealt with isoi in one way 
and adikoi in another." Yet Philoktetes' argument at lines 1 354-6 1 seems to imply pre
cisely that familiar code; he cannot envision consorting with the Atreidai and Odysseus 
on the same terms as with Neoptolemos. Thus the reading of A rec, isos en isois, or Her
mann's isos en g' isois (to correct the meter) , only are not closer to L but more accurately 
describe Philoktetes' conception of fairness with a nice touch of dramatic irony: the cho
rus, like their political leaders, are not among the isoi and accordingly have no claim 
on Philoktetes. 

66Cole ( 1 967:  1 45-46) notes that the "the appeal to eikos [probability) was probably the 
most characteristic form of argumentation in the late fifth century, evident alike in 
drama, history, and oratory . . . .  What evidence we have suggests that the appeal to eikos 
was much less popular in the fourth century." To be sure, the word eikos is not used by 
Philoktetes here (note its earlier use by him at 230 and 498 and by Neoptolemos at 36 1 
and 1 373,  with Winnington-Ingram's comment 1 980: 296), but the gesture of predicting 
future behavior on the basis of past action, especially when cast in terms of education, 
has a sophistic flavor to it. 

67Retaining kaka of the manuscript where Jebb reads kakous. 
68Lesky ( 1 972 :  245) remarks on the artistically fine irony that it is Neoptolemos' own 

previous lies that render Philoktetes' arguments against participating in the Greek army 
even more plausible. Schlesinger ( 1 968: 1 33) goes even farther, suggesting that the de
tails of the lie Neoptolemos tells Philoktetes, inasmuch as they recall Agamemnon's theft 
of Achilles' prize of honor and Odysseus' defeat of Ajax in the judgment of the arms, 
turn out to be a poetic image of the real relationship of Neoptolemos to the Atreidai 
and Odysseus. 
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the best interest of both Philoktetes and himself ( 1 38 1 ) . The issue of 
whose benefit (opheloumenos, MSS 1 383 ;  ophelos, 1 384) sparks further 
debate and provokes from Neoptolemos a strikingly relativistic argu
ment: the Atreidai , who have cast Philoktetes from society, will "save 
him back" into it (palin sosous', 1 39 1 ) .69 

When agreement on this sort of salvation seems impossible, Neop
tolemos declares that he sees no alternative but to leave Philoktetes in 
his present circumstances, which he describes as "living" (zen) ,  but liv
ing without the salvation of social supports (aneu sotenas, 1 396) . Philok
tetes now insists that Neoptolemos abide by his earlier dishonest 
promise to convey Philoktetes home. By his agreement now, however 
reluctant, the social compact of these two men is formally set in com
plete opposition to the third or contemporary stage of Greek society. It 
is this opposition that elicits the fullest mutuality in the bond between 
these two friends. When Neoptolemos asks how he will escape the at
tack of the Greeks, Philoktetes pledges his presence. Using a solemn 
polysyllable,  a unique coinage that emphasizes the significance of the 
concept (Long 1 968 : 67) ,  Neoptolemos asks "What act of helpfulness 
will you perform?" (tina prosophelesin erkseis, 1 406) .  Philoktetes replies 
by pledging to hold off the Greeks with the arrows of Herakles. Thus 
the weapon Philoktetes had earlier defined in terms of mutual aid (662-
70) is confirmed in that function as the final basis of their compact.70 

In the foregoing discussion of the relations of Philoktetes to the cho
rus and to Neoptolemos, I have featured several dominant, related 
themes : spontaneous affection and pity, concern for the best interest of 

�Democritos D-K B 1 72 and 1 73 are particularly suggestive of the peculiar delight in 
paradox characteristic of sophistic relativism. 

7°1 cannot agree with those who, like Harsh, ( 1 960: 408), Knox ( 1 964 : 1 39-40) , K. Alt 
( 1 96 1 :  1 72) ,  and Segal ( 1 98 1 :  3 20), see Philoktetes' commitment here to defend his 
friend against the putative aggression of other Greeks as simply a misuse of the bow of 
Herakles. The bow has not been defined in this play in terms of civilizing service to 
Greece at large, but of special service of one friend to another. Nothing in Sophokles' 
play suggests that the destruction of Troy is inherently a service to the common good
indeed, the worth of the commonality as embodied in Odysseus and the Atreidai is much 
in question. Patriotic appeals are conspicuous by their absence here. This lack is partic
ularly striking in view of the emphasis on patriotism in Euripides' version (Dio. Chrys. 
Or. 52 . 1 3 , 59. 1 ;  ponein huper this koines sOterias ltai nikes) presented at the outbreak of the 
war in 43 1 B . C .  Since we are dealing with Euripides, however, there is a strong likelihood 
that these sentiments would emerge as heavily ironic if we had the whole play (see Web
ster 1 967:  6 1 ) . The date of Aeschylus' version is unknown, but it is hard to imagine an 
Aeschylean treatment of such a theme not being strongly patriotic. 1 do agree that the 
reference here to Herakles is one of several preparations for his later appearance; but his 
words consistently focus on the greater destiny awaiting PhiJoktetes and Neoptolemos. 
Troy is the proper arena for the exercise of Philoktetes' arete and that in turn is seen as 
in accord with the slow-moving justice of Zeus;  but the common good of Greece is not 
presented as a specific component of that justice but rather as the punishment of the 
guilty and the reward of the best ( 1 425-26). 
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one's friends, the exploration of true persuasion,  the process of arriv
ing at agreement about ethical values. I believe that these themes, pre
sented in constant juxtaposition to Philoktetes' isolated struggle to 
survive on Lemnos, constitute a dramatic exploration of the funda
mental ties between human beings which reflects the anthropological 
speculations of the Sophists. Those speculations, as we noted, posit a 
presocial struggle to survive followed by a social-compact stage during 
which the achievement of human ties enables successful escape from 
the insecurity, isolation, and physical discomfort of the presocial stage . 

Contemporary Society : The Sophist's Way to Survive 

Though I have postponed full consideration of the many transfor
mations by which Sophokles sets his own distinct ideological stamp on 
the sophistic matrix he employs in the Philoktetes, a few of the poet's 
changes are already obvious. We noted the decisive intrusion of the de
ceit from the contemporary sphere into the more naive and spontane
ous interactions that characterize the bonds established between 
Philoktetes and Neoptolemos. Moreover, despite what I consider the 
dramatist's emphasis on the peculiarly sophistic bases of those ties, it is 
obvious that a bond between the two men against the whole world is 
radically different from the spirit of the older Sophists' view of a broad 
social compact based on common human needs. In Sophokles' version,  
the consolidation of the bond between Philoktetes and Neoptolemos 
before the entrance of Herakles seemed, as we noted, to imply irrec
oncilable alienation from Odysseus and more broadly from the 
Atreidai and the whole Greek army. Sophokles' sense of a gap and per
haps even of open hostility between, on the one hand, the social and 
ethical implications of the first two stages and, on the other, the con
temporary world represented by Odysseus colors the entire dramati
zation of that contemporary world, giving it at times the air of a 
diatribe. Here in this isolated play, far more than in Aeschylean trilogy, 
tragedy seems to confront the audience directly with contradictions 
presented as irreconcilable (cf. Vernant and Vidal-Naquet I g88 :  3 3 ;  
Segal I g8 1 :  5 1 ) . 

We come then to the point at which most discussions of the sophistic 
influence on the Philoktetes begin and end, the character of Odysseus 
and the educational implications of the addition of N eoptolemos to the 
traditional myth . 7 '  As we noted earlier, the Sophists' interest in the 

7 ' E .g. ,  Nestle 1 9 10 :  1 54-55, Weinstock 1 937 :  1 00, Pohlenz 1 954: 334-35,  Lesky 1 939: 
370-73,  Bengl 1 942 :  1 44-46, and Craik 1 980. Ronnet ( 1 969: 259-62)  is the only work 
I have seen that undertakes to refute the association of Odysseus with the Sophists. 
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presocial struggle to survive and in the bases for a social compact con
stituted a philosophical or pseudo historical prop for their analysis and 
education in the technique of survival-of acquiring and exercising 
political power-in contemporary society, especially democratic Ath
ens. Odysseus is unmistakably presented as a contemporary politician 
imbued with sophistic doctrines. He has distinctive ethical views and 
his own clear terminology of survival. In relation to Neoptolemos, he 
clearly enacts the role of teacher, and his difficulties in teaching are 
emphatically presented as a consequence of Neoptolemos' inherited 
nature , thus dramatizing a fundamental issue in the educational de
bate of the fifth century. 

Odysseus' relation to Philoktetes, by which he functions in a large 
part as the spokesman of state authority, brings into sharp focus the 
sense of a potential conflict between the natural needs of the individual 
and the impositions of the community. This conflict, often loosely as
sociated with all the Sophists under the tag phusis/nomos (nature vs. law 
or custom), probably became a central concern only toward the last 
quarter of the fifth century when its most radical implications were ex
plored by the Sophist Antiphon.72  Thus we should note that even what 
appears to be the strongly antisophistic opposition in Sophokles' play 
between the first two societal stages and the third stage probably has its 

Ronnet's main arguments are Odysseus' lack of eloquence and brusque reliance on 
threats and force in his one sustained encounter with Philoktetes (974-1 080) and even in 
his interactions with Neoptolemos. She speaks instead of Odysseus' "Iaconisme" (26 1 ) . 
This argument ignores the strong Athenian associations of his allusion to Athena Polias 
( 1 34), but her emphasis on his relative lack of (flowery) eloquence, his open disparage
ment of long speeches ( 1 047-48), and his reliance on force and threats is valuable. It 
closely parallels the role of the Athenian spokesmen in the Melian dialogue, a passage in 
which, as far as I know, sophistic influence has never been doubted. In fact, Bowra 
( 1 965: 286) cites this passage as an illustration of Odysseus' character. Moreover, a dis
tinction must be made between eloquence, reserved as in Sophokles' other plays for the 
hero, and effective manipulation of arguments. In this skill Odysseus is quite impressive, 
as Knox ( 1 964 : 1 25) emphasizes. 

?'Fuqua ( 1 964 : 55, 70, 2 1 5) maintains that this antithesis is the underlying organiza
tional principle of the play. In the rather loose sense in which he uses the terms, I agree. 
He appears, however, unaware of the decisive role of anthropological speculation both in 
the formulation of the antitheses and in the structure of the play. In particular, despite 
a lengthy summary of the views of phusis set forth by Diller, Lesky, Heinimann, K. Alt, 
Muth, and others, there does not emerge from his argument a clear sense that the so
phistic use of the term phusis grew directly out of an anthropological orientation that saw 
in the individual's basic physical and emotional needs a common core of fundamental 
similarity between all human beings and a link with other animals (see especially Anti
phon D-K B 44) . As the scholars cited by Fuqua have noted, Sophokles' uses of the term 
are strongly aristocratic in flavor, emphasizing the moral factors that establish a rigid 
social hierarchy. Sophokles' juxtaposition of the needs of this aristocratic phusis to the 
impositions of organized society thus involves a virtual subversion of the egalitarian 
thrust of sophistidanthropological phusis. It is just possible that Sophokles contributed as 
much to the assumptions of a Kallikles (see Plato's Gorgias) as did any Sophist. 
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roots largely in the thought of more radical late fifth-century 
Sophists.73 Odysseus' ethical views and terminology of survival are con
sistently juxtaposed to those of Philoktetes and gain much of their pe
jorative or ironic color from the implicit contrast to the grimness of the 
reality or necessity that conditions Philoktetes' struggle to survive. 

The chief means by which Odysseus expects to achieve success he 
calls at the outset of the play his sophisma ("trick," "piece of cleverness," 
or "sophistry," 14,  compare sophisthinai, 77) ,  which he himself rede
fines as "devising evils" (tekhnasthai kaka, 80). 74 Neoptolemos immedi
ately echoes this description by alluding to Odysseus' plan as acting 
from an evil devise or plan (ek tekhnes prassein kakes, 87) .  This pejorative 
sense of tekhne as a deceitful contrivance is as old as Homer, but it has 
already gained special irony in the prologue by the contrast to Philok
tetes, whose rough wooden cup is described as a "devise of some crude 
craftsman" (phlaurourgou tinosl tekhnemat' andros, 35-36). Similarly, Odys
seus' Homeric aspect as the "man of many devices" (polumekhanou an
dros, 1 1 35) is given a particularly negative force , not only by its 
association in the immediate context with shameful deceits ( 1 1 36) but 
by the contrast to Philoktetes' more fundamental "contrivance" of the 
bare necessities of survival (emekhanomen, 295) ' 

Philoktetes' primary weapon in his physical struggle to survive is his 
bow. Odysseus' weapon in the battles of the contemporary world is 
his tongue: 

Son of a noble father, I too once, when young, 
Kept my tongue unemployed and my hand a hard worker. 
Now that I 've come to the test, I see that 
The tongue, not action, has total sway over men. 

(96-99) 

Certainly the commitment to speech as opposed to the violence of 
weapons was a cardinal element in the more benign, pro-democratic 
sociology of the older Sophists. But Sophokles' characterization of Odys
seus' commitment to speech clearly implies not progress but degener
acy ; it is constantly associated with trickery (dolos, 9 1 ,  1 0 1 ,  102 ,  107 ,  
608 , 948 , 1 1 1 2 , 1 1 1 7 , 1 2 28 ,  1 282 ) , deceit (apati, 1 1 36, 1 1 28) , and lying 

73Moulton has argued persuasively for a closer relationship between Democritos' views 
of the potential conflicts between the individual and society and the views of Antiphon. 
He does conclude, however, that "Democritus was certainly more optimistic about nomos" 
( 1 974: 1 39). On the relative dates of the forms of the antithesis, see also Havelock 1 957 :  
255-94 and Guthrie HGP 3 :  chap. 4· 

74Craik 1 980: 249-5 1 is a useful historical survey of the change in soph- words from 
positive to negative connotations. 
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(pseudos, 1 00 ,  1 08 ,  1 09 ,  842 ,  1 342) ,  not only in the view of others but 
often in Odysseus' own language . 75 Indeed, his first description of 
N eoptolemos' goal, "to steal Philoktetes' soul rpsukhen] by speaking with 
speeches" (54-55) ,  is closely paralleled by Gorgias' triumphant allusion 
to "speech which has persuaded and deceived the soul" (logos ho peisas 
kai ten psukhen apatesas) (D-K B I I  = Praise of Helen 8) .  Although this 
"sophistic" aspect of Odysseus is frequently noted, scholars often ig
nore the fact that this aspect is counterpointed in the play to a full  cel
ebration of the triumph of sincere peithO over both verbal deceit and 
physical violence in the bonds of mutual support established between 
Neoptolemos and Philoktetes. Thus here too Sophokles seems to have 
exploited a contrast between the humane enlightenment implicit in the 
anthropological speculations of the older Sophists and the ferocity he 
perceived in the contemporary application of sophistic doctrines. 

Ferocity is not too strong a term for Odysseus' behavior, since per
haps Sophokles' most pointed contrast between the contemporary and 
presocial struggles for survival is in his handling of the hunting motif. 
Not only is hunting constantly associated with Philoktetes' isolated 
struggle, but we recall that his bow is personified as "discovering the 
things needed for his belly" (gastri men ta sumphoral tokson tod' ekheuriske, 
288) .  Because Odysseus' weapon is his tongue, his "discoveries" are in 
fact nothing but the invention of ingenious lying arguments (hoia k '  ak
saneuriskeis legein, 99 1 ) . 76 His values, goals, and achievements are char
acterized as "hunting," fundamentally the hunting of human beings. 
The metaphor is first introduced to show dramatically Neoptolemos' 
decision to accept Odysseus' assessment of the situation : "If that is the 
case , it would appear they are worth hunting for" (theratea, 1 1 6) .  The 
verbal adjective is applied with heavy dramatic irony to the bow (toksa, 
I 1 3) of Philoktetes , which Odysseus asserts is the only means by which 
Neoptolemos will be able to sack Troy. 

It is not until the audience has been fully exposed to Philoktetes' lit
eral hunting of birds and beasts with this same bow ( 1 65 ,  1 85 , 288-90) 
that the hunting metaphor is applied directly to Odysseus' character
istic behavior as a hunter of human beings. The alleged ship captain 
describes how tricky (dolios) Odysseus seized the noble son of Priam, 
Helenos, and displayed him in the midst of all the Greeks, a "fine 

75Podlecki, though he begins his article ( 1 966b) with a line from Gorgias, fails to set his 
survey of the allusions to speech and persuasion in the Philoktetes within the context of 
the fifth-century sophistic explorations of those ideas. 

76Note the HettOn logos (the inferior or worse argument) in Aristophanes' Clouds who 
boasts that he will gain victory over the kreittOn logos (the stronger or better argument) "by 
inventing bizarre arguments" (gliomas kainas ekseuriskon, 896). Forms of heuriskii are, not 
surprisingly, common throughout the Clouds. 
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catch" (theran kalen, 609). Neoptolemos' first effective turning away 
from Odysseus' views echoes ironically his own earlier use of the met
aphor ( 1 1 6) as well as the passage just quoted. Despite the urging of 
the chorus, he perceives that the bow alone without the man is a futile 
"catch" (theran) for them (839-40) .  But it is reserved for the man him
self, Philoktetes, to articulate the bitter reversals of nature involved in 
Odysseus' theft of his bow: not only will he, the hunter of beasts, be
come the hunted of beasts (956-58),  but he has been reduced to this 
subhuman state as a result of being hunted (suntheriimenai, 1 005 ; 
etheraso, 1 007) himself by a fellow human being who has used the un
known youth as his "hunting screen" (problema, 1 008 ; see Jebb, ad loc.) .  

Sophokles further displays the anthropological character of the par
allel activities of Odysseus and Philoktetes by summing up the goals of 
each with forms of the term soteria. When Neoptolemos objects in the 
prologue to Odysseus' scheme on the grounds that it is shameful, Odys
seus retorts that it is not if the lie achieves at least "being saved" (to 
sothenai, 1 09) .  Having won Neoptolemos to his position, Odysseus leaves 
the stage at the end of the prologue with a prayer that encapsulates his 
guiding principles in the contemporary battle for survival : "May tricky 
Hermes be our guide and leader/ And Victory, and Athena-of-the
polis, who always saves me" ( 1 33-34) . 77 Odysseus defines himself in 
terms of deceit (dolios) and a commitment to victory (Nike) . For his 
safety he counts on Athena Polias, an epithet that implies broadly the 
supports of organized political life but also strongly suggests contem
porary democratic Athens. This final phrase of Odysseus' credo (he 
soizei m ' aei) is later echoed in Philoktetes' equally climactic summation 
of his triumph over the primitive forces of the environment by making 
fire (ePhen ' aphanton phOs, ho kai s6iui m ' aei, 297) .  

This sustained parallel between Odysseus' vocabulary for successful 
political manipulation and Philoktetes' description of his isolated 
struggle for minimal survival is one of the crucial factors unifying the 
intellectual matrix of the play. The inherent bitterness of the juxtapo
sition is made explicit again by Philoktetes. When he first realized the 
full import of the trick perpetrated against him, his outburst against 
Neoptolemos treats him as if he were Odysseus himself and strikingly 
combines the notions of fire, artifice, and deceit: "You fire ! you total 

77Calder declares: "The patron saint [Athena] was not to be contaminated by collab
oration with oligarch [Odysseus] . Soph. Phil. 1 34 is a fourth century (?) interpolation, a 
doublet to 1 33 ,  inserted by an ignorant chauvinist, possibly to agree with Euripides' ver
sion" ( 1 97 1 :  1 69 n. 94). Though Calder claims the authority of Fraenkel, he offers no 
account of the echo of the phrase he siiiz.ei m ' aei by Philoktetes at 297 (ho kai siiizei m ' aei). 
Calder moves in a familiar circle when he expunges a line that does not jibe with his 
peculiar reading of the politics of the play. 
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monster! you utterly hateful! Contrivance of clever criminality ! Look 
what you've done to me!! How you've tricked me!" (927-29).  Fire (pur), 
the symbol of his salvation through a literal technology of survival, is 
transformed here into the symbol of Philoktetes' destruction through 
the contrivance (tekhnema, 36) of a liar. The word "monster" (deima) 
may further suggest the bestiality that characterizes the behavior of 
"advanced" society toward "wild" Philoktetes. 78 

The contrast between the values of Odysseus and Philoktetes is, how
ever, most sharply focused in their respective relations to Neoptolemos. 
This aspect of this much-studied play has been dealt with especially 
fully, but we can set that exploration of sophistic educational theory 
within the broader framework of sophistic anthropology and sociology. 79 
As we noted earlier, for the anthropologically oriented Sophists, their 
own activity as educators received philosophical validation in the fun
damental role played by the learning process in the presocial battle to 
survive and by the educational process that inculcates the skills and 
ethical values essential for the preservation of the social compact. At 
the same time, their views and activities were deeply involved in the 
class conflicts of fifth-century Greece, particularly those of demo
cratic Athens. 

The relation of the Sophists to the class divisions of Athens is rather 
complex and explains in part the almost universally negative view pre
served of their educational role :  there was something about them to 
offend every class sooner or later. As we noted earlier, the general 
thrust of their anthropology was egalitarian, and most Sophists are as
sociated with a pro-democratic perspective.80 Indeed, as Havelock has 
shown ( 1 957) ,  the fragments of their texts are the best single source 
from which to attempt to reconstruct the contours of democratic 
ideology.8 ) On the other hand, their large fees and foreign status pre
cluded their serving the demos directly. Whatever their sentiments , 
they served the interests of those who had money, and accordingly they 

78Jebb cites a parallel (Aristophanes Lys. 1 0 1 4) for the use of pur where therion (wild 
beast) would correspond to deima here. See also Euripides Heracles Furens 700, deimata 
therOn, noted by Webster ( 1 970, ad loc.) .  

791 find Erbse's 1 966 article a most penetrating discussion, but he has nothing to say 
about the sophistic background. 

BoKerferd ( 198 1a :  1 8- 19) rightly emphasizes the patronage of Perikles, whose name is 
clearly associated with Damon, Anaxagoras, Hippodamos, Zeno, Protagoras, Herodotus, 
and, of course, Sophokles. The choice of Protagoras in 444 B.C. to compose the consti
tution for Perikles' pet project of the panhellenic colony at Thourioi , presumably in
tended to be a showcase for democracy, is particularly revealing. 

8, A. H. M. Jones's otherwise excellent chapter "The Athenian Democracy and Its Crit
ics" ( 1 964 : 4 1-72) makes good use of the "Great Speech" of Prot agoras in reconstructing 
democratic ideology, but it generally ignores the Sophists. 
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seem to have been distrusted by the demos pretty early.82 Within the 
monied classes, their readiest pupils would appear to come from the 
newly rich , who were in a hurry to achieve political power in the dem
ocratic assembly and lacked the traditions of public life that charac
terized the older aristocratic families. 83 To this bond with the newly 
rich we might reasonably attribute in part the tendency of several 
Sophists to downgrade or openly disparage inherited characteristics. 
We may reasonably attribute to the same cause the common hostility, 
first articulated by Pindar, of the born aristocrat to the activity of 
teaching and in particular teaching by Sophists. As I hope is clear by 
now, the qualities a Greek aristocrat claimed by birth were not primar
ily physical but moral and political , a point that is especially clear in the 
poetry of Pindar, whose genre invites emphasis on purely physical in
herited superiority. 

Still, the association of the Sophists with the non-aristocratic rich is 
sometimes exaggerated. Protagoras and Anaxagoras were closely asso
ciated with Perikles, whose lineage was second to none ; and Plato's pic
ture of the Sophists' clientele includes many scions of aristocratic 
families. The Sophists in fact seem to have been closely associated with 
what we might call the liberal wing of the ruling class , those who, re
gardless of their lineage, were open to employing the most up-to-date 
sentiments and methods-including professional education-to main
tain or extend their power. 

In the light of these divergent trends-on the one hand, sophistic 
education as a vehicle for the newly rich to achieve power and, on the 
other, sophistic education as an enlightened means of maintaining the 
status of the old ruling class-we should view Sophokles' second major 
innovation in the traditional plot of the Philoktetes myth, the inclusion 
of Neoptolemos. The emphasis on Neoptolemos' noble nature , inher
ited from his noble father Achilles-an emphasis no study of the play 
can ignore-is by no means incompatible with an important trend in 
sophistic educational theory.84 On the contrary, the use of stories 

8·See Guthrie HGP 3: 37-39. Whether Protagoras' book was ever burned (D.L. 9.52 = 
D.K. A 1 )  or Anaxagoras was ever in serious danger (Plutarch Per. 32 . 2  = D.K. A 1 7) is 
much disputed (see Kerferd 1 98 1 a : 43,  2 1-23 ;  Muir 1 985). But it does seem a reasonable 
inference from Aristophanes' Clouds that the demos had no love for Sophists. 

8sSee Adkins 1 970: 94. Connor, however, makes an interesting case for the anti
intellectualism of many of the "new politicians" in the last quarter of the century ( 1 97 1 : 
1 63-68). As OUT own era has taught us, anti-intellectualism is not at all incompatible with 
the use of intellectuals to heIp manipulate public opinion. 

84Here I am most at odds with Diller ( 1 936: 245-46) and Lesky ( 1 939: 370-73). Al
though there is no explicit modification of his earlier view in a later edition of Dichtung 
( 1 972 :  246), Lesky was far more definite in the earlier edition, which was translated into 
English ( 1 965) :  as his final comment on the Philoktetes he cited Pindar 01. 9. 1 00 and con
cluded that "this world of thought is a complete contrast to that of the sophists and of 
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about the offspring of famous noble heroes to illustrate educational 
doctrines seems a particular feature of sophistic teaching. Rather than 
attacking the pretensions of the aristocrats, they chose to set them in a 
new context that stressed the need for the noble phusis to be supple
mented by paideia. 

We know that the Sophist Hippias wrote a dialogue in which Nestor 
lays down the proper pursuits by which young Neoptolemos may show 
himself a "good [ruling-class] man" (agathos aner, D-K 86 A 2 .4) .  Pro
dicus' educational myth of Herakles' choice is especially suggestive of 
Sophokles' treatment of Neoptolemos.85 Baseness or Evil (Kakia) ad
dresses Herakles first with words that perfectly sum up the dramatic 
interest of Neoptolemos in Sophokles' play : "I see , Herakles , that you 
are at a loss [aporounta] what path to turn to for your life." She then 
offers him the pleasantest (hedisten) and easiest path (D-K 84 B 2 . 23) .  
Excellence or Goodness (Arete) begins her subsequent appeal to Her
akles by an emphatic allusion to his high ancestry and early upbring
ing: "I too have come to you , Herakles, knowing your parentage [tous 
gennesantas se] and having observed the nature fPhusin] that is yours 
through your education [en iii paideiai] . On these grounds, 1 have 
hope . . .  " (D-K 84 B 2 . 27) .  Prodicus implies no sharp Pindaric antith
esis of education and inherited qualities (Ol. 9. 1 00 ;  Ne. 3 .4 1 ) . 86 He 
grants and builds on the idea that noble parentage augurs well .  But, 
true to his profession, he attributes the actual phusis of Herakles to his 
early education . This combination of high birth and the proper early 
rearing will, given the appropriate encouragement in early manhood 
by the right mature voice, achieve greatness. At the same time, the spe
cific point of the myth is to emphasize the threat to the noble nature of 
the youth which is ready at hand in the appeals to short-term pleasures. 

Those who see in Neoptolemos' final rejection of Odysseus a simple, 
old-fashioned affirmation of aristocratic phusis and an equally simple 
repudiation of sophistic educational theory ignore the structure and 

Socrates" ( 1 26). Bengl ( 1 942 :  1 42 )  cites and echoes much the same view from an even 
earlier edition of Lesky. 

85Ronnet goes out of her way to denounce a "Manichean" view of the play presenting 
"the two protagonists as Goodness and Evil between whom the young man hesitates" 
( 1 969: 258-59). Sophokles is, to be sure, subtler than Prodicus, whose young Herakles 
is offered a choice between discourses presented by the allegorical figures Kakia and 
Arete (D-K 84 B l and 2) .  Yet the absolutism of the antithesis and of Sophokles' own 
moral judgment is parallel, as is the explicitly educational focus of Sophokles' version of 
the myth. 

8&rO be sure, Pindar has kind words for the teaching of athletic trainers (e.g. , Ot. 8. 
54-6 1 )  and was perfectly aware that talent needed hard work and guidance. But this 
only makes his attack on "learned aretai" the more clearly ideological ; he seems to im
ply that only those with the right ancestry can achieve authentic success-the rest is 
"mere" learning. 
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dramatic development of the myth. Neoptolemos is on stage with Od
ysseus for a mere 1 34 lines, and in fact it takes only some 80 lines for 
Odysseus to lay out his plan and overcome Neoptolemos' objections by 
offering something hedu (lit. "sweet," 8 1 ) . After this brief "education" 
by Odysseus, Neoptolemos, despite Philoktetes' compliments to his 
parentage and early rearing (242-43) ,  despite his outpouring of af
fection and truly pitiful circumstances, displays consummate skill as 
a liar and hypocrite. He is on stage with Philoktetes an extraordinary 
amount of dramatic time, more than 1 ,000 lines, before he is fully won 
over to Philoktetes' side. 

The painfully slow process by which he moves from his initial callous 
readiness to use brute force (90)-a revealing indication of the content, 
so to speak, of his untutored phusis-to a surrender of all the ambitions 
inevitable in such a youth is a primary dramatic interest of the play. 
There is nothing automatic or inevitable about the emergence of his 
good phusis. 87 His rejection of the chorus's invitation to steal the bow 
and leave the man does force him to reveal the truth to Philoktetes ; 
but, as we have seen, he still insists on following Odysseus' orders and 
insists on a basic harmony of his own narrow self-interest and what is 
right (926).  When pity makes him waver, the mere appearance of his 
first mentor, Odysseus, seems adequate to suppress all but the most 
hesitant gesture of sympathy ( 1 074-80) . 88 Neoptolemos' return with 
the bow is definitely a calculated dramatic surprise, and even then he 
attempts persuasion before actually returning the bow (D. Robinson 
1 969 : 45-5 1 ) .  Despite all the particularly Sophoklean emphasis on 
Neoptolemos' inherited nature, Sophokles has controlled the action in 
such a way as to dramatize the educational dictum of Antiphon : "One 
must necessarily become, with respect to character [tous tropous],  of the 
same sort as the person with whom one spends the greatest part of the 
day" (D-K 87 B 62) . 89 Sophokles in the Philoktetes is far nearer to Plato's 

87Emphasized by Knox ( 1 964: 1 2 2-23) .  Erbse ( 1 966: 1 87) remarks that what Neop
tolemos calls his phusis in the prologue is nothing more than a claim (Anspruch) which for 
a considerable part of the play he lacks the courage to validate. This seems an improve
ment over Diller's declaration that the real theme of the play is "the imperviousness of 
nature to external influences" ( 1 936: 245). But the inadequacy even of Erbse's formu
lation is that it too accepts at face value the poet's verbal insistence on the emergence of 
Neoptolemos' noble phusis as if it were a fixed, unalterable entity while ignoring the full 
dramatization of a fundamentally different and richer content imparted to that phusis by 
good education-not to mention its vulnerability to bad education. 

8�aplin ( 1 97 1 :  35) nicely emphasizes the visual presentation of N eoptolemos' vulner
ability to Odysseus' influence, who stops him in the very act of returning the bow and 
reduces him to silence for almost the whole rest of the scene. 

89See also Democritos' emphasis on education by imitation and association (D-K B 1 54, 
39, 79, 1 84) and Protagoras' similar focus on the consequences of association (Plato, Prot. 
3 1 6c5-d3). Concern for the "right" company was, as Guthrie (HGP 3 .250-5 1 )  stresses, 
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sense (particularly in the Republic) of profound anxiety for the fate of 
the well-born in the corrupting environment than to Pindar's confi
dent affirmation that "thanks to birth the noble temper shines forth in 
sons from their fathers" (Py. 8 .44-45). Like Plato and the Sophists , 
Sophokles dramatizes the absolute necessity of such a nature meeting 
with the right education. 

But uniquely in Sophokles' play the conflict of the values between 
which the pupil, Neoptolemos, must choose is explored within the 
framework of learning to survive in three stages of the development of 
human society. Philoktetes has had to learn to acquiesce in sufferings 
imposed by necessity during his long struggle to eke out bare survival 
in isolation (538) .  In order to be saved out of that isolated struggle into 
a civilized human compact, both Philoktetes and Neoptolemos must, as 
we have seen, establish bonds based on pity, affection, and a sincere 
concern for each others' best interest. At this stage too they must agree 
on definitions of "daring," "noble," "right," "shameful," and "holy." 
The content, so to speak, of the good phusis which has been tested and 
educated in terms of this anthropological vision of reality emerges as 
more complex than could be inferred from Neoptolemos' initial com
mitment to truth, success , and violence. 

The education Odysseus attempts to give Neoptolemos on survival 
in the contemporary world at times echoes these same terms, but in a 
strikingly different sense, and at times it directly repudiates them. Pity 
and affection are not in Odysseus' vocabulary. He occasionally takes a 
paternal tone, addressing Neoptolemos as son (pai, teknon) ,  but words 
in phil- (i .e . ,  "love ," "dear") come not from his lips. go We have no rea
son,  given Odysseus' past and present treatment of Philoktetes, to be
lieve that Neoptolemos is mistaken in assuming pity to be grounds for 
reproach from Odysseus ( 1 074-75) '  Odysseus does attempt unsuccess
fully to define the term "noble" (gennaion, 5 1 )  in a self-consciously new 
(kainon, 52 )  sense, but soon he frankly acknowledges that the inherited 
phusis (79-80) of Neoptolemos is an obstacle. Later he expresses a fear 
that this very nobility (gennaios per on, 1 068) may ruin everything. The 
situation with "daring" is a bit more complex because the idea itself is 
ambiguous and, depending on context, can imply heroic courage or be
havior that flies in the face of public opinion. Odysseus urges Neop
tolemos to be daring (tolma, 82)  in the pursuit of victory (8 1 ) ,  which 

also an aristocratic idea; but Guthrie underestimates the special emphasis of the Sophists 
on the decisive role of socialization in determining character. 

goAvery ( 1 965: 285) counts two instances: teknon at 1 30 and pai from Neoptolemos' lie 
at 372 .  He omits pai at 79, an emendation, and those where the addition of a reference 
to his father (50, 96) tempers the potentially affectionate tone. In contrast, Avery finds 
52 instances of the paternal address from Philoktetes. 
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sounds a bit heroic, but the action is soon frankly described as shame
less (anaides, 83,  cf. Kirkwood 1 958 :  234-35 n.  23) .  Odysseus equivo
cates about the term for "right" (dikaios) behavior, now claiming it 
irrelevant for the present (82) ,  later amplifying this relativism by the 
assertion that when circumstances require it he can be as devoted to 
right behavior as anyone ( 1 049-5 1 ) .  But at one point, where the tone 
of his sophistry approaches broad comedy, he attempts a definition of 
"right" that would guarantee him the fruits of a theft on the grounds 
that he had planned it ( 1 246-47} .9 1 Holiness (eusebeia) he first presents 
a virtually synonymous with dikaios and, like that value, irrelevant in 
the present but available when the circumstances require (85, cf. 1 05 1 ) . 
The chorus, speaking of the arms of Achilles which the Atreidai alleg
edly gave Odysseus improperly, describe them as an "object of religious 
awe" (sebas, 402)  for Odysseus. This suggests a pointed contrast to the 
religious awe (656-62)  that both Neoptolemos and Philoktetes express 
in relation to the bow of Herakles, there explicitly defined in terms of 
helping friends (euergetiin, 370). Odysseus later claims with great so
lemnity that his behavior is the will of Zeus (989-90) and attempts to 
prevent Neoptolemos from returning the bow by calling the gods to 
witness ( 1 293) .  Finally, when it comes to what is shameful, Odysseus is 
only mildly equivocal. In pointed contrast to Philoktetes, who asks 
Neoptolemos to endure less than one whole day of physical distress in 
return for the greatest prize of glory (pleiston eukleias geras) of saving a 
fellow human being (478-80) , Odysseus asserts that if Neoptolemos 
gives himself over to Odysseus shamefully (eis anaides) for the short 
space of a day he will in the future have the reputation of being the 
most pious of all mortals (83-85). But generally Odysseus characterizes 
himself and is characterized by others as completely indifferent to the 
shame ethic, precisely the terms on which the Athenians at Melos most 
sharply differentiate themselves from their traditionalist opponents. 

The terms in which Odysseus first expresses that indifference 
strongly state what is also the primary basis on which his values and his 
behavior have been defended.92 He urges Neoptolemos, when he 

9 l Lesky, without explicitly saying that the scene is comic, notes ( 1 972 :  244) the simi
larity to Old Comedy. Taplin ( 1 97 1 :  36-37) goes farther and argues, rightly I believe, 
that both this scene and Odysseus' final exit are so close to the style of brief defeats of 
villains in Old Comedy that they dramatically confirm the impression of his baseness. As 
suggested earlier, however, these comic elements focused on the "low" character Odys
seus do not justify Craik's attempt to treat the whole play as "a tragedy of less than com
plete seriousness" ( 1 980: 247). 

9"This is most fully defended in Ronnet 1 969: 259-62 ,  as noted earlier. See also Nor
wood 1 948: 1 6 2 :  "It is easy but mistaken to label Odysseus the 'villain.' In reality he is the 
State personified." Yes, he is; but it is precisely in that TOle that he emerges as a villain. 
Muth's attempt to defend Odysseus on religious grounds ( 1 960: 652-56) is even less 
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meets Philoktetes , to say of Odysseus the worst possible insults. With 
true sophistic bravado he casts the issue in terms of a hedonistic cal
culus (alguneis vs. lupen): "You will hurt me not at all by this. But if you 
dol Not do this, you will impose pain on all the Argives" (66-67).  The 
chorus, in its lyric dialogue with Philoktetes when he has been stripped 
of his bow and abandoned, defends Odysseus in just these terms, 
namely, his service to the group as a whole (koinan) .  But here alone Od
ysseus' relation to the group echoes the theme of social bonds based on 
a tie of philia (cf. philous 1 1 43 ) :  "That man, one from many-I Ordered 
by their behest-I Achieved general rescue for his friends" ( 1 1 43-45) .  
If we were able to ignore the context and take their view at face value, 
then the sense of a deep conflict between the social bonds that will save 
Philoktetes and the social bonds governing the contemporary world of 
the Greek army at Troy would be, as many readers have argued, merely 
an illusion of the psychologically disturbed Philoktetes , who must then 
be seen as the truly bad teacher. 

Odysseus, true to the reasoning of most of the anthropological think
ers , does assume a complete harmony between his own best interest 
and the best interest of the community as a whole. But to stress this 
attitude as a basis for arguing that Odysseus is dramatically justified by 
the whole of the play is to ignore the thrust of the whole play. The 
myth of the play, even if it were free of innovations, confronts us with 
and initially negative image of the society in whose interest Odysseus 
claims to act ;  at the same time, Sophokles takes pains to dramatize 
through his characterization of Odysseus the underlying selfish indi
vidualism, hypocrisy, and brutality of that society. 

Sophokles normally presents Odysseus' conception of success , not in 
terms of the anthropological standards of what is useful, helpful, or ad
vantageous, but in the strongly pejorative terms of commercial profit 
and a markedly unheroic victory. Segal ( l g8 1 :  304) points to the spe
cifically aristocratic bias of this characterization, which , as we have 
seen, is as old as the Odyssey. Odysseus uses the term for "advanta
geous" only once and in a context that has distinct dramatic irony when 
contrasted to Philoktetes' struggle to find what is advantageous to his 
belly (287-88) or his generous commitment to whatever brings advan
tage to his friend (659) . Odysseus, having won Neoptolemos to his 
scheme, tells him that in the event of a delay he will send someone who 
"having practiced deception with respect his clothing" (morphen dolosas, 
1 28-2g) will look like a captain and speak craftily ( 1 30). Neoptolemos 
should "constantly take up whatever is advantageous in his words" (de
khou ta sumpheronta tOn aei logon, 1 3 1 ) . 

satisfactory. Even Bowra ( 1 965: 287) ,  whom Muth otherwise follows closely, recognizes 
the play's implicit indictment of Odysseus' self-serving egoism. 
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Apart from this calculation in trickery and lying, Odysseus' materi
alism has a less anthropological flavor. He tells Neoptolemos that vic
tory is a sweet possession (8 1 ) ;  when his attempt to argue against 
ethical compunctions seems to fail , he cites profit (kerdos) as the con
sideration that should override hesitation ( I l l ) . Philoktetes describes 
the island on which Odysseus marooned him as a place where no mer
chant can find a business profit (eksempolesei kerdos, 303) .  It is as a grov
eling merchant that Odysseus' representative soon appears, and his 
devious manner inspires in Philoktetes an all too legitimate fear that 
he is being "sold in speech" by this merchant (579). The instant Philok
tetes recognizes Odysseus, he exclaims "I've been bought and sold !"  
(978) .  That this view of Odysseus' behavior is not merely Philoktetes' 
illusion is strongly suggested by the cruel sarcasm with which Odysseus 
releases Philoktetes to die alone on Lemnos without his bow: 

But victory is my natural need in every case
Except yours. Now to you I shall willingly yield place. 
Release him! Keep your hands off him from now on! 
Let him stay. We don't even need you any more, 
Inasmuch as we have this bow. For there is 
Teucer among us with this particular skill 
And I ,  who consider myself not a bit your inferior 
At wielding this bow or at aiming it straight. 
Yes !  What need is there of you? Walk about Lemnos and good luck! 
We must be on our way. And perhaps your heroic prize 
May award to me the honor that ought to have been yours. 

One may debate whether this is a further deception aimed at persuad
ing Philoktetes to come to Troy or a blunt statement of Odysseus' spur
of-the-moment decision to exploit for his own advantage (cf. 1 069) 
Philoktetes' intransigence.93 But the narrowly selfish cruelty of his line 
of reasoning is indisputable. Nothing Odysseus does or says elsewhere 
in the play contradicts the impression that this speech accurately rep
resents his characteristic way of thinking. Yet Odysseus', and to a lesser 
degree the chorus's, calculations and values constitute the only evi
dence we have in the play for those that predominate in the society of 
the Greek army as a whole. Odysseus' reasoning here is the ugly ob
verse of the sophistic thought that views society as founded on mutual 

93Lesky ( 1 972 :  243-44) says cautiously that the poet gives us no clear answer to this 
question. Linforth argues ( 1 956: 1 35-56) emphatically that Odysseus must be only bluff
ing here; so too Kitto 1 956: 1 24,  Hinds 1 967: 1 77, and Calder 1 97 1 :  1 6 1 .  Contra, T. 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1 969 [ 1 9 1 7] :  304-7, Bowra 1 965: 286-87, Knox 1 964 : 1 34, 
and D. Robinson 1 969 : 45-5 1 ,  which I find particularly persuasive. 
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human need. We have stressed Sophokles' dramatization of the hu
mane consequences in the bonds of pity and affection established be
tween Philoktetes and Neoptolemos. Here we see a callous calculation 
of what is not needed (oude sou proskhreizomen, l O55 ;  ti deta sou dei? 
l O60) . Philoktetes becomes society's first throw-away person ; Odysseus 
is the man who undertakes here ,  as he had ten years before, to handle 
the disposal operations and to glory in the personal profit he will gain 
from it; for victory is all he "needs" (khreizOn, l O52 ) .  

A more obvious aspect of  Sophokles' dramatic emphasis on the hy
pocrisy of Odysseus' claim to work only for the public good is the ironic 
contrast between Odysseus' and Philoktetes' respective relationship to 
necessity. Philoktetes , as we have seen, knows the necessity of his day
to-day struggle to survive the threats of the elements (538) and to en
dure the physical pain imposed on him by circumstances ( 1 3 1 7) .  But in 
relation to human beings he displays an iron commitment to personal 
freedom which is proof against bribery, force, the threat of death , or 
even the sincere appeal of a friend. The social bonds he adheres to in
volve freely volunteered service to his friends, Herakles (670) and 
Neoptolemos ( 1 404-5) .  His participation in the Trojan expedition is 
pointedly presented as this same sort of freely volunteered service 
( l O2 7) .  Odysseus, in sharp contrast, himself acknowledges that he par
ticipated in the expedition out of necessity (eks anankis, 73) ,  and 
Philoktetes reminds the audience that in fact Odysseus had to be 
tricked as well as forced to participate ( l O25) .  This is the man who re
peatedly describes himself as a mere servant following orders. 

The society of the Greek army as a whole is characterized almost ex
clusively as an entity that gives orders. The first of these we hear of in 
the play is the callous order to maroon Philoktetes (6) . This same so
ciety requires that Neoptolemos serve the orders of Odysseus (hyperetes, 
53 ,  cf. 93-94) ·  Nowhere does Odysseus associate , as most of the an
thropologists do, this obligation to subordination with the idea of com
pensating long-term advantages in a civilized polity. Those advantages 
are an important theme in the play; but only the chorus, Neoptolemos, 
and Herakles are permitted to articulate them in contexts in which they 
are explicitly hostile to or override the political dominance of Odysseus 
and the Atreidai . Thus Sophokles seems perhaps in the very choice of 
his myth and certainly in his development of it to echo the most pes
simistic of the Sophists , Antiphon and perhaps Thrasymachos.94• The 

94See Havelock 1 957 :  23-29 on Thrasymachos and 1 957 :  chap. 10 on Antiphon. See 
also Moulton 1 974 on the shift toward pessimism. Guthrie (HGP 3: esp. 9 1-92) makes an 
interesting case for a more sympathetic view of Thrasymachos as parodied in the Re
public. Kerferd ( 198 1a :  1 2 2 )  makes the more traditional association with Kallikles; Con
tra see Furley (83) in Kerferd 1 98 1  b. 
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state, through a crass calculation of its own needs, which seem synon
ymous with the convenience of its rulers, imposes horrible suffering on 
a citizen who is not merely guiltless (676-86) but ready to contribute 
generously to a common effort ( 1 027) .  It exacerbates rather than re
lieves his physical pain ; and when the occasion arises which requires a 
reversal of his exclusion from society, the state is ready to give orders 
( 1 1 44) that violate his self-respect by deceit and force. Like Zeus in the 
Prometheus, the state is cast in the image of a brutal tyrant, hostile to all 
the advantages of human society which are symbolized in the hero 
(Pohlenz 1 954 : 330, 332) .  

It is possible to surmise an evolutionary solution of the apparently 
irreconcilable conflict in the Prometheus; but, as we have seen, Sopho
kles seems to treat his myth in a way that evokes anthropological spec
ulation about the development of human society but precludes a 
positive view of the third or contemporary state of that process. The 
fascination, frustration, and much of the tragic pathos of this play thus 
depend on Sophokles' paradoxical exploitation of sophistic anthropo
logical speculation. His dramatization of Philoktetes' grim, isolated 
struggle to survive the threats of beasts and harsh elements poses most 
absolutely, almost "scientifically," the need of human beings for society ; 
yet the only society available is characterized as subhuman. 

The Way Out: The Supersession of the Sophists 

If there is any real resolution of the dilemma posed by this play, and 
many sensitive modern readers see none, we may approach it by sum
marizing Sophokles' debts to the Sophists and his departures from 
them.95 Sophokles' response to the Sophists , though not as thorough 
or explicit as Plato's, moves along lines we see Plato exhausting in the 
next chapter. Sophokles exploits, as we have seen, the sophistic analysis 
of the origin and development of society in such a way as to imply a 
strong condemnation of the Sophist in contemporary society. Al
though the main thrust of sophistic anthropology was egalitarian, 
we have seen evidence that some Sophists were willing to equivocate 
about aristocratic birth in their attempt to demonstrate that even the 

95linforth's whole study of the play ( 1 956: esp. 95-97) has the primary aim of dem
onstrating that Sophokles did not and could not accept the traditional ending of the 
myth, the return of Philoktetes to Troy, as true to the logic of the rest of the myth. The 
ending we have then is a more or less cynical bow to tradition ; T. Wilamowitz
Moellendorff ( 1 969: 3 1 1 ) and Ronnet ( 1 969: 274) agree. Whitman ( 1 95 1 :  1 87-88) offers 
the most impressive defense of the ending. See also Pratt 1 949: esp. 286-87, Kirkwood 
1 958: 39, and Winnington-Ingram 1 980: 297-303 . 
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well-born needed professional education. Sophokles exploits this 
equivocation to offer a militant affirmation of inherited excellence. 
Similarly, he exploits the sophistic analysis of ethical values along lines 
that culminate in aristocratic absolutism for which metaphysical, that 
is, divine , validation is claimed. 

Sophokles' major transformations of the presocial struggle for sur
vival consist of this downgrading the heavily intellectual emphasis of 
the Sophists and stressing the extraordinary aristocratic superiority of 
Philoktetes. Thus, despite the relative obscurity of Philoktetes' family 
in the broad spectrum of Greek heroes, Philoktetes is described almost 
at the outset of the play as "perhaps second to none in his noble origins" 
( 1 80-8 1 ) . Similarly, though we have noted the careful use of the techno
logical vocabulary (tekhnema, mekhanaomai, ekseurisko, frur) to give Philok
tetes' struggle an anthropological coloring, Sophokles does not celebrate 
primarily the intellectual ingeniousness of his hero but his unique 
courage, which sets him above his enemies.96 Thus, when Philoktetes 
thinks he is about to leave, he is anxious that his young friend look at 
his cave home to learn (mathes) how he manifested his uniquely coura
geous nature (has . . .  ephun eukardios) and in particular his qualities of 
daring and endurance (tlenai) ;  he has learned day-to-day acquiescence 
in sufferings that no one else could even stand to look at (533-38) .  

The aristocratic slant Sophokles gives to his exploration of the social 
compact stage is even more striking. Although the chorus, represent
ing in this context the ordinary mass of human beings, are open to 
spontaneous feelings of pity, they are incapable of acting indepen
dently, caught in playing out the lies concocted by their superiors, and 
in the final analysis committed only to time-serving. It is only Neop
tolemos, "son of the best of the Greeks" (3) ,  possessed of "primeval 
god-sanctioned royal power" ( 1 38-4 1 ) , who is able at last to validate 
the implications of his inherited nature by responding to pity and af
fection sufficiently to make the ultimate commitment to his friend's 
interest. The linguistic emphasis throughout the play on such aristo
cratic ethical terminology as gennaios, eugenes, and phuOlphusis in the 

!J6Letters ( 1 953 :  273-74) dourly speaks of Philoktetes as "not just a skill-less Robinson 
Crusoe, though he has spent so many years without any recorded improvements in his 
savage economy." Then, more blatantly ignoring the strong emphasis in the play on the 
struggle to survive, he concludes: "The introvert of Sophokles' play finds occupation 
enough in brooding over his wrongs." Sophokles in fact has a special problem in his cho
sen material :  he must sharply differentiate his hero's arts of survival from those of the 
mythic figure who is most traditionally associated with all sorts of sophia. Indeed, Vlastos 
( 1 946: 6 1 )  speaks of Democritos' concept of sophia as "Ulysses-like resourcefulness." I be
lieve that there is a similar factor at work in the exclusion of allusions to primitive gar
dening or food gathering: for all his wretchedness, Philoktetes must remain the 
aristocratic hunter, sharply distinguished from any form of activity that smacks of 
the peasant. 
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context of pervasive allusions to paternity tends to mask the sophistic 
core with a Pindaric overlay.97 For, as we have noted, the content of the 
ethical choices Philoktetes imposes on Neoptolemos owes more to the 
Sophists than to Homer or Pindar; and the dramatization of the im
pact of Philoktetes' experience and character on Neoptolemos owes 
much to sophistic theorizing about educational companionship (sunou
sia) .  Yet the bond established between Neoptolemos and Philoktetes is 
neither explicitly educational nor explicitly a social compact; it is rig
orously cast in the mold of traditional heroic, aristocratic male bonding 
in which the older man is inevitably cast in the role of a father figure 
and thus a natural educator by example. Tacitly parallel to the more 
explicitly erotic friendship of Achilles and Patroklos (434), it is more 
immediately modeled on the friendship of Herakles and Philoktetes 
(670, 1 436-37) .98 Sophokles thus seems at pains to imply that the nat
ural consequence of this interaction of two heroic friends is the con
firmation of an excellence of character in Neoptolemos that is already 
his by birth. Neoptolemos' shockingly hypocritical and manipulative 
behavior is repeatedly presented as an intrusion from the contempo
rary world; he is the victim of bad education (97 1 , 1 0 1 4-1 5) by Odys
seus, who, as we have seen, is explicitly characterized as a Sophist. 

Generally, bad education and low birth are presented as the chief 
faults of the third or contemporary level of society. Bad education by 
the leaders is offered as an explanation for all the city's and the entire 
army's misconduct (384-85),  and the subservience of the chorus to 
their leaders confirms the fact that this indictment is not merely a lie 
concocted by Neoptolemos for the immediate situation. The inhumane 
and manipulative conduct of Odysseus is associated not only with his 
sophistry ( 1 4 , 77 , cf. 43 1 ,  1 0 1 5 , 1 244) but repeatedly with his low birth 
from Sisyphos (384, 4 1 7 , 1 3 1 1 ) .  Finally, Sophokles ignores a minor de
tail of the mythic tradition in order to associate Odysseus with the vir
tual paradigmatic figure of low birth, Thersites (Gellie 1 97 2 :  29 1-92 ; 
contra Huxley 1 967 : 6) .  

97gennaios: 5 1 ,  475, 799,  80 1 ,  1 068, 1 462 ; eugenes : 336, 604, 874; phuo: 79, 88, 326,  
558, 9 10, 1 052 ,  1 074, 1 244, 1 372 ;  ekphuo: 89, 996; phusis: 79, 874,  902 , 1 3 10 ;  pater: 3, 96, 
242, 260, 347, 434, 362, 453, 468, 490, 625, 996, 1 284, 1 3 1 1 ,  1 3 1 4, 1 365, 1 37 1 ,  1 430; 
Achilles: 4 ,  50, 57,  62 , 260, 328, 33 1 , 364, 542 , 582 , 940, 1 066, 1 220, 1 237 ,  1 3 1 2 , 1 443;  
Poias: 5 ,  263, 3 1 8, 329,  46 1 , 1 230, 1 26 1 , 1 4 1 0, 1 430; Sisyphos: 384 (by implication) ,  4 1 7 , 
1 3 1 1 . Not every instance in a Greek tragedy of address to a character by reference to his 
paternity must be seen as implying a belief in inherited excel lence. In this play, however, 
where the theme is so explicit, I believe that the cumulative impact of these allusions is 
quite striking. 

9BCalder ( 1 97 1 :  1 69 n. 88) reviews with savage skepticism the attempts of "refined crit
ics" to find an "erotic" dimension to the play. It takes, I think, something quite different 
from refinement to deny the general homoerotic pattern of Greek aristocratic culture, 
though to be sure the reference in the Philoktetes is quite indirect. 
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Sophokles' solution of the conflict between the implications, on the 
one hand, of the first and second stage of his anthropology and, on the 
other, of those of the third stage lies in the radically hierarchical per
spective he has built into the analysis of society and develops through 
his control of the dramatic action. By the end of that action he has 
claimed, with a religiously archaizing self-consciousness nearer Plato 
than Homer, the absolute validation of this social and political hierar
chy in the will of Zeus. 

The low point of pessimism in the play occurs in a digression of some 
fifty lines (4 1 0-55) on the effects of war, a passage that has long been 
recognized as vividly contemporary in its impact. Achilles is dead, Ajax 
is dead, Antilochos is dead and his father Nestor has lost his position as 
the respected adviser. Patroklos too is dead. But Diomedes, Odysseus, the 
Atreidai , and Thersites flourish. The obvious human lesson (ekdidakso) 
from these facts is stated first by Neoptolemos : "In a brief saying / I'll 
draw the lesson : of its own will War / Seizes no worthless man, but takes 
the good always" (435-37) .  The bitter, despairing implication for the 
governance of the universe is in turn stated by Philoktetes : 

Nothing bad has ever perished. 
Rather, the gvJs carefully bundle them up to shield them 
And somehow take delight in turning back from Hades 
The jaded, criminal elements ; while the right-acting, 
The decent sort, they dispatch there constantly. 
What reckoning must I make of this? How shall I praise, 

when 
In setting praise on divinity, I find the gods bad? 

And as if the point was not clear and sweeping enough, Neoptolemos 
sums up the case for despair in a neat, redundant Gorgianic truism: 
"Where the worse over better rules in might / The worthy all perish 
and the trickster's99 right" (456-57) .  

Commentators and critics occasionally cite the contemporary evi
dence that would justify so bitter a view of the effect of a long war. 1 00 

Some (e.g. , Calder 1 97 1 )  see this speech as merely a further instance of 
Neoptolemos' deceit. What is rarely pointed out is how fully these sen
timents correspond to Odysseus' analysis of present realities : 

Son of a noble father, I too once, when young, 
Kept my tongue unemployed and my hand a hard worker. 

991 retain the deinos of the manuscripts where Jebb reads deilos. 
"'''See Jebb of 435; Webster 1 970 on 436; Bowra 1 965 : 277,  286. M. H .  Jameson's 

1 956 article contains a wealth of contemporary data, but it also suggests some contem
porary grounds for the relative optimism of the ending. 
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Now that I've come to the test, I see that 
The tongue, not action, has total sway over men. 

(96-99) 

All three major characters look at the reality of the war and conclude 
that moral values and courage in action count for nothing in the strug
gle for survival and success. Both Odysseus-with his commitment to 
verbal manipulation and his guardian gods, Tricky Hermes and Political 
Athena-and Philoktetes-with his direct experience of gross i�ustice 
apparently triumphant-infer that the gods uphold such an analysis. 
But it is the full exploration of Philoktetes' own successful battle to 
overcome the worst assaults of a corrupt contemporary society, and fi
nally, his capacity to inspire the emergence of the highest social virtues 
in the promising noble pupil which lay the emotional and intellectual 
foundations for the tremendous,  utopian affirmation of aristocratic 
human worth-an affirmation that sweeps away the pettiness and vi
ciousness of Odysseus in the epiphany of an apotheosized Herakles. 1 0 1 

Philoktetes himself has come to recognize the invasion of a reality 
overriding the shortsighted calculations of the Atreidai . Though he re
jects bitterly what he perceives as Odysseus' cynical exploitation of re
ligion for gross ends (99 1-92) (see Spira 1 960: 2 2 ) ,  he is soon moved 
from his despair to perceive an implicit divine concern for right in the 
"divine goad" that has prodded Odysseus to come for the crippled, 
foul-smelling man who had interfered with their rituals ( 1 03 1-39). It is 
the quasi-scientific, existential demonstration of Philoktetes' absolute 
superiority in circumstances in which he is stripped of every social and 
religious support that endow this divine validation with the aura of 
something more solid than pious wish fulfillment. By the end of the 
play, it is dramatically credible that Philoktetes is needed by the Greek 
army, not just through some quirk of fate or, as Odysseus seems to 
think, by virtue of the fact that he happens to possess a magic weapon. 
Philoktetes is dramatically represented as the best human being left 
alive, and the bow of Herakles is not the cause of his superiority but the 
clearest external symbol of it. 1 02 Similarly, Philoktetes' wound is the 
clearest symbol of his need for society, of the intolerable pain of isola
tion from the positive virtues of communal life .  

1 0 1  I had hoped to pass over in well-deserved silence the absurd thesis of Errandonea 
( 1 956) that the appearance of Herakles represents the final ploy of a disguised Odysseus; 
but alas a later discussion of the play, Shucard's ( 1 974) , informs us: "Errandonea . . .  bril
liantly shows that Herakles is actually Odysseus" ( 1 35 n. 20). I do not know how one 
would set about refuting so inherently preposterous a view; I only record here that I am 
aware of it and do not see any merit in it. In general, Gardiner is quite sensible about 
what is explicit and what can be inferred from the text of a tragedy ( 1 987:  37 , 47-48). 

IO"Kirkwood ( 1 958:  77) is surely right in describing HeIenus' prophecy as "a commen
tary on Philoktetes' greatness, just as his possession of the weapons of Herakles is." 
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The appearance of Herakles confirms on an absolute plane the data 
resulting from Sophokles' aristocratic exploration of the presocial and 
social compact phases of the struggle to survive . Though this solution 
grows organically from Sophokles' particular "thinking through" so
phistic social and political teachings , the appearance of Herakles is the 
most self-consciously archaizing aspect of the play : "epic ," "heroic," 
"aristocratic," "religious"-the antitheses of the style and values one as
sociates with the Sophists. The tonality of the play is decisively shifted 
from a world apparently dominated by the Atreidai and Odysseus. In 
perhaps Sophokles' most grimly realistic play, if by that characteriza
tion we mean focused on the ugliest contemporary realities, this end
ing succeeds in achieving an eminently ideological aura of grandeur 
drawn from the reservoir of aristocratic myth : Zeus's favorite son af
firms the justice of Zeus. 

Though critics have often spoken crudely of orders from Zeus de
livered by Herakles , the tone of address recalls the deferential courtesy 
of some Homeric exchanges between gods and heroes (Snell 1 960 : 
32 ) . 103 Herakles' first words, responding to Neoptolemos' i�unction to 
Philoktetes to "bid the land farewell and start out" ( 1 408) , emphasize 
the option of their proceeding on their chosen course : "Not yet, at least 
until you have heard our tale" ( 1 409-10) ,  and then add a deferential 
vocative, "son of Poias." Again, after explaining who he is and why he 
has come, he uses a polite Homeric injunction for a sympathetic hear
ing (epakouson) . 104 After a play shot through with sophistic exploration 
of the powers and limitations of logos, Herakles describes his speech
and Philoktetes repeats the word-by the archaic , heroic term muthoi 
( 1 4 10 ,  1 4 1 7 , 1 447 ;  Winnington-Ingram 1 956:  633 n. I ) . Herakles' 
prime motive in coming is designated by the word kharis, which conveys 
the reciprocity of concern characteristic of heroic friends and at the 
same time the peculiar Greek notion of a divine grace reserved for he
roes, for winners by birth . The phrase used for the will of Zeus (ta 
Dios . . .  bouleumata) recalls the Dios boule of the Iliad, which there de
scribes, not the cynical aim of ridding the earth of excess population 
found in the Kupria (Homeri Opera 5: 1 1 7) but Zeus' commitment to val-

lOST. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff ( 1 969: 3 1 1 )  speaks misleadingly of Herakles' coming to 
command (befehlen) Philoktetes to go to Troy. He is followed by Grene ( 1 967: 1 40) and 
Gellie ( 1 972 :  1 57) among others. K. Alt ( 1 g6 1 :  1 73) emphasizes rightly the purely per
suasive tone of Herakles' speech ; but since Kitto ( 1 956: 1 37) seems to have convinced too 
many readers that there is nothing of interest in Herakles' speech, I have considered it in 
some detail . 

1 04LS] s. v. 4 suggest the de facto sense of "obey" citing this passage ; but the only pre
Sophoklean passages cited, Il. 2 . 1 43 and Hesiod Op. 275,  do not justify seeing more than 
the usual confidence conveyed by the word that a careful hearing will win agreement. In 
the case of the Hesiodic passage, the author is clearly whistling in the wind. 
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idating Achilles' absolute superiority in  the face of  rejection and injury 
by the highest political authority in his society (Whitman 1 958 :  1 3 2-37) .  

Like traditional heroic advisers such as Nestor or Phoenix who can 
be and sometimes are ignored, Herakles prefaces his detailed advice 
with a paradigmatic tale. In this case, the tale is the speaker's own ca
reer and recalls broadly Herakles' similar exhortation to the heroic Od
ysseus in the underworld (ad. 1 1 .6 1 5-26).  The figure who for Achilles 
in the Iliad represents the ultimate futility of birth from divinity (Il. 
1 8 . 1 1 7- 19) spurs the hero of the Odyssey with a tale of sufferings finally 
compensated in dazzling triumph. Here the specific inducements are 
strictly individual and heroic : immortal success and a life of glory 
( 1420-2 1 ) .  Philoktetes' real superiority will be validated by the whole 
community, thus answering earlier legitimate fears of the probability 
of further mistreatment by the Atreidai and Odysseus. The phrase 
used to express this (aretei te protos ekkritheis strateumatos, 1 425) recalls a 
Pindaric description of a winner in the great games (Ne. 7.7)  and, com
bined with a promise of winning the aristeia ( 1 429) ,  offers reassurance 
that the dark fate of Ajax alluded to earlier in the play (4 1 0-1 5) will 
not be repeated in the case of Philoktetes. 1 05 The honorific allusion to 
Philoktetes' father with which Herakles begins is echoed in the full re
assurance that not only is Poias alive but Philoktetes, unlike so many 
other heroes, will succeed in returning to his father and his home 
( 1 430). Herakles then lays a specific obligation on Philoktetes, to ded
icate a thank-offering from the spoils for Herakles' bow at the scene of 
his funeral pyre ( 1 43 1-33) .  The allusion reinforces the personal sense 
of kharis at the outset of the speech ( 1 4 1 3) by reminding the audience 
of the service that won Philoktetes his bow. 

E�oining a parallel mutual dependence on Philoktetes and Neop
tolemos expressed with a heroic lion simile, Herakles announces that 
he will personally send the divine doctor to cure Philoktetes' wound. 
This action is linked causally to the only explicit allusion in the speech 
to the fate of Troy's fal l :  "For it [Ilion] is fated a second time to be taken 
by my bow" ( 1 438-39). The very vagueness of such a fate, its air of 
sheer mystery and individual heroic fetishism, should preclude reading 
into this speech the faintest hint of divine concern for the interests of 
the Atreidai and Odysseus. Indeed the final solemn injunction to show 
reverence to the gods in the sacking of Troy ( 1 440-44) is distinctly om
inous. It recalls the many desecrations of the final night of Troy which 
spell later disaster for so many Greek chieftains including the Atreidai, 

1 05It is not necessary to retain the normally bracketed lines at 1 365-67 (see Jebb's ap
pendix ad loc.) to see in the allusion to Ajax's death an adequate reference for the audi
ence to the Hopton krisis. They will recall Neoptolemos' emphasis in his lie on Odysseus' 
possession of his father's arms. 
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Odysseus, and Neoptolemos himself. The allusion is at best only im
plicit, but if it is present, it focuses awesomely the final ambiguity of 
Sophokles' vision : on the one hand, the divine validation of the good 
Philoktetes and punishment of the evil powers that marooned him are 
reaffirmed; on the other hand, the fragility, the terrible vulnerability 
to corruption, of the noble young phusis is confirmed in a dark allusion 
to Neoptolemus' subsequent development into the most impious of all 
the criminals at Troy. 1 06 

Apart from this possible dark note, the utopian direction of the 
play's resolution is clearly dominant in Philoktetes' full achievement of 
siiteria and Neoptolemos' realization of the best potentialities of his no
ble phusis. Herakles furnishes absolute, "divine" confirmation of both 
by recalling in style and content the whole aristocratic tradition of 
myths celebrating the dependence of society on the single superior in
dividual and the intense suffering that unique superiority entailed
not as in Aeschylus for the community, but for the superior individual 
himself or herself. The pragmatic political consequences of such an 
ending may appear to be a simple glorification of the old-time religion 
and the old-time ruling class. Yet anyone who responded to the ago
nizing and profound exploration of all the new intellectual and polit
ical realities threatening the underlying assumptions of the old views 
must have recognized that the affirmation of the ending is not naively 
or cheaply won. Sophokles' ideological counteroffensive is eminently 
indirect and cautiously circumscribed with what might almost be called 
escape-clause ambiguities. Depending on how far one takes the allusion 
to the crimes committed in the destruction of Troy, one may indeed 
subscribe to Winnington-Ingram's perception of a preponderantly 
ironic vision in Sophokles. 

Philoktetes' final farewell to his island is in one sense a reminder of 
the whole anthropological metaphor that framed the hero's struggle to 
survive and make social ties possible. At the same time, the transfor
mation of the formerly harsh, impersonal arena of that isolated strug
gle into a mythic , animate, and benign array of divine presences who 

106Jebb cites with apparent approval the observation of the scholia : "This warning de
rives force from the tradition that, after the fall of Troy, Neoptolemos 'slew Priam, when 
he had taken refuge at the altar of Zeus herkeios. ' " Neither Jebb nor, as far as I can recall, 
anyone else has explored the important implications for the whole education motif in 
the play of such an allusion. Craik rightly observes that, as far as concerns Sophokles' 
"conviction . . .  that the preeminent principle governing a man's course of action is his 
inborn inherited tendency to nobility or the reverse, . . .  the only new element is the 
prominence given . . .  to the recognition that phusis can be corrupted and diverted from 
its proper track" ( 1 980: 253) .  She does not, however, speak to this passage. Christian 
Wolff nicely spells out the ambiguities of the lion image by reviewing its traditional as
sociations ( 1 979: 1 44-50). 
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may guarantee the siiteria implicit in  the hero's return suggests the po
et's own will to transcend and leave behind the Sophists from whom he 
had learned so much. He has turned their most powerful grounds for 
endorsing an egalitarian society based on persuasion and education 
into a ringing affirmation of the old hierarchies, which, in the midst of 
democracy's demise, were asserting their claims to power on new ideo
logical foundations. 

The Athens of 409 B . C .  

Those few critics who have explored possible connections between 
the world and the text (Said 1 983) of the Philoktetes have understand
ably been tempted by what might be called the roman a clef approach, 
identifying the protagonists with this or that political figure. One obvi
ous drawback of this approach is that, for every detail that seems to sup
port a fit ,  there are others so grossly incongruous that, as in the case of 
older attempts at historicizing Pindar, the whole enterprise of consid
ering the relation of the literary text to the society in which and for 
which it was produced is discredited. We are then invited to fall back on 
the "Olympian" Sophokles, "'unpolitical' as far as any Athenian of that 
generation could be unpolitical" (Ehrenberg 1 954: 1 38) .  Yet, as I have 
tried to demonstrate, the level on which the Athenian dramatic text 
responds to its context is highly abstracted from the immediate, day
to-day struggles of the assembly and the war. As an ideological con
struct, it engages in the politics of world views. It picks and chooses 
from the available concrete data of the political, social , and economic 
realities of Athens in its twenty-second year of war-ignoring much 
that leaves no trace, bracketing other data in a structured silence that 
requires a search for symptoms (Macherey 1 978) ,  and constructing a 
dream world out of other data which is thus distorted past recognition. 

If we seek to construct what we can from the surviving sources of the 
realities of class warfare both internal to Athens and external in the 
war against the Spartan alliance, a few potentially relevant elements 
stand out. The tragic trade-off envisioned in the Eumenides, in which 
war with Sparta emerges as the price for banishing war at home be
tween the Athenian rich and poor, had by the time of the Philoktetes 
utterly collapsed. The Sicilian disaster of 4 1 3  B.C.  had so strengthened 
the hands of the oligarchs that they succeeded in having government 
authority turned over to special councillors (Probouloi) ,  of whom one 
was the octogenarian Sophokles (Aristotle Rhet. 1 4 1 9a-26). In 4 1 1 
B.C. , the Four Hundred took over, initiated a bloodbath, and did their 
best to turn Athens over to Sparta. 
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Aristotle's tantalizing evidence about Sophokles' own apparent com
plicity in this right-wing coup curiously parallels mutatis mutandis
Plato's relation, a few years later, to the even more violent oligarchic 
rule of the thirty tyrants. Aristotle, in a passage of the Rhetoric that re
views various ways of using interrogation, informs us, "When Sophok
les was asked by Peisander [one of the leaders of the coup] if he had not 
voted as the other porbouloi had to set up the 400, he answered yes. 
'Why?' said Peisander, 'Didn't this seem evil to you?' He answered yes. 
'Well then,' said Peisander, 'Didn't you commit evil?' 'Yes I did,' 
Sophokles said, 'For there was nothing better'" ( 1 4 1 9a26-30) . Calder 
( 1 97 1 )  is surely wrong to conclude from this passage that the excesses 
of these aristocrats turned Sophokles into a committed democrat who 
apologizes for his complicity through the Philoktetes. Yet the reminder 
of Sophokles' direct political involvement, shortly before the play, is 
valuable and legitimate as a caution for those readers inclined to view 
Sophokles as a figure of Olympian distance. To me the parallel to 
Plato-who was invited by his uncle Kritias to join the Thirty, hesi
tantly declined, but soon became repelled by their behavior (Epist. 7) is 
more suggestive : a clear demonstration of the capacity of the present 
aristocracy for amoral ferocity worse than the worst follies of the de
mocracy does not bring him any closer to the democracy, for which he 
retains at best a patronizing pity. Rather, Sophokles, like Plato, turns to 
an in depth "thinking through" the most intellectually rigorous cri
tique of aristocracy produced by democratic theory only to use it in an 
attempt to establish a solider ground in anthropology and educational 
theory for the principle of inherited excellence. 

Shortly after the coup of the Four Hundred, when their policies had 
utterly failed, power was entrusted to a so-called moderate oligarchy of 
Five Thousand. Nothing reveals more clearly the class character of the 
Athenian empire (Ste. Croix 1 954-55 :  1-4 1 )  or the real stakes in the 
war than the role of Samos and other so-called "allies" of Athens in the 
fall of the Four Hundred. The Samian demos revolted in 4 1 2  B.C .  
against their big landowners (geamoroi) . The success of this revolution 
spread to the sailors of the Athenian fleet stationed at Samos. The sail
ors threw out their oligarchic officers and elected democrats : "In con
sequence the fleet, the instrument of Athenian power, stood as the 
bulwark of democracy, in opposition to the native city governed by the 
oligarchs !"  (Bengston 1 988 :  1 50) . Other crucial reverses for the Four 
Hundred resulted from their imposition of oligarchies on allied cities 
such as Thasos, which revolted to get rid of both oligarchs and Athe
nian tribute all at once. An ultimatum from the Athenian fleet at 
Samos under Alcibiades set in motion the final discomfiture of the 
Four Hundred, which was sped on, to be sure ,  by the loss of Euboea 
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(Thucycides 8.87-97) .  The naval successes of  Thrasyboulos and Alcib
iades in 4 1 1 and 4 1 0  B.C .  led to the restoration of the full democracy in 
July of 4 1 0. 

As the nephew of Perikles, Alcibiades was certainly the scion of one 
of the most distinguished aristocratic families in Athens. As the victim 
of jealous plotting that caused his exile and sentence of death in ab
sentia at the outset of the great expedition to Sicily and one recently 
associated with an island symbolic of democratic integrity, he has per
haps inevitably occurred to some as the model for Philoktetes. 1 07 But 
the consequences of taking such an identification seriously are gro
tesque. What could be further from the grim isolation and utterly un
compromising integrity imparted to the dramatic character of 
Sophokles' Philoktetes than the truly amazing array of manipulations 
and tergiversations of Alcibiades' whole career, especially between 4 1 3  
and 4 1 O? Moreover, Alcibiades' successes as a flamboyant demagogue 
are hard indeed to square with the dour image of the "miseducated" 
and opportunistic demos evoked in the play. 

More ingenious but equally unsatisfactory is the effort to see Perik
les' son and namesake as the inspiration of Neoptolemos (M.  H. Jame
son 1 956: 2 2 2-24) .  This Perikles was the result of his father's 
extramarital liaison with Aspasia and was only retroactively declared 
legitimate by the assembly out of pity for the elder Perikles' loss of all 
his legitimate sons in the plague (Plutarch Per. 37) .  The scholar who 
proposed this identification gives one of the best pieces of evidence 
against it: "In Eupolis' Demi of 4 1 2  B.C . . . .  Pericles asks a newcomer to 
the underworld if his bastard son still lives. 'He does,' is the answer, 
'and would be a man by now if he were not ashamed of his harlot 
mother'" (M.  H. Jameson 1 956:  2 23) .  In view of the extraordinary bias 
against Aspasia and in general against mixed birth on the part at least 
of non-aristocratic Athenians, it strikes me as highly unlikely that a fig
ure still mocked for his illegitimate birth as late as 4 1 2  B.C .  would easily 
come to mind three years later as the embodiment of aristocratic ex
cellence of birth. 

But such specific identifications are a snare and a delusion. The 
broader picture suggests an all but total alienation from the whole 
spectrum of deceitful, ambitious , and potentially murderous leader
ship of both the oligarchic and democratic factions on the grounds that 
the war has already destroyed virtually all the good (cf. Ph. 446-500) . 
Both the epigraphic and historical sources suggest that the old aristoc
racy had been substantially diminished by the long war (MacKendrick 

1 07M . H. Jameson ( 1 956: 2 1 9) traces this identification back to Lebeau in the eigh
teenth century and offers excellent reasons for rejecting it. 
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1 969 : 3) .  The absence of patriotic appeals beside the ultimately per
sonal rationale offered by Herakles for successfully concluding the war 
against Troy suggests at best a grudging acquiescence to the dogged 
determination of the demos to reject all opportunities for peace. But, 
as I have tried to demonstrate , the primary level at which the text of 
the play responds to the present is, first, its full-scale subversion of the 
sophistic anthropology to the extent that that doctrine offered a war
rant for an egalitarian society based on open debate and, second, its 
tentative affirmation that the combination of inherited excellence with 
the right education and some superhuman support just might salvage 
an otherwise hopelessly corrupt body politic . The utopian nostalgia for 
the Pindaric securities of noble birth beside the grimly realistic ap
praisal of the social, political , and in the broadest sense educational 
forces arrayed against that elite point forward to the far more rigorous 
attempt of Plato to solve this ideological crisis of the ruling elite. 

The Utopian Moment 

As the foregoing analysis suggests, the utopian element in this play 
seems especially thin-archaic even for its own time. A vision of an all
male world of born aristocrats exercising political supremacy through 
martial prowess offers most of us nothing new with which to chart a 
course toward an ampler, more just world. Yet the haunting and en
during appeal on this play is inseparable not only from this vision but 
from the calculated ambiguities of its integration of sophistic anthro
pology. Sophokles succeeds, in no small measure precisely through the 
anthropological imagery of unaccommodated man, in transforming 
the Pindaric aristocratic hero into an image of radical human integrity. 
We respond to the play's celebration of a capacity for sheer endurance, 
for an existential affirmation of consciously chosen values against the 
combined violence of raw nature and of human society at its most vi
cious and oppressive. This icon of human authenticity is inextricably 
linked to hideous and repellent physical suffering. The dramatization 
of the power of such a figure to inspire another human being with such 
pity and such admiration that he is at last willing to forego all the se
ductions of assured success and face all the risks of repudiating all es
tablished authority remains for me incomparably moving in an age so 
marked by both systematic, state-supported torture and heroic revolu
tionary struggle to affirm elemental human rights. 
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Plato's Solution to the Ideological 

Crisis of the Greek Aristocracy 

The division of labor is a skillful deployment of man's powers ; it 
increases society's production-its power and its pleasures-but it 
curtails, reduces the ability of every person taken individually. 

-Adam Smith 
The Wealth of Nations 

If it is legitimate to see in Sophokles' Philoktetes an implicit 
appropriation and transformation of sophistic anthropology and edu
cational theory, it must be acknowledged that such a reading places a 
heavy burden of meaning on the frame of ancient myth which consti
tutes the poet's narrative raw material. That frame, as Sophokles has 
tailored it, is just a story of three men on a deserted island. This cannot 
be in any real sense a society, and even as a putative metaphorical im
age of a society it is remarkably restricted-just two older men battling 
for the adherence of a third, younger man. There are no women, no 
children, no economy other than the elemental survival efforts of 
one of the men. The form of Greek tragedy is inextricably bound 
with the profoundly ambiguous and indirect communicative mode of 
mythic narrative. 

When we turn to the Republic, we find an explicit examination of not 
only the constitutive elements of a society but also the issue of the 
modes of communication. One cannot but be struck by the will of this 
text to be explicit, to escape from the shadow world of mythic, narra
tive representations and spell out at last the "whole truth." We are ac
cordingly tempted to read it on its own terms as somehow the final 
word. It is just the sort of text that the New Right has in mind when it 
celebrates the classics as monumental repositories of eternal truths. 1 

' Is it an accident that one of Allan Bloom's major intellectual endeavors before The 
Closing of the American Mind was a militantly proclaimed and mechanically executed literal 
translation with notes and an interpretive essay of Plato's Republic? One brief sample suf
fices: "Socrates, in leading them [his pupil interlocutors] to a justice which is not Athe
nian, or even Greek, but is rather human, precisely because it is rational, shows the way 
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Both the liberal denunciations of the Republic by Karl Popper ( 1 963) 
and the equally passionate (in its own quiet English way) defense by 
Guthrie (HGP 4) tend toward a certain monumentalizing of Plato, 
treating him as an atemporal essence to be combatted or protected in 
the light of atemporal projections of personal faith . While I focus pri
marily on Plato's ideological contributions in the long discourse of in
herited excellence, what I explore most in this text are its 
contradictions, its puzzling lacunae, the questions posed by its shifts in 
tone from mystic rapture to savage bitterness and despair, from confi
dent protreptic to ferocious diatribe-all the complex ways it is imbed
ded in the muck of a real, unique historical conjuncture . To explore 
these is not to disparage Plato, nor to lock him safely in an irretrievably 
dead past, but to try to come closer to the sources of the Republic's rel
evance for us-caught as we are in our own unique historical muck. 

Ideology and History 

A work of the magnitude of the Republic does not emerge from a vac
uum. But how we conceive of its background or context is not so sim
ple. It is a response, but not a reflection. What the text responds to is 
in a substantial sense the raw material out of which it is produced. 
These raw materials include both what the author repudiates and what 
he or she transforms from a specific culture and society. To adapt a 
famous saying of Marx, authors make texts , but not under conditions 
of their own choosing. Moreover, how one envisions the fullness of 
what this text responds to is not available simply as a straightforward 
inference from the text itself, for the strategy of passing over in silence 
what is deeply disturbing is among the most powerful weapons in the 
arsenal of ideological warfare. "  Thus the silences in the text may be 
fully as revealing of the meaning of the Republic to its own audience as 
what we have in our text. 

One of the fascinations of the Republic is how consciously it desig
nates what it rejects as a "system of representations" (Althusser 1 969 : 

to the truth about political things and develops the extremely complex relationship of 
that truth to civil society. These questions are most relevant to modern man, although 
they are perhaps harder for him to understand than for men of any previous genera
tion" ( l g68:  30g-IO) .  

"In focusing on meaningful silences and the raw materials of literary production I am 
indebted to the work of Pierre Macherey ( l g78). Pindar declares, "What is without god 
is best passed over in silence," suggesting a conscious strategy of suppressing denigrated 
material . Macherey tentatively proposes what becomes the title and point of departure 
of jameson 's Political Unconscious ( l g8 1 ) . I am not concerned in dealing with Plato to dis
tinguish systematically what I consider conscious or unconscious silences. 
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23 1 ) , an imaginary or dream relation to reality, which is embedded in 
specific apparatuses (compare Althusser 1 97 1 :  1 43) of the democratic 
state (the assembly, the courts, the theaters , the army camps; Rep. 
6.492b5-C2) .  For most readers it is Plato, rather than the Sophists 
whom he follows, and most of all in the Republic, who first designates 
this whole realm of the cultural sphere (broadly defined) as the decisive 
site of political struggle (compare Althusser 1 97 1 :  1 47) .  The self
consciousness and explicitness of much of the Republic would seem 
then to free it of a meaningful unconscious and to render its silences 
irrelevant; but, as I hope becomes clear, the situation is not so simple. 

The notion of a meaningful silence is inherently problematic. The 
field of what might be left out as opposed to what is actually in the text 
seems potentially infinite and easily lends itself to a reductio ad absur
dum. There must then be at least some hint, a symptom as Althusser 
would say, that the author is somehow aware of what is silenced and has 
reasons for this silence which admit of meaningful analysis (Macherey 
1 978 :  1 25-28) .  

Such an approach implies an inevitable circularity between the text 
and sources outside the text about the text's potential raw materials. 
An uncritical survey of what any handbook might designate as the sub
ject matter of the Republic suggests the multiple levels and spheres of 
reality to which we may envision the text responding: politics, econom
ics , education and culture, philosophy, the meaning of justice. Thus 
the specific political institutions of Athens and Greece , the internal 
politics of Athens and to some extent the rest of the Greek world and 
at least its recent political history, the economic structures of Greece 
and its economic relations throughout the Mediterranean, the contem
porary content and practice of education in Athens and Greece, what
ever was available to Plato within the broadest conceivable purview of 
philosophy, the whole range of ideas and institutions associated with 
justice-all these are potentially relevant to assessing the Republic as a 
response to its concrete historical moment. 

Finally, as suggested above, we must consider Plato's response on the 
level of form. Admittedly, in dealing with a literary text there is always 
an inevitable distortion that accompanies the analytic advantages of a 
separation of form and content. But if the medium is literally the mes
sage, it remains true that different messages are in fact conveyed within 
what broadly may be called the same medium. In a work as radically 
self-conscious about media as the Republic, we must also consider in 
what sense its own medium entails a response to the range of avail
able options. 

The paralyzing vastness of this array can be somewhat narrowed if 
we assume that one responds only to what one perceives as requiring a 
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response, in short, what is perceived as a threat or a crisis. On this view, 
the institution of slavery, which for an older orthodox Marxism was vir
tually the only aspect of antiquity worth talking about, does not qualify. 
Even Gouldner, who is close to that orthodoxy, acknowledges :  "Al
though Plato recognizes the tensions between masters and slaves
indeed, he has no doubt that slaves will, given the chance, murder their 
masters-these are viewed as within the nature of things. Slavery is not 
regarded, as other tensions he discusses, as a source of disunity to be 
remedied or a diversity to be mediated" ( 1 969: 78). This is not to deny 
that such elements as slavery, so deeply naturalized in the conscious
ness of the Athenian citizenry, leave no traces in the thought processes 
of the text.3 But Plato, born in the early 420S4 and writing the Republic 
perhaps in the decade of the 370s,5 had lived through and, one may 
say from his other presumably earlier writings, thought through sev
eral more immediate crises than slavery. That these included especially 
those of the latter half of the fifth century is a reasonable inference 
from Plato's choice of a form that specifically sets the issues in an ear
lier historical context, even if we cannot precisely fix the dramatic date 
of the dialogue.6 At the same time, this historical displacement is one of 
the most obvious factors that justifies our looking for structured si
lences:  fateful changes had taken place between 409, the latest dra-

31 admire Gouldner's ingenious speculations, based as they are on Farrington's more 
orthodox Marxism, about the relation between a free aristocrat's socialization in a slave
owning society and a metaphysics that sees the "material universe as a disorderly subject" 
( 1 94).  I even agree that "Greek slavery is intrinsically conducive to a view of the material 
universe as a disorderly subject" ( 1 95)'  But the best textual evidence Gouldner cites is 
from the Laws, written at a time when perhaps indeed "the latent social problems implicit 
in slavery are slowly becoming manifest social problems" ( 1 95) '  In treating the Republic, 
I am more concerned with those problems that leave more readily discernible symptoms 
in the text than the single admittedly revealing fantasy Gouldner cites from Rep. 578e. 
One can as easily and more relevantly say of the Republic that Athenian democracy was, 
from the perspective of an Athenian aristocrat, intrinsically conducive to a view of the 
material universe as a disorderly subject. In this I am nearer the emphasis of the Woods 
( 1 978) on laboring citizens, though I did not look at their work until I had worked out 
my own analysis. 

4Guthrie (Hep 4. 1 0) opts for 427 B.C. Davies ( 1 97 1 :  333) gives a fuller account of rea
sons for 428-27. The standard older date (e.g. ,  The Oxford Classical Dictionary 1 949) was 
429, to coincide with the death of Perikles. 

5Guthrie (Hep 4.437) considers c. 374 the prevailing view. MacKendrick ( 1 969: 1 2) 
opts for "publication" of the Republic in 372 on the grounds that Plato sets down fifty-five 
as the age of one's maximum intellectual powers, a slightly silly hypothesis but not per
ha£s incompatible with the coy indirection of Plato's self-praise elsewhere in the Republic. 

Guthrie (Hep 4.437-38) reviews various dates and opts for Taylor's 42 1 as a rough 
approximation. Although it is generally recognized that Plato is little concerned with 
chronological accuracy, I am inclined to believe that the battle of Megara referred to at 
Rep. 368a is far more likely to be the one in 409 than in 424. My reason is the perhaps 
circular one that only in 409 would Plato himself have been of military age and therefore 
legitimately included in the striking praise of the "sons of Ariston." 
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matic date posited for the dialogue, and c. 370, the latest date 
proposed for the completion of the Republic. 7 Is it remotely plausible 
that Plato could be responding exclusively to the crises remembered 
from his twenties without at least filtering them through the hindsight 
of a man who had lived into his fifties? 

What Crises? 

The first blatant political crisis undergone by Athenian democracy 
was the demonstration of its vulnerability to oligarchic subversion and 
domination (the Four Hundred in 4 1 1 masterminded by Plato's rela
tive Antiphon; the Thirty imposed by Sparta in 403 and among whom 
were Plato's relatives Kritias and Kharmides) . Then, after the death of 
Perikles, Athenian democracy suffered increasingly from what Hignett 
( 1 958 :  259-68 ; see 280-84) describes as a constitutional separation of 
word and deed. The Periklean model of aristocratic strategoi, who both 
articulated and carried out policy, was largely supplanted by orators 
who persuaded the assembly which paths to follow and by professional 
military men who carried out the assembly's decrees.8 At the same 
time, the success of the Spartan full-time military machine seemed to 
spell the doom of the versatile democratic citizen-soldier, who farmed 
in the cool months, rowed or acted as hoplite in the hot ones, and par
ticipated in the business of government to the extent that his geo
graphic location, leisure ,  and inclination allowed. 

But if the model democracy seemed to be self-destructing, the model 
oligarchy was also manifesting some striking drawbacks. The enormous 
moral prestige of Sparta, particularly in the eyes of non-Spartan aris
tocrats, had been seriously impaired by the brutality, insensitivity, and 
greed so abundantly displayed in their brief period of unchallenged 
mastery of the Greek world (Cartledge 1 987 : 82-96) . In an amazingly 
short period they succeeded in alienating their oldest allies (Thebes 
and Corinth) and pushing them into the arms of their oldest enemies 
(Athens and Argos) .  In any case, after the battle of Leuctra (37 1 B.C. )  
the unique economic basis of their way of life, the enslaved Greeks 

7Cross and Woozley ( 1 979: xii-xiv) describe the problem only to mystify it : "There is 
no abrupt change between the closing quarter of the fifth century and fourth century 
when he was writing the Republic. The problems about moral standards and about gov
ernment . . .  are perennial problems anyhow." If nothing else qualifies as an abrupt 
change, at least the decisive defeat of the Athenian empire in 404 should give one pause 
about this judgment. 

8B.  Strauss qualifies this generally valid analysis with examples from the 390S of sev
eral successful generals who were also politically active ( 1 987:  1 4) ·  
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of Messenia, was dismantled (A. H .  M.  Jones 1 967 : 94- 146 ;  Davies 
1 978 :  1 47-64) . 

Finally, autocratic rule-whether inherited as in the case of Arch
elaos of Macedon (reigning 4 1 3-399) or the result of a forcible seizure 
of power as in the case of Dionysios of Syracuse (reigning c. 406-
367)-had taken a new lease on life with the predominance of merce
nary soldiers in the fourth century (Davies 1 978 :  202-1 1 ) .  Polos in the 
Gorgias actually names Archelaos as an ideal, one vigorously defended 
by Kallikles later in the dialogue and confidently consigned by Sokrates 
to the tortures of Hades at the end of that dialogue. Dionysios is never 
named in the extant dialogues of Plato, a suggestive silence, but the 
"Seventh Letter" recounts repeated journeys by Plato to his court in 
the vain hope of implementing the program of the philosopher
monarch.9 Indeed, we are tempted by a hindsight not available to Plato 
to pronounce the monarchic form of government the wave of the fu
ture in light of Philip's and Alexander's subsequent subjugation of the 
exhausted city-states of Greece. 10 It would be more accurate to say 
that, as a consequence of the record of both democracy, dependent 
on an amateur military and an amateur bureaucracy, and oligarchy, 
torn by the feuds of men bent above all on individual power and re
venge, authoritarian monarchy-supported by professional merce
nary armies and a new class of well-trained, professional bureaucrats 
(Davies 1 978 :  chap. l O)-loomed on the horizon as an alternative with 
enormous appeal to some segments of the old ruling classes. 

The condition of the economy can be separated only arbitrarily from 
the political and social crises of the period. The collapse of the lucrative 
sea empire of Athens and its humiliating defeat by oligarchic Sparta 
brought in their wake an insoluble economic crisis for the restored de
mocracy, and the attempt to revive the empire in 377 fostered old hos
tilities without dramatically improving the economic situation. 1 1 It is 
plausible to infer that, even before the fall of the empire, the war costs 
imposed on what Davies calls the liturgical class (the 1-2 percent of the 
citizenry capable of annually bearing the cost of outfitting a trireme; 

90n the genuineness of the "Seventh Letter," see, in addition to Guthrie HGP 5.40 1-2 
n. I ,  Raven 1 965: 20-26. Both Raven and Guthrie are at pains to read this evidence 
exactly as Plato, or his apologist, would most like it to be read. That Plato had serious 
misgivings about the whole project is plausible enough, but that he actually went to 
Sicily three times suggests to me at least that he had some hopes beyond gratifying his 
friend Dion. 

I OFor important qualifications, see Gomme 1 937 :  204-47. 
" See Davies 1 98 1 :  esp. 24, French 1 964: esp. 1 75, A. H .  M. Jones 1 964: 3-20, Meiggs 

1 972 :  255-72 ,  and Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  292-93. Ste. Croix's note 37 on 607 gives an im
pressive list of evidence for the economic straits of fourth-century Athens. B .  Strauss 
1 987 is an admirably succinct and well-documented account of the economic, social , and 
political consequences of the foreign and civil wars of Athens. 
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1 98 1 :  9-28) played a significant role in driving even those aristocrats 
who had originally been enthusiastic supporters of Periklean democ
racy to explore ever more radical oligarchic alternatives. 1 2  A second 
economic, social, and political consequence of this development was 
the physical and economic decimation of the old ruling class not only 
in thirty years of foreign war but as well in the ferocious factionalism of 
the last decade of the fifth century (B . Strauss 1 987 :  54-55) . 1 3 Beside 
this gradual diminution of the old aristocracy we find the increasing 
prominence, beginning already in the wake of Perikles' death and dra
matically expanding in the fourth century, of nouveaux riches. 1 4  Fi
nally, though the matter is debated, there is significant evidence for a 
general economic decline not only of Athens but of all Greece in the 
fourth century. 1 5  

How should we conceive of  the educational and cultural crisis to 
which the Republic putatively responded? I believe that a key dimension 
is what Havelock has called the literate revolution ( 1 963,  1 978 ,  1 982) .  
He contends that well into the fifth century the majority of  Greeks, 
whether they had learned the alphabet or not, continued to "process" 
their relation to the world in oral terms, in the concrete, sensuously 
engaging publically performed discourse of poetry. Meanwhile, an ever 
wider gap was opening between this majority and the elite, whose 
longer education gave them the opportunity to absorb and begin to think 
through the implications of a world perceived, analyzed, and recon
ceived through the medium of texts. The emergence of institutions of 
advanced learning, such as Isocrates' school (in the late 390S B.C . ) ,  pro
vided a formal structure for consolidating this growing split. Certainly 
the Republic, insofar as it is manifesto for a concrete institution, the Aca
demy, represents on this level at least an eminently practical response. 

Vernant and many others, pointing to written laws and constitutions 
as well as to other sorts of public inscriptions including ostmca, 

I "Field ( 1 967:  5) .  cited with approval by Guthrie (HGP 4. 1 2) .  argues that the war was 
especially burdensome to the Athenian ruling class. This claim is disputed by A. H .  M .  
Jones ( 1 964 : 23-30) and Ste. Croix ( 1 98 1 :  290). but Ste. Croix acknowledges (29 1 )  that 
the attempted coup of 4 1 1 was carried out by the "wealthiest Athenians: the trierarchs 
(Thuc. VII I .47.2)"-exactly Field's point. We might add that Plato himself describes de
mocracy in Bk. 8 as a form of government in which "the drones pasture on" the rich. 
who in turn are described as "most orderly/upright by nature" (kosmiotatoi phusei. 
8.564e6-1 3) .  But the sense of "especially" in assessing such burdens has much to do with 
the virtual monopoly of cultural production by the ruling class. 

1 3B .  Strauss also argues that the disproportionately large number of thetes killed in the 
war actually lessened the tensions between rich and poor: "Politics might [otherwise] 
have taken on a more radical colour" ( 1 987 :  58). 

1 40n the nouveaux riches of the fourth century. see MacKendrick 1 969: 3 .  5-6. and B. 
Strauss 1 987 :  47-50. For the fifth century. see Connor 1 97 1 :  1 55-68. Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  
290. and Davies 1 98 1 :  68-72 .  

1 5 In favor of decline see Ste. Croix 1 98 1 :  294. citing Rostovtzeff( 1 94 I )  and Mosse ( 1 962) .  
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present an alternative picture of widespread functional literacy as early 
as the sixth century. 16 But this evidence points also to a whole new im
petus for a specifically democratic oral culture : the polis opened new 
realms for public discourse in the political and juridical spheres and 
committed significant resources of the state to religious events where 
poetic discourse inevitably became, if it had not been so before, the 
dominant medium for articulating the entire community's representa
tions of its values, conflicts , anxieties, and aspirations-in Althusser's 
terms, key ideological apparatuses of the state and the site par excel
lence of ideological struggle. The twin developments of rhetoric and 
public poetry in Athens of the fifth and fourth centuries might thus be 
said to reinvent a new oral age in which, regardless of the number of 
technically literate citizens, the medium of oral, artful speech domi
nated every aspect of life and thought. 

In this framework, what we can tell of the nature of formal educa
tion for the fortunate few males needs to be kept in tandem with what 
we know of the massive public education conducted in the pnyx (assem
bly) , the agora, the courts , the theater of Dionysos, and other festival 
locations and encompassing in many cases the entire population in
cluding women, slaves , and children. 1 7 Both forms of education 
seemed to involve a tremendous amount of memorization, internaliza
tion , of poetic discourse. Xenophon's representation (Symposium 3 .5-6) 
of someone who claimed to have memorized all of Homer, when it is set 
beside Aristophanes' frequent parodies of tragedy and epic and Plu
tarch's story (Nicias 29) of Athenian sailors who won their freedom in 
Syracuse by singing choruses of Euripides, confirms the picture Plato's 
own dialogues give us of Athenians who always have lines of Homer, 
lyric, and drama at the tips of their tongues and-more to the point
who consistently cite poetry as a warrant for an enormous array of so
cial values and practices. The institutional threat of the Sophists' 
advanced education available for any males who could pay for it was 
twofold. Within the established ruling class it threatened the system of 
interfamily alliances. This system in turn was sustained in no small 
measure, it seems, through the practice of aristocratic pederasty com
pletely imbedded in the twin institutions of the gymnasia and the sym
posia, which constituted the very essence of the old Athenian paideia. 1 8 

, 6Vernant 1 982 :  esp. 52-54, Marrou 1 982 :  43, and Murray 1 980: 9 1-99. 
' 7"It should be remembered that the way of life of the city itself constituted a powerful 

informal education" (Barrow 1 976: 1 3) .  Though there is no uncontested evidence, there 
seems to be general agreement today that women were present at Greek drama; see 
Picard-Cambridge 1 968: 264-65. On women's religious festivals, see Pomeroy 1 975:  75-
78 and Zeitlin 1 982 .  On Athenian festivals in general, see Parke 1 977.  

' BOn the "old" Athenian education, see Marrou 1 982 :  36-45; on pederasty, 26-35. 
Marrou stresses the anti-intellectualism of the world of sport and gymnastics but recog-
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A more obvious political and social crisis triggered by the Sophists 
was the rise of so-called "new men" with skills formerly monopolized 
by the aristocracy in Athenian politics. We have independent evidence 
in Thucydides and Aristophanes of the ferocious. ruling-class bitter
ness inspired by Kleon and other new men in Athenian politics. 1 9 The 
range of Lysias' clients attests independently to his political success. 
and Plato himself offers powerful evidence for the impact of this 
"mere" metic on Athenian intellectual life . 20 

As I demonstrated in the preceding chapter. the Sophists' education 
involved a great deal more than how to play tricks with words. But their 
focus on an ever more self-conscious practice of the art of verbal per
suasion had a contradictory relation to the new orality of fifth-century 
Athens. On the one hand. it inevitably fostered that orality by height
ening the excitement of public discourse. which under their influence 
became more sensuously gratifying-more poetic-even as poetry be
came more rhetorical (J. H. Finley : 1 967 ; Denniston 1 95 2 :  1 0-2 1 ) . On 
the other hand. their theorization of the power of language deepened 
the growing sense of an unbridgeable epistemological gulf between the 
world represented in sensuously gratifying poetic and rhetorical dis
course and the analytic constructs achieved through the textual 
vision. 2 1 Here the Sophists were simply pursuing specifically in the 

nizes the symposium as the site par excellence of aristocratic homosexual paideia. See 
also Dover 1 978:  esp. 202-3 and Havelock 1 952 :  95-108. 

'!Yfhucydides 3 .36.6-4 1 ;  4 .2 1 .3-22 . 3  and 39.3 ;  5 . 1 6. 1 .  Aristophanes refers to Kleon 
constantly: Birds 6, 299-300, 377. 502 , 659; Knights 976; Clouds 586, 59 1 ;  Peace 47;  Frogs 
569; and Wasps passim. Connor ( 1 97 1 :  1 63-68) is at pains to stress the anti
intellectualism and lack of culture of the new politicians. Kleon, the prime example, may 
not have been adept on the lyre at the symposium (see Wasps 1 2 20-42 and MacDowell, 
ad loc.) ,  but he was no untutored orator. B.  Strauss ( 1 987:  1 2) assumes that those who 
governed Athens c. 400 "could afford to be educated by sophists" and, citing the allusion 
to Kleon at a symposium, questions Connor's belief that Kleon did without a network of 
political allies (Philoi), relying "exclusively on oratory to build a political following" ( 1 6) .  
Many of  the fourth-century nouveaux riches, however, shared the political quietism 
MacKendrick ( 1 969: 3) notes as characteristic of much of the old aristocracy; see also 
Carter 1 986: 1 55-86 on Plato's relation to this withdrawal from political activism 
(apragmosuni).  

""The Phaedro,s' purports to give us the text of one of Lysias' speeches which inspired 
sufficient enthusiasm to be memorized by the young aristocrat Phaidros. The scene of 
the Republic is the home of Lysias' father Kephalos, where aristocrats are much in evi
dence. Lysias is also mentioned twice in the little dialogue Kleitophon. 

" ' E.g. ,  Gorgias: "Nothing exists; second, even if it exists it is inapprehensible to man; 
third, even if it is apprehensible, still it is without a doubt incapable of being expressed 
or explained to the next man" (D-K B 3, trans. Kennedy in Sprague 1 972) ,  or Protagoras 
on the gods: "Concerning the gods I cannot know either that they exist or that they do 
not exist, or what form they might have, for there is much to prevent one's knowing: the 
obscurity of the subject and the shortness of man's life" (D-K B 4, trans. O'Brien in Spra
gue 1 972) .  Cf. Democritos on sense perception: "There are two forms of knowledge, one 
genuine, one obscure. To the obscure belong all the following: sight, hearing, smell, 
taste, touch.  The other is genuine, and quite distinct from this" (D-K B 68, trans. Kirk in 
Kirk and Raven 1 957) .  
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realm of language the explorations of the physikoi-Herakleitos , Par
menides, Empedocles, and the Pythagoraeans-which opposed in 
more and more categorical terms the realm of the senses, of engen
dering and of dying, to the stable structural determinants revealed by 
(literate) analysis. Whether these were termed logos or philia or theos or 
harmonia, they were equally inaccessible to the senses and equally at 
odds with the oral poetic version of reality. 2 2  

As we have seen, in their social and anthropological speculations 
both the Presocratic teachers and the Sophistic teachers of rhetoric 
forged a fundamental ideological assault on the philosophical founda
tions of the domination of society by an aristocracy of birth. If human 
beings were like other animals and their most relevant features were 
their intelligence and capacity to learn and to form social bonds, then 
claims to power based on descent from divinity emerged as quite irrel
evant. Though the Sophists acknowledged phusis in the sense of supe
rior innate endowments, education became far more decisive than 
inherited qualities. 23 

In any case, the Sophists seem to have dissociated completely innate 
abilities from specific genealogy. Protagoras' analogy, in Plato's dia
logue named after him, of a city where everyone is single-mindedly en
gaged in flute playing acknowledges that there are natural differences 
in individuals' abilities, but it specifically denies that these are likely to 
be transmitted from parent to child. Such differences are purely ac
cidental and relatively insignificant compared to the impact of the 
mobilization of all the educational resources of the city toward guar
anteeing that everyone is at least an adequate flute player. Thus we 
find Protagoras resorting to such new coinages as euphues or aphues pros 
ti (with or without natural talent for something) with no indication of 
this talent deriving from parentage.24 

Protagoras offers the first extant serious analysis of the socialization 
process, education conceived of in the broadest terms, ranging from 
the ministrations of nurses and parents to the whole array of public 
discourses learned in formal education and by participation in the cul
tural and political life of the state. The breadth and subtlety of this con
ception went far toward questioning the long-established associations 

"See Guthrie HGP 1 and 2 .  For a specifically Marxist analysis of this development 
(not in my judgment entirely convincing) , see Thomson 1 96 1  and Sohn-Rethel 1 978. 

·�E.g. , "Education requires natural ability [phweos] and training [askiseos]" (Protagoras 
D-K B 3). But "more become excellent [agathoi] from practice [meletes] than from natural 
endowment [Phwios]" (Democritos D-K B 242) .  

24These usages pervade Protagoras' "great speech" in Plato's dialogue of that name. 
That they are not purely platonic is suggested by phrases such as "without natural en
dowment for learning [aphues es mathesin]" (Democritos D-K B 85 ; cf. Democritos B 56, B 
1 09 ;  Pythagoras D 1 1 ) .  
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of phusis with stability, permanence, and immutability-pushing the 
concept nearer, as we have seen already in the case of Neoptolemos, to 
mere potentiality, which, deprived of the right education, might be 
quite easily perverted. Democritos articulates perhaps the most sub
versivejuxtaposition of phusis and education : "Nature and teaching are 
similar. And the reason is that teaching transforms the rhythm of a hu
man being, and in changing the rhythm creates the nature" (He phusis 
kai he didakhe paraplesion esti. Kai gar he didakhe metarhusmoi ton 
anthropon, metarhusmousa de phusiopoiei; D-K B 33) .  The bold coinage 
phusiopoiei (lit. "makes nature") claims for education fully equal power 
with phusis to determine the actual constitution of the individual. The 
power of this analysis, supported by real-life instances of the mediocrity 
of some sons of Athens' greatest political and military figures (Prot. 
3 1 ge3-b3 , 328c5-d l ;  Laches 1 79a 1-d7) left no room for the aristo
cratic confidence of a Pindar in the automatic emergence of aristo
cratic superiority. At the same time, the Sophists' emphasis on success 
through education contributed to the professionalization of politics 
that ultimately spelled the death of the democracy that had summoned 
the Sophists into existence in the first place. 

Plato's Response : The Form and 
Structure of the Republic 

Prose 

As Macherey has argued, "the work contains its ideological content, 
not just in the propagation of a specific ideology but in the elaboration 
of a specific form" ( 1 978 :  1 1 6) .  In considering Plato's response to the 
diverse developments reviewed in the previous section, I begin on the 
formal level with Plato's medium of communication. The Presocratics 
and lawgivers of the sixth century may tentatively be given credit for 
the invention of prose , if by prose we mean specifically the composi
tion, recording, and dissemination of nonmetrical communication. "5 It 
is surely not accidental that this formal innovation corresponds with 
the first recorded assaults on the poetic paideia of Homer and Hesiod 
(Havelock 1 982 : 2 20-60) . Perhaps even more revealing is the presence 
of this same critical note in Xenophanes (D-K B 10 ,  1 1 , 1 2 ) ,  who chose 
to communicate in the poetic medium. It is as if he calls attention to 
the apparent contradiction between his repudiation of the oral-poetic 
vision of reality and his desire to compete with that view in a medium 

25See Denniston 1 952 :  1 .  For a subtler meditation on the implications of the emer
gence of prose, see Kittay and Godzich 1 987, which focuses on medieval Europe. 
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so deeply entwined with it. The formal innovation of the Sophists was 
to compose in prose writing a specifically political discourse that had 
previously been framed orally. The consequence was to some extent a 
new politics. The combination of more tightly structured argument 
and more sensuously engaging style must have widened the gap be
tween those who could afford such training and those who could not. 
As we have already indicated, this is arguably an anti-democratic side 
of their practice. But to the extent that their new discourse was poetic, 
it bathed the business of democracy in the aura of the heroic world. To 
the extent that it applied new analytic perspectives to that practice, it 
underlined the fundamental break with the values of the heroic world. 
The speeches in Thucydides,  especially those of the Sophists' chief spon
sor, Perikles, are perhaps our best indication of this dual movement. 26 

Plato's formal response in the Republic, dramatic dialogue, is in one 
sense something he had already employed for perhaps thirty years-in 
the dramatized conversations between Sokrates and others. The rela
tion of this dialogue form to the the mimes of Sophron or to mostly lost 
attempts by other pupils of Sokrates to preserve or imitate the flavor of 
actual socratic conversations is much debated, but the existence of 
some immediate models, however remote they may have been from 
what we have in Plato, nonetheless suggests that here too there is no 
creation ex nihilo .27  On the contrary, Plato's handling of the dialogue 
form in the Republic suggests that he is attempting to compete with the 
dominant media of Greek culture before him-Homeric epic and trag
edy-while implicitly being trapped in the very mode of representa
tion he seeks to overthrow and supplant. 28 

Much has been written about the philosophical and psychological 
advantages of platonic dialogue form, its capacity to engage the reader 
in the actual struggle for the truth and its dramatization of Plato's bat
tles against part of his own nature (e .g. , Friedlander 1 958 :  1 54-70; 

26For me, the best analysis of the fusion of heroic aura with new techniques of analysis 
in the speeches of Thucydides remains de Romilly's ( 1 963). See also J. H. Finley 1 967 
and Stadter 1 973 .  There are also valuable comments scattered through Connor 1 984. 

27Wilamowitz-Moellendorff ( 1 920: 2 . 2 1-3 1 )  reviews various attempts to fined prepla
tonic sources for the socratic dialogue. Although he insists on the absence of real models, 
he notes crucial antecedents in comedy and in the sophistic agones logon (3 1 ) . In a similar 
vein, see Friedlander 1 958:  1 37 .  Adam 1 963 on 5.45 1 C  notes Plato's partiality for Soph
ron and an apparent allusion to his gunaikeioi mimoi. 

2sBakhtin ( 1 98 1 :  2 2-26) focuses perceptively on the novelistic aspect of the socratic 
dialogue. This parallel holds especially well for the dialogue's relation to other genres: 
"The novel parodies other genres (precisely in their role as genres) ; it exposes the con
ventionality of their forms and their language ; it squeezes out some genres and incor
porates others into its own peculiar structure, re-formulating them and re-accentuating 
them" (5). On the other hand, Bakhtin does not seem to see any contradiction between 
the new valorization of the present, of the openness of the historical moment (7 , 1 1 , 30) 
in this form, and the specific other-worldly metaphysics of Plato. 
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Guthrie RGP 4.56-66). More recently we have been enlightened about 
the "metaphilosophic" function of dialogue (Griswold 1 988 :  1 43-67) .  
But these and other claimed advantages must also be situated within 
the context of Plato's profound ambivalence toward writing and his 
equally profound distrust of all sensuously engaging discourse, a dis
trust that stems in part from the literate revolution. "9 The elaborated 
dialogue with richly drawn characters . thematically suggestive settings 
and actions ,  is not the same as dialectics, the rigorous cooperative and 
confrontational quest for ever more logically complete and coherent 
formulations. One may well argue that the former leads to the latter, 
but the latter by no means requires the former-as is clearly demon
strated by the example of the sophistic antithetical arguments. 30 That 
in fact Plato was aware of a profound tension between the two seems 
clear. The whole direction of Plato's philosophical development is to
ward a medium of expression as devoid of sensuously distracting am
biguities as possible. The fact that his low opinion of most people leads 
him on occasion to defend an admixture of play with serious philoso
phy or the fact that most readers prefer that mixture does not diminish 
this tensionY 

The form of the Republic as a whole is a conversation repeated by 
Sokrates speaking in the first person to an unspecified audience. 
Among generally acknowledged earlier dialogues. only the Lysis has 
precisely this form. The Protagoras and Euthydemos begin with short 
sections of direct dialogue after which Sokrates narrates the rest to his 
interlocutor. At Republic 3 .392d5. Sokrates suggests a fundamental tri
partite division of forms of mythic narration between simple narration 

'9Guthrie (HGP 4.56-60) and Friedlander ( 1 958 :  1 1 0--25)  both discuss the issue of 
writing. but only in terms that justify Plato's own practice, while reassuring us that what 
we have is worth reading. Guthrie even uses Plato's attack on writing in the "Seventh 
Letter" as the epigraph for his first volume on Plato (HGP 4. 1 ) .  Jacques Derrida ( 1 974 
and 1 98 1 )  has put the platonic denigration of writing on a wholly different plane. He 
sees the disparagement of writing as the necessary, prerequisite mystification for the 
founding of Western metaphysics. There is a tantalizing potential overlap between Der
rida's conception of this role of writing and Havelock's association of literacy with the 
growth of abstract thought (see esp. Havelock 1 963)' Havelock commented (alas rather 
superficially) on Derrida in his last book ( 1 986: 50). In "Plato's Pharmacy" Derrida also 
notes, citing Vernant, the democratic aspect of writing ( 1 98 1 :  1 44 n. 68). 

3°E.g. ,  Protagoras' Antiwgikoi (D-K B 5),  the anonymous Dissoi logoi. and Aristophanes' 
parody in the debate between different logoi in the Clouds, where to be sure some ethopoiia 
enters. See Kerferd 1 98 1 a: 59-67. 

3 ' ''Not only are the poets expelled, in Republic X, from the ideal state, but the poetic 
strain gradually vanishes from Plato's writing until, in the Laws, little remains but a pro
saic monologue" (Raven 1 965: 79). Cf. the conclusion of Stenzel that by the time of the 
Timaeus, which he views as very late. "one thing alone is an object of serious Philoso
phy-a mystical and spiritualized meteoTologia, a religious astronomy, with which Plato 
surely reaches his farthest distance from Socrates" ( 1 973 :  22 ) .  For some qualifications, 
see Guthrie HGP 4.56-65, Friedlander 1 958: 1 64-70, and Desjardins 1 988:  1 1 0-25 .  
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(haple diegesis) , imitation/representation (mimesis) ,  and a combination of 
the two. Dithyrambs are his only example of simple narration, tragedy 
and comedy are pure imitation, and Homer is analyzed as the prime 
example of the mixture of narrative and imitation. Sokrates then offers 
a detailed analysis of the psychological and moral damage done by any 
mimesis except of what one already is or seeks to become. On these 
grounds there is a certain distancing involved in the choice of a nar
rated dialogue over the most common form of those dialogues assumed 
to be early, namely, direct dialogue or pure mimesis. Nonetheless, vir
tually all of Sokrates' interlocutors in Bk. 1 are inadequate models of 
the kalos k' agathos ("true aristocrat," lit. "beautiful and good") , who 
alone is worthy of imitation (see 396b lO-C3) .  Moreover, even if by a 
certain stretch one could argue that all the interlocutors after the sec
ond beginning in Bk. 2 are truly kaloi k' agathoi, 3" the fact remains that 
from the perspective of the more radical critique of mimesis in Bk. 1 0  
Plato is still using a Homeric mixture of narrative and drama which he 
invites his audience to reject, a form of discourse conspicuous by its ab
sence from the advanced curriculum of the true philosophers de
scribed in Bk. 7 . 33 

The Superdialogue as Critique of Dialogue 

Readers of earlier dialogues would be familiar with periodic chal
lenges and counterdefenses of the dialogue form but would be quite 
unprepared for the staggering length of the Republic. Accepting here 
for the sake of argument Guthrie's cautious chronology and the stan
dard pagination of the Renaissance Stephanus edition, we find the 
longest dialogue before the Republic to be the Gorgias at 8 1  Stephanus 
pages. The presumed earliest examples of the platonic dialogue aver
age 1 0-20 pages. The Republic, with roughly 280 Stephanus pages, rep
resents a major departure that generates a new "convention," so to 
speak. 34 Beside the more familiar sorts of passages in which a speaker 
(Thrasymachos) attacks dialogue as such is a whole string of passages 
in which the very project of continuing so complex a line of argument 
summons forth repeated expressions of hesitation, fear, or embarrass
ment by Sokrates followed by assurances that it is indeed worth the 
trouble and by exhortations not to flag from completing the task 

3"In fact, the "evil" Thrasymachos rather surprisingly says a word or two at 5.450a5-6. 
33For an impassioned defense of the consistent relevance of myth to all of Plato's work, 

see Friedlander 1 958:  1 7 1-2 10. 
34A few pages seem to be taken up with irrelevant matter between each book in 

Stephanus pagination. Guthrie (HGP 4.434) notes, "The Republic . . .  is almost five times 
as long as the longest dialogue so far considered." 
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(ergon) .35 We may compare this procedure with Barthes' hermeneutic 
code ( 1 974:  1 9, 262-63) : here too the reader is invited to participate in 
solving a kind of tantalizing mystery, and in this case we are repeatedly 
reminded that it is the mystery on which ultimate happiness both in 
this life and hereafter depends. 

The two phenomena, the use of sensuously engaging discourse and 
the self-conscious attempt in the Republic to extend the scope of the di
alogue, are intimately related and are reflected in the structure of the 
dialogue as a whole. The familiar argument that Bk. 1 is merely an 
early aporetic dialogue onto which a new form has been more or less 
awkwardly grafted (Guthrie HGP 4.437 ; Friedlander 1 969:  63-67) is 
likely to be an error that contains a grain of truth. It is preferable , I 
think, to read the movement from Bk. 1 to the second beginning in Bk. 
2 as a highly self-conscious meditation on the inadequacies of the dia
logue form as earlier employed. It may also be implicitly a turning 
away from fundamental directions in socratic praxis-from confronta
tions with the unconverted, from what Ricoeur calls the school of sus
picion, the "reduction of the illusions and lies of consciousness," to the 
school of reminiscence, "the recollection of meaning" ( 1 970: 32 ) . 36 

The dialogue begins with the exploration of the naive confusion 
about central moral issues of an ordinary man of the older generation 
(Kephalos, the father of Lysias) and proceeds to demolish a parallel na
ivete in his son (Polemarchos) ,  who relies on arguments that illustrate 
pointedly the consequences of his education in poetry. We then move 
on to a full-scale confrontation with a professional intellectual, a rival 
Sophist (Thrasymachos) . Although this encounter does take the argu
ment deeper-it is forced into the political sphere out of the initial pri
vate sphere-the rivalry and the fundamental character of the gulf 
between the assumptions of Thrasymachos and of Sokrates about the 
world lead to a frustrating stand-off, an aporia. 

Bk. 2 begins again with two young interlocutors, who are already 
convinced of the inherent superiority of Sokrates as a human being 
and teacher. They share the fundamental epistemological premise that 
there is such a thing as justice in itself, apart from its consequences and 
from any particular just person or just action. This sort of interlocutor 
releases, as it were, a new Sokrates or at least one only glimpsed before 

35E.g. ,  2 .368b3-c2 ,  2 .369b2-3, 2 .372a3-4, 2 .374e6-1 1 ,  2 .376c7-d l O, 4.432b7-c5, 
4.435C4-d9, 4·445a5-C2 ,  5·449c7-45 1 b5 (this is probably the most elaborate one), 
5.484a l-b l  (self-congratulation for efforts) . 

36Cf. R. Robinson apropos of the Meno: "With the introduction of this method he is 
passing from destructive to constructive thinking, from elenchus and the refutation of 
other men's views to the elaboration of positive views of his own" ( 1 953 :  1 2 2 ,  cited in 
Raven 1 965: 62-63) .  
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in the latter parts of those dialogues generally considered nearest the 
Republic in time of composition,37 a Sokrates who expounds positive 
doctrine-but now at such length and in such detail that the very no
tion of "dialogue" is called into question . 

From Dialogue to Logos 

From Bk. 2 rare interventions by one of the interlocutors serve more 
obviously structural functions to shift the argument to a new level or a 
new topic. Glaukon's objection to the first ideal city proposed by 
Sokrates, the "city of pigs" ( 2 . 373d4) , is the pretext for updating the 
imaginary polis to include enough of the complexities of a contempo
rary city to have a more immediate relevance than the initial rather 
Hesiodic utopia.38 Moreover, the project now becomes the more polit
ically immediate one of purging (3 .39geS-6) a city suffering from in
flammation (phlegmainousan, 2 .372e8). Adeimantos' interruption to 
complain that the rulers get no happiness or advantage out of ruling 
(4.4 1 9al-420al) triggers a deeper analysis of the economic causes of 
dissension both within and between Greek cities. Adeimantos' question 
about the meaning of "women in common" (S.449c8) permits a de
tailed exegesis of arrangements for mating and rearing of infants. 
Within that exposition, Glaukon's expression of doubt about its feasi
bility (S .4S7d3) allows elaborations that culminate in the paradox of 
the philosopher-monarch.39 Here objections by Glaukon (S.47Sd 1 )  
and later by Adeimantos (6.487b l )  facilitate both the elaboration of a 
new epistemology and a sustained assault on Plato's professional and 

37For the middle dialogues, Guthrie's order of treatment, which is only partly a chro
nology he endorses and partly for convenience of exposition (HGP 4.53-54) is Protagoras, 
Meno, Euthydemus, Gorgias, Menexenus, Phaedo, Symposium, Phaedrus, Republic. Raven 
( 1 965) argues for the following chronology: Protagoras, Gorgias, Meno, Phaedo, Symposium, 
Republic, Phaedrus. 

38Clay makes much of the fact that the founding gesture of the polis most fully elab
orated in the Republic is the injustice of an acquisitiveness that necessitates war and there
fore an army ( 1 988:  28-29, 33) .  But it is precisely this will to turn awa}' from a purely 
fantasized and ultimately irrelevant utopia and rather to deal with the real , corrupt so
ciety that motivates the most radical negations of that reality-in particular the abolition 
of private property and the family for the ruling class. Clay subtly surveys the ambiva
lences toward the possibility of realization of this polis, but his familiar solution of cele
brating individualism all too conveniently endorses a total abandonment of any political 
relevance-something deeply alien to much that is most engaging in the Republic. 

39()kin ( 1 979: 40) notes the sexism of the traditional locution "philosopher-kings." 
Reeve, who devotes three pages to women, under the heading "Invalids, Infants, 
Women, and Slaves," in a book of some 320 pages on "the argument of Plato's Republic" 
has titled his study Philosopher-Kings ( 1 988). I should add that he treats Plato's radical 
suggestions with sympathy and goes out of his way to argue that even the drone women 
of the lower orders will perform the tasks for which they are suited by birth,  which he 
takes to imply the full range of traditionally male-dominated crafts. 
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political competitors, who are blamed for the deplorable state of philos
ophy. This analysis in turn justifies a return to the issue of educating the 
guardians and the elaboration of an advanced curriculum that would 
prevent the aberrations from which philosophy is alleged to suffer. 

These obvious examples of a functional role of interlocutors in or
ganizing an essentially expository text must be considered alongside 
those new, frankly expository formulas for transitions : "What distinc
tions must we make next?" (3.4 1 2b8) ; "What's left for us in our law
making enterprise?" (4 .427b 1 ) ;  "The next point is to establish securely 
from our argument [para tou logou] . . .  " (S.46 1 e8);  "We must now ex
amine the points of our argument agreed on [ta tou logou homologemata] 
to see whether . . .  " (S.462eS). It is the logos that now directs the expo
sition, which in turn is only facilitated by dialogue as such. 

The Utopian Logos 

These innovations are formal dimensions of a more basic aspect of 
the dramatically new form the expository role of Sokrates now takes. In 
the Corgias and other dialogues presumed to be chronologically near 
the Republic, readers would have encountered myths that pointed by a 
cautious indirection toward the exposition of doctrines about which 
the author chose to express no certainty, only a plausible account (kata 
ton logon ton eikota, Timaeus 30b7) .40 They may also have encountered 
the elaborate distancing device of Diotima's reported doctrine in the 
Symposium. In the Republic, the device of the city en logoi involves the 
first explicitly utopian alternative to the status quo in Western litera
ture. As modern readers, we may discern a utopian thrust in Homer's 
tragic vision of a perfect military meritocracy gone amuck. The Pha
iakian episode in the Odyssey has long been thought to have a utopian 
dimension-so too Aeschylus' celebration of a stasis-free Athens or 
Aristophanes' fantastic alternative polis in the sky. These texts and 
many others were dearly raw materials for Plato's own utopia. In the 
Republic, however, the text itself confronts the gap between the existing 
reality and what can be represented in argument, en logoi. 4 1  The am
biguity of the status of such a construct somewhere between muthos 
and logos, between logos and ergon, seems underlined by Sokrates' curi
ous locution when he states the necessity of the philosopher breed 
(philosophon genos) achieving power as the essential condition before 

4°Most scholars place the Timaeus later in the canon, but this phrase is often cited in 
defenses of Plato's use of myth. 

4 ' Manuel and Manuel ( 1 979) begin their massive study of utopian thought by "bypass
ing . . .  a rigid definition" (5). But Mumford begins his account ( 1 962)  with Plato's Re
public. My point is only to focus on the new self-reflexiveness of Plato's gesture. 
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"the constitution which we mythologized in discourse achieve accom
plishment in fact" (he politeia hen muthologoumen logoi ergoi telos lepsetai, 
6·50 le2-5) ·  

Between Dialogue, Treatise, and Myth 

This utopian logos, by virtue of its systematicity, dictates, as I have 
tried to illustrate, the formal direction of its own exposition and ex
ploration in an uneasy if provocative tension with the relative freedom 
of a real dialogue. Thus, for example, the long digression on the abo
lition of the family, philosophy, the good, and higher education (Bks. 5 ,  
6 ,  and 7) i s  sandwiched between a programmatic declaration by 
Sokrates at the end of Book 4 that the proper assessment of the ideal 
city requires analysis of contemporary alternatives and a lengthy pur
suit of just that line of argument, in Books 8 and 9.  

Once the city en logoi is complete and the conditions of discourse set 
by the ideal interlocutors have been met, it is again the issue of the 
form of discourse which forces on us the awkward, seemingly gratu
itous return to the assault on mimesis. But it is only after we have been 
exposed to the detailed psychology of Bk. 4 and the elaborate episte
mology of Bks. 6 and 7 that we are in a position to grasp the full im
plications of the initial, concrete assault on representation in Bks. 2 
and 3 .  The dominant modes of discourse in Athens are now measured 
against the reality of the eternal forms, even as , in the final myth , the 
life choices and pursuits of traditional heroes and Plato's contemporar
ies are measured against the standard of the immortality of the soul .  
One may say that the final myth is overdetermined, but surely the 
author's use of a myth in the immediate context of so categorical a 
repudiation of representation confronts the reader with a final juxta
position that speaks of the tension between form and doctrine 
throughout the Republic. 

General Characteristics of Plato's Solutions 

In the preceding discussion I have tried to show how on the formal 
level the major articulations of the argument of the text as a whole re
veal a pervasive tension between how the argument is presented and 
what it affirms. I now argue that virtually every other component of 
Plato's response to the perceived crises of his moment involves a par
allel internal tension that constantly threatens the text with break
down. Most broadly and obviously, the realizability, the ontological 
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status of the ideal city itself, is caught in an inescapable web of irrec
oncilable tensions. 

At times Socrates is strenuous in his defense of the possibility of re
alizing the project of the city en logoi and expresses his disdainful ap
prehension "lest the argument seem a mere prayer" (me eukhe dokei ho 
logos, S.4sod l-2) .  At perhaps his most desperate , he asserts that the 
ideal city may simply be "laid up as a paradigm in the sky" (en ouranoi, 
g.Sg2b2-3 , a phrase which Guthrie, RGP 4.S43, points out does not 
mean "in heaven"). Generally, in pessimistic moments , the character
ization of the obstacles to the city's implementation appears quite in
surmountable . The savagely anti-democratic parable of the ship of 
state (6.488a7-48ga6) categorically precludes any effective role for the 
true philosopher. In response to a later question from Glaukon 
whether the true philosopher will be willing to enter politics , Sokrates 
gives the extraordinarily ambiguous answer, "Yes, by the dog-at least 
in his own city. Perhaps not in his native land, unless some divine 
chance befall him" (g.sg2as-g).  His own city turns out to be precisely 
the one they have envisioned and which may only exist in the sky. The 
analyses of the corruptions threatening the philosophical nature (phu
sis, see 6.489d 1-S) and of the futility of private education culminate in 
ominous anticipations of Sokrates' own trial and execution (6.494e6) ,  
while the murderous ferocity of the shadow gazers in the cave toward 
one who has seen the light (7 .S 1 7aS-6) scarcely inspires confidence. 
Then there is the inevitable final undermining gesture, marked by the 
weird discourse of the magic number (8.S46a2-547aS) ,  that since the 
ideal polis partakes inherently of the realm of the human and change
able, its rulers will eventually err in choosing breeding times and the 
state of affairs decline from the ideal. Thus the driving goal of political 
stability-freedom from stasis-which emerges as the most blatant, 
pervasive, and poignant component of Plato's response to his historical 
moment, is despairingly abandoned precisely sub specie aeternitatis.42 

This element of other-worldly despair raises the perhaps more fun
damental question, explored, for example, by Jaeger, Guthrie, and 
more recently Clay, whether we should even take the Republic as a gen
uinely political text. Is it not rather all a metaphor for the real object, 
individual spiritual stability and harmony? Guthrie concludes after re
peated protests that Plato never had a serious interest in implementing 
the city outlined in the Republic: "Essentially . . .  the Republic is not a 
piece of political theory but an allegory of the individual human spirit, 

4"It is striking that Plato begins his tale of decline with an invocation of the Muses and 
a mock-heroic allusion to Homer-a parody of Iliad 1 6. 1 1 3 :  "the way indeed factional
ism first fell upon [them]" (lwpos de proton stasis empese, 8.545d7-e l ) .  
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the psyche. The city is one which we may 'found in ourselves' " (HGP 
4.56 1 ,  see 486).43 So too Clay concludes, "In Kallipolis, Sokrates would 
be king, perhaps ; but in Athens he is at least the ruler over the polity 
within his soul" ( 1 988 :  33) .  On this reading, the enabling analogy of 
the individual psyche to the polis, which is the literal pretext for the 
entire analysis of both the ideal state and those states and individuals 
that depart from it, emerges as incurably flawed or, as Clay would have 
it, reversed. There is support for such a reading in the recurrent notes 
of quietism throughout the Republic, moments when participation in 
any sort of politics in the real world is characterized as too dangerous 
or too degrading for a serious intellectual : he is "like someone who has 
fallen among wild beasts. . . .  Inadequate to hold out against them 
alone . . . .  he must keep quiet and do what is his own [ta hautou patlOn] , 
like a man in a storm of dust and hard rain driven by the wind, he must 
stand apart under a small wall" (6 .496d2-e2) .44 

These tensions or ambiguities are, I believe, best appreciated in all 
their rawness rather than subsumed in some totalizing reading, 
whether defensive or denunciatory.45 They do not imply a straightfor
ward repudiation of the political sphere any more than they support a 
view of Plato as the unreflective proponent of a program he is prom
ising to implement. Rather, they underline the inevitable tentativeness, 
the provisional character, of any solutions Plato may be proposing 
within the conditions of possibility briefly sketched above. Still, per
haps the most striking features of Plato's solutions are their radicalness 
and their self-conscious striving for comprehensiveness. If not all pos
sible crises are met in equal detail ,  the thrust of Plato's utopian project 

43Cf. Jaeger 1 945:  vol. 2, esp. 347-57,  "The State within Us." It is striking, however, 
that in his opening overview of the fourth century Jaeger writes : "But the men of that 
age, even Plato, still believed that their task was a practical one. They had to change the 
world, this world-even although they might not manage to do it completely at the mo
ment" (2 :4) .  

44Cf. Guthrie HGP 4.486. It is striking that the key phrase describing justice, to. hautou 
pratWn, is here simply synonymous with the political quietism of the Athenian aristocracy 
in the fourth century on which MacKendrick comments ( 1 969: 3-4). Carter ( 1 986: 1 55-
86) stresses the social and political roots of Plato's conception of the contemplative life 
(bios theoritikos) .  

45Here I dissociate myself from Wood and Wood ( 1 978: esp. 1 45-7 1 ) .  Their whole 
approach, while perhaps a salutary counterweight to the usual idealist decontextualiza
tion of Plato, ignores the element of radical negation in the Republic. Symptomatic of 
their reflectionism is the omission of all but the most cursory allusions to Plato's provi
sions for women. After noting that Spartan laws on marriages for heiresses were prob
ably less rigid than in democratic Athens, they comment, "It is also worth noting that 
Plato, whose political doctrine is profoundly aristocratic and anti-democratic, proposes a 
considerable degree of freedom and equality for women-at least women of the ruling 
class" ( 1 978:  50). This statement, not even formally part of their discussion of the Re
public, and a three-line comment in a chapter on Aristotle (248) is all they see fit to say 
about Plato and women. 
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is to insist on the total integration of all the sources of the crises : pol
itics, economics, education and culture ,  the dynamics of sociopolitical 
bonding, modes of representation, epistemology, and ontology are all 
subjected to a dazzling impulse of totalization. 

Plato's Discourse of Phusis 

In the impulse to comprehensiveness, the discourse of phusis plays a 
decisive role. Phusis, variously as "innate character" with strong conno
tations of derivation from a specific ancestry and without such conno
tations, as "authentic essence," even as the de facto equivalent of the 
platonic Form or Idea, is in constant combination and tension with 
terms denoting the whole range of the politically and historically con
tingent. Chief among these contingencies is the entire process of so
cialization, which, as we have learned from the Protagoras, includes 
rearing (trophe) , childhood games (paidia) ,  education (paideia) in the 
widest sense, as well as experience of the discourses of the courts, as
sembly, and theater. It is Plato's uses of and obvious investments in the 
discourse of phusis more than any tantalizing bits of plausible or im
plausible biography that lead me to presume to situate Plato's solutions 
in a specific class, the Athenian aristocracy. 

Yet Plato is himself far too much a Sophist, far too imbued with their 
analyses of social existence and education to fit simply into so narrow 
a category. Broadly speaking, I would say that Plato constantly exploits 
for his own ends all the ambiguities of the term phusis without acknowl
edging that there are potentially fundamental conflicts in these usages. 
Indeed, the suppression of those sophistic teachings that lead toward 
radically different conclusions and goals constitute the major struc
tured silence of the Republic. 46 One could never deduce from the brief 
squabble with Thrasymachos in Bk. 1 and the brief direct indictment of 
the Sophists in Bk. 6 how much of the argument of the Republic as a 
whole presupposes and subverts their doctrines by situating them in an 
entirely alien framework. Like Sophokles before him, Plato employs 
the critical insights of the Sophists in the service of a social and political 
goal categorically at odds with their own project. The older Sophists at 
least laid the philosophical foundations for a society based on equal ac
cess to participation by all adult males and the supplanting of force by 
persuasion. Plato's city is controlled by a highly trained, tiny elite-he 
seems indifferent whether it be a monarchy or an oligarchy (cf. 
4 .445d5-6)-recruited from a fully professionalized military, which is 

46In such a reading of the Republic I am indebted to Havelock ( 1 957) .  
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constituted as much to control its own population as to protect it from 
foreign enemies (see 3 .4 1 5dg-e4, note the malista, "especially," for do
mestic threats) .47 Persuasion as such plays no structural role in the so
ciety at large ; it is useful only as necessary manipulation. Once the 
ideal city is constituted, we, the founders, must try to persuade not 
only the masses but even the new guardians of the "noble lies" about 
their origins.48 

The Sophists , as noted earlier, appeared to have launched a fatal at
tack on the philosophical underpinnings of the aristocracy's preten
sions to inherited superiority. If any innate superiority is accidental 
rather than a consequence of specific parentage and if education is far 
more relevant to the formation of moral qualities and capacity for 
rule-for these rather than simply physical or technical prowess were 
the chief content claimed for aristocratic inherited excellence-then it 

47Guthrie (HGP 4.467 n. I) suggests that Popper ( 1 963 : e .  g., 50-5 1 )  has grossly ex
aggerated, but he ignores the malista. Moreover, the whole elaboration of the analogy of 
the soul implies the exclusively internal focus of the repressive activities of the two higher 
elements of the soul on the lower, appetitive element (442a4-b3),  which is explicitly 
equated with the ruled element in the city. The fear that this lower part might grow 
strong and undertake to "enslave and rule over what is not not appropriate to its race" 
(442a8-b3) is also explicit. Finally, it is internal discord, stasis, which is repeatedly cited as 
the great enemy. 

48Like so many other key motifs, despair of persuasion is introduced in the opening 
scene of the Republic. When Polemarchos playfully suggests that Sokrates and his com
panion must either defeat (kreittous genesthe) Polemarchos and his companions or remain, 
Sokrates replies, "Isn't there one alternative left, namely, if we persuade you that we 
must go away?" Polemarchos in turn replies, "And would you be able to persuade us if we 
don't listen?" "Impossible [oudamiis]," comments Glaukon ( I .327C9-13) .  An examination 
of all instances of the infinitive form peithein throughout the Republic suggests how reg
ularly the connotations of persuasion are negative. Thus as 2 .36 1 b3 the thoroughly evil 
man is envisioned as good enough at speaking to persuade his way out of trouble; at 
3 .39 1d6 the rulers will use persuasion on children about gods and demigods; at 3 .4 1 4d3 
Sokrates declares that he does not know where he will find the nerve (tolmii) to persuade 
the rulers, soldiers, and rest of the city to believe the noble lie; at 5.458d5 he distin
guishes geometric from erotic necessity, which is "doubtless keener for persuading and 
dragging the majority of people;" at 47 1 e4 Glaukon suggests that they should try to per
suade themselves of the questionable feasibility of Sokrates' proposals about women; at 
476e l ,  faced with the anger of one who has only opinion (dokhazein) but not knowledge 
(gignoskein), Sokrates asks coyly if there is not some way "we might appease him [lit. 
"divert him with a story," paramutheisthai] and persuade him gently, concealing the fact 
that he is out of his mind"; at 6.489a l O  Sokrates recommends teaching the parable of the 
cave to someone with a false view of the attitude of cities toward philosophers ; at 
7 .525b 1 2  Sokrates recommends "laying down a law [nomothetesai] and persuading" future 
rulers to study mathematics seriously. In each case, persuasion involves either deceit, 
condescension toward the object of persuasion, or, as in the last, the addition of some
thing stronger. Raven notes the citation in the Gorgias at 493a I of the Pythagorean doc
trine that "the part of our soul in which desires arise is liable to over-persuasion and 
vacillation to and fro" ( 1 965: 53-54)-the same view as in the attack on mimesis in Rep. 
1 O.603a l O-b2. Raven's major reason for dating the Pooedrus after the Republic is the lack 
of any positive account of persuasion in the Republic ( 1 965: 1 89-96) . 
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seemed nothing was left of those claims. The sophistic critique of tra
ditional religion undermined these same claims from a different angle. 
If anthropomorphic gods were a human invention, there was no on
tological ground for a fixed hierarchy of human society. 

Plato's response in the Republic takes both a mimetic or traditional 
paradigmatic form as well as a pragmatic, programmatic form. Plato's 
own brothers, Glaukon and Adeimantos, central figures in the mimetic 
dialogue, and by implication Plato himself constitute the primary par
adigmatic demonstration of the continued validity of aristocratic phu
sis. The first line of the whole work contains an indirect sort of 
signature, Glaukiinos tou AristOnos, the names of Plato's brother and fa
ther. Glaukon, the signature figure of the opening line, is again the de
cisive vehicle for the second, deeper beginning at the outset of Bk. 2 .  
His consistent "courage" (aei . . .  de andreiotatos, 357a2) i s  offered a s  the 
motive that transforms what our narrator considered a complete dia
logue into a mere prooimion. This passionate intervention, seconded 
and eloquently abetted by Plato's other brother Adeimantos, provokes 
the most extraordinary outburst of praise from Sokrates, who cites the 
opening of an elegy attributed to the lover of Glaukon : "Sons of Aris
ton, divine offspring of a glorious Man" (paides Aristiinos, kleinou theion 
genos andros , 2 .368a4) .  The terms of this amazing self-praise by Plato, 
the son of Ariston, adumbrate some of the major themes of what I am 
referring to as the discourse of phusis. 49 Although the homoerotic con
text of the poem gives no hint of the forthcoming radical proposals 
about women, the focus on noble sons of a noble father is amplified by 
reference to the process of begetting (genos carries strong etymological 
echoes of gignesthai, "to beget") and thus anticipates Plato's eugenics. 
Plato's almost obsessive quest for the "best" (connoted by the name 
AristOn) culminates in the rule of the best, aristocracy, Plato's own term 
for the ideal form of government to establish in his polis (4 -445d6) . Des
ignating Glaukon's verbal activity as courage reflects a consistent goal 
of fusing a new, purely intellectual conception of such traditional aretai 
("virtues") as courage with the most traditional military and therefore, 
in a Greek context, political senses. Plato thus seeks to reestablish on a 
philosophically more respectable foundation the traditional grounds of 
heroism,  both its extraordinary prestige (kleinou) and more specifically 
its blurring of the line between human and divine (theion) .  All these 
suggest the key terms in the discouse of phusis throughout the Republic. 
But most extraordinary is the eminently personal vehicle Plato has cho
sen to display these themes. By implication he himself is the ideal pupil 

49The case for Plato's self-praise would be far stronger if we could establish that the 
battle of Megara alluded to is the one in 409 at which he could have participated. 
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of the ideal master, the flower of an aristocratic family, bearing the at
tributes of both hero and god and inspiring homoerotic admiration in 
virtually the only good kind of poetry-praise of the kaloi k '  agathoi 
( 1 O.607a3-8).  This line of elegy thus anticipates the even more radical 
self-praise in the pun with which Plato introduces his own "noble lie"
the capstone to his eugenics-namely, "the god Plato" (ho theos platton, 
"the god in the process of fashioning/molding," 3 .4 1 5a4) .50 

This paradigmatic validation and transformation of aristocratic phu
sis is combined with a detailed, analytic, radical program to solve the 
ideological crisis provoked jointly by the realities of fifth- and fourth
century history and by the Sophists' ideological assault on the founda
tions of aristocratic hegemony. 

Eugenics 

Plato meets head-on the Sophists' critique of the aberrations of the 
transmission of alleged inherited excellence, excellent fathers who 
have mediocre sons, by establishing the most rigorous eugenicsY The 
fundamental assumption of his eugenics, supported by the naturalistic 
analogy of breeding animals (e.g. , 5 .45 1 C7-8, 459a2-5) ,  is that excel
lent qualities, both moral and physical, observable in parents are nor
mally transmitted to offspring by the process of sexual reproduction. 52 
At the same time, the most elaborate precautions are taken against the 
breakdown of this inheritance principle. The guardians are repeatedly 
exhorted to the most careful surveillance (3.4 1 3c7-4 1 4a4, 4 1 5b3-c6, 
4 .423c8) of offspring to prevent an inferior progeny from remaining in 
the ruling elite and to discover accidentally superior offspring pro
duced by inferior parents. 

5°1 find no indications of this pun in any commentary, but I do find it in Clay'S essay 
( 1 988:  1 9) '  

5 'See, e. g. ,  the mild j ibes in the Protagoras about Perikles' sons (3 1 ge3-320a3 . 328c5-
d2) .  It is possible that the presence of Kleinias (320<l4) ,  the younger brother of Alcibia
des, described at Alcibiades I 1 1 8e5 as mad (mainetai), is itself a standing indictment of 
inherited excellence. The same passage in Alcibiades I ( 1 1 8d l O-e2) also cites Perikles' 
failure to teach his sons anything of value. The Laches, in which the mediocre descen
dants of Aristeides and Thucydides, son of Melesias, are prominent, focuses on the same 
issue of the general neglect of education by fathers as a potential explanation of the fail
ure of sons. The reverse phenomenon, exceptional sons born from nondescript fathers, 
is not something an aristocrat would celebrate, but it is the assumption of Protagoras in 
his analysis of the city of flute players, as noted earlier. 

52Note the initial, enabling analogy of the noble puppy (gennaiou skulalws, 2 .375a2) 
with the well-born youth (neaniskou eugenous). The immediate allusion here to the phusis 
of a well-born puppy implies an early choice; it also initiates the running analogy of the 
guardians/auxiliaries to dogs (2 ·375e l-4, 3 ·404a lO ,  3.4 1 6<l4, 4.422d4-7, 4.44od2-3), 
which prepares us to accept the explicitly eugenic analogies. 
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There is here a revealing disparity between the elaborateness of the 
provisions spelled out for testing the offspring of the elite and the ex
treme vagueness about the rest of the population of the polis. The pro
vision of wives and children in common and the supervised marriages 
apply only to the guardian class (see 5 .45ge2-3 , 46 I e5-6) . Only they 
are exhorted to be pitiless in demoting to lower classes any of their chil
dren who prove inferior (4 I 5b6-c2) .  Only for them is the destruction of 
deformed or inferior newborns specified (46oc 1-6). Finally, only those 
presumed fit for the guardian class are educated and tested through
out their youth. 53 It is therefore hard to figure out how there could be 
any effective upward mobility for the vast majority of the population,54 
most of whom are not in any real political sense even citizens. 55 

Everyone in the city (4 1 4d2-4) is to be indoctrinated from youth 
with the notorious noble lie (gennaion ti hen pseudomenous, 4 1 4bg-c I )
not simply as many commentators and translators have it a "generous
sized" lie or even milder Guthrie's "grand fiction," but one integral to a 
program of controlled generation (see gennao, "beget" used at 4 1 5a8 
and b l )  to produce rulers who are noble or well-born (i .e . ,  gennaioi, 
eugeneis) .56 An essential function of the myth of five races is to insist on 
an ontological basis for an absolute separation of social classes. 57 

The lengths to which Plato is ready to go in pursuit of and for 
the maintenance of this rigidly aristocratic hierarchy would probably 

5SSee Guthrie HGP 4.455-57 on the question, is the education meant for the guard
ians alone? 

54Guthrie (HGP 4.464) is at pains to stress that Plato does allude more than once to 
such mobility (4.423c-d, 5 .468a) , but his apologetics ignore the disparity to which I al
lude in the text. 

55It is clear from 3.4 1 6b2-d l ,  4.423d3, and 5 .463a l O  that Plato describes the demos as 
politai. On the other hand, his discussion of the advantages of wives in common creating 
a citizenry who all mean the same thing by "mine" (5.464�) clearly refers only to the 
guardians and auxiliaries. At 2 .37 1 e l-7 he speaks of various wage-earning menials (di
akonoi) who are not worthy of full sharing in the community (me panu aksiolwinonetoi) but 
fil l out the population. He does not even mention slaves here, but their existence is as
sumed; see Vlastos 1 968:  29 1-95 ; 1 98 1 :  1 40-47. Vlastos's argument about slavery still 
begs the question whether there is any truly political function for the demos in the ideal 
state. See the debate between Leys and Sparshott, "Was Plato Non-PoliticaIlAnti
Political," in Vlastos 1 983 :  1 44-86. 

s&Y"ranslators: Jowett, "one royal lie" ; Grube, "noble fiction";  Cornford, "something in 
the way of those convenient fictions we spoke of earlier, a single bold flight of invention" 
(see his long note ad loco in which he glosses gennaion as "on a generous scale") ;  Lindsay, 
"one noble falsehood"; Richards, "one spirited false statement" ; Bloom, "some one noble 
lie" (see his note) ;  Sterling and Scott, "a noble lie." Adam 1 963 on 4 14B offers "a heroic 
falsehood." Cf. Guthrie HGP 4.462 .  

57This interpretation is vigorously denied by Guthrie (HGP 4.464-66). There is the 
interesting problem, which he ignores, that Sokrates offers a myth of five metals for a 
three-tiered state. The simplest explanation is that Plato is so anxious to absorb the He
siodic myth into his own that he ignores the problem. But his ignoring it is also symp
tomatic of his indifference to those below the auxiliary class. 
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appall most surviving members of Plato's own class , if by that we mean 
both those who have traditionally belonged to Davies's liturgical class 
and those who take great pride in tracing their ancestry back several 
generations. If Plato's commitment to the discourse of phusis suggests 
his political predisposition in traditional class terms, it is nonetheless 
essential to keep in mind the severe limitations of any such label in 
dealing with so radical a thinker. If Plato's project may be said to aim at 
saving essential features of a political and social ideal traditionally es
poused by a recognizable Athenian class , it is nonetheless true that cen
tral features of his program would prove quite shocking to members of 
that class. Indeed, one of the subsidiary functions of Plato's brothers in 
the dialogue is to signal the points that would, initially at least, most 
obviously strike his intended audience as quite unacceptable. Thus, as 
we noted earlier, the puritanism of the vegetarian idyll first proposed 
by Sokrates is quite unacceptable to Glaukon, who called it a "city of 
pigs" ( 2 .373d4) . 

More fundamental objections are raised by Adeimantos to the ab
sence of private property for the guardians, a key element in Plato's 
solution to the destructive greed his ancestor Solon had so vigorously 
chided in the aristocracy of his day. Inherited wealth is the economic 
reality underlying ideological claims of inherited excellence. This is as 
true of Homer's Agamemnon as of Aeschylus' haughty king. But Plato 
is ready to sweep away the economic foundations of the great aristo
cratic oikoi precisely because of the social disruptions arising from 
great inequities in the distribution of social surplus. In the process , he 
also precludes the only claim to prominence of the nouveau riches and 
eliminates a key factor in the indictment of Spartan ideological lead
ership of the Greek aristocracy. Plato's reduction of the ontological 
claims of his ruling elite to pure genetics , as then understood, thus en
tails both a backward-looking gesture and a radical negation of the sta
tus quo. 58 

Feminism 

An even more troubling innovation, if we judge by the intervention 
of Plato's brothers, is the most logical and daring aspect of Plato's eu-

s8Wood and Wood ( 1 978) are at pains to minimize the radicalism of the abolition of 
private property in the Republic by stressing Plato's return to a rigid insistence on inher
ited property in the Laws. They do in this connection make a valid, if ahistorical, point: 
"Both the propertylessness of the Republic 's ruling class and the hereditary landed prop
erty of the Laws are opposed to private property in a narrower sense : what we might call 
bourgeois property, the . . .  more freely disposable property that is the basis of a com
mercial society" ( 1 42-43) .  It is worth noting, in view of their earlier comments, that the 
abolition of private property would also entail the irrelevance of the elaborate provisions 
about legitimacy and heiresses which are central in the institutional oppression of women 
in Athens (see 1 978 :  50). 
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genics-his declaration that women must be presumed equals and the 
family as known in Greece be abolished. The rationale for this depar
ture is again the naturalistic analogy to the breeding of hunting dogs, 
a line of argument in which the sophistic anthropological demystifica
tion of the human species ironically coincides with the bitterest of aris
tocratic polemics in Theognis.59 Plato is thus able to cut the ground 
from under his shadow opponents , the Sophists , and appeal to the 
snobbery of his perhaps equally shadowy elite audience, for whom 
breeding well-bred animals is a favorite pastime (cf. 5 .459a l ) . 

There is a less explicit sense in which the proposal for wives in com
mon and the abolition of the family follows logically from proposals al
ready adopted for the ideal , the stasis-free state. akin has stressed the 
deep linkage in the Greek male mind between women and private 
property ( 1 979 :  3 1-33).60 If the private wealth of the <tristocratic oikos 
is a major source of discord within the state, as Solon and Aeschylus 
among others had argued, why not get rid of that traditionally most 
troublesome "property," wives? From Homer through Aeschylus to 
Herodotus, it would be easy to trace the sentiments that attribute the 
worst domestic and interstate frictions to wife stealing. 

But it would be an error to see Plato's "feminist" discourse as simply 
a logical outgrowth of his prior discourse without recognizing that it 
too constitutes a response to a crisis-even if we are far less informed 
about the dimensions of this crisis. Our earliest Greek sources, Homer 
and Hesiod, are in their different ways both haunted by women, not 
just wives, as a problem. The Oresteia is perhaps the first text to pose 
the problem in a context in which at least the concept if not the real
ization of radical change is envisioned. To historicize, even tentatively 
as Aeschylus does, the relation between the dominant economic and 
political structures of society and the behavior of women is to open a 

59We have already seen that, In Plato's Protagoras, the Sophist insists that human beings 
are animals (z6ia, 32 1q) like other animals. Democritos, who perhaps furthest elaborates 
anthropological speculation about the origins and early existence of the human animal 
(Cole 1 967), nonetheless repudiates the animal breeding analogy in favor of a factor 
more susceptible to education : "In the case of cattle good breeding/nobility [eugeneia] 
amounts to the good strength [eulstheneia] of the body; but in the case of human beings 
it is a matter of the good turning [eutropii, usually translated "versatility"] of the char
acter [etheos)" (D-K B 57). For Theognis, see Chapter 4· 

600kin cites Morrow 1 960 for the "peculiarly close relation thought to hold between a 
family and its landed property" (33) . Guthrie (HGP 4.480 n. I )  comments, "Interestingly 
enough, P [Plato] the advocate of equality speaks twice of the 'possession ' of women (ktesis 
423e and 45 Ic)." It is interesting to compare Marx's early, heavily Hegelian critique of 
earlier theories of communism: "This movement of counterposing universal private 
property to private property finds expression in the brutish form of opposing to mar
riage (certainly a form of exclusive private property) the community of women, in which a 
woman becomes a piece of communal and common property. It may be said that this idea 
of the community of women gives away the secret of this as yet completely crude and thought
less communism" (MECW 3 .294). 
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fissure in the seamless ideology of a fated woman's lot in life .  Toward 
the latter part of the fifth century and into the early fourth we are con
fronted with a great deal of highly contradictory evidence, all from 
male sources, that the woman question was not going away but on the 
contrary was becoming a male obsession and provoking "hysterical" 
male responses. 

It has been plausibly suggested that the heavy casualties of the latter 
half of the Peloponnesian War together with the long absences from 
home necessitated by the war substantially threatened the traditional 
seclusion and repression of Athenian women.6 1 We can infer from Eu
ripides and Aristophanes, with the wild fluctuations in their texts be
tween deeply moving sympathy for women and savage misogyny, that 
this period witnessed a great deal of serious debate about the status of 
women. Though we lack positive evidence, I would agree with those 
who infer from Euripides' articulate heroines and Aristophanes' par
odies that there existed serious appeals for the equality of women and 
for their full participation in political life.62 In light of the relentless 
polemics over female sexuality, it is hard to imagine that part of such a 
positive feminist discourse did not challenge the lack of freedom of 
choice of sexual partners for women.63 Certainly Aristophanes' most 
ferocious assaults are reserved for this most threatening of notions, 
and his bitterest jibes at Euripides are focused on those of his charac
ters who dared to exercise such freedom. 

If there did exist such a positive feminist discourse, then Plato's pro
posals, for all their radicalism compared to actual Greek practice, may 
nonetheless also involve a gesture of containment of far more serious 
threats-again presumably in the public discourse of the Sophists , 

6 ' See Pomeroy 1 975 :  1 1 9 and Keuls 1 985:  chap. 1 6. B. Strauss, writing primarily of 
the fourth century, notes that "citizen women sometimes had to take jobs usually re
served for slaves or men: nursing, working at the loom or working in the vineyards" 
( 1�87 :  56). 

"See, e. g. ,  Adam's appendix ( 1 963 : 1 .345-55) to Bk. 5 ,  "On the relation of the fifth 
book of the Republic to Aristophanes' Ecclesiasiazusae. " Zeitlin's brilliant analysis ( 1 98 1 )  of 
Euripides as reflected in Aristophanes' Thesmophoriaz.ousae eschews any reference to ac
tual politics but has rich implications for the last quarter of the fifth century. 

63See Pomeroy 1 975:  1 1 5 .  Havelock ( 1 957 :  292-94) speculates on admittedly slim ev
idence that Antiphon conceived of "mating as a union of natural spontaneous affection" 
and attacked "the institution of the Greek family as understood in his day." Knox ( 1 979: 
3 1 1-1 2 )  also looks to Antiphon, citing J. H .  Finley'S ( 1 967 : 92-94) comparison of 
Medea's speech with Antiphon's attack on marriage. He concludes, "One cannot help 
suspecting that much later, Plato, when he says in the Republic that to divide male and 
female for the purposes of public life or education or anything, except the begetting and 
bearing of children, is just as absurd as to divide it into the long-haired and the bald, may 
well be adapting to his own purpose, as he does so often, ideas that were first put into 
circulation by the sophistic radicals of the fifth century." See also Winnington-Ingram 
1 983b: 234-36. 
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though some have suggested Sokrates himself as a key figure.64 On the 
one hand, women receive the same tests as men, and to the extent that 
they succeed, the same education and training as men. Those women 
who are potentially members of the ruling class are completely re
moved from any direct influence qua mothers over children ; both men 
and women will do childcare, but no aristocrats (5 .460b9). Like the 
males of the ruling elite, guardian-class women's sexuality is com
pletely controlled by the state. There is the implicit reward system that 
grants more frequent sexual activity to those presumed to be breeding 
the best offspring, but this is only a relatively greater frequency in elab
orately controlled state breeding festivals. Presumed good breeders 
will win the rigged lottery more often ,  but this is far from either free 
choice of partners or the potential frequency of cohabitation, which is 
nonexistent except perhaps for older men and post-menopausal 
women (5 .46 1 bg-C l ) .  It  is also true that the emphasis on sex as a re
ward is expressed primarily in terms of the males.65 

In spite of this containment, in spite of scattered stereotypical sexist 
remarks let slip here and there throughout the Republic, and in spite of 
the substantial retreat in the Laws, the philosophical rigor of Plato's re
sponse here to the putative woman crisis remains dazzling.66 Perhaps 
its most striking feature-particularly in light of the essentialism that 

64Wender ( 1 973 :  75-90) notes the lack of evidence for views sympathetic toward 
women in the Sophists (Democritos is "distinctly hostile") and endorses with some qual
ifications Taylor's view of a feminist Sokrates. It is perhaps safest to say (following Laclau 
and Mouffe 1 985) that doctrines of natural equality or equality of rights for all tend to 
appeal to those human beings, whether slaves, women, or racial minorities, who may well 
have been bracketed out by the original proponents of the doctrines. It is striking, con
sidering the grim view most contemporary students take of the status of women in Athe
nian democracy, that Plato cites as a mark of the excessive license under a democracy 
"how much equality before the law (isonomia] and freedom [eleutheria] arises among 
women with respect to men and among men with respect to women" (8'563b7-9). Ar
istotle associates democracies with tyrannies because of the "power given to women in 
their families." "Women," he asserts, "are of course friendly to tyrannies and also to de
mocracies, since under them they have a good time" (Pol. 1 3 1 3b34-38 Barnes ( 1 984: 
2085-86), cited in Vidal-Naquet 1 97oa: 65). In looking for male sources for these doc
trines, I have in mind only the realm of public discourse, from which women were, as far 
as we know, excluded. It seems to me evident that the initial impulse for rethinking the 
status of women came from women themselves. 

65See Pomeroy 1 975 :  1 1 6, a bit unfairly stated. See 5 .468c3, where those best in battle 
may kiss anyone they desire, male or female, and 5.468e l-2, where honors are for "both 
heroic men and women (tous agathous andras Ie kai gunaikas)." 

66Cf. Wender 1 973. Irigaray 1 985 : 1 52-59 is a convenient listing of passages on 
woman in Plato's works apart from Republic Bk. 5 and the LaWs. Okin ( 1 979: 42-50) 
shows some of the ways in which, despite its formal retreats, the Laws contains some 
philosophically more radical defenses of feminism, especially the analogy of ambidex
terity. Bluestone ( 1 987) is perhaps the strongest modern feminist defender of "the con
tinuing importance of Plato's questions"-the title of her final chapter. She ignores the 
objections raised by French feminism. 
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normally seems, as it were, Plato's middle name-is his rigorous cri
tique of an essentialist discourse of women. He grants only that women 
are generally weaker than men (5.45 I e l ,  455C4) but adds that many 
women are unquestionably superior to some men (5.455d3). If one 
takes seriously Plato's usual logic that even a single exception philo
sophically invalidates any generalization, this addition implies a cate
gorical refutation of his own generalization about female weakness ;  no 
philosophically valid conclusion can be drawn from the phenomenon 
that many women are weaker than men . Beyond that, Plato argues 
with a telling analogy that the presumed differences between men and 
women are as inessential as the putative differences between bald and 
non bald men (5 .454C2) .  As far as guardianship is concerned-that is, 
the capacity for total control of the military and political power in so
ciety-men and women have the same phusis (hi aute phusis, 5 .456a) . 

To many contemporary feminists the solution implicit in effacing 
all differences between male and female is not acceptable.67 The long 
debate, better conceived of as a dialectic, between equally legitimate 
demands for equality and for recognition of difference has not infre
quently focused on the Republic. 68 But in the face of a long specifically 
Greek tradition of intense misogyny based on a frightening and repel
lent otherness of the female, Plato's daring remains awesome. He does 
not go into details, but even this silence is powerful. He feels no need 
to refute or endorse the array of misogynist Greek discourses elabo
rated over centuries. He is not shocked, as his brothers clearly are , at 
the prospect of nude gymnastics with women (457a6). With a certain 
self-righteous eloquence he concludes, "The female guardians must in
deed strip inasmuch as they shall clothe themselves with excellence 
(arete) instead of garments" (5 .457a6-7).  And even if, as some scholars 
have pointed out, he seems to have forgotten about women during much 
of the rest of the dialogue, he never shrinks from the implication that 
women will participate in the severest rigors of advanced dialectics, that 
women as such are fully qualified physically and mentally for the high
est tasks of the ideal society. These more progressive features of his 

671 can only agree with Okin's focus on the critique of essentialism ( 1 979: 39-40) as 
the most original and radical feature of Plato's discourse of women; cf. Bluestone 1 987 :  
95-96. For an attack on Plato's treating women as  indistinguishable from men, see Iriga
ray 1 985, e. g . ,  "Apart from the fact that she will perform her duties less well ,  as a result 
of her inferior nature, she will also participate only insofar as she is the same as a man" 
( 1 57) ;  "In order to take full possession of himself, man will need to take over not only the 
potentiality and potency, but also the place, and all the little chinks (re)produced in his 
ceaseless drive to transform anything different and still self-defining into his own like
ness" ( 1 654)6). 681 am indebted to Michele Barrett for a stimulating overview of the equality-differ
ence debate in feminism at the 1 989 meeting of the Modern Language Association in 
Washington, D.C. See also Joan Scott 1 988:  1 67-98. 
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utopia lay dormant like a mute indictment of Western society during the 
long centuries in which so many repressive features of his vision were 
eagerly endorsed and grimly implemented (Bluestone 1 987 :  esp. 4- 1 9) .  

Justice and Phw;is 

Plato's feminism is one dimension of his discourse of phw;is, namely, 
his program of eugenics, which most obviously situates him in the 
"camp" of aristocratic ideology vis-a.-vis the threats of sophistic teach
ing, even as the radicalism of his solution carries him beyond his class 
base. But eugenics is only a revealing subsidiary of Plato's primary dis
course of phw;is which emerges as the solution to the most explicitly 
posed and most comprehensive crisis envisioned in the Republic, 
namely, the question of justice. Justice, the central goal relentlessly 
sought through the long dialectic of the Oresteia and figured there in 
the utopian image of democratic Athens, is in the Republic the vehi
cle-at times one is tempted to say the pretext-for the utopian leap to 
the ideal city. This leap, in turn, for Plato implies the negation of the 
whole cultural heritage of Greece, the analysis of the psyche, the elab
oration of a new epistemology, the critique of all existing forms of gov
ernment, the sustained repudiation of all forms of mimesis, and finally 
the eschatology of the myth with which he concludes. But like Plato's 
eugenics, the essence of justice turns out to be firmly rooted in the tra
ditional aristocratic ideology of inherited excellence and aims most im
mediately at the repudiation of Athenian democracy and the sophistic 
ideology that sustains it. 

The most concise definition of the principle of justice is ta hautou 
prattein (433a8),  "doing what is one's own." But what is one's own turns 
out to be that one thing for which each of us is best suited by birth 
(phw;ei) .  Lurking behind the sophistic apparatus of a social contract 
(Havelock 1 957 :  94-1 0 1 )  in which this principle is first articulated, we 
can hear something nearer the blatant declaration of Pindar, "What is 
by birth is most powerful in every case" (phuai to kratiston hapan, Ol. 
9. 1 00). Rather coyly Plato introduces his fundamental principle in the 
context of envisioning a society at its simplest, conceived initially in 
terms of the Greek anthropologists' materialist criterion of khreia 
("need," 2 . 369c2 ,  1 0) which dictates food production, manufacture of 
clothing, and building of shelter. The sophistic valorization of koinonia 
("sharing," "communality") is then invoked against individual efforts to 
achieve individual autarkia ("self-sufficiency," "economic indepen
dence," 2 .369b6) ,  which is described with disparaging redundancy as 
auton di' hauton to hautou prattein ("doing oneself one's own [tasks] 
though one's own [efforts] ," 2 . 37oa4).  Plato would be well aware from 
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Homer and especially Hesiod's Works and Days that this was the earliest 
known pattern in Greece, but he also knows that it was accompanied by 
minimal social bonding in a polis. It is precisely the lack of individual 
autarkia which is given as the initial impulse for founding cities 
(2 .369bS) .  Sokrates then proceeds with apparent casualness to invoke 
the discourse of phusis to confirm the communal mode of production 
based in the most rigid division of labor: "It occurs to me too now that 
you've spoken, that in the first place each of us is born [phuetai] not 
quite the same as each, but since each differs with respect to innate 
character [ten phusin] , one will perform one task [or function, ergon] 
and another another" (2 .37oa7-b2) .  

What i s  most striking here i s  the pseudo-casualness with which this 
concept is introduced and the blatancy with which it is justified by a 
totally unphilosophical , commonsense appeal to empirical observation. 
It is when he resorts to empirical commonsense that Plato reveals most 
openly the ideological direction of the argument.69 The experience of 
humble craftspeople is first invoked as the proof of the thesis that each 
of us is born fit to do only one thing (2 .37oa6-b6). It would be hard to 
guess from this seemingly inoffensive, practical-sounding line of argu
ment that this principle entails the most fundamental repudiation of 
the alternative democratic and sophistic discourse of human nature . 

Central to sophistic anthropological speculations-which are also re
flected in the Prometheus Bound and the famous chorus of Sophokles' 
Antigone which meditates on the achievements and dangers of the hu
man species (Ant. 332-83)-is the celebration of human craft inven
tiveness as the achievement of the whole species ,  as characteristic of 
the innate capacities, the tremendous potential versatility of human 
beings qua human beings, not as a principle of hierarchy distinguish
ing some from others. The specifically democratic corollary of this 
view of human nature is the assertion that political freedom releases 
human potential, enables the full development of the capacity for a 
thoroughly admirable versatility. The thought is expressed with a cer
tain dour power by Herodotus as he comments on the Athenians' suc
cess in repulsing all the reactionary powers who banded together to 
crush the new democratic revolution : 

69Another obvious instance of the appeal to empirical commonsense is the enabling 
analogy of the philosophical dog, which combines the apparent contraries of ferocity and 
knowledge (375a2-376c5) . Socrates has himself raised the objection to his own principle 
of specialization of labor in the case of the full-time professional army, which he presents 
as essential to the state (the rationale for this militarization of society is another ideo
logical detour) . The parallel of the dogs establishes only that versatility is not necessarily 
against nature, but Plato is not about to abandon his principle of specialization as a re
sult. On the contrary, this point simply becomes a basis for defending the paucity of 
those with access to rule. 
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The Athenians now flourished [euksento] .  It makes clear, and not just from 
this one instance but in all respects, that the right to equal speech in the 
assembly [he isegorie] is an excellent thing [khrema spoudaion] ,  if the Athe
nians, who, when they had tyrants were-where wars were concerned-no 
better than any of their neighbors, but when they got free of their tyrants, 
became by far the best [protoi] . These things then make clear that when 
they were held back, they willingly played the coward because they were 
working for a master, but when they were liberated, each one was eager to 
work on behalf of himself [autos hekastos heoutoi] .  (5.78) 

Herodotus' celebration of individualism may misleadingly suggest 
nineteenth-century liberalism; but, unlike Plato, Herodotus assumes a 
perfect harmony of self-motivated, self-interested labor and the keen
est commitment to the defense of the polis-community as a whole. The 
same perspective is clear in Thucydides' account of Perikles' funeral 
oration : 

In sum, I say that the whole city is the education fPaideusis] of Greece and 
with respect to the individual citizen, he seems to me to present himself 
[lit. "his body"] from among us as self-sufficient [autarkes] in the face of the 
most varied situations and with the greatest grace and versatility 
[eutrapelOs] .  ( 2 .4 1 .  1-2) 

For Plato, however great his own versatility, this democratically cel
ebrated versatility is the ultimate nightmare.70 The worst consequence 
for the individual of mimesis, in the sense of acting Or emotionally asso
ciating with literary characters , is that it leads to moral and emotional 
versatility (3 .395d). In Plato's vocabulary versatility is synonymous with 
meddling, being a troublesome busybody <polupragmonein, lit. "doing 
many things"),  and the very antithesis of justice : 7 )  "Each individual 
ought to pursue the one thing in the business of the city for which his 
nature was born and has grown most suited [eis ho autou he phusis 
epitedeiotate pephukuia eie] . . . .  And indeed the doing of what is one's 
own and not being a busybody [me poluprogmonein] is justice" (4 .433a5-
9). The negation is fully as integral to the definition as the affirmation. 
Half a page later Plato again describes justice as the principle "that 
each person, being one person, perform that which is his/hers and not 
meddle [kai ouk epolupragmonei]" (4.433d4-5).  Moreover, the allegedly 

7°"Of all men who ever lived Plato must have been one of the most versatile" (Raven 
1 965: 9)· 

7 ' Ehrenberg 1 947:  46-67 is a masterful survey of the history of the term, which is 
overwhelmingly negative in our predominantly anti-democratic sources but completely 
bound up with the Athenian democracy's positive self-image. For the term's interaction 
with its apposite, apragmosune, see Carter 1 986: esp. 1 1 7- 18 .  
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self-evident empirical data of the specialization of practical crafts 
which initially validated this principal of innate differentiation turns 
out to be a matter of relative indifference for Plato : 

If a carpenter undertakes the function of a shoemaker or vice versa . . .  or 
if the same person undertakes doing both jobs, do you think that does any 
damage to the city? Not at all . . . .  But I believe that if a worker or someone 
who is a moneymaker by nature fPhusei] undertakes to enter the military 
class, or if someone in the military undertakes to enter the class of delib
eration and guardianship without being worthy of it, then I believe it seems 
to you as well that this change and meddling fPolupragmosune] means de
struction for the city. (4.434a2-b7) 

Thus it emerges that the only critical capacity determined by one's in
herited nature is the capacity to rule-just the issue in the ideological 
debate over birth which is central to Homer, Pindar, Aeschylus, and 
Sophokles (to pick some nonrandom examples) . In Plato's utopia, 
then, justice turns out to be a willing adherence to the hierarchical di
vision of classes achieved by Plato's eugenics (Cross and Woozley 1 979 
[ 1 964] : 1 09-10 ;  contra Guthrie HGP 4.473 n .2 ) .  

This discourse of  phusis as  a principle dividing rulers from ruled by 
birth is recapitulated in the analysis of the individual psyche, in which 
justice is also the principle of subordination of the naturally inferior 
parts to the naturally superior part. Here, however, the discourse of 
nature is ontologically linked not to human procreation or aristocratic 
ancestry but to the structure of reality and ultimately the Form of the 
Good, which in turn is associated with divinity. The calculating element 
in the soul is the only part that sees reality as it truly is-the reality of 
the Forms, which are divine. It is only by contemplating these that a 
human being can approach the condition of divinity : "Indeed, by con
sorting with what is divine and orderly the philosopher at least be
comes both orderly and divine to the extent possible for a human 
being" (6.50ocg-d 1 ) . 

The gap between the discourse of human phusis, encompassing both 
eugenics and the organizational principle of the just polis, and phusis as 
the organizational principle of ultimate reality is the point at which the 
specifically political project founders on the rock of platonic ontology. 
The realm of the good, knowledge of which is fundamental to the suc
cess of rulers, is by definition totally separate from the realm of human 
generation. To be sure , Plato constantly suggests a clear connection by 
his elaborate description of the philosophical phusis (6.485a4-
8)-where the term phusis ought to mean simply natural endowment 
without reference to specific parentage-in terms that constantly re-
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call the phusis of the guardian which is presented as in some sense a 
product of the eugenic arrangements. The philosophical phusis is hy
pothetically presumed to come from a rich and noble family (plousios te 
kai gennaios, 494C6) ,  and the catalogue of its virtues corresponds to 
those of the guardian as genetically engineered in the earlier books. 

Yet finally Plato himself explicitly insists on the relevance to the po
litical project of this separation of the realm of generation from the 
realm of the Forms by his recourse to the heavenly number (8.546a7-
547a5). I, at least, deduce from this endlessly debated passage that ( 1 )  
the cosmos is presumed to be mathematically ordered, (2 )  that there is 
potentially a connection between this order and the process of human 
procreation, but (3) that even to the most perfectly trained philosopher
rulers this order is ultimately inaccessible .72  On this catch-2 2  the ideal 
city meets its inevitable doom. 

Phusis and Didache: The Collapse of an Opposition 

The disjunction between,  on the one hand, human phusis with its fa
tal baggage of mortality and, on the other, the pure realm of the good 
is not the only basis on which Plato's discourse of phusis is decon
structed within the text of the Republic. The sophistic alternative to 
aristocratic phusis is paideia, education and socialization in the broadest 
sense as the far more relevant determining factors of character. Here 
Plato is far more a Sophist himself than a conservative aristocrat. For 
all his attachment to the connotations of phusis and in spite of his other
worldly distrust of education as itself inherently contingent, he accepts 
the core of the sophistic analysis. Yet his constant harking back to aris
tocratic phusis mystifies his acknowledgment of the overwhelming 
power of didache. 

In earlier dialogues Socrates is represented as opposing the view 
that arete can be taught. His initial , ironic proof of this proposition in 
the Protagoras is that the Athenian assembly lets all comers speak on 
issues of general policy for which arete is relevant (Prot. 3 1 9a lO-d7). On 
the one hand, this argument seems to anticipate the quest for govern
ment by highly educated experts rather than constituting a serious re
pudiation of teaching. It was just such experts that the Academy, itself 
adumbrated in the account of the advanced curriculum in the Republic, 

7-Adam 1 963 : 2 . 264-3 I 2 is a long appendix on interpretations of the magical number. 
Guthrie HGP 4.529 n. I brings the vast bibliography up to 1 975. I agree with Guthrie 
that "Plato amuses himself with a pedantic theory" (528),  but I think the philosophical 
point is in deadly earnest. 
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would produce to serve (and on occasion to murder) various kinglets 
and tyrants (Davies 1 978 :  235-36; Field 1 967 : 43-45)' On the other 
hand, the Meno, with its doctrine of anamnesis (recollection) , suggests 
how desperately Plato sought some alternative to a sophistic view of 
education as adding to and transforming an essentially indifferent raw 
material . This doctrine of anamnesis is presumed to be operative in the 
parable of the cave and the myth of Er (Guthrie HGP 4.559 n.  I ;  Raven 
1 965 : 1 76), but these passages show traces of a fundamental ideological 
suture (Laclau and Mouffe 1 985 : 88 n. I ) ,  a stitching over a hole in the 
argument made by an ideologically unacceptable implication of Plato's 
own argument. The doctrine of anamnesis, first illustrated with a slave 
in the Meno, is a general statement about the educability and capacity 
for knowledge of human beings qua human beings. It is an unalienable 
potentiality. In the parable of the cave , Sokrates spells out the poten
tially democratic thrust of his theory of education : 

We must, if these things are true, believe some such thing as this about 
them: education is not the sort of thing some people announce that it is. 
They say, I infer [pou] ,  that they put knowledge into a soul that does not 
have it-as if they had put sight into blind eyes . . . .  But our present ar
gument . . .  indicates that this faculty [dunamin] is in the psyche of each 
person as well as the organ with which each person learns. (7 .5 1 8b6--c6) 

The logical possibility that everyone qua human being is capable of be
ing turned toward the light is explicit. Despite the radically different 
telos of platonic education, this account of human beings corresponds 
closely to the position taken by Protagoras in the Protagoras. Everyone 
who actually lives in society is by definition capable of learning what 
the society wants its members to learn, and the entire analysis of the 
socialization process Protagoras offers insists on the effectiveness of 
this mass education. Yet, despite the fact that the rationale for educat
ing everyone in the polis is present in the text, the idea as such is scru
pulously avoided. How? 

The entire discourse of phusis in the Republic seems on this level de
signed to give some ontological support to a view of education that 
would not be available to all comers. In this context, a glance at the hos
tility of those who are uneducated and the indifference of the overed
ucated (7 .5 1 9b7-c6) leads to this rigidly elitist non sequitur: "Our task 
as founders is to compel the best natures [tas beltistas phuseis] to arrive 
at the study which before we declared was the greatest, to see the 
Good, to make that ascent" (7 .5 1 9c8-d l ) .  Throughout the Republic 
Socrates again and again emphasizes all the factors that determine the 
extreme rarity of the appropriate phusis for the ruler's education, and 
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this rarity is from the outset associated with noble birth. We have al
ready noted the exceptional weight placed on the well-born puppy 
analogy for separating guardians from ordinary brutal soldiers , and 
there is no particular point in going over the other natural aptitude 
tests invoked in the first-round choice of the guardian class. It is when 
the paradox of the philosopher-ruler is enunciated that the second 
round of arguments from phusis is invoked to keep the pool of potential 
leaders as small as possible .  The rarity of the right phusis is first in
voked as a defense against those who would immediately attack 
Sokrates for his paradox: "It is fitting for some by nature fPhusei] to em
brace philosophy and rule in the city, but for others not to embrace it, 
but to follow the leader" (S .474b4-c3) .  

After a long detour detailing all those unfit for philosophy, we come 
back to the definition of those who have this capacity, "the nature 
fPhusin] that one who is to become kalos k' agathos must be born with 
fPhunai]" (6.48ge4-4goa l ) . Again a traditional term for an aristocratic 
gentleman is equated with the true philosopher. This "true [in contra
distinction to all those who have just been decisively excluded] lover of 
learning would have a birth-given capacity fPephukOs eie] to strive to
ward reality [to on]" (6-4goa8-g) . Sokrates continues with a sexual met
aphor to elaborate on this striving toward reality : 

He would not remain among those things which are believed in opinion to 
be many particulars, but rather he would go on and would not blunt the 
edge of his desire [erotos] or give it up before he has seized the essence 
[phuseos] itself of each thing with that part of the soul with which it is fit
ting to seize on such an object-fitting because akin to it [sungenei] .  With 
this part he approaches closely and truly has intercourse [migeis] with re
ality [wi onti] ,  engendering [gennesas] understanding and truth, and he will 
gain knowledge and truly live and thrive and in this way leave off his birth 
pang [Odinos] and not before that. (6.490b l-b7)13 

This extraordinary passage, a metaphorical cross between a Spartan
style marriage , incest, and male parthenogenesis, insists in terms 
diametrically opposed to the species-wide capacity for learning ar
ticulated in the cave passage that only the true philosopher has the 
innate capacity and the organ for this union with the real. 

After detailing the other virtues of this phusis and announcing that 
he will explain how it is corrupted so that only a few (smikron ti) escape, 

73See duBois' analysis ( 1 988:  1 69-83) of the general tendency, well illustrated in this 
passage, of Plato's sexualization of philosophy to appropriate both female and male im
agery of procreation. Thus the initially purely phallic intercourse of the philosophical 
phusis with reality culminates in a kind of self-impregnation entailing a normally female 
birth pang. 
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Sokrates, the philosophical enemy par excellence of the opinions of the 
many, makes another of his rare and ideologically symptomatic appeals 
to a consensus gentium: "On this point then I imagine everyone will 
agree with us, that such a nature [phusin],  having all the attributes 
which we just now catalogued, if it is to become perfectly [teleos] philo
sophical , is rarely [oligakis] born [phuesthai] among human kind and few 
in number [oligas] "  (6.49 1 a8-b2) .  This triumphant conclusion pre
cedes the parable of the cave , so the audience has already been heavily 
pressured to accept this narrow conception of human educability be
fore being exposed to a view with markedly different implications. 

Plato's solemn silence on the issue of educating the many is as clear 
an evidence of his horror of democracy as his explicit glossing of ta hau
tou prattein (doing one's own) by kai me polupragmonein (and not being a 
meddler) (4.433a8) . For, as we have seen, the democratic celebration of 
the human capacity for versatility goes hand in hand with the sophistic 
celebration of all that can be added to the phusis of the pupil by edu
cation. To this extent, the combination in the Republic of absolute state 
control of breeding and of every phase of socialization seems to meet 
the sophistic threat irrefutably. In so absolutist a thinker, however, the 
compound proves quite unstable. The elaboration of the impact of the 
wrong sort of socialization beside the detailed presentation of all that 
the correct socialization would entail ends in confirming the sophistic 
downgrading of the relative importance of phusis. Plato concedes in
deed that, the better the phusis, the more vulnerable it is to corruption 
by the wrong socialization ; he even confirms it by the naturalistic anal
ogy of a plant in the wrong soil (6.49 1 d 1-S) .  This analogy represents a 
revealingly pessimistic and characteristically aristocratic reversal of 
Antiphon's use of the same analogy : 

The first thing, I believe, among human beings is education fPaideusis). 
For whenever one makes the beginning correctly of anything whatsoever, 
it is likely as well that the end will turn out correctly. And whatever seed 
one plants in the ground, such are the fruits one must expect. And when
ever one plants a noble fgennaian) education in a young body, it lives and 
thrives through his whole life, and neither downpour nor drought will tear 
it away. (D-K B 60) 

Antiphon presents nobility as an attribute of education itself. The body 
of the pupil is the soil ,  the character of which appears in his wording to 
be a matter of indifference, while the seed is daringly equated with ed
ucation. The consequences of the process have the very stability and 
permanence that the medical writers attribute to the individual phusis. 
For Plato, as for Pindar (Ne. 8.40-43) ,  the plant is associated with in-
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nate virtues that require the right soil .  But mor:e pessimistic than Pin
dar, Plato seems obsessed with the unavailability of such an educational 
environment in his world. 

Plato's anxiety over the necessity of the correct socialization repeat
edly brings him to the verge of echoing Democritos' devastating assault 
on the exclusive claims of phusis. For Plato too education "makes phusis" 
(phusiopoiei) . Plato's own analogies of education to molding or setting a 
stamp in clay (2 .377b l-2) or to dyeing cloth (429d4-e5) imply as 
much, but always in the negative sense of the threat of the wrong ed
ucation. To sum up his horror of the wrong sorts of mimeseis, he states 
explicitly : "Don't you realize that imitations,  if they are carried on 
through from youth become established with respect to one's behavior 
and nature [eis elM te kai phusin kathistantai; Grube translates 'become 
part of one's nature')" (3 .395d l-3) .  

To put it most accurately, Plato does not seem to acknowledge ex
plicitly that education "makes" phusis; more poignantly, in the real 
world of democratic Athens, it breaks phusis. Still , as Okin acutely 
points out ( 1 979 :  57) ,  the deeper reason that the noble lie is a lie is that 
it implicitly acknowledges that the precious phuseis of the guardians are 
in fact socially, educationally constructed-not consequences of their 
genetic endowments. 

Conclusion 

The Republic gives us at once both the most powerfully articulated 
defense of aristocratic inherited excellence and the fullest demonstra
tion of its fragility and inadequacY " before the ideological apparatuses 
of the state. The Pindaric phusis Plato seeks to save is doubly trapped: 
it partakes of the vagaries of mere generation and it is ultimately de
fenseless against the power of poeticized public discourses promul
gated by state power. Nonetheless , the radicalism of his attempted 
solution-his utopian negation of the whole range of democratic dis
courses as he posits an ideally rational state in which both birth and 
education are perfectly harmonized with the dictates of reason-rep
resents an at least provisional ancient closure on the still hotly con
tested terrain of nature versus nurture.  We may justly feel a certain 
horror at what this particular utopian model has inspired through the 
centuries, but any serious attempt to find better alternatives must lie 
on the far side of confronting Plato's attempted solutions. 



Afterword 

We are taught to read classical texts teleologically-to un
derstand the rationale for whatever comes before in the text as an an
ticipation of or preparation for whatever comes at the end. So too 
there is a strong disposition among interpreters of ancient Greek civ
ilization to read what comes before Plato as caught in a Hegelian dia
lectical spiral ascending inevitably toward its culmination in Plato. 
Thus what is negated along the way is felt to be somehow superseded
not annihilated but preserved on a more sublime plane. 

The Marxist model I have applied in the preceding chapters treats 
both the reading process and the study of historical continuities and 
disjunctures rather differently. The winners in particular struggles are 
not endowed with any a priori claim to virtue, but there are reasons 
worth looking for in assessing why the winners won and the losers lost. 
Particularly in examining the ideological level of struggle, Benjamin's 
dictum that "even the dead will not be safe from the enemy if he win" 
( 1 969: 255) is a salutary corrective to the more blandly optimistic He
gelian model. The winners determine what if anything is remembered 
of the losers, and they are in a position to distort whatever is remem
bered beyond all recognition. Plato's representation of the Sophists , 
Greek tragedy, lyric, or epic expresses his own ideological agenda. That 
agenda deserves to be appreciated in its own right as an extraordinarily 
creative response to a set of conditions not of Plato's making. That 
Homer's Achilles is convicted of undignified excess in grief, greed, im
moderate brutality, and contempt of men and of gods (Rep. 3 .388a5-
39 1 b6), that Odysseus must be stripped of his will to achieve and 
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dominate the polis and instead become an apragmon, a political quietist 
(Rep. 1 O.620c3-7) ,  that the drama and public discourse of democratic 
Athens become figured as meaningless and seductive idols of the 
cave-all this is quite intelligible in terms of that Platonic ideological 
agenda. Even Pindar, whose vision of an ideal community dominated 
by the scions of the great families seems to have contributed so much to 
Plato's own utopian project, appears in the Republic only as one who 
fosters the illusion that wealth is equivalent to justice ( 1 .33 1 a l -b l )  and 
along with the tragedians perpetuates morally reprehensible myths 
(3 .408b7-C l ) . The dazzling, hypnotic power over sound effects, images, 
and narratives by which Pindar claims to lift us into a divine realm is 
precisely what must be mercilessly expunged from the new education. 

Plato's version won in the sense that the new monarchs and their es
sential support systems of professional mercenaries and bureaucrats 
had the power both to crush the amateur citizen-soldiers of the democ
racy and to set the educational agenda for the foreseeable future. But 
because ideological struggle seeks to resolve real conflicts with imagi
nary solutions, because the form of those imaginary solutions must 
confront and respond to the forms of alternative visions, ideological 
victories are rarely complete or permanent. Were there no oppressed 
underclass challenging the claims of the oppressors to define reality, 
there would be no specifically ideological struggle. The voices of the 
challengers must be somehow incorporated in however a distorted 
form in the discourse that seeks to answer their challenge. Moreover, 
because this impulse to define reality in terms favorable to the oppres
sors is doomed to promise more than it can deliver, there is an inherent 
utopian negation of the status quo in the very defense of that status 
quo. Such in summary form is the rationale for the hermeneutic 
means by which we have sought to let speak the multiple voices of these 
canonical texts. We have listened for the voices of contending classes 
and utopian negation in the allegedly homogenized aristocratic dis
course of the traditional epics. In Pindar's towering vision of the con
stitutive power of poetic language, we have heard the emergence of a 
rhetoric that will sweep aside the old rules of political discourse. In the 
very sensuous richness of his idealization of aristocratic society we have 
heard the voice of its negation, the declaration of its inadequacy. In 
Aeschylus' triumphant vision of the dialectical emergence of demo
cratic justice, we have heard the smouldering threat of aristocratic sta
sis and an implicit demand for sexual justice that indicts the society it 
celebrates. Sophokles' seemingly nostalgic cooptation of an anthropo
logical ground for aristocratic phusis lets us hear the democratic case 
for the social construction of identity by education. The drama's cele
bration of aristocratic male-bonding enlists us in a cry of common 
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humanity over inhuman pain , a sympathy that defies the impositions 
of any state. Finally, in Plato's apparently seamless totalization of state 
control over both birth and education, we can hear the negation of pri
vate property and that systematic subordination of women that were 
the founding conditions of the aristocratic valorization of inherited ex
cellence. We also hear, beside the denigrating assault on the Sophists' 
mode of discourse and democratic arena of activity, a despairing ac
knowledgment that they were right about the priority of education 
over birth . 

The formal trajectory from epic formulas to choral lyric, trilogy, sin
gle play, philosophical dialogue is similarly not intelligible on the basis 
of a purely internal Hegelian logic of forms. Concrete political, eco
nomic, and technological developments called forth the mammoth po
ems that signaled the death of epic. The development of literacy and 
the specific institutional forms of aristocratic struggle for legitimacy 
are specific preconditions of the epinician form. No less the specific 
forms of class struggle in Athens during the sixth and fifth centuries 
B.C .  are necessary contributory factors in the emergence of tragedy and 
trilogy. So too the impact of literacy and the political role of both 
drama and rhetoric are essential to our grasp of the conditions of pos
sibility of Plato's massive prose dialogue. 

At the same time these various forms do have their own material 
weight and their own internal dynamic that cannot be reduced to a sim
ple reflex of their conditions of possibility. Homeric formulas, type
scenes, and traditional story patterns preclude certain kinds of 
discourse even as they enable others. The fact of cultural continuity 
within the period we have considered means that Homeric forms con
tinue to exert a distinct pressure on all subsequently dominant forms 
of discourse, since these later forms are not free not to respond to 
Homer. If changed conditions call into being new forms, these must 
compete with the existing forms. Homer is more than a quarry of sto
ries and phrases to be mined and reworked at will. Those stories and 
phrases manifest their own specific gravity, however self-conscious the 
will to transform them may be. Pindar's efforts to forge more memo
rable images of heroic grandeur and break the relative predictability of 
the hexameter line reminds us of the model phrases even as we catch 
the echo of the hexameter's opening cadence in the creative play of the 
dactylo-epitrite. The images and narratives by which Aeschylus 
launches his massive assault on the aristocratic heroic ethos bring to life 
again that Homeric world as the price of its negation. Sophokles' nos
talgic celebration of Achilles-like radical negation of the status quo car
ries into democratic and Sophist-taught Athens a Homeric aura that 
bespeaks its own age. Finally, Plato, who feels the compulsion to launch 
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a last attack on Homer's Odysseus on virtually the last page of his vast 
opus, testifies throughout to the pressure exerted by Homer's mixed 
mode of narrative and drama as well as by Homer's ethical weight. 

The play between ideological struggle and formal struggle is only 
discernible by analytic abstraction. But such an analysis helps clarify 
why neither aspect can be grasped within a purely internal history. 
Real history, the history of living human beings confronting conditions 
not of their own making and struggling to make a livable life ,  generates 
the terms of ideological struggle and educates the five senses through 
the struggle of forms. 
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